
Some     Solicitors  
June 15, 2012 

1) Hutchinson Thomas 01639 445094, planning law.
2) Cyfreithwyr Llys Cennen, 01269 592658.
3) Gomer Williams, specialists in injunctions, 01554 925108, Welsh and English speaking
4) Paris Smith as previously advised, they took a recent case in High Court against wnd turbines.

There are now three hundred groups fighting turbines in Britain alone. For a devastating criticism of 
wind turbines see www.ff.org. This site has some equations that can be worked with. It concludes that 
wind farms are unable to provide significant useful electricity to the grid at any time. They disrupt the 
grid, and can damage the grid heavily by surges. They are ten times more expensive than gas turbines. 
They have to be backed up by gas turbines, so wind turbines increase emissions from gas turbines. For 
a devasting criticism of global warming see the June 11th 2012 article in the Wall Street Journal, which 
can be found by googling “facts against global warming”. This is signed by many senior scientists and 
comes out with the truth that junior scientists are afraid to criticise because they might lose their jobs 
and funding. For a comparison of wind turbines with a gas turbine note that the 76 wind turbines 
planned to totally destroy Pen y Cymoedd will produce a claimed 0.25 gigawatts in TOTAL, assuming 
that all turbines can be made to work all the time. Assume a mean load factor of 0.25, then the actual 
output is 0.0625 gigawatts from all 76 turbines. Assume that only half the turbines work on average at 
any given span of time, then the output is actually 0.03 gigawatts, with constant danger of grid 
damaging power surges, and at ten times the needed cost. The seven gas turbines of Centrica produce 
3.9 gwatts, with a load factor of about 0.9, i.e. 3.51 gigawatts, a hundred times mnore than all the 76 
giant wind turbines put together, with constant output and no danger to the grid. One large 
hydroelectric plant can produce up to 15.0 gigawatts (e.g. in China, google it up). Hydroelectricity in 
Wales can therefore supply all the needs of the country, and all wind turbines can be dismantled. All 
these facts can be used in an injunction application. Google is saturated with facts that dismiss both 
global warming and wind turbines out of hand, many times over. Therefore another ground for an 
injunction is malfeasance, deliberate misgovernment. All three hundred groups could combine in a 
super class action, the aim being to demolish all illegal turbine development under Section 41, seek 
very heavy damages, and restore the countryside.

Search for     Barrister  
June 15, 2012 

It would be optimal if the strongest possible case for an injunction can be built up on as many points of 
law as possible: planning law, common law and international law. We are initiating the search with the 
Archdderwydd, the Archdruid, who is of course a chaired or crowned bard, but also a solicitor who 
lives in Pwllheli. He has been scathingly critical of the blatantly illegal assault on the Welsh language 
which accompanies uncontrolled colonization. That again could be a case in the Human Rights Court. 
Optimally it would be best, if he took the case, if he could instruct a barrister or firm of specialist 
planning and anti turbine solicitors such as Paris Smith, on a contingency basis in a class action, and 
also after the event insurance taken out for any costs that may be incurred. Legal aid should also be 
sought to cover all costs. I think that there are also grounds for an application because of conflict of 
interest, Plaid Cymru members are known to be wind turbine executives for example, and there may be 
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connections to wind turbine executives within Carmarthen County Council. If there are, these should be 
researched and publicly exposed. It is also known that turbine companies try to influence councillors. 
In history it is not unknown for councillors to take advantages, such as free dinners and all the rest of 
that dark scene, rumours of brown paper envelopes in a pub in Llandysul on Thursday afternoons, and 
so on. Betws was a gross and utter betrayal by Carmarthen County Council. The fatal weakness of 
planning law in Wales and England is that it gives dictatorial powers to the planing inspectorate and the 
minister, it allows 90% objecting majorities to be ignored by one official, in the case of Betws a man 
called Wild. The minister then rubber stamped Wild’s imperial edict. This is wholly undemocratic and 
therefore illegal in international law. So a Section 41 injunction may be sought. Section 41 is Welsh 
Government policy, adapted on 1st April. They are certainly making fools of themselves. Councillors 
are elected in Wales on the lowest turnout in Europe, because of apathy, and they are in charge of 
planning. The European Court of Human Rights can order this system to be replaced by an independent 
European planning process with strictly independent appeals procedures, and councillors eliminated 
from the process entirely. They should be replaced by the electronic referendum on a local and national 
level. Local referenda would have resulted in Betws and Mynydd y Gwair being rejected 
overwhelmingly. One of Beaufort’s agents was apparently obliged to beat a hurried retreat from 
Felindre during a meeting, so great was the anger, so he must have driven into a reservoir in panic. 
Beaufort extracted 270,000 pounds from Swansea County Council because they built a bridge over a 
river. Ancient fishing rights were suddenly remembered and a few dead kippers thrown in the Tawe. All 
this is the laughing stock of all republican Europe and the United States.

FOR POSTING: Background Notes for     UFT221  
June 15, 2012 

Many thanks in anticipation to Dave Burleigh!

a221stpapernotes1.pdf

a221stpapernotes2.pdf

a221stpapernotes3.pdf

a221stpapernotes4.pdf

FOR POSTING: UFT     221  
June 15, 2012 

This is UFT221 on the first general analytical solution of the N particle gravitational problem and 
introducing the concept of the additive orbital circulation vector. These results are valid for all 
cosmology.

a221stpaper.pdf
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Issues Five and     Six  
June 15, 2012 

Issues Five and Six of Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry are due out this week, and 
issue six will be the special issue on the refutation of Einsteinian general relativity, also published in 
book format – see news and updates section and home page of www.aias.us.

Minor Problem with Blog     Software  
June 15, 2012 

A minor problem developed with the www.aias.us blog software three days ago and has worsened. The 
blog is visible and read very intensely throughout the world, but I am not able to edit it at present due to 
an unresolved bug. So it may contain a few minor typographical errors. I am still able to view the blog 
feedback actvity data. At present the blog is at a record high, and has attacted nearly one hundred 
thouand readings since January 1st 2010.

Evidence for Violation of Human Rights on     Betws  
June 15, 2012 

Dioch yn fawr i Sia^n Ifan am y ddogfen hon.

Many thanks ot Sia^n Ifan for this document. An injunction to stop and demolish the Betws 
development can be sought in County Court or High Court under Section 41 of the 2006 Commonlands 
Act on many grounds of violation of human rights as outlined in my previous e mails this week, in that 
that many objecting groups and individuals were ignored, national protection policies were violated – 
those protecting the environment, wild life and ancient monuments, all violated. These objecting 
groups include CADW of the Welsh Government itself. In particular, points 35, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 
and 45 of the attached show clearly how local concerns were cynically ignored. I was also part of a 
90% majority of objectors by letter, and we were all ignored illegally in violation of human rights, the 
rights I have outlined already. This 90% majority is cynically covered up by Wild of the Welsh 
Inspectorate. Additionally the recent Helmsley High Court ruling sets a precedent in that local concerns 
over-ride national concerns, especially when these are based on crass pseudoscience of human global 
warming, refuted by many refereed data in many ways since this proposal was made by a greed ridden 
group of farmers looking for subsidies. I refer to many of my previous blog messages outlining the 
scientific case against global warming. It is also known now that data for global warming have been 
laundered in the past, so that is is clearly a fraudulent theory. Since this proposal was made, several 
leading industrialized countries have dropped subsidies: the U. S., Netherlands, Japan, China included. 
Wind turbines are useless because they need to be backed up by gas fired power stations, which cost 
ten times less and are much more powerful. There is no global warming due to carbon dioxide, so such 
power stations are safe. Turbines produce very little electricity and are grossly inefficient. Sometimes 
they take electricity from conventional power stations because they have to be kept running in 
becalmed conditions or in high wind, when they have to be switched off. So they will never replace 
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conventional poer stations, adn teh so called “wind industry” lobbies for more gas fired powers 
stations. This fact reveals that their so called “concern” for so called “global warming” is a grotesque 
hypocrisy. There are gas reserves for five hundred years ahead. The lights will not go out as one 
demented Councillor chanted in Carmarthen. In five hundred years a myriad of new technologies will 
develop, all of which will be more efficient than wind turbines. Finally a great deal of medical concern 
has been raised about the effects of turbines – their low frequency noise and their appalling effects on 
health. This is another ground for a Section 41 injunction. The development is a common assault, a 
criminal offence, and is therefore illegal. if a work on commonland is constructed in the knowledge that 
that work will damage health, it is a common assault.

This case can also be taken to the European Court of Human Rights on the grounds of violation of 
democracy and other basic human rights adn on other grounds that I have outlined.

I have visited the site during a protest by very decent people, and the devastation is horrifying, it is like 
a scene out of a nightmare. The once beautiful Mynydd Betws has been scarred as if assaulted by a 
demented murderer. The whole landscape has been obliterated. I grew up on this landscape and know 
exactly what has been perpetrated – a crime against humanity. Towering over the rightful owners of this 
land, ourselves, will be the flailing arms of many monstrous madmen, cutting at our very existence. 
Once the subsidies will are dropped only the rusting hulks of history will remain. They can and mus be 
demolished under an injunction. Their concrete bases demolished first with cutting edge hydro 
technology, then the rest will fall to the ground and can be cut into little pieces, transported away, and 
sold for scrap. The tranquiity of a civilized existence will then return. The land can be restored as much 
as possible, and finally the ugly pylons, electricity lines and access roads demolished and replaced by 
turf. All this at the expense of the developers, and all this throughout Wales, indeed throughout Europe.

Glyn Eithrym,

Prof. M. W. Evans, Armiger of Mawr, Civil List Pensioner, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

2064826_.pdf

Daily Report     14/6/12  
June 15, 2012 

There were 1,973 hits from 511 distinct visits, 30.3% spiders, CEFE 21 readings since 6/6/12. 
Innsbruck Medical University publications; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT papers; 
Chemistry University of Toronto general; Belfort University Switzerland UFT199; University de la 
Frontera Chile Essay60(Sp), UFT122(Sp), UFT175(Sp); National University of Colombia Felker4 
(Sp); Michigan Technological University general; Rose Hulman University UFT166; University of 
Maryland UFT82; Higher Institute of Space Studies and Aernautics France UFT146; University of 
Poitiers general; University of Bologna refutation of Heisenberg; Korean Advanced Institute of 
Technology general; Government of the Canaries general; Pakistan Education and Research Network 
DPS papers; Medical Univeristy of Warsaw Foundations of Physics leaflet; Institute for Nuclear 
Research of the Russian Academy of Sciences UFT18; Eastleigh College general; Sheffield University 
Foundations of Physics leaflet; intense interest all sectors.
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Formatted Copy of Autobiography Volume     One  
June 14, 2012 

To return to civilization and sanity for a day from the wilderness and insanity of wind turbine I have 
been spending the day correcting proofs of the first volume of my autobiography. It is excellently 
produced by my venture partners Authors Online and I own copyright. If anyone would like to see an 
early copy please let me know. It looks much better than the preprint in the blue box of the home page 
of www.aias.us, proving once again the value of books. The finished book will have some of my early 
photographs prepared by Alina Hachikyan, B. A. My father, a real coal miner, and gold medallist of the 
very dangerous Mines Rescue Service, used to describe me as “a cool one”, and so I am preparing a 
cold, logical case for the law against Betws and Mynydd y Gwair. Everyone knows very well that the 
landscape will be totally destroyed by useless turbines, but nature and the economy will have their 
revenge in the long term. The effect on me is to make me more poetically disdainful of the madness of 
human society than ever before.

European Court of Human     Rights  
June 14, 2012 

A case against Betws and Mynydd y Gwair may be filed in the European Court of Human Rights on the 
grounds of violations of the following human rights.

1) Article 19 of the European Convention on Human Rights.
2) Violation of the European Instrument for Democracy.
3) Violation of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
4) Violation of United Nations resolution 57 (1999) whic states that democracy means the full 
recognition of all human rights. This means that 90% objecting majorities cannot be overruled by one 
local government planning officer as was the case in Betws.
5) Illegal construction of works on commonland, Section 41 of the Commonlands Act of 2006 in the 
law of England and Wales implies that the European Court may order the works to be demolished and 
compensation paid to ignored objectors and conservationists and so on.
6) Violation of Section 38 of the Commonlands Act of 2006, which prohibits all works on commonland 
unless legal ministerial consent is obtained. Legal ministerial consent cannot be given against a 90% 
local objection and against several layers of objection as in previous objections to Mynydd y Gwair. 
The European Court may prohibit any development of wind turbines on any commonland in England 
and Wales andorder all illegal works to be demolished at developer expense, plus heavy damages.
7) The recent Hemsley wind turbine High Court Ruling means that concerns about the landscape are 
more important than national needs. A 90% local objection cannot be over-ruled or ignored. This legal 
precedent may be used to file an injunction in the High Court against Mynydd y Gwair.
8) A statutory High Court challenge to any planning permission on Mynydd y Gwair must be filed 
within six weeks under sections 287 and 288 of the Town and County Planning Act of 1990 in the law 
of England and Wales.
9) A High Court review request may be sought within three months of any planning permission.
10) The law of England and Wales may be challenged by the European Court of Human Rights if that 
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law contravenes human rights.

At present the planning law of England and Wales violates article 25 of the International Covenant on 
Human Rights (1966) : “The people shall have the opportunity to take part in the conduct of public 
affairs”, and violates the U. N. Charter of 1948, “The will of the People shall be the basis of the 
authority of Government.” In that the planning law of Engalnd and Wales makes it legal to ignore 
objections, even 90% objections, it violates several human rights under international law. In that local 
councillors are rarely elected by a majority of the electoral register, there is no local democracy in 
England and Wales, and that violates human rights. The EuropeanCourt may order the introduction of 
government by electronic referendum. On this basis an injunction to remove the Betws works may be 
sought in the High Court of England and Wales, and it may also be challenged in the European Court of 
Human Rights. Anyone may file in the latter court, but obviously, a barrister needs to do it.

Glyn Eithrym

Prof. M. W. Evans, Armiger,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Appeals to the United Nations, Amnesty International 
and     UNESCO  
June 14, 2012 

I advise appeals to the U. N., UNESCO and Amnesty International against human rights violations in 
Wales. These are systematic and numerous. The appeals would seek U. N. condemnation of the Welsh 
Government for violations of many international and local laws. The Westminster Government and its 
slavish political ally, the Welsh Government, could be open to United Nations trade sanctions and 
similar. Amnesty International could begin recording the human rights violations on Betws and 
Mynydd y Gwair, and condemning them. I will draw up a list of laws that I think have been violated. 
These can be used as grounds for several injunctions. As Armiger on merit, and Civil List Scientist on 
merit, I regard global warming alarmists with complete disdain, because they fraudulent. They are not 
scientific and this is becoming obvious. They have ruined many beautiful landscapes and nearly 
bankrupted several countries with their crass stupidity, coming form lazy mindedness and an inability 
to study science in sufficient depth. It is also wholly illegal to discriminate against the Welsh langugae, 
and illegal pressures on people to speak English still go on. The incomers are too lazy and arrogant to 
learn the language, and in comparison have little or no culture, nothing to offer a cultured and 
intelligent people. Such pressures should be condemned by the United Nations and if they go on, trade 
sanctions imposed. Despite repeated warnings from UNESCO the tide of monoglot immigration into 
Wales remains unchecked. Again we see an unelected pseudogovernment corrupted to such an extent 
that it harms Wales very greatly. It must be condemned by a concerned international community.

Numerical Results and Code for     UFT221  
June 14, 2012 
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These are results by co author Horst Eckardt.

221(3).pdf

Graphical Results for UFT221 by Horst     Eckardt  
June 14, 2012 

Excellent work again by Horst Eckardt. These very interesting results seem to confirm the method and 
the constraint eq. (28) and confirm the existence of the non zero orbital circulation for all conical 
sections excluding the circle. These are all major new results yet again. The constraint eq. (28) can be 
compared with the computer simulation. The latter is far preferable in this case but we also have new 
and entirely original analytical results. I think that eq. (36), right hand side, can be plotted for different 
values of theta, that would give the integral on the LHS for different values of theta. For theta = 2 pi 
both sides should vanish. It is clear that R2 squared = R1 squared + R3 squared is true if and only if eq. 
(37) is used, i.e. it is the result of a particular contour integral of Stokes’ Theorem. In general:

R2 squared = (R1 + R3) dot (R1 + R3)

= R1 squared + R2 squared + 2 R1 dot R3

exactly as in the Compton scattering papers UFT158 ff. So I will proceed to write up this paper as 
UFT221. The numerical results also confirm the correctness of the calculations in eq. (34). The 
analytical method rapidly becomes impractical for more than three particles, but the simulation method 
opens up an infinite amount of new knowledge for up to one hundred gravitationally interacting 
particles as I understand form co author Horst Eckardt. It is essentially a molecular dynamics or Monte 
Carlo type code written by Horst Eckardt that can produce pair distribution functions and many types 
of auto and cross correlation functions, and of course all kinds of orbits. These are all going to be 
dramatically affected by x and apply to all cosmology, solar system to galaxies.

In a message dated 13/06/2012 22:48:23 GMT Daylight Time, :

These are graphical results for eqs. (29) and (36), both for epsilon= 0.3 and 1.5 and for 
three x values. The S function is antisymmetric to theta=pi. The symmetry point shifts if x 
is altered.
The radial integral is symmetric and positive. Its maximum shifts in the same way.
The integral can be solved analytically and gives a very simple result: 1/2 R squared, see 
%o7 in the attached output.
The R integral gives again

R2 ^2 = R1^2 + R3^2
It seems
in contrast to (35). What is the direction of dRi ? Does it rotate with Ri? I assume it is 
perpendicular to the unit vector of R, i.e. parallel to the unit vector of theta. Obviously the 
integral for one full circle of theta is
1/2 * Ri^2(2 pi) – 1/2 * Ri^2(0) = 0.

Besides this problem, I think the results are reasonable, the S function indicates if the curl 
of R precedes or trails the tangent on a circle (in comparison). The R integral sums up the 
length changes of R. For hyperbolic orbits it gives poles.
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Horst

Am 13.06.2012 12:26, schrieb EMyrone

This is a cross check on the general analytical solution of the N particle 
gravitational problem by considering the situation of Figure (1) of the attached. 
The general solution remains the same, eq. (23) in the Newtonian limit and eq. 
(24) for precessing conical sections and the new universal potential. The orbital 
circulations are given in eqs. (28) and (29) and are entirely new concepts in 
cosmology. The orbital circulations add as in eq. (28). The general solution in 
terms of elapsed times is eq. (29). Eq. (34) can be developed further and this 
will be the subject of the next note. Note carefully that there is now only one 
centre of mass considered so the relative motions of two particle centres of 
mass are irrelevant and do not affect the solution. As far as I know this is the 
first analytical solution of this famous problem in four hundred years. The 
computer simulation by Dr Horst Eckardt will give a great deal of valuable 
additional information.

Daily Report     13/6/12  
June 14, 2012 

There were 2,051 hits from 540 distinct visits 22.8% spiders. CEFE 20 readings 9 referrals since 
6/6/12. National University of Mar del Plata Argentina Numerical Article 3; University of Queensland 
UFT26; Upper Canada District School Board UFT4; Honewywell Corporation UFT177; National 
Institute of Technology Tchurapalli India (on edu) Summary of advances in ECE theory; Mathematics 
University of Connecticut UFT25; University of Iowa UFT99; Complutensian University Madrid 
Essay38; University of Granada infinite solenoid; University of Poitiers general; U. S. Department of 
Homeland Security galaxies; Library of Congress UFT papers; Italian National Institute for Nuclear 
Physics Rome 2 UFT76; Milan Polytechnic UFT219; Tohoku University UFT86; Korean Advanced 
Institute for Technology UFT papers; Netherlands National Institute for Subatomic Physics UFT88; 
The World Wide Web Consortium general; Imperial College London levitron. Intense interest all 
sectors.

Advice on Human     Rights  
June 13, 2012 

The fundamental principle of human rights is expressed in the United Nations Charter of 1948. “The 
will of the People will be the basis of the authority of government.” Under article 25 of the 
International Covenant on Human Rights (1966) the People shall have the opportunity to take part in 
the conduct of public affairs. These rights are law under the European Convention on Human Rights. 
At Betws a 90% objecting majority was ignored, and that is blatantly illegal. At Mynydd y Gwair a 
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90% objecting majority has been demonstrated and if that is ignored it is blatantly illegal. The election 
of representatives on a small minority is illegal because it is undemocratic. The law is being broken all 
the time in turbine developments that are designed simply to transfer taxation to foreign executives via 
subsides which serve no industrial or societal purpose of any kind. Wind turbines are useless and there 
is no global warming. So all over Wales injunctions should be taken out for severe breaches of human 
rights. The freedom of expression is also law, and if this denied it is illegal. The right of peaceful 
assembly is also law. The right to free expression of the will of the electors is also law. This law is 
broken every time a representative is elected on say 20% of the electoral register becasue that is not 
democracy. I used to work for Amnesty International as a volunteer trying to get people out of prison in 
Argentina and Chile, and the breach of human rights in Wales is as bad as that. People are not yet killed 
or suddenly disappear in Wales, so the human rights laws must be used to make sure that things do not 
get worse. I will continue my research on human rights laws and I see that people are taking up my 
views. That is excellent progress. They are aware of their rights. The land of Betws and Mynydd y 
Gwair belongs to the people to whom it was granted under the Commonwealth (1642 – 1660). The 
tradition in this area is republican and leveller, nonconformist, dissenter and radical. No one has ever 
seen the Duke of Beaufort, who does not own the land, it is commonland, and as far as the levellers and 
republicans are concerned, still belongs to them, as commonland. Every law ever made has been 
broken by Betws and Mynydd y Gwair. Executives and pseudopoliticians should be made personally 
responsible for the huge amount of damage they have caused in cynical contempt for human rights. 
Subsidies will be dropped shortly, turbine companies will go bankrupt. So efforts against turbines must 
be redoubled and resistance kept up for as many years as it will take to get rid of them, and to restore 
our human rights. Try to talk out any differences so as to present a united front against despotism. 
Infighting at this critical time is not a good idea. Let the ultra cold arm of the law prevail against the 
passions of greed. A recent High Court ruling is a clear precedent that can be used to uphold local rights 
against illegal activities of pseudo – government, fake government that is not democratic and which is 
actually controlled by multi nationals via organized lobbying. The Unions could organize a permanent 
work to rule and pemanent random strike actions against turbine companies, so they they never 
generate any electricity, i.e. the unions can help bankrupt them. Many things like this can be done in the 
battle for our freedom. Taxes can eb dealyed until th elast moment, electricity biils not paid, coal fired 
heaters introduced all over Wales. The atmosphere actually needs carbon dioxide, plants cannot live 
without it.

Glyn Eithrym

(Prof. M. W. Evans, Armiger, Civil List pensioner, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M .Civil List.
www.aias.us)

Letter of Objection from Sia^n     Ifan  
June 13, 2012 

This is a letter of objection from Sia^n Ifan, Llysgenhadaeth Owain Glyndw^r. All my detailed 
objections to this illegal act are available on my blog on www.aias.us, going back to 2006. There are 
hundreds of them. I have been objecting to this proposal for eighteen years. It is imperative to file for 
emergeny injunctions under Sections 41 and 38 of the Commonlands Act to reverse Betws and stop 
Mynydd y Gwair. Throughout Wales there is intense outrage at the greed ridden dictators who try to 
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destroy our landscape and way of life. Nearly all of Wales is unified against them. Any new proposal 
by N Power must be thrown out on the grounds that it is illegal. It violates the right in international law 
to democracy. Similarly the Betws vandalism must be halted and the land restored at developers’ 
expense under a Section 41 injunction. We have written to the Archdderwydd, the Archdruid, who is a 
solicitor. Swansea County Council threw out Mynydd y Gwair on grounds much wider than peat 
destruction. The Betws vandalism is taking place right on top of peat, so that issue is irrelevant. N 
Power is in effect an illegal invasion of colonizers aided by turncoats inside Wales. In the words of the 
great Dic Penderyn, “Arglwydd, arglwydd, dyma gamwedd.”. “Lord, Lord, this injustice.” These were 
his last words before he was hanged illegally for a crime that he did not commit, and Wales will never 
forget it. It will never forget Betws and Mynydd y Gwair.

Glyn Eithrym

(Prof. M. W. Evans, Arniger, Civil List Pensioner, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List,
www.aias.us )

ethenewplanningapplicationfortheMynyddyGwairToMrJohnLock.doc

Gorchymyn Llys /     Injunction  
June 13, 2012 

R wyn cytuno’n llwyr. Rhaid edrych ar yr holl beth unwaith eto o’r dechreuad a mae’n bwysig ofnadwy 
i ddodi mewn am orchymyn llys. I agree, the whole thing should be looked at from the beginning, and 
it is most important to apply immediately for a injunctions against Bettws (Section 41) and Mynydd y 
Gwair (Section 38).

In a message dated 13/06/2012 12:38:32 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Diolch yn fawr Myron ac hefyd am y wybodaeth ardderchog arall a dderbyniais y 
bore ‘ma. Sgwennaf at Robyn Lewis yn ogystal a gyrru copiau o’r hyn rydych wedi 
sgwennu’n barod ar y pwnc ato. Tydwi ddim wedi astudio’r ffurflen ar gyfer y 
Gorchymyn Llys eto gan fod cymaint o waith i’w wneud fel dilyniant I’r brotest.

Ymddengys bod y cais cynllunio newydd ar gyfer gosod y Fferm Wynt ar Mynydd y 
Gwair yn cael ei gyflwyno i Gyngor Sir Abertawe yn wythnos nesaf ‘ma. Roedd yr 
Ioan Richards ‘na wedi gyrru gwybodaeth allan ae e-bost fel a ganlyn:

COPY :- can you do likwise:-

From City & County Councillor Ioan M. Richard, 23, Mountain Road,

Craigcefnparc, Swansea, SA6 5RH. Tel 01792 843861. 3-6-12.

To Mr John Lock, Chief Planning Officer, City and County of Swansea,

Civic Centre, Swansea, SA1.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/13/gorchymyn-llys-injunction/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/ethenewplanningapplicationforthemynyddygwairtomrjohnlock.doc
http://www.aias.us/


When the new Planning Application comes in for sixteen Wind Turbines at Mynydd y 
Gwair in north Swansea there could be a problem – we believe the Applicant, Npower 
Renewables, wants the Planners to only consider the peat bogs issue and thus – to confirm 
that this may have been overcome and thus if so it could all be approved quickly.

Villagers, by a massive majority, want the new Application to be considered as a whole 
- as it is a new Application (not an amended one). This should mean reconsidering 
everything again. 

We in the Ward further understand that the professional Planning Officers are going to seek 
professional expert outside Barristers’ Legal Counsel advice as to whether the Peat Bog 
issue alone could be considered, or the planning application package as a whole should be 
considered.

We beg you to refer our concerns (as below) to the advising outside independent Counsel 
Barrister – that:-

We consider it our basic right under Human Rights Legislation for every aspect of the 
expected new Planning Application for Wind Turbines at Mynydd y Gwair, north 
Swansea, to be considered by a full and proper process (and we will not accept short 
cuts in this) – and:- 

(1) We point to the professional Wales Government Poll (*) that showed the 
overwhelming local opposition – and:-

(2) We also point to the ruling by High Court Judge Justice Lang, as recent as May 
2012, where she ruled the right of villagers (in Norfolk) to preserve their local 
landscape was more important than the Government’s renewable energy targets – and 
thus we here similarly claim our right to Human Rights.

(Note above – (*) The Wales Government Poll – was conducted professionally by 
appropriate Polsters, appointed by the then Wales Development Agency – an arm of 
WalesAssembly Government – at the time when the Community here had set up a local 
Development Trust – as part Funders of this Trust the Wales Government insisted on a 
proper Poll to see what villagers wanted for their futiure here and what they did not want – 
and about 90% of villagers here clearly voted to say they did not want Wind Turbines here. 
Subsequently when the Wind Turbine application came in last time it was Objected to by a 
mass of residents and Objected and Objected to unanymously by the Farmer Grazier 
Commoners and Objected to by the local Community Council unanymously and Objected 
to by the Planning Authority City and County of Swansea by a massive majority (the 
Planning Committee accepted the Recommendation of their professional Officers to 
REFUSE it) and finally it was refused by the Wales Assembly Government on Appeal).

What more could be a comprehensive “No”?

Yours with best regards, Ioan (Ioan M. Richard).

(local Ward



Councillor and Planning Committee Member for 27 years).

Rwyf i fy hunan wedi gosod ‘rhwystr ar Ioan Richards rhag iddo allu gyrru e-bostau i 
fi ond, fe yrrwyd hwn ymlaen gan eraill. Dwi wedi tacluso arno er mwyn iddo wneud 
‘mwy o sens’ i’w yrru i’r Pennaeth Datblygu a gellir gweld fy fersiwn i o’r uchod yn 
atodol. 

Mae’n bwysig du hwnt fod cyn gymaint ag sy’n bosibl yn cyflwyno eu gwrthwynebiad 
i’r cais newydd ‘ma wrth gwrs ac oherwydd, byddaf yn gyrru’r llythyr/ 
gwrthwynebiad ar ran Llysgenhadaeth Glyndŵr ac rwyf yn ei yrru ymlaen i eraill i 
wneud yr un peth. 

Y Gorchymyn Llys fydd yn cael fy sylw nesaf.

Am y tro.

Siân 

Conference on July     4th.  
June 13, 2012 

This is good, on that day a Declaration of Independence will be made against the standard model of 
physics. I have been looking at the film “The Crossing” on youtube, starring Jeff Daniels as 
Washington. It was a crossing of the Delaware river on the night of 25th Dec., 1776. Route 13 from 
Ithaca down to the Hudson Valley crosses the headwaters of the Delaware and Susquehanna, and that is 
a spectacular countryside. New York State protects the Catskills and Adirondacks against wind turbines 
and all development, so a vast area of NYS is wilderness in which I used to do landscape photography. 
No doubt we will hear from Gareth Evans whether he can attend on that day. If not he is of course 
welcome any time as are all here.

In a message dated 13/06/2012 14:03:34 GMT Daylight Time:

Dear Myron,

Simon, Robert. Kerry and yourself have indicated July 4th is a suitable daye for the 
conference.

With your agreement then, we will go with this date.

Best Wishes

Kerry

mailto:Time@btinternet.com
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/13/conference-on-july-4th/


221(4): Stokes’ Theorem for the     Circle  
June 13, 2012 

In the case of a circular orbit the circulation of the orbit is zero, as shown in the attached note. This is 
because the eccentricity of a circle is zero.

a221stpapernotes4.pdf

Hunting for     Lawyers  
June 13, 2012 

If the lawyers are too interested in money to move on their own and work for democracy, I will hunt 
around to find one that will file an injunction on a contingency basis. My time is almost completely 
taken up with scholarship in theroetical physics, and in writing, so an activist group or envionmental 
group must file the actual injunction or injunctions. It looks as if this is already happening, Betws is the 
most outrageous example of intelligent and decent objectors being ignored, the people who did this 
should be censured internationally. Little dictators get to be big dictators and will walk all over apathy 
if you let them. I can support the injunction work and do the support research work in my spare time.

221(3): Check with Different     Method  
June 13, 2012 

This is a cross check on the general analytical solution of the N particle gravitational problem by 
considering the situation of Figure (1) of the attached. The general solution remains the same, eq. (23) 
in the Newtonian limit and eq. (24) for precessing conical sections and the new universal potential. The 
orbital circulations are given in eqs. (28) and (29) and are entirely new concepts in cosmology. The 
orbital circulations add as in eq. (28). The general solution in terms of elapsed times is eq. (29). Eq. 
(34) can be developed further and this will be the subject of the next note. Note carefully that there is 
now only one centre of mass considered so the relative motions of two particle centres of mass are 
irrelevant and do not affect the solution. As far as I know this is the first analytical solution of this 
famous problem in four hundred years. The computer simulation by Dr Horst Eckardt will give a great 
deal of valuable additional information.

a221stpapernotes3.pdf

Call for Solicitors and Barristers to File an Injunction 
against     Turbines  
June 13, 2012 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/13/call-for-solicitors-and-barristers-to-file-an-injunction-against-turbines/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/13/call-for-solicitors-and-barristers-to-file-an-injunction-against-turbines/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/a221stpapernotes3.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/13/2213-check-with-different-method/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/13/hunting-for-lawyers/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/a221stpapernotes4.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/13/2214-stokes-theorem-for-the-circle/


I call for solicitors and barristers to combine to file injunctions against wind turbine developers and 
local governments that have ignored a large objecting majority. The worst case is Betws, where a 90% 
objecting majority was ignored. I advise solicitors and barristers not to wait for a client, who probably 
cannot afford their fees, but to go ahead themselves. Betws typifies many violations of international 
law, notably the rights to democracy, freedom of assembly and opinion under the European Convention 
on Human Rights and other vehicles of the European community. Betws is blatant dictatorship on a 
local level, the culprit is Neath Port Talbot Borough Council and the Welsh Minister who approved the 
development illegally. Under Section 41 of the Commonlands Act of 2006 all illegal works on 
commonland may be removed under an injunction, and damages sought. It is also very important to 
force a test case in High Court. Solicitors and barristers concerned about dictatorship can do this 
without a client. They are trained in the law and optimally placed to file for injunctions against all 
turbine developments that have ignored an objecting majority, thus violating the European Convention 
on Human Rights, the European Covenant on Democracy (2007), and other principles of international 
law. Under Section 38 of the 2006 Commonland Act no works are allowed on Commonland unless 
ministerial consent is obtained. If that consent is given against an objecting majority, it is undemocratic 
and it is therefore illegal under international law. A test case should be forced and a High Court 
judgment obtained on this point of law, thus setting a precedent and ending attempted dictatorship in 
England and Wales. In Scotland a similar action may be taken under the law of Scotland. There is an 
estimated 95% local majority against the Mynydd y Gwair development and the developers try to 
ignore this majority illegally by continuing to put in planning applications that would completely 
destroy commonland, an obvious criminal offence in law and a civil tort. Additionally, Betws is built on 
peat, I know this from a visit there last Staurday in which I joined a protest against the development 
and it is illegal to build on peat. Messrs Paris Smith Solicitors also recommend trying to force a test 
case against wind turbines. There is no time to lose unless you wish to see all commonland destroyed. 
There is no scientific reason for turbines, and many refereed data show very clearlyand conclusively 
that there is no global warming. Wind turbines are purely money driven.

Myron Evans,

Prof. M. W. Evans, Armiger, Civil List Pensioner, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Civil List Scientist

Daily Report     12/6/12  
June 13, 2012 

There were 1,764 hits from 536 distinct visits, 27.3% spiders. CEFE 18 readings 9 referrals since 
6/6/12. University of Concepcion Chile UFT146, UFT151; University of La Frontera Chile UFT146 
(Sp); Physics University of Heidelberg general; Addis Abbaba University Ethiopia LCR Resonant; 
Numerical Analysis Laboratory University Pierre et Marie Curie DPS paper; Universite Evry Val 
d’Essone UFT204; University of Poitiers general; Physics University of Zagreb UFT41; National 
University of Ireland Maynooth UFT25; University of Trieste Italy UFT85; Torikyo University Japan 
general; Auckland University of Technology New Zealand UFT25; Technical University of Lisbon 
UFT58, UFT129; Slovak Electricity UFT107; Metu University Turkey UFT142; School of Engineering 
Cranfield University Essay 11. Intense interest all sectors.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/13/daily-report-12612/
http://www.aias.us/


221(2): Concepts of Orbital Swirl or Circulation and Orbital 
Line     Integral  
June 12, 2012 

This note introduces the concepts of orbital swirl or line integral given in eqs. (26) and (27) for a 
precessing orbit. Eq. (26) can be plotted directly to give a vast amount of new information about all 
orbits in cosmology, and eq. (27) can be integrated, either analytically or numerically, again giving a 
vast amount of new cosmology. The orbital swirl S is an axial vector that characterizes all known 
orbits. It is introduced through the Stokes Theorem. The concept of curl was first named by Maxwell, 
who was a colleague and friend of Stokes. These discoveries are by products of the current work on N 
particle orbits.

a221stpapernotes2.pdf

Filing an     Injunction  
June 12, 2012 

I will press ahead with finding a lawyer to take on the case by contingency in a class action. I think that 
this is the best thing I can do to help as Armiger. The severe threat to democracy that is surfacing now 
must be countered by international law. It seems that meetings of lawyers are taking place to discuss 
the dictatorial tendencies of unelected politicians, and to counter them by international law. The 
tremendous damage done to the landscape should result in prison sentences for turbine executives if the 
law were working properly. The present Westminster government is a dictatorship. It is an opportunist 
minority party that broke all its main election promises, and which is forcing through policies not in its 
election manifesto. It will be annihilated at the next general election, but that will just bring in another 
tory party – the “Labour” party. So a very radical reform of all aspects of society is needed, otherwise 
there will be permanent electoral dictatorship. Trust in unelected politicians is essentially non existent 
because of broken promises and corruption. Again the law is the recourse. Today’s society is a very 
corrupt and decadent society by any historical measure.

Daily Report     11/6/12  
June 12, 2012 

There were 2,086 hits from 580 distinct visits, 23.6% spiders, CEFE 17 readings 9 referrals since 
6/6/12. Cornell University UFT204, education section; University of Hawaii UFT41; National Institute 
of Technology of India (on edu) LCR resonant; Chemistry Ohio State university UFT41; University of 
Florida Levitron; University of Vermont UFT162; University of Granada UFT170 (Sp); University of 
Malaga UFT10; Accoustics Research Institute Paris UFT128; Laboratory for Robotics and 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/12/daily-report-11612/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/12/filing-an-injunction/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/a221stpapernotes21.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/12/2212-concepts-of-orbital-swirl-or-circulation-and-orbital-line-integral/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/12/2212-concepts-of-orbital-swirl-or-circulation-and-orbital-line-integral/


Microelectronics Montpellier equation flowcharts; University of Poitiers general; Italian National 
Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN) Florence Proof2; National Autonomous University of Mexico 
UFT17 (Sp); Jagiellonian University Krakow UFT18; Defence and Security Institute Stockholm 
Further criticism of the standard model; Imperial College London UFT6. Intense interest all sectors.

Seeking an     Injunction  
June 11, 2012 

I believe that several anti turbine groups in Wales would be interested in the possibility of a class action 
to seek a permanent injunction against wind turbine developments that violate human rights, in that 
large objecting majorities are ignored illegally as I have outlined below. This is a clear violation of 
human rights and is therefore illegal in common law. Accordingly, would Messrs Paris Smith be 
interested in taking this class action on a contingency basis? This would be a test case in which all 
turbine developments forced through against a majority of objectors would be dismantled under 
Section 41 of the Commonlands Act of 2006 at developers’ expense, and substantial compensation 
sought for violation of human rights, the critically important rights to democracy and opinion. The 
Welsh Ministers are committed to this Act but illegally approved the Betws development, which 
violates international law as outlined below and which has totally destroyed one of the most beautiful 
commonlands in the whole of Europe.

Cordially Yours,

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans, Armiger, Civil List Pensioner, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List,
www.aias.us

Books     Sold  
June 11, 2012 

As you see I have asked for the total numbers of books sold by various publishers. It takes time to sell 
books, and a consistent effort by marketing staffs. My work in the last decade is much more important 
than my earlier work, and the open source revolution means eighteen million hits in less than a decade, 
but books are still very important. The books now being produced by Abramis Academic and 
Cambridge International Science Publishing are much more important than the earlier monographs 
because the introduce a complete change in natural philosophy. The open source revolution of the past 
five years has introduced a complete change into the way in which science is taught. The earlier 
monographs are acknowledged as classics of their kind, but they are much more specialized than my 
mature work of the last nine years or so. The www.aias.us wesbite is already a classic of its kind, and 
archived in the leading National Libraries worldwide, for example www.webarchive.org.uk of the 
British Library and National Library of Wales. The website is also archived in Library of Congress in 
Washington D. C. via the U. S. web archives. One cannot expect the very conservative physics 
community to meekly accept the refutation of all that they teach, but the initial resistance has dissolved 

http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/11/books-sold/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/11/seeking-an-injunction/


because of the quality of scholarship in ECE theory. In any one era, only a very few scholars study any 
subject in sufficient depth to drive it forward.

Books Sold by     Kluwer  
June 11, 2012 

Greetings to Kluwer

I would be most grateful if you could inform me of the total numbers sold of “The Enigmatic Photon” 
by Vigier and myself, five volumes hardback and five volumes softback. These are still available from 
all good bookshops.

Cordially

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Number of Books Sold for     Wiley  
June 11, 2012 

Greetings to Wiley Interscience.

I would be most grateful for an estimate of the number of books sold for Wiley Interscience in the 
following productions.

1) M. W. Evans, G. J. Evans and A. R. Davies, “Experimental and Theoretical Studies of 
Rototranslational Correlation Functions”, Advances in Chemical Physics, volume 44, 255 – 481 (1980), 
total number of copies sold of this volume, edited by Prigogine and Rice.
2) M .W. Evans, G. J. Evans, W. T. Coffey and P. Grigolini, “Molecular Dynamics” (1982).
3) M .W. Evans, W. T. Coffey and P. Grigolini, “Molecular Diffusion” (1984).
4) M. W. Evans, P. Grigolini and G. Pastori-Parravicini, Eds., “Memory Function Approaches to 
Stochastic Problems in Condensed Matter”, a special topical issue volume 62 of Advances in Chemical 
Physics (1985).
5) M. W. Evans, Ed., “Dynamical Processes in Condensed Matter”, a special topical issue volume 63 of 
“Advances in Chemcial Physics (1985).
6) M. W. Evans, “Simulation and Symmetry in Molecular Dynamics and Spectroscopy”, a special 
topical issue volume 81 of Advances in Chemical Physics, (1991), total number of copies sold of this 
volume.
7) M. W. Evans and S. Kielich, Eds, “Modern Nonlinear Optics, First Edition”, a special topical issue 
volumes 85(1), 85(2) and 85(3) of Advances in Chemical Physics, total number of copies sold for each 
of 85(1), 85(2) and 85(3) in hardback, softback and e book editions.
8) M. W. Evans, Ed. “Modern Nonlinear Optics, Second Edition”, a special topical issue volumes 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/11/number-of-books-sold-for-wiley/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/11/books-sold-by-kluwer/


119(1), 119(2) and 119(3) of Advances in Chemical physics, total number of copies sold of 119(1), 
119(2) and 119(3) in hardback, softback and e book editions.

I estimate the total run runs to about ten to fifteen thousand volumes, which is very satisfactory for 
these specialist monographs sold mainly to libraries. I would also be most grateful if an estimate can be 
made of volumes sold by subsidiary pubishers by agreement wth Wiley. I see they are all still available 
from all good bookshops.

Cordially

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Total Number of Copies     Sold  
June 11, 2012 

Greetings to World Scientific.

Can you give me the total number of copies sold in the series “Contemporary Chemical Physics” 
(twenty five volumes to date). I estimate that roughly five thousand monographs have been sold and the 
series is still selling, so this is satisfactory for specialist books of this type.

Cordially

Myron Evans

Series Editor

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Note 221(1) Final     Version  
June 11, 2012 

This is interesting, agreed about the signs on eq. (1) because the potential energies are U = – k / R. The 
total energy is T + U and the lagrangian is T – U, defined from eq. (1). This was a minor typo that does 
not affect the calculations. The simulation is of course very intresting becaue you could compute 
correlation functions of all kinds, as in the simulation with Chris Pelkie on www.aias.us carried out at 
the Cornell Theory Center adn as in over two hundred papes and reviews on the Omnia Opera. Thanks 
again for collecting the OO, it is being studied all the time. For example correlation functions of linear 
velocity, force, acceleration and angular momentum and torque. How many particles can you use in the 
computer simulation? The results will be vey important in my opinion now that we know the effect of 
x. When the Newtonian potential is changed to the new universal potential the effect on the correlation 
functions should be dramatic, adn also of course the effect on the orbits. These are just ideas being 
thrown around, maybe for a student. I assume that the initial output of the code with be the angle theta 
as a function of time for various orbits, e.g. that of the earth about the sun, the semi major and minor 

http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/11/note-2211-final-version-2/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/11/total-number-of-copies-sold/
http://www.aias.us/


axes , and the time tau taken to transcend 2 pi radians.

In a message dated 10/06/2012 21:15:20 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I did not do much on this at the weekend but calculated the total energy in analogy to eq. 
(1). It is conserved, but not when the center of mass radii R_i are used instead.
BTW, shouldn’t the sign in the last three terms of (1) be positive due to

L = T – U?

Horst

Am 10.06.2012 13:05, schrieb EMyrone

This note shows that the 3 and N particle problem has a simple solution in 
terms of interacting ellipses in the Newtonian limit (precession constant x = 1). 
Ths Stokes theorem is used in the 3 particle problem to produce the simple 
equation (50) which can be compared with computer simulation. The next note 
will extend this analysis to precessing orbits (x not equal to 1). 

Daily Report Sunday     10/6/12  
June 11, 2012 

There were 2,740 hts from 576 distinct visits, 51.1% spiders, CEFE 17 readings 9 referrals since 
6/6/12. University of Jena Discussion with Stephen Crothers; Kurume National College of Technology 
Japan UFT41; Health System Kazakhstan general; Oxfam Mexico Introduction to works; Imperial 
College London UFT158. Intense interest all sectors.

Preparation for an Injunction against Mynydd     Betws  
June 10, 2012 

I am currently preparing to file an injunction against the Betws development, and I am seeking the 
support of the Open Spaces Society and all anti turbine groups throughout Wales and England. The 
optimal route would be a class action with Messrs Paris Smith, solicitors, on a contingency basis. The 
aim is to force a test case and judgment that could halt all turbine developments that have violated 
Human Rights and other aspects of the common law by ignoring large objecting majorities. The 
objecting majority at Betws was 90%. Ignoring this is a severe human rights violation. The objecting 
majority against Mynydd y Gwair is about 95%.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/10/preparation-for-an-injunction-against-mynydd-betws/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/11/daily-report-sunday-10612/


Prophet and all     that.  
June 10, 2012 

I think that Dr. Rowan Williams of Ystrad Gynlais has commented recently on Marc in the Welsh 
language (he is currently the Archbishop of Canterbury and a good poet in his own right). It contains 
the origin of prophet in your own back yard. As usual I go to the text by Dr. William Morgan and others 
because it was carefully translated from Greek and Hebrew, and not from any other language such as 
Latin. The following are Mark 1.1 and 1.6. The failure to sustain the high civilization of chapels (the 
ancient Celtic way of life) has been described by R. S. Thomas as hideous self obliteration or words to 
that effect. If people decide to do this, count me out as ever. I am enjoying the 1620 text online because 
it is such great prose poetry.

6.1 A efe a aeth ymaith oddi yno, ac a daeth i’w wlad ei hun, a’i ddisgyblion a’i canlynasant ef.
6.4 Nid yw proffwyd yn ddibris ond yn ei wlad ei hun, ac ymhlith ei genedl ei hun, ac yn ei dy^ ei hun.

These go into modern English as follows:

6.1 He went away from there, and came to his own country, and his disciples followed him.
6.4 A prophet is not without worth except in his own country, amid his own people, and in his own 
house.

So these are the right words, and the context was the rejection of teaching about two thousand years 
ago. Dr Barbara Thiering for example has shown that the biblical language was always meant to be 
prose poetry, there is no evidence that the events actually happened literally or that the persons depicted 
actually existed. However, something must have happened. This does not lessen in any way their great 
contribution to European civilization, and that contribution survived by the skin of its teeth in the wild 
Celtic west (Kenneth Clark, BBC, “Civilization”, all on youtube). One would be completely foolish to 
deny that, as mad as a turbine or a coal tip. The point is that they can cover the whole of Wales with 
rusting insanity, but the prophet will always be there.

Overview     File  
June 10, 2012 

This is the overview file, and it amounts to a completely satisfactory performance by any standard 
worldwide. So we just build on this performance.

overview.pdf

Monthly     File  
June 10, 2012 

Monthly Feedback Statistics for AIAS.pdf

http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/monthly-feedback-statistics-for-aias1.pdf
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Monthly     File  
June 10, 2012 

This is the month per month synopsis – it can be estimated quite accurately that about seventeen 
million files have been downloaded from the sites in about a decade. That is about six times the 
population of the whole of Wales. One is never a prophet in one’s own country as they say, but who 
cares?

Combination of Websites and     Books  
June 10, 2012 

This is an excellent method in my opinion, it combines open source with those who like books. In the 
case of CEFE, the book contains a lot of material that is not in the UFT papers, and in the case of LME 
the whole book is original. There is no doubt (attached) that the whole higher education community 
studies the entire contents of the site all the time. The Abramis books have sold about seven hundred 
copies so far I think, so that shows again that the material on the site does not affect sales of books 
collating the material. I am happy with the way things are going, and nobody makes a financial loss. 
LME has sold a decent number of copies, Kerry mentioned about fifty a year ago. To put things in 
context, the most I got in reprint requests even at the height of the Hall of Fame group was about a 
hundred postcards, for OO30 written at Oxford. This compares with about fifteen million hits in less 
than a decade for ECE theory. The average number of hits per year now is 1.73 million, and 266,640 
distinct visits a year, maybe about a million real visits a year. Surely, that is the entire purpose of 
education and scholarship. The work is produced largely by three scholars: Horst Eckardt, Douglas 
Lindstrom and myself, with occasional input from Franklin Amador, Gareth Evans, Robert Cheshire 
and Ray Delaforce. This small goup of scholars makes the greatest impact by far of any department of 
physics in the world, and that is due to the high quality of scholarship, and that is the entire purpose of 
scholarship. Finally the quality of the journal is very high, its large print format excellently produced, 
and it has obtained a decent number of subscriptions at a time when libraries are cutting back sharply 
on subscriptions. Finally, all done voluntarily. How’s that for service to science?

Note 221(1) Final     Version  
June 10, 2012 

This note shows that the 3 and N particle problem has a simple solution in terms of interacting ellipses 
in the Newtonian limit (precession constant x = 1). Ths Stokes theorem is used in the 3 particle 
problem to produce the simple equation (50) which can be compared with computer simulation. The 
next note will extend this analysis to precessing orbits (x not equal to 1).

a221stpapernotes1.pdf

Continuing Interest from     Feedback  
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June 10, 2012 

It is possible to use the feedback to see that all the ECE work is constantly followed, notably the 
University of Poitiers, which monitors each new paper / article / book as it appears, and the U. S. 
NOAA’s Alaska Region Weather Forecasting Headquarters, which read the CEFE book yesterday along 
with new papers and also monitors new work, along with over twenty thousand distinct visits every 
month (order of fifty to a hundred thousand real visits). Poitiers was founded by the Gaulish Celts and 
is situated in central France. Its Gaulish name was apparently Lem, from elm tree, indicating a 
druidical origin. The British Celtic modern name for elm is “llwyfen”, and this is similar to the Gaulish 
root “Lem”. Poitiers is the site of the great victory by Charles Martel in early mediaeval times. He did 
not have an army of followers as large as that of AIAS.

Daily Report Saturday     9/6/12  
June 10, 2012 

There were 2,762 hits from 450 distinct visits, 57.2% spiders, second day of the British Library 
quarterly archive. Distance Learning University Colombia Felker3 (Spanish); University of California 
Santa Cruz general; Polytechnic University of Cartagena Spain UFT166 (Sp); US National Weather 
Service Alaska Region Headquarters UFT 211, 217, 219, 220 and CEFE; The Institute of Mathematical 
Sciences India UFT4; Korean Advanced Institute of Science and Technology UFT166; University of 
Cambridge Proof4; CEFE monitoring 15 hits 9 referrals . Intense interest all sectors.

Betws, (Beatus), Book of Kells and the Insular     Style  
June 9, 2012 

The Book of Kells is the high point of mediaeval art and the insular style, and was scribed on Iona. It is 
absolutely typical of the high regard for nature of the ancient insular peoples, and it is no coincidence 
that Kenneth Clark starts his famous series “Civilization” on Iona, which I visited as a graduate student 
– a damp and windy pilgrimage on a bicycle borrowed from Graham Hall. I lectured on the Book of 
Kells at Aberystwyth in a meeting arranged by the devout John O. Williams, Kerry’s supervisor. I have 
always been an agnostic but with an admiration for true piety, above all the piety of nature herself, ergo 
natural philosophy. I mention this to illustrate what Lord Clark would have written about a wind 
turbine stuck on top of a Celtic cross of Iona, or come to that, Colum Cille. It is no coincidence also 
that my own coat of arms has as crest the Celtic cross of Nanhyfern. I can just imagine Dewi Sant 
being delighted with a turbine on the roof of his cathedral or Rowan Williams with one on top of 
Canterbury. This is exactly what they have done to Betws (from the Latin “Beatus”, or sacred). So a 
kind of excommunication is in order and if I were Richard Burton playing Thomas Beckett this is 
exactly what I would do to the lot of them. The most famous page of the Book of Kells is Mathew 1.18: 
“Christi autem generatio sic erat cum esset de sponsata mater eius Maria Ioseph antequam convenirent 
inventa est in utero habens de Spiritu Sancto”. The first three letters in Greek are incredibly decorated. 
In the 1620 edition it goes as follows: “A genedigaeth yr Iesu Grist oedd fel hyn: Wedi dyweddio Mair 
ei fam a^ Joseff, cyn eu dyfod hwy ynghyd, hi a gafwyd yn freichiog o’r Ysbryd Gla^n.” I translate this 
into simple modern English as follows: “The birth of Jesus Christ was like this: After the betrothal of 
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Mary his mother with Joseph, before they came together, she expected a child by the Holy Spirit.” The 
1588 Bible of William Morgan (1545 – 1604) was indeed translated from Greek and Hebrew as I 
thought. He studied at St John’s College Cambridge, B. A. 1568, M. A. 1571, B. D. 1578, D. D. 1583. 
He undertook seven years of biblical studies in Greek, Hebrew and Aramaic. His first benefice was 
Llanbadarn Fawr near Aberystwyth, and did the translation while Vicar at Llanrhaeadr ym Mochnant, 
with a group of scholars, published 1588. He was later Bishop of St. Asaph and Llandaff. From this 
long study comes the mastery of language and text and metaphor and meaning and grammar – the 
whole lot. The 1620 revision was carried out by Dr. John Davies of Mallwyd and Richard Parry, Bishop 
of St. Asaph. The 1620 version taught many generations as Y Beibl Bach of 1630, and the Sunday 
Schools. The movement for a Welsh Bible started with John Penry of Brycheiniog (Breconshire), who 
believed that the Welsh People should be taught scripture in their own language, and was predictably 
executed for being a dissenter in 1593, because he believed in the sovereignty of the individual 
conscience. So the Bible in Welsh is the re establishmen of the ancient Celtic Church as 
protestantism, followed by nonconformist protestantism. However the Catholic or conformist church 
also uses the Welsh language of course, and I am ecumenical in nature. Betws or Beatus is the 
archetypical ancient Celtic Church, nature herself, which is why her desecration is repugnant to the 
silent majority in Wales, and to all humankind. We think we have conquered nature, but it will destroy 
us if we carry on as we do today.

Protest at Mynydd     Betws  
June 9, 2012 

This turbine fiasco has caused the character of this unique ecology to be severely damaged in breach of 
all the environmental laws ever written. So I will press ahead now in the search to find a contingency 
barrister to force a test case under Sections 38 and 41 of the 2006 Commonlands Act. It was a pleasure 
to see and talk to good and decent and law abiding people protesting this desecration, and a pleasure to 
hear so many speaking in Welsh or learning Welsh. Someone of the Cambrian Mountain group handed 
me a very fine poem, and I read out my englyn on film. So these are cultured and intelligent people 
who should never have been betrayed in this way. They are a microcosm of the highly intelligent, 
highly cultured, People of Wales, they are few in number but they are the silent majority. They must not 
ever be caricatured as “fanatics”, because that is like calling Wales itself a fanatic, and caricaturing our 
Princes and ourselves as fanatics. We are not fanatics, we are Wales itself. The aim now should be to 
obtain a Section 41 injunction to have the whole development demolished and hopefully force a test 
case to have all turbine developments that ignored a majority demolished. It is situated on extensive 
areas of peat, so the ecology has been illegally damaged. Peat damage was actually used against the 
Mynydd y Gwair development, so that is another point of law that can be used in an application for an 
injunction on the grounds that the development is illegal. It would be very difficult to restore the 
pristine ten thousand year old beauty of this landscape, but it could be done. Gethin ap Iestyn Gruffudd 
pointed out that this land was shared out among ordinary people during the Commonwealth and after 
the Restoration illegally taken by royalists like Beaufort’s ancestors. Strategically the turbines will be 
forced off the land when the subsidies are dropped. That may take fifty years, but eventually they will 
go, even if nature has to envelop their rotting remains. Next week huge and useless turbines are going 
to be forced through Pontardawe, a roundabout is to be demolished for them and so on. This is all a 
complete waste of time – wind turbines are useless and cannot function without back up from 
conventional power stations. Very few jobs if any will be created by the Betws development, the profit 
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will go outside Britain, and it is ALL about looting our land. I explained that I was the British Civil List 
scientist and also a descendant of both Owain IV Glyndw^r, King of Wales and Prince Llewelyn ap 
Gruffudd, whose banner I carried. The People of Wales (as do most ancient peoples) look upon their 
land as in many respects sacred, so this is to them sacrilege, a terrible sacrilege. Banners of Glyndw^r 
and other Princes were planted around the perimeter fence in solemn protest, and trees planted in 
symbolic optimism. The whole precious landscape is for the time being ruined completely, the heritage 
that we were to give to our children ruined completely. They will never know the beauty that we knew. 
However in time, the damage can be healed, and especially if the international law is upheld and all 
these revolting assaults on beauty herself removed from our midst. Even the million ton killer coal tips 
were removed in time and the valleys made green again. Finally it was a pleasure to have spoken to 
somoene who originated from the vicinity of Sycharth, one of the houses of Owain Glyndw^r. He 
spoke in the same pleasant accent that Glyndw^r himself would have spoken, the area now known as 
Clwyd. Sincere and good people from all over Wales attended. These are the heroes and heroines of our 
time.

Glyn Eithrym

Prof. M. W. Evans, Armiger, Civil List Scientist,
H. M .Civil List
www.aias.us

The Open Spaces     Society  
June 9, 2012 

The Open Spaces Society,
Henley,

I would like to become a member of the Society and will join today. I wish to draw your attention to the 
fact that the very beautiful Betws Commonland in your photograph has been completely destroyed by 
an illegal wind turbine development, an economic and environmental disaster. Today there will be a 
protest against this crime against human rights. A 90% majority against was over-ruled in contravention 
of international law, notably the European Instrument for Democracy (2007), and Article 19 of the 
European Convention on Human Rights, together with the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights. I was part of this illegally ignored majority. I have advised anti turbine groups here in Wales to 
join me in an application for an injunction or injunctions in various county courts under Section 41 of 
the Commonland Act on the grounds of human rights violations as described here and on my 
www.aias.us blog. The injunction for Betws would remove the turbines by court order and oblige the 
developers to restore the land at their expense, demolish the access road, turbines and pylons, and pay 
compensation to over-ruled objectors, togetehr with dmages for destroyed flora ans fauna, and 
destroyed ecology. In my opinion such injunctions should be taken out all over Europe. The whole 
registered Betws commonland has been devastated illegally. The required ministerial consent from the 
Westminster Government was not obtained, it was otained only from the Welsh ministers in a breach of 
their own guidelines on the 2006 Act. Are you able to advise on the best contingency barrister that can 
be found to take this case in a class action? As you note, the Welsh Ministers are committed to the 2006 
Act, but at the same time violate it, and violate international law. A further assault on Commonland is 
planned for Mynydd y Gwair. I have been fighting this for eighteen years. In my opinion this crime 
against human rights can be countered by a Section 38 injunction – no works are allowed on 
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commonland without ministerial consent. In this case 95% of the local opinion is against Mynydd y 
Gwair, so it is illegal again to ignore this opinion – it is a violation of international law. What is at stake 
here is democracy itself. It is a battle of international law against crude local electoral dictatorship.

Cordially Yours,
Cyfarchion Gorau,

Myron Evans

Prof. Myron Wyn Evans, Armiger, Civil List Pensioner,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

British Library Quarterly Archive of     www.aias.us  
June 9, 2012 

This took place yesterday at the British Library and the National Library of Wales. This means that all 
new items added since the last quarter have been archived, including “Criticisms of the Einstein Field 
Equation” (CEFE). This monograph was reposted on 6th June 2012 at 02.45.31 GMT and has already 
been read 13 times, generating 7 referrals. It is one continuous pdf file so one file dowloaded (hit) 
means one reading. It is on course for 195 readings a month at this rate. It contains many detailed 
refutations of the Einstein field equation. Obviously a rate of reading of almost two hundred a month 
means that these refutations have been accepted. Physics as a subject has been split into those who 
continue to preach the Einstein dogma and those who are scientists and accept that much of the subject 
is in need of revision. I am an agnostic myself, but have great respect for genuine piety in others, and 
biblical prose poetry. I do not have any respect for dogmatists masquerading as scientists. CEFE is well 
worth buying as a book in libraries worldwide.

Daily Report     8/6/12  
June 9, 2012 

There were 3361 hits from 491 distinct visits 67% spiders due to British Library quarterly archiving. 
International Nepal Fellowship Brazil Marquis Who’s Who; Swiss Federal Institute Lausanne UFT91; 
University of La Frontera Chile UFT166, UFT178, Proof2 (Spanish); National University of Colombia 
Essay49; Physics University of Goettingen UFT132; University of California Los Angeles O level 
section; Andalucian Government UFT186 (Sp); University of Valencia Felker10 (Sp); French National 
Particle Laboratory (in2p3) UFT101; University of Poitiers general; Mapua Institute of Technology 
Philippines UFT59; Khon Kaen University Thailand LCR Resonant; Imperial College London 
UFT166; British Library archive; Carabobo University Venezuela UFT30; Cape Town University 
South Africa UFT88. CEFE 13 hits and 7 referrals in two days since 6th June 2.45.31 GMT. Intense 
interest all sectors.
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Psalm 46, 1588 William Morgan     Bible  
June 8, 2012 

This is an extract from the great Psalm 46 from William Morgan’s translation commissioned by the 
Gentlewoman Blanche Parry and published 1588. It is great poetry to those of any persuasion and is a 
song for all those fighting injustice.

46.7 Y mae Arglwydd y lluoedd gyda ni; y mae Duw Jacob yn amddiffynfa i ni. Sela.
46.8 Deuwch, gwelwch weithredoedd yr Arglwydd, pa anghyfanedd-dra a wnaeth efe are y ddaear.
46.9 Gwna i ryfeloedd beidio eithaf y ddaear; efe a ddryllia y bwa, ac a dyr y waywffon, efe a lysg y 
cerbydau a tha^n.
46.10 Peidiwch, a gwybyddwch mae myfi sydd Dduw; dyrchefir fi ymysg y cenhedloedd, dyrchefir fi 
ar y ddaear.
46.11 Y mae Arglwydd y lluoedd gyda ni; amddiffynfa i ni yw Duw Jacob. Sela.

I translate this from the Welsh as follows.

46.7 The Lord of hosts is with us; the God of Jacob is our protection. Sela.
46.8 Come, see the works of the Lord, what abode did he make on earth.
46.9 He makes all wars end throughout the earth; he shatters the bow, he breaks the spear, he burns the 
chariots with fire.
46.10 Pause, and know that I am God, I shall be exalted among the nations, I shall be exalted on earth.
46.11 The Lord of hosts is with us; the God of Jacob is our protection. Sela.

Rally Tomorrow at 2.00 p.m. at the Trig Point on 
Mynydd     Bettws  
June 8, 2012 

Byddaf yn adrodd y cerddau yfori ger y garreg trig (337 medr) ar Fynydd Bettws yn dechrau am ddau o 
gloch. I will be reciting the poetry tomorrow near the trig point (337 metres) on Mynydd Bettws. This 
trig point rally will consist of anti turbine protest groups from all over Wales. I will also start to try to 
find a contingency lawyer for a class action for an emergency injunction or injunctions on the grounds 
of human rights violations throughout Wales. I urge organization of class actions all over Wales on a no 
win no cost basis (contingency lawyer) and after the event insurance to cover any costs to the other 
side. The injunction applications must be prepared very carefully for the county courts. I can draft up 
the outline legal objections, based on international law, but a lawyer must go through them, obviously. 
There are TWO rallies tomorrow, one at the cross roads under Penlle’r Castell (easily found on the map 
and marked as an ancient Norman castle) and one at the trig point. The first rally consists of various 
political groups in opposition to wind turbines, the trig point rally is for specific anti turbine groups of 
all political persuasions. The trig point is within easy walking distance of the road. The trig point 
consists of a concrete pillar that used to be used for map making. All trig points are marked on for 
example www.streetmap.co.uk .
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Many Thanks to Robert Cheshire and Simon     Clifford  
June 8, 2012 

Many thanks to Robert Cheshire and Simon Clifford for broadcasts here of the poetry. Robert 
Cheshire’s broadcasts are avidly heard off www.aias.us every day, both of essays and poetry. When we 
convene here next July we can make some more broadcasts, that is if I don’t get arrested by the thought 
police for daring to read poetry on my own mountain land.

FOR POSTING: Ail Lyfr Barddoniaeth / Second Book of     Poetry  
June 8, 2012 

I decided to rescan my second book of poetry and will probably publish it this autumn (fall). If anyone 
would like me to read out a particular work tomorrow please indicate. Here is the first stanza of a triban 
Morgannwg I wrote to Mynydd y Gwair

Mae’r haul are Fynydd y Gwair,
Miloedd o leiniau disglair,
Mi a gymeraf wres i’w wydd,
Gwae ef bridd yn frethin aur.

This one scans as follows:

The sun on Mynydd y Gwair,
Thousands of shining measures,
To his loom I’ll take day’s warmth,
Of soil he’ll weave the wool cloth gold.

This is the sonnet “Lluest Treharne” I wrote in protest at the tremendous damage to Mynydd y Gwair 
by a gas pipeline driven right up the most beautiful shoulder of country in the whole area. It is also in 
memory of Jan Moseley, who died of cancer while fighting the vandals.

Pines of Lluest Treharne give sound to time,
For history would have broken step,
And there would be no reason for this rhyme.
Why let this ruin irritate? The strep
In the thoat. The farmhouse is a pile
Of old stone, that is all. Centrally arranged.
To sell it all let’s spit it out in style,
A poisoned well and a caved in roof deranged
At an angle to the pterodactyl
Clawing at ten thousand years of pure land
To make a pipeline full of human bile,
And dissolving the hourglass in its sand.
Around the pines, around this ruin blows
The rage of time: the blood of people flows.

This is the sonnet “Gelliwastad” in protest at the horrendous arson that occurred there last year and in 
protest at lawless biker and horse riding vandals who tear up the ecology, a hundred percent protected 
ecology which I helped save from “development” (MA007) this year.
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The machine has stopped, the earth is trembling,
Individuals descend towards the ground,
Tinged and sudden, a laboratory
In which green is worked to desolation
Is all that is left of Gelliwastad.
The bones of being lie on stony ground
Torn up by bikers burning randomly
Millennia made of heather, gorse and trees.
Authorities cower in many lies
And search among charcoal for inertia.
They are there on paper but tyre tracks
Write history with roaring dust and flame.
Now the green coming of humankind sees
An inferno of copper coloured trees.

Finally on an optimistic note, the englyn to Gelliwastad just written after Beaufort’s MA007 was 
thrown out.

Y ddoe a ddaw hedd ei ddydd – newydd clir,
Nawdd clyd o law deunydd,
Heddwch yn gwawrio o’r hudd,
A mwynaidd yw y mynydd.

This scanned literally as follows

Yesterday brings a peaceful, new and clear day,
A sheltered refuge from exigency’s hand,
Peace dawning from deep shadow,
Amid the gentle mountain.

asecondbookofpoetrycorrectformat.pdf

Ffermydd Gwynt – Hysbys Cyfarfod     110612  
June 8, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr Sin^n, fe ddodaf hwn yn syth ar y blog.

Annwyl Myron,

Gweler isod y manylion am y cyfarfod yn Nhy Tawe nos Lun.

Siân

WIND FARMS – FACTS and MYTHS 

Monday; 11th June

7.00 p.m.
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TŶ TAWE CENTRE

(Christina Street, Swansea)

Presentations by, and answering your queries will be: 

Jenny Carlisle: 

Technical Development Officer: Ynni’r Fro programme with Awel Aman Tawe

and

Peter Jones: 

Ecosystems Policy Officer, RSPB Cymru

Member of the Welsh Government Climate Change Commission.

Here is a chance for Plaid members to hear the facts and learn from people informed 
about sustainability and specifically about the Wind Farm industry, particularly in 
Wales. 

We will be discussing our policy on sustainability, including wind farms, at this meeting.

ALL MEMEBRS WELCOME

As places are limited in Ty Tawe I’d appreciate it if everybody could respond, even if 
you are unable to attend, so that we can extend an invitation to non-members.

For more information:

Contact details:

Cadeirydd, Rhodri Thomas: 01792 413226 neu 07917 003 644 a rhodri.lluest

FFERMYDD GWYNT – Y FFEITHIAU A’R CHWEDL

Nos Lun; 11eg Mehefin

7.00 p.m.

CANOLFAN TŶ TAWE 

(Stryd Christina, Abertawe)

[See
the attached file]



Yn gwneud cyflwyniad yn ateb eich cwestiynau bydd:

Jenny Carlisle: 

Swyddog Datblygiadau Technegol: Rhaglen Ynni’r Fro gydag Awel Aman Tawe

a

Peter Jones: 

Swyddog Polisi Ecosystemau, RSPB Cymru

Aelod o Gomisiwn Llywodraeth Cymru ar Newid Hinsawdd 

Dyma gyfle i aelodau’r Blaid glywed y ffeithiau gan bobl sy’n gwybod am 
gynaladwyedd ac yn benodol Ffermydd Gwynt yng Nghymru.

Yn y cyfarfod byddwn yn trafod ein polisi ni ar gynaladwyedd, gan gynnwys ffermydd 
gwynt

We will be discussing our policy on sustainability, including wind farms, at this meeting.

Croeso i bob aelod

Gan fod lle yn brin yn Nhŷ Tawe byddwn yn gwerthfawrogi petaech yn gallu ymateb, 
hyd yn oed os nad ydych yn gallu dod i’r cyfarfod, fel y gallwn estyn gwahoddiad i’r 
rhai nad ydynt yn aelodau o’r Blaid.

Am fwy o wybodaeth:

Manylion cyswllt:

Cadeirydd, Rhodri Thomas: 01792 413226 neu 07917 003 644 a rhodri.lluest

STRYVELAND 9 – 6 – 2012: (FORY) PROTEST YN ERBYN 
GOSOD MELINAU     GWYNT…  
June 8, 2012 

There will be a wind turbine protest tomorrow on Mynydd Bettws, meet at 2.00 p. m. at the rallying 
point on the cross roads below Penlle’r Castell (the highest point of Mynydd y Gwair). This 
development is illegal on several human rights counts because it ignored an eight to one majority of 
objectors against, i.e. nearly NINETY PERCENT of formally written objections were IGNORED 
ILLEGALLY by Neath Port Talbot Borough Council and by the Welsh Ministers. It has been decided to 
look in to the filing of an emergency injunction to have this illegal vandalism of commland removed by 
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court order. The Bettws vandalism is a direct challenge to democracy by foreign multinational 
executives. The Cambrian Mountain Group will be there tomorrow and this is the start of continuous 
protest in Wales against turbine development. This protest should be extended to all Europe, and 
injunctions taken out all over Europe to have wind turbines dismantled at vandal expense. The 
vandalism is a deep insult to the People of Wales, which has been betrayed by their own ministers 
hiding on the dockside in Cardiff. The illegal turbines are going to be forced on to the mountain in the 
teeth of overwhelming protest. A Section 41 injunction can be sought to order them to be pulled down 
and millions paid out in compensation to all ignored objectors. Neath Port Talbot Borough Council 
should face criminal prosecution for violations of human rights. They may as well lock up up 
democracy in darkness at noon. The Westminster Government itself has been forced to ignore 
democracy by lobbying multinationals who feed on global warming alarmism, a nonsense theory of 
climatology refuted by many kinds of refereed data. Those responsible for this alarmism are also 
responsible for betraying their own country and betraying democracy, an act of illegality. Every 
possible legal and peaceful means should be used to impede the Betws development continuously and 
to make it completely uneconomical. The so called wind industry already exists on a knife edge very 
close to bankruptcy. Massive damage to flora and fauna on Bettws is clearly visible. It is entirely 
sickening for all decent people.

In a message dated 08/06/2012 09:16:17 GMT Daylight Time,

Pasiwch ymlaen…Diolch

Subject: STRYVELAND 9 – 6 – 2012: (FORY) PROTEST YN ERBYN GOSOD 
MELINAU GWYNT AR MYNYDD Y BETWS UWCHBEN RHYDAMAN.

Manylion llawn yn y blogiau isod:

http://galwadglyndwr.blogspot.co.uk/

http://cymruncodi.blogspot.co.uk/2012/05/copcopy-i-grwpiau-gwrthwynebu-
melinau.html

http://tarianglyndwr.blogspot.co.uk/2012/03/patriotic-greetings-from-embassy.html
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Plans for     UFT221  
June 8, 2012 

The UFT paper format has been hugely successful and so the series will be continued for the 
foreseeable future. In UFT221 it is planned to compare analytical and computational solutions of the 
three and N particle gravitational problem firstly in the Newtonian limit and then with the new 
universal potential. To have two types of solution is always very valuable because they can be used to 
check each other. The feedback shows constantly that each and every UFT paper is studied as soon as it 
appears. That is the entire purpose of education and scholarship. It is known that essentially the entire 
university sector worldwide also studies the papers, and that is an excellent development. On the 
hono(u)r system the accompanying books should be bought by libraries of such universities and by 
those scholars who can afford to buy books in these economic times. AIAS staff and other readers can 
always e mail or phone their nearest library and recommend that it purchases a book such as CISP or 
LME. No one is going to do this for them. As far as I can remember, the university system has always 
complained of bad economic times and has used this excuse among many others to lock me out of that 
system. What purpose has there been in that? Those who do the constant complaining still have their 
large and increasing salaries however, and can afford to buy the books that they can study open source. 
Those who cannot afford to buy books can educate themselves without universities. The key point is to 
study for themselves exactly how the Einstein theory fails – ultimately this is the only way forward, 
this is the only way to make progress in physics. Dogma is useless, and looking at dogma on TV a lot 
more useless. Trained and qualified scholars should not be looking at the TV or reading the 
newspapers, they should be studying source material. Otherwise their training has been a waste.

Progress of     CEFE  
June 8, 2012 

M. W. Evans, S. Crothers, H. Eckardt and K. Pendergast, “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation” 
(Cambridge International Science Publishing, CISP, 2011) at 95 pounds stirling hardback.

This book is now available in preprint format on www.aias.us and the blog, has been read eleven times 
in about forty eight hours, generating four referrals via the index on the home page of www.aias.us. So 
it will be read about one hundred and fifty times a month, i.e. one thousand eight hundred times a year 
at this rate. It is well worth buying in book format. It is a large format to accommodate all the excellent 
computer work by Horst Eckardt, and the book is well bound and produced in hardback by Victor 
Riecansky at CISP. It is particularly suitable for the library market. I donated a copy to University of 
Wales Swansea Library. One reader described it as a magnificent volume or words to that effect. 
Stephen Crothers’ section is based on his usual high standard of intellectual honesty and scholarship, 
Horst Eckardt’s section shows conclusively that all solutions of the Einstein field equation are incorrect 
due to neglect of torsion. Kerry Pendergast’s section is as usual for him readable and well worth 
studying. It is suitable also as a course book for graduates. The Einstein theory was an influential 
theory in its time, but times change. The fact that the theory has been refuted is just the thing that 
Einstein would have wanted most, he would have shrugged his shoulders and incoporated torsion. That 
is progress.

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
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Pontardawe     Grammar  
June 8, 2012 

Many thanks for these valuable historical notes. Neath Port Talbot Borough Council destroyed all the 
records of the school and also sold it to a developer who has allowed it to deteriorate. The hall was 
burnt to the ground in about 2007. With government like this, who needs Charlotte tornadoes? So the 
documents you have left are unique and I hope that they will be preserved, because no one else will. I 
am always willing to preserve them in the historical source documents section of www.aias.us if you 
wish. I remember John Mathews – he could cycle fast enough to keep up with a bus for quite a 
distance. I also remember a school rugby team annihilating Llandyfri College 103 nil in one match, 
Grammar School vesus Public School. Mrs Chiswell threw a right hook at me once and that was a 
precision test of Newton’s third law, in that she couldn’t play the piano for weeks afterwards such was 
the recoil and such were the delights of music in the assembly halll. Alan Walters was very competitive 
at everything, and a fluent Welsh speaker of course. My idea of athletics at the school was to run out of 
sight of any teacher, then take a leisurely walk up to Llangiwg, and back again over the golf course to 
within sight of any teacher and then start running. Leighton Carter (also a fluent Welsh speaker) just 
cooked baked beans in the trees and smoked a dylanesque fag. There must be incinerated baked bean 
tins still there for the archaelogists. Only later did I begin regular training at Aberystwyth to keep fit 
and not to study all the time. Open source education of my variety is all that is left of much of 
Aberystwyth, which is abysmal in the world rankings while AIAS is very influential. The influence of 
the Grammar School on me was very profound, because it catalysed self learning which still goes on 
now. The greatest pleasure of my life was when the class spontaneously burst out clapping after I 
became top of the form for the first time, in the sixth term (summer of 1963), beating Huw Spa into 
second place. Even the teacher smiled. Then it was back to the little smallholding of Pant y Bedw and 
the cywain gwair, the hay harvest. So I hope that as many former pupils as possible will collect notes 
on the Grammar School.

In a message dated 07/06/2012 23:00:58 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Myron,

Still on the subject of Pontardawe Grammar school…. I remember the three Garnswllters 
very well (sadly later reduced to two) and Alan Walters was also a good sprinter and I 
played with him on the school rugby team.
One of the boys I remember who was always playinng touch rugby, and with whom you 
may well have played, was Wynford Thomas. Later in life he, Barry Williams and I went to 
Yorkshire to complete the 40 mile hike across the moors known as the “Lykewake Walk”
Another good friend was John Matthews whose father was the minister of the big chapel on 
the main road through Clydach near the Globe cinema. He was a bit of a fanatic cyclist and 
amazed me when, at the age of 15 or 16, he rode his bike from Clydach to London. He later 
moved to London when his father went there to preach.

You mentioned in your autobiography that you could not find any of your school reports – I 
kept most of mine (why I don’t know) but they are interesting historical documents
My father, like yours, only came to the school one time. He had a quick temper and when 
he found out that Carole Chiswell had given me a thousand lines for some minor infraction, 

http://www.aias.us/
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he became furious nd marched in to see Percy Roberts to protest the unreasonableness of 
the punishment. The only outcome was that in class the next day she proceeded to publicly 
humiliate me in front of the whole class – she was such a virago! Anyway, despite her 
awful influence, I still love to sing and do occasional solos in church.

Pob Hwyl

David
—- EMyrone@aol.com wrote:
> PS to David Daniels: “Bunnie” ( I found the name embarassing) was Mock
> Morgan, who took P. T., physics and algebra. I think he must have had outsized
> ears or some strange middle class nickname. The Garnswllt contingent in our
> class was as you know, made up of Alan Walters, Gerald Cox and Eifion Wyn
> Jeffries of whom Eifion Wyn was the most promising. The best are always
> taken as they say. I played the usual boyish games – including touch rugby at
> which I excelled due to my fast reflexes. My cosuin Ffloyd Havard also has
> very fast hands. The other type of rugby did not interest me all that much,
> I was never put in the right position – which was right wing. Alan Walters
> was a good rugby player but I brought him down crashing one day in full
> back practice, so I coudl tackle. I simply had no interest in the usual game.
> I was also a good goalkeeer in soccer but I think that athletics is much
> more of a challenge.
>
> Although the chapels and churches are being horribly desecrated and
> neglected, the great prose of Henry Morgan is all on line, so we have, in
> magnificent 1620 prose that I can almost hear in the Baptist chapel of Elim, Craig

> Cefn Parc.
>
> “Y doeth a wrendy, ac a chwanega addysg; a’r deallgar a ddaw i gynghorion
> pwyllog.”
>
> This goes into English as follows (in my own translation)
>
> “The wise listen, and add to knowledge; and those who understand come to
> measured counsel.”
>
> It is absolutely vital to stop the sickening desecration of chapels and
> churches. Denominations should combine to stop this.
>
>
>
>



Daily Report     7/6/12  
June 8, 2012 

There were 2,233 hits from 579 visits, 25.8% spiders. Federal University of Penambuco Brazil UFT18; 
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro UFT110; University of Stuttgart UFT4; Niels Bohr Institute Hehl 
refutation; California State University Bakersfield UFT198; Case Western Reserve University UFT118; 
Emory University Atlanta UFT161; Morgan University UFT55; University of Poitiers 200, 219, 220; 
Indian Institute of Technology Karangpur UFT29; Siemens Company Italy UFT93, UFT214; King 
Faisal University Saudi Arabia UFT159; Carnegie College Fife Scotland UFT79; intense interest all 
sectors. CEFE monitoring 11 hits 5 referrals since posting 48 hours ago.

Beibl William     Morgan  
June 7, 2012 

This is the only true version of the Bible in Welsh, and it is all online in the 1620 version: “Bibl 
Cyssegr Lan”, cyfieithwyd gan William Morgan. If anyone seeks to learn how powerful the British 
Celtic language can be, this is the place. Modern bureaucratic Welsh is a disaster in comparison, as is 
the desolation of modern bureaucracy in comparison with the vividness of life itself. Of course this 
work originated a long time ago in a distant country and language, but should be looked at as a 
masterpiece of prose. The same is true in any other language. Ecclesiastes is regarded as the best of the 
best when it comes to biblical prose. In Welsh it is Llyfr y Pregethwr. I grew up listening to Rev. T. R. 
Lewis reading out this great work of literature, so the reader can imagine how I feel if that chapel is 
turned into a fish and chip shop or sold to some shark for scrap. So I will do my utmost to protect it, 
many members of my family lie there now: Hopkin, Havard, Jones and others. They should also help to 
protect it. So Ecclesiastes 1.2 in Welsh is

“Gwagedd o wagedd medd y Pregethwr, gwagedd o wagedd, gwagedd yw y cwbl.”

This translates into

“Emptiness from emptiness says the Preacher, emptiness from emptiness, emptiness is all.”

So “Vanity upon vanity, all is vanity” is a paraphrase. I should think that William Morgan translated 
from the Greek and the original Hebrew. Rev. T. R. Lewis knew both languages. So in the little coal 
mining village of Craig Cefn Parc there was this pinnacle of civilization, and also in every village 
throughout Wales, sometimes the chapels are situated out on the wild moorland. I think that no shallow 
or dogmatic or caricatured interpretation is adequate, as always with great prose poetry, it should be 
read as if had never been seen before. Rev. T. R. Lewis would read this from the Bible that is still there 
on the lectern of the chapel, and improvise a sermon on the theme. I am quite sure he would preach 
against the killer vanity of wind turbines with this theme. The famous Ecclesiastes 1.9 in Welsh is

“Y peth a fu a fydd, a’r peth a wnaed a wneir, ac nid oes dim newydd dan yr haul.”

This goes as follows:

“The thing that was will be, the thing that was done will be done, and there is nothing new under the 
sun.”

This again should be read as if it has never been seen before, and that was and is the way of the Baptist 
Minister. There is no Bishop, only the Minister, none is baptised unless they know the meaning of what 
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they are doing, there are no infant baptisms. In the chapel there is a place for baptism under the pulpit 
in the area reserved for the Diaconwyr (Deacons). Each family had and has its own seat in the 
congregation. These are the things that are worth preserving – there is nothing new under the sun. In 
the Society of Friends (the Quakers) there is not even a Minister.

Diarhebion / Proverbs     1.5  
June 7, 2012 

PS to David Daniels: “Bunnie” ( I found the name embarassing) was Mock Morgan, who took P. T., 
physics and algebra. I think he must have had outsized ears or some strange middle class nickname. 
The Garnswllt contingent in our class was as you know, made up of Alan Walters, Gerald Cox and 
Eifion Wyn Jeffries of whom Eifion Wyn was the most promising. The best are always taken as they 
say. I played the usual boyish games – including touch rugby at which I excelled due to my fast 
reflexes. My cousin Ffloyd Havard also has very fast hands. The other type of rugby did not interest me 
all that much, I was never put in the right position – which was right wing. Alan Walters was a good 
rugby player but I brought him down crashing one day in full back practice, so I coudl tackle. I simply 
had no interest in the usual game. I was also a good goalkeeper in soccer but I think that athletics is 
much more of a challenge.

Although the chapels and churches are being horribly desecrated and neglected, the great prose of 
Henry Morgan is all on line, so we have, in magnificent 1620 prose that I can almost hear in the Baptist 
chapel of Elim, Craig Cefn Parc.

“Y doeth a wrendy, ac a chwanega addysg; a’r deallgar a ddaw i gynghorion pwyllog.”

This goes into English as follows (in my own translation)

“The wise listen, and add to knowledge; and those who understand come to measured counsel.”

It is absolutely vital to stop the sickening desecration of chapels and churches. Denominations should 
combine to stop this.

ECE Paper in Contemporary Materials III-1     (2012)  
June 7, 2012 

Many thanks!

In a message dated 07/06/2012 14:02:14 GMT Daylight Time, radovi@savremenimaterijali.info writes:

Dear Sir / Madam,

We would like to inform you that a new issue of the journal Contemporary Materials III-1 
(2012), which includes your paper too, is posted on our website 
http://www.savremenimaterijali.info/index.php?idsek=28.

Sincerely yours,

http://www.savremenimaterijali.info/index.php?idsek=28
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Editor of the journal

Academician Dragoljub Mirjanic

Referring URL’s     File  
June 7, 2012 

This goes from Dec. 2006 to Feb. 20th 2012 and should be read with reference to the following blog 
note.

ReferringURLs2012feb20.pdf

Exact Feedback     Data  
June 7, 2012 

The most complete record of feedback is held on computer at www.aias.us/weblogs/log.html , a site 
built by Dave Burleigh, CEO of Annexa Inc. Arizona. The referring URL’s report of this site contains 
all referring URL’s back to December 2006 and runs literally into thousands of pages. Michael Jackson 
made a pdf out of it last year and this pdf has been posted on the main www.aias.us site and archived 
by several National Libraries, including the National Library of Wales, British Library and Library of 
Congress. I made an analysis of it as it was in 2010 in a file called TotalCitationsSince12-06.pdf, (see 
head of the UFT Section) which has also beeen archived. Now it is about 50% bigger. So the interest 
cannot be covered up or censored. The self styled “establishment” of the old physics would have 
covered it up. It is a completely bankrupt and irrelevant group of individuals which thrives on vanity: 
“Vanity of vanities, all is vanity” (Ecclesiastes 1.2). Some of the worst elements used to try to brand 
AIAS as crackpots, and so on, but for a number of years they have been silenced by the overwhelming 
majority of working professionals. To describe a professional colleague as a “crackpot” is severely 
unethical and unprofessional. Some of them were cyberstalkers, and again they seem to have faded 
away into the gathering dusk of No No Land, or have been banished by King Solomon’s edict quoted 
already. The feedback data are conveniently summarized by now in many ways, one of them being 
www.aias.us/new_stats and another www.aias.us/weblogs/log.files.html. We tried to make these three 
files public, but they were link spammed by criminal elements, so we withrew them and they are 
password protected. Michael Jackson offered to update the referring files and blog file quarterly and 
post them so they can be archived in the National Libraries. This is immensely valuable and he could 
be given some help in this work. He has only a small computer and a poor internet link. If any 
responsible colleague well known to me wishes to study the feedback files I will give them the 
username and password in confidence. In that way it is possible to see with exact precision that 
mongraphs such as CEFE are read with great interest. That means that the Einstein theory is finished 
completely and is open source education at its best. Of course it needs some knowledge of computing 
to understand the feedback, but it is well worth the effort. I will repost the referral file on the blog next, 
so anyone interested can have a look at it. It is too big to be distributed by e mail, and is crammed with 
thousands of pages of information. Only a madman would deny that it exists.

http://www.aias.us/weblogs/log.files.html
http://www.aias.us/new_stats
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Impact and     Refereeing  
June 7, 2012 

Many thanks, I am not familiar with Keshe’s work myelf, except for some assessment by Dr. Horst 
Eckardt. Does Keshe or any similar inventor have a website that measures impact in the kind of detail 
given in the attached? From my perspective the scientific establishment is intellectually bankrupt, it 
does not have the basic honesty to admit failure: it has failed terribly in theoretical physics and it has 
failed terribly in climatology. The source of these failures is the unwillingness or inability to do the 
hard work of scholarship, hard work which is replaced by vanity – often a corrupting pretence. Many 
government advisors pretend to know science and pretend not to see reality. Pseudoscientific garbage 
has been allowed to dictate government policy, with catastrophic results economically – The Kyoto 
Accord must be abandoned. I should explain that my primary aim is to cover all aspects of the natural 
sciences and engineering. I am not an engineer, I am a chemical physicist by training. I do not think 
that there is any conspiracy theory against Keshe or any scientist with a genuine idea for new energy. 
Bad inventors self destruct, like Steorn, good inventors like Tesla invent things that are used by 
everyone, things that are quickly brought on to the market, for example by IBM. On the subject of 
publishing, I have found that our websites make a permanent worldwide impact that brushes aside any 
anthropomorphic factor such as corrupt refereing, censorship and plain old personal animosity. My 
work has been constantly refereed for over forty years in many different ways, I have been refereed as 
much as any scientist who ever lived. Standard physics self publishes in journals that allow only 
standard physics, so in effect never referees its work. If it had, it would have found the many flaws that 
we have had to find for it. We have also built our own powerful publishing system. At the moment 
“they” are pretending that the attached does not exist, and that these flaws do not exist, so we continue 
to be saturated by meaningless, terribly harmful, propaganda as we all run out of fuel. In metaphor that 
is a kind of vanity publishing that offers no royalty to anyone, and makes us all pay for the nonsense. It 
makes us pay for it by the destruction of the earth, and ultimately of our insignificant little species. In 
contrast the ECE theory is rigorously tested in each and every note for each and every of over two 
hundred papers, and it is then offered to fellow scientists, who are asked what they think of them. The 
result is a huge amount of acclaim and interest, a complete and overwhelmng acceptance as per 
attached. The only people who deny this new reality are the vanity authors of a bygone era. That era 
included Albert Einstein’s bad work. He did some good work of course, but none of it was refereed.

In a message dated 07/06/2012 12:56:45 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Sir;

I just wanted to point out MT Keshe’s continuing efforts to increase the awareness around 
the world of his findings and the applications thereof. Like you and your team, he self 
publishes his work. His team has established the www.keshefoundation.com which has 
acquired an auditorium where they teach their findings. Furthermore, he has recently 
presented his work to delegates from various governments and intends to do so again in 
mid September, but in much more detailed fashion. His endgame is to offer the knowledge 
and findings to all nations so that they may all benefit from the science, like yours, which 
enables low cost energy production, water purification, transportation etc.

Weather or not high level officials will take these scientific findings worthy of further 
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investigation remains to be seen(sound familiar?)

I know you and your team have plenty on your plate but I thought you might be interested 
in his ongoing efforts.

CB

overview.pdf

Monthly Feedback Statistics for AIAS.pdf

Publication of Autobiography Volume     One  
June 7, 2012 

Very nice to hear from you, and thanks for reading the autobiography. Gwyn Davies was a good 
historian and Cynthia Mullan showed us some of his work at Llangiwg, he was the only teacher to 
attend the funeral of Eifion Wyn Jeffries at the tragic age of about fourteen or fifteen. He was 
profoundly shocked. I remember planing a block of wood down to nothing and being transfixed by a 
trampoline. Bunnie once gave me 100% in physics and geometry – probably got bored marking - and 
was the gymnastics teacher as well. He is mentioned by Wil Samuel of Craig Cefn Parc in his 
autobiography. As you know, Wil Sam was Gareth Edward’s teacher and was also a gymnastics teacher 
at Pontardawe Grammar, which shared the gym with the Tech. I am fixed to Craig Cefn Parc like a 
molusc on a rock (“craig” means “rock” for the readers), but it is governed very poorly – being 
assaulted by ruthless developers who are immediately hostile to the Welsh langauge. If so, what do they 
want in Wales? They bring with them ancient ethnic attitudes that have died out everywhere else. I 
fought Beaufort on Gelliwastad and stopped him there. I am now fighting Betws and Mynydd y Gwair. 
The Auditor for Wales recently found seventy two irregularities in the Mawr community council 
accounts, and Swansea County Council is a colonial regime as bad as any Norman. Recently a fluent 
Welsh speaker called Mrs Jones died in her council house and her daughters received an eviction notice 
from the Council the very next day, I met them, very distressed, moving out furniture in heavy rain, and 
this reminded me of the Highland Clearances. The murderer Dai Morris was imported by the Council 
in this way, he was given a council flat here, and he instigated extensive criminality in Craig Cefn Parc 
before being imprisoned for life for four murders that were so brutal that they shocked the entire 
country. You could see the murders coming and no councillor did anything. The house of the late Mrs 
Jones will now be filled by someone who cannot speak Welsh, so insensitive is the Council to the 
language, despite its so called “policy”. So if I ignore the Council like my Leveller ancestors here (back 
to 1628 in the Hopkin line) I can then work very efficiently here with the internet. Sometimes there are 
pleasant surprises in that the children suddenly start to speak in fluent classical Welsh. So whetever 
they throw at the old language it cannot be destroyed. So if one looks behind the concrete anonymity 
and drug addicts there are oases of decency and culture. The most repulsive things are people living in 
chapels and churches and on top of graves, and the wind turbines, against which a tremendous 
resistance and deep hatred is forming. I did not mind rugby – I played full back at Pontardawe and for 
some reason flank forward, against Gethin Edwards as fly half, and full back occasionally at 
Aberystwyth. I was an athlete for well over thirty years, and walk every day now. I think you have done 
excellently well in keeping fit, especially in the South Carolina climate, and have forged an excellent 
career yourself. In Charlotte NC it could be over a hundred for a whole month about August time with a 
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lot of dangerous lightning on the running track. A tremendous amount of damage is done by 
uncontrolled horse riding on Gelliwastad, and having fought and very largely got rid of bikes, I will 
now try to get the police to act against horses. There is no police presence now anywhere in the 
Swansea Valley, the police stations are all closed to the public as part of tory cuts, and it is very 
difficult to get them to do anything. However they did act on my behalf on two occasions recently.

Hwyl fawr am nawr,

Myron

In a message dated 06/06/2012 18:42:29 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Myron,
I just read through the preprint version of your autobiography and did it bring back some 
memories of Pontardawe Grammar school.
I had no idea of how hard you must have worked to get the excellent exam reults you so 
conistently achieved and what a commendable work ethic you maintained!
Some of the other teachers I recall are Mr Williams AKA Willie Wood, Gwyn Davies who 
taught lower form chemistry and RI – he went by the moniker- Gwyn Chem- and a physics 
teacher whose name eludes me but was called “Bunny” It’s a travesty that Sulwyn Lewis 
tried to pressure you into going to Cambridge but I recall the same scenario happened to my 
friend Don Wright from Ystalyfera Grammar and who also ended up attending 
Aberystwyth. (Reminds me of the film “Selected Exits” about the life of Gwyn Thomas.

I was one of the rugby playing, cigarette smoking louts who probably annoyed you in the 
common room but I have enjoyed my rugby career and spent many a paid trip to various 
parts of England and Wales representing the Welsh Civil Service and meeting lots of 
interesting players and I was in it for the sheer sport and not the thugishness. I am 
imkpressed by your later dedication to staying fit and running. I still exercise four or five 
days a week and long ago gave up the tobacco habit.

Your imagery of Craig-Cefn-Parc is bleak and depressing and it’s been over ten years since 
I walked on any of the local mountains so my next visit will be a shock. In fact, the last 
time I was in Pontardawe, it was distressing to me to see the state of the village and to hear 
the stories of the violence and alcohol abuse so it must be difficult for you to live in your 
childhood village and see the corruption and decay surrounding you.

I must say you have an impressive recall of your childhood through your graduation from 
grammar school and I enjoyed vicariously reliving those days through your words.

Regards

David “Dai” Daniels

Conference
June 7, 2012 
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That’s very good! We all enjoyed last year’s conference. The garden is in very good shape now, and if it 
is a fine day there is a table overlooking the garden and Glyn Eithrym and Cwm Tawe (Swansea 
Valley) to March Hywel in the distance (where I used to bring in the sheep on horseback, no saddle or 
bridle, exactly as in “Y Gododdin” 1,500 years ago, but you try riding a stallion without a saddle or 
bridle and you land up in a bog). Fortunately no wind turbines are planned within that view, selected by 
my great grandfather William Newlands Penfro who built this house (descended from Clan Newlands 
and Clan Mac an Taioseach of Mac Donald Clan na Chattan, clan of the cat). I have not heard anything 
from Gareth Evans in quite a while but he is obviously welcome. Wind turbines of course wreck all the 
beauty of any landscape, so they have had their day, like the killer coal tips. I know this as a landscape 
photographer. People have been busy photographing Betws and Mynydd y Gwair before they are 
totally wrecked by rapacious sabre toothed greed. An injunction may stop them. This is what is known 
as “How Green was my Valley”, but as with coal tips, the wind turbines will disappear too.

In a message dated 06/06/2012 23:00:17 GMT Daylight Time, :

Dear Myron,

Sophie is hoping to attend the conference if it does not clash with other commitments.

Best Wishes

Kerry

Daily Report     6/6/12  
June 7, 2012 

There were 2,329 hits from 541 distinct visits, 27.2% spiders. Argentine Ministry of Economics and 
Finance Essay41 (Spanish); Australian National University UFT88; Institute of Physics University of 
Sao Paolo Hehl refutation; Chemistry University of Bielefeld UFT176; Laica de Manabi University 
Ecuador Essay41 (Sp); Langone Medical Center of New York University Manhattan UFT161; Trinity 
College Hartford Connecticut OAM Light; University of Granada Black Hole Catastrophe; Distance 
Learning University Spain UFT177 (Sp); University of Poitiers general; RailTel Corporation India 
UFT25; Pohang University of Science and Technology Korea UFT18; U. S. Airforce Network 
Integration Center UFT2; Institute for Economics Research National Autonomous University of 
Mexico UFT88; Academic Network of Serbia LCR Resonant; Faculty of Engineering University of 
Auckland UFT140; Quaid i Azam University Pakistan UFT171; National Taiwan University UFT88; 
Students Manchester University UFT43; Neath Port Talbot Borough Council general; University of 
Cape Town South Africa UFT41. Intense interest all sectors.

Application for an     Injunction  
June 6, 2012 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/06/application-for-an-injunction/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/07/daily-report-6612/


This is the form for an application for an injunction. Issues under the Human Rights Act of 1998 are 
specifically mentioned as can be seen. This form can be filed in Neath or Swansea County Court. As far 
as know many people can combine to file an injunction application. I will look into after the event 
insurance. It would be optimal if those opposed to Betws and Mynydd y Gwair could find a continency 
lawyer who would file the injunction in a class action in County Court. I can write out a case for an 
injunction myself, but I am not a lawyer. Any person or persons can file injunctions against turbine 
companies and this should be done in County Court especially now that global warming has been 
refuted. The grounds for an injunction against Betws are Section 41 of the 2006 Commonlands Act, in 
that the planning permission illegally ignored an eight to one majority against. This is a human rights 
violation (violation of the rights of democracy and opinion) and so the development is illegal. The 
injunction would seek to halt it and seek a demolition order under section 41 to restore the land to its 
pristine condition.

anapplicationforaninjunction.pdf

Aneurin: Y     Gododdin  
June 6, 2012 

Aneurin (the name of Aneurin Bevan or Aneurin ab Ifan to give him his proper name in Welsh)) was 
the court bard to my ancestor King Urien Rheged, and a contemporary of Taliesin and Myrddin. He 
wrote the classical epic poem “Y Gododdin”. Rheged and Gododdin were ancient Kingdoms of 
Northern Britain. It is written in old Welsh (similar to Cymric, the language of Rheged and Gododdin) 
and the first three lines are:

“Credyf gwr oed gwas
Gwrhyt am dias
Meirch mwth myngfras”

In modern Welsh it goes to

“Credaf gwr oedd gwas
Gw^raidd am ddias
Meirch mwth mwng fras”

I tarnslate it s follows

“Warrior in youth,
Warrior for battle,
Swift, thick maned stallions”

It was written down many centuries after the time of Aneurin, and was passed down by word of mouth 
and exact memory. Cymric was probably the language of Sir William Wallace in the thirteenth century, 
which is why the lowland Scottish accent, Northumbrian and Cumbrian accents are similar to the north 
Welsh accents. The Kings of Gwynedd were the Kings of Gododdin and Rheged. This very early form 
of poetry does not have cynghanedd, but it has all the elements of terse, dramatic, powerful alliteration, 
which I try to convey in modern English. Cynghanedd was developed in the fourteenth century by my 
ancestral cousin Dafydd ap Gwilym, whose work was brilliantly researched by Prof. Sir Thomas Parry.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/06/aneurin-y-gododdin-2/
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Publication of Autobiography Volume     One  
June 6, 2012 

The book will be published shortly in cooperation with Authors Online, and has been very popular in 
preprint format in the blue box above my coat of arms on the home page of www.aias.us. It will contain 
extensive genealogy and a great deal of my poetry in both languages interwoven with belles lettres 
prose. It contains many of my early photographs prepared by Alina Hachikyan with Authors Online, 
and a detailed account of my time at Pontardawe Grammar School from 1961 to 1968. It covers the 
years 1950 to 1968. It will have a full website presence, the e book edition will be sold from the site, 
and the e book edition submitted to over two hundred websites. There will be a press release to eight 
thousand journalists in radio, TV, magazines and newspapers. There will be print on demand hardback 
copies with a cover photograph prepared by Alina, who is shortly to graduate B. A. and many 
congratulations to her. I will have twenty five complimentary copies here for distribution to friends. 
The preprint has been read two or three thousand times from www.aias.us in a few months. The 
genealogy of the prolegomenon is rigorously researched and fully authentic over more than sixty 
generations to the Celtic King Coel Hen Gododdin (fourth century). I plan volume two from 1968 to 
1986, when I left for IBM Kingston in the United States. Authors Online introduced a revolution in 
print on demand digital publishing in Britain in 2001 and provides the author with 60% of net receipts. 
It publishes work of sufficient literary quality and emphasises literary quality as opposed to how much 
money the book will make. Robert Cheshire has narrated almost all my poetry in English on the 
www.aias.us website and I have read out some of my Welsh language poetry. I am also thinking of 
producing my second book of poetry with Authors Online, and a shorter autobiography in my own 
Silurian dialect of Welsh, this is slighty different from classical Welsh. Authors Online provide an 
excellent in house proof reader and an excellent contract.

Spanish Translation of     CEFE  
June 6, 2012 

In view of the popularity of the Spanish translations on www.aias.us, a translation of CEFE would also 
be very helpful and would also help sell it in book format. Spanish translations of Issue Six are already 
available except for the long introductory essay “Meaningless Relativity”. Robert Cheshire may like to 
narrate this long essay when he has time and Alex Hill may like to narrate its Spanish translation. Most 
people study the collapse of the Einstein theory through the essays, especially “Light Deflection due to 
Gravity” and “Nobody’s Perfect” and several other consistently popular essay broadcasts by Robert 
Cheshire and myself. It has become obvious that no one understood general relativity in the twentieth 
century – they just passively accepted the dogma. When it is studied closely it falls apart completely. In 
view of the large amount of money wasted on EGR an admission that it is erroneous will have a 
catastrophic effect on physics. So such an admission will be a long time arriving. It seems that data 
have been selected to support the theory, i.e. pulled out of what is only noise. There are many severe 
criticisms on the net of the “experimental tests” of EGR. In galaxies it falls apart completely. The new 
theory forged by AIAS easily accounts for all cosmology.

MEANINGLESS RELATIVITY.pdf

http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/meaningless-relativity.pdf
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Evaluations by Horst Eckardt for     UFT220  
June 6, 2012 

These are numerical evaluations of t(theta) of the generalized third Kepler law for different values of x. 
It is seen that the law is different for different values of x. So when x becomes substantially different 
from unity the law will look very different from that for a static ellipse with x = 1.

220(7).pdf

Complete Opposition to the Betws and Mynydd y Gwair 
Turbine     Developments  
June 6, 2012 

There is complete opposition to these proposals reflected in the unanimous support given to my 
arguments on the blog, and those of Sia^n Ifan and Gethin ap Gruffudd and many others. There will be 
a protest on Mynydd Betws on Saturday starting at Penlle’r Castell, an ancient monument endangered 
by the development. I advise continuous peaceful protests all over Wales against turbine developments. 
Other developments which have ignored large majorities against them violate human rights (the right to 
free speech, opinion and democracy) and are clearly illegal. The developments may therefore be 
dismantled at developer cost under a Section 41 injunction which should be sought. A section 38 
injunction may sought against Mynydd y Gwair on the same grounds, a 95% local majority against is 
being ignored by the Welsh Ministers, who are acting as dictators. Substantial compensation can be 
sought for every ignored objector and the Welsh Ministers sued personally for violation of human 
rights. A test case should be sought in the law of England and Wales against all developments that have 
ignored democracy. All such developments could be stopped all over Britain, and turbines dismantled. 
This should be the long term aim all over Britain because refereed data of many kinds contradict the 
wildly erroneous theory of global warming. In view of this opposition I call for the resignation of all 
the Welsh Ministers and their replacement by an interim government by local and national electronic 
referendum in which democracy is upheld directly by the People. I also call for a Land Act to 
nationalize all land in Wales owned by foreign aristocrats and absentee landowners by compulsory 
purchase. There are precedents in the five or so Irish Land Acts under Gladstone and Balfour. There is 
an electronic petition for such an Act on the web and I encourage all to sign it. Google “Land Act 
petition Wales”.

CEFE Book Started its     Run  
June 6, 2012 

The monograph “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation” is now available on www.aias.us and the 
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blog, which hit a record high of nearly four hundred readings in one day yesterday. The monograph 
began to be read as soon as it was posted. It is highly recommended in book format, and is produced to 
an excellent standard by Cambridge International Science Publishing (CISP, www.cisp-
publishing.com). There has been complete acceptance of the refutations of the Einstein theory outside a 
tiny irrational minority, and issue six of Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry (CISP six 
issues a year) will be entitled “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity”. It is also 
highly recommended in book format at 22 pounds stirling for about 150 pages.

Daily Report     5/6/12  
June 6, 2012 

There were 8,013 hits from 644 distinct visits, 7.6% spiders. National University of the Litoral 
Argentina UFT177 (Sp); University of Leoben Austria Edyn3; Canadian National Laboratory for 
Particle and Nuclear Physics UFT103; National Center for Scientific Studies Valdivia Chile UFT113; 
Honeywell Corporation UFT140; Physics Aarhus University Denmark UFT126; Georgetown 
University Washington D. C. refutation of Heisenberg; Autonomous University of Madrid UFT149; 
Complutensian University Madrid general; IMAG Federation Grenoble general; University of Poitiers 
general; Hebrew University of Jerusalem Infinite Solenoid; Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur 
UFT40; Italian National Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN) Ferrara UFT2; University of Bologna 
Felker2 (Spanish); Mexican National Institute for Astrophysics, Optics and Electronics Felker6 
(Spanish); Metu University Turkey UFT88; University of Cambridge UFT25. Intense interest all 
sectors.

New Record High for     Blog  
June 5, 2012 

The blog has already broken the daily record for 2012 with six hours still to go. This suggests 
immediate scholarly interest in the entire CEFE book, which is posted on the blog, and widespread 
support for my ant wind turbine work on the blog in support of other protests. At Kerry’s request I 
pulled his biography off the blog. Once more this shows the great power of the site and blog, and what 
is in effect my publishing house.

“Mercury as Crystal Spheres” and     Autobiography  
June 5, 2012 

These are also doing very well on www.aias.us. “Mercury as Crystal Spheres” by Kerry Pendergast has 
generated 1,155 main referrals from the site index and a broad range of referring URL’s. This means a 
lot of interest in it. The older UFT papers generate a very broad range of referring URL’s. You can 
study this on the referral file posted on the site. It is a complete record since Dec. 2006. Volume one of 
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my autobiography averages about 200 readings a month and has accumulated about 2,400 readings and 
384 index referrals with a broad range of referring URL’s. My autobiography will be marketed 
exensively in the media and this is a key part of selling books. I will receive 60% of proceeds and 
Authors Online 40%. This is a new type of partnership publishing. Some AIAS authors may like to try 
this with literary books which are not particularly scientific in nature. AIAS is committed with 
enthusiasm to work hard with CISP.

Blog on Course for a Record High for     2012  
June 5, 2012 

The blog is on course for a new daily record today for 2012. The record is 682 readings in one day on 
Sept. 19th 2011, probably due to Michael Jackson kindly transferring it on to pdf. The interest is part 
scientific, part anti turbine, showing great opposition to the Betws and Mynydd y Gwair turbine 
proposals and intense popular outrage at the mindless and useless destruction of a unique ecology. Both 
proposals are illegal because both violate the human right to democracy. Democracy is protected by 
law and it is illegal to ignore large majorities. Elected representatives have no right in law to do this at 
all. The refusal of the Welsh Ministers to answer e mail is also illegal as is the refusal of M. P.’s to 
answer e mail. So we have small dictators in our midst, which is why the law must be used. The Welsh 
Ministers have full powers to reject wind turbine proposals. Global warming alarmists are considered 
to be wildly incompetent inside Wales and Britain in general.

FOR POSTING: UFT220 Sections 1 and     2  
June 5, 2012 

This is UFT220 Sectiosn 1 and 2 on Kepler’s third law for a precessing orbit. The famous third law of 
1619 will become very richly structured as x is increased (Section 3 pencilled in for Horst Eckart).

a220thpaper.pdf

Dogmatic     Attitudes  
June 5, 2012 

I would think that the worst type of dogmatists in physics would try their best to stop the publication of 
anything that criticises their dogma. They would see conclusive criticism as iconoclasm and a threat to 
pseudoreligious belief. Hawking for example is known to be pseudoreligious, so big bang comes from 
Genesis 1.1. “In the beginning there was the word ..” so there must have been a beginning. That is not 
genuine piety and is certainly not natural philosophy. Here again the www.aias.us site is so powerful 
that it evaporates such attitudes every day. As we know these attitudes often spill over into very ugly 
personal animosity, so even Kerry’s well written and pleasant biography has been attacked just because 
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it was written about me. This was a typically cowardly attack by a nutter using a pseudonym, but the 
attack reflects the attitudes of those whose fond beliefs have dissolved. The attack was answered 
comprehensively in Essay 64 and by several other AIAS Fellows. Such nutters may even try to attack 
my autobiography volume one, which goes up to age eighteen. They may attack by association, so may 
attack for example Pontardawe Grammar School. Then we will now that the attack comes from a 
deranged person. Almost all the animosity about ECE theory has now evaporated, but it is always used 
behind the scenes and in an underhand way in order to prevent funding and jobs, and in order to harm 
science. That is the reality of some of the worst parts of academia, as is actually well known. Once one 
frees oneself from such a morasse one senses freedom and never wants to go back. The intellectual 
honesty of www.aias.us just rolls straight over any such animosity.

Some Feedback for Felker Chapter Three in Spanish (Alex     Hill)  
June 5, 2012 

This is a very popular chapter of a very popular book: Lar Felker, “The Evans Equations of Unified 
Field Theory” (Abramis 2007). Its English language version is available open source on the web via 
google. In May 2012 it was the most read item on www.aias.us generating 702 hits. It has generated 
1043 referrals from the main index of www.aias.us and a broad range of referrals from other URL’s. 
The journal leaflet has generated over a hundred referrals. So there is no doubt about the fact that the 
books are making a big impact open source on www.aias.us. In the old method of publishing I sold tens 
of thousands of copies of books for Wiley, World Scientific, Kluwer and Abramis. So by using the 
power of www.aias.us there is an excellent chance of selling books for CISP. In the past five years there 
has been a dramatic change in science education.

Criticisms of the Einstein Field     Equation  
June 5, 2012 

This is the monograph “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation” published by Cambridge 
International Science Publishing (CISP) in 2011. It is well worth purchasing in book format, the book 
is well produced to a high standard.  

CEFE-print.pdf

Generalization of Kepler’s Third Law     (1619)  
June 5, 2012 

This is given in note 220(7), eq. (28) in the two particle problem. As eq. (27) shows the tau of Kepler’s 
third law is changed by the presence of x, and we already know that increasing x will produce dramatic 
effects on tau. This is a clear result that I will write up as UFT220, then the rest of the notes can be used 
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for UFT221 ff.

Feedback     Today  
June 5, 2012 

This shows a current trend of increasing distinct visits and files downloaded per day from an already 
very high level. So far in June the essays lead the feedback, interdispersed with UFT papers so all 
material is read every day, 98% of it outside universities, institutes and similar. Books that I publish on 
www.aias.us also do very well, for example the Spanish translation by Alex Hill of Lar Felker: “The 
Evans Equations of Unified Field Theory”. This is often the most read item. My website (or publishing 
house) www.aias.us is also archived every quarter, so these are very good reasons for posting CEFE 
and LME on the site. It is archived at the National Library of Wales, British Library and Library of 
Congress. The books will be archived shortly if reposted. The next quarterly archive is due shortly. I 
have built up a personal worldwide following as a free thinking scientist and publisher that any other 
publisher will find difficult or impossible to match, so in my opinion the best way of helping to sell 
CEFE, LME and other books is to post them. The reason is that those who favour books over websites 
will want to buy a book they see on the website. Those who prefer websites will not buy a book in any 
case. The feedback is very accurate and comprehensive, and leaves no doubt that all of my site is read 
all the time. People have come to expect that knowledge be available freely, so will no longer pay for it 
if they can avoid it. Soon they will begin to refuse to go to universities, and turn to open source 
education. The huge fees mean that poor people are locked out of universities whatever their ability. 
This is a political abdication of the ideals of the sixties in Britain and other countries, a sign of very 
poor government.

Comments on comparison of analytical/simulated N-
Body     solution  
June 5, 2012 

Agreed with the plan outlined below. I think that all the results can be produced by the computer 
simulation, simulation methods are so advanced these days that they need not be checked in detail by 
analysis. The simulation can be used firstly with the Newtonian potential and then the new universal 
potential. As x is increased some dramatic effects will appear and even in the Newtonian limit the 
orbits are very intricate and can become chaotic as you know. So this is full of interest. A simple check 
on the code might be to use just two particles in the Newtonian limit, and the code should give 
Newtonian dynamics. The analytical results for two particles are very interesting, for example the 
generalization of Kepler’s third law. For three and N particles the analytical method factorizes the 
lagrangian, and reduces to the correct two particle result. The vector magnitudes R1, R2 and R3 change 
in general, but obey the planar constraint R1 = R2 + R3. I think that this automatically conserves 
angular momentum because L = L1 + L2 + L3 = constant. Energy is conserved by E = E1 + E2 + E3 = 
constant. The pairwise additive approximation is used analytically and I think also in the simulation, as 
in molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo. I agree completely that for the N particle problem, computer 
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simulation is by far the best way, the analysis quickly becomes too intricate.

In a message dated 04/06/2012 21:34:05 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Currently i am going through the notes. They contain a lot of detailed
results, and I think some (maybe very basic) points have even to be
added. When considering the solution formula for a 2-particle motion
with reduced mass, it is always assumed that the coordinate origin is
the center of mass. This is o.k. for simplified earth-sun calculations
for example, but as soon as more pairs of reduced masses are considered,
their relative motion has to be respected too. This is probably the
meaning of the condition2

R1 = R3 + R2 etc.

Since each pair of masses permanently changes the position of its common
center of mass, I am not sure that the angle theta can simply be
interpreted in the way as the COM would stay at the origin, maybe we
have to interpret this as a moving (and rotating?) coordinate system.
The analytic solution seems to me a bit difficult to interpret for these
reasons. To make it understandable to a “standard astronomer”, the
results have to be presented in a single gloabal coordinate system
again. Currently I have the impression that the global total linear
momentum gets lost, but anyway, I have to think further about this.

The procedure of comparing the analytical and simulative solution could
roughly be the following:

1. define initial positions and velocities
2. define pairs of reduced masses
3. calculate constants of motion E_i, a_i for each pair (used for
analytical solution)
4. simulate system for a time delta_t
5. calculate orbit parameters R_i, v_i, theta_i analytically for time
delta_t
6. extract the same parameters from the simulation
7. compare both results
8. repeat at step 4

The details for step 5 I will certainly find in the notes.
The extraction in step 6 requires probably some intricate formulas, I
will try to set them up and describe them before doing the implementation.

Horst



Daily Report     4/6/12  
June 5, 2012 

There were 7,425 hits from 726 distinct visits, 5.3% spiders. Department of Justice Government of 
Victoria Australia Family History; Federal University of Uberlandia Brazil CV; University of Sao 
Paolo Brazil Workshop; College of Science and Technology Royal University of Bhutan UFT146; 
Computing Centre University of Karlsruhe UFT166; Computing Centre University of Oldenburg 
UFT149; Physics University of Ulm UFT177; Bowling Green State University UFT177; Cornell 
University UFT216; El Camino College California UFT174; University of Indiana UFT166; San Diego 
Supercomputer Center general; University of California Irvine UFT33; University of California Santa 
Cruz general; University of Tennessee Knoxville UFT158; College of William and Mary UFT19; 
University of Poitiers general; University of Otago UFT39; University of Cambridge UFT25; Churchill 
College Cambridge UFT88. Intense interest all sectors.

Human Rights Violations in     Wales  
June 4, 2012 

There are numerous systematic violations of human rights in Wales which should be brought to the 
attention of Amnesty International and the European Court. These are illegal on several counts:

1) The 1st January 2007 European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights, which integrates the 
promotion of democracy into all external policies.
2) Article 19 of the European Convention on Human Rights, the freedom of speech.
3) Specifically, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: “everyone shall have the right 
to hold opinions without interference”.

In ignoring an eight to one majority against the Betws Development, Neath Port Talbot Borough 
Council violated all these laws, it ignored the right of opinion illegally and the Welsh Ministers ignored 
democracy illegally. In general there is and never has been democracy in Wales, very few 
representatives are elected by a majority of the electoral register, and so they cannot be recognized 
internationally. These range from Community Councillors to MEP’s. There is therefore a case for an 
injunction to halt all turbine development on Betws, and further afield in Wales and Britain, and to 
order all developers to restore the land and pay heavy damages under Section 41 of the 2006 
Commonlands Act. There is a 95% local majority against the Mynydd y Gwair development, and an 
injunction may be sought under Section 38 to prohibit the development on these grounds alone. A 95% 
majority cannot be legally ignored. This application can be filed in County Court, and fought up to The 
Hague. A firm of lawyers is needed to volunteer and waive fees. Protests against turbines should be 
intensified all over Wales, and a national and a permanent campaign of civil disobedience initiated – a 
kind of permanent general work to rule, delay in paying taxation to the last moment, delay in paying 
electricity bills to the last moment, boycott of companies who work on turbines, organized union action 
against turbines on a permanent basis. Refusal to use electical heating, implementation of coal and gas 
heating, and so on. In fact that is needed for survival. Turbines will lead to numerous deaths from 
hypothermia. Boycott of turbine transportation companies, and so on. Above all intense and 
remorseless lobbying of politicians against turbine companies, using their own methods of employing 
lobbying firms.
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Penlle’r     Castell  
June 4, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr Dewi! I’r darllenwyr, mae Penlle’r Castell ar ben Mynydd y Gwair, ar y mapiau, yn 
edrych lawr ar Fetws. Penlle’r Castell is on top of Mynydd y Gwair, looking down on Betws.

In a message dated 04/06/2012 20:55:13 GMT Daylight Time,

Dylid nodi mai Penlle’r Castell yn hytrach na Phenllergaer(fel a nodi’r yn yr wybodaeth 
gynnwysiedig) sydd yn agos i safle Mynydd y Betws.Rhag ofn i rai pobl gael eu camarwain 
ac anelu at Penllergaer.

Cofion gorau,
Dewi

Sent: Monday, 4 June 2012, 17:17
Subject: Protest Striveland

Dioclh yn fawr Sia^n Fe ddofaf hwn yn syth ar y blog.

In a message dated 04/06/2012 17:15:22 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Byddwn yn ddiolchgar petaech yn pasio hwn ymlaen i siaradwyr 
Cymraeg…Diolch.

Annwyl Gyfeillion,

Gweler y ddolen gyswllt isod sy’n eich tywys i’r post diweddaraf ar y blog 
Galwad Glyndŵr lle ceir y rhaglen llawn ar gyfer penwythnos o 
weithgareddau ar Striveland – Mynydd y Betws.

http://galwadglyndwr.blogspot.co.uk/

Yn ogystal, ceir dolen gyswllt ychwanegol yn y blog fydd yn eich tywys i 
ffilm ‘YouTube’ yn Gymraeg. Prif bwrpas y ffilm yma yw i ddangos sut i 
gyrraedd Striveland ond mi fydd, yn ogystal, yn rhoi rhywfaint o 
wybodaeth am y gweithgareddau fydd yn cymryd lle.. Sori fod yr araith 
braidd yn flêr. Tydwi ddim yn Siaradwr Cyhoeddus – yn arbennig os 
disgwylir i fi siarad o ‘dop fy mhen’ yn ddi-rybydd ond, y peth pwysig yw 
bod pobl yn cael hyd i Fynydd y Betws ac yn mynd ati i ddarparu baneri a 
phlacardiau ac ati – a dod yno i gymryd rhan wrth gwrs.

Siân

http://galwadglyndwr.blogspot.co.uk/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/04/penller-castell/


Impact of the Einstein     Refutation  
June 4, 2012 

As the owner and publisher of www.aias.us I know with complete objectivity from many types of 
feedback that the Einstein refutation has made a great impact. Everyone knows very well that the 
Einstein theory is finished. I would like to do everything I can to help my fellow publisher Victor 
Riecansky, owner of CISP, to sell books. In the present climate however, knowledge has become freely 
available. In many senses universities are irrelevant. They cannot teach anyone more than they already 
know. As publisher I am committed to publishing work by AIAS Fellows who are good authors. 
However, the knowledge revolution means that there will be no royalties. As a Bevanite socialist (an 
uncorrupted socialist) I welcome the knowledge revolution, knowledge should be available to all. At 
the same time I recognise the value of books, and will do everything I can to help sell them, so I do not 
take any royalties from CISP in view of Victor’s sincerity of purpose. If I were paid royalty for the 
websites I would be a millionaire many times over, but I do all the work for free – a true socialist as I 
have always been. The work is a million times over its own reward, and I am delighted at its reception. 
I am also a puritan in science, I practice science not for money, but for knowledge. Otherwise there is 
no point at all in being a scientist, or come to that, a human being.

Duke of Edinburgh taken     ill  
June 4, 2012 

I am afraid that this is exactly as I predicted. As a U. S. dual citizen I send him my best wishes for a 
recovery. He also condemns wind turbines out of hand.

Protest     Striveland  
June 4, 2012 

Dioclh yn fawr Sia^n Fe ddofaf hwn yn syth ar y blog.

In a message dated 04/06/2012 17:15:22 GMT Daylight Time, s.ifan@ntlworld.com writes:

Byddwn yn ddiolchgar petaech yn pasio hwn ymlaen i siaradwyr Cymraeg…Diolch.

Annwyl Gyfeillion,

Gweler y ddolen gyswllt isod sy’n eich tywys i’r post diweddaraf ar y blog Galwad 
Glyndŵr lle ceir y rhaglen llawn ar gyfer penwythnos o weithgareddau ar Striveland – 
Mynydd y Betws.

http://galwadglyndwr.blogspot.co.uk/

Yn ogystal, ceir dolen gyswllt ychwanegol yn y blog fydd yn eich tywys i ffilm 
‘YouTube’ yn Gymraeg. Prif bwrpas y ffilm yma yw i ddangos sut i gyrraedd 

http://galwadglyndwr.blogspot.co.uk/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/04/protest-striveland/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/04/duke-of-edinburgh-taken-ill/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/04/impact-of-the-einstein-refutation/


Striveland ond mi fydd, yn ogystal, yn rhoi rhywfaint o wybodaeth am y 
gweithgareddau fydd yn cymryd lle.. Sori fod yr araith braidd yn flêr. Tydwi ddim yn 
Siaradwr Cyhoeddus – yn arbennig os disgwylir i fi siarad o ‘dop fy mhen’ yn ddi-
rybydd ond, y peth pwysig yw bod pobl yn cael hyd i Fynydd y Betws ac yn mynd ati i 
ddarparu baneri a phlacardiau ac ati – a dod yno i gymryd rhan wrth gwrs.

Siân

Added David (Dai) Daniels and Frank     Snape  
June 4, 2012 

I have added Dai Daniels and Frank Snape of Pontardawe Grammar School days to the the group. If 
they receive too much e mail by accident please let me know. There has been some e mail trouble 
getting through to Graham Hall but presumably this is cleared up by now. We all loath wind turbines in 
Wales, whatever our origins and political persuasions. No one can really like having our unique 
countryside saturated with uselss ugliness. At least the killer coal tips provided warmth. I would like to 
add former pupils Sia^n Philips and Hugh Llewelyn Davies to the group. I realize though that they are 
alwasy fully committed. Former pupi, my cousin Mary Hopkin, is a very private person but I 
communciate occasionally with her sister Carole, who only has internet access at Pontradawe Library. 
The Welsh ministers were foxed into this catastrophic policy, which has devastated our beautiful 
countryside. My anti turbine blog is making a big impact again today.

My Section of the Cosmology     Book  
June 4, 2012 

I propose that the book be a special issue of the journal with UFT204 onwards. At present I am working 
on UFT220. I think that the special issue can go ahead with these papers, plus one or two graphical 
papers from Horst Eckardt, Ray Delaforce and Robert Cheshire. If anyone else wishes to contribute to 
this special issue please let me know.

220(9): Elapsed Time in the Three Particle Problem, 
Newtonian     Limit  
June 4, 2012 

This problem has an exact analytical solution given by eq. (15) in terms of observables of astronomy, 
whcih can be inputted for graphical analysis. The next step is to extend this analysis to the new 
gravitational potential.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/04/2209-elapsed-time-in-the-three-particle-problem-newtonian-limit/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/04/2209-elapsed-time-in-the-three-particle-problem-newtonian-limit/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/04/my-section-of-the-cosmology-book/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/04/added-david-dai-daniels-and-frank-snape/


a220thpapernotes9.pdf

The Royal Society that serves The Government does not serve 
The     People?  
June 4, 2012 

Many thanks to Axel Westrenius for sending this article. One of the worst things about global warming 
LSD and potted wind turbines growing in grass is the degeneration of science into disinformation, the 
laundering of data, the deliberate exclusion from consideration of data which show clearly that there is 
no global warming made by humankind. It is a freezing cold June morning outside here, on a calm day, 
no turbines turning, no hay harvest because of the record cold all due to global warming. The Ministry 
of Truth has just issued an edict that the word “cold” must be spelled “warm”. So I made sure the coal 
fire is lit, with local anthracite that is clean burning. This is why legal measures have to be sought, 
government is corrupted into T. S. Eliot’s wasteland. There are no union jacks in sight.

In a message dated 03/06/2012 22:27:41 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

http://joannenova.com.au/2012/06/the-royal-society-that-serves-the-government-does-not-
serve-the-people/#more-21996

Daily Report Sunday     3/6/12  
June 4, 2012 

There were 1,568 hits from 502 distinct visits, 25.7% spiders. Federal University of Pernambuco Brazil 
general; Boston University Autobiography sonnets; National Tsing Hua University Taiwan UFT81; 
intense interest all sectors. As usual on a Sunday most universities and similar are closed. Yesterday 
there was intense interest in my anti turbine messages on the blog, also interest in a letter from the great 
poet and republican nationalist, the late Rev. R. S. Thomas. In one day I can reach more people than a 
public protest or lecture, so the blog is very effective and unrelenting. Protests are of course effective 
also. Already in June all material on the site has been studied or heard, the essays being very popular.

Ministerial Consent for     Betws  
June 3, 2012 

This was granted (see google) and is a complete betrayal of democracy and the People of Wales by the 
Welsh Ministers, who have no scientific qualifications. They are advised by a London based global 
warming alarmist, Dr. Harris, and know nothing about science themselves. They violated their own 
April 1st guidelines on protection of commonland under Sections 38 and 41 of the Commonland Act of 
2006, and an eight to one majority of objectors against was ignored with ugly cynicism. So there is a 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/03/ministerial-consent-for-betws/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/04/daily-report-sunday-3612/
http://joannenova.com.au/2012/06/the-royal-society-that-serves-the-government-does-not-serve-the-people/#more-21996
http://joannenova.com.au/2012/06/the-royal-society-that-serves-the-government-does-not-serve-the-people/#more-21996
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/04/the-royal-society-that-serves-the-government-does-not-serve-the-people/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/04/the-royal-society-that-serves-the-government-does-not-serve-the-people/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/a220thpapernotes9.pdf


case for a civil Section 41 injunction and prosecution of the Welsh Ministers and Neath Port Talbot 
Borough Council for violation of democracy (a human right protected by law) and there is a basis for a 
class action to seek a Section 41 injunction against all wind turbine development in Wales that has 
ignored large majorities against. Plaid Cymru has wind turbine executives in its midst and no longer 
has any international credibility as a political party for Wales. Its leader cannot speak Welsh! It should 
be replaced by a Welsh republican party. A test case on the basis of the Convention on Human Rights 
might order the dismantling of all turbines in Wales forced through against a majority or large majority 
of objectors, as at Betws. This is a cynical betrayal of democracy and is illegal. If Wales were governed 
directly by electronic referendum, local and national, Betws and Mynydd y Gwair would have been 
rejected by an overhwhelming majority. So what right have these anonymous politicians to dictate to an 
intelligent electorate? I doubt whether any A. M. was elected with a majority of the electoral register, 
and there is no proportional representation. So democracy is being treated with utter contempt. In effect 
the Welsh ministers are unelected individuals who transfer tax payers’ money to rich multinational 
turbine executives. What has that got to do with Wales or reality? Finally, the notorious apathy of the 
electorate can be defeated by using the law. It takes only one individual to file for an injunction or a test 
case. The unfortunate thing is that people are deluded into believing that written objections have effect. 
Objections are in fact ignored undemocratically, and to ignore democracy is a criminal offence under 
The European Convention on Human Rights to which Britain is a signatory. Large protests are also 
ignored by the Welsh Government, and the face of despotism is becoming apparent. An injunction if 
granted is much more effective than protest. The lobbying of the Welsh Ministers must be intense and 
remorseless.

Class Action Allowed in the law of England and     Wales  
June 3, 2012 

I checked that class actions are now allowed. One example is found on www.rickkordowski.co.uk – 
organizing a class action on a no win no fee basis. An example of a class action firm is Edwin Coe, 
www.edwincoe.com. No doubt there are firms of this type in Wales. To cover the costs of the defendant 
for a lost case, after the event insurance is available. If Betws went ahead without ministerial consent a 
section 41 injunction can be applied for immediately in a class action in Neath or Swansea County 
Court. It would seek an order to have the development stopped and the awful mess cleaned up, plus 
damages. It is also possible to organize global class actions. So it is up to you, if you really want to 
fight effectively to win, this is one method. You need not be afraid of the law or the costs. Neath Port 
Talbot can also be sued for violations of human rights. I will ask the Prosecution Service whether the 
Council can be prosecuted for a criminal offence – ignoring an eight to one majority against Betws. An 
injunction can be sought to enforce that majority, again bringing the development to a halt. There is a 
95% majority against Mynydd y Gwair, and an injunction can be sought now to enforce that majority 
by law – the European Convention on Human Rights, the right to democracy. You are fighting for the 
very existence of a free society and the very existence of democracy itself.

http://www.edwincoe.com/
http://www.rickkordowski.co.uk/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/03/class-action-allowed-in-the-law-of-england-and-wales/


Possible Litigation: Betws and Mynydd y Gwair Wind 
Turbine     Development  
June 3, 2012 

Trinity Barristers
Specialist in Planning Law,

I would be most grateful if you could advise on the possibility of a class action against wind turbine 
developers in Wales using a conditional fee agreement to cover costs of plaintiff, and after the event 
insurance to cover costs of the defendant if the case is lost. In particular, wind turbine development 
without ministerial consent on registered commonland violates section 38 of the Commonland Act of 
2006. Section 41 of that Act allows an application to be made for a County Court injunction to order 
the developer to dismantle at its own cost wind turbines illegally constructed, and also to pay 
compensation for environmental damage. Here in Wales ministerial consent is required for any works 
on registered commonland. The Welsh Government adopted the 2006 Act on 1st April, 2012, and is 
committed to it. If works are constructed without consent there is a de facto basis for a Section 41 
injunction to dismantle the works and restore the commonland. In my understanding class action is 
allowed in the law of England and Wales. On a related matter turbine applications forced through 
against a large majority of objectors violate the European Convention on Human Rights, the right to 
democracy, free speech and assembly. A Council that ignores majority objections may be prosecuted 
for a criminal offence, (violation of human rights), and sued for a tort in a class action brought by all 
those illegally ignored.

Cordially Yours,

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans, Armiger, Civil List Pensioner, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List,
www.aias.us

Cost of Jubilee     Celebrations  
June 3, 2012 

It is estimated that they will cost about seven billion pounds in lost production in bankrupt Britain, and 
the Governor of the Bank of England has warned they will hinder recovery from a double dip recession 
brought about by the tory policies, they can be cutting on occasions, especially in Wales and shortly to 
be independent Scotland. They are a big and unnecessary stress on my distant cousin the Queen who is 
in her mid eighties. The Duke of Edinburgh has recently been ill, so the stress on him is out of order. If 
people insist on monarchy for emotional reasons they would do better to follow the example of Haakon 
of Norway for example, a modest and modern monarchy. When my wife and I were in Buckingham 
Palace in 2010 at the Queen’s kind invitation I saw that one wing of the Palace was still under repair, it 
seems have been like that for years. As a US dual citizen I am of course a republican, and have always 
been a republican from a tradition that goes back to the Commonwealth – the Leveller tradition which 
led to the U. S. constitution. If the debt is called in the bonds will lose their triple A rating, and so on. 
Wind turbines will have a catastrophic effect of sharply increasing the debt of any country, and this is 
being realized rapidly. Every possible means should be used to get rid of turbines. The “labour” party is 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/03/cost-of-jubilee-celebrations/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/03/possible-litigation-betws-and-mynydd-y-gwari-wind-turbine-development/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/03/possible-litigation-betws-and-mynydd-y-gwari-wind-turbine-development/


now a kind of tory party, and take note of what politicians do not say. The huge university fees will not 
be cut by any incoming labour party. A new political alignment is therefore needed, with the 
reestablishnment of true socialism. Plaid Cymru now has nothing to do with Wales, so a new 
republican realignment is necessary. I see that Plaid Cymru has finally gone insane – it is disciplining 
Dafydd Ellis Thomas, one of its most loyal servants. So it has been infiltrated and corrupted beyond 
realism. It has betrayed everything that is possible to betray, including the language.

Severe Impracticability of Wind     Turbines  
June 3, 2012 

The cost of subsidies for wind turbines is now about a billion (one thousand million) pounds a year, and 
by 2030 will be about 130 thousand million pounds a year – a total waste of money. Most subsidies go 
directly ito the pockets of mediaeval aristocratic landowners and foreign companies. There are no 
benefits of wind turbines because they have not replaced any conventional power station. The latter is 
much more efficient and costs ten times less. Many types of refereed data are now available to show 
that there is no global warming. So the whole wind turbine fiasco should be abandoned and all land in 
Wales returned to the people from which it was stolen in mediaeval times following illegal invasion in 
1282. At present Britain is essentially bankrupt, its gross domestic product is 2.480 trillon US dollars; 
its gross external debt is 8.891 trillion US dollars. Its public debt is 911.1 billion US dollars. There is 
essentially no democracy, if there were, local referenda would be allowed on wind turbines. These were 
stopped by professional lobbying companies employed by very rich wind turbine multi nationals. 
Nearly all industrialized countries will shortly drop the ruinous wind turbine policy.

220(8) : Summary of the Theory for Two and N Particle     Orbits  
June 3, 2012 

This is a summary of the theory for two and N particle orbits and can serve as notes for the CISP 
monograph on the new cosmology. This note goes up to eq. (68) which shows that in the three particle 
problem the orbit of the earth about the sun is affected by its orbit about Mars. When the new universal 
potential is applied eq. (68) will give an infinite number of new results.

a220thpapernotes8.pdf

Daily Report Saturday     2/6/12  
June 3, 2012 

There were 3,099 hits from 495 distinct visits. University of Linz general; Department of Physics 
University of Sao Paolo Workshop History; University of Stuttgart UFT88; Indian Institute of 
Mathematical Physics UFT88; National University of Piura Peru UFT167 (Sp). Intense interest all 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/03/daily-report-saturday-2612/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/a220thpapernotes8.pdf
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sectors

Questions for Neath Port     Talbot  
June 2, 2012 

As you know all works on commonland are illegal under Section 38 of the 2006 Commonland Act 
adopted by the Welsh Government on April 1st this year. Did the developers obtain the consent of the 
Welsh Ministers for wind turbines on Mynydd Betws? Why did you ignore an eight to one majority of 
objectors against this development? I was one of those who was ignored. This action by the Council is 
illegal under the European Convention on Human Rights, namely the right of assembly and freedom of 
speech. You cynically ignored democracy and the supreme authority of the People, of which you are 
always servant and not master. As you know Betws and Mynydd y Gwair are opposed by 95% of the 
local population. Mynydd y Gwair is actually opposed by Neath Port Talbot itself. If the developers did 
not obtain the consent of the Welsh Ministers, an injunction may be sought by class action in County 
Court under Section 41 of the 2006 Act to stop the development and to order the developers to restore 
the land to its original condition. Wind tubines are well known to be useless because they do not 
produce electricity without back up from gas fired power stations. Turbine developers actually lobby 
for billions to build gas powered stations. This shows them to be hypocrites of a most loathsome 
variety, because they claim at the same time that wind turbines will stop emissions. There is no global 
warming and no need at all for a single trubine. Neath Port Talbot deserves the harshest criticism for its 
illegal betrayal of democracy. It is also known that the wind industry employs professional lobbying 
firms – for example it used one of these to prevent the goverment brining in an act that would require 
local referenda on wind turbines. The wind industry dictators spat at democracy. In this area such a 
referendum would throw our all wind turbine development. So you have slavisly betrayed all that 
democracy stands for.

Prof. M. W. Evans, Armiger, Civil List Pensioner, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Johannes     Kepler  
June 2, 2012 

The best biography of Kepler is that by Arthur Koestler (online), “The Sleepwalkers”. Kepler was 
Imperial Mathematician to the Emperor Rudolf II in Prague, and his successors Mathias and Ferdinand 
II. This is a post similar to Civil List Scientist. Kepler was supposed to be paid well but the money 
often never appeared. The Civil List Pension on the other hand has been incremented several times and 
over a sufficient number of years is quite a nice amount of money (by my miniscule standards). In 
Faraday’s time (a predecessor on the Civil List) it was enough to live on every year, but Parliament has 
allowed it to be eroded by inflation to an honorarium. Nevertheless it is greatly appreciated because it 
recognises pure merit at the highest State level. Kepler also advised Wallenstein and invented the 
Keplerian telescope. On Feb. 4th 1600 Kepler met the volatile aristocrat Tycho Brahe, the then Imperial 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/02/johannes-kepler/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/06/02/questions-for-neath-port-talbot/


Mathematician, at Benatky nad Jizerou, 35 km from Prague, where Brahe had his observatory. Brahe 
was minus half his nose from a duel. Kepler wrote an essay to the Archduke Ferdinand in an attempt to 
obtain a position at court. In this essay appears the first idea of “force”: “In terra inest virtus quae 
Lunam ciet” – “There is a force in the Earth that causes the Moon to move.” On Oct. 24th 1601 he was 
appointed as the successor to Brahe as Imperial Mathematicus. He is vividly described by Koestler in 
his book, “The Sleepwalkers” (online). Arthur Koestler was a refugee from central Europe and wrote 
the novel “Darkness at Noon”. The new universal law of gravitation which I discovered recently with 
key graphical input from Horst Eckardt and Ray Delaforce at AIAS now explains this force and forges 
a new type of cosmology of great richness. Kepler had his troubles with the academics of his time, now 
long forgotten. He was prohibited from remaining in Graz in Austria because he was a Lutheran, but 
now I think that a University is named there after him. His own University of Tuebingen refused 
throughout his life to offer him a post – my own University College at Aberystwyth has done the same 
in its ineluctable wisdom. Nothing new about human nature, sometimes I find nature a lot more 
interesting, but then some pleasant happening and a lot of good friends rekindle optimism about human 
nature. And so it goes on ….. There is also now a Kepler Gymnasium (Grammar School) in Tuebingen, 
which no doubt mentions Kepler at every opportunity. Similarly Swansea makes a great deal out of 
Dylan Thomas, but did not help him in any way during his lifetime. I know from first hand experience 
that the attitudes towards Dylan were sometimes very sour. Similarly Salzburg applied the boot to 
Mozart, literally, but now saturates the tourists. I find all this to be very amusing by now. The reason 
for it is that people want to think safely in order to get a nice pension at the end of a quiet life. I cannot 
blame people for that. However there are other ways of getting a pension, given a Prime Minister

Bradwriaeth     Llanymddyfri  
June 2, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr Sia^n!

Ffilm fer arall…mwynhewch ac, fel arfer, pasiwch ymlaen. Diolch.

Hefyd, os ydych yn siaradwr Cymraeg, prynwch rhifyn yr wythnos yma o’r Cymro, 
mae rhaglen penwythnos nesaf o weithgareddau Stryveland – Mynydd y Betws ynddo.

Another short film…enjoy and, as usual, please pass on. Diolch 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUqiEOeMhaE&feature=BFa&list=ULrUqiEOeMhaE

220(7): Kepler Third Law for a Precessing Ellipse or 
Conical     Section  
June 2, 2012 

This seems to be another major discovery of the new cosmology, and results in eq. (28). Kepler’s Third 
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law of 1619 is generalized by the new universal law of gravitation, eq. (2), and so a vast amount of new 
information will emerge as x is varied in eq. (28). In modern astronomy the elapsed time tau for a given 
angle transcribed by a mass m such as a planet in a planar orbit can be measured with great accuracy. 
So for any precessing mass, the elapsed time will be different from that predicted by Kepler’s third law 
eq. (25). The same major result is obtained for all conical sections. This two particle result can now be 
generalized to three particle and N particle results. So the new CISP book is rapidly taking shape. 
Kepler’s second law of 1609 is unchanged by precession. Kepler’s first law stated that orbits are 
elliptical, and to Kepler the ellipse was static (x =1). Now it is known that varying x produces a 
compelety new cosmology of essentially unlimited interest. Obviously these laws predate Newtonian 
dynamics (circa 1665 onwards).

a220thpapernotes7.pdf

Funding Plans for     AIAS  
June 2, 2012 

Kenzo Matsunami is working hard to fund the B(3) Institute and AIAS and I will shortly telephone 
John Fry again, CEO of Fry Electronics and a multi millionaire He indicated interest in funding AIAS 
specifically on 28th February by e mail. Sophie Jones is working hard to fund GET. What is needed 
here is a full time fund raiser, anyone interested in such a job can simply start work. There are hundreds 
of funding agencies that should be approached systematically by the fund raiser. I do not have much 
time to do such work myself but those who are interested in funding AIAS have plenty of opportunities 
to raise funds from sources that are not biased against AIAS. It is clear from feedback that AIAS is the 
most influential physics institute in the world so should be funded and recognized as much as any other. 
This will not happen on its own in a money hungry bear economy – that is why a fund raiser is needed. 
There are agencies for grants, fellowships, equipment, overheads, travel and subsistence. The fund 
raiser should expect a ratio of say twenty rejections to one successful application, and there can be 
more than one fund raiser. So all that is needed as usual are energy and discipline. Those who are 
retired from a full time job, or thinking of retiring, could help with this sustained effort on behalf of 
AIAS and new science.

Interest in my Personal Diary on www.aias.us (blog     stats)  
June 2, 2012 

The blog messages go back to 2006 and have been most kindly transferred to pdf on www.aias.us by 
Michael Jackson, who also interwove it with feeback statistics, so the blog is archived quarterly at the 
National Library of Wales and British Library, and also in the US Archives and Library of Congress. 
The feedback analysis from WordPress became available on January 1st 2010, and since then the diary 
has been read 92,375 times. All self readings are excluded and all attempts at spamming the blog are 
automatically filtered out by askimet. It appears to be a very influential diary by now. It is read 
regularly in over a hundred countries, the top twenty for the last quarter being: Britain, United States, 
Canada, France, Germany, Spain, Italy, Australia, Brazil, India, Saudi Arabia, Denmark, Netherlands, 
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Portugal, Ireland, Switzerland, Pakistan, Republic of Korea, Philippines, Sweden, ……………… It 
contains 12,937 postings to date since 2006 and has its own index.  In May 2012 it averaged 151 
readings a day. It is best accessed through google chrome, and now has a lot of graphics and animations 
as well as items on science, genealogy, history, poetry, current affairs in Wales, numerous anti turbine 
arguments and numerous arguments against global warming. Many thanks to all those who helped 
construct the blog.

Daily Report 1/6/12 (20 hours of     recording)  
June 2, 2012 

In 20 hours of recording (first day of month) there were 2,214 hits from 390 distinct visits. University 
of Pardubice Czech Republic levitron; University of West Bohemia Thesis by the late Phyllis Timmons 
of New York City on the struggle of the Celtic Nations for independence; Department of Physics 
University of Bielefeld UFT109; Cornell University UIFT214, “The Life of Myron Evans” by Kerry 
Pendergast, leaflet and fundamental errors in the Einstein field equation; University of Cambridge 
UFT43; intense interest all sectors. For those with access to the new stats feedback file it is interesting 
to study the feedback for one day – it is seen that essentially all material is studied in one day, i.e. all 
219 UFT papers, all essays and broadcasts and so on. This study takes place around the world 
continuously, only 2% of it in universities and similar, but that means that all relevant university 
departments and similar study the material literally in their tens of thousands. Due to the knowledge 
revolution brought about by search engines such as google chrome (started 2008) everyone who wants 
to learn has access to an essentially infinite library. No huge university fees or numerous committees 
needed – just learn.

Second Book of     Poetry  
June 1, 2012 

I will probably publish my second book of poetry soon in both languages. The attached is part of it, 
although the pdf maker made a mess of the formatting it is still readable. In the final published book it 
will of course be formatted correctly. There are two villanelles in memory of Dylan Thomas, one in 
Welsh (by far my preferred language) and one in English. I have a mastery of English but a very heavy 
accent in it, so people think I am from another country, so far have they neglected and destroyed their 
own language. Of course Dylan’s famous work is the villanelle, “Do not go gentle into that good 
night”. There is one variation on my Civil List precedessor Hugh MacDiarmaid, the great Scots 
language revivalist and Scottish patriot, and I am most profoundly grateful to the friends of Llangiwg 
for modelling their stained glass window on “The Yew Tree”, a Miltonian sonnet. In my fondness of 
opinion, the englyn and cywydd format of my ancestral cousin Dafydd ap Gwilym is poetry at its 
towering best, unsurpassed even by Shakespeare or Milton. I wish people coudl understand Dafydd and 
read him, the the level of civilization would sharply improve. I am profoundy grateful to Robert 
Cheshire for his masterful narration of the English language poetry on the www.aias.us site.

asecondbookofpoetry.pdf
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Many Wind Turbines Proposals Rejected – Protests aginst     Betws  
June 1, 2012 

Google “wind turbines rejected” to find that many proposals are now being rejected. Three days ago a 
High Court Judge made an important ruling against the Government in that the encouragement of so 
called renewable energy does not outweigh local conservation policies. Therefore a Section 38 
injunction can be sought aginst all wind turbine proposals in Wales, and section 41 injunctions to 
dismantle all existing wind turbines in Wales. The Welsh Government, on April 1st 2012, adopted 
Sections 38 and 41 and all other sections of the 2006 Commonland Act of 2006. The Welsh 
Government policy is therefore to prohibit all works on commonland, that is the law. It is clear that 
Beaufort has tried to break the law. I helped throw one of his proposals off Mynydd Gelliwastad, where 
I was born here. The law prohibits ALL works on commonland, so all turbine works in Wales on 
registered commonland are illegal under Section 38 if they do not have ministerial consent. I am not a 
lawyer but will see if I can find a contingency lawyer to seek injunctions against Betws and Mynydd y 
Gwair. I urge all other protests groups to do the same without delay and to seek injunctions in class 
actions. This can be very effective as you can see on google. Wind turbines are not renewable at all, 
they require back up gas power stations. In the last analysis, wind turbines are a mechanism for the 
ultra cynical transfer of taxation into the pockets of multi national directors. The latter should be sued 
for billions in damages. There is nowhere near enough money in the world economy to build wind 
turbines, this is why subsidies are being cut rapidly as countries go bankrupt one after the other. I have 
been at the forefront of the fight against them for eighteen years. Global warming is a wildy erroneosu 
theory that has degenerated into deceptive and corrupt pseudoscience. There is no raison d’etre for 
wind turbines at all. They are a catastrophic failure.

awindturbineprotest.pdf

Time Delay Due to the Three Particle     Interaction  
June 1, 2012 

I have been working on this idea and will probably be ready to send out the final note for UFT220 
tomorrow. The idea is that a three or N particle perturbation will cause a time delay and a shift in the 
two particle orbit. This result will come very close to the true calculation of perihelion precession 
perturbed by all the other planets. I no longer consider EGR to be science, so any material sent to me 
on black holes etc is spammed automatically unless it is critical material from the well tried veterans of 
the now world famous AIAS group. I am building up material for the CISP book on cosmology. As 
ever there is never any hurry, plenty of time is always taken for reflection, thought on basic concepts 
and multiple testing. This is how the 219 papers of the ECE series has been developed, with 
concentrated effort and discipline, together with excellent interscholarly discussions. AIAS is 
justifiably world famous and all its members can take rational pride in their work. I never look over my 
shoulder for approval from the universities, although I am always prepared to be on constructive terms 
with genuine academics. There always was and is far too much “politics” to deal with in universities, 
too many committees, too many grant applications. AIAS is not about money at all, but I always have 
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an eye out for funding. Dylan Thomas and Vernon Watkins were not about money either, it’s exactly 
the same thing.

Mozart Piano     Concerti  
June 1, 2012 

These are all available now on youtube. They are all mature works but the later ones are the more 
powerful, all written in only thirty five short years. I never tire of listening to these concerti. I notice 
that the third movements of numbers 15 and 22 are both variations on a hunting theme – very pleasant 
to listen to. The slow movement of number 17 is the most beautiful of all. It is pointless trying to 
describe Mozart in words. Whenever a performer tries a cadenza not written by Mozart or Beethoven, 
the music immediately falls apart. This happens in a performance of number 22 on youtube. Also it 
becomes immediately obvious that some performers are outstanding, others mechanical and insipid, 
some conductors are too slow and so on. I used to take ghastly revenge on Jeremy Jones by playing 
Mozart in the EDCL. As far as I know he was tone deaf. I would say that string theory to Lagrange is as 
rap to Mozart. Rap is just like the howling of a cat at midnight darkness, as in the long poem Mari 
Lwyd by Vernon Watkins – ghosts knocking, a rapping at the door.

Final Returns for May 2012 for     www.aias.us  
June 1, 2012 

There were 92,975 hits from 18,527 distinct visits, 58,718 page views, 14.07 gigabytes downloaded 
from 99 countries, let by US, Ukraine, Germany, Brazil, Mexico, France, Britain, Canada, Australia, 
…… The 2% higher educational sector and similar is recorded as usual at the end of the attached file.

overview.pdf

Daily Report     31/5/12  
June 1, 2012 

There were 4,315 hits from 718 distinct visits, 67.2% spiders indicating extensive downloading during 
the day. University of Queensland Australia UFT204 (Crothers metric); Cornell University UFT148; 
physics Singapore Management University (on edu) UFT155; Polytechnic University of Valencia 
UFT94; Applied Physics Univeristy of Valencia UFT169, 170; University of Vigo UFT140 (Sp); Ecole 
Nationale Superieure des Telecommunications (ENST) Britanny UFT41; Institute of Fundamental 
Electronics University of Paris Psud (South Paris) Felker3 (Sp); University of Poitiers general; School 
Disrict of Philadelphia UFT126; University of Ankara UFT65; Department of Physics University of 
Oxford UFT25; Southampton University UFT42. Intense interest all sectors.
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220(6): Interrelation of Angles, Three Particle     Problem  
May 31, 2012 

This note explains how the three particle problem perturbs the two particle problem by considering a 
sun earth Mars system for example, in one plane. The earth Mars orbit is given to a rough first 
approximation in eq. (21) in terms of the time dependence of the polar angle theta3 of the orbit 
expressed in terms of the earth sun and Mars sun orbits. The next note will extend this analysis.

a220thpapernotes6.pdf

Interest in the Spanish Speaking     World  
May 31, 2012 

There is intense interest in ECE theory all over the Spanish speaking world, and also the Portuguese 
speaking world. This is due to the translation work and broadcasts of Alex Hill. All the ancient 
universities of Spain and Portugal study the theory regularly, as do those of Italy. The main interest in 
mid and South America is: Mexico, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia and Chile. I do not know of there is a 
centralized website archive for mid and south America, but that would be a good idea in my opinon. 
Archiving is very important, the old physics establishment still tries to ignore the new physics, even 
though it is extensively archived and well known to students and progressive physics staffs 
everywhere. In Wales itself of course, I still have no recognition, but that is all too typical of the people 
who think they govern Wales – not as well as Owain Glyndw^r. The real people of Wales know good 
scholarship when they see it. Obviously therefore the University of Wales physics departments are 
irrelevant and prejudiced against Wales. This should be tested with human rights laws, it makes a 
mockery of equality of opportunity despite all those adverts. The Spanish and the countries that 
developed from Spain keep up their language, and also the Portuguese. I am quite willing for the Welsh 
books Council to translate the entire output of my work to Welsh, the language is perfectly capable of 
handling science. That would create work for many translators for years.

CISP Book on the New     Cosmology  
May 31, 2012 

This is a spectacular discovery and development in cosmology as is entirely self evident to any rational 
mind. I suggest as optimal author group for this second CISP book: Horst Eckardt, Robert Cheshire, 
Raymond Delaforce, Gareth Evans and myself. The first three would produce extensive graphics and 
animations of key importance, and my old friend Gareth Evans, my former doctoral student and post 
doc on behalf of Mansel Davies would describe the theory. We co authored “Molecular Dynamics” for 
Wiley in 1982 with Coffey and Grigolini. That was an 880 page monograph produced at the EDCL in 
Aberystwyth. It is OO108 on the Omnia Opera. It was kindly described as a “magnificent volume” by 
Prof. Sir John Rowlinson, my boss from 1974 to 1976 at the PCL in Oxford. If anyone else would like 
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to co author this book, please let me know. Horst Eckardt, Robert Cheshire, Ray Delaforce and Gareth 
Evans have also been invited to produce reviews for the journal. The work being done now is making a 
far bigger impact than even that work of that era, which netted many awards and so on. At present the 
old physics politburo is desperately trying to find ways of not recognizing ECE theory as they all come 
up for retirement.

Feedback Activity for May 2012 to Date,     www.aias.us  
May 31, 2012 

This is found at the end of the attached file as usual, a file which summarizes only about 2% of the 
unprecedented total interest in the site. This 2% sector is confined to universities, institutes and similar. 
This shows that several professions prefer ECE physics and AIAS to the obsolete twentieth century 
physics. This is by far the biggest impact being made worldwide by any physics department of any 
university. AIAS is in fact much smaller than the average physics department. In May 2012 to date 
there have been 88,508 hits from 17,809 distinct visits, 12.41 gigabytes downloaded, 55,530 page 
views from 99 countries, led by US, Germany, Ukraine, Brazil, Mexico, Britain, France, Australia, 
Canada, ……… Each distinct visit may indicate a large number of actual visits. This is the site of the 
British Civil List Scientist Myron Evans, and of AIAS, and it is archived quarterly in the National 
Library of Wales and British Library on www.webarchive.org.uk, science and technology section. This 
month the US Archives and Library of Congress made an extensive download of the site. By 
extrapolation it is easily seen that this massive impact is permanent, it has been described by the 
eminent editor Alwyn van der Merwe as the post Einsteinian Paradigm, initiating the era of post 
Einsteinian physics. It is very similar to the impact made by Dylan Thomas in literature, he is now the 
most read poet of the twentieth century. My predecessor on the Civil List for Wales was his friend, the 
poet Vernon Watkins, who was selected as Poet Laureate and who read modern languages at 
Cambridge. Dylan read the newspaper, and needed no education.

overview.pdf

Selected feedback interest in ECE

15 - 30 May 

US Universities, Institutes and Similar. 

Bryn Mawr, Boston, Buffalo, Caltech, Carleton, Chapman, Colorado, Cornell, 

Dartmouth, Drexel, Duke, Florida Atlantic, Georgia Tech., Georgetown, Harvard, Hawaii, 

Middlebury*, Montana, Morgan, New Mexico State, Oberlin, Ohio State*, Ohio, Princeton, 

Renselaer, Santarosa, Stanford, SUNY Stonybrook, Texas Southern, Texas Tech., Chicago, UC 

Santa Cruz*, Houston, Illinois Urbana Champaign, Minnesota*, North Carolina Charlotte, New 

Hampshire, Washington, Brookhaven, Lawrence Livermore, NASA, US 24th Airforce AFNOC, US 

Army Strategic Command, US Army HUA, US Navy NMCI, US Archives*, DCBOCES 

Poughkeepsie, Freemont Union High School, J Sterling Morton High School, Montgomery County 
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Public Schools, University Medical Center of Princeton, Conoco Phillips, Dupont, Hewlett Packard 

Houston, Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Philips, Wolfram. 

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar. 

CERN, ETH, Bern, Zurich, Charles University Prague, UPCE Czechia, Upol 

Czechia, Bavarian State Library Munich, German National Synchrotron Facility, Fraunhofer, KFA 

Juelich, MAN Engineering*, Max Planck Plasma Physics, Max Planck SB, Students Bonn, TU 

Dresden, Freiburg, Hamburg, Jena, Regensburg, Aarhus* Denmark, Aarhus Hospitals, Argon, 

Astrophysics Canaries, Autonomous Madrid, Barcelona*, Murcia*, Spanish Distance Education 

University, Polytechnic Valencia, Santiago de Compostela, Valencia*, Free University, Valladolid, 

Spanish Parliament, European Union Parliament, INSA Lyon, SNECAM France, FComte, Poitiers*, 

AUTH Greece, CYTA Greece, ICTP Trieste, INFN Naples, INRIM Italy, Univ Trieste, Rome 2, 

Udine, Ancona, Groningen, UIN Norway, Polish Academy of Sciences, Silesian University, Porto. 

PUB Romania, AMRES Serbia, UNS Serbia, JINR Dubna, LU Sweden, Uppsala, Istanbul 

Technological University, Metu*, Kocaeli, Aberystwyth, Cambridge*, Darwin College Cambridge, 

St John’s College Cambridge, Wolfson College Cambridge, Cardiff, City University London, 

Durham*, Edinburgh, Exeter, Imperial*, Manchester*, Oxford, New College Oxford, University 

College Oxford, Queen’s University Belfast, Reading, Sheffield, Southampton, North Yorkshire 

Schools. 

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar. 

UNLP Argentina, UTN Argentina, Monash*, Melbourne, Queensland, Sydney, 

RBA Gov Australia, Gov South Australia, UFPB Brazil*, UFPE Brazil, UFRJ, UFSM, Unicamp, 

Sao Paolo*, AEI Canada, Perimeter Institute, British Columbia*, Quebec Trois Rivieres, CECS 

Chile, Central, UCN, UFRO, URA, Tsinghua China*, Andes Colombia, Valle, Gov. Colombia, 

Esoch Ecuador, UGM Indonesia, IMSC India, TIFR India, Nagaoka, Tohoku, KAIST, UGTO 

Mexico*, USON, MMU Malaysia, Otago, PUCP Peru*, AIOU Pakistan, New University Pakistan, 

NUST, PIEAS, QAU, NCTU Taiwan, NCU, NFU, National Institue og Physics Uruguay, Gov 

Uruguay, ORT Uruguay, UC Venezuela, Rhodes Univ South Africa, Northwestern University South 

Africa. 

Top 100 downloaded files for May 2012, sorted by hits



Top 100 of 2513 Total URLs

# Hits KBytes URL

1 25330 27.24
% 62574 0.45

% Images

2 13637 14.67
% 173612 1.25

% /

3 2363 2.54% 1227 0.01
% /favicon.ico

4 2068 2.22% 3654 0.03
% /css/aias.css

5 1751 1.88% 1052 0.01
% /robots.txt

6 1333 1.43% 747 0.01
% /images//favicon.ico

7 702 0.76% 331152 2.39
% /documents/spanish/Capitulo_3.pdf

8 558 0.60% 55841 0.40
% /documents/miscellaneous/Spacetime-Dev.pdf

9 463 0.50% 215167 1.55
% /documents/uft/a25thpaper.pdf

10 430 0.46% 155967 1.12
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay3-OnLightDeflectionbyGravity-rc.mp3

11 257 0.28% 19134 0.14
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay50.mp3

12 236 0.25% 76044 0.55
% /documents/miscellaneous/Dispositivos_a_base_de_energia_espacial.pdf

13 226 0.24% 18174 0.13
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay32-ScienceandPseudoscience-rc.mp3

14 222 0.24% 70538 0.51
% /documents/spanish/Capitulo_5.pdf

15 207 0.22% 92439 0.67
% /documents/mwe/NewAutobiography.pdf

16 207 0.22% 44552 0.32
% /documents/uft/paper94.pdf

17 204 0.22% 26712 0.19
% /documents/miscellaneous/Levitron.pdf

18 195 0.21% 50935 0.37
% /documents/LectureMaterials/IntroductoryEssayPaper139.mp3

19 182 0.20% 85763 0.62
% /documents/LectureMaterials/NobodyIsPerfect.mp3

20 166 0.18% 78113 0.56
% /documents/spanish/Documento177.pdf

21 164 0.18% 16753 0.12
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay48.mp3

22 163 0.18% 17725 0.13
% /documents/LectureMaterials/essay29-rc.mp3

23 156 0.17% 27757 0.20
% /documents/uft/Paper166.pdf

24 141 0.15% 19472 0.14
% Logs

25 140 0.15% 20663 0.15
% /documents/uft/a41stpaper.pdf

26 139 0.15% 29900 0.22
% /documents/miscellaneous/LCR-Resonant.pdf

27 135 0.15% 18390 0.13
% /documents/uft/paper88.pdf

28 134 0.14% 16447 0.12
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay46.mp3
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29 134 0.14% 16975 0.12
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay49.mp3

30 133 0.14% 16962 0.12
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay38-ElectronandProtonResonanceInducedbyB(3)-rc.mp3

31 133 0.14% 2888 0.02
% /documents/mwe/historical/ProfMyronWynEvansCurriculumVitae.pdf

32 132 0.14% 36303 0.26
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay24-DerivationofPauliExclusionPrinciple-rc.mp3

33 132 0.14% 20069 0.14
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay6-SummaryDescriptionofECEWebsites-rc.mp3

34 132 0.14% 34125 0.25
% /documents/spanish/Documento166.pdf

35 132 0.14% 29664 0.21
% /documents/uft/a4thpaper.pdf

36 130 0.14% 25081 0.18
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay8-ImplicationsFinitePhotonMass-rc.mp3

37 130 0.14% 49657 0.36
% /documents/LectureMaterials/tuomev1rc1.mp3

38 129 0.14% 30419 0.22
% /documents/numerical/2D-ECE-FEM-1.pdf

39 128 0.14% 10045 0.07
% /documents/uft/Paper142.pdf

40 120 0.13% 18586 0.13
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay35-Kurata-B(3)Technology-rc.mp3

41 119 0.13% 30902 0.22
% /documents/spanish/Capitulo_4.pdf

42 119 0.13% 181646 1.31
% /documents/uft/a198thpaper.pdf

43 117 0.13% 17884 0.13
% /documents/uft/a216thpaper.pdf

44 115 0.12% 64049 0.46
% /documents/uft/a54thpaper.pdf

45 114 0.12% 13692 0.10
% /documents/spanish/Documento140.pdf

46 112 0.12% 26770 0.19
% /documents/spanish/Documento159.pdf

47 111 0.12% 31057 0.22
% /documents/otherPapers/Johnson-Magnets.pdf

48 110 0.12% 24309 0.18
% /documents/miscellaneous/SpaceEnergy.pdf

49 104 0.11% 19351 0.14
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay45.mp3

50 103 0.11% 17145 0.12
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay36-TheNaureoftheB(3)Field-rc.mp3

51 103 0.11% 17735 0.13
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay44.mp3

52 103 0.11% 70515 0.51
% /documents/uft/Paper177.pdf

53 102 0.11% 15403 0.11
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay34-ToB(3)ornottoB(3)-rc.mp3

54 102 0.11% 18703 0.13
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay37-TheRangeofKurata-B(3)Technologies-rc.mp3

55 102 0.11% 15783 0.11
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay40-TheAntisymmetryLaws-rc.mp3

56 101 0.11% 12903 0.09
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay5-ReformofTheUniversityofWales-rc.mp3

57 101 0.11% 15420 0.11
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay62.mp3

58 100 0.11% 63592 0.46
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay-7.mp3

59 100 0.11% 51253 0.37
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay4-20thCenturyCosmoloy.mp3
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Daily Report     30/5/12  
May 31, 2012 

There were 3,260 hits from 628 distinct visits, 30.7% spiders. National University of La Plata 
Argentina general; ETH Zurich 2D paper; University of Applied Sciences Northwestern Switzerland 
general; University of Bern UFT88; Center for Scientific Studies Chile UFT104; Fraunhofer 
Foundation* general; University of Illinois Urbana Champaign LCR resonant; Astrophysics Institute of 
the Canaries UFT175 (Spanish); Polytechnic University of Valencia UFT44, F15(Sp); University of 
Santiago de Compostela general; University of Valencia UFT153 (Sp); University of Poitiers* general; 
Center for Scientific Investigation Yucatan Mexico UFT167 (Sp); Duchess County Board of 
Cooperative Educational Service Poughkeepsie Hudson Valley Foundations of Physics Leaflet; 
Pakistan Institute of Engineering and Applied Sciences UFT110; University of Porto Portugal black 
holes rebuttal; Joint Institutes for Nuclear Research Dubna UFT9; Physics Uppsala University Essay36; 
Students University of Manchester UFT43; Government of Uruguay Felker13 (Sp); Rhodes University 
South Africa UFT41. Intense interest all sectors.

220(5): Orbital Elapsed Time for a Precessing     Ellipse  
May 30, 2012 

This is given by eq. (11). It will be very interesting to plot t sub 1 against theta from this equation and 
compare it with a plot of t against theta from eq. (7). Eq. (11) will give the vast array of new patterns 
recently discovered by AIAS. The two graphs can be inverted automatically by computer to give plots 
of theta against t and theta against t sub 1. Then t sub 1 – t is a measure of precession. This method is 
easily extended to the N particle problem because time is additive. Horst Eckardt and Ray Delaforce 
could produce very interesting plots and work with Robert Cheshire on the graphics. I am sure that the 
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code packages available now can invert a function of any kind to machine precision, and Maxima may 
be able to do this automatically. The actual observables in astronomy are tau and epsilon of eqs. (7) and 
(11). We are getting close now to the first correct computation of the precession of Mercury, assuming 
that it is indeed 43 arcseconds a century. Miles Mathis thinks that even this figure is completely wrong. 
However, the old confusion evaporates when we come to consider this wonderful new cosmology, all 
generated by just one parameter, x. One could never produce this cosmology without mathematics. I 
understand colleagues who have no training in the subject and say so openly. That is perfectly honest, 
but I do not understand people who repeat dogma that is dismissed by the entire profesions as incorrect, 
or people who pretend to know mathematics. That is like pretending to be a concert pianist when they 
are tone deaf. The test is to sit them before a grand piano and ask them to play the Mozart B flat piano 
concerto number 15, technically the most difficult of all the Mozartian piano concerti. Then what a 
howling would ensue. I suspect that global warming alarmists are pretenders like this, and should be 
condemned out of hand as very harmful quacks. Any Ph. D. in the natural sciences and engineering 
must know mathematics, otherwise they would never have graduated or even got through a Grammar 
School.

a220thpapernotes5.pdf

Daily Report     29/5/12  
May 30, 2012 

There were 2,790 hits from 621 distinct visits, 29.6% spiders. National University of La Plata 
Argentina general; Physics Monash University Australia general; University of Melbourne UFT38; 
University of Sydney UFT37; York Catholic District School Board Canada UFT25; MAN transport 
related engineering UFT43; Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics UFT80; Physics University of 
Hamburg general; Florida Atlantic University UFT54; Oberlin University UFT18; Engineering Ohio 
State University UFT107; Santa Rosa Junior College California UFT43; Stanford University UFT4; 
University of California Santa Cruz UFT203; University of Houston UFT177; University of Aragon 
general; Spanish Parliament UFT177 (Sp); University of Poitiers UFT219; NASA Langley Research 
Center awards won by Aberystwyth group; Physics Aristotle University Thesalonika UFT88; 
University of Guanajuato Mexico Felker5 (Spanish); Science Free University of Amsterdam esay 24, 
UFT38, UFT172; Otago University New Zealand UFT218; University of Silesia in Katowice refutation 
of Heisenberg; Polytechnic University of Bucharest UFT168; Lund University UFT61; Uppsala 
University UFT57; Kocaeli University Turkey UFT21, intense interest all sectors.

Hopkin     Genealogy  
May 29, 2012 

Both Mary Hopkin and I descend from William Hopkin Cwm Nant y Moel (born 1823) as in the 
attached.

afamilylineshopkinofrhyndwyclydach3rdOct2010.pdf
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Cutting about Mary     Hopkin  
May 29, 2012 

This was kindly sent by David Daniels, see following posting.

apontardawegrammarschoolcuttingaboutmaryhopkin.pdf

Seeking Legal Advice for Anti Turbine     Injunctions  
May 29, 2012 

In my opinion all anti turbine groups should seek legal advice from a firm which will take a class 
action on a contingency basis (no win no fee), or even waive charges completely. A class action means 
that costs are shared out. If one googles “Section 38 2006 Act injunction”, some of my articles come 
up, because my blog is so influential, but the seventh entry describes precisely what I have been 
pointing out today – Sections 38 and 41 of the 2006 Commonland Act. The Welsh Governemnt adopted 
this Act on 1st April, and is committed to it. It diametrically opposes wind turbines. The site is by the 
Open Spaces Society, 25a Bell Street, Henley on Thames, Oxfordshire RG9 2BA, tel. 01491 573535, 
hq. It will advise on class actions. I have been advising a class action against Betws and Mynydd y 
Gwair for years on this blog. No development of any kind on any registered commonland can take 
place without the consent of the Welsh Ministers. Swansea County Council initially objected on three 
major grounds, which had nothing to do with peat (see this blog past messages) and all these grounds 
must now be reopened and reconsidered against N Power and in seeking injunctions against N Power. I 
have advised this on this blog, past messages. Hopefully the company will go bankrupt as subsidies are 
dropped or wind turbine production prohibited on the mainland. Under Section 41 of the Commonland 
Act it can be obliged by a County Court injunction to dismantle all its damage at its own expense, and 
in addition can be sued for millions in damages to the environment in violation of by laws. That will 
not bring back the fauna and flora that it has already killed, but I think that there is a strong case in law. 
In order to make sure, a lawyer should be found and I think that a search for one should start without 
delay. I have been advising a Land Act on this blog for years, to take away all of the Beaufort Estates in 
Wales, and the Land Act petition is now online. Google “Land Act for Wales” and it is the first site that 
comes up. Please sign the petition if you value your freedom and value democracy or any of your basic 
human rights.

FOR POSTING: Cutting Announcing the Beatles Contract to 
Mary     Hopkin  
May 29, 2012 

This is an original cutting of 1968 kindly sent by David Daniels. It shows that her father, D. Howel 
Hopkin Alltwen, was initially reluctant to see her go, as was Sulwyn Lewis the headmaster, but she 
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made the right decision. Mary was in the same class and is a few days older than me, that is, just over 
eighteen. I did not know until recently that she is my cousin, we are both descended form William 
Hopkin Cwm Nant y Moel, Craig Cefn Parc, born 1823 (attached genealogy). The Hopkin Family can 
be dated back to about 1628 in this area. They are all in the autobiography volume one. I also descend 
from Daniel Hopkin Fagwr, born 1811. Elim Craig Cefn Parc is essentially a family chapel, with many 
Hopkin members interred there in consecrated ground, (Welsh speaking Baptist), so I sincerely hope it 
will not be sold. I am opposed completely to any such idea. I will discuss these with the Trustees 
shortly. Betws comes form the Latin “Beatus”, (an early Celtic site), which means holy ground, so wind 
turbines are a terrible desecration of all that is civilized and beautiful.

FOR POSTING: Pontardawe Grammar School Item 1 from 
David     Daniels  
May 29, 2012 

David Daniels very kindly sent me some of his original newspaper cuttings of the Pontardawe 
Grammar School era of 1961 to 1968 and some evocative memories of that time, the famous radical 
sixties. I will keep them carefully and post them on the site and blog. The attached photograph is of the 
same form (class of 1961). Top left Eddie Williams, top centre Gwynfor (“Caz”) Thomas; Top right 
David Daniels; lower left Gildas Martin, lower centre Hugh “Spa” Thomas, lower right Ken Williams. 
They look around twelve to fifteen years old (1962 – 1965). He also sent an original cutting 
announcing the Beatles contract to my cousin Mary Hopkin, younger sister of Carole Hopkin. That 
must have been early 1968. He also has memories of the Adelina Patti theatre and he has a cutting of 
Patti’s concert in Pontardawe Public Hall. I think that the autobiography volume one will be out quite 
soon and will get extensive promotion in Europe and the U.S.. Judging by the popularity of the preprint 
it ought to sell well. He also mentions the beautiful Maureen Jones whose hand was damaged by 
thalidomide and so was shy and introspective. So if any Pontardawe Grammar School former pupils 
read this please get in touch.

apontardawegrammarschoolphotograph1.pdf

Suggested Invited Speakers at the Turbine     Protest  
May 29, 2012 

I suggest inviting Martin Caton and Sia^n Philips, who is a staunch supporter of my ancestral cousin 
Owain Glyndw^r. I think that she will be very deeply angered at what they have done to her home 
ground. She was born on a farm on Mynydd Betws and attended Pontardawe Grammar School. I will 
use my artillery here on the blog to keep on pounding wind turbines with science and common sense. 
When people see the horrors on Betws they will turn against the politicians who still support turbines. 
In this area there is 95% fierce opposition. If that is ignored it is in effect treason against the People
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“Put Every Gun to them,     Sir”  
May 29, 2012 

Although I loath war, because I know what it means, this is an apt metaphor for the moment. It is the 
famous command from Wellington to Uxbridge at Waterloo, as the Old Guard of Napoleon advanced in 
formation. It was one of the first demonstrations of the superiority of a well organized defence, in this 
case three or four ranks of rapid volley fire from a long line concentrated at the narrow front rank of the 
massed formation, with grape shot from artillery causing appalling wounds at close range. The other 
ranks of that formation could not bring their fire to bear. Ultimately, Napoleon was outflanked by 
Blucher’s cavalry and then infantry arriving on the scene in the nick of time after a forced march – 
otherwise he would have “broken every bone in my body” as Wellington wrote, from sheer weight of 
numbers. Surveying the dreadful carnage after the battle, on all sides, Wellington wrote that “Save for a 
battle lost, nothing is as melancholy as a battle won”. In the case of wind turbines every peaceful and 
legal means possible should be used to eliminate them from the landscape of Britain and to seek 
billions in compensation in continuous class actions over the foreseeable future. It is probable that 
much of the rare fauna and flora of Betws has already been ruthlessly destroyed – nothing is as 
melancholy to any sane person. If we destroy nature, nature will destroy us ultimately. This is supposed 
to be a one hundred percent EEC protected habitat. So, many laws are being broken by electoral 
dictators, and democracy completely ignored. In retaliation the People is entitled to civil disobedience 
and very critical rhetoric and lobbying, such as delaying the payment of taxation until the very last 
moment, union action, work to rule, boycott and do on. Ffred Ffransis and his wife are regularly 
imprisoned for refusing to pay taxes as they fight very courageously for the Welsh language. The 
politicians responsible for this will be despised by history.

220(4): Expressions for     theta(t)  
May 29, 2012 

This note derives a novel expression for dr /dt, eq. (27), which can be used as another check on the 
computer simulation. The two experimentally measured quantities of an elliptical orbit in astronomy 
are tau and epsilon, where tau is the time taken to transcend an angle 2 pi, i.e .the time taken to get back 
to the starting point, i.e. the time taken to close the ellipse, and where epsilon is the eccentricty, 
measured from the major and minor axes of an ellipse. The effect of the new gravitational potential is 
given in eq. (36), which can be integrated by Maxima. I will also integrate it by hand in the next note. 
So the effect of the x factor is to change the time taken to sweep out a given angle, and as x gets large 
this effect will become intricate and dramatic. There are equivalent effects for other conical sections. 
The three times in the three particle problem are given in eqs. (37) to (39). The answer to the discussion 
about theta not having an index or having a label is given by eqs. (37) to (39).

a220thpapernotes4.pdf

Injunction and Criminal Prosecution of     NPower  
May 29, 2012 
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The M. P. for Gower, Martin Caton, is against the Mynydd y Gwair proposal. There is 95% local 
opposition, so Labour must take notice of this or be dismissed internationally as dictators. I am one of 
those who has been fighting this obscene criminality for eighteen years. Betws and Mynydd y Gwair 
are illegal under Section 38 of the 2006 Commons Act. I rebutted all of the High Court decision on this 
blog. The peat objection is a trivial irrelevance, a deceptive contrivance. Swansea County Council 
objected on many more grounds than that and these objections should all be brought to bear. “Put every 
gun to them”. On April 1st the Welsh Government introduced legislation based on Section 38, no works 
are allowed on commonland without ministerial consent, repeat NO works are allowed on 
commonland. So a class action for a prohibiting injunction must now be initiated in a pre emptive strike 
against N Power. The Labour Party must be lobbied with great intensity to drop its hated wind turbine 
policy. As the British Civil List scientist I have been opposing wind turbines for eighteen years on 
scientific grounds. Along with a hundred thousand scientists, I also oppose global warming, a wildy 
erroneous theory that has been refuted by data many times over. Wind turbines are useless, there is no 
reason for them, they exist only because of subsidies and have to be backed up by more gas power 
stations. The latter are ten times less expensive. The Labour Party is on a course for economic disaster 
if it continues to support useless turbine technology at ten times the cost of gas powered fire stations. 
The Westminster Government has indicated that it will drop subsidies shortly, that is the realpolitik. 
The Labour Party must be lobbied intensely to drop subsidies in Wales, which they control politically. 
Welsh Labour must develop an independence from Westminster. Wind turbines have had their day, it is 
only a matter of time before the landscape is littered with derelict wrecks as in California. Under 
Section 41 of the Commonland Act of 2006, wind turbine companies may be ordered by an injunction 
to dismantle their disgusting mess at their own expense. They should also be sued for billions in class 
actions across Europe. The devastation at Betws is horrifying, and is brought about purely by greed for 
subsidies. One of the rarest ecologies in Europe has been completely destroyed for no reason. I think 
that this is a criminal offence as well as a civil tort and I would like to see wind turbine executives in 
prison. All the by laws of Swansea County Council on the environment have been broken. That is a 
criminal offence. Wind turbines can be dismantled by first crushing the concrete base with hydro 
equipment of advanced design, then cutting up the rest into small pieces and selling them for scrap. 
That will be the only outcome of wind turbine technology. If the Mynydd y Gwair proposal goes ahead, 
ecological carnage on a huge scale will be perpetrated and the whole precious landscape destroyed. 
Very little employment will be created, and all the profit will go to foreign multi nationals. So this is 
treason, and will embitter the whole of Europe for generations. There are also multiple violations of 
human rights due to the known and serious health damage caused by turbines. These are grounds to 
seek a prohibiting injunction by class action, now allowed in the law of England and Wales, and also 
the law of Scotland. In other words find a good lawyer and fast.

Glyn Eithrym

Prof. M. W. Evans, Armiger, Civil List Pensioner,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

In a message dated 28/05/2012 09:38:53 GMT Daylight Time,

On 27 May 2012 19:41, Terry Breverton wrote:

News about Mynydd y Gwair in north Swansea. The fight has been on and 
off for eighteen years. The last news was that Swansea Council had refused 19 
mega giant Wind Turbines with all Swansea Councillors (bar one) voting 
against Npower Renewables proposals.
Npower then went to appeal and their Appeal was rejected but only on grounds 

http://www.aias.us/


of development on Peat Bog at certain parts of the site. Npower then took the 
Assembly Government to High Court and they lost again.
Npower has now bounced back and have confirmed a fresh application will 
come in in early August – soon – with the three Wind Turbines removed from 
the peat bog areas – making it only 16 mega giant Wind Turbines outside of the 
peat bog areas – with no real reason left for the Inspectorate at Cardiff to 
Object.
The Swansea Planners are seeking top legal advice to see whether they have to 
only consider the Peat Bog issues – if so there is no reason left for Objection 
from Planners – or does the whole entire concept have to be considered again 
e.g. landscape etc etc – if so there could be a little hope.
Also after the 3rd May County Council elections the Swansea Council election 
saw a complete change of control with 33 new Councillors sweeping Labour 
into control with a huge majority. They even have three young student 
Councillors – one even from Santa Cruz in California helping to run and rule 
the Council here – will all these young new Councillors be Wind Turbine 
huggers?

I’ll be at nearby Mynydd Betws on June 9 for Gethin’s protest. Many, many 
people really need to drive through Mynydd Betws Wind Turbine 
construction site - the county road goes straight through the devastation – an 
eye opener.There are very few opportunities to drive through a high mountain 
Turbine construction site. Film / video the drive to put on Youtube – I don’t 
know how to do it…

Terry.

Anti Turbine     Protest  
May 29, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr Sia^n. Dodaf hwn ar fy mlog. Thank you very much, I will post this on my blog and 
urge all to protest peacefully against this worst vandalism of all.

In a message dated 27/05/2012 19:53:05 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Gwyliwch ac yna pasiwch ymlaen…Diolch.

Watch and then pass on please. Diolch.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h06A0sS9U5c&feature=relmfu

Siân
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Olympic Torch in     Aberystwyth  
May 29, 2012 

This brings in some fresh air and sanity from the clammy world of stalkers and horse and biker vandals 
down here in crime ridden Swansea and Mawr. I trained on the vicarage field for years, doing 200 
metre intervals and 60 metre short sprints. That helped me achieve a 6.92 secs for the sixty metres at 
the tartan track in Zurich. The world record is 6.4 secs, but I didn’t train professionally and 0.52 secs is 
a big gap for the 60 metres short sprint. This event must have been due to the influence of Dick Evans, 
who is still an athlete well into his late sixties. I trained with him on the cinder track and the grass of 
the vicarage field – just below the Edward Davies Chemical Laboratories. Dick Evans was the 3,000 
metre steeplechase champion and marathon runner. I was faster than him over short distances but in the 
middle distance events and marathon he disappeared over the horizon. When I was booted out by 
Jeremy Jones in 1983 Aberystwyth lost a great athlete (in humour). I landed up training in the parking 
lot at IBM Kingston, and getting frostbite.

In a message dated 28/05/2012 22:07:18 GMT Daylight Time

Dear Myron,

The Olympic Torch lit the cauldron on the vicarage field in Aberystwyth infront of a large 
audience last night just before 8.00 p.m.

This morning the torch was lit and taken up Constitution Hill and back on the Cliff Railway 
and onto the National Library, where the National Anthem was sang spontaneously outside.

The torch then moved onto to Machynlleth.

I took the opportunity to observe the events and visit the olympic exhibition in the National 
Library.

Best Wishes

Kerry

Daily Report     28/5/12  
May 29, 2012 

There were 2,475 hits from 674 distinct visits, 53.5% spiders. Federal University of Paraiba Brazil 
UFT18; Institute of Physics University of Zurich UFT41; Czech Academy of Sciences UFT41; 
University of Pardubice levitron; University of Washington UFT18; University of Aragon Felker9 -11 
(Spanish); University of Valencia UFT186 (Spanish); Department of Physics University of Trieste 
UFT18; Department of Astronomy University of Exeter UFT123; Department of Physics Imperial 
College London levitron; North Yorkshire Schools UFT177; City of Davis California Latest Family 
History. Intense interest all sectors.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/29/daily-report-28512/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/29/olympic-torch-in-aberystwyth/


Portrait by     Alina  
May 28, 2012 

To Pontardawe Grammar School and all Friends:

This is my portrait by Alina Hachikyan and I would to ask Dave Burleigh if it is possible to post it just 
above my coat of arms on the home page of www.aias.us with attribution to Alina. It also appears on 
the cover of my biography by Kerry Pendergast. My autobiography will be published shortly with 
Authors Online and Alina also produced the final copy of the photographs for that book. Can Authors 
Online advise when it will be published? Thanks in anticipation. There is a collection of photographs 
on the www.aias,us site, all kindly posted by Dave Burleigh, CEO of Anenxa Inc.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/page/14/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/28/portrait-by-alina/


220(3): Summary of Initial Conditions and     Constraints  
May 28, 2012 

This note gives a summary of initial conditions and constraints for the three particle problem in the 
Newtonian limit (no precession). This gives a check on the results of the computer simulation code, 
which is already working.

a220thpapernotes3.pdf

http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/a220thpapernotes3.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/28/2203-summary-of-initial-conditions-and-constraints/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/img_2514.jpg


Initial     Velocities  
May 28, 2012 

To Dr. Horst Eckardt

Your excellent numerical method is working fine so can be extended to N particles and the new 
universal potential, and applied systematically by astronomers to all kinds of situations. This analytical 
work is meant as a check on the code, but the analysis always gives new insights. The solution is that 
E1, E2 and E3 are all constants of motion for given pairs of particles, so once they are determined from 
the initial velocities in eq. (10) they are known. So eq. (18) reduces to a set of three simultaneous 
equations. Given R1, R2 and R3, then v1 squared, v2 squared and v3 squared can be found by solving 
eqs. (18) simultaneously. I will give a set of equations for the vectors v1, v2 and v3 today (magnitude 
and direction). These have already been given in previous papers such as UFT196 but I will group them 
together for convenience in cartesian and cylindrical plane polar coordinates. The textbooks all deal 
with only the two particle problem, in which appears only the first equation of the set (18):

v squared = 2 (m1 + m2) (2 / r + E / m1m2)

where

E = – m1m2G / (2a)

so

v squared = 2 (m1 + m2) (2 / r – G / (2a))

This is eq. (7.72) page 266 of Marion and Thornton, third edition (1988), and they describe it as 
“Kepler’s equation”. However, it was not known to Kepler because he did not have differentiation and 
integration. He gave the three laws as is well known. Here a is the semi major axis of the Newtonian 
two particle ellipse, so can be measured. So Kepler’s equation gives v squared if r is known. This is 
standard astronomy so the astronomers must be able to measured either r or v. So eq. (18) of note 
220(2) extends Kepler’s equation to three interacting masses, for example two planets and the sun. In 
this case m3 (sun) >> m1 and m2 (planets). Of course this is only the Newtonian groundwork in 
preparation for using the new universal law of gravitation and it is also meant as a check on the 
numerical results. The analytical and numerical results must be the same for a given set of conditions. 
There are many ways of solving this problem and it is a completely new cosmology. That is why no 
one can object to it without rejecting the scientific method itself. “Politics” (i.e. anthropomorphism) 
cannot corrupt such a clear result. Dogmatic institutionalization of science cannot replace science itself 
unless one wants to throw away the Baconian enlightenment and go back to the dark ages. With such a 
lot of material available from AIAS the astronomers should be able to take over now. If they prefer to 
be bogged down in dogma then there will be no scientitific progress. That is something that AIAS 
cannot change for them, AIAS can keep on producing real science, and that is vitally important if we do 
not want to lose the scientific enlightenment entirely.

In a message dated 27/05/2012 18:57:15 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

PS: perhaps it is easier to define the initial velocities in cartesian coordinates, then compute 
the total energies E_i from an equation similar to (10) in the note, and the angular 
momentum L_i from a corresponding formula. Then alpha_i, epsilon_i and a_i should 
uniquely be computable.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/28/initial-velocities/


Horst

Am 27.05.2012 18:52, schrieb EMyrone

This is the computer check of note 220(2) by Horst adn thanks again. I will 
think of a method of expressing the velocity directions in the simplest way, 
probably using cartesian coordinates for the centers of mass. Have a good trip 
back home!

In a message dated 27/05/2012 15:37:00 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

This is the check of the note. Obviously in eq.(14) a factor of 1/2 is 
missing which leads to a change in the last terms of (18).
Eq.(18) defines the absolute values of the initial velocities. I think 
we also need the directions.
Are R1, r1 etc. defined as in your earlier notes and my note? Then 
these can be determined from given mass positions, no problem.

Tomorrow a am going on a trip to Northern Germany and will only 
have limited internet access until Friday.

Horst

Am 27.05.2012 10:37, schrieb EMyrone

This note shows that the analytical three particle 
problem in the Newtonian limit reduces to three simple 
simultaneous equations (18), from which the method 
outlined by Horst Eckardt yesterday can be 
implemented as described in the rest of the note. In fact 
numerical solutions from Horst are already coming 
through. This method can be extended to precessing 
orbits using the new universal gravitational potential, 
and also to N particles. That is essentially a new and 
complete cosmology applicable to all orbits of any kind. 
All the great mathematicians and physicists seemed to 
have missed this solution (UFT219) of the N particle 
problem, illustrated by eq. (18): including Euler, 
Lagrange and Poincare. However it will take a historian 
of science to confirm this. Newton himself does not 
seem to have considered anything except the familiar 
textbook two particle problem. 



Daily Report Sunday     27/5/12  
May 28, 2012 

There were 2,400 hits from 560 distinct visitors, 32.9% spiders. Federal University of Rio de Janeiro 
UFT110; Carleton University general; University of California Santa Cruz general; Nagaoka University 
of Technology 2D paper; physics Uppsala University UFT81. Intense interest all sectors.

220(2) : Combined Analytical and Numerical     Methods  
May 27, 2012 

This is the computer check of note 220(2) by Horst and thanks again. I will think of a method of 
expressing the velocity directions in the simplest way, probably using cartesian coordinates for the 
centres of mass. Have a good trip back home!

In a message dated 27/05/2012 15:37:00 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

This is the check of the note. Obviously in eq.(14) a factor of 1/2 is missing which leads to 
a change in the last terms of (18).
Eq.(18) defines the absolute values of the initial velocities. I think we also need the 
directions.
Are R1, r1 etc. defined as in your earlier notes and my note? Then these can be determined 
from given mass positions, no problem.

Tomorrow a am going on a trip to Northern Germany and will only have limited internet 
access until Friday.

Horst

Am 27.05.2012 10:37, schrieb EMyrone

This note shows that the analytical three particle problem in the Newtonian 
limit reduces to three simple simultaneous equations (18), from which the 
method outlined by Horst Eckardt yesterday can be implemented as described 
in the rest of the note. In fact numerical solutions from Horst are already 
coming through. This method can be extended to precessing orbits using the 
new universal gravitational potential, and also to N particles. That is essentially 
a new and complete cosmology applicable to all orbits of any kind. All the great 
mathematicians and physicists seemed to have missed this solution (UFT219) 
of the N particle problem, illustrated by eq. (18): including Euler, Lagrange and 
Poincare. However it will take a historian of science to confirm this. Newton 
himself does not seem to have considered anything except the familiar textbook 
two particle problem.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/27/2202-combined-analytical-and-numerical-methods-2/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/28/daily-report-sunday-27512/


Eighteenth Century Elegance of     Lagrange  
May 27, 2012 

I think we can all sense the elegance of the new gravitational theory produced by AIAS, compared with 
the clod hopping, error riddled EGR of the twentieth century (all due respect again to Albert Einstein, 
but that’s how it goes in physics, Einstein’s achievements are of course undiminished). Lagrange was a 
contemporary of Mozart and I am listening to his B flat piano concerto as I am writing. Mozart wrote 
this in 1784, four years before the Lagrange equations of 1788. The Albert Einstein Institute frequently 
studies the ECE papers, the AEI is part of the Max Planck system. Hamilton inferred the hamiltonian 
and Hamilton equations in Trinity College Dublin from the earlier work of Lagrange. TCD is itself of 
elegant Georgian design, with a statue of Fitzgerald over the mantelpiece of the Senior Common 
Room. I had a pleasant conversation with Walton in that Common Room. I should think that the AEI 
and TCD could extend an invitation to AIAS to lecture on these new discoveries, whch are expressions 
of the lagrangian era that no one will find in the least bit offensive – unless they are tone deaf.

Electroweak Theory in ECE     (UFT19)  
May 27, 2012 

I think you replied very well. I first applied ECE to the electrweak theory of Glashow, Weinberg and 
Salaam (GWS theory) in UFT19. In fact the standard model has over a hundred adjustable parameters 
in some variations, and the GWS theory is not predictive, it has its set of adjustable parameters. So the 
Z and W boson masses are not predicted, there are always hidden adjustable parameters if one really 
goes in to the theory in depth. The very fact that the Higgs boson mass is still unknown means that the 
Z and W boson masses could not have been predicted. So the Higgs boson is in the last analysis just 
another adjustable parameter. It is based on spontaneous symmetry breaking of the vacuum (the Higgs 
mechanism) and that again has its adjustable parameters. In UFT172 and 179 it is shown that the only 
thing that makes any sense in particle theory is R. As you know, the basic theory of particle scattering 
and absorption collapsed completely in UFT158 ff., papers which are by now routienly studied in all 
the univerisities, and also of course in the 98% of the readership outside universities. CERN itself often 
studies ECE papers.

In a message dated 27/05/2012 09:07:46 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Myron, Completely unexpectedly, I was chatting to a chap who said he was a 
physicist who was in town for a wedding. When I recovered from that (its not often you 
find pysicists in the west-midlands!) we both found we’d been to Durham & got on quite 
well. I asked what his areas of interest were – which were theoretical particle physics & 
he’d done his PhD at CERN but now works with a group in London. I mentioned that I’d 
been involved with a group who’re interested in the same field & that you have done a fair 
bit of work in this area and had some very interesting thoughts on the subject. In talking of 
the futility of finding the Higgs boson, he did respond, “you still have to explain the masses 
of the electroweak bosons etc”.

I’m rather out of my depth at this point, but do recall you did a fair bit of work in exactly 
this area. I looked on AIAS.US and suggested he looked at UFT172 & UFT179, on the 
fermion families. With that conversation in mind, which other papers would you 

http://aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/27/electroweak-theory-in-ece-uft19/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/27/eighteenth-century-elegance-of-lagrange/


recommend he reads & I’ll jot him a note to take back to his office?

Thanks,
Simon. 

220(2) : Combined Analytical and Numerical     Methods  
May 27, 2012 

This note shows that the analytical three particle problem in the Newtonian limit reduces to three 
simple simultaneous equations (18), from which the method outlined by Horst Eckardt yesterday can 
be implemented as described in the rest of the note. In fact numerical solutions from Horst are already 
coming through. This method can be extended to precessing orbits using the new universal 
gravitational potential, and also to N particles. That is essentially a new and complete cosmology 
applicable to all orbits of any kind. All the great mathematicians and physicists seemed to have missed 
this solution (UFT219) of the N particle problem, illustrated by eq. (18): including Euler, Lagrange and 
Poincare. However it will take a historian of science to confirm this. Newton himself does not seem to 
have considered anything except the familiar textbook two particle problem.

a220thpapernotes2.pdf

Graph of R     vectors  
May 27, 2012 

This is a three mass simulation by Horst Eckardt with difference vectors, with a Newtonian potential. 
These are the first results from the simulation program in the Newtonian limit. When the Newtonian 
potential is changed to the new universal law of gravitation spectacular results are expected. We intend 
to work on this problem using all the methods available: numerical and analytical. It essentially starts a 
new subject of cosmology.

N-Body-Sim-2.pdf

Three Mass     Simulation  
May 27, 2012 

This is a three mass simulation by Horst Eckardt with one mass a thousand times heavier than the other 
two. The effect of the precession parameter x will be most interesting.

N-Body-Sim.pdf

http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/n-body-sim.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/27/three-mass-simulation/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/n-body-sim-2.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/27/graph-of-r-vectors/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/a220thpapernotes2.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/27/2202-combined-analytical-and-numerical-methods/


Saturday     26/5/12  
May 27, 2012 

There were 1,914 hits from 550 distinct visits. University of Sao Paolo UFT38; University of 
California Santa Cruz; Osaka University UFT4; Korean Advanced Institute of Technology UFT219; 
Manchester University UFT41, intense interest all sectors.

220(1): Expression for Particle Velocity in the N 
Particle     Problem  
May 26, 2012 

The radial part of the velocity is given by eq. (16), and is part of the total velocity. The computer 
method needs position and velocity as imput parameters if I understand correctly. Eqs. (16) are three 
simultaneous differential equations that can be solved analytically using Maxima.

a220thpapernotes1.pdf

Protests against Wind     Turbines  
May 26, 2012 

My protests against wind turbines are much more effective by e mail than by direct protest, e mail is 
much more effiicient and I am hard hitting and experienced. My blog is open for use by people of 
courage and inetgrity like Sia^n Ifan and Gethin ap Gruffudd. I admire Ffred Fransis and his wife for 
their courage. He would make an excellent speaker. A poetry gathering is not the place for a wind 
turbine protest, my blog is much better suited to that.

Appointment of Two More Trustees of the Newlands 
Family     Trust  
May 26, 2012 

Now that the Trust is legally established I wish to appoint one or more Trustees, one for the scientific 
side of things and one for the Estate. I intend to run the Estate myself for maybe twenty five years, then 
the Trustees will take over. The AIAS is established under the Newlands Family Trust, and the Trustees 
must be of the utmost personal integrity, one a fluent Welsh speaker, the other a scientist. Two Trustees 
are already appointed under Trust Law. The duties of the scientific Trustee would include keeping the 
famous www.aias.us site public, and making sure that any material added to it is of sufficient quality. 

http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/26/appointment-of-two-more-trustees-of-the-newlands-family-trust/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/26/appointment-of-two-more-trustees-of-the-newlands-family-trust/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/26/protests-against-wind-turbines/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/a220thpapernotes1.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/26/2201-expression-for-particle-velocity-in-the-n-particle-problem/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/26/2201-expression-for-particle-velocity-in-the-n-particle-problem/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/27/saturday-26512/


Funds would be provided for this purpose under the terms of the Trust Deed. The site is so important 
now that it must be institutionalized. It is already archived worldwide. The other Trustee’s duties would 
include finding a young Welsh speaking family to be caretakers of this house, preferably they would be 
relatives, but not necessarily. Obviously my present family is cared for first. The Estate must be 
maintained as it is, as a small scientific museum, and I will look in to listing it with CADW.

Daily Report     25/5/12  
May 26, 2012 

Ther were 2,428 hits from 577 distinct visits, 28.6% spiders. Perimeter Institute general; Bavarian State 
Library Munich UFT219; Aarhus Sygehus Denmark Felker Book; Department of Mathematics Ohio 
State University UFT88; Department of Engineering State University of New York Stonybrook UFT99; 
University of Aragon Felker 3 to 8 (Sp); Hefame Foundation Spain UFT166 (Sp); Polytechnic 
University of Valencia UFT67, 94; Univesity of Poitiers UFT218; Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory 2D paper; University of Rome 2 UFT146; Korean Advanced Istitute of Technology general; 
US 24th. Airforce Network Operations Center (AFNOC) UFT142; US Congress Member Leslie R. 
Pastor Workshop III, Royal Decree, UFT94; Imperial College London UFT214; Queen’s Univerist 
Belfast Essay 47; ORT University Montevideo general. Intense interest all sectors.

Some Comments on     UFT219  
May 25, 2012 

As discussed in UFT199 and in Ryder, “Quantum Field Theory”, the rotation generator and its inverse 
are defined by the angle theta, which controls the rotation of Cartesian unit vectors. Clearly this 
rotation of axes is independent of any vector. As discussed in UFT199 the rotation clockwise of a 
vector is equivalent to the rotation anticlockwise of unit vectors, keeping the vector fixed. This is 
another reason why theta is index independent. The constraint equations (34) to (36) of UFT219 are 
relations between functions of time: R sub 1 (t), R sub 2 (t) and R sub 3 (t), the trajectories of three 
centres of mass. The function theta (t) is a function of time common to all constraint equations.

FOR POSTING : UFT219, Analytical Solution of the N 
Particle     Problem  
May 25, 2012 

This paper is the first analytical solution of the gravitational N particle problem in four hundred years. 
In future papers it will be complemented by a numerical solution written by co author Horst Eckardt.

a219thpaper.pdf

http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/a219thpaper.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/25/for-posting-uft219-analytical-solution-of-the-n-particle-problem/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/25/for-posting-uft219-analytical-solution-of-the-n-particle-problem/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/25/some-comments-on-uft219/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/26/daily-report-25512/


219(12): Proof that Theta has no index subscript     i  
May 25, 2012 

This is an important proof that leads to the first analytical solution of the N particle problem in 
gravitation through the general constraint equation for N particles, eq. (30). In the case of precessing 
orbits, another very important recent development by AIAS, the constraint equation becomes eq. (31). 
So I will proceed to writing up UFT219 in co authorship with Horst Eckardt as usual. Subject to any 
genuine objections that may arise from the mathematicians worldwide, this appears to be the first 
analytical solution of this problem, which has remained unsolved for nearly four hundred years. The 
numerical methods being developed by Horst Eckardt can be written up for UFT220 and later papers. A 
combination of these advances is obviously of fundamental importance in physics and cosmology. 
These advances are so clear that there can be no logical objection to them. To a large extent they are 
made possible by the knowledge revolution that has taken place in the last decade, AIAS being at the 
forefront of this revolution in the area of theoretical physics, chemistry and engineering. That is also 
conclusively clear from the daily and monthly feedback reports on this blog.

a219thpapernotes12.pdf

Authors OnLine     News  
May 25, 2012 

Thank you very much, I am pleased with the high standards at Authors Online and especially with the 
large numbers of books that your authors sell using all kinds of methods of selling them, from websites 
to book fairs. I am distributing this newsletter to my friends and colleagues here and encourage them to 
write an autobiography. This is a contemporary method of publishing in which the author and publisher 
works as a unit to ensure that good quality books are published on merit.

In a message dated 24/05/2012 10:17:30 GMT Daylight Time, theeditor@authorsonline.co.uk writes:

NEWSLETTER
May Newsletter 2012

follow us on Twitter | 

http://authorsonline.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=8007c96e6a62d778d2648c890&id=4ee7559fb4&e=5ac36fe3c9
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/25/authors-online-news/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/a219thpapernotes12.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/25/21912-proof-that-theta-has-no-index-subscript-i/


AUTHORS ONLINE

MAY NEWSLETTER

Richard Lewis, News Officer

A number of you have emailed me asking for advice on how to 
market your book. This is a burning subject which is at the 
forefront of most self-published writers’ minds – as one author 
commented, writing the book is almost the easy part. While I 
can’t answer individual enquiries, I am anxious to give as much 
help as I can via the Newsletter. So this time round I include a 
few new ideas (one highly original!) for you to consider.

Discussion with other authors is also helpful in order to 
formulate ideas on all aspects of writing and distribution, and 
I’m pleased to report that the Authors Online ‘community of 
writers’ moves on apace, as you will read below. Once more I 
include some fascinating authors’ profiles and stories, and 
following on from last time I relay a few more thoughts on the 
ebook revolution in publishing.

Selling Your Book
Have you you considered exhibiting your book(s) at a country 
fair? Authors Online associate, Jonathan Miller of M-Y Books, 
Hertford, who is providing the new ebook service, reports that 
he has visited two country fairs in the past six months and at 
each one there was a self-published author selling his/her 
(printed) books. He asked them how sales were going and both 
replied that they had sold over 3,000 books each, mainly as a 
result of having a stand at this type of event. To add to their 

become a fan on 
Facebook

Contact Us:
newsofficer
http://www.authorsonline.c
o.uk

http://www.authorsonline.co.uk/
http://www.authorsonline.co.uk/
http://authorsonline.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=8007c96e6a62d778d2648c890&id=4dc2293f0c&e=5ac36fe3c9
http://authorsonline.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=8007c96e6a62d778d2648c890&id=4dc2293f0c&e=5ac36fe3c9


promotion they had produced some good attendant posters and 
merchandise.

The fairs in question were Knebworth Country Fair in April and 
the Hatfield Country Fair in October last year. Both authors had 
their own stalls.

These sales are so impressive that authors are definitely 
recommended to check out where such fairs are taking place, 
either locally or nationally. It seems that they often tend to take 
place at stately homes, so contact is best directly with these 
venues to see if and when such a fair is going to be held. A 
further point here is that the cost of a stall could be shared by 
two or three authors sharing a stall. This is where ‘Author 
Contact’ (getting in touch with fellow authors in your area) may 
also come in handy, see below.

One of our authors, Charlotte Frost, mentions another idea for 
promoting your book(s) in the shape of a web site called 
Goodreads, which she has found most useful. To visit this web 
site, and indeed to join as an author, go to: 
http://www.goodreads.com

And now for something completely different. From the blazing 
pen of Authors Online author Miller Caldwell comes an 
amusingly original and highly enterprising plan for selling 
books. If you have items for sale, why not bump up the price a 
bit and include a copy of your book free? Miller explains what 
he did:

Authors are always trying to find ways to sell books and over  
the years I have offered a few tips but the latest venture is  
proving quite remunerative.

Like so many authors, we have a couple of boxes which contain  
books unsold. We could of course give them away as raffle  
prizes (I do but last weekend I won a cheeky Meercat dressed in  
a wine velvet waistcoat at the Co-operative Funeral Careplan  
Brass Band concert in Lockerbie) Did I need a Meercat? I  
digress.

But I also had three dangerous Larch trees in my garden. At  
Christmas I had four. One fell across Edinburgh Road one  
evening fortunately not causing grief to life and limb. So the  
council gave me permission to fell the three trees. I then bagged 
all the logs. Some 250 bags from a badminton friend (who 
works in an agricultural services warehouse). I advertised the  
logs at £5 each but then thought, I’d be content at that price but  

http://authorsonline.us1.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=8007c96e6a62d778d2648c890&id=317582e8e5&e=5ac36fe3c9


if I raised it to £10 I’d give the customers a free book. They  
would have no idea that they were paying for my books. Well I  
had no idea how many people had outside burners or open fires  
around the south west, but so far I have sold 178 bags to date.  
I’ll leave you to work out my profit.

But yes, its another way to sell books. And this always leads to  
someone inviting me to speak somewhere about being an author 
and so more books get sold.
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Daily Report     24/5/12  
May 25, 2012 

There were 2,828 hits from 604 distinct visits, 37.5% spiders. Reserve Bank of Australia general; 
University of British Columbia UFT135; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres general; European 
Centre for Nuclear Research (CERN) UFT171; University of La Frontera Chile UFT158 (Sp); 
University of the Andes UFT166 (Sp); Fraunhofer Organization Edyn3; Helmholtz Centre Juelich 
UFT81; Danish Health Organization UFT8; Chimborazo Technical University Ecuador UFT166 (Sp); 
University of Colorado general; Mechanical Engineering Ohio State University UFT43; Mathematics 
University of Wisconsin UFT88; Snecma Aerospace and Rocket Engine Manufacturer France UFT38; 
University of Poitiers general; International Centre for Theoretical Physics Trieste UFT178; University 
of Udine Italy UFT88; Montgomery County Public Schools Christiansburg Virginia general; University 
Medical Center of Princeton at Plainsboro and Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia UFT107; National 
University of Sciences and Technology Pakistan Essay24; Metu University Turkey 2D paper; Wolfson 
College Cambridge UFT88, UFT102; Edinburgh University CV, overview, obsolete concepts of the 
standard model, Buckingham Palace invitation, overview of ECE; University College Oxford UFT102; 
Electronics and Computer Science Southampton University Hehl rebuttal; National Physics Institute 
Uruguay UFT168, UFT170(Sp); ORT University Montevideo Uruguay UFT146, intense interest all 
sectors, two thousand five hundred plus documents read, viewed or heard off the site so far in May.

Catastrophic Climate Change in     1846  
May 24, 2012 

A perfect illustration from Axel Westrenius of the gullibility and stupidity of our contemporaries. I 
think that climate change and wind turbine construction should be punishable by transportation to a 
land called common sense.

In a message dated 24/05/2012 05:39:06 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

http://joannenova.com.au/

Back when the climate was perfect, and there was no internet, no cars, no electricity lines, 
and not a single evil coal fired station – ominously, the Australian climate was changing.

http://joannenova.com.au/
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Back in 1846, the population of Australia was essentially just the size of the city of 
Canberra (a mere 340,000 people). They all rode bikes, or horses, or walked to work; it was 
“Earth Hour” every hour; every plasma screen was not just on standby, it was permanently 
unplugged.

Yet the flooding rains were giving way to droughts, and the creeks were drying up. 
Aboriginals said that the climate has undergone this change “since white-man came in 
country.”

Stephen Goddard found the quote.

The Maitland Mercury & Hunter River General Advertiser,
Wednesday 11 March 1846

=

http://www.real-science.com/19-meteorologists-humans-caused-ice-ages
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/climatechange-1846-blame-the-whites.png
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May 24, 2012 

There were 2,679 hits from 633 distinct visits, 24.6% spiders. Monash University UFT88; Federal 
University of Santa Maria Brazil general; Charles University Prague UFT176; University of Jena 
UFT149, 203; Aarhus University Denmark UFT60; Georgia Institute of Technology UFT25; University 
of North Carolina Charlotte UNCC Saga Part 4; University of Barcelona Felker6 (Sp); Polytechnic 
University of Valencia Felke15 (Sp); Italian National Institute for Nuclear Research (INFN) Naples 
UFT88; Italian National Institute for Metrological Research refutation of Heisenberg; Jalan Multimedia 
University Malaysia Essay3; Princeton University UFT55; World Bank Family History; Pontifical 
Catholic University Peru UFT110, UFT145(Sp); Alama Iqbal Open University Pakistan UFT4; Novom 
Sadu University Serbia UFT11; National University of Rwanda refutation of Heisenberg; Lund 
University Sweden UFT61; Cambridge University UFT88; Carabobo University Venezuela Essay56 
(Sp). Intense interest all sectors.

No Reason for Wind     Turbines  
May 23, 2012 

As I have been pointing out for a decade, the global warming theory is wildy incorrect. There is a good 
site called www.C3headlines.com that summarizes the stupid fiasco of global warming theory with 
plentiful data. The theory is not supported by any data that have not been laundered or faked. Both 
NASA and NOAA effectively dismiss it. There is therefore no reason for wind turbines, which are the 
worst governmental disaster in history. Wind turbines in Wales are constructed because of its usal 
slavish reliance on imported ideas, and because subsidies allow easy money for ruthless people inside 
the Labour and Plaid Cymru parties, both of which have become foreign to their roots and both of 
which are completely out of touch with scientific reality, assuming that they understand any science. So 
it is Crawshay and Cyfarthfa all over again. Trillions of tons of CO2 have been poured into the 
atmosphere over the past fifty years, but CO2 concentration has not produced any warming or rise in 
sea levels. I could have told you this long ago and in fact did tell you this long ago as the only Civil 
List scientist in Wales. I notice that Freeman Dyson, the distinguished theoretical physicist, has come to 
the same conclusion along with about a hundred thousand scientists and all of humanity. The seas are 
not boiling Mr Hansen, or Mr Gore, who has become very quiet not before time. Wind turbines should 
just be banned and dismantled and replaced by advanced gas fired power stations at a tenth of the cost 
and vastly greater efficiency. In Wales there is unprecedented dislike for the tedious and eternally 
frightened global warming bigots, eternally quoting TV prgrammes, and the ugly minded wind turbine 
profiteers who are ripping our landscape apart just for their own personal wealth and comfort. They had 
better hide from history’s verdict. In order to get a grant you have to keep saying that the seas are 
boiling. There are easier ways to make a cup of tea.

http://www.C3headlines.com/
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FOR POSTING: “The Universe of Myron Evans” narrated by 
Robert     Cheshire  
May 23, 2012 

This is now freely available to the general public by googling “The Universe of Myron Evans vimeo” – 
first site. Our new discoveries being made now are timely and relevant to these images. Robert 
Cheshire has also narrated my complete unedited script for this film in an essay and broadcast on 
www.aias.us. Also appearing in this film are Horst Eckardt, Kerry Pendergast and myself.

Interest in the EGR     Refutations  
May 23, 2012 

There is now considerable feedback interest in the EGR refutation papers, for example yesterday from 
maths at Oxford and the Perimeter Institute. This is timely in view of the forthcoming book to be 
published by Cambridge International Science Publishing, (CISP), www.cisp.publishing.com, and 
home page of www.aias.us:

M. W. Evans, “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity” , special issue six of 
Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry (CISP, from June 2011 in six issues a year)

in hardback, softback and e book. Universities amount to only about 2% of the huge total interest in 
ECE theory, and this reflects the very rapid development of open source knowledge worldwide and self 
teaching through the net, 98% outside universities. Nevertheless, books continue to play a very 
important role, and it is well worth buying the new CISP books and journals. The new knowledge 
revolution brings with it the freedom to criticise dogma without fear of knee jerk career destruction by 
the worse part of academia, and this has resulted in the spectacular success of AIAS, the new “invisible 
college”.

219(11): Analytical Solution of the N Particle Problem 
in     Gravitation  
May 23, 2012 

This note gives my solution of the four particle problem by hand and shows that for the three particle 
problem there are nine equations in nine unknowns – so the problem is soluble if reduced to orbits of 
pairs of particles. It may be worth graphing eq. (30) of this note for inputted parameters just to show 
that the orbit can get to be very complicated for three particles in the Newtonian limit. I am now ready 
to proceed to the three particle problem with the new universal law of gravitation. One can see 
immediately that the result is going to be three interacting and precessing conical sections. In a 
literature search I found that such orbits can become chaotic, small pertubations produce huge changes 
in orbit. We also showed this using the two particle problem with our new precessing conical sections. 
When precession is introduced a vast amount of new information emerges, all of which can be tested 
using modern high precision astronomy. Among those who have worked on this famous problem are 
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Euler, Lagrange and Poincare. They all seem to have missed this new analytical solution and did not 
discover the analytical solution. Poincare claimed that there is no analytical solution. However, under 
the assumptions of the last note and this one, the solution emerges straightforwardly. Still, the computer 
method is by far the best one, especially if a code package can simply be taken from a library and 
modified.

a219thpapernotes11.pdf

The Four Particle     Problem  

May 23, 2012 

In this case the lagrangian can be factorized into six two particle lagrangians using the new analytical 
method developed in the last note. So in four interacting particles there are six two particle orbits, all 
interacting. In an extensive literature search I have not been able to find any trace of this new analytical 
method, which in general factorizes the N particle problem into a number of two particle lagrangians 
(N! / (N – 2)! 2!). However, by far the best way of approaching this basic problem of cosmology is to 
use a library computer package already available for the N particle problem. Select a computer package 
and test it out thoroughly first on a powerful desk top. It might have code already included to produce 
animations and dynamics of the trajectories of every particle. Then adopt the fully tested desktop code 
for the new force law. The result will be a completely new subject of cosmology because it is known 
already that ALL orbits can be described by the new universal law. The latter is based on experimental 
observation from the outset. To adapt the tested code its force law must be changed from Newtonian to 
the new force law, so precession constants must be coded in. In the solar system the precessions of all 
the planets are know accurately. So the experimentally measured precessions are coded in and the orbit 
of each planet computed, graphed and animated with the new force law. The results are finally 
compared precisely with those from the Newtonian force law. To simplify matters one can consdier to 
start with two planets and the sun, for example earth, mars and the sun, this is a planar or 2-D problem. 
These days orbits can be computed with the Newtonian law down to metres of accuracy, so it is going 
to be of great interest to see what effect the new force law has on these results. In the meantime I will 
develop the analytical method as far as it can go.

Counter Gravitation and     NASA  

May 23, 2012 

I am delighted to hear from Alex Labounsky, Chief Engineer (retired) at the Boeing Company. NASA 
could easily research and develop these ideas and also ideas on space energy. The devices are all ready 
(www.et3m.net and www.upitec.org). The European governments are preparing for fuel shortage 
already, but people still guzzle gas (petrol) as if there was no crisis at all. All of that has got to change, 
and quickly. Wind turbines are useless and obsolete even before they are built, and cause deep societal 
resentment that will last for a century. Space energy and gas power stations of advanced design are the 
obvious ways forward. Counter gravitation would change the nature of the infra structure in for 
example rail transport. The railway system here in Wales should be rebuilt to get cars off the road.

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.et3m.net/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/23/counter-gravitation-and-nasa/
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In a message dated 23/05/2012 03:57:46 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Any gravitics claim about magnetics as the basis for AG is based on the wild claims of 
Townsend Brown. Dr. Myron Evans’ ECE theoretical physics clearly shows how AG is 
possible without the use of magnetic repulsion. As explained below, it is spin 
connection resonance that is responsible for the ECE effect. Will NASA ever embrace 
this?— On Tue, 5/22/12, EMyrone@aol.com <EMyrone@aol.com> wrote:

Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2012, 5:08 AM

There is intense interest worldwide in the AIAS counter gravitational material, 
so I expect that the technology will soon be developed. The Alex Hill counter 
gravitational devices are on www.et3m.net and as usual anyone who wishes to 
try them out can do so under a non disclosure agreement. AIAS has played the 
key role of bringing togather different groups of engineers via their study of the 
sites adn its critically important contributions to engineering include a theory 
for counter gravitation based on correct geometry. My own view is that any 
genuine counter gravitational mechanism must occur via spin connection 
resonance and / or through a cross term in the minimal prescription. Since all 
Einsteinain metrics have been refuted, the field equations currently provide the 
best way forward because they are based on unrefuted Cartan geometry, the 
Cartan and Evans identities.

In a message dated 21/05/2012 22:29:09 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Take a look at this video from the Media Lab at MIT. It is really 
worthwhile!!! But we should not take this for antigravitation!!!! It is 
plain-old magnetic levitation, although taken to a new level…

http://www.kurzweilai.net/mit-creates-amazing-ui-from-levitating-
orbs?
utm_source=KurzweilAI+Daily+Newsletter&utm_campaign=1dba
5e38d4-UA-946742-1&utm_medium=email

Regards,

Alex

Daily Report     22/5/12  

May 23, 2012 

There were 3,022 hits from 595 distinct visits during the day. National University of Tucuman 
Argentina bookstore; Government of South Australia Space energy; Perimeter Institute Canada 
UFT203; Catholic University of Norte Chile UFT178 (Sp); University of La Frontera Chile UFT142 
(Sp); University of the Andes Colombia UFT169(Sp); Valle University Colombia Felker8 (Sp); 
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Siemens Company UFT papers; Dartmouth College Hanover New Hampshire UFT149; Drexel 
University UFT126; University of Barcelona UFT158(Sp); University of Poitiers general; National 
Telecommunication Organization of Cyprus general; Quaid i Azam University Pakistan UFT41; Slovak 
Technical University Bratislava educational note 1; National Formosa University Taiwan effect of 
homogeneous current; University College Cardiff general; Department of Mathematics Oxford 
University UFT204. Intense interest all sectors.

219(10): Analytical Solution of the N Particle     Problem  

May 22, 2012 

This is a straightforward analytical solution of the N particle gravitational problem. The final result is 
eq. (43) which is given for the Newtonian limit to start with, and can be graphed. In general it is shown 
that the N particle lagrangian (1) can be reduced to N! / ((N – 2)! 2!) two particle lagrangians. It is 
shown that the angle theta does not have an index because it is derived from a unit vector which does 
not have an index. These methods greatly simplify the problem and produce the constraint (41), given 
in the three particle case as an illustration. For three particles in the Newtonian limit there are three 
elliptical orbits, each around the centre of mass in the three two-particle lagrangians. The resultant 
motion of any particle is influenced by the other two particles, an example is given in eq. (43) for a 
three particle system. The next step is to give some details for the four particle problem, then 
incorporate the new force law and precessional factors. I think that the solar system is a nine particle 
problem: Sun, Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Pluto. The planetary motions 
can be found from the centre of mass motions using eqs. (9) to (11). For the planet sun system the 
centre of mass is essentially at the sun.

a219thpapernotes10.pdf

FOR POSTING: Relation to Ciwg Gyffes     Sant  

May 22, 2012 

This is my relation to Ciwg Gyffes Sant, with all dates of all ancestors researched. St. Ciwg was born 
about 525 A. D., grandson of Cynfarch Gul (born 487 A.D.) of Rheged. He was married to Nyfain ferch 
Brychan (born about 460 A.D.), daughter of Brychan Brycheiniog, born about 419 A.D. St David 
(Dewi Sant) was born about 487 to 500 A.D. Rheged was a kindom of “Yr Hen Ogledd” in Welsh, the 
Old North, centred in the Eden Valley and extending over what is now called northern England and 
southern Scotland, speaking Cymric, a language closely similar to old Welsh, and spoken in Cumbria 
until about the twelfth century and probably also as far south as Lancashire and up to Dumfries and 
Galloway in Scotland maybe up to the same times. Sir William Wallace (1272 – 1305) for example 
spoke Cymric as late as the fourteenth century. “Wallace” means “Welsh” but he was of course the 
great Scottish hero. Brythonic was spoken in Calchfynydd (later Hertfordshire) and in the Fens up to 
mediaeval times. St. David was descended from Meleri ferch Brychan (born later than 428 A.D.) and I 
am descended in forty six generations from Gwawr ferch Brychan (born about 467 A.D.). I am able to 
give accurate dates for all forty seven generations from Brychan, who was of Irish Royal Descent as is 
well known. “Brychan” comes from the Irish “Bruachan”, meaning “Little Book”. He is sometimes 
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referred to himself as St. Brychan. His ancestors and mine were invited by the Romans to defend 
Western Brittania against other Irish raiders, and established the Kingdom of Brycheiniog. This is a 
wild and hauntingly beautiful mountainous territory with river names like Mihartach and Clydach of 
Irish origin. Brychan himself though spoke an early form of Welsh probably mixed with an early form 
of Irish, with excellent Latin left after the Romans withdrew in about 415 A.D. Some of the best quality 
Latin inscriptions of that time were found in Brycheiniog, Latin having been forgotten on the continent 
(Francis Prior, “Britain A.D.). It later evolved into Italian, French and Spanish and similar. I can easily 
recognize the Celtic elements in French such as Ardennes, Arles, Meudon, and so on, and the Celtic 
elements in river names such as Rhine (Rhiain), Rhone (Rhiain) and Danube (Tonaw).

afamilylinesrelationtostciwg.pdf

My Relation to Dewi Sant and Ciwg Gyffes     Sant  

May 22, 2012 

The attached traces my descent from Brychan, Prince of Brycheiniog and is scholarly and rigorously 
authentic. The scholarly sources are: Stuart Davies, Leonid Morgan and Clement Bartrum. All forty 
seven generations are backed up by documents. Dewi Sant was a great great grandson of Brychan and 
Ciwg Gyffes Sant a great grandson of Brychan and cousin of Dewi Sant (St David, the patron saint). So 
they are both ancestral cousins of mine, and of course the entire Morgan Awbrey Family. We are related 
through three daughters of Brychan: Nyfain, Meleri and Gwawr. Some scholars think they may have 
been grand daughters. Nyfain was married to the northern king of Britain, Cynfarch Gul. Their son 
Arawn was the brother of Urien Brenin (King of) Rheged in the modern Pennines. Rheged survives in 
the name “Rochdale” in Lancashire. Their son was St Ciwg the Confessor (Ciwg Gyffes Sant), whose 
church is just above the former Pontardawe Grammar School. The Morgan Awbrey family are of course 
related to all the twenty four sons and daughters (or grandsons and grand daughters) of Brychan, 
including St. Callwen. Google “Celtic Saints Index” to find a complete index of all the Celtic Saints. 
This also brings up a site with photographs of St. Ciwg, including one of a very ancient yew tree which 
is several thousand years old and Druidical – planted by people of several thousand years ago and still 
living. The yew trees at Defynnog are known by rigorous science to be about 5,500 years old and still 
living. The terms “Druidical” and “Celtic” mean the original people, going back maybe ten thousand 
years. The church tried to sell St. Ciwg, which is like Florence selling the Pazzi chapel for a pizza hut, 
but it was saved from “development”, i.e. mindless desecration, by a group of friends including Carole 
and Mary Hopkin and Cynthia Mullen, all former Pontardawe Grammar School pupils. They kindly 
designed the new window of the very ancient pagan Druid site and later Celtic Llan (which it will 
always be, whatever the chruch in Wales tries to claim) to my poem “The Yew Tree” in the attached 
file. This is great and unexpected honour for me. The exigency of the machine as R. S. Thomas put it 
has resulted in some hideous desecration throughout Wales, both of churches and chapels, and this is 
the destruction of all that is worth keeping. It must be prohibited by secular law if the church and 
chapel authorities are too apathetic even to put them in trust or even to look after them.
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Cyfarfod Llan     Giwg  

May 22, 2012 

Mae croeso i chi’ch dau ddod i Lan Giwg Gyffes Sant, mae hanner y cyfarfod yn gallu siarad Cymraeg. 
Do, ysgrifenais englyn newydd i Gelliwastad ar ol cael gwared o Beaufort a MA007.

Gelliwastad

Y ddoe a ddaw hedd ei ddydd – newydd clir,
Nawdd clyd o law deunydd,
Heddwch yn gwawrio o’r hudd,
A mwynaidd yw y mynydd.

Both of you are welcome to come to the meeting at Llan Giwg Gyffes Sant, half those present can 
speak Welsh or have ability in Welsh. Yes, I wrote a new englyn to Gelliwastad after getting rid of 
Beaufort and MA007.
Gelliwastad (literal scan)

The old one gives peace, a new and clear day,
Refuge from the machine.
Peace dawning from the shadow,
And the mountain is balm.

In a message dated 21/05/2012 20:12:48 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Diolch am y cydymdeimladau Myron, 

Hwyrach bydd y cyfarfod yma’n lê da i ledaenu gwybodaeth am y brotest sydd i 
gymryd lle ar Striveland – ac mae’r gerdd newydd gennych wrth gwrs? Ceisiaf 
ddarparu taflenni i’w dosbarthu. Dof yn ôl atoch am hyn felly, am y tro.

Cpfion cynnes

Siân

Is this     antigravity?  

May 22, 2012 

There is intense interest worldwide in the AIAS counter gravitational material, so I expect that the 
technology will soon be developed. The Alex Hill counter gravitational devices are on www.et3m.net 
and as usual anyone who wishes to try them out can do so under a non disclosure agreement. AIAS has 
played the key role of bringing togather different groups of engineers via their study of the sites adn its 
critically important contributions to engineering include a theory for counter gravitation based on 
correct geometry. My own view is that any genuine counter gravitational mechanism must occur via 
spin connection resonance and / or through a cross term in the minimal prescription. Since all 
Einsteinain metrics have been refuted, the field equations currently provide the best way forward 
because they are based on unrefuted Cartan geometry, the Cartan and Evans identities.

In a message dated 21/05/2012 22:29:09 GMT Daylight Time, writes:
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Take a look at this video from the Media Lab at MIT. It is really worthwhile!!! But we 
should not take this for antigravitation!!!! It is plain-old magnetic levitation, although taken 
to a new level…

http://www.kurzweilai.net/mit-creates-amazing-ui-from-levitating-orbs?
utm_source=KurzweilAI+Daily+Newsletter&utm_campaign=1dba5e38d4-UA-946742-
1&utm_medium=email

Regards,

Alex

Daily Report     21/5/12  

May 22, 2012 

There were 2,621 hits from 609 distinct visits, 19.8% spiders. Engineering Monash University 
Australia UFT149; Unicamp Brazil UFT88; University of Sao Paolo UFT177; Students Bonn UFT4; 
University of California Santa Cruz UFT158; Autonomous University Madrid Proof1a; University of 
Franche-Comte Besancon UFT41; University of Poitiers UFT201; Tata Institute of Fundamental 
Research India UFT91; U. S. Army Strategic Command (CS3) OO32 and OO41 on Mori formalism in 
the far infra red; University of Malaysia Sarawak UFT30; University of Bergen Norway general; 
Freemont Union High School District California UFT25; Tucson Unified School District Texas UFT32; 
New Pakistan University UFT19; Department of Engineering Science Uppsala University Sweden 
UFT57. Intense interest all sectors.

219(9) and 219(10) : Simple Solutions of the Three Particle     Problem  

May 21, 2012 

Many thanks again, much appreciated. Agreed about the algebraic slip in eq. (19). Your computer 
results are most interesting as usual, and this is an analytical solution of the three particle problem 
under the assumptions made, i.e. that the planetary masses m1 and m2 can be represented by their 
reduced mass defined around their centre of gravity. So alpha3 is the half right latitude of m1 and m2. 
In other words the orbits of m1 and m2 are combinations of motions around M and each other. I much 
look forward to your computer solution, which perhaps would give the actual orbits of m1 and m2 as a 
function of time and how they are affected by x1 and x2. I am also curious to see if the computer 
solution reduces to the analytical solution or not. If it does not some assumption would have been made 
in the analytical solution that is not justifiable. At present however I cannot see anything amiss with the 
analytical solution, although I agree of coruse tha tteh computer solution is the way to proceed. A good 
desktop now would have the power of an IBM 3909-6S in the late eighties.The textbooks state that 
such a solution is impossible, but it is easily possible.

In a message dated 21/05/2012 00:16:05 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/21/2199-and-21910-simple-solutions-of-the-three-particle-problem-2/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/22/daily-report-21512/
http://www.kurzweilai.net/mit-creates-amazing-ui-from-levitating-orbs?utm_source=KurzweilAI+Daily+Newsletter&utm_campaign=1dba5e38d4-UA-946742-1&utm_medium=email
http://www.kurzweilai.net/mit-creates-amazing-ui-from-levitating-orbs?utm_source=KurzweilAI+Daily+Newsletter&utm_campaign=1dba5e38d4-UA-946742-1&utm_medium=email
http://www.kurzweilai.net/mit-creates-amazing-ui-from-levitating-orbs?utm_source=KurzweilAI+Daily+Newsletter&utm_campaign=1dba5e38d4-UA-946742-1&utm_medium=email
http://authorsonline.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=8007c96e6a62d778d2648c890&id=ff2204c936&e=5ac36fe3c9
http://authorsonline.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=8007c96e6a62d778d2648c890&id=3d1df07391&e=5ac36fe3c9


In note 219(9) there seems to be a sign error in m1 in eq.(19), I obtain:

bold R1 – bold R2 = bold r

which obviously is the definition of r.

I have graphed eq.(18) of note 219(10). for
alpha 1 = 1
alpha 2 = 2
alpha 3 = 1

the result is

theta 3 = +- theta

depending if theta is greater or less than pi.
If all epsilon, alpha and x are chosen identically, the denominator is zero, meaning that m1 
and m2 are at identical positions.

For other combinations of alpha the curve looks different, see second plot. For some 
combinations there is no solution. What does alpha3 mean? is it the latus rectum of the 
center of mass of m1 and m2? Then it must be valued between alpha 1 and alpha 2 which is 
the case in the second plot.

Am 20.05.2012 13:22, schrieb EMyrone

The simplest solution is eq. (9) of note 219(9), describing the motion of the 
centre of mass of m1 and m2 around M. The motion is also described by the 
simple equation (20), and also by eq. (8) of note 219(10). In the case of 
alignment of M, m1 and m2, eq. (13) of note 219(10) can be applied, and this is 
particularly interesting and easy to graph because it is the difference of two 
conical sections. 

Daily Report Sunday     20/5/12  

May 21, 2012 

There were 2,100 hits from 497 distinct visits, 30.7% spiders. University of British Columbia Canada 
UFT25; Max Planck Institute for Informatics general; State University of New York Buffalo levitron; 
California Institute of Technology UFT25; University of Ohio UFT107; University of New Hamphsire 
metric manifolds; National Chiao Tung University Taiwan Educational Note 2; Department of 
Mathematics Oxford University UFT214, intense interest all sectors.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/21/daily-report-sunday-20512/


No Public Confidence in Global Warming and     Turbines  

May 20, 2012 

There are up to 25% cuts planned for onshore winds turbines with a switch to offshore, and in March 
this year they were criticised by Cameron who is under pressure from his own party to essentially drop 
onshore subsidies in bankrupt, pasty taxed Britain. That will bankrupt most wind turbine projects, so 
jobs will be created in the ultra modern wind junk industry, cutting up derelict turbines. The price of 
gas has dropped to a quarter of what it was a few years ago, and it is obvious that gas fired power 
stations are going to be very efficient in the future. There are enough gas, oil and coal reserves for 
several hundred years. The astronaut Buzz Aldrin has joined the chorus of criticism of NASA for its 
climate scaremongering, and Prof. Spencer of the University of Alabama has conclusively refuted the 
theory of catastrophic warming, showing computer models to be wildly erroneous. Over the past 
decade global temperatures have dropped sharply. So it is clear that the wind turbine scam in Wales is 
driven by the greed of a few anti social elements, some politicians in Plaid Cymru are known to be 
wind profiteers and should be exposed as such by activist groups. Several hundred academics have 
recently written to Cameron heavily criticising wind turbine scamming. More wind turbines mean more 
gas powered stations, so all that will happen ultimately is that more gas powered stations will be built. 
These are much more efficient and ten times cheaper than turbines and so will be adopted by a general 
public that does not wish to freeze intermittently and be boomed into crazy distraction by low 
frequency wind turbine noise. Without the gas power stations, wind turbines are useless, and sometimes 
take power from the grid instead of generating it. When they do manage to produce anything they are 
unstable and disrupt the grid. Gas powered statiosn are stable and can be brought online very quickly. 
Coal and oil should be conserved for petrochemicals. So wind turbines increase CO2 emissions, and 
CO2 does not warm the atmosphere. The warming is lost very efficiently by nature. This should be 
entirely obvious by climatology studies over millennia when CO2 levels were much higher than now. 
The assault on democracy in Wales must be countered by use of the human rights laws and the 
adoption of the Section 38 clause by the Welsh Government on April 1st 2012. Cynical bureaucrats 
openly break the human rights laws by arbitrarily over-ruling large objecting majorities, and that should 
be completely obvious – democracy is ignored by these mindless dictators. That is the most sinister 
threat of all, severe erosion of democracy. Section 38 means that any new wind projects must have the 
consent of the Ministers. There is no mechanism that over rules the Ministers.

219(6): Motion of Two Planets Around the     Sun  

May 20, 2012 

This would be very interesting and important and should replace EGR entirely. It is by far the best way 
forward and this is the method I used in the early seventies: modification of a given package such as 
NAG. If the package draws out trajectories it would be ideal and could be used to prepare the new 
CISP book with x factors. Animatiosn could be generated by the same package.

In a message dated 20/05/2012 12:12:55 GMT Daylight Time,

In principle molecular dynamics programs can be used for the numerical solution but they 
do much more than required for a demonstration. The same holds for special programs of 
celestial mechanics. They deal with advanced topics like ephemerides, sun rise times and 
numerical precision problems which is required for real-world simulations.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/20/2196-motion-of-two-planets-around-the-sun-2/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/20/no-public-confidence-in-global-warming-and-turbines/


We used numerical orbit solutions in earlier papers, it is probably easiest to modify the code 
for the N body problem. It should not cost me much more than one day to do this. We can 
define intial conditions for a test system then to demonstrate the effect of the x factor, 
probably even for galaxies.
Up to some hundred masses should be handable on a PC.

Horst

Am 19.05.2012 18:53, schrieb EMyrone

Both approaches here are equivalent, teh analytiucal and numerical. Teh gerat 
advantage of the lagrangian method is that it factorizes the problem and gives 
something to graph. The symbol theta was meant to stand for theta1, theta2, and 
theta3. The included angle is simply the differenece of theta1 and theta2 for the 
masses m1 and m2. I am very interested in solving the problem numerically as 
you write below. I recall that this was the subject of your Ph. D. Thesis. The 
numerical solution is of course very useful because it can be extended to the N 
particle case. If there are code packages which can be adapted for this problem 
then this would be very interesting because teh code coudl work out any orbit 
adn correct it for x.

In a message dated 19/05/2012 15:48:57 GMT Daylight Time, horsteck writes:

I have a problem with the definition of the coordinates for the 3 
body problem. In a plane we need 2 coordinates per body, in total 6. 
There are only 4 Lagrange eqautions (7-10). I think that each body 
is defined by a coordinate pair r_i, theta_i, so we need three 
equations of type (10) instead of one. Consequently, in eqs.(11-13) 
theta would have to be replaced by theta_1,2,3.

The angles alpha, beta, gamma of (5) are an alternative definition of 
angles, but these do not appear in the Lagrange equations. Therefore 
eq.(5) can only be used a posteriori to calculate alpha, beta, gamma. 
Eq.(28) is correct but cannot be used to display an orbit because 
beta is not known.

In my opinion the clearest procedure would be to start with the 
Newtonian N-body problem (28) of note 219(5), then to replace the 
Newtonian potential by the new one. No further information is 
needed for a numerical solution (time integration). This will give 
3D obits automatically. A planar motion will stay planar as long as 
the potential only depends on the modulus of the distances of 
masses.

Your introduction of a two-fold reduced mass mu_4 is an interesting 
approach. What stands the coordinate “r” for in this case? It has to 
be related to r1,r2,r3 anyhow. It must be guaranteed that these 
quantities ca be calculated “backward” when r is known.



Horst

Am 19.05.2012 11:01, schrieb EMyrone

The orbit of planet one is given by eq. (28). It is affected 
by the gravitation of the other planet adn of coruse the 
sun. This is the Newtonian limit (all precessional factors 
unity). The next step is to add the precessional factors 
and to use the new universal potential of gravitation. A 
graph of eq. (28) will be an interesting curve in its own 
right. So the correct way of calculating the precession of 
Mercury or any planet is not general relativity of 
Einstein’s type, but this method extended to include 
precessional factors. It is often stated that the three 
particle problem is insoluble analytically, but eq. (28) is 
an analytical solution based on lagrangian dynamics as 
in eqs. (6) to (10).

219(9) and 219(10) : Simple Solutions of the Three Particle     Problem  

May 20, 2012 

The simplest solution is eq. (9) of note 219(9), describing the motion of the centre of mass of m1 and 
m2 around M. The motion is also described by the simple equation (20), and also by eq. (8) of note 
219(10). In the case of alignment of M, m1 and m2, eq. (13) of note 219(10) can be applied, and this is 
particularly interesting and easy to graph because it is the difference of two conical sections.

a219thpapernotes9and10.pdf

Devastating Failure of Wind and Solar in     Australia  

May 20, 2012 

Many thanks to Axel Westrenius for sending on this utterly devastating condemnation of wind and solar 
from Australia. The data show clearly that neither source can provide anywhere near the demand, only 
coal and gas can do that. No one is totally keen on nuclear these days. In addition, in order to back up 
the wind turbines, new gas plants have to be constructed. The horrendous fiasco on the continent of 
Europe shows that no conventional power station has ever been replaced by wind and solar, and the 
whole of Europe is plastered with hideous ugliness. So in little Wales here the countryside is being 
devastated in order to provide Plaid Cymru party members with profit. Of course they know that what 
they are doing will ruin the Welsh countryside for personal greed, but cynically carry on with their 
collaboration. With patriots like that, who needs the plague? Labour should also be condemned outright 
for the same cynical profiteering. These socialists are very rich people. Any energy policy based on 
wind and solar will result in the construction of more gas powered and coal fired power stations. A lot 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/20/devastating-failure-of-wind-and-solar-in-australia/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/a219thpapernotes9and10.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/20/2199-and-21910-simple-solutions-of-the-three-particle-problem/


of employment will be created with the coming need to demolish all land based wind turbines. The 
concrete bases can be demolished first by advanced hydro technology and the rest can be cut up quite 
easily. The problem is how much damage have they done to the ecology. How green was my turbine?

In a message dated 20/05/2012 07:34:12 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

A nation still drawing 18,000MW in it’s 
sleep can’t go solar…
I’m away, so this is a good time for Guest posts. Here Tony explains that we need lots of 
electricity even while we sleep. I didn’t realize our electricity needs were so high at night. 
The lowest power use each day is still as much as 60% of the peak. That’s the base load at 
3am, and solar panels and wind farms just can’t provide it. We can burn the odd $500 
billion building hundreds of solar plants, but even then, we would have to go “medieval” 
for about 8 hours each night. Candles anyone? — Jo

Guest post by Anton Lang

AUSTRALIAN POWER CONSUMPTION LOAD CURVES

There’s a message in these two diagrams that underlies every decision about national 
energy.

Summer power curve – Time of Day versus power consumption (MW)

These two diagrams are the most misunderstood images in the whole debate — the Load 
Curves for actual power consumption. These two shown here are for the whole of eastern 
Australia (including Tasmania and South Australia).

The top diagram shows typical consumption for a day in mid summer (Monday 30th 
January 2012) and the second is for a typical mid winter day (Friday 22nd July 2011). 
(Usually peak winter consumption is a bit higher).

http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/eastern-australia-power-consumption-summer.gif


Consumption dips at 3AM to 4 AM on both diagrams to 18,000MW. So even when asleep, 
eastern Australia is consumes 18,000MW of power, basically 60% to 65% of every Watt of 
power that could be generated (generation capacity is about equal to the peak load).

Winter power curve: Time of Day versus power consumption (MW)

That level of power is required absolutely for the full 24 hours of every day, i.e. 24/7/365. 
It’s the Base Load — two words here, not just one word used as an adjective to describe 
coal fired power plants. It’s the minimum actual physical power just to keep things running 
in eastern Australia.

That power is supplied by plants running flat out at 3,000 RPM day in and day out. The 
only time they stop is when one generator at each plant is turned off for maintenance 
purposes. At these times, other large scale coal fired plants supply what is now out of 
service. These plants are mainly those on spinning reserve, and it’s described that way 
because those large scale generators take anything up to days to run down correctly, and 
then run back up correctly. So, typically older plants are kept on spinning reserve, in other 
words, running at speed but not supplying power, so, when needed they are ready to come 
on line delivering power.

The key here is that we just can’t store electrical energy on a big scale.

Peaking Power

The extra power required above that Base Load is called Peaking Power (or Peak Power). 
Peaking Power is an everyday occurrence — other power plants are brought on line to ‘top 
up’ the power. Again, this power has to be on stand-by ready for consumption. If power is 
predicted to be consumed, then the grid controllers need that power already at the grid, 
ready for it to be drawn down by people in homes with plasma TV’s and ovens and toasters. 
Peaking Power is provided mainly from natural gas fired plants, which can come on line 
and spin up to speed within minutes.

There are two distinct peaks on that winter diagram. In the morning — breakfast, showers, 
turns on the heaters etc – and then again in the afternoon and evening — when people come 

http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/eastern-australia-power-consumption-winter.gif


home and turn on the heaters, stoves, microwaves, washing machines and dryers.

Without rearranging our biological clocks, or reforming our civilization, there’s no 
real possibility of ‘flattening out’ the two humps.

Renewable power just cannot fill those unmovable daily time-slot requirements.

Let’s look at the Base Load. We are told that Concentrating Solar (CS) can do this, but it 
just cannot.

A CS power plant currently can in theory supply a maximum of 50MW, but even now the 
best plant in operation only provides 17MW. Let’s pretend it can do 50MW. These plants 
are ones that have heat retention and can supply their power after the Sun sets, but the best  
case year-round-average is around 16 hours a day. And in winter, when the peaks are 
highest, there may only be 4 hours a day when sunlight is strong enough to use.

The logistics of solar and wind don’t add up

Base load is 18,000MW, so we need at least 360 best case CS plants. They cost around 
$1.45 billion each, so around $520 billion for construction — and still you have an average 
of 8 hours in every day without incoming power to run Australia.

Wind power can provide some power throughout the day, but their average 8 hours a day of 
maximum delivery is usually not the right 8 hours. In eastern Australia, the total power 
delivered by the 23 wind plants with 965 huge towers is still only 600MW, or around 3.3% 
of Base Load.

While there are people who will tell you that concentrated solar and wind power can power 
eastern Australia, it looks impossible once you dig down to the details.

Source for Load Curve Diagrams: Third graph on each page

Summer Jan 30 2012 http://windfarmperformance.info/?date=2012-01-30

Winter Jul 22 201 http://windfarmperformance.info/?date=2011-07-22

http://joannenova.com.au/2012/05/a-nation-still-drawing-18000mw-in-its-sleep-cant-go-
solar/#more-21685

=

219(8): General 3-D Function in Terms of Conical     Sections  

May 20, 2012 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/20/2198-general-3-d-function-in-terms-of-conical-sections/
http://joannenova.com.au/2012/05/a-nation-still-drawing-18000mw-in-its-sleep-cant-go-solar/#more-21685
http://joannenova.com.au/2012/05/a-nation-still-drawing-18000mw-in-its-sleep-cant-go-solar/#more-21685
http://windfarmperformance.info/?date=2011-07-22
http://windfarmperformance.info/?date=2012-01-30


This analysis results in two differential equations (15) and (19) which if integrated numerically for x 
give it in terms of r, theta and Z.

a219thpapernotes8.pdf

Petition for a Land Act for     Wales  

May 20, 2012 

This is gathering support and can be found by googling “Petition for a Land Act”, first site that comes 
up. There is obviously no democracy in Wales, and never has been, because the electoral system is 
meaningless. Candidates can be pseudoelected on a tiny minority of the electoral register. It is easily 
possible to organize direct rule and electronic referenda on every important issue. The fact that this is 
not done means that the unelected want power for its own sake, want power for themselves. This is 
why I have never voted for any politician, with the one exception of Linda Frame in a local election 
because I transferred my support to her in return for a promise to campaign against wind turbines, a 
campaign which never materialized. That turned out to be a wasted vote because of lack of campaign 
strength and almost complete apathy. There was only a 44% turn out and the “elected” candidate got 
only 20% of the electoral register. This is a pattern of non-democracy which was repeated all over 
Swansea County. The same old faces stay there for years, and I just ignore them. I am forced to pay my 
taxes but otherwise ignore the Council. Mawr Community Council was recently rerpimanded by the 
Auditor on seventy two counts. I condemn the Community Council as Armiger. Respect for politicians 
is at a record low, and they are dictators to all intents and purposes.

Parts 3 and 4 of Film by Robert     Cheshire  

May 20, 2012 

These are parts three and four of the film by Robert Cheshire.

34of4basicorbits1

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/20/parts-3-and-4-of-film-by-robert-cheshire/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/20/petition-for-a-land-act-for-wales/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/a219thpapernotes8.pdf


 
►

New Film of Orbits by Robert     Cheshire  

May 20, 2012 

I have posted the four parts of this excellent animation on the blog and sent it for posting to Dave 
Burleigh. I know that Robert Cheshire has spent hundreds of hours of his own time in making this and 
other animations at his own expense, and I would recommend him for an adjunct professorship at a 
leading university if he is interested. I think that this film is an excellent depiction of static and 
precessing elliptical orbits, and well worth studying in detail. The code packages available for the N 
particle gravitational problem should be adapted for the new universal law of gravitation which I 
discovered recently and whose consequences are beginning to be explored with the help of Horst 
Eckardt, Robert Cheshire, Ray Delaforce, Gareth Evans and others, who add their own valuable 
contributions at every stage. I have made a few simple lagrangian calculations on the three particle 
problem and three dimensional orbits. The supercomputer experts can now take over. The universal law 
of gravitation has replaced Einsteinian general relativity (EGR) because the former is an accurate 
description of all known orbits, and predicts a whole new cosmology based on the simple mathematics 
of fractal orbits. EGR is very well known to be a dismal failure riddled with covered up errors. The 
way that physics is taught has also changed completely in a few short years, the unhealthy domination 
of a few intolerant people with vested interest has been removed by use of the internet, distance 
learning pioneered by AIAS and similar enlightened organizations. Universities no longer dominate the 
learning process, and the flaws in EGR can no longer be covered up. The proponents of EGR have been 
exposed as dogmatists, and not scientists, and have been made irrelevant.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/20/new-film-of-orbits-by-robert-cheshire/


FOR POSTING: Parts 1 and 2 of Film by Robert     Cheshire  

May 20, 2012 

This is an excellent film of orbits by Robert Cheshire and is a valuable depiction of orbits using 
advanced graphic techniques.

12of4basicorbits

 
►

Daily Report Saturday     19/5/12  

May 20, 2012 

There were 2,580 hits from 523 distinct visits, 30.2% spiders. Deaprtment of Physics Aarhus University 
Denmark Proof1; National Knowledge Network India UFT133; City of St Petersburg Russia general; 
Imperial College London UFT175; intense interest all sectors.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/20/daily-report-saturday-19512/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/20/for-posting-parts-1-and-2-of-film-by-robert-cheshire/


Illegality of the Betws     Proposal  

May 19, 2012 

The Mynydd Betws proposal is illegal under the European Convention on Human Rights because it 
breaches the human rights of assembly and freedom of speech in that Neath Port Talbot Borough 
Council illegally ignored a large majority against the proposal as outlined by Sia^n Ifan in her recent 
article in “Y Cymro” posted on this blog. I was part of that majority, and being ignored is an insult 
which I will never forget. All the turbine developments in Wales are illegal if they ignore majority 
objections. This indicates that the Councils are in fact dictatorships and they are therefore illegal as 
well as being cynical dictators contemptuous of democracy. On 1st April 2012 the Welsh Government 
adopted Sections 16 and 38 of the Commons Act of 2006, meaning that the consent of the Welsh 
Ministers must be obtained for any new turbine proposal. Under Section 16 replacement land must be 
given. All turbine proposals in Wales are the result of unscientific totalitarianism, and are illegal under 
the European Human Rights laws. Under Section 41 of the 2006 Commons Act all turbines constructed 
illegally can be demolished under a court order. There is an efficient way of demolishing the concrete 
bases following a court order by using new types of hydro machinery. What is happening is an 
organized theft of land in Wales under dictatorial regimes. Democracy is ignored, and this is illegal 
under the Human Rights laws. Councils which ignore majority objections can be prosecuted for 
criminal conduct as well as sued for a civil tort. So I advise the Prosecution Service to carry out the 
criminal prosecutions under the Human Rights laws. I wrote a petition for a Land Act in co authorship 
with Sia^n Ifan and the petition is on my blog. The Land Act would stop the age old theft of 
commonland land in Wales and has precedents in Land Acts under Gladstone and Balfour. The 
attempted theft of Mynydd Gelliwastad by the Beaufort Estate was stopped recently, and I was one of 
those who helped stop it (MA007 proposal thrown out). This was an underhand wind turbine proposal. 
The subsidies for wind turbines will soon be dropped by the Westminster Government, so most turbine 
companies will go bankrupt, leaving behind a trail of hideous and useless ugliness. These are foreign 
companies who are intent on an underhand invasion of Britain, havng failed in the past in military 
invasion attempts and having been stopped permanently by the British nuclear deterrent and strong 
alliance with the United States’s powerful nuclear deterrent. They are nominally NATO allies but 
invade with wind turbines. Any help given to them is illegal under the Human Rights Convention that 
they seek to deny. Any so called “Welsh Minister” who assents to wind turbines is behaving very much 
like a dictator and what my late friend, the French statesman and great theoretical physicist Jean Pierre 
Vigier (Legion d’Honneur, Medaille de Reistance) would have described as a collaborator. Any legal 
means possible should be used throughout Wales and indeed Europe to put an end to wind turbines, and 
put an end to dictatorship. Those who have suffered under dictatorship in Europe, of whatever country, 
should be able to recognize a wind turbine as a jack boot of any variety.

MAE ANGEN DEDDF TIR I AMDDIFFYN     CYMRU.  

May 19, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr!

In a message dated 19/05/2012 16:33:37 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/19/mae-angen-deddf-tir-i-amddiffyn-cymru/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/19/illegality-of-the-betws-proposal/


219(7): Three Particle Problem with     Precession  

May 19, 2012 

The solution in this case is given by the set of equations (3) and (4), giving many opportunities for 
graphics.

a219thpapernotes7.pdf

Three and N Particle     Problems  

May 19, 2012 

Many of the best mathematicians worked on the gravitational three particle problem: Euler, Lagrange, 
D’Alembert and Poincare included. Poincare was given the King Oscar II Prize for a solution. They all 
missed the new gravitational law, and so did Einstein of course. In the time of Euler, Lagrange and 
d’Alembert, planetary precession was either not known, or ill known. In the three particle problem the 
old Newtonian law is still used, so the methodology I intend to adopt is to replace it methodically with 
the new precessional law and find the effect on orbits with the help of Horst Eckardt, Robert Cheshire 
and Ray Delaforce using advanced graphics. The analytical solution I have just given today might have 
won the Oscar II Prize in its time. These days such a simple solution would never do, they are much too 
powerful. Ken Wilson, who founded the Cornell Theory Center, also worked on the N particle problem 
in nuclear physics, and was awarded a Nobel Prize. In my own solution I factored out the problem into 
four Euler Lagrange equations, and solved the system with pairs of simultaneous equations. The four 
Euler Lagrange equations are independent. The method is still analytical with precession factors and 
that is the next stage. At each stage the solutions are graphed to see if they make sense. The Miles 
Mathis site heavily criticises Einstein for using general relativity only for one part of the problem, the 
43 arsecond precession of Mercury per century. Mathis makes the point that the other precessions were 
treated classically. However I am not so sure, because precessions cannot be calculated with a 
Newtonian force law as is well known. The entire mess is cleared up with the new gravitational 
potential law.

219(6): Motion of Two Planets Around the     Sun  

May 19, 2012 

The orbit of planet one is given by eq. (28). It is affected by the gravitation of the other planet and of 
course the sun. This is the Newtonian limit (all precessional factors unity). The next step is to add the 
precessional factors and to use the new universal potential of gravitation. A graph of eq. (28) will be an 
interesting curve in its own right. So the correct way of calculating the precession of Mercury or any 
planet is not general relativity of Einstein’s type, but this method extended to include precessional 
factors. It is often stated that the three particle problem is insoluble analytically, but eq. (28) is an 
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analytical solution based on lagrangian dynamics as in eqs. (6) to (10).

a219thpapernotes6.pdf

First Application of the Three Particle     Problem  

May 19, 2012 

Agreed, it is clear to all that there is a vast amount waiting to be discovered, as usual in science and 
knowledge in general, especially with google now providing everyone with a vast private library. 
Everyone could learn any language using google, and there is no “retirement” from learning. No further 
excuse to lose a language, and the bigots cannot stop anyone from learning. If you learn a few words or 
sentence it all helps. So if people can retire early from mundane and boring jobs they can dedicate 
themselves completely to scholarship of the type they like best, and cannot be prevented from doing so 
by an offensively corrupt university systems which locks out the best scholars. The reason for this is 
that scholars are not politicians, they are intellectually honest.

In a message dated 18/05/2012 22:18:16 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

The n body problem can be developed by others Myron. You are laying the foundations- the 
n body problem will provide a fine tuning. No doubt there will be interesting consequences 
but the basics are what matter at this time. Your strategy is spot on !! 

paper 218, section     3  

May 19, 2012 

Many thanks again to Dr Horst Eckardt for these high quality graphics. The print quality is also very 
good and we are ready now to embark on the real problems of modern astronomy and cosmology. I am 
in a highly excited orbital and will shortly dissociate.

p218-3.docx
p218-3.pdf

Daily Report     18/5/12  

May 19, 2012 

There were 7,922 hits from 686 distinct visits, 74.8% spiders, indicating a recent pattern of extensive 
downloads. The US Archives for example has downloaded over 1.4 gigabytes from www.aias.us in 
May. Federal University of Pernambuco Felker3 (Sp); University of Tarapaca de Arica Chile 
Felker6(Sp); Dosquebradas Colombia UFT131(Sp); Lockheed Martin UFT39; Siemens Company 
UFT98; Cornell University UFT29; New Mexico State University UFT133; Texas Southern University 
UNCC Saga Part 4; University of Minnesota Twin Cities levitron; Distance Education University Spain 
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UFT170(Sp); Santiago de Compostela University UFT152(Sp); French Engineering University Lyon 
levitron; Polytechnic University of Marche Italy UFT38; U. S. Army Knowledge Online UFT39, 76, 
124; US Naval Marine Command general; University of Guanajuato Mexico Essay9(Sp), UFT158(Sp); 
University of Sonora Mexico Essay63(Sp); Stefan Banach Centre of the Institute of Mathematics of the 
Polish Academy of Sceinces Warsaw refutation of Heisenberg; Physics Metu University UFT2; 
Sheffield University Latest Family History; Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory Historical Source 
Documents 31; intense interest all sectors.

First Application of the Three Particle     Problem  

May 18, 2012 

This will be to the orbits of two planets around the sun, the two planets interacting with each other. 
After checking that the Newtonian method is correct, the new force law will be applied. The sun is 
considered to be at the centre of mass because it is so much heavier than the planets. The two planetary 
orbits will be precessing ellipses as is well known, with different x factors. In addition there will be a 
motion of one planet around their mutual centre of mass. So the precession of one planet is affected by 
the gravitation of the other, as is well known. This is actually the correct way of calculating the 
precession of the perihelion of Mercury. In general the precession of Mercury will be affected by the 
gravitational fields of all other objects in the solar system, an N particle problem that must be solved by 
the supercomputer as is well known.

FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper 217, Graphical Proofs of Complete Failure 
of     EGR  

May 18, 2012 

This is an excellent section as usual by Dr. Horst Eckardt. Eq. (97) was first derived in UFT190, 192 
and 193 ff. Not only does the Einstein theory fail, but it is not even correct in a rough approximation. 
Some very interesting orbits are given with the new generalized conical sections. In these papers we are 
outlining the major features only, because this is the start of a completely new subject area.

paper217-3.pdf

Protest Mynydd y     Bettws  

May 18, 2012 

Cydymdeimliadau o galon i Gethin ar golled ei fam. Dodaf yr holl fanylion hyn ar y blog. Heartfelt 
condolences to Gethin on the loss of his mother. I am putting all these excellent details on the blog.

In a message dated 18/05/2012 12:34:32 GMT Daylight Time,

Annwyl Myron,
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Bu farw mam Gethin y bore ‘ma, felly tydwi ddim wedi cael cyfle i edrych ar fy 
negeseuon tan rwan. 

Mae eich negeseuon a gwybodaeth parthed Glyndŵr a Hyddgen yn rhagorol fel arfer 
er, bydd yn rhaid i ni gytuno i anghytuno parthed Harri Tudur. Cawn seiat am hwnnw 
rhyw dro eto.

Rhan gwybodaeth, gyrrais yr isod allan i rhai enwau Cymraeg ar eich rhestr e-bost 
chi ddoe. Os ellwch chi feddwl am fwy a fyddai â diddordeb?…gwych.

Am y tro

Siân

O.N. Dyma ddolen gyswllt i rhaglen ‘To bach’ dwi’n siwr y byddai o ddefnydd i chi: 
http://www.bangor.ac.uk/cymorthcymraeg/to_bach.php.cy

219(5): Statement of the Gravitational N Particle     Problem  

May 18, 2012 

This is the statement of the problem. For three particles the conventional lagrangian reduces to eq. (37). 
When the third mass m sub 3 is very small, it reduces to the lagrangian that gives the conical sections 
with x = 1. It is now known that the true universal law is the one for x different from unity. However 
the first stage is to set up three simultaneous equations from the three Euler Lagrange equations for r 
sub 1, r sub 2 and r sub 3 in a given coordinate system, firstly for x = 1. For N particles there are N 
terms in the lagrangian (37) and N simultaneous Euler Lagrange equations. This is a highly non trivial 
problem, as is well known even on the Newtonian level, but can be solved by computer. On the new 
ECE level a whole new subject area will open up from this analysis. The latter must be carried out 
systematically step by step. The orbits from the 3 particle system are no longer the familiar static 
ellipse of Newton, but can become exceedingly complicated, even on the Newtonian level. These are 
the real orbits of real systems even on the non relativistic Newtonian level. An example is the moon 
earth sun system (three particles). The new force law will change the whole subject of cosmology.

a219thpapernotes5.pdf

Site of the Battle of     Hyddgen  

May 18, 2012 

This famous site is endangered by the organized greed-ridden madness known as wind turbine 
technology. It is easily googled up and needs no introduction from me. The Owain Glyndw^r Rising 
occurred as the result of land thieving by the Norman de Grey, the land in Wales is tradionally shared 
out among the people and there was no concept of the king owning everything as in the Norman society 
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imported after 1066. It spread rapidly throughout Wales and the Britons (i.e. “Welsh”) fought with their 
traditional great courage and tenacity for fifeeen years against their Norman and Angevin oppressors. 
Glyndw^r allied himself with France and Scotland, and with Henry Hotspur. It was due to Hotspur’s ill 
judgment in losing a battle that the Rising failed. He failed to wait for the arrival of the Glyndw^r 
forces. The Rising stopped but was never defeated. In my view it was finished off a few years later by 
Henry Tudor who became King Henry VII in 1485. That is why I am so proud of my seventeen known 
ancestors at Bosworth. Whatever you think of the Tudors this prevented further pressure being applied 
to Wales. Without the Tudors the Henry Morgan Bible would never have been written, and they must 
be judged in the context of their own time. Our times are hardly exemplary. Whatever you think of 
theology, the Henry Morgan Bible is a great masterpiece of literature in our own language. Wales 
should think highly of its unique contribution to the world in theology, its literature and music instead 
of allowing its churches and chapels to be desecrated. This land thieving goes on today in the guise of 
wind turbine development. The assembly is uselessly unable to stop it and some money-vultures 
encourage it. The damage on Mynydd Bettws is horrendously clear to all, many feel physically sick at 
it. I think that the European Convention on Human Rights can be implemented to stop the tide of 
damaging immigration into Wales on the grounds of language and culture destruction. Both langugae 
and culture are protected by law. Dr Graham Hall and I mountaineered near the Hyddgen site and were 
caught in a blizzard on Pumlumon. I found the way off the mountain by listening for a stream of water, 
otherwise in a white out one goes around in circles and becomes disoriented. I know a lot of politicians 
who are completely confused in this way, in one recent case an Assembly Member was inebriated after 
a vulgar alcoholic party and remained so all the next day. He should be dismissed in my opinion. I for 
one will not be governed by such people. No free man will be governed in this way. I recorded the 
Pumlumon event in the attached sonnet “On Hearing the Way Down”. I also mountaineered with 
Christie O’Donovan Rossa a descendant of the great Irish Patriot Jeremiah O’Donovan Rossa. Both 
Graham (from England) and Christie (from Ireland) learned the Welsh language, setting an example to 
all guests in Wales, immigrants looking for cheap property. They lost their own languages long ago: 
Brythonic, Mercian, Saxon, Norse, all have gone. Only in Wales have we had the tenacity and 
enlightenment keep Brythonic Celtic alive. Losing a language is like setting fire to the Parthenon, it is 
like destroying your own existence. I myself have no intention of going down that pathetic road.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY.doc

Daily Report     17/5/12  

May 18, 2012 

There were 2,834 hits from 601 distinct visits, 34.3% spiders, extensive downloads. Federal University 
of Paraiba Brazil UFT41; Tsinghua University China UFT88; Northrop Grumman Corporation UFT8, 
45; Wolfram Company general; German Synchrotron Facility levitron; Technical University Dresden 
Rebuke of ‘t Hooft by Gareth Evans; Department of Physics University of Hawaii CEFE leaflet, 
overview, flowcharts; Middlebury College Vermont UFT25; Rochester Institute of Technology UFT91; 
University of Chicago UFT142; University of Murcia Felker3 (Sp); University of Valencia Felker5 
(Spanish); Brookhaven National Laboratory UFT81; Institute of Physics Trieste University UFT57; 
Electrical Engineering University of Rome 2 UFT146; Physics Tohoku University general; Korean 
Advanced Institute of Technology general; University of Guanajuato Mexico Felker3 (Spanish); US 
Archives extensive download; J. Sterling Morton High School District Illinois general; Blekinge 
Institute of Technology Sweden UFT153; University College of Wales Aberystwyth My CV; University 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/18/daily-report-17512/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/autobiography.doc


of Cambridge UFT43; Darwin College Cambridge UFT102; St. John’s College Cambridge UFT88; 
City University UFT177; University of Durham UFT88, intense interest all sectors.

Invitation to Ffred     Ffransis  

May 17, 2012 

Ffred Ffransis is married to Meinir ferch Gwynfor Evans and both are heroic activists on behalf of the 
Welsh language. I think that Meinir was denied her Welsh language Bible while in some pagan English 
prison. So I think that they should be invited to speak against the Bettws desecration of our land and 
culture. They are mentioned in the Thesis on the www.aias.us website. As Plaid Cymru and Labour lie 
in supine subjection to greed, corruption, intellectual inebriation and avarice, the second hand turbine 
salesmen, and as Imperial Labour gets ever more remote from its roots, Ffred and Meinir Ffransis are 
beacons of integrity, nobility and courage, having been imprisoned many times for their support of the 
Welsh language. Where else but in Wales would decent people be imprisoned for defending their own 
language? As a U.S. dual citizen and therefore a republican and anti colonialist, I call for U.S. 
condemnation of the governments responsible for letting the Welsh language be brought ever nearer to 
extinction. The Mynydd y Gwair proposal would desecrate the memory of the U. S. Second Infantry 
Division, (the Indianhead) so again a U. S. protest is called for. Every possible peaceful and legal 
method should be used continuously against wind turbines in Wales, and what they represent, the 
attempted theft of our land and the attempted destruction of our language. Nothing new in that, so we 
meet them in the same old way by protecting our land and protecting our language and culture among 
ourselves in our own homes, into which no pseudorepresentative can break. In other words do not sell 
your houses, put them in trust, teach all the children to speak Welsh. I believe that Ffred and Meinir 
have seven children all fluent in Welsh. They were brought up while their parents took turns in prison 
for peaceful acts in defence of the language. I believe they should be awarded a Nobel Peace Prize and 
paid millions in compensation for breaches of the European Convention on Human Rights, a law which 
should be used to prevent them from ever being imprisoned again. What are ministers of the Welsh 
assembly compared to them – mute bureaucrats. The European Convention should be used to oblige 
them by law to answer e mail.

The Three Particle Gravitational     Problem  

May 17, 2012 

I started my study of this problem today using google “Gravitational three body problem lagrangian”, 
page twp 7th and subsequent sites on second page. It has no known analytical solution except in special 
cases discovered by Euler and Lagrange. However I will look at these special cases with the new 
universal potential, the general solution needs computer methods. Even in Newtonian dynamics the 
three particle orbits can get exceedingly complicated, and chaotic. So the new universal law of 
gravitation will produce orbits of great variety, all hitherto completely unknown. I do not think that 
Einsteinian general relativity can be applied at all to the three particle problem. This is fortunate 
because to any honest thinker EGR is total nonsense. I will develop the problem that Horst is interested 
in tomorrow.
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Three Particle     Problem  

May 17, 2012 

In calculating the motion of the earh around the sun and around the centre of the Milky Way, the 
methods of the classical three particle problem can be applied with the new universal law of gravitation 
that replaces the one attributed incorrectly to Isaac Newton and inferred and introduced to Newton by 
Robert Hooke. So this will be the next stage of UFT219. A computer is needed for the classical n 
particle problem, again with the new law of universal gravitation. It becomes instantly clear that an 
infinite number of new orbits await discovery, both theoretically and experimentally. The solar system 
is an n particle problem of gravitation as is well known, and the moon earth sun system is a three 
particle problem. So I will commence a literature search on these methods.

Daily Report     16/5/12  

May 17, 2012 

There were 3,948 hits from 766 distinct visits, 41.3% spiders. University of Queensland UFT4; Vice 
Presidency of Bolivia UFT136 (Sp.); University of Tarapaca de Arica Chile F4 (Sp.); Chaos Computer 
Club extensive download of OO and UFT papers; Aarhus University Denmark UFT60; Bryn Mawr 
University UFT55; Chapman University California UFT141; Duke University School of Medicine 
levitron; Georgetown University Croca article; Faculty of Arts and Sciences Harvard University 
UFT212; Morgan State University Baltimore UFT25; University of Poitiers general; The Institute of 
Mathematical Sciences India UFT149; University of Guanajuato Mexico Proof2 (Sp); US Archives 
extensive automated download; Institute of Physics of the Polish Academy of Sciences UFT70; 
Ipredator Sweden extensive download (anonymized IP site); Cambridge University UFT88; University 
of Durham UFT102; City of Davis California levitron; North West University South Africa LCR 
resonant. Intense interest all sectors.

FOR POSTING : Article by Robert     Cheshire  

May 16, 2012 

I have obtained Robert Cheshire’s permission to post this article and hereby ask David Burleigh to post 
it. In my opinion it can also be accepted in the journal as a short invited review. I am also posting it on 
the blog.

forAdvancedStudiesisacontinuousoutputofopensourceScience.doc
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219(4): General Superposition of Orbits in a     Plane  

May 16, 2012 

In this case the plot of R against theta is as in eq. (4), and gives the path of a combined orbital motion 
asumed for simplicity to be in a plane. So a plot of R against theta of this type traces out the 
simultaneous motion of the earth about the sun, which orbits the centre of the Milky Way. The earth 
year is the familiar 365.25 days, and the “sun year” in the Milky Way is about 280 million earth years. 
The new universal force of gravitation applies to both orbits becasue it applies to all orbits. If one 
orbital plane is tilted with respect to the other the analysis gets a little more difficult, and will be 
developed in the next note. This analysis can also be applied to the motion of any satellite around the 
earth which itself orbits around the sun, which itself orbits around the centre of the Milky Way and so 
on. Note carefully that Einsteinian general relativity, dark matter and “post Newtonian” theories are no 
longer used at all. Any orbit is always described by the general conical section.

a219thpapernotes4.pdf

Nant y Moch wind farm – Project     Update  

May 16, 2012 

I am strongly opposed to this development and object to it vehemently. It is an insult and dangerous 
threat to the People of Wales and to democracy, and technologically worse than useless. It is a kind of 
organized vandalism on a sickening scale, and a series of injunctions should be sought by action groups 
all over Wales to prevent all further wind turbine development in Wales. Class actions in Court can be 
used to seek such injunctions as a matter of great urgency, and these class actions need to be organized. 
Companies responsible for causing such environmental carnage can be sued for billions in damages and 
also prosecuted under Section 38 of the Commons Act 2006, which prohibits all works on 
commonland. Under Section 41 of the Act, injunctions may be sought for court orders to dismantle all 
existing turbines illegally constructed. My scientific arguments are on my blog, www.aias.us, in many 
objections. The overwhelming majority of scientists now thinks that there is no human made global 
warming, and that wind turbines will never displace existing power stations. Refereed NASA data have 
proven that carbon dioxide levels have had no effect on the climate. Wind turbines are grossly 
inefficient, and a gigantic scam.  This is particularly insulting to Wales because it will desecrate the site 
of the Battle of Hyddgen at which Owain Glyndw^r defeated a force ten times his number. Many 
countries including the U.S. will or soon will drop wind turbine subsidies, which are the only reason for 
their existence. I hope that wind turbine companies will go bankrupt as they lose their subsidies, and I 
hope that they will be obliged by law to clean up their own mess. Some of the damage they have 
caused will never be repaired.

Myron Evans

Evans of Glyn Eithrym, Armiger, Civil List Pensioner, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M .Civil List
www.aias.us

Ancestral Cousin of Owain IV Glyndw^r of Wales

In a message dated 16/05/2012 10:12:18 GMT Daylight Time, eluned.lewis@sserenewables.com 
writes:
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PLEASE SCROLL DOWN FOR WELSH:

Nant y Moch Wind Farm – Project Update

I am writing inform you that we have recently advised The Planning Inspectorate (the 
Government agency responsible for examining applications for nationally significant 
infrastructure projects since the abolition of the Infrastructure Planning Commission (IPC)), 
that the planned submission date of a planning application for the proposed Nant y Moch 
wind farm is now Autumn 2012.

This is because we are looking to make some changes to specific sections of the planning 
application to reflect the further responses that we have received both during and since the 
formal consultation period.

We will be informing the local community shortly about the changes that we are proposing 
to make. We will provide a period of at least 28 days for consultation on these specific 
changes (as required by The Planning Inspectorate) and will publicise widely over the next 
few weeks how we intend to undertake this consultation.

As we have previously stated, we are very grateful for the feedback that we have received 
on the project to date and are confident that we will be able to address the issues raised as 
part of our planning application submission. We will continue to be involved in discussions 
with stakeholders to ensure that we can progress the project and will keep you informed on 
progress.

In the meantime, you can find further information on our project website: eluned.lewis

Yours sincerely,

Eluned Lewis

SSE Renewables Community Liaison Officer

Fferm Wynt Nant y Moch – Diweddariad Prosiect

Ysgrifennaf i eich hysbysu ein bod wedi cynghori’r Arolygiaeth Gynllunio (yr asiantaeth 
lywodraethol sydd yn gyfrifol am archwilio prosiectau isadeiledd arwyddocaol 
cenedlaethol ers diddymiad y Comisiwn Cynllunio Seilwaith (IPC)), fod SSE Renewables 
yn bwriadu cyflwyno’r cais cynllunio ar gyfer fferm wynt Nant y Moch tan Hydref 2012.

Mae hyn oherwydd ein bod yn bwriadu gwneud newidiadau i adrannau penodol o’r cais 
cynllunio sy’n adlewyrchu’r ymatebion yr ydyn wedi derbyn yn ystod y cyfnod 
ymgynghori ffurfiol ac ers hyn.

Fe fyddwn yn rhoi gwybod i’r gymuned leol yn fuan ynglŷn ar newidiadau rydyn yn 
bwriadu ei wneud ac fe fyddwn yn penodi cyfnod o leiaf 28 diwrnod ar gyfer ymgynghori 
pellach ar y newidiadau penodol yma (fel sydd yn ofynnol gan yr Arolygiaeth Gynllunio). 
Fe fyddwn yn hysbysebu dros yr wythnosau nesaf sut y byddwn yn bwriadu ymgymryd â’r 



ymgynghori yma.

Fel yr ydyn wedi dweud yn flaenorol, rydyn yn ddiolchgar iawn am y sylwadau rydyn wedi 
derbyn hyd yn hyn ar y prosiect ac yn hyderus y byddwn yn medru ymateb i’r materion 
sydd wedi codi fel rhan o’r cais cynllunio. Rydyn yn dal i drafod gyda hapddaliwr y 
prosiect i wneud yn siŵr fod y prosiect yn symud ymlaen ac fe fyddwn yn eich hysbysu 
ynglŷn â hyn.

Yn y cyfamser medrwch ddarganfod fwy o wybodaeth ar safle we’r prosiect:

www.ffermwyntnantymoch.com. Neu os yr hoffech drafod y prosiect mewn mwy o 
fanylder, cysylltwch gyda mi ar 01654 702720 neu trwy e-bostio 
eluned.lewis@sserenewables.com

Yn Gywir,

Eluned Lewis

Swyddog Cyswllt SSE Renewables

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It may not 
represent the views of the SSE Group. It is intended solely for the addressees. Access to this 
email by anyone else is unauthorised. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, 
copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is 
prohibited and may be unlawful. Any unauthorised recipient should advise the sender 
immediately of the error in transmission. Unless specifically stated otherwise, this email (or 
any attachments to it) is not an offer capable of acceptance or acceptance of an offer and it 
does not form part of a binding contractual agreement.

SSE Renewables Holdings Limited is part of the SSE Group
The Registered Office of SSE Renewables Holdings Limited is One Spencer Dock North 
Wall Quay Dublin 1 Ireland
Registered in Ireland No. 314061
www.sserenewables.com

219(3) : The Lagrangian Dynamics of the Helical Like     Orbits  

May 16, 2012 

This note gives the lagrangian dynamics of the helical like orbits graphed yesterday by Horst Eckardt. 
It is seen that the effect on the planar dynamics in the plane XY is to introduce the additional angular 
momentum (16), the original force law (11) remaining the same. This provides a neat analytical 
solution to the problem of three dimensional orbits using a simple helical model. Some of these helical 
structures are observed in Halton Arp’s “strange galaxies” and the double helix nebula. This is a far 
simpler explanation of these cosmological structures than the hugely elaborate and erronoeus standard 
physics. It is going to be very difficult to adhere to such nonsensical dogma after this.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/16/2193-the-lagrangian-dynamics-of-the-helical-like-orbits/


a219thpapernotes3.pdf

Intense Interest in Blog of     www.aias.us  

May 16, 2012 

The blog is building up steam again today as we still say in the former coal mining areas, and there is in 
general intense interest in its contents, which include petitions, cross links to the Embassy Owain 
Glyndw^r sites, petitions, anti turbine science, protests against the hated wind turbines and so on. The 
interest starts in the far east (up to twelve hours ahead in time) and goes around the world by the end of 
the day (up to twelve hours behind in time). I am situated on GMT in the middle. It is little known that 
GMT was discovered in Craig Cefn Parc by the Silurians, Greenwich is a little too far to the east and 
the Catuvellauni were never any good at navigating. The new three dimensional orbits graphed by 
Horst Eckardt were posted yesterday and are really amazing in view of the fact that they describe all 
known orbits and predict an astonishing variety and types of new orbits. Even the most fanatical 
dogmatist cannot deny this because the theory is so simple (school level) and so powerful. To deny 
such a discovery would be to deny the excitement of scientific discovery itself. The great and 
unprecedented impact of the AIAS sites means that the discovery is known around the world almost as 
soon as it is made.

Feedback for May 1 – 15,     www.aias.us  

May 16, 2012 

This is the usual two weekly summary of distinct visits from the higher educational sector worldwide 
and similar. It shows visits from essentially all the best universities in the world. The attached monthly 
file shows an average of about 22,000 distinct visits a month over the past three years of which roughly 
2%, about 440, are visits from this higher education sector, i.e. an average of roughly 440 universities 
and similar a month. This has been the case for a decade. This level of interest is far higher than for any 
comparable physics research group in the world, and there is an extensive comparitive impact table on 
www.aias.us to prove this. AIAS is smaller than the average research group in a physics department. 
Compared with this impact the physics departments in what remains of higher eduation in Wales are 
completely insignificant by any objectve measure. This is because they do not employ the best scholars 
in Wales and are of little or no relevance to the needs of the country. They are of no relevance to the 
needs of Welsh speakers. For a national university this is disgraceful and deplorable.

overview.pdf

Monthly Feedback Statistics for AIAS.pdf

Selected Feedback Interest in ECE for May 1 – 15

US Universities, Institutes and Similar 

Arizona, Brandeis, Bryn Mawr, Boston, California Polytech., Caltech, Colorado*, 

http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/monthly-feedback-statistics-for-aias1.pdf
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/overview4.pdf
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/16/feedback-for-may-1-15-www-aias-us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/16/intense-interest-in-blog-of-www-aias-us/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/a219thpapernotes3.pdf


Cornell, Drexel, Florida State, Geneseo, Indiana, Indiana Purdue Indianapolis, Kansas, Macon State, 

Colorado School of Mines*, MIT*, Northern Arizona, Northwestern, Naval Postgraduate School, 

New York, New York Polytechnic, Princeton*, Penn Statae, Purdue, Reed, Rider, Texas A and M, 

Thiagaraj Engineering India (on edu), Temple, Texas Tech., Univ Chicago*, UC Irvine, UC 

Riverside, UC Santa Barbara*, UC San Diego, Illinois Chicago, Illinois Urbana Champaign, U 

Mass., Maryland, North Carolina Charlotte, Nevada Las Vegas, Pompeu Fabra (on edu), texas*, 

Washington*, Wisconsin, Xavier, Brookhaven, NOAA Alaska Weather Service, US Archives*, 

Grand Island Public Schools Nebraska, Mesquite Independent School District, General Electric, 

Lockheed Martin, Raytheon 

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar 

Vienna, Virtual Campus Graz, EPF Lausanne, ETH Zurich*, Zurich, Brno, FH 

Duesseldorf, Max Planck Berlin History of Science, Ruhr Bochum, RWTH Aachen, Siemens, TU 

Darmstadt, Freiburg, Marburg*, Regensburg, Stuttgart, South Denmark, ENDESA Gov. Spain, Gov. 

Canaries, Autonomous Madrid, Complutensian Madrid*, Granada, National Distance Education 

University, Canaries, Polytechnic Madrid, Valencia*, French Atomic Energy Authority, French 

National Synchrotron Facility, French National Particle Laboratory, Paris Observatory Meudon, 

Poitiers*, National Technical University Athens, ATT Greece, Eotvos Lorand Hungary, Hebrew 

University Jerusalem*, INFN Milan, Milan Polytechnic, Trieste, Florence, Modena, Perugia, MII 

Lithiania, Leiden, Radboud, Groningen, TU Delft, Royal Society of Chemistry, Wroclaw, NIPNE 

Romania, NI Serbia, TLT Russia, Vologda, Chalmers Sweden, Karolinska Institute, Lund, 

Stockholm, Uppsala*, Istanbul Technical University, Metu*, Kiev, Lviv, Aberdeen, Aberystwyth, 

Bristol, Cambridge, Jesus College Cambridge, Cardiff, Durham*, Glasgow*, Heriot Watt, Imperial, 

Leeds, Luton, New College Oxford, Sommerfield College Oxford, Reading, Southampton, 

Strathclyde, Neath Port Talbot Council. 

Rest of the World: Universities, Institutes and Similar. 

MDP Argentina, Adelaide, Charles Sturt, Monash, South Australia, Melbourne*, 

Western Australia, Sydney, PSI Brazil, UFG, UFMG, UFPB, UNB, Unicamp Brazil, Dalhousie, EC 

Gov Quebec, Perimeter Institute, British Columbia, Quebec, Quebec Trois Rivieres Saskatchewan, 

Waterloo, Central Chile, Univ. Chile, UFRO, Mayor, UTA, UTFSM Chile, Tsinghua* China, 

UDEA Colombia, National Univ Colombia*, University of Technology Colombia, RCIL India*, 

IMSC, Physics Research Laboratory India, Shahed Iran, Keio Japan, Osaka, Tokyo, RIKEN Gov. 

Japan, National Advanced Institute Japan, Korean Advanced Institute of Science and Technology*, 



UGTO Mexico, Uruguay, Cape Town, Pretoria, Office of the President of South Africa. 

Daily Report     15/5/12  

May 16, 2012 

There were 4,910 hits from 814 distinct visits during the day, 12.3% spiders. There were extensive 
downloads of unified field theory and Omnia Opera papers, historical source documents, essays and 
poetry. Federal University of Paraiba Brazil workshop history; Swiss Federal Institute (ETH) Zurich 
levitron; K and H Research Company Freemont California Omnia Opera 11, 107, 108, 472; Central 
University Chile UFT143 (Spanish); University of La Frontera Chile Essay57 (Spanish); Conoco 
Phillips Corporation UFT198; Brno University of Technology Czech Republic UFT41; Allgauer 
Nachrichten newspaper Bavaria extensive; Chaos Computer Club extensive download of OO and UFT 
papers (a reform organization); Physics University of Freiburg Felker5 (Spanish); University of 
Regensburg UFT142; Bryn Mawr University UFT29; Boston University Essay47, 48, Letters from 
Vigier; University of Washington UFT4; University of Poitiers general; Gadjah Mada University 
Indonesia UFT152; Torland.me server extensive downloads of UFT and OO papers; In general 
extensive downloads of OO papers; University of Groningen UFT80; US Archives general; Stargrave 
Organization UFT153 Notes10; TOR Anonymity Network extensive downloads of OO, UFT, Poetry 
and Essays; The Karolinska Institute Sweden CEFE Leaflet; Mathematics Istanbul Technical 
University UFT142; National Central University Taiwan UFT85; University of Durham UFT10; New 
College Oxford Infinite Solenoid; University of Reading misconceptions in electromagnetism; Neath 
Port Talbot Council Latest Family History, intense interest all sectors. This report is a daily indication 
of the massive amount of interest in the Alpha Institute for Advanced Studies (AIAS), www.aias.us. 
The report is only 2% of the daily total, restricted to higher educational sectors and similar. It provides 
free and top quality education in Wales and throughout the world.

New Three Dimensional     Orbits  

May 15, 2012 

These are new three three dimensional orbits plotted by Dr. Horst Eckardt, with amazing results.

p218-2.pdf

Graphics for paper     218  

May 15, 2012 

These are amazing results, and many thanks indeed! Iwill study them and comment on them tomorrow, 
The helix is clearly visible and transforms into all kinds of new discoveries.

In a message dated 15/05/2012 19:16:01 GMT Daylight Time.

I produced some graphics for the paper. I think these give a good
overview on the curve types with a Z component
Z = Z0*theta.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/15/graphics-for-paper-218/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/p218-2.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/15/new-three-dimensional-orbits/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/16/daily-report-15512/


Ray, if you like you can improve these plots, or we let them as is in
order to minimize our efforts.

Horst

Support our degree show     :)  

May 15, 2012 

Hello Alina, I will ask Dave Burleigh to cross link to your degree show and I am posting it on the blog. 
Very soon we will have more degrees in the family than a thermometer.

In a message dated 15/05/2012 12:14:31 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Hello Myron,

thought you might be interested to support our degree show, have a look  

http://www.indiegogo.com/smuphotographydegreeshow

Thank you!

Sincerely,

Alina Hachikyan

www.hachikyan.co.uk

Good Summary by Dr. Gareth J.     Evans  

May 15, 2012 

Gareth Evans is a very good judge of how things are going, and the feedback data show that he was 
right all along. Our detractors, all none of them, could argue that we are a tiny group over-enthusiastic 
pin headed crackpots, etc etc, the old crackpotted record, but then the great feedback army appears 
right in front of them out of the mist.

In a message dated 15/05/2012 09:07:42 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

This is so interesting – it gets better and better. We are seeing nature unravelled as never 
before and it cannot be overstated that these force laws are now universal. They apply 
equally at the microscopic as well the macroscopic levels. This is why nature mimics / 
replicates itself at all levels.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/15/good-summary-by-dr-gareth-j-evans/
http://www.indiegogo.com/smuphotographydegreeshow
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/15/support-our-degree-show/


219(2): Simple Equation for Helical Like     Orbits  

May 15, 2012 

This is Eq. (5), and reduces to a circular helix when epsilon is zero. It could for example model the 
solar system moving through space with the sun, where the sun’s motion is given hypothetically by Z = 
Z sub 0 theta. Experimentally the sun’s motion is also a planar orbit around the centre of the Milky 
Way, once in about 280 million years. However eq. (5) is the simplest possiblw examplw of a three 
dimensional orbit. It will produce a vast array of new mathematical properties as plots of R against 
theta as x is varied. In this model the whole solar system is carried through space by the sun, the 
potential between m and M being unchanged and given by eq. (7). Programs can now be used to plot R 
versus theta from eq. (5). In the limit epsilon equals zero the program should give a circular helix. The 
mirror image helix is given by reversing the sign of Z. So it is easy to obtain a double helix nebula.

a219thpapernotes2.pdf

Daily Report     14/5/12  

May 15, 2012 

There were 2,930 hits from 684 distinct visits during the day, 18.6% spiders. Monash University 
Australia UFT174; Federal University of Minas Gervais Brazil UFT126; Institute of Physics Campinas 
University UFT104; University of Waterloo Canada equation flow charts; Allgau Newspaper Bavaria 
extensive; Chaos Computer Club extensive; Institute for Philosophy Munich Edyne3; Brigham Young 
University UFT53, 56, 57, 59, Essay14, Essay15; Thiagarajar College of Engineering (on edu) UFT25; 
Texas Tech University UFT25; University of Valencia UFT144 (Spanish), UFT166 (Spanish); 
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility educational note 1 and EGR refutation slides; University of 
Poitiers general; University of Nis Serbia general; Metu University Turkey UFT7; University of 
Durham UFT99; University of Cape Town errors in the Einsteinian general relativity; University of 
Pretoria UNCC Saga Part Four. Intense interest all sectors.

Some Notes on the Genealogy of Prince     Llewelyn  

May 14, 2012 

It is interesting to note the Irish and Norse Viking influence about a thousand years ago. Cynan (Conan) 
ap Iago (born 1014) was married to Ragnhildur ingen Olaf Sigtryggsson, King of Dublin. Ragnhildur 
means “battle advisor” but was a name given to a lady. Ingen means “daughter”. She was the great 
granddaughter of Brian Boru, High King of Ireland (Brian Boruma Mac Cennedig). Brian Boru 
inflicted a heavy defeat on the Dublin and othe Vikings at Clontarf, which was a battle between 
Munster under Brian Boru and Leinster under Mael Morda and Sigtrygg Silkbeard. Of the 6,600 on the 
Leinster side 6,000 were killed, and of the 7,000 on the Munster side, 4,000 were killed. So Cynan ap 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/14/some-notes-on-the-genealogy-of-prince-llewelyn/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/15/daily-report-14512/
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http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/15/2192-simple-equation-for-helical-like-orbits/


Iago made the alliance to protect Gwynedd’s western approaches. About 150 years earlier, Rhodri 
Mawr, King of Wales, inflicted a defeat on the Vikings in 856, but lost to them in 876, briefly having to 
be protected in Ireland. He also had to contend with Ceowulf of Mercia and was killed in battle against 
Mercia. His victory over the Vikings in 856 delighted the Irish and Franks. Later, Mercia was overrun 
by the Vikings, and then by the Normans, who were of Viking descent. It is claimed that Llewelyn was 
defeated by the Angevin Edward 1st Plantagenet having been caught without his army at Cilmeri. I 
have never seen any truth in this myself and there is a scholarly book on what really happened by 
Anthony Edwards, in Welsh, and translated into English. Llewelyn was assassinated, not killed in 
battle, surprise, surprise.. His enemies had him excommunicated, so he was fair game for any assassin. 
Such an experienced soldier would not have been caught without his army. The book is available from 
Cymdeithas y Dywysoges Gwenllian ferch Llewelyn, The Princess Gwenllian Society. Edward 1st was 
an Angevin, and known for extreme and pathological brutality, not least to his own people, and 
remarkable even by the standards of the twentieth century. He built a series of large castles in Wales, 
but these were all taken by my ancestor Henry VII Tudor in 1485. In any event the dragon rouge 
rampant now flies over them all. In later times, the senior descendant of Llewelyn, David Lord Harlech, 
became an Ambassador to the U. S. and helped John F. Kennedy negotiate the first nuclear test ban 
treaty. Brian Boru was also a Kennedy (Cennedig).

afamilylinerelationtollewelynapgruffudd.pdf

Dan yr Ogof     Caves  

May 14, 2012 

To Stuart Davies:

If we were to convene a private conference or Morgan Awbrey Potter Plant (Clan) Gathering at Craig y 
Nos Castle, regarding it as a hotel, could our mutual cousin Ashford Price show us around his Dan yr 
Ogof caves for free in areas where the public are not allowed? I want to find some hidden string 
theorists (in humour that no one except physicists understand). He could join the appeals committee 
and maybe Dr. Rowan Willians (His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury born in Ystradgynlais).

FOR POSTING : Complete Feedback Statistics for a     Decade  

May 14, 2012 

To Dave Burleigh: Many thanks again, I will update the rtf every two months and I am delighted to find 
we are averaging 1.7 million hits a year, over a quarter million distinct visits a year – very steady on a 
high plateau over the past 35 months. In this span of time the data as you know has been very 
consistently analyzed in great detail. It has been for a decade but I wanted to get a particularly 
consistent data set.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/14/for-posting-complete-feedback-statistics-for-a-decade-2/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/14/dan-yr-ogof-caves/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/afamilylinerelationtollewelynapgruffudd1.pdf


FOR POSTING : Final Version of UFT218, Sections 1 and     2  

May 14, 2012 

This is the final version, showing that the problem has a simple solution of R is graphed as a function 
of the angle theta sub 1. Here

R squared = r squared + Z squared

So a large number of new orbits will emerge as graphs of R, r or Z against theta sub 1. The three 
dimensional orbit has the elegant format (65) and is a generalized conical section. For helical type 
orbits

Z = Z sub 0 theta

The relation between theta sub 1 and theta is given by eq. (64). This relation is not however needed if 
graphs of R against theta 1 are constructed. In further notes I will develop the relation between theta 
sub 1 and theta.

a218thpaper.pdf

Descent of Llewelyn ap     Gruffudd  

May 14, 2012 

For the international readership this is given in the excellent Celtic Royal Genealogy site of Sir Arthur 
Edwin Turner-Thomas, historian to my distant cousin the Countess of Wessex, daughter in law of 
Queen Elizabeth. Both are strong supporters of the Welsh language and a lot of the site is in Welsh. 
Queen Elizabeth is also my distant Tudor cousin and is also related to Llewelyn ap Gruffudd. The 
Queen also encourages the Welsh language, being of Tudor descent from Tewdwr Mawr (Tudor the 
Great). He was my direct ancestor and of course that of all the Morgan Awbrey Family. Prince 
Llewelyn and I are descended from Iago ap Idwal (born 974, Brenin Gwynedd, King of Gwynedd), 
who traced his descent to the fourth century Coel Hen Gododdin, a King of northern Britain. Llewelyn 
was descended from his son Cynan ap Iago (born 1014), and I am descended from Cynan’s older sister 
Crisli ferch Iago (born 983). Cynan made an alliance with the Dublin Vikings and married Ragnhilder 
Ingen Olaf Dochter, Olaf being the Viking leader. Their son was Gruffudd ap Cynan Gwynedd (born 
1031). His son was the strong king Owain Gwynedd (born 1100), whose son was Iorwerth Drwyndwn 
Gwynedd (born 1145). His son was Llewelyn Fawr (1173 – 1240) – Llewelyn the Great, Tywysog 
Cymru, Prince of Wales. His son was Gruffudd ap Llewelyn (died 1244) and his son was Llewelyn ap 
Gruffudd (1228 – 1282), Prince of Wales. My distant cousin Francis, Sixth Baron Harlech (born 1954) 
is generally considered to be his direct descendant. Henry VII Tudor was an indirect descendant of 
Llewelyn ap Gruffudd, as is Queen Elizabeth. Almost everyone in Wales (and in fact Britain as a 
whole) would be relatives of them also if they could find their own genealogy. This is a mathematical 
certainty. The Normans were small in number and genealogically insignificant, albeit very powerful.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/14/descent-of-llewelyn-ap-gruffudd/
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Some Genealogy of my Ancestor Prince Llewelyn ap     Gruffudd  

May 14, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr i chi’ch dau. Dyma fy merthynas i’r Tywysog Mawr, Llewelyn ap Gruffudd. Hefyd fy 
merthynas i Ddewi Sant. Mae croeso i chi ddefnyddio’r holl ymchwil ar www.aias.us . Thank you very 
much, this is my relation to the great Prince Llewelyn ap Gruffudd. Also my relation to Dewi Sant (St. 
David). Gethin and yourself are welcome to use any of the many genealogical lines in the publication 
section of www.aias.us. I researched these over the past few years.

In a message dated 13/05/2012 17:36:41 GMT Daylight Time:

Diddorol iawn eto Myron, mae Gethin yn gosod yr eitemau perthnasol yma i fynu i gyd.

Am y tro

Siân

afamilylinerelationtodewisant.pdf
afamilylinerelationtollewelynapgruffudd.pdf

FOR POSTING : Complete Feedback Statistics for a     Decade  

May 14, 2012 

These are the complete feedback statistics for ECE theory for a decade, recording intense international 
interest in this new physics. These were prepared with the voluntary help of David Burleigh, Chief 
Executive Officer of Annexa Inc. of Arizona, and many thanks to him. He also does all the posting 
work for www.aias.us volumtarily. The three ECE sites are: www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com 
and www.upitec.org. The www.aias.us site is archived from the National Library of Wales at the British 
Library and is also archived in the Library of Congress in Washington via the US Archives 
organization. It is regarded as one of the leading scientific websites.

Monthly Feedback Statistics for AIAS.pdf

Daily Report Sunday     13/4/12  

May 14, 2012 

There were 2,138 hits from 533 distinct visits, 21.9% spiders. Tsinghua University China extensive; 
Shahed University Iran UFT175; students Leeds University general, intense interest all sectors.
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Feedback Data Since June     2009  

May 13, 2012 

I recalculated these with the March 2012 results as per attached. There have been 777,720 distinct 
visits, 5,040,792 hits. An average of 266,640 visits a year, 1,728,276 hits a year, and 95 countries a 
month on average.

FEEDBACK DATA SINCE JUNE 2009 These.pdf

Total Feedback for March     2012  

May 13, 2012 

There were 146,424 hits from 26,010 distinct visits, 81,816 page views a new record of 18.83 gigabytes 
downloaded, 2,503 documents read from 102 countries.

overview.pdf

List of     Countries  

May 13, 2012 

This is a list of countries in order of number of visits to the blog since February 25th this year (a date 
set arbitrarily by WordPress), which filters out self visits and spam attempts. Since 1st January 2010, 
when WordPress stats began, the blog has generated 89,347 readings. It is my private diary, not a 
forum, and ranges over science, literature, genealogy, history and contemporary affairs.

Britain, United States, Canada, France, Germany, Spain, Brazil, Australia, Saudi Arabia, India, Italy, 
Netherlands, Denmark, Portugal, Pakistan, Switzerland, Philippines, Republic of Korea, Sweden, 
Japan, Ireland, Togo, Mexico, Malaysia, New Zealand, Argentina, Belgium, Poland, Austria, Singapore, 
South Africa, Turkey, Finland, Sri Lanka, Nigeria, Russian Federation, Greece, Indonesia, Hungary, 
Czech Republic, Romania, Serbia, Bulgaria, Norway, United Arab Emirates, Ukraine, Taiwan, 
Thailand, Egypt, Mauritius, Chile, Slovakia, Colombia, Slovenia, Israel, Latvia, Kenya, Hong Kong, 
Benin, Senegal, Lao, Bangla Desh, Iceland, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Peru, Ivory Coast, Albania, 
Croatia, Ghana, Uruguay, Kuwait, Iraq, Venezuela, Lithuania, Algeria, Belarus, Georgia, Malta, 
Lebanon, Morocco, Luxembourg, Azerbaijan, Estonia, Afghanistan, Bahamas, Guam, Jordan, Armenia, 
Ecuador, Botswana, Panama, Fiji, Maldives, Barbados, Uganda, Syria, Montenegro, Bukina Faso, 
Namibia, Moldova, Guatemala, Tunisia, and Anguilla.

Readers from all these countries and others read the main www.aias.us site permanently, so this is a 
new educational system. The education is given free, and is of the highest quality and right at the 
cutting edge of knowledge. We educate univeristies also, as the attached overview shows. The attached 
daily record over eight years is only about 2% of the total interest – the higher educational sector and 
similar. The university interest is also of course permanent.

Glyn Eithrym

Prof. M. W. Evans,

http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/13/list-of-countries/
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Civil List,
AIAS Director
www.aias.us

overview.pdf

Incisive Summary by Dr. Gareth     Evans  

May 13, 2012 

Dr. Gareth J. Evans is always geneous and encouraging and I hope that these sites will bring the latest 
education to those in Wales and the world who are deprived of university education in one way or 
another. I think that websites will take over the role of formal education, especially in the anicent 
scholarly tradition here in Wales, as much as eight thousand years old. Of course I am also delighted 
with the international interest, from rich and poor countries alike. In the next message I will give a list 
of over a hundred countries from which people have recently read the blog on www.aias.us. Last but 
not least the web is ideal in the critical struggle to save the spoken language, a struggle in which Wales 
has many friends in many countries.

Astonising interest. As pioneering and uniquely brilliant as your contributions are no one 
could have expected this (it is theoretical physics afterall). This is the first time in history 
when new ideas have been fully opened up to the world as they were developed and it 
demonstrates that individuals intuitively sense when something very significant is 
happening. Well done Myron – you have put our small country of Wales on the map. Our 
fore fathers, who often toiled so hard for pennies, would be so proud. Many of them were 
self taught quite brilliant and unrecognised.

Subject: FOR POSTING: Analysis of Total Feedback Since June 2009

This document summarizes the unprecedented impact of the three AIAS sites and ECE 
theory (www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com, www.upitec.org, 
www.webarchive.org.uk). In 34 months of available data since June 2009 there have been 
4,900,536 files downloaded (“hits”); 751,710 distinct visits; from an average of ninety five 
countries per month. This gives an average of 1,729,601 hits per year; an average of 
265,308 distinct visits a year. The definitions of “hit” and “distinct visit” are appended. The 
ratio of hits to distinct visits is on average 6.52. The main conclusions are:

1) ECE theory is the main theory of new physics by international acclaim and has made the 
standard model almost entirely obsolete. The impact is sustained at an extraordinary high 
level, and will last indefinitely because it is on a “high plateau”.
2) There have been multiple visits from all relevant university departments of any note.
3) The impact is fully iternational, on average 95 countries a month.
4) The way in which new physics is taught has been changed completely, new knowledge is 
no longer controlled by an obsolete elite protecting its own narrow ideas.
5) The number of documents studied has increased by fifty percent sice June 2009.
6) The great majoriy of physics funding currently goes into completely obsolete physics, 
much of it trivially incorrect. The funding should be distributed elsewhere, notably into 
urgently needed new energy research, engineering and chemistry.
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7) The impact is far higher than any comparable university research group, suggesting that 
the university system inhibits creativity and intellectual honesty.
8) The scientists of AIAS should be recognized and funded in proportion to impact made. 
Their work is acclaimed internationally, indicating no confidence in the standard funding, 
publication and refereeing systems of physics.

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans,
Civil List Scientist
www.aias.us

Sharing Graphics     Code  

May 13, 2012 

I suggest that the three AIAS graphics experts: Horst Eckardt, Robert Cheshire and Ray Delaforce, 
share graphics code in prepation for the new CISP book on orbits. In my opinion sharing files would 
allow the computation of all basic orbits from the mathematics, so that all orbits are mathematically 
accurate. The individual artistic skills of each illustrator could then be added to each computed orbit. It 
is already known, essentially, that all orbits can be produced by the new theory, without of course using 
the trivially incorrect Einsteinian general relativity, and without using dark matter or string theory or 
“post Newtonian” theory or any standard concepts. The new theory is essentially simple, and much 
more powerful for this reason.

Erratum in     UFT218  

May 13, 2012 

Delete the last sentence on page 8.

FOR POSTING: Analysis of Total Feedback Since June     2009  

May 13, 2012 

This document summarizes the unprecedented impact of the three AIAS sites and ECE theory 
(www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com, www.upitec.org, www.webarchive.org.uk). In 34 months of 
available data since June 2009 there have been 4,900,536 files downloaded (“hits”); 751,710 distinct 
visits; from an average of ninety five countries per month. This gives an average of 1,729,601 hits per 
year; an average of 265,308 distinct visits a year. The definitions of “hit” and “distinct visit” are 
appended. The ratio of hits to distinct visits is on average 6.52. The main conclusions are:
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1) ECE theory is the main theory of new physics by international acclaim and has made the standard 
model almost entirely obsolete. The impact is sustained at an extraordinary high level, and will last 
indefinitely because it is on a “high plateau”.
2) There have been multiple visits from all relevant university departments of any note.
3) The impact is fully international, on average 95 countries a month.
4) The way in which new physics is taught has been changed completely, new knowledge is no longer 
controlled by an obsolete elite protecting its own narrow ideas.
5) The number of documents studied has increased by fifty percent since June 2009.
6) The great majority of physics funding currently goes into completely obsolete physics, much of it 
trivially incorrect. The funding should be distributed elsewhere, notably into urgently needed new 
energy research, engineering and chemistry.
7) The impact is far higher than any comparable university research group, suggesting that the 
university system inhibits creativity and intellectual honesty.
8) The scientists of AIAS should be recognized and funded in proportion to impact made. Their work is 
acclaimed internationally, indicating no confidence in the standard funding, publication and refereeing 
systems of physics.

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans,
Civil List Scientist
www.aias.us

afeedbacktotalsincejune2009.pdf

awebalizerglossary.pdf

219(1): Helical Type     Orbits  

May 13, 2012 

In this case eq.(8) has to be solved numerically. The helix is obtained when epsilon is zero, and the 
mirror image helix by parity inversion. Eq. (1) is a generalized conic section in which x = r / R , i.e. x is 
not a constant. When Z = 0 eq. (1) reduces to a static ellipse:

R = r , x = 1

In its most general format, eq. (1) is:

R = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (y theta))

where

y = rx / R

This is a precessing fractal conical section in three dimensions. It will be helical-like if

Z = Z sub 0 theta

So a vast amount of new possibilities emerge, any orbit can be described using these methods.

a219thpapernotes1.pdf
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Request to Michael     Jackson  

May 13, 2012 

Is it possible to make a quarterly update of the interwoven blog files and referral files for posting on 
www.aias.us? These are very useful and provide definitive evidence of the increasing breadth of 
interest in ECE theory and all the material on www.aias.us and the blog without any exception.They 
can then be posted on www.aias.us and archived next quarter at the National Library of Wales and 
British Library. Library of Congress will also archive them eventually. The British Library archives on 
behalf of the National Library of Wales by conserving the complete www.aias.us website on 
www.webarchive.org.uk (Science and Technology section). The US Archives appear to work in a 
different way using spiders.

Total Feedback for Past Three     Years  

May 13, 2012 

This is a file showing that the very intense level of interest in ECE theory hs been steady for the past 
three years, so will remain steady indefinitely into the future, conclusive evidence of a new type of 
physics. The interest is fully international (up to 116 countries) and covers all sectors, including all 
universities in the world of any note.

FEEDBACK DATA SINCE JUNE 2009 These.pdf

Updated Monthly     File  

May 13, 2012 

This is the updated monthly file. For the last three years I have consistently accumulated total feedback 
for each month so will prepare a special file with these data. All data show intense and steady interest 
so it can be inferred that this interest is permanent. The filtered statistics file by Dave Burleigh goes 
back consistently for a decade for www.aias.us. This study is the most comprehensive one available of 
how a new paradigm shift develops in the natural sciences and of course everything is archived in the 
National Libraries. As usual teh transient and self styled establishment is teh last to take up the new 
physics, if it does at all in the lifetime of their members. Everyone else takes up the new ideas.

MONTHLY.pdf

Total Feedback for April     2012  

May 13, 2012 
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This is given at the end of the attached overview file as usual. There were 136,812 hits from 22,892 
distinct visits, 72,763 page views and 15.83 gigabytes downloaded for the three AIAS sites: 
www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com and www.upitec.org. In the last twelve months www.aias.us 
has accumulated 1,006,165 hits and the other two sites add about 30% to this total every year.

overview.pdf

Daily Report Saturday     12/5/12  

May 13, 2012 

There were 2,512 hits from 502 distinct visits, 26.3% spiders. Universiy of Brasilia Hehl refutation; 
Tsinghua University China extensive; University of California Riverside UFT99; National Technical 
University of Athens UFT84; Technical University of Delft Gas Cooled Fast Reactor UFT162; intense 
interest all sectors.

Some Genealogy of my Ancestor Prince Llewelyn ap     Gruffudd  

May 12, 2012 

Prince Llewelyn is one of the greatest and best loved figures of the history of Wales, eulogized by 
Gruffudd ab yr Ynad Coch in one of the greatest poems extant of the Welsh language. I will translate 
this great poem one day. Carnedd Gwenllian has been named after his daughter Gwenllian ferch 
Llewelyn, imprisoned for many years. She was the daughter of Llewelyn and Eleanor de Montfort, 
daughter of Simon de Montfort. He was the son of Amicie de Harcourt, who was the daughter of 
Robert de Beaumont son of Amica de Gael, daughter of Ralph de Gael, son of Emma de Breteuil Fitz 
Osbern, daughter of William Fitz Osbern de Breteuil First Earl of Hereford, who was at the Battle of 
Hastings. There are only three genuine contemporary sources of the Battle of Hastings and only fifteen 
authenticated companions of Guillaume de Normandie. It is often forgotten that the Bretons fought 
alongside the Normans at Hastings with the intention of liberating Britain, but their Norman 
allies thought and behaved like conquerors. The three sources are:

1) Guillaume de Poitiers, Gesta Guillelmi II Ducis Normannorum.
2) Oderic Vitolis, Historia Ecclesiastica.
3) Tapisserie de Bayeux.

The authentic companions of Guillaume de Normandie were: Robert de Beaumont; Eustace Comte de 
Boulogne; Guillaume Comte d’Evraux; Geoffroi de Montagne; William Fitz Osbern Earl of Hereford; 
Aimeri Viscomte de Longueville; Gautier (Walter) Giffard de Longueville; Hugo (Hugh) de Montfort 
(Ancestor of Simon de Montfort); Ralph de Tesny; Hugh de Grandnesnil; Guillaume de Warenne; 
Guillaume Malet; Odo Bishop of Bayeux; Turstin Fitz Rolf; and Engenulf de Laigle. The Battle Abbey 
Roll is far from contemporary and very unreliable but for what it is worth does contain two other 
ancestors of mine: Payne de Turbeville and Bernard de Neufmarche. William 1st put pressure on my 
ancestor Prince Rhys ap Tewdwr, but never invaded Wales. It was Bernard de Neufmarche who made 
the mistake of invading Brycheiniog, catalyzing centuries of subliminal or open resistance that still 
goes on now among those who have an ounce of self respect. DNA studies show that the Norman DNA 
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is now very rare, and strangely enough so is the Saxon DNA. All over Britain there is only the ancient 
indigeneous  British DNA, up to nine or ten thousand years old, mixed with some Danish and a little 
Norse. Obviously my sympathies are and always have been with Llewelyn and the Princes, not with the 
Normans, although I am probably one of the most Norman of Britons still extant, by direct line and by 
marriage: Fitz Osbern; de Montfort; de Neufmarche; Havard; Alveric (Aubrey); de Turbeville and 
Hopkin and other more remotely connected Norman lines. On the whole I would prefer not to have 
been “civilized” by Romans and Normans. We were civilized for ten thousand years before them. For 
example the druidical yew trees at Defynnog are well over five thousand years old and still living 
remnants of that civilization. Who was to say that they were less “civilized” than we are. Who would 
claim that we are civilized in any of their degree?

Ffilmiau Newydd, New     Films  

May 12, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr Sia^n, fe ddodais y ddogfen ar y blog.

Annwyl Gyfeillion,

Gweler y ddolen gyswllt isod:

Ffilm Stryveland 11 yn barod rwan…mwynhewch a pasiwch ymlaen! O leiaf un arall yn 
Saesneg ac un yn Gymraeg i ddod eto cyn gweithgareddau ‘Cymryd y Tir yn ôl’ Mehefin 8 
– 10 felly, gwyliwch allan amdanynt.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fujKI_IUlWo

See above link, 2nd Stryveland film ready now…enjoy and pass on. At least two more, one 
in English and one in Cymraeg, to be released again before the June 8- 10 weekend of 
‘taking the land back’ action takes place so, watch out for them.

‘I’r Gad’!

Siân

Liversidge     Award  

May 12, 2012 

I have been advised to put in for this open competition next time again, and will ask nominators if they 
will kindly nominate again next time. I think that nominations from the colleagues are the real honours. 
I also intend to apply for the Wolf Prizes in physics and chemistry on the basis of proven impact and 
merit. One is not allowed to compete for a Nobel Prize, it is not an open competition. I also hope that 
others in AIAS will vigorously pursue such well deserved recognitions. Other much less well known 
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individuals do so all the time. It is well known that they lobby all the time for a Nobel Prize and F. R. 
S. in today’s competitive society. Again, the F. R. S. is not an open competition, but I was successfully 
nominated by the Royal Society for the Civil List, a National high honour higher than an academic 
honour such as the loudly trumpeted Nobel Prize. So that is equivalent to F. R. S. I will even compete 
for the englyn in the National Eisteddfod now that I think my standard is high enough. That is real 
competition for you, and I am not joking. I am always being asked why I am not a Nobel Laureate, and 
I always answer in the same way – ask them. With feedback statistics the impact is known objectively. 
So if one wins the five thousand metres by fifty metres, why is the gold medal not awarded? Questions 
like that must be asked if we want a society based on meritocracy and not wallow in corruption as John 
Milton would have written.

Some More Impact     Comparisons  

May 12, 2012 

The AIAS greatly out impacts essentially all comparable research groups in the world. In addition to 
the comparitive impact table on www.aias.us I have quickly looked up google today to measure the 
impact of research groups. AIAS is smaller in number than most research groups. The current rate of 
impact of AIAS is about 1.3 million hits a year, about a million page views a year, about a quarter 
million distinct visits a year, and has been for essentially a decade. This level of interest will continue 
permanently for the foreseeable future because the main site www.aias.us is archived at the National 
Library of Wales, British Library in London and US Archives (Library of Congress in Washington), and 
put in the Newlands Family Trust. Some other measures taken at random today are as follows, ranging 
from individuals to entire conferences of several hundred participants.

1) Prof. Fei Lin, Department of physics, Virginia Tech 228 hits unknown time span.
2) Prof. K. Ericson, Lund University, 39,390 hits since March 2010.
3) Prof. S. Bass, Theoretical, nuclear and particle physics, Duke and Frankfurt, 6,832 page loads since 
6/11/06
4) Prof. M. Yamakazi, Princeton University, 300,333 hits since 2002.
5) International Conference on Materials Science and Technology, 110,186 hits since 1/12/2011, 
plenary speaker Prof. C.N.R. Rao.

So AIAS is by far the leading department and institute in the world in theoretical physics, has been for 
a decade and will remain so permanently: because it is based on merit. I encourage AIAS staff to do 
some research on available impact measures such as the above, any measures thay can find with time 
spans included. The AIAS websites are libraries in themselves because the AIAS productivity is far 
higher than the average. We are all unpaid volunteers and therefore real scientists. It is also clear that 
leading university groups use this measure of impact themselves. The analysis of impact by AIAS goes 
in to far greater detail than any other group or institute. All this begs for sweeping reform of how 
physics is funded, and for an enquiry into whether universities actually inhibit creativity, as pointed out 
this week by Axel Westrenius through an article in an Australian newspaper. AIAS most certainly 
should be recognized in Wales, but unfortunately the higher education sector there is now insignificant 
and suffering from endless revelations of extensive and deplorable corruption. AIAS shines brightly 
amid the murk and terminal decadence. There are now several AIAS Fellows in the world’s leading 
reference vehicle “Marquis Who’s Who in the World”: Horst Eckardt, Douglas Lindstrom, Ray 
Delaforce, Kerry Pendergast and others, and also Victor Riecansky, of CISP (www.cisp-
publishing.com) is in “Marquis Who’s Who in the World”. AIAS has taken over from wikipedia as the 
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cutting edge reference vehicle for theoretical physics. If you really want to learn new physics look at 
AIAS, not wiki. Google any subject carefully enough and AIAS will come up with the real news.

Prof. Myron Wyn Evans,
Civil List
www.aias.us

AIAS Director

FOR POSTING:     UFT218  

May 12, 2012 

This is UFT218 on yet another in a long series of simple refutations of Einsteinian general relativity 
and on progress: two and three dimensional orbits from generalized conic sections. I have pencilled in 
Section 3 for co authors Horst Eckardt, Ray Delaforce and Gareth Evans. They could agree as to a text 
written by Horst Eckardt and Gareth Evans, and graphics by Horst Eckardt and Ray Delaforce for 
Section 3. In this work the graphics are of central importance. As usual there is no time limit, time 
should be taken for optimal quality.

a218thpaper.pdf

Direct Comparison with Leading Research     Group  

May 12, 2012 

I have been able to get a direct comparison of the impact of AIAS with a leading physics research 
group, that of Prof. S. Bass, Theoretical, Nuclear and Particle Physics, Duke University. His group has 
generated 6,830 page views sinc 6/11/2006, while AIAS has generated about five million page views 
since that time. So this is a measure of the impact, and this is why I try to get official recognition for 
AIAS. On this basis AIAS should be lavishly funded, and all its members should be full professors at 
lading universities. The physics system is not working fairly and needs to be reformed. AIAS massively 
out impacts every physics department in Wales.

Three Dimensional     Orbits  

May 12, 2012 

These can be constructed from the generalized conical sections and I will describe these in UFT218. 
Again they will have fractal and many other interesting properties. In the first instance we should aim 
to describe a helical orbit, then a DNA type double helix orbit.
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Setting up an Orbital Graphics     Section  

May 12, 2012 

I think it would be very interesting to set up an orbital graphics section on the site, UFT216 and 217 are 
already being well studied, and I hope to write up UFT218 today. The new three dimensional orbits will 
add another vast array of possibilities. For the planned CISP book it would be optimal to compare 
known orbits with those from the new theory. So if Horst Eckardt, Ray Delaforce and Robert Cheshire 
could send over graphics to Dave Burleigh we can start the collection for the book and select the best 
images. I think that the new theory can describe every orbit in the universe.

Daily Report     11/5/12  

May 12, 2012 

There were 5,990 hits from 706 distinct visits during the day, 8% spiders. University of 
Vienna UFT155; University of Sydney UFT25; Mathematics Federal University of Minas 
Gerais Brazil UFT142, UFT199 (Sp); Perimeter Institute UFT8; University of Quebec 
Trois Rivieres UFT papers; National Electricity Council Ecuador UFT5, 48, 124, 180, 
OO651; California Polytechnic State University San Luis Obispo UFT140; University of 
Washington Depratments of Mathematics and Physics UFT85; Ministry of Education and 
Culture Spanish Government, UFT145(Sp), UFT146 (Spanish), UFT151(Sp), UFT200(Sp); 
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility Paris extensive; University of Poitiers general; 
ATT Schools Atticus Greece galaxies; Railtel Corporation India UFT25; Physical Research 
Laboratory India UFT57; US Archives general; Quaid i Azam University Islamabad 
UFT37; School of Engineering and Computer Sciences University of Durham UFT88, 102; 
Department of Physics Strathclyde University UFT146; National University of Uruguay 
Institute of Physics UFT171 (Spanish). Intense interest all sectors.

Posted the Introduction and     Frontispiece  

May 11, 2012 

I have posted both the introduction and frontispiece on the blog.

Frontispiece of Special     Issue  

May 11, 2012 

This is a summary of some of the numerous refutations of Einsteinian general relativity.

EinsteinRefutationSlides.pdf
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Final Version of Note     218(10)  

May 11, 2012 

This gives the three diemnsional orbit as a precessing elliptical helix. I am now ready to write up 
UFT218.

a218thpapernotes10.pdf

Introduction to Special     Issue  

May 11, 2012 

This is the introduction to the forthcoming special issue.

intro.pdf

Corruption     Bay  

May 11, 2012 

CorruptionBay12.pdf

Opinion: Academia Suppresses     Creativity  

May 11, 2012 

To Axel Westrenius

I agree with this of course. The system is in need of sweeping reform. AIAS is essentially a 
spontaneous rejection of academia by all sectors, including academics. All staff members in 
higher educational institutes in Wales here should be personally fluent in the Welsh 
language. Legislation to ensure this must be introduced before the language becomes 
extinct as warned with increasing urgency by UNESCO. The impact being made by physics 
departments in higher edication in Wales is unknown, because they do not keep feedback 
statistics, but it is likely to be completely negligible compared with AIAS. If I applied for a 
position such as a porter in the so called “University of Wales” my application would not be 
assessed. This is despite the fact that I am the only scientist in Britain and the 
Commonwealth on the Civil List, a high honour akin to Order of Merit. The artist Augustus 
John was also O.M. but never part of the University of Wales. He was happy with that. So 
were Dylan Thomas, R. S. Thomas and Kyffin Williams. In my opinion the entire 
university system should be closed down for reform, reform which would concentrate on 
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training in the Welsh language. This alone shows that the higher education system is a 
complete failure, why should it have to be obliged by law to learn the language of its own 
country? I have held the highest distinction of the University of Wales since 1978, the 
Scientiae Doctor earned when I was only 27, but I am still not paid any salary by the UW, 
and never have been. If fellow Welsh people are content with this, they would be content 
with the devil himself. In my adventures with the Information Commissioner the University 
had to be forced to tell me anything at all. It was finally discovered that it had junked all its 
records. So much for merit, it is found somewhere in a warehouse near Llanishen. I am 
perfectly happy with the tremendous achievements of AIAS, I go through this routine in the 
perennial hope of reform.

Daily Report     11/5/12  

May 11, 2012 

There were 2,183 hits from 537 distinct visits, 29.1% spiders. Virtual Campus Graz UFT41; 
University of Adelaide Essay49; Federal University of Goias Felker4 (Spanish); Perimeter 
Institute Canada UFT80, UFT216; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres general; ETH 
(Swiss Federal Institute) Zurich UFT137; University of Chile Essay61; Federico Santa 
Maria Technical University Chile UFT42; National University of Colombia UFT168(Sp); 
Raytheon Inc. UFT4, 155; National Electricity Council Ecuador OO640, 641, 647, 662; 
Physics Florida State University UFT10; New York University UFT110; College of 
Engineering Purdue University UFT99; Physics Texas A and M University UFT152; 
Univeristy of California San Diego infinite solenoid; Endesa Power Spain Felker5 
(Spanish); University of Granada UFT153(Sp); University of Valencia UFT 131, 155, 166 
(Sp), Essay 13 (Sp); Universi of Poitiers (general); US Archives extensive sweep; Ateneo 
de Manila Univeristy Philippines UFT25; University College of Wales Aberystwyth 
general; Mathematics and physics University of Luton UFT4; intense interest all sectors.

Blog Going to Break the Record for this     Year  

May 10, 2012 

Looks as if the colleagues agree with Gareth Evans – today the blog is going to break the daily record 
for this year, so this is recognition in plenty, questioning the need for any formal recognition, whatever 
it really is. Nothing can come between the true scientist and nature. In trying to obtain formal 
recognition one runs the risk o fwhich I am fully aware – of being deliberately humiliated or snubbed, 
human nature being not quite as mature as nature. I am well aware of this type of risk, and it is on fact 
no risk at all. As Shaw wrote, the man who invented the Nobel Prize was a fiend on earth. Once more I 
am glad I am on the Civil List and “recognition” should also be shared among many scientists.
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A Summary of     Dogma  

May 10, 2012 

The best summary of dogma I have ever seen is in the famous poem by Yeats:

” …………………….. , and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while the worst

Are full of passionate intensity.”

This is the state of Einsteinian general relativity I would say. I have never been a great fan of badly 
organised science, no individual thinker can be. Organisation is necessary of course, but only if it is 
based firmly in the ceremony of innocence, a delight in nature, a delight at every new discovery. 
Fortunately I am able to see that the work of my colleagues and myself is going to make an 
unprecedented impact indefinitely. Very few have the luxury of being able to see that, and it is made 
possible by simply extrapolating the unique eight year computer feedback study. Organized science 
inores this at its peril, it will make itself obsolete. You can’t expect them to eat stale cake and accept 
trivial mistakes. That pre revolutionary rhetoric is even worse than the wild wind that inevitably 
followed Pontardawe Grammar School dinners.

Intense Interest in the New     Theory  

May 10, 2012 

There is intense interest in the new theory on the blog today, and also in the fact that wind turbine 
subsidies are to be essentially dropped in the U.S. I think that AIAS has overwhelming recognition, and 
many congratulations to the group. I continue to press for formal recognition of the new science, that is 
a different thing entirely from the obvious spontaneous recognition of the colleagues, the best kind of 
recognition of all. Formal recogniton means giving up dogma and power. It does not take much time to 
apply for formal recognitions, a process which is made on behalf of new science, not myself.

Readership of the ECE     Sites  

May 10, 2012 

Many thanks again! Fortunately it can be seen that the readership of www.aias.us is not only 
unprecedented but permanent and archived, and that is the future of science. I am delighted with this, 
and value it much more highly than any form of organised science that feeds itself.

In a message dated 10/05/2012 12:21:28 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

This is an extraordinary advance. One set of force laws to explain all of this. I hope the 
readership appreciates how significant this is. Mind boggling!! 

http://www.aias.us/
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Halton Arp’s “Strange     Galaxies”  

May 10, 2012 

We are now ready to apply the new universal force law to Halton Arp’s strange galaxies. I notice that 
the sun revolves around the centre of the Milky Way in about 280 million years. This means that stars 
in galaxies revolve around the centre as well as being arranged on spirals. The lagrangian dynamics are 
very elegant and easy to work with on the simple classical level being used now. Note carefully that 
simplicity is the very essence of natural philosophy, it means elegance and beauty. Our sun is situated 
in one of the arms of the Milky Way galaxy, so our planet revolves around our sun, which itself 
revolves around the centre of the Milky Way galaxy. I would not be surprised to find that the entire 
Milky Way galaxy revolves around the centre of a cluster of galaxies and so on. The entire motion in all 
aspects can be explained using the generalized conical sections. For educated people, EGR and dark 
matter have gone the way of phlogiston and epicycles. Of course there was no big bang and there are 
no black holes because the basics of EGR are entirely wrong. Big bang and black holes depended on 
EGR. It has been known for a hundred years that EGR is wrong, and for fifty years that it does not 
explain galaxies at all. Physicists are sometimes slow to change and become bogged down in dogma as 
much as in Kepler’s time or Dalton’s time. They refused to accept the atomic theory of my Civil List 
predecessor John Dalton for about a hundred years. At other times physicists are quick to change, as 
with the Schroedinger equation. In the twentieth century however physics seemed to stop in the thirties. 
Chemistry, biochemistry and genetics made major advances. Mathematics has not advanced very much 
since the time of Lagrange and later Hamilton. The subject has become very abstract, but that is not 
really progress. Even the most abstract mathematics must reduce to the older mathematics. The 
exceptions are always there of course, notably Heaviside and Cartan. Hamilton and Heaviside were two 
other predecessors on the Civil List and this is no coincidence because the Civil List recognizes lasting 
merit. The Nobel Prize recognizes transient fashion to such an extent that I have heard that physics 
Nobel Prizes are reserved for string theory. If so, I am glad I am a chemist. I have heard quite often on 
the grapevine that I have received Nobel Prize nominations, but that is only the grapevine. If the 
process takes a century then I am glad I am on the Civil List.

Daily Report     9/5/12  

May 10, 2012 

There were 2,018 hits from 575 distinct visits, 29.5% spiders, during the day. University of Melbourne 
UFT114; Mathematics Dalhousie University 2D paper; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT119; 
National University of Colombia UFT173 (Sp); Lockheed Martin UFT41; Czech Ministry of Labour 
and Social Services Family History; University of Arizona UFT91; Texas A and M University UFT88; 
Department of Chemistry University of California Irvine general; University of California Santa 
Barbara UFT38; Physics University of Massachusetts UFT42; Pompeu Fabra University Barcelona (on 
edu) ECE (Sp); Electrical engineering Washington University UFT41; French National Particle 
Laboratory UFT33, 128; University of Poitiers general; Brookhaven National Laboratory general; U. S. 
National Weather Service Alaska general; Railtel Corporation India UFT54; University of Tokyo 
UFT4; US Archives general; Physics Alexandra Ioan Cuza University Romania UFT43; Physics Lund 
University Sweden UFT42; Students Uppsala University Sweden general; Technical University of 
Istanbul UFT142; City of Lviv UFT110; intense interest all sectors.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/10/daily-report-9512/
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US Wind Turbine Subsidies to Drop     75%  

May 9, 2012 

This report can be found by googling “wind turbine subsidies dropped” last entry first page. My own 
blog is influential in opposing wind turbines as an impartial and technically able British Civil List 
scientist with no vested interest, and two of my articles appear as the second and third entries. 
Therefore I call upon the Governments in Westminster and Cardiff to drop wind turbine subsidies 
immediately. An injunction should be sought against the Mynydd y Bettws wind turbine proposal on 
the grounds of Section 38 of the Commons Act of 2006. The injunction would order the turbines to be 
dismantled, and would seek hundreds of millions in damages for grotesque environmental destruction. 
Damages should be sought against the local farmers responsible, turbine company, Carmarthen County 
Council. Neath Port Talbot Borough Council and the Welsh Government. Plaid Cymru wind turbines 
exectives should be expelled from the party, and Plaid Cymru lobbied so that all its members learn the 
language or be expelled. Refereed NASA data have shown that carbon dioxide does not cause global 
warming, and wind turbines are a corrupt scam as pointed out by Hetherington in his well known book. 
Society can tolerate only a certain level of cynical, parasitic corruption before it collapses into 
cultureless wasteland.

Orbital Graphics by Ray     Delaforce  

May 9, 2012 

These are works of art as well as science in my opinion, and I can enisage a lavishly illustrated CISP 
book developing the new cosmology based on these fractal conical sections and their generalizations. 
This subject is built around graphics, which first showed the existence of this new branch of 
mathematics.

MethodstoEnhanceConicalSectionPlots.docx

Three Dimensional Hyperbolic Spiral Orbit by Ray     Delaforce  

May 9, 2012 

This is a three dimensional hyperbolic spiral orbit by Ray Delaforce with alpha = 1, epsilon = 1.2 and x 
= 0.2, showing three views. This is very interesting work by Ray, extending the analysis for the first 
time to three dimensions, and it is clear already that the spiral nebulae observed by the Hubble Space 
Telescope can be explained with the new theory.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/09/three-dimensional-hyperbolic-spiral-orbit-by-ray-delaforce/
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hyperbola 3d e1pt2 p1 q5 topview 

hyperbola 3d e1pt2 p1 q5 sideview 

hyperbola 3d e1pt2 p1 q5 perspective 

Comments on Note     218(6)  

May 9, 2012 

The method adopted in all the UFT papers is to use my hand calculations to develop an idea initially, 
then check with computer algebra and so on until agreement is obtained between the two methods. This 
agreement has been obtained in the attached final version of note 218(6). As a result the Einsteinian 
general relativity is easily refuted by straightforward, slightly complicated, algebra as attached. So no 
clear thinking scientist is going to accept the media claims made about the theory because the 
alternative is to accept dogma, and that defeats the purpose of Baconian science. These refutations of 
EGR have been known for almost a century. The first one was given by Schwarzschild in a letter to 
Einstein of Dec. 22nd 1915. That alone should have ended the dogma. So the basics of the theory are 
wrong. The claims to have tested the theory are clearly meaningless. The attached algebra also shows 
that EGR cannot even be approximately right, because it gives the absurd result of eq. (20). The root 
cause of the problem is that the EGR force law is a sum of terms inverse in r squared and r fourth, 
whereas to obtain a precessing ellipse the sum has to be in r squared and r cubed. Note carefully that 
the same type of lagrangian dynamics is used in EGR. It is clear the  dogmatists are ignoring these 
simple refutations, so their dogma is being ignored by free thinking scientists. This is a deeply 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/09/comments-on-note-2186/
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unhealthy situation in of all subjects, physics. We expect this kind of intellectual dishonetsy in bad 
politics, but not physics.

a218thpapernotes6.pdf

Question for Ray     Delaforce  

May 9, 2012 

I am very curious to see your spectacular new 3-D orbits. Is it possible to send them in this file format? 
My system can read this format. I can then post them on the blog and have a look at them. As you can 
see, I have posted several of your important results on the blog along with important graphics and 
animations from Horst Eckardt and Robert Cheshire. There is already a lot of interest in them. A 
tremendous amount of stuff comes out of the new theory, even on the classical level, and you are doing 
the right thing in cataloguing the main features.

ellipse parabola hyperbolas r normalized nearview1 

ellipse parabola hyperbolas r normalized farview1 

Daily Report     8/5/12  

May 9, 2012 

There were 2,497 hits from 604 distinct visits, 31.2% spiders, including a visit from the President’s 
Office South Africa. University of South Australia Adelaide general; University of Saskatchewan 
Essay48, UFT64; Antioquia University Colombia UFT159(Sp); California Institute of Technology 
UFT88; Macon State University DPS; MIT UFT41; Physics Northern Arizona University Reduction to 
Maxwell; Aerospace Polytechnic Institute of New York University 2D paper; Texas A and M University 
UFT88; University if Illinois Chicago general; Physics Madrid Complutensian University UFT88; 
University of the Canaries UFT166 (Sp); U. S. National Weather Service Alaska region general; 
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Physics Milan Polyechnic University UFT212; University of Modena UFT120; Department of 
Industrial Engineering University of Perugia UFT81; Korean Advanced Institute of Technology 
UFT41; Government of Canaries Felker4 (Sp); Technical University of Delft UFT41; US Archives 
UFT107; Municipality of Anchorage general; Royal Society of Chemistry general; International 
Islamic University Islamabad UFT205; Horia Hulubei National Institute of Physics and Nuclear 
Engineering Romania UFT42; Physics University of Stockholm metric manifolds; Jesus College 
Cambridge UFT142; Physics Imperial College London levitron; Sommerfield College Oxford 
UFT171; President of South Africa, Article by Michael Jackson; intense interest all sectors.

Physics in a New     Era  

May 8, 2012 

It is clear that physics and cosmology are entering a new era in which the old dogmatic constraints are 
being untied. What is happening is that the dogmatists are being ignored because of their deliberate 
refusal to accept simple logic and simple refutations. So the best minds study the new ECE theory as 
the feedback shows conclusively. This has to be done quietly at present for fear of career destruction 
and other pressures. This is a real danger because we all know that people have been threatened – 
dogma means money and power. This is a perennial societal problem that must be addressed and 
eliminated by every generation. Free thought has always won the day in the history of natural 
philosophy, but like democracy, must be fought for every minute of every day. There are well known 
cases of scientists being harmed or murdered by dogma: Galileo and Bruno, but there are many less 
well known cases, including that of my own. I am fortunate that this was partly righted by high honours 
and the excellent international AIAS group, but I am still locked out of the “University of Wales”, 
which illegally neglects to pay me a salary as Scientiae Doctor. So this brings into question the purpose 
of such a very unhealthy system, especially if no one can do anything about it. If so, we must do 
without the system, or accept a collapsed civilization.

218(9): Transformation of GCS into the General Function     f(theta).  

May 8, 2012 

The general transformation equation is eq. (3) or (7). Eq. (1) is a new theorem of mathematics which 
states that any function f(theta) can be synthesized from the general conical sections (GCS). This is 
similar to the Fourier theorem which stsates that any function can be synthesised from a Fourier series, 
or the Taylor and Maclaurin theorems. The difference is that x(theta(r)) is used instead of a series 
expansion. The note is self checked for correctness using the hyperbolic spiral. In cosmology any orbit 
can be synthesized form a GCS. The latter is therefore the fundamental orbit of all cosmology.

a218thpapernotes9.pdf
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Summary of Recent Major Discoveries in Cosmology and     Mathematics  

May 8, 2012 

It has been shown that all observable orbits can be described by the generalized fractal conical sections:

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (theta x(r(theta))))

When x is a constant the class of precessing ellipses is recovered in the limit x about one. When x is 
allowed to vary over its complete range a new subject of mathematics results. A vast number of new 
orbital types are predicted by the theory, and all known orbits described straightforwardly. The 
Einsteinian general relativity has been shown in several ways to be trivially erroneous. The intense 
international professional interest in this work means that the old theory is obsolete and that the new 
theory is immediately accepted as it is developed on the grounds of clarity and simplicity.

218(8) : Transformation Equations for the Hyperbolic     Spiral  

May 8, 2012 

These are the first order differential equations (13) and (14). They may have analytical solutions that 
can be found with Maxima. Otherwise they can be integrated numerically to give x as a function of 
theta and x as a function of r. They transform the generalized fractal conical section into the hyperbolic 
spiral. Similarly any orbit can be found from the generalized fractal conical section using generalized 
transformation equations. As Ray Delaforce has just shown, the analysis can be extended from two to 
three dimensional orbits such as the spiral nebulae discovered by the Hubble space telescope, or any of 
the strange galaxies listed by Halton Arp, or any cosmological structure that may be observed.

a218thpapernotes8.pdf

UFT 216 section 4     progress  

May 8, 2012 

To Ray Delaforce:

Adding a Z dimension looks spectacularly interesting, for example the helical nebulae could be 
described in this way. My system could not open this file format, can it be changed into pdf or doc 
format?

218(7) : Generalized Force Law in Polar     Representation  

May 8, 2012 

This is eq. (1) for any x(theta). A plot of F against theta will again display fractal properties and an 
infinite number of new patterns. For the special case of constant x the force law in polar representation 
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is eq. (11), again a fractal force law with an infinite number of new patterns.

a218thpapernotes7.pdf

Latest Animation on the www.aias.us     Blog  

May 8, 2012 

The latest animation by Robert Cheshire is on the www.aias.us blog, and can be accessed with google 
chrome. Just click on the animation to see how the conical sections are defined for x = 1. The fractal 
conical sections are for x not equal to one, and the generalized fractal conical sections for x a function 
of r(theta). The generalized fractal conical sections (to be published in UFT218) can describe any 
planar orbit in the universe, thus forging a new and complete cosmology. The incorrect EGR is no 
longer used, and the incorrect dark matter theory is no longer used.

FOR POSTING: Animations of the Conical Sections by Robert     Cheshire  

May 8, 2012 

These are excellent animations defining the conical sections with x = 1. We are planning a new book 
for CISP on the fractal conical sections, a major discovery in mathematics and physics: Horst Eckardt, 
Ray Delafroce, Robert Cheshire, Gareth Evans and myself, wth applications to cosmology and lavishly 
illustrated in colour. Possibly the book will be accompanied by an animation DVD.
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218(6): Reduction to Absurdity Refutation of     EGR  

May 8, 2012 

This is a simple reduction to absurdity refutation of Einsteinian general relativity (EGR) which any 
professional physicist, chemist or engineer can follow easily. Good school pupils should be able to 
follow it. The scientific conclusion is that EGR is trivially erroneous. The famous precessional 
calculation is examined here and shown to be incorrect by simple reduction to absurdity. This 
incorrectness was first pointed out by Schwarzschild in a letter to Einstein of Dec. 22nd 1915, a letter 
which has been translated into English and is on the web, together with a severe criticism of Einstein’s 
original 1915 paper by academician Vankov. In the past few years EGR has been quietly abandoned, as 
the huge impact of ECE shows. The eminent editor Alwyn van der Merwe coined the term “post 
Einsteinian paradigm shift” for ECE theory (Einstein Cartan Evans unified field theory). It is pointless 
trying to guess why EGR has persisted dogmatically for nearly a century, pehaps it is due to the fact 
that both Einstein and Schwarzschild used mathematics that very few of their contemporaries 
understood, and followers assumed that Einstein’s mathematics must have been right. Very few of our 
contemporaries understand these mathematics, and in fact they are trivially erroneous, as this note 
shows. Claims to precision testing of EGR have also been quietly abandoned by leading scientists of 
our era, although the general public continues to be bombarded by lurid media claims made by 
journalists and broadcasters who also do not understand the mathematics. This note, in contrast to the 
complicated original mathematics of 1915, uses ordinary O level algebra which co author Horst 
Eckardt can check by computer as usual for any human error. These refutations are shortly to be 
published in a pioneering book by Victor Riecansky of Cambridge International Science Publishing 
(CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com):

M. W. Evans, Ed., “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity” (hardback, softback 
and e book, ISBN information on the home page of www.aias.us).

Orders for the book are coming in already. It is special issue six of M. W. Evans, Ed. Journal of 
Foundations of Physics and Chemistry (CISP, six issues a year from June 2011, www.cisp-
publishing.com and www.aias.us)

a218thpapernotes6.pdf

Daily Report     7/5/12  
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There were 2,588 hits from 622 distinct visits, 26% spiders during the day. University of Adelaide 
general; Charles Sturt University Australia general; University of Wollongong Essay26; Environment 
Canada Essay48; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres general; Universidad Mayor Chile / Middle 
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States Commission USA Proof2 (Sp), UFT142 (Sp); Technical University of Bolivar Colombia 
UFT175(Sp); Mx Planck Institute for the History of Science Berlin my CV; Practical Materials Science 
Technical University of Darmstadt general; Algerian Research University Network UFT149; Cornell 
University UFT177; University of Indiana UNCC Saga4; University of Indiana Purdue Indianapolis 
general; Princeton University errors in the Einstein Field Theory; University of Texas UFT55, 142, 
199; University of Poitiers UFT217; Brookhaven National Laboratory Neglect of Riemann torsion; US 
National Weather Service Alaska UFT205, 213, 215, 216; University of Trieste, rebuttal of G. ‘t Hooft 
by G. J. Evans; University of Florence Department of Construction and Restoration general; Physics 
Keio University Japan UFT88; University of Agder Norway UFT149; U.S. Archives extensive; 
University of Durham UFT29, intense interest all sectors.

Comparing Lagrangian force law with Einstein force     law  

May 7, 2012 

OK Many thanks! I thought out another easier method today and will write it up tomorrow. However 
this result is valid and shows that the Einstein result is what we used to suffer after Pontardawe 
Grammar School dinners – wild wind. EGR is never going to give a constant x as can be seen from the 
algebraic blizzard. If I had made the mistakes Einstein made in the Grammar School, I would have 
been expelled for fiddling and cooking.

In a message dated 07/05/2012 10:25:12 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I did a calculation by equating both force laws, where the Einstein force law was assumed

F = -A/r^2 + B/r^4.

(hope this was right). The factor x was assumed to be constant. The result is a complicated 
transcendent equation for x, see attachment.
It would be very cumbersome to do this by hand. If you have other ideas for calculation, let 
me know.

Horst 

Pontardawe Grammar School     Reunions  

May 7, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr, many thanks. You should write up your autobiography of those days, because the only 
records extant will be of the former pupils. Cynthia Mullen and Carole Hopkin organize events at Llan 
Giwg, and they very kindly put up a stained glass window designed around my sonnet, “The Yew 
Tree”. I would like to see old Pontardawe Grammar School friends myself. I have not seen them since 
1968. I put all my genealogical records in the opening chapter of the first volume of my autobiography, 
and there are many more on www.aias.us. I was very lucky in getting the help of my cousin Stuart 
Davies on the Morgan Awbrey side, so I was able to trace back to Bleddyn ap Maenarch, Tywysog 
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Brycheiniog, and all the Princes. If you can find a link to the Morgan Awbrey Family then you would 
also be able to trace back to the Princes. Sandra Morgan for example might be related to the Morgan 
Awbrey family. I am very keen to protect what remains of the supremely beautiful Welsh language, and 
to protect what remains of the chapels and churches from incomprehensible apathy. So the 
autobiography contains a lot of strict metre poetry – cynghanedd as you know. Ciwg Gyffes Sant (sixth 
century) and Dewi Sant are my ancestral cousins from Brychan, Tywysog Brycheiniog. I posted the 
line on www.aias.us. I would be very glad to see large reunions taking place of the former pupils. The 
next step for me is to find out about the state of Elim Craig Cefn Parc, and to see if I can set up a Trust 
to save it from being sold. This is easily done. I set up my own house where I was born here in Trust to 
prevent it from being sold and “developed”. Development vultures are the biggest threat to the 
language, which is in critical condition. They will destroy Wales completely if allowed to do so. So I 
advise all young people to work hard for the language, without which there is a very diluted identity. 
UNESCO and EEC support the language and it needs all the help it can get. Individuals must find 
themselves again in the materialistic wilderness.

Myron

UFT 216 section 4     progress  

May 7, 2012 

This is important work for both mathematics and physics, and the work looks well organized. The table 
is particularly useful. There is no deadline and plenty of time can be taken for optimal quality.

UFT216Section4.docx

218(5) : Expression for any orbit in terms of the precessing conical     sect…  

May 7, 2012 

Many thanks and as usual this is important numerical work. I will study this and develop the method 
further with the aim of finding x(r(theta)) for the Einstein force law A / r squared + B / r fourth. The 
result is clear already, x will not be a constant as claimed by Einstein and his dogmatic followers, but it 
will be very interesting to find the precise functional form of x(r(theta)) for EGR in order to show 
conclusively that it is not a constant and that EGR fails. The most famous claim of EGR is to produce a 
constant x, as you know, i.e. a claimed constant value of 43 seconds of arc per century for Mercury and 
a claimed precessing ellipse for constant x about unity. Both claims of EGR are wildly wrong. This new 
method is much easier than numerically integrating the Lagrange equation for the Einstein potential.

In a message dated 06/05/2012 23:22:59 GMT Daylight Time,

I calculated the general Force law of the note for a generally given x(theta). The result is 
eq. %o5. In case we have x(r) given, we have either to apply the product rule or to insert 
r(theta) into x(r) to obtain x(theta). I applied this for the hyperbolic spiral. The result %o12 
for the force law seems to be quite complicated but the terms can be simplified to give the 
well known 1/r^3 force law of the spiral, see %o15.
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With the intermediate step %o9 (calculation of x(theta) for given orbit r(theta) ) this scheme 
can be applied to arbitrary forms of orbits. This is a simple and elegant solution.

Horst

Am 06.05.2012 18:09, schrieb EMyrone

Eq. (28) appears to be a new theorem of mathematics that expresses any 
function f(theta) (or f(r)) in terms of the precessing conical sections. In this 
example the simple hyperbolic spiral is used. This means that any orbit can 
evolve into another type of orbit and all planar orbits can be described on the 
classical lagrangian level without the failed Einsteinian general relativity and 
without the failed dark matter theory.

Daily Report Sunday     6/5/12  

May 7, 2012 

There were 2,508 hits from 530 distinct visits, 39.2% spiders. Physics University of Melbourne Essay 
48; Physics University of Stuttgart UFT26; Temple University UFT110; University of Maryland 
UFT140; US archives sweep including UFT section, catastrophe for technology: neglect of torsion, 
definitive proofs, AIAS staff, overview, UFT107;

Spin Connection     Resonance  

May 6, 2012 

I agree about the shock of the new and the infinite irrationality and timidity of human nature, but in this 
case prototype devices have already been in existence for a quarter century, on www.et3m.net (the Alex 
Hill site). Alex Hill usually demonstrates them under a non disclosure agreement, but allows visitors 
(such as Simon Clifford) to try them out. I would like to introduce you to Alex Hill, Horst Eckardt, 
Douglas Lindstrom, Franklin Amador and Simon Clifford, who are all experts in SCR. The conference 
organiser is Amar Vakil. Recently, several papers on SCR have appeared in Physica B, Journal of 
Foundations of Physics and Chemistry, and other journals, and the technique has been developed 
greatly by all these colleagues. Horst Eckardt and Franklin Amador have very recently posted a paper 
on www.aias.us which is a design that could be used straightforwardly by engineers. The paper is 
attached.

In a message dated 06/05/2012 10:22:47 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

dear mr. evans

my fascination for this matter has been introduced by friends of mine, who had the chance 
to visit a demonstration of the thesta distatica (newer testatika) about ten years ago by paul 
baumann, the famous machine which too, as i suppose, is harnessing energy from 
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spacetime. since i trust in the power of judgement of my friends, there is no doubt for me 
that such equipment can be constructed, is constructed and is in operation. unfortunately the 
thesta-distatica has been locked away from the public by the methernita-community years 
ago. during my research i came across many other inventions which without any doubt 
exist and work but the “today’s physics” can’t provide explanations for. in discussions with 
friends and colleagues i soon experienced a phenomenon, you and your supporters must 
have been facing for years: people don’t like to have their foundations of knowledge 
shattered, not even staggered nor challenged. friends of whom i believed to be curious 
enough and having a certain scientific spirit vehemently neglected the existance of such 
devices. so i decided to construct a simple mechanical device to act as an icebreaker for all 
these discussions. i want to prove them, that they don’t yet know everything about the 
world and its physics, re-lighten their curiousity and reopen their mind. that’s where i am 
currently working on.
the thing behaves a bit differently for institutions and industries, of course. your web-traffic 
mesurement of the AIAS pages speaks volumes. your unified field theory might have much 
more followers than you know, but lots of institutions as a whole don’t dare to to be 
publicly connected with matters someone could bring into relation with OU or PMMs. 
PMM has become a swearword and it’s generally being used to cut off conversations by 
people who are not even aware of the exact definitions. thus, in a way, i can understand the 
fear and restraint of institutions as universities when it comes to new theories like yours.
as stated earlier, i am pretty sure that your theory is the one which can give the explanations 
i am looking for. it will need time for me to roughly understand it and i’ll want to find 
practical ways and experiments which prove the lack of “today’s physics” and 
simultaneously allow explications by ECE. a collection of such experiments is – in the end 
– bound to lead to an unquestioned acceptance of the theory.
the demonstration you and alex hill had given to the navy sounds overwhelming. i’m really 
curious how to transfer the essence of ECE into an electrical circuit and how to implement 
connection spin resonsnace. if i can arrange it, i would certainly join your conference in 
california this autumn.

best regards
fabian leuthold

2012/5/3 <EMyrone>

Pleasure, Alex Hill also makes demonstrations to visitors and sometimes at 
conferences. We are attempting to organize a conference for the autumn in 
Southern California. There is no scientific doubt that the devices work, it seems 
to be a question of effective marketing. They also prove of course that electric 
power can be obtained from spacetime. I was asked to explain the one hundred 
thousand fold amplification demosntrated to civilians at the US Navy in Florida 
some years ago by Alex Hill and colleagues. This demosntration was done in 
such a way that it cannot be questioned logically. Since then the idea of spin 
connection resonance has been greatly developed, notably by Horst Eckardt, 
Douglas Lindstrom, Franklin Amador, Simon Clifford and others of AIAS. 
Development work at the Alex Hill organization goes on all the time of course. 
The unscientific scepticism of the standard modellers has gradually been 
overcome.



In a message dated 02/05/2012 23:21:39 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

dear mr. evans

thank you a lot for your immediate reply and for pointing out the 
works of importance in regard of the objective in focus. i was aware 
of the company et3m and their interesting circuit based on ece 
unified field theory, but up to now couldn’t imagine or grasp the 
principle it may be based on. however, this might change when 
studying the papers you mentioned.

best regards
fabian leuthold

2012/5/1 Fabian Leuthold

dear mr. evans

i have read and tried to understand lots of your works 
and writings with the aim to develop an electrical circuit 
harnessing energy from spacetime based on the spin 
connection resonance. after having read tons of material 
on ‘free energy’ or ‘over unity effects’, it seems to me 
that your unified field theory is by far the most 
advanced and consistent one putting the puzzle pieces 
together as a whole and i’d like very much to 
understand it with all its implications in such a way to 
help me reaching the aim mentioned. by now, i haven’t 
yet reached that state of being able to put the knowledge 
into “action”, say: circuits. could you possibly point out 
to me your most relevant papers or additional 
information needed to intuitively grasp the practical 
consequences of your discoveries?

sincere regards
fabian leuthold

LCR-Resonant.pdf

The Incorrect Orbit of     EGR  

May 6, 2012 

From eqs. (16) and (28) of note 218(5) it is dicovered for the first time that the EGR theory gives the 
orbit

r = alpha / ( 1 + epsilon cos (x(r) theta))

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/06/the-incorrect-orbit-of-egr/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/lcr-resonant.pdf


where x is a very complicated function of r. This is not a precessing ellipse as EGR claims because a 
precessing ellipse needs a constant x close to unity. This conclusion follows from the fact that the EGR 
force law is of the type

F(r) = A / r squared + B / r fourth

Equating this with eq. (16) will produce a very complicated x(r), and not a constant x. To find x(r) will 
need computer algebra, it is so complicated. The EGR claim is seen to be wildly incorrect without 
having to do any calculation, because a constant x is obtained if and only if the force is

F(r) = – mMG x squared / r squared + ( x squared – 1) L squared / (m r cubed)

As Quintilian would have said in the first century A. D., there is virtue in truth.

218(5) : Expression for any orbit in terms of the precessing conical     section  

May 6, 2012 

Eq. (28) appears to be a new theorem of mathematics that expresses any function f(theta) (or f(r)) in 
terms of the precessing conical sections. In this example the simple hyperbolic spiral is used. This 
means that any orbit can evolve into another type of orbit and all planar orbits can be described on the 
classical lagrangian level without the failed Einsteinian general relativity and without the failed dark 
matter theory.

a218thpapernotes5.pdf

Paper 216, sections 3 and     5  

May 6, 2012 

This is also the mechanism by which a precessing ellipse (as well as a precessing hyperbola or any 
conic section) transforms into an inward spiral. When x is imaginary

cos (ix theta) = cosh (x theta)

as is well known. So it has been proven that the fractal conical sections can be transformed into the 
fractal hyperbolic spirals. Using lagrangian dynamics, I will now proceed to find the force law when x 
is a function of r, and not a constant.

paper216-3.pdf

Letter from David     Daniels  

May 6, 2012 

Da iawn i glywed wrthot! very good to hear from you. I wrote up all these memories in volume one of 
my autobiography, shortly to be published, and preprinted in the blue box above my coat of arms on the 
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home page of www.aias.us. I mention the late Eifion Wyn Jeffries there. Frank Snape, Carole Hopkin 
(Mary’s older sister) and Cynthia Mullan were also at the school. I tried to write as much about it as I 
could remember because Neath Port Talbot Council threw away all its records in its ineluctable, 
profound and infinite wisdom. Carole and Mary Hopkin are my cousins from William Hopkin Cwm 
Nant y Moel, Craig Cefn Parc (born 1823). I did not know that Eifon Wyn was hit by a cricket bat. 
Leighton Carter, Lyn Evans and myself attended the funeral, and it was a most horrific experience. 
Hugh Thomas was my deadly rival and shared the O level School Prize in 1966, and I remember Eddie 
Williams and Sandra Morgan very well. Are you related to Sir Goronwy Daniels in any way? He gave 
me my D. Sc. in 1978 and invited me to a reception with Lady Daniels, a grand daughter of David 
Lloyd-George. Drop in any time if you are back on a visit. 

Myron

In a message dated 06/05/2012 00:22:39 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Myron,

I was googling my old school and came across some of your comments. I remember you 
well and your postings brought back many memories of those years. I remmber all the 
teachers including that awful music teacher Carol who made my life miserable.
I have been following the career of Mary Hopkins ever since she suddenly left school to 
sign with the Beatles Apple label and begin her music career, and I also remember how shy 
she was when I first sat next to her in class. She and I were in Charlie Lines’ art class.
I did keep in touch with some of my old colleagues for a while (Hugh “Spa”Thomas, Eddie 
Williams) but I have lived in the USA since 1976 so I have lost contact with everybody. 
Sandra Morgan is still involved with the Pontardawe Folk club where i sang for many years 
before emigrating. I actually still have dreams about my years in Ponty Grammar.
My very earliest memory is of the death of Wyn Jeffries in the first yeat of school – he was 
hit by a cricket ball.
Regards

David “Dai” Daniels

The Basic Self Contradiction in Einstein’s Precession     Calculation  

May 6, 2012 

This contradiction is demonstrated by problem 7-13 (attached second pdf scan) of the third edition of 
Marion and Thornton “Classical Dynamics”, in which the precessing ellipse is obtained from the 
correct force law, the new universal force law of gravitation. We now know that this law produces 
fractal conical sections and also hyperbolic spirals in galactic dynamics, as well as binary pular orbits 
and all other known orbits. It predicts many other kinds of orbits. Also attached is the Einstein 
calculation (attached first pdf scan). It starts from eq. (7.74) with an incorrect force law, so cannot give 
a precessing ellipse QED. The corrrect force law is actually given in problem 7-13. In previous work 
by Horst Eckardt and myself it was demonstrated by computer that eq. (7.74) gives a tremendously 
complicated orbit that is NOT a fractal conical section. This is in fact admitted by Marion and Thornton 
in problem 7-13. No wonder the students are confused, and everyone else too. I think that it is very 
important to make a thorough numerical study of eq. (7.74) to machine precision, and to show in many 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/06/the-basic-self-contradiction-in-einsteins-precession-calculation/
http://www.aias.us/


ways using numerical integration and the latest graphics techniques, that it does NOT produce a 
precessing ellipse or more generally a precessing conical section. That should convince even the most 
bone headed dogmatist that EGR is wildly wrong. Of course we have demonstrated this in many ways, 
but I think it is necessary to bang the message home repeatedly. This is what Schwarzschild tried to do 
on Dec. 22nd 1915 and was totally ignored for a century. This means that EGR is politics as usual at 
present.

amarionandthorntonapsidalanglesandprecession.pdf

amarionandthorntonproblem7-13.pdf

Some Graphics by Ray     Delaforce  

May 6, 2012 

These are some graphics of the conventional conical sections with polar coordinate normalized to be 
positive.

ellipse parabola hyperbolas r normalized farview 

ellipse parabola hyperbolas r normalized nearview 

Rhetoric and     Praise  

May 6, 2012 

These words are greatly appreciated by all at AIAS, it is a rhetorical encouragment in the ancient style 
reminiscent of Caradog (Caratacus) and Quintilian, and reminds me of a high point of civilization 
where a sermon by our minister, Rev. T. R. Lewis, would be echoed by the congregation. The echoing 
was in praise of truth, and in praise of the content and rhetorical delivery, a style called “hwyl” that 
became characteristic of Wales. So our work is all in praise of nature. That society was materially far 
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poorer, in all other respects far richer.

In a message dated 05/05/2012 18:54:00 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

It is the old adage, “if something is not simple it is (probably) not right”.Your contributions 
are immense opening up physics. 

Marcus Fabius     Quintilianus  

May 6, 2012 

I agree with this eloquent summary by Amar Vakil and also his reference to Quintilian, (1st Century) 
who stressed high moral character. This would be laughed at in our times, so much for our expenses 
fiddling era. By this I do not mean shallow ideas of morality, but the fabric of society. This is all too 
evident in the subject of physics, and we at AIAS seek to redress the balance in cooperation with our 
new friends here.

 

Daily Report Saturday     5/5/12  

May 6, 2012 

Osaka University LCR Resonant; Japanese National Advanced Institute of Technology key article; US 
Archives: UFT107, Invitation to Buckingham Palace; Selection for British Website Archive; O Level 
Education Section; Advances made in UFT122, 131 and 132; Comparitive Impact Table; 
Autobiography Volume One; Spanish Section; UFT Section; Equation Flow Charts; Awards won by the 
Aberystwyth Group; Definitive Proofs Section; Obsolete Concepts of the Stanard Model; Bookstore; 
Bristol University UFT146; intense interest all sectors.

Graphs of Binary Pulsar and Double Neutron     Star  

May 5, 2012 

These again are most interesting results fom co author Horst Eckardt. The Hulse Taylor system is a 
precessing ellipse and the double neutron star is nearly circular but precessing. These orbits do not 
decrease over time, for that to happen the x parameter has to be modified as in Section 3 of UFT216. 
The precessing ellipse would slowly evolve into an orbit that spirals inward. The general orbit is a 
combination of both motions assuming that the astronomers do in fact observe a shrinking orbit. The 
actual experimental data seem to be measurements of luminosity. It is a big step from that to conclude 
that the orbit is shrinking, and that was part of the dogma of the old cosmology. The new cosmology 
that has so suddenly emerged is far simpler and much more scientific.

217-binary-stars.pdf
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FOR POSTING: Paper 216, sections 3 and     5  

May 5, 2012 

Many thanks to co author Horst Eckardt for Section 3, a major advance in orbital science, and for 
typesetting Section 5 by Gareth Evans, a very interesting section on comparison of scales. In about 41 
years of continual research I have never seen such a rapid advance in knowledge.

paper216-3.pdf

218(4): General Expansion of the Conical Section into Hyperbolic     Spirals  

May 5, 2012 

This is accomplished by a Maclaurin series for cos (x theta) as shown. A fractal conical section is made 
up of an infinite sum of hyperbolic spirals of increasing order provided that x << 1, and theta is 
confined to a range such that x theta < 1 so that the Maclaurin series converges. So this is why 
precessing ellipses may evolve under certain conditions into hyperbolic spirals.

a218thpapernotes4.pdf

Negative Eccentricity Conical     Sections  

May 5, 2012 

Yes, I just made the discovery that the spirals are given by the class of fractal conical sections with 
eccentricity less than one. Graphing those should give hyperbolic spirals in the small x limit, and for 
any x should give a another class of fractal curves, the class that gives the orbits in whirlpool galaxies.

In a message dated 05/05/2012 11:20:18 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

If I understand this right, the sign of the rhs in (8) has been changed to retain a negative 
force term (5).

Horst

Am 05.05.2012 09:21, schrieb EMyrone

This note shows how solar system orbits can be transformed into galactic orbits 
using the same universal force law (6). So this is a great step forward in real 
cosmology as opposed to fantastic (dream like) cosmology. It seems that any 
observed orbit can be described straightforwardly by the new universal force 
law, and any precessional motion. The only thing remaining to explain is the 
gravitational red shift, and for that the constrained Minkowski method is 
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necessary because it is a time dilatation phenomenon of relativity. Otherwise 
almost everything can be explained non-relativistically in a very simple way. 
SO to ne that is true physics.

218(3) : Self Consistent Transition from Conical Section to Hyperbolic     Spiral  

May 5, 2012 

This note shows that the transition is defined self consistently in the small x limit for the class of fractal 
conical sections defined by:

r = alpha / ( 1 + epsilon cos ( theta))

with

epsilon < 0

It will be very interesting to explore this new class of conical sections systematically. It will probably 
give all types of spiral orbits as found in whirlpool galaxies, and all kinds of new orbits hitherto 
unknown when x is allowed to range over all its values. This class is discarded as “undefined” by 
Marion and Thornton.

a218thpapernotes3.pdf

Explaining the Saturnian     Rings  

May 5, 2012 

Gareth Evans and others here may like to try to explain the Saturnian rings by using a graphics and 
animation package with:

r = alpha/ ( 1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

The world is your proverbial oyster. In general any orbital anomaly can be looked for and new 
explanations sought.

Fitting the Spiral Like Elliptical Orbit to the Binary     Pulsars  

May 5, 2012 

Can this very interesting result be fitted to the binary neutron star PSR J0737-3039, in which x = 
1.0469, or the Hulse Taylor binary pulsar where x = 1.0117? It would also be interesting to fit it directly 
on top of the trajectory in microgravity observed in the NASA experiment.
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Spiral Like Elliptical     Orbit  

May 5, 2012 

This is the spiral like elliptical orbit found by Ray Delaforce.

Spiral Like Elliptical     Orbit  

May 5, 2012 

This is a very interesting result, it could very well be a binary pulsar orbit as well as a droplet orbit. If 
the droplet orbit can be explained quantitatively Ray Delaforce and Rob Fell can joint Horst and myself 
as co authors on UFT218.

In a message dated 05/05/2012 09:03:37 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Prof. Evans,

A while back (2/23/12 to be exact) Rob Fell sent a link to the following NASA youtube 
video showing water droplets spiraling around an electrically charged knitting needle in 
microgravity.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qHrBhgwq__Q&feature=relmfu

Some water droplets orbited in an inward spiral until finally sticking to the needle. 
However, other droplets orbited first in an inward spiral and then spiraled OUTWARD 
again!

The logarithmic (ever decreasing r) orbit can explain the former, but one can get the 
inward/outward orbit with an ‘elliptical orbit’ having an x value < 1 such that x is a reduced 
fraction p/q, where p=1, q = some N where the number of inward (and outward) spiral 
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loops appears to be N/2. (See attached example.)

Ray Delaforce

Subject: Agreement between Concepts and Methods

This is excellent agreement between concepts and methods, thanks again. I will proceed in 
the next notes to hyperbolic orbits, the circular orbit was first inferred in UFT193 ff and 
again confirmed numerically by Horst Eckardt, who noted that it could mean trapped light.

In a message dated 04/05/2012 19:43:07 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

This is what I found already numerically: an inward spiralling orbit appears if x 
goes to zero and becomes complex valued.

Horst

Am 04.05.2012 15:44, schrieb EMyrone

This note shows how a fractal conical section can be transformed into a 
logarithmic spiral orbit (7) in which r goes to zero with increasing theta. The 
condition is very small x but identically non-zero. If x is identically zero a 
circular orbit results. So if the claims for a decreasing r are true in binary 
pulsars, then it can be explained very easily with the new universal gravitational 
potential entirely without EGR, and without gravitational radiation which has 
never been observed. Such simple explanations are too inexpensive to be 
funded. So in the exigencies of the physics machine simple explanations are 
rejected for hugely elaborate hyperexpensive nonsense which, however, can be 
funded.

218(2): Force Law for the Hyperbolic Spial     Orbit  

May 5, 2012 

This note shows how solar system orbits can be transformed into galactic orbits using the same 
universal force law (6). So this is a great step forward in real cosmology as opposed to fantastic (dream 
like) cosmology. It seems that any observed orbit can be described straightforwardly by the new 
universal force law, and any precessional motion. The only thing remaining to explain is the 
gravitational red shift, and for that the constrained Minkowski method is necessary because it is a time 
dilatation phenomenon of relativity. Otherwise almost everything can be explained non-relativistically 
in a very simple way. SO to ne that is true physics.

a218thpapernotes2.pdf
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AIAS     Impact  

May 5, 2012 

The fair and correct way to judge the phenomenal impact of AIAS is to compare it with the hit counters 
of websites of individual research groups. AIAS is smaller in number than most research groups. AIAS 
completely out impacts all other research groups in science (all subjects) and also keeps a far better 
record of feedback. I researched this some time ago and set up a comparitive impact table on 
www.aias.us with the help of Dave Burleigh. I found it was difficult even to find data for research 
groups, some display what they call a hit counter, but there are often no dates given, and it is not clear 
what they mean by a hit counter – hits, distinct visits, files or page views. For example I looked up 
three groups at random today:

1) Viola Research Group Dartmouth College 8776 on hit counter.
2) Orthogonal polynomial research group, maths., Seville University, 1318 on hit counter.
3) Gin university research group Boulder Colorado, 4122 on hit counter.

This compares with fifteen million hits for AIAS in a decade, ECE sites currently running at about 1.3 
million hits a year, of which one million are for www.aias.us. There are no data at all of any physics 
department in Wales, which apart from AIAS is completely insignificant in physics on the international 
level of AIAS. I have found that over a long enough span of time, such as a decade, all measures of 
feedback are reliable: distinct visits, page views, hits, and gigabytes, provided that the same feedback 
software is used for that decade. AIAS has done all this voluntarily, so there is somethig badly wrong 
with the university system. It is mainly a jobs for the pals system, this was certainly true of 
Aberystwyth’s EDCL. Some mechanisms such as wikipedia generate tens or hundreds of millions of 
hits, but that is a mundane result of hundreds of thousands of people posting what is often rubbish on 
boring subjects. All departments of physics claim to be excellent every year. The real story is very 
different, one can only excel by truthful comparison.

Agreement between Concepts and     Methods  

May 5, 2012 

This is excellent agreement between concepts and methods, thanks again. I will proceed in the next 
notes to hyperbolic spiral orbits, the circular orbit was first inferred in UFT193 ff and again confirmed 
numerically by Horst Eckardt, who noted that it could mean trapped light.

In a message dated 04/05/2012 19:43:07 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

This is what I found already numerically: an inward spiralling orbit appears if x goes to 
zero and becomes complex valued.

Horst

Am 04.05.2012 15:44, schrieb EMyrone

This note shows how a fractal conical section can be transformed into a 
logarithmic spiral orbit (7) in which r goes to zero with increasing theta. The 
condition is very small x but identically non-zero. If x is identically zero a 
circular orbit results. So if the claims for a decreasing r are true in binary 
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pulsars, then it can be explained very easily with the new universal gravitational 
potential entirely without EGR, and without gravitational radiation which has 
never been observed. Such simple explanations are too inexpensive to be 
funded. So in the exigencies of the physics machine simple explanations are 
rejected for hugely elaborate hyperexpensive nonsense which, however, can be 
funded.

Corrigenda     UFT217  

May 5, 2012 

Many thanks again for this checking work as co author. I will make the numerical changes in the final 
published paper and note them on the blog here. The hamiltonian operator in eq. (18) is correct, it can 
be seen that it comes directly from the standard hamiltonian operator for H, eq. (14), (P. W. Atkins, 
“Molecular Quantum Mechanics”, OUP).

In a message dated 04/05/2012 19:08:53 GMT Daylight Time:

I recalculated the notes, there seem to be deviations in precision which
lead to slightly different results for x.

Alpha is larger than your value by about two orders of magnitude, this
means that alpha is significantly larger than the Bohr radius. This
seems to be plausible if the orbits are hyperbolic. In case of eliptical
orbits I had expected
alpha approx. = a_Bohr.

I have difficulties to understand eq. (18) of 217(11). The repulsive
term of the potential seems to be missing.
Since x is of order 10^19, the kinetic energy term is negligible
relative to the potential energy. The factor x is interestingly in the
order of magnitude of ratio between electromagnetic and gravitational
force. However it appears as x^2, making a difference of 39 orders of
magnitude in the potential.
From eq. (1) it can be seen that for large x, the factor x^2 can be
pulled out of the potential, leading to a similar result as (18).

Horst 

Daily Report     4/5/12  

May 5, 2012 

There were 2,497 hits from 569 distinct visits, 34.7% spiders. National University of Mar del Plata 
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Argentina Omnia Opera 563; Mathematics ETH Zurich UFT12, 24; Antioquia University Colombia 
UFT140 (Spanish), antisymmetric connection; Rhine Westphalia University Aachen UFT4; U. S. Naval 
Postgraduate School UFT148, UFT214, Essay44; Mathematics Pennsylvania State University UFT142; 
Texas A and M University UFT88; Mathematics University of Illinois Urbana Champaign UFT140; 
University of North Carolina Charlotte UNCC Saga1; University of Texas Proof1; Mathematics 
Autonomous University of Madrid UFT88; Polytechnic University of Madrid UFT146 (Sp); University 
of Valencia UFT143 (Sp), UFT157 (Sp); French Atomic and Alternative Energy Commission UFT110; 
Paris Observatory Meudon UFT29; University of Poitiers UFT198; Italian Nuclear Research Institute 
Milan UFT109; Korean Advanced Institute of Technology general; Vilnius Institute of Mathematics 
and Informatics Lithuania general; Autonomous University of Chihahua Mexico Felker 2 and 6 (Sp); 
Veracruzana University Mexico Felker 6 (Sp); US Archives UFT107; Mesquite Independent School 
District Texas Civil List Pension; University of Dar es Salaam Numerical Solutions; University College 
of Wales Cardiff UFT149; University of Durham* UFT88. Intense interest all sectors.

Results for     Mawr  

May 4, 2012 

Ther was a very low turn out of 44.82%, the encumbent obtained only 44.9% of the votes cast and 
therefore only 20.12% of the electoral register, yet was “elected”. This makes a farce out of democracy. 
The total opposition vote was 362, while the encumbent obtained 295. There is no proportional 
representation. If the opposition had taken my advice and formed a pre agreed coalition, the encumbent 
would not have been elected. Only one person in five voted for him. This confirms my view that there 
can be no confidence in representative democracy, it should be replaced by an electronic referendum 
system, compulsory voting and proportional representation. These measures are not introduced because 
careerist politicians wish merely to retain personal power. This is abhorent to democracy. I think that 
there are no longer any party ideals, so sweeping reforms are necessary and People’s Councils must be 
set up all over Wales. Having failed to capture 80% of the vote, the encumbent is here yet again for a 
further four years. He failed to capture 80% of the vote while being Mayor of Swansea. In Swansea 
County not a single Councillor won a majority of the electoral register. Next time I fervently hope that 
the encumbent will at last be voted out by a candiadate that opposes wind turbines and all development. 
If the opposition uselessly splits its vote again, there will be another four years of the encumbent. The 
majority of Mawr who did not vote represents the silent and cheated majority.

Development of     UFT218  

May 4, 2012 

It is possible to deduce that hyperbolic spiral orbits also evolve from the new universal law of 
gravitation, so I will develop UFT218 along these lines. The starting pont is always the fractal conical 
section equation, which with lagrangian dynamics gives the new universal force law. Given 
approximations of the force law produce the spiral orbits of stars in galaxies and in a well defined limit 
(x = 0) a circular orbit. The fractal orbital equation is based on ECE theory in a classical limit. Douglas 
Lindstrom has also made an important discovery recently, of a new invariant, and I will study that in 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/04/development-of-uft218/
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detail before commenting.

218(1): Binary Pulsar     orbits  

May 4, 2012 

This note shows how a fractal conical section can be transformed into a logarithmic spiral orbit (7) in 
which r goes to zero with increasing theta. The condition is very small x but identically non-zero. If x is 
identically zero a circular orbit results. So if the claims for a decreasing r are true in binary pulsars, 
then it can be explained very easily with the new universal gravitational potential entirely without 
EGR, and without gravitational radiation which has never been observed. Such simple explanations are 
too inexpensive to be funded. So in the exigencies of the physics machine simple explanations are 
rejected for hugely elaborate hyperexpensive nonsense which, however, can be funded.

a218thpapernotes1.pdf

FOR POSTING:     UFT217  

May 4, 2012 

This is UFT217 on fractal conical sections and orbits, and four further qualitative refutations of the 
Einsteinian general relativity.

a217thpaper.pdf
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Ther were 2,262 from 537 distinct visits, 34.9% spiders. University of Brasilia Hehl Rebuttal; 
University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT section; Physics University of Zurich weak points of the 
standard model; Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic levitron; Technical University Darmstadt 
general; Boston University Autobiography sonnets; Physics Drexel University UFT4; Colorado School 
of Mines UFT107; MIT Laboratory for Nuclear Science UFT88; Prof George Schatz Group 
Northwestern University UFT29; New York University DPS paper, Princeton University Diplomatic 
Objection to ‘t Hooft by Gareth Evans; Reed College Portland Oregon experimental refutation of 
Heisenberg; Rider University New Jersey UFT118; University of Nevada Las Vegas educational note 
1; Xavier University general; Complutensian University Madrid general; University of Valencia Space 
Energy devices; Eotvos Lorand University Hungary Educational note one; Hebrew University 
Jerusalem UFT81; University of Modena Italy UFT181, UFT206; Physics Leiden University general; 
Science Radboud University Netherlands general; US Archives general; Physics Chalmers University 
Sweden UFT56; Glasgow University UFT166; intense interest all sectors.
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Special     issue  

May 3, 2012 

Many thanks indeed, this is great news! Strangely enough the world of science to have accepted the 
Einstein refutations calmly judging from the huge feedback interest, but there may be one or two cases 
of indigestion third class, and emission of bile. On behalf of new science I would like to thank you 
kindly for all your efforts. The refutation of EGR has become very simple and very obvious, so any 
dogmatist putting his nose in a hedgehog will run a sub four minute mile. The Russian author decided 
to publish the book with a specialist firm – it was not really a scientific book.

In a message dated 03/05/2012 16:37:04 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Next Tuesday I will send you, Horst, Doug and Robert the final file of the special issue for 
final checking and then we will flood the world with the leaflets and sample copies, etc, I 
am quite excited, I am sure there will be a number of negative comments but I am sure you 
will be able to handle them ! By the way, the Russian friend you mentioned never contacted 
me, was it a scientific book?

Regards

Victor

Victor Riecansky

Publisher

Cambridge International Science Publishing

www.cisp-publishing.com

ver@cisp-publishing.com

Pleidleisiwch i (vote for) Linda Frame Plaid     Cymru  

May 3, 2012 

Pleidleisiais i Linda Frame, Plaid Cymru, heddiw fel Arfwr Mawr a’r Cylch. I voted for Linda Frame 
Plaid Cymru today as the Armiger in Mawr and surrounding areas.

Myron Evans

Glyn Eithrym

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/03/pleidleisiwch-i-vote-for-linda-frame-plaid-cymru/
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Plans for     UFT217  

May 3, 2012 

I think that the main aim of this four author paper (Horst Eckardt, Ray Delaforce, Gareth Evans and 
myself) will be a vivid demonstration of the complete failure of Einstein’s general relativity (EGR) to 
describe the basics of observed orbits, I emphasize the adjective “observed”. It is not just an 
approximate failure, but what is known in science as a qualitative failure, in every day terms a total 
failure. In addition EGR cannot describe the newly discovered fractal properties of the conical sections, 
again a total failure. I discovered the way to show this total failure almost by accident. I wrote down 
the equation

r = alpha / ( 1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

and this equation describes the precessing elliptical orbits, a large class of orbits. Using lagrangian 
dynamics the new universal force law was discovered. It turns out that the above equation can describe 
ALL orbits using only x. It would be very difficult to find an orbit that it does not describe. In addition 
it gives the fractal conical sections, hitherto unknown in pure mathematics, the multi leaved petal orbits 
and so on. If one places oneself back in 1788, when Lagrange inferred his method, the reasonable 
enlightenment of his contemporaries such as Voltaire or Mozart would have smiled the smile of reason. 
EGR cannot produce this equation, it produces a scowl of dark matter and the junk rap of false 
authority in science.

Standard Model     Pseudoscience  

May 3, 2012 

I would say no one believes in big bang or black holes except the cave dwellers themselves, fifth 
stalactite on the right, Dan yr Ogof,  just by the coracle left there by Tommy and Jeff Morgan.

In a message dated 03/05/2012 12:18:10 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

p.s. I found the first of these links posted to be very encouraging. NOT the article itself but 
the comments at the lower page area – scroll well down. The people, sometimes crassly I 
grant, are not swallowing it!!

Best regards,

Robert

Professor John Hart and Xavier     University.  

May 3, 2012 

Seconded. I think that the biography by Kerry is excellent, because it covers wide range of science, not 
just me, and well worth buying.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/03/professor-john-hart-and-xavier-university/
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In a message dated 03/05/2012 11:36:35 GMT Daylight Time:

Dear Myron,

Nice to see Xavier University taking a look!

Professor John Hart was a founder member of AIAS and had a big sign on the front of his 
house on the Xavier campus showing the AIAS logo.

Professor Hart organised the famous 1962 conference at Xavier University attended by 
Einstein’s old assistant Nathan Rosen, which reunited him with Xavier’s Professor Boris 
Podolsky. Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen are famous for the famous thought experiment 
called the EPR experiment, which demonstates absurd ideas about quantum theory were 
wrong, because it required faster than the speed of light communication between the 
particles at a distance.

Nobel Prize winners Paul Dirac and Eugene Wigner were also at the conference.

AIAS was formed as a conduit for taking Einstein’s work forward on a deterministic 
platform, with no part for the ludicrous Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle!

Xavier University’s Professor John Hart, a former naval officer did much good work 
promoting AIAS and taking Einstein’s work forward and a chapter is devoted to his part, in 
the book:

The Life of Myron Evans: A Journey Through Space and Time , published by Cambridge 
International Publishers (CISP) in 2011.

I hope to see further visits from Xavier in due course.

Best Wishes

Kerry Pendergast

Sent: Thursday, 3 May 2012, 6:35
Subject: Daily Report 2/5/12

There were 2,218 hits from 524 distinct visit, 33.4% spiders. Swiss Federal University 
Lausanne UFT19; National Forest Corporation Chile Essay41 (Spanish); Tarapaca de Arica 
University Chile UFT166 (Spanish); Tsinghua University China UFT88; Antioquia 
University Colombia UFT41, UFT146; University of Applied Sciences Duesseldorf 2D 
paper; Mathematics Marburg University UFT88; University of Southern Denmark UFT88; 
Brandeis University UFT51; University of Colorado UFT110, UFT135; University of 
California Riverside advantages of ECE; Mechanical and Electrical Engineering University 
of California Santa Barbara LCR resonant; University of Washington UFT25; University of 
Wisconsin UFT18; Xavier University general; University of Valencia electrogravitic2; 
French Atomic Energy Commission 2D paper; University of Poitiers general; Physics 
Hebrew University Jerusalem UFT85; University of Modena CV; University of Otago New 
Zealand Proof2; Uppsala University Sweden UFT2; Metu University Turkey Proof5; 



Aberdeen University UFT176; Southampton University UFT25, intense interest all sectors.

False Authority in     Science  

May 3, 2012 

My personal condolences to all the victims mentioned here. This is a vivid metaphor by Robert 
Cheshire for the false authority of the worst parts of science. The ideas of big bang and black holes 
have often been criticised as pseudo theological. I have the utmost respect for piety of all kinds 
provided it is genuine, but in these cases it obviously was not. I am in favour of rescuing the best parts 
of theology in an ecumenical league of some kind. Obviously, the Church was a great civilizing 
influence in Europe and then in the New World, as was science. The administration of both is in need 
of sweeping reform, but that must not sweep away the good with the bad. This is why I am so 
heartened by AIAS and all its excellent voluntary Fellows, the modern day scientific equivalent of the 
Lay Brethren or Friars like William of Ockham or the Premonstratensian Friars of Tal y Llychau 
(Talley) founded by Prince Rhys ap Gruffudd. I have always regarded Ireland and Wales as parts of the 
same ancient culture, with its beginnings in the simple Celtic type of church in which the priests were 
married if they wished to be. That is one reform the Catholic Church may like to consider.

In a message dated 03/05/2012 11:26:03 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

The Catholic Church as an authoritarian and administrative body in Ireland, was in the 
spotlight in that country earlier this week. Over past decades it seems that many children 
(and now as adults), had made damning and corroborative statements and complaints of 
rape and sexual abuse by local priests in certain towns or villages.

The evil upshot of it was that the church’s higher ranks had been receiving these complaints 
and statements for over 3 decades at least.
Some devastated witnesses – abused in childhood and emotionally scarred for life, repeat 
the same procedural litany in that they were summoned to interview where there parents or 
support were made to remain outside the interview room.

I will not recite details of the text of those interviews except to say that the gist was to play 
on the natural, unwarranted guilt of the child, to try to implicate the children as willing 
participants and to extract a vow of secrecy from these young victims by making them take 
oath on the bible that they will never speak of these things to anyone except the senior 
priests of the church.

The church denied at first, the existence of such complaints or crimes and declared that 
there was no documented evidence of these formal enquiries and worse, no effective 
reaction other than to move the accused to another town or village until it happened again.

It is a very distasteful and shameful series of events for any Catholic to be made aware of 
(as indeed, any non Catholic) but particularly in Ireland where the Church had held much 
more than spiritual and moral authority and would even be landlord to some of its local 
congregations.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/03/false-authority-in-science/


I am a lapsed Catholic. I have never been sexually abused by the priests or the nuns of my 
early or any schooling. Instead I was forced into battle [at the tender age of
seven years] because I was told that I would be damned to hell, fire and brimstone because 
I asked such disrespectful or even blasphemous questions of the faith. In simple terms, 
things [of the religion] did not make logical sense to this 7 year old boy so I would air my 
concerns. I was damned – mainly for not accepting the practice of blind faith and that I was 
“shaping up like a young heretic”. In truth, I was isolated and alone with my need of the 
God that everyone said was there but that who never came to me. I did not realise at the 
time that those who claimed they had spoken to, or met Jesus or God himself were either 
deluded or plain lying. At 7 years old, one is inclined to believe the adults of the 
community – though I never believed the priests or nuns since my questions always led to 
what I later learned was a spewing of abject dogma in response.

I write today to highlight the church’s moral bankruptcy in Ireland and to show that it is a 
fact that the church will, would and has rigorously protected its interests, criminal elements 
and its name to the acknowledged, cruel and merciless detriment and injury of innocent 
little children.

I didn’t know that the church was doing these things when I was 7. I just sensed that which 
I was forbidden to sense and didn’t have the language that in hindsight I can use to describe 
now. I think it took about 25 years to come to some kind of spiritual equilibrium in my case 
before which, I was both a seeker of truth and “Spawn of the Devil” in my own mind and 
for my heresy. Such is the power of dogma and indoctrination. I was fortunate to avoid 
schizophrenia, others were not so lucky.

Proving that the Earth is round was just the tip of the ice-berg as far as the Catholic church 
was concerned and we see that nothing has really changed in 500 years and much longer for 
that institution.

As with science, the protagonists of evil and coercing dogma are now disappearing back 
into the woodwork they came from and the church, as usual, are still denying any 
responsibility or even wrongdoing in the light of irrefutable evidences!

Fortunately, the Irish people have woken or are beginning to wake up to these evil 
hypocrisies and have slashed church attendance by almost half and display a sneering and 
angry attitude to the church and it’s erstwhile infallibility. Their personal beliefs have taken 
a pounding by the arbiters of their souls. The Irish are very angry and want blood – or mass 
resignations at the least.

I write because in the people, there is still hope – provided they are given reason and truth 
and that the parallels of theology are of the same source that would censor science as 
Myron has often pointed out.

Robert



Some Comments on the Effective Electron Orbits of the H     Atom  

May 3, 2012 

Essentially I would say that this analogy or thought experiment can be made provided that the total 
energy is defined as being positive by adding the background potential energy V sub 0. I will include 
this in the four author UFT217 which is another important paper in my opinion.

In a message dated 03/05/2012 10:14:10 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

So, an electron moving in an S orbital traverses a path on the face of a sphere. An electron 
travelling in p, d, f orbitals travels along an hyperbolic orbit that is effectively a cut through 
the lobes of the p, d, f orbitals.Tthese are all open orbits. Very interesting and, as you say, 
this alone opens up a lot of subject areas. Fantastic Myron!!

Best, Gareth

WWWorld Proofs, Myron Wyn Evans, VIP     27507681  

May 3, 2012 

Please find attached the corrected proofs for my entry in “Marquis Who’s Who in the World”, 30th 
Edition (2013).

Prof. Myron Wyn Evans, Armiger,
50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, Swansea, SA6 5RA, Wales.

amarquiswhoswhointheworld30thed2013.pdf

Standard Model     Pseudoscience  

May 3, 2012 

It is very easy to show by now that all of this is crass pseudoscience. Refutations of the theory behind 
this ttoal nonsense are being ignored by journals who boast about their objectivity and self proclaimed 
merit. Victor Riecansky at CISP is shortly publishing a pioneering book which brings together many 
refutations, this is strongly recommended reading:

M. W. Evans, Ed. “Definitive Refutations of Einsteinian General Relativity, (Cambridge International 
Science Publishing, CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com), ISBN details on the CISP site and home page of 
www.aias.us.

The Idols of Plato’s Cave can do what they like in their own time and at their own expense, as long as 
they do not bother scientists, and as long as they do not milk the taxpayer. It is clear that the editors of 
“Nature” never read what is really important, and also very easy to understand. If they do they 
instinctively cover it up because enlightenment is banished from the cave.

In a message dated 03/05/2012 03:08:31 GMT Daylight Time, writes:
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http://news.cnet.com/8301-11386_3-57426282-76/a-rare-look-at-a-stars-demise-in-a-
supermassive-black-hole/

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature10990.html

Utilizing “spin connection resonance” in electric     circuits  

May 3, 2012 

Pleasure, Alex Hill also makes demonstrations to visitors and sometimes at conferences. We are 
attempting to organize a conference for the autumn in Southern California. There is no scientific doubt 
that the devices work, it seems to be a question of effective marketing. They also prove of course that 
electric power can be obtained from spacetime. I was asked to explain the one hundred thousand fold 
amplification demosntrated to civilians at the US Navy in Florida some years ago by Alex Hill and 
colleagues. This demosntration was done in such a way that it cannot be questioned logically. Since 
then the idea of spin connection resonance has been greatly developed, notably by Horst Eckardt, 
Douglas Lindstrom, Franklin Amador, Simon Clifford and others of AIAS. Development work at the 
Alex Hill organization goes on all the time of course. The unscientific scepticism of the standard 
modellers has gradually been overcome.

In a message dated 02/05/2012 23:21:39 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

dear mr. evans

thank you a lot for your immediate reply and for pointing out the works of importance in 
regard of the objective in focus. i was aware of the company et3m and their interesting 
circuit based on ece unified field theory, but up to now couldn’t imagine or grasp the 
principle it may be based on. however, this might change when studying the papers you 
mentioned.

best regards
fabian leuthold

2012/5/1 Fabian Leuthold

dear mr. evans

i have read and tried to understand lots of your works and writings with the aim 
to develop an electrical circuit harnessing energy from spacetime based on the 
spin connection resonance. after having read tons of material on ‘free energy’ or 
‘over unity effects’, it seems to me that your unified field theory is by far the 
most advanced and consistent one putting the puzzle pieces together as a whole 
and i’d like very much to understand it with all its implications in such a way to 
help me reaching the aim mentioned. by now, i haven’t yet reached that state of 
being able to put the knowledge into “action”, say: circuits. could you possibly 
point out to me your most relevant papers or additional information needed to 
intuitively grasp the practical consequences of your discoveries?

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/03/utilizing-spin-connection-resonance-in-electric-circuits-2/
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature10990.html
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sincere regards
fabian leuthold

Update paper     198  

May 3, 2012 

Many thanks, I will also post this final version on the blog.

paper198-3.pdf

Daily Report     2/5/12  

May 3, 2012 

There were 2,218 hits from 524 distinct visit, 33.4% spiders. Swiss Federal University Lausanne 
UFT19; National Forest Corporation Chile Essay41 (Spanish); Tarapaca de Arica University Chile 
UFT166 (Spanish); Tsinghua University China UFT88; Antioquia University Colombia UFT41, 
UFT146; University of Applied Sciences Duesseldorf 2D paper; Mathematics Marburg University 
UFT88; University of Southern Denmark UFT88; Brandeis University UFT51; University of Colorado 
UFT110, UFT135; University of California Riverside advantages of ECE; Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineering University of California Santa Barbara LCR resonant; University of Washington UFT25; 
University of Wisconsin UFT18; Xavier University general; University of Valencia electrogravitic2; 
French Atomic Energy Commission 2D paper; University of Poitiers general; Physics Hebrew 
University Jerusalem UFT85; University of Modena CV; University of Otago New Zealand Proof2; 
Uppsala University Sweden UFT2; Metu University Turkey Proof5; Aberdeen University UFT176; 
Southampton University UFT25, intense interest all sectors.

Self Consistent Procedure for Decreasing the     Orbit  

May 2, 2012 

The new universal potential is:

U(r) = = – k x squared / r – (1 – x squared) k alpha / (r squared)

This gives a fractal conical section with lagrangian dynamics:

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

If the second term in the potential becomes much greater than the first, the orbit becomes a logarithimc 
spiral. This is easily proven with lagrangian dynamics. So to explain an inward spiralling fractal 
conical section, the second term is increased per orbit compared with the first. I will give some details 
of this in notes for UFT218, but will now write up UFT217 in co authorship with Horst Eckardt, Ray 
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Delaforce and Gareth Evans. Increasing x keeping all else constant will produce very important fractal 
patterns, but will not shrink the orbit.

Positive Valued Hamiltonian H, and Total Energy     E  

May 2, 2012 

In order to make sure the total energy (H = E) is constant and always positive valued, the hamiltonian 
may always be written as:

H = E = T + V + V sub 0

where V sub 0 is a constant background potential that has no effect on force. In the Schroedinger 
equation T + V is negative valued (binding energies of the principal quantum number n for the H atom), 
but V sub 0 can always be chosen so that the total energy defined above is positive valued. Exactly the 
same procedure applies to gravitation. Usually V sub 0 is chosen to be zero, but this is an arbitrary 
choice. This procedure is advised to get rid of confusion concerning negative energy.

Some Comments on the Effective Electron Orbits of the H     Atom  

May 2, 2012 

There is no effective orbit for the s orbitals (l = 0), but there are effective orbits for the p, d, etc. 
orbitals. The value of x is determined by the atom or molecule being considered. For all s orbitals the 
orbital angular momentum quantum number l is zero, so alpha is zero and there is no orbit. There are 
different kinds of effective orbit however for the p, d, f etc orbitals. They are all hyperbolic orbits, so 
they can be imagined as cuts through the lobes of the p, d, f etc orbitals. So as expected the discovery 
of the new universal potential immediately catalyses an explosion of new knowledge from atomic to 
supergalactic levels. An explosion is a typical happening in a chem. lab. In pure mathematics the three 
numbers alpha, epsilon and x can be used to generate an infinite variety of fractal orbits. Anyone can do 
this with the equation

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

using a laptop, graphics and animations routines. The skill of course is to use the graphics and 
animations to maximum effect, and Horst Eckardt, Ray Delaforce and Robert Cheshire are building up 
these skills rapidly.

217(12): Effective Electron Orbits from H Atom     Orbitals  

May 2, 2012 

These are effective electron orbits from H atom orbitals, using the equation:

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/02/21712-effective-electron-orbits-from-h-atom-orbitals/
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with alpha, epsilon and theta defined on page 2 for various orbitals. These effective orbits come from 
the similarity between the universal gravitational potential and the H atom potential of the 
Schroedinger equation. In this case x is orders of magnitude larger than in cosmology:

x = 4.474467 ten power 19

giving an infinite variety of new types of fractal electron orbits. In order to graph these orbits a 
numerical scaling might be necessary if the routine cannot handle large numbers for the argument of 
the cosine. The half right latitude is very similar to the Bohr radius for np orbitals (n = 1, 2, 3,……, l = 
1). To estimate the ellipticity I assumed that the absolute value of the H atom energy levels can be used. 
The orbits are hyperbolic in nature so the use of a positive modulus E is necessary. The E energy levels 
of H are negative binding energies by definition. In cosmology however the total energy E is positive.

a217thpapernotes12.pdf

Orbits from H Atom     Orbitals  

May 2, 2012 

It is also possible to construct an effective electron orbit equation

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

from the H atom Schroedinger equation, using

x = 4.474467 ten power 19

I will calculate alpha and epsilon from the Schroedinger equation shortly.

217(11): Gravitational Schroedinger     Equation  

May 2, 2012 

This note shows the interrelation of the potentials that leads to the gravitational Schroedinger equation, 
and conversely the potential of the Schroedinger equation can be used to build up new orbits.

a217thpapernotes11.pdf

No Orbital Shrinking in Binary     Pulsars  

May 2, 2012 

This plot by Horst Eckardt shows that there is no orbital shrinking in binary pulsars even after about a 
hundred thousand orbits, again refuting EGR. These results are of course based on the true orbit:

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

with the astronomically observed values of alpha, epsilon and x for two systems (see following blog 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/02/no-orbital-shrinking-in-binary-pulsars/
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message): the Hulse Taylor binary pulsar and the double neutron star J0737-3039.

217-binary-stars.pdf

The Claimed Decrease in Orbit in the Hulse Taylor Binary     Pulsar  

May 2, 2012 

The semi major axis is claimed to decrease by 3.5 metres per orbit. The semi major axis is however 
1.950100 ten power nine metres, so the decrease is only one part in about ten power eight per orbit. 
What is actually observed is just a decrese in power of the system (related to luminosity), and nothing 
else. Even if such a decrease in semi major axis actually existed, EGR cannot explain it. Gravitational 
radiation has never been observed afer the usual huge expense. The x factor in cosmology seems 
alwasy to be close to unity, which is why orbits always appeared to be precessing ellipses. Upon 
increasing x however, a myriad of new orbits appear, none of which can be explained remotely by 
EGR. The challenge to astronomers is to find evidence for such orbits, and that kind of work should be 
funded if the astronomers are prepared to forget about EGR and are prepared to be scientists and open 
minded. The orbits are all given by

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

and that is the great beauty of the new discovery. For example there may be some galaxy orbiting a 
supergalactic cluster centre with very high x – that kind of thing, or some star orbiting a very heavy 
mass very quickly with a very high x. Obviously there are no black holes, EGR cannot even get the 
force law right. Obviously there was never a big bang, except for a firework in a Cambridge quad. As 
an Oxford man I always wonder about them.

Some Data for Binary     Pulsars  

May 2, 2012 

Hulse Taylor Binary Pulsar

x = 1.0117
epsilon = 0.617131
alpha = 1.207718 ten power six kilometres

Double Neutron Star PSR J0737-3039

x = 1.0469
epsilon = 0.088
alpha = 4.18 ten power five kilometres

In both cases the true orbit is

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/02/some-data-for-binary-pulsars/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/02/the-claimed-decrease-in-orbit-in-the-hulse-taylor-binary-pulsar/
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The Factor x for the Hulse Taylor Binary     Pulsar  

May 2, 2012 

This is

x = 1 + 4.2 / 360 = 1.0117

so it is not a fraction made up of integers. So this means that the orbit will not close and as Ray 
Delaforce found from his graphical studies the orbit is a precession that itself precesses. The standard 
model claim of a “shrinking orbit” is entirely incorrect and that claim actually depended on the 
observation of decreasing total power from the pulsar, and not on an actually measurement of any 
decrease in orbit. It will be very interesting to plot the correct orbit of the Hulse Taylor binary pulsar 
using:

x = 1.0117
epsilon = 0.617131
alpha = 1,207,718 kilometres

From these parameters it is already clear that the orbit does not decrease on average. So the standard 
model is completely wrong as usual.

rational x p7 q1 

rational x p7 q2 

rational x p7 q3 
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rational x p7 q4 

rational x p7 q5 

rational x p7 q6 

rational x p7 q8 
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rational x p7 q50 

irrational x sqrt2 

irrational x sqrt3 
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Some Data for the Hulse Taylor Binary     Pulsar  

May 2, 2012 

The precession of the apsides = 4.2 degrees per orbit, so x = 1.012, i.e.

x – 1 = 4.2 / 360

The eccentricity is epsilon = 0.617131. The semimajor axis a is 1,950,100 km, so alpha is a (1 – epsilon 
squared) = 1,207,403 km. The true orbit is therefore

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

x = 1.012,
epsilon = 0.617131
alpha = 1,207,403 kilometres.

The orbit can be graphed to see if it actually shrinks inwards or not. The EGR explanation based on 
gravitational radiation is now known to be wildly incorrect, and gravitational radiation has never been 
observed.

Correspondence to Welsh Government     Ministers  

May 2, 2012 

I would be most grateful if someone could open this reply. We think that it has been sent deliberately in 
an obscure way because the politicians are hiding from an electorate infuriated by the very corrupt tory 
regime and wind turbines. I find that no A.M. or M. P. ever answers e mail at all, and representative 
government can easily be replaced in a small country such as Wales by direct electronic referendum. 
Politicians are intensely disliked and are at best irrelevant, at worst expenses grabbing careerists. The 
People is always supreme authority and electronic methods make it easily possible to eliminate corrupt 
representatives entirely from government. The People would have to take responsibility by compulsory 
voting.

Results by Horst Eckardt for Orbital     Velocity  

May 2, 2012 

These are results by Horst Eckardt for orbital velocity, again showing the complete collapse of the 
Einsteinian general relativity and the emergence of the new powerful fractal orbital method based 
directly on observation.

217(10).pdf
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217(10) : Comparison of Orbital Linear     Velocities  

May 2, 2012 

Very interesting results again, much appreciated. I should now write up UFT217 showing the fractal 
structures and the complete difference between Einstein and the Lagrangian method based on 
observation. I would say that the planetary data would not show much without detailed supercomputer 
analysis because the deviations from Newton are small, but in binary pulsars the precession is much 
larger. The Lagrangian formula for the precession of the perihelion is simply:

delta theta = 2 pi (x – 1)

and that is an easy way to measure x. Then all the other orbital proprties can be calculated from the 
Lagrangian method. AIAS has a great responsibility to re educate the world of science after these major 
discoveries. Congratulations to all!

In a message dated 01/05/2012 21:16:51 GMT Daylight Time

These are some plots. The first one shows the linear velocity from the Einstein expression. 
The results depends mainly on the choice of the scaling factor of c. The parameters were set 
in such a way that an ellipse (epsilon=0.45) came out. For some values of c there are 
imaginary velocities in the range between 0 and 2 pi, certainly not realistic.
The results for Lagrangian theory with varying x are shown in the second plot. The results 
are similar to the cartesion coordinates of the orbit: x has the effect of impacting the period 
of v, but the behaviour remains the same, it is only a scaling of the theta axis.
In the third plot the second Einstein result was compared to the Lagrange result for x=1. 
One can see that the Einstein formula widely evershoots the difference in v between 
aphelion and perihelion.

More detailed studies may require to insert orbital values of planets, but I think the current 
results shows the difference between both theories sufficiently.

Horst

Am 01.05.2012 11:35, schrieb EMyrone

The orbital linear velocity of fractal orbits is given by eq. (9), these are the true 
or observed orbits. The result from Einsteinian genreal relativity is eq. (19), and 
is completely wrong, even in the limit x about 1. This can be demonsrated 
graphically. I assume that orbital linear velocities can be measured very 
accurately and it will be very interesting to graph eq. (9) with x being carefully 
changed from the case x about unity. It will then be seen how the orbit starts to 
deviate from the precessing ellipse. This deviation should be looked for in 
astronomy and of course cannot be explained at all in EGR. 

The Incorrect EGR Calculation of     Precession  

May 2, 2012 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/02/the-incorrect-egr-calculation-of-precession-2/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/02/21710-comparison-of-orbital-linear-velocities-2/


Agreed, I tried for years to make sense of that calculation, but now it is known by computer to be 
completely wrong. I taught Marion and Thornton at Master’s level at UNCC, and they found it to be 
difficult going, even after I prepared overhead slides for them. My lecturing style was bsed on many 
research lectures at conferences, using the overhead projector and typeset slides.

In a message dated 01/05/2012 21:07:03 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

There is obviously a factor for theta in Marion and Thornton which describes precession, 
but it is obtained in an obscured way as you say.

Horst

Am 01.05.2012 14:51, schrieb EMyrone

As a matter of historical interest only, here is the EGR calculation of precession 
as given by Marion and Thornton. As can be seen from eq. (7.74) the starting 
force law is totally wrong, it is inverse square plus inverse fourth. Horst Eckardt 
and I checked this claim by computer and it gives a wildly erroneous orbit, not 
a precessing ellipse. In these textbook pages there are many dubious procedures 
and approximations which somewhat miraculously give result (7.84a) etc. As 
can be seen the same lagrangian method is used as used in the UFT papers. To 
obtain the precessing ellipse the force law in their eq. (7.74) must be a sum of 
inverse square and inverse cube as in the UFT papers. In the direct numerical 
check by Horst Eckardt their eq. (7.74) was integrated directly without any of 
these machinations, and the function r (theta) is not anything like a precessing 
ellipse. The latter is given when x is about unity by a force law that is the sum 
of inverse square and inverse cubed, not inverse fourth.

Daily Report     1/5/12  

May 2, 2012 

There were 2,361 hits from 399 distinct visits, 49.8% spiders over 20 hours of recording (first day of 
month). Helmholtz Centre for Heavy Ion Research UFT149; University of Marburg UFT88; State 
University of New York Geneseo UFT213; Mathematics University of Kansas general; Colorado 
School of Mines Infinite Solenoid; University of Chicago UFT88; Hebrew University of Jerusalem 
Double Slit; Nara Institute of Science and Technology Japan Key article; University of Otago New 
Zealand Proof2; Cambridge University UFT25; intense interest all sectors.

Two More Photographs on the     Blog  

May 1, 2012 

One of these is just a snapshot taken of me by a member of the family when I was twelve or thirteen, 
and shows Pant y Bedw in the background. Alina did a great job of preparing them by specialist scan. 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/01/two-more-photographs-on-the-blog/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/02/daily-report-1512/


This photograph is particularly evocative although it is blurred – because it shows one of the fields in 
which I worked adn cvatches me in a realxed state of mind away from the strict discipline of the 
Grammar School and in working clothes. I now know that all my direct line ancestors were labourers 
from an early age, as early as seven years old. On the whole I enjoyed the work unless it was too heavy 
or monotonous. After the harvest there was cider in the field as in the autobiography.

Two More Photographs Prepared by Alina     Hachikyan  

May 1, 2012 

Many thanks again to Alina!

pantybedwabout12or13yearsoldno2 

sheepdogjoearly60s 

Preparing Photographs for the     Autobiography  

May 1, 2012 

My step daughter Alina has prepared some exellent photographs from my originals for the 
autobiography and I have posted some on the blog. She made a very nice one when I was about eight 
sitting on a Massey Ferguson tractor at Blaen Cwm, Llandysul. That was a very pleasant era, everyone 
spoke the Penfro dialect down there, with its distinctive accent and words. All were poor and hard 
working, a large family, but it was a far happier society than today’s I think. I am lucky to have been 
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able to buy back this house, being my ancestral home. So I am unaffected to a large extent by the 
“exigencies of the machine” as R. S. Thomas put it. Crass materialism is always like watching the grass 
growing with the Friesians, terminally boring.

Some More Photographs for the     Autobiography  

May 1, 2012 

These are some more photographs excellently prepared by Alina Hachikyan.

agedabout15withelliswilliamscopy 

agedabout8withmardethwilliams 

grandmothermarthajanejonespreparingmyfoodafterschool60s 
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Universities May Follow the Lead of     AIAS  

May 1, 2012 

I agree with my old friend Gareth Evans that universities might follow the lead of AIAS by setting up 
similar websites, but they would have to do well to attract fifteen million hits per department of physics 
per decade unless they offer degrees in Beatles Albums (quite possible these days for huge fees, you 
can also have degrees in surfing the waves or walking on the road as long as you pay the fees). They 
already follow AIAS in another sense in that they consult AIAS all the time as the overview file shows. 
This can be done without fear of career destruction of UNCC variety. Not exactly the School of Athens 
by Raphael, our times are not renaissance times, not nearly as enlightened.

Angle of Precession of the     Perihelion  

May 1, 2012 

If theta increases by 360 degrees or 2pi, then x theta increases to x theta + 2 pi x. If x were 1 then the 
incresae would be 2pi. So the extra increase due to x is the angle of the precession of the perihelion:

delta theta = 2 pi (x – 1)

per revolution of 360 degrees in theta. Usually for Mercury this is claimed to be 43 arcseconds per 
century, but the Miles Mathis site for example criticises this claim severely. The above angle is 
however the precession of the perihelion for any type of fractal orbit:

r = alpha / ( 1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

One arcsecond = 4.848 microradians, so x – 1 for 43 seconds of arc is about ten power minus six per 
hundred orbits (a century), or ten power minus eight per orbit, so x is very close to unity. Mathis claims 
(quite convincingly but ignored by EGR dogmatists) that Einstein mixed up the Mercury year with the 
earth year and that in the traditional method some precessions are treated classically with Newton, 
while only the 43 arcseconds one is treated with EGR (again that is convincing but of course ignored 
by EGR dogmatists). In great contrast the above two equations are very simple and treat all precessions 
in the same way. As x increases, the precession angle increases and all kinds of amazing new orbits 
appear, all unknown to science.

Utilizing “spin connection resonance” in electric     circuits  

May 1, 2012 

Thanks for your interest, the most popular UFT papers are 63, 94 and 107 and similar, and Horst 
Eckardt, Douglas Lindstrom and Franklin Amador have pushed the theory forward a great deal. Please 
feel free to correspond with them on any point. Also, devices such as these exist and need only be 
developed commercially (www.et3m.net) and Alex Hill has showed them to many people.

In a message dated 01/05/2012 13:50:34 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

dear mr. evans

http://www.et3m.net/
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i have read and tried to understand lots of your works and writings with the aim to develop 
an electrical circuit harnessing energy from spacetime based on the spin connection 
resonance. after having read tons of material on ‘free energy’ or ‘over unity effects’, it 
seems to me that your unified field theory is by far the most advanced and consistent one 
putting the puzzle pieces together as a whole and i’d like very much to understand it with 
all its implications in such a way to help me reaching the aim mentioned. by now, i haven’t 
yet reached that state of being able to put the knowledge into “action”, say: circuits. could 
you possibly point out to me your most relevant papers or additional information needed to 
intuitively grasp the practical consequences of your discoveries?

sincere regards
fabian leuthold

The Incorrect EGR Calculation of     Precession  

May 1, 2012 

As a matter of historical interest only, here is the EGR calculation of precession as given by Marion 
and Thornton. As can be seen from eq. (7.74) the starting force law is totally wrong, it is inverse square 
plus inverse fourth. Horst Eckardt and I checked this claim by computer and it gives a wildly erroneous 
orbit, not a precessing ellipse. In these textbook pages there are many dubious procedures and 
approximations which somewhat miraculously give result (7.84a) etc. As can be seen the same 
lagrangian method is used as used in the UFT papers. To obtain the precessing ellipse the force law in 
their eq. (7.74) must be a sum of inverse square and inverse cube as in the UFT papers. In the direct 
numerical check by Horst Eckardt their eq. (7.74) was integrated directly without any of these 
machinations, and the function r (theta) is not anything like a precessing ellipse. The latter is given 
when x is about unity by a force law that is the sum of inverse square and inverse cubed, not inverse 
fourth.

amarionandthorntonapsidalanglesandprecession.pdf

Extensive Literature     Search  

May 1, 2012 

After an extensive literature search I can confirm that the use of cos (x theta) to define the precesing 
ellipse was essentially unknown before we started to use it in the UFT series of papers. The fractal 
conical sections and orbits were completely unknown. The only thing I could find is by using google 
keywords “precession of ellipse”, seventh site, www.physics.oregonstate.edu/~rubin/ , but this is 
merely an exercise for students.
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Important Graphical     Refutation  

May 1, 2012 

This is also an important graphical refutation of EGR which can go into UFT217. These new 
refutations are very simple to see and are based on direct observation, i.e. it is observed that the 
elliptical orbit is precessing, and that for x about unity the precession is given by:

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

So how is it possible for a theory as wildly wrong as EGR to give “precise” results? If people want to 
continue to be dogmatic they can, but not at the expense of the tax payer. The force law given by EGR 
is also completely wrong, it is a sum of inverse square plus inverse fourth power. How is it possible for 
EGR to come up with a “precise” value for light deflection when it basics are incorrect? One can forget 
about big bang and black hole theory if one wants to be a scientist. All this is a prime example of 
Langmuir’s pathological science – often repeated dogma. When the elegant and powerful eighteenth 
century methods are used, EGR disintegrates.

217(2).pdf

Letter from Clerk of     Mawr  

May 1, 2012 

I have already seen the auditor’s report on this Mawr Council, it contained seventy two counts of 
irregularity. The Clerk was singled out for criticism, and in honour should resign, as should the County 
Councillor. Accordingly I withdraw my own recognition of Mawr Community Council and support the 
idea of a People’s Council for Craig Cefn Parc. The Clerk is not able to write personally in the Welsh 
language so until he learns the language he will not receive a reply fron me. I am opposed to all 
development in Mawr and have requested resignations based on the Auditor’s report. There is no 
confidence in representative government and I advocate sweeping reforms of the entire electoral 
system to introduce direct rule by electronic referendum on all important questions.

Glyn Ethrym, Armiger.

amawrletter.pdf

Need for Free     Education  

May 1, 2012 

The present tory regime in Wales has made it impossible for good students to go to university, so I hope 
that websites such as these will help them as much as possible.

In a message dated 01/05/2012 09:40:32 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

10million hits in a decade – incredible for a physics website! The work gets ever more 
significant so this interest is likely to grow. Looks as if this is the way a lot of research will 
be done in the future – no doubt universities will see this and need to catch up.
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217(10) : Comparison of Orbital Linear     Velocities  

May 1, 2012 

The orbital linear velocity of fractal orbits is given by eq. (9), these are the true or observed orbits. The 
result from Einsteinian genreal relativity is eq. (19), and is completely wrong, even in the limit x about 
1. This can be demonsrated graphically. I assume that orbital linear velocities can be measured very 
accurately and it will be very interesting to graph eq. (9) with x being carefully changed from the case x 
about unity. It will then be seen how the orbit starts to deviate from the precessing ellipse. This 
deviation should be looked for in astronomy and of course cannot be explained at all in EGR.

a217thpapernotes10.pdf

Site Feedback and Science     Citation  

May 1, 2012 

In my opinion site feedback is far superior to science citation for the following main reasons.

1) Science citation depends on a prior publication that includes the cited paper in a reference. The 
citing paper is published in reality only if it conforms to prevalent fashion or dogma in science. A prime 
example is Einsteinian general relativity (EGR). This theory has been refuted by some of the best 
minds in physics for almost a century, yet reams of stuff continue to be cited on it and all the refutations 
are covered up. With open source publishing it is no longer possible to cover up the fact that EGR is 
riddled with errors and that experimental verifications of it are false and contrived. By now the 
majority of scientists know this.
2) Science citation is a slow process, while site feedback occurs in real time, once a paper is posted it 
stands on its own merit. Obviously it will be read only of it is correct mathematically and only if it 
contains new physics. One can cite any old paper many times, but the original paper is seldom read, 
even by the citing authors.
3) The various citation indices show that on average a paper is read about 0.7 times, or some silly 
figure like this. So only a very few papers published in journals make any real impact on new thought, 
and the citation system often misses some of the best papers. In great contrast, all 216 UFT papers on 
www.aias.us are read all the time and have been read literally millions of times.
4) The greatest weakness of the citation system is that everything is made to depend on it if one is 
caught in the careerist trap: funding, jobs, promotion, prizes and all the rest of it. This ossifies thought, 
turns it to bone, and makes everything ultra conservative. The vast majority protect their careers with 
very careful thought that conforms.

A prime example of all this is the emergence of fractal conical sections and orbits that totally destroy 
EGR. In order to make a career out of fractal orbits (as opposed to selling ice cream in the rain) one 
would have to publish in journals controlled by those who do not wish to know about refutations of 
EGR. Even though fractal orbits are very easy to understand, and very important, one will not get a 
Fields Medal or Nobel Prize for these major discoveries until the prevalent power hungry mindset is 
changed. Wth open source publishing however all that stuff is made irrelevant, the readers care only 
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about real knowledge, and care nothing about the Ministry of Truth. The readers can protect themselves 
from career destruction while at the same time learning something really new and exciting. The 
excitement of discovery may overwhelm the old politburo and throw it away and then everyone comes 
out into the open. Our society is not all that different from a totalitarian regime, and democracy must be 
fought for every minute of every day. If you think not, look at what happened at Aberystwyth and 
UNCC.

FOR POSTING : Tenth Anniversary of the www.aias.us     Site  

May 1, 2012 

The www.aias.us site is that of the Alpha Institute for Advanced Studies (AIAS) and the site was started 
by Bob Gray of Biophan Inc. in New York State in May 2002 in cooperation with myself here in Craig 
Cefn Parc. As the attached record shows (filtered_statistics by Dave Burleigh transferred to pdf) there 
have been order of fifteen million hits and order a million and a half distinct visits to the original 
www.aias.us site, later joined by www.atomicprecision.com and www.upitec.org. The overview file 
shows that in the last decade there have been visits from essentially all the universities and similar in 
the world with interest in natural science and engineering. The referring URL report shows that over 
time the breadth of interest in the site increases steadily. The first two or three pages attached record 
selected interest for www.aias.us alone from May 2002, in which there were 155 visits and 859 hits. 
This record has been consistently built in the same way for ten years, and allowing for missing early 
months has built up about ten million hits and a million distinct visits for www.aias.us alone. I estimate 
that the other sites www.atomicprecision.com and www.upitec.org have added about 50% more to this 
total on average over ten years. Currently the annual running total of hits for www.aias.us is 1,083,952, 
so this is consistent with about ten million hits over a decade. Attached is a glossary of webalizer terms, 
which shows that each distinct visit may be made up of n real visits, so there have been order a million 
times n real visits in a decade for www.aias.us. The site is search engine friendly and spiders from all 
search engines use it routinely. The spiders are controlled by search engine staff who presumably try to 
find the best material. It is easily seen by extrapolation that the running total of hits per year is very 
steady at about a million, and will last indefinitely, as long as science itself lasts. Thanks to all 
colleagues who helped build the site and blog: Bob Gray, Sean MacLachlan, Dave Burleigh, Alex Hill, 
Horst Eckardt, Simon Clifford and Robert Cheshire. This new method of open source (free) science 
education brings about changes that would otherwise be inhibited severely or entirely stopped by 
intellectual and institutional inertia, dogma, corruption and censoriousness, very high university fees 
and so forth. The AIAS was started from Craig Cefn Parc in Wales but is a truly international 
organization. In many ways it is regarded as the best theoretical physics institute in the world – 
obviously the interest speaks for itself. Its staff are all volunteers and it has no overheads. So it can 
operate more quickly and more effectively than the cumbersome and expensive physics departments 
that often produce little really new thought. A huge amount of interest like this in a new theory is 
entirely unprecedented in the history of science. The www.aias.us site began to be archived at the 
National Library of Wales and British Library in 2010, on the archive of leading British websites, 
www.webarchive.org.uk. Shortly thereafter it began to be archived on the US web archives in San 
Francisco (Library of Congress, NSF and others) and also in the European archives in Paris and 
Amsterdam. So the site is protected for future scientists in this way, and I set up the Newlands Family 
Trust in 2012 to give it further protection and to keep it a live site to which further material may be 
added by the future generations. The impact of AIAS is known to be much higher than any 
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commensurate institute of physics or department of physics in the world. A comparitive impact table 
was set up some time ago.

atenyearrecord.pdf

awebalizerglossary.pdf

Resonance and The Fractal Conical     Sections  

May 1, 2012 

Interesting question. The simplest type of Euler Bernoulli resonance works by modifying the Newton 
force law with a driving force and restoring force (Hooke’s law spring term). The Newton force law is 
usually expressed as

F = mg = – mMG / r squared

but this is now modified by the new universal force law with a cubic term. To obtain resonance the 
Hooke term and the driving term have to be added, and in non ideal situations the friction term. Could 
be interesting for future work in atoms and molecules and equivalent circuits. Absorption can be 
described by an Euler Bernoulli proces (see Marion and Thornton).

In a message dated 01/05/2012 02:58:59 GMT Daylight Time

Where does resonance fit into this equation? It seems to me that fractal resonance could 
create a link across scales between macro and micro systems.

Sean

On Apr 30, 2012, at 7:14 AM, EMyrone wrote:

I think it is very important to write up this discovery as a paper, probably 
UFT217. I have carried out a literature search and can find no previous work at 
all on the fractal conical sections:

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

Fractals are a highly developed subject in mathematics, computation and 
computational art, and so are the conical sections, and put the two together 
produces a major new subject. These graphs by Horst Eckardt show clearly that 
Y plotted against theta for three different values of x produce the same pattern 
but subdivided. These curves are for a constant alpha and epsilon. This is the 
basic fractal property – patterns repeated by subdivision. In the fractal conical 
sections the subdivision is caused by increasing the bland or ordinary looking x, 
in the case of the illustrations by Horst Eckardt here from x = 0.3 to 1.0 to 2.5. 
So every single very well known equation of the conical sections assumes a 
dramatically new importance. In physics, all of these fractal patterns are 
produced by the same universal force law, an amazing thing, and I do not often 
use hyperbole applied to the hyperbola. Fractals appear in the Book of Kells for 
example, repeated triskelions and were known to the ancients. The triskelion is 
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made up of three spirals, and we know that the spiral can be obtained from the 
fractal conical section, and indeed the spiral is a fractal conical section, so the 
spiral is a fractal and back to the Book of Kells. A lot of very striking computer 
art can now be produced from the above simple looking equation. It is anything 
but simple, and is a profound discovery that makes Einsteinian general 
relativity instantly obsolete. The computer and computer art play a central role 
in it. Fractals were first highly developed by computer at IBM in the 
Mandelbrot Group in New York State, I think it was IBM Yorktown Heights. 
He was still there in 1986 – 1988 when I worked for IBM as an IBM professor 
in the Kingston, New York, environment of IBM Fellow Enrico Clementi. 
Fractal art generated by computer is now well known. We could share art skills 
at AIAS and produce a new book in colour for CISP based on such art: the three 
artists are Horst Eckardt, Ray Delaforce and last but not least, Robert Cheshire. 
I should think the fractal conical sections are related in some way to the 
Mandelbrot set that produces amazing patterns by computer.

Daily Report 30/4/12 and Final www.aias.us Feedback for     April  

May 1, 2012 

Yesterday there were 2,335 hits from 482 distinct visits, 34.7% spiders. In April 2012 there were 
91,842 hits from 16,052 distinct visits,10.02 gigabytes downloaded, 59,937 page views from 106 
countries, led by USA, Mexico, Italy, Germany, Britain, France, Australia, Japan, …… The updated 
overview file is attached. Yesterday’s visits for universities, institutes and similar were from: Physics, 
Federal University of Paraiba Brazil UFT34; University of Sao Paolo Brazil Essay41 (Sp); University 
of Saskatchewan UFT64; German Electron Synchrotron UFT18; Mathematics University of Marburg 
UFT88; Drexel University UFT170; Georgia Institute of Technology UFT213; Faculty of Arts and 
Sciences Harvard University UFT66; Macon State University UFT198; New Mexico State University 
UFT158; Oklahoma State University UFT40; Stanford University UFT101; Texas A and M University 
UFT88; Temple University UFT18, 110; University of Wyoming UFT37; University of Poitiers 
UFT215, 216; NASA Stennis Space Center overview; US Courts UFT4; Vellore Institute of 
Technology Tamil Nadu India UFT169; Italian National Agency for New Energy (ENEA) Bologna 
UFT81; Auckland University of Technology New Zealand UFT67; World Wide Web Consortium 
general; Joint Institutes of Nuclear Research Dubna UFT99, 205; Metu University Turkey UFT33; 
Imperial College London UFT91; Sheffield Hallam University UFT45; Strathclyde University LCR 
Resonant. Intense interest all sectors.

overview.pdf

Summary of Feedback Interest in ECE

15 - 29 April 

US Universities, Institutes and Similar 

Andrews, Arizona State, Bowdoin, Boston University, Central Michigan, 

Colorado, Cornell*, Case Western Reserve, Florida State, Georgia Tech., Harvard, Harvey Mudd, 

http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/overview.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/05/01/daily-report-30412-and-final-www-aias-us-feedback-for-april/


Johns Hopkins, National Aerospace Ukraine on edu (KHAI), Kansas State, Lousiana Community 

and Technical College System, Lehigh, Loyola New Orleans, Mercer, Miami, MIT, Michigan 

State*, North Carolina State, NIT Poducherry India (on edu), Northern Kentucky, New Mexico 

Tech., North Dakota System, Northwestern, New York University, Ohio State Medical Center, 

Oklahoma, Pittsburgh, New York Polytechnic, Penn State, Rutgers, St Olaf, Stonybrook, Texas A 

and M, Tufts, Central Florida, Chicago, University of California San Diego, U Mass, Minnesota 

Twin Cities, Chapel Hill, UNC Charlotte, Nevada Las Vegas, Nebraska Lincoln, U Penn., Utah*, 

Texas, Virginia, Washington, Yale, Bureau of Prisons, National Research Council, Army Stuttgart, 

US Coast Guard, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon, US Archives*, Lee Academy. 

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar. 

TU Graz, Vienna, Linz, Siemens Austria, KU Leuven, Morris Chapman Belgium, 

Ghent, CCUT Czechia, HU Berlin, Albert Einstein Institute, Ruhr Bochum, RWTH Aachen, 

Siemens*, STW Bonn, TU Darmstadt, Karlsruhe, Leipzig, Magdeburg, Muenster, Tuebingen, Ulm, 

CSIC Spain, Gov. Anlalucia*, Ministry of Defence Spain, Autonomous Barcelona, Autonomous 

Madrid, Complutensian Madrid, Iovi, Polytechnic Madrid, Valencia, Spanish Parliament, JYU 

Finland, ENS Lyon, INSA Lyon, LPTHE Jussieu, UJF Grenoble, Lille 1, Marseilles, Paris 13, 

Poitiers, South Britanny, AUTH Greece, UC Dublin, Hebrew Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Csi Italy, ENI 

Italy, INFN Bari, Milan Polytech, Modena, Utrecht, Free Amsterdam, NTNU Norway, UIB 

Norway, UTL Russia, St Petersburgh Russia, Chalmers Sweden, Joseph Stefan Slovenia, 

Novosibirsk Avademy of Sciences, Iyte Turkey, Metu, Royal Society of Chemistry, European 

Trade Union, Abeyrystwyth , Birmingham Central, Cambridge*, Durham, Edinburgh*, Imperial*, 

Lancatse, Leicester, Luton*, Manchester*, Nottingham, Chemistry Oxford, Oriel College Oxford, 

VPN Oxford, Sheffield, Southampton, Stranmillis, Warwick, Emannuel CTC Tyneside. 

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar 

ITBA Argentina, Citefa Gov. Argentina, ITBA Argentina, Latrobe Australia, 

Monash*, RMIT Australia, UFRGS Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paolo, Banff Centre Canada, 

Canadian Gov. Nuclear Safety, McGill, Laval, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Toronto, Waterloo, UCN 

Chile, UDEC, UFRO, UTA, UTFSM Chile, UDEA Colombia, UNAD, UNAL, Ustatunja, Jijel 

Algeria, Ambou Ethiopia, ULEAM Ecuador, IGCAR Gov. India, RCIL Gov. India, Keio Japan, 

Tohoku, Japanese Advanced Science Organisation (RIKEN), Korean Advanced Science Institute*, 

UGTO Mexico, UNAM*, Auckland New Zealand, Otago*, CIIT Lahore Pakistan, LUMS Pakistan, 

New PU, KYU Taiwan, NTU* Taiwan, Kwa Zulu Natal South Africa. 



END OF EIGHT YEARS OF DAILY RECORDING 

Summary of April 2012 

For www.aias.us there were 91,842 hits from 16,052 distinct visits, 10.02 gigabytes 

downloaded, 59,937 page views, 2,491 documents read from 106 countries, led by US, Mexico, 

Italy, Germany, Britain, France, Australia, Japan ...... 

All 216 UFT papers read led by: 43, 25, 94, 4, 107, 88, 159(Sp), 54, 158, 166, 177(Sp), 177, 140 

(Sp), 142, 175 (Sp), 170 (Sp), 142 (Sp), 169 (Sp), 140, 18, 39, 41, 116, 165 (Sp), 169, .... 

All 65 essay broadcasts heard led by: Light Deflection by Gravitation, Nobody is Perfect, 7, 28, 44, 

6, 9, 29, 32, 34, 47, 5, 48, 25, 45,46, 50, 35, 54, 8, 27, 49, 56, 42, 51, 58, 62, 64, 41, 53, 60, ...... 

Documents led by: OO461, OO594, OO595, OO472, OO446, OO593, Felker 3 (Sp), OO591, 

OO462, Space Energy (Sp), Human Soul Jackson, Autobiography, Nikola Who broadcast by 

Robert Cheshire, ..... 

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 38,381 hits, 6,180 visits, 11,661 page views, and 

4.76 gigabytes downloaded. 

For www.upitec.org there were 6,589 hits, 660 visits, 1,165 page views and 1.05 gigabytes 

downloaded. 

This gives a total of 136,812 hits, 22,892 visits, 72,763 page views and 15.83 gigabytes 

downloaded. 

Top 100 downloaded files for April 2012, sorted by hits

Top 100 of 2491 Total URLs

# Hits KBytes URL

1 25246 27.49
% 62093 0.65

% Images

2 12218 13.30
% 156814 1.65

% /

3 3245 3.53% 197883 2.09
% /documents/mwe/omniaOpera/omnia-opera-461.pdf

4 2264 2.47% 1175 0.01
% /favicon.ico

5 2161 2.35% 3814 0.04
% /css/aias.css

6 1626 1.77% 53492 0.56
% /documents/mwe/omniaOpera/omnia-opera-594.pdf

7 1317 1.43% 742 0.01
% /images//favicon.ico

8 1289 1.40% 749 0.01
% /robots.txt

http://aias.us/robots.txt
http://aias.us/images//favicon.ico
http://aias.us/documents/mwe/omniaOpera/omnia-opera-594.pdf
http://aias.us/css/aias.css
http://aias.us/favicon.ico
http://aias.us/documents/mwe/omniaOpera/omnia-opera-461.pdf
http://aias.us/


9 767 0.84% 50284 0.53
% /documents/mwe/omniaOpera/omnia-opera-595.pdf

10 613 0.67% 27931 0.29
% /documents/mwe/omniaOpera/omnia-opera-472.pdf

11 612 0.67% 259705 2.74
% /documents/spanish/Capitulo_3.pdf

12 609 0.66% 20045 0.21
% /documents/mwe/omniaOpera/omnia-opera-446.pdf

13 603 0.66% 20029 0.21
% /documents/mwe/omniaOpera/omnia-opera-593.pdf

14 552 0.60% 26741 0.28
% /documents/mwe/omniaOpera/omnia-opera-591.pdf

15 541 0.59% 210440 2.22
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay3-OnLightDeflectionbyGravity-rc.mp3

16 362 0.39% 23421 0.25
% /documents/mwe/omniaOpera/omnia-opera-462.pdf

17 306 0.33% 61007 0.64
% /documents/LectureMaterials/NobodyIsPerfect.mp3

18 267 0.29% 77161 0.81
% /documents/miscellaneous/Dispositivos_a_base_de_energia_espacial.pdf

19 214 0.23% 64133 0.68
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay-7.mp3

20 204 0.22% 34801 0.37
% /documents/uft/a43rdpaper.pdf

21 200 0.22% 180145 1.90
% /documents/uft/a25thpaper.pdf

22 168 0.18% 8096 0.09
% /documents/otherPapers/HumanSoulJackson2011.pdf

23 152 0.17% 11525 0.12
% /documents/LectureMaterials/essay28-rc.mp3

24 152 0.17% 57540 0.61
% /documents/uft/paper94.pdf

25 151 0.16% 32507 0.34
% /documents/uft/a4thpaper.pdf

26 148 0.16% 3333 0.04
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay44.mp3

27 138 0.15% 82371 0.87
% /documents/mwe/NewAutobiography.pdf

28 137 0.15% 46101 0.49
% /documents/spanish/Capitulo_5.pdf

29 137 0.15% 30591 0.32
% Logs

30 132 0.14% 34453 0.36
% /documents/LectureMaterials/NikolaWhoRobertCheshire withAlanRoy.mp3

31 130 0.14% 39666 0.42
% /documents/miscellaneous/LCR-Resonant.pdf

32 127 0.14% 9343 0.10
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay6-SummaryDescriptionofECEWebsites-rc.mp3

33 125 0.14% 66380 0.70
% /documents/miscellaneous/Spacetime-Dev.pdf

34 122 0.13% 10663 0.11
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay9-TheCollapseofScatteringandAbsorptionTheory-rc.mp3

35 121 0.13% 1044 0.01
% /administration/

36 121 0.13% 4894 0.05
% /documents/LectureMaterials/essay29-rc.mp3

37 120 0.13% 20016 0.21
% /documents/uft/Paper166.pdf

38 120 0.13% 126409 1.33
% /documents/uft/paper107.pdf

39 119 0.13% 4372 0.05
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay32-ScienceandPseudoscience-rc.mp3
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40 118 0.13% 2157 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay34-ToB(3)ornottoB(3)-rc.mp3

41 118 0.13% 2443 0.03
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay47.mp3

42 118 0.13% 5184 0.05
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay5-ReformofTheUniversityofWales-rc.mp3

43 117 0.13% 4388 0.05
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay48.mp3

44 117 0.13% 21938 0.23
% /documents/numerical/2D-ECE-FEM-1.pdf

45 116 0.13% 6981 0.07
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay25-FallacyIndeterminancyQM.mp3

46 116 0.13% 2122 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay45.mp3

47 116 0.13% 2150 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay46.mp3

48 116 0.13% 2207 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay50.mp3

49 115 0.13% 2501 0.03
% /Filtered_statistics/logs.html

50 115 0.13% 13375 0.14
% /documents/miscellaneous/Levitron.pdf

51 114 0.12% 1924 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay35-Kurata-B(3)Technology-rc.mp3

52 112 0.12% 1846 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay54.mp3

53 108 0.12% 15154 0.16
% /documents/uft/paper88.pdf

54 107 0.12% 21170 0.22
% /documents/spanish/Documento159.pdf

55 105 0.11% 2487 0.03
% /documents/mwe/historical/ProfMyronWynEvansCurriculumVitae.pdf

56 102 0.11% 23946 0.25
% /documents/spanish/Capitulo_4.pdf

57 100 0.11% 23832 0.25
% /documents/miscellaneous/SpaceEnergy.pdf

58 100 0.11% 24103 0.25
% /documents/spanish/Documento166.pdf

59 97 0.11% 25426 0.27
% /documents/otherPapers/Johnson-Magnets.pdf

60 95 0.10% 3400 0.04
% /documents/mwe/omniaOpera/omnia-opera-599.pdf

61 94 0.10% 27591 0.29
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay8-ImplicationsFinitePhotonMass-rc.mp3

62 93 0.10% 11832 0.12
% /documents/spanish/Documento157.pdf

63 92 0.10% 45530 0.48
% /documents/uft/a54thpaper.pdf

64 91 0.10% 8896 0.09
% /documents/uft/Paper158.pdf

65 90 0.10% 40931 0.43
% /documents/spanish/Documento177.pdf

66 89 0.10% 64808 0.68
% /documents/uft/Paper177.pdf

67 88 0.10% 4762 0.05
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay27-TheQuantumForceEquation.mp3

68 88 0.10% 4019 0.04
% /documents/mwe/omniaOpera/omnia-opera-477.pdf

69 87 0.09% 3222 0.03
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay49.mp3

70 87 0.09% 3082 0.03
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay56.mp3
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71 87 0.09% 12033 0.13
% /documents/otherPapers/galaxies.pdf

72 87 0.09% 4521 0.05
% /documents/spanish/Ensayo24.pdf

73 86 0.09% 1173 0.01
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay42-rc.mp3

74 86 0.09% 9904 0.10
% /documents/spanish/Documento140.pdf

75 85 0.09% 966 0.01
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay51.mp3

76 85 0.09% 1004 0.01
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay58.mp3

77 85 0.09% 972 0.01
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay62.mp3

78 85 0.09% 908 0.01
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay64.mp3

79 84 0.09% 1076 0.01
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay41-rc.mp3

80 84 0.09% 950 0.01
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay53.mp3

81 84 0.09% 7127 0.08
% /documents/uft/Paper142.pdf

82 79 0.09% 11607 0.12
% /documents/spanish/Documento175.pdf

83 77 0.08% 9334 0.10
% /documents/spanish/Documento170.pdf

84 76 0.08% 7129 0.08
% /documents/spanish/Documento142.pdf

85 76 0.08% 8294 0.09
% /documents/uft/Paper140.pdf

86 75 0.08% 14257 0.15
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AOL System inable to browse the     Blog  

April 30, 2012 

The AOL system is on its last legs, and is unable to browse any messages posted after the Robert 
Cheshire animation posted today. They are still there of course and can be accessed by google chrome. 
It is important to warn readers not to purchase or download any AOL system. I now use google chrome 
as browser and Outlook for sending e mail.

note     217(6)  

April 30, 2012 

Agreed.

EGR will not give the fractal orbits and orbitals. In pure mathematics I should think that the fractal 
conical sections will become as intricate as anything in fractal theory, giving fascinating art as well as 
science.

In a message dated 30/04/2012 18:14:30 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

OK, then it has been shown that EGR is contradictory in the results by itself because the 
results for
dr/d theta
differ when calculated by different methods. In addition both results are not compatible 
with the fractal conical sections.

Horst

Am 30.04.2012 11:04, schrieb EMyrone

OK thanks for this. In my opinion you have succeeded by computer in refuting 
the EGR in a conclusive way, because the two sides of eq. (6) CANNOT be the 
same, in other words EGR does not give a precessing ellipse for x close to unity 
(solar system), and as Ray Delaforce and yourself have shown with remarkable 
graphics, the conic sections take on a fantastic new guise when x is varied. EGR 
cannot explain any of this. So note 217(6) is meant to emphasize this 
astonishing advance in mathematics and physics by cataloguing the results from 
eq. (2) of note 217(6) and comparing them with EGR (eq. (3) of note 216(6)). 
As can be seen, EGR will only give a simple line, whereas the fractal type 
conical sections will give a new era in mathematics, no less a description will 
suffice. Nothing can be more of a convincing demonstration of the post 
Einsteinian paradigm shift.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/30/note-2176-2/
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Agreed with Dr Gareth J.     Evans  

April 30, 2012 

Agreed with Dr. Gareth J. Evans that the excitement over the new fractal orbits and orbitals is well 
justified because of their macrscopic and microscopic applications. Gareth Evans’ early output with my 
BBC Hall of Fame Group is now all available on the Omnia Opera, excluding a few papers of his own. 
He is sometime University of Wales Fellow and SERC Advanced Fellow.

Ten Year Summary of Interest in     ECE  

April 30, 2012 

The filtered_statistics file is a neat summary of interest over the past decade. A very conservative 
estimate gives about fifteen million hits from a million and a half distinct visits, roughly about 50,000 
from universities, institutes and similar.

Advice on Browsing the ECE sites and     blog  

April 30, 2012 

My advice is to use google chrome, AOL is now almost unworkable, getting worse and worse. I notice 
that the latter fails now to bring up the blog while google chrome brings it up quickly on the same 
personal computer. AOL advisors advise the use of google chrome! So what are they being paid for?

Fractal     Orbits  

April 30, 2012 

I propose naming the newly discovered orbits “fractal orbits” for the reasons given in the next 
messages of this blog. Computer generated analytical graphics and animations of the fractal orbits are 
going to be very fascinating. To date all the work has been restricted to planar orbits, so three 
dimensional orbits are going to be an explosion of new knowledge. All known orbits (including 
galaxies and helical nebulae and so on) can now be generated on the classical level from the new 
universal gravitational potential, which has the same format as the potential in the Schroedinger 
equation. UFT papers and so on on on the ECE sites have the same “status” as a paper in the Physical 
Review or an IBM Report. This can be concluded by the immediacy of their impact and the 
universality of their acceptance – the acceptance of obviously new science, simple and profound as for 
all good science.
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New Animation by Robert     Cheshire  

April 30, 2012 

I have sent this new animation to Dave for posting on www.aias.us and it shows the precession of the 
fractal conical section when x is about unity.When x is increased all kinds of new animations will 
become possible of all kinds of new orbits, perhaps they should be called “fractal orbits”.

Animation by Robert     Cheshire  

April 30, 2012 

This is an excellent animation by Robert Cheshire of the precession observed in the fractal conical 
sections with x close to unity When x becomes larger all kinds of new animations are possible of new 
orbits.

30thaprilemailres

 
►
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The Fractal Conical     Sections  

April 30, 2012 

I think it is very important to write up this discovery as a paper, probably UFT217. I have carried out a 
literature search and can find no previous work at all on the fractal conical sections:

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

Fractals are a highly developed subject in mathematics, computation and computational art, and so are 
the conical sections, and put the two together produces a major new subject. These graphs by Horst 
Eckardt show clearly that Y plotted against theta for three different values of x produce the same 
pattern but subdivided. These curves are for a constant alpha and epsilon. This is the basic fractal 
property – patterns repeated by subdivision. In the fractal conical sections the subdivision is caused by 
increasing the bland or ordinary looking x, in the case of the illustrations by Horst Eckardt here from x 
= 0.3 to 1.0 to 2.5. So every single very well known equation of the conical sections assumes a 
dramatically new importance. In physics, all of these fractal patterns are produced by the same 
universal force law, an amazing thing, and I do not often use hyperbole applied to the hyperbola. 
Fractals appear in the Book of Kells for example, repeated triskelions and were known to the ancients. 
The triskelion is made up of three spirals, and we know that the spiral can be obtained from the fractal 
conical section, and indeed the spiral is a fractal conical section, so the spiral is a fractal and back to the 
Book of Kells. A lot of very striking computer art can now be produced from the above simple looking 
equation. It is anything but simple, and is a profound discovery that makes Einsteinian general 
relativity instantly obsolete. The computer and computer art play a central role in it. Fractals were first 
highly developed by computer at IBM in the Mandelbrot Group in New York State, I think it was IBM 
Yorktown Heights. He was still there in 1986 – 1988 when I worked for IBM as an IBM professor in 
the Kingston, New York, environment of IBM Fellow Enrico Clementi. Fractal art generated by 
computer is now well known. We could share art skills at AIAS and produce a new book in colour for 
CISP based on such art: the three artists are Horst Eckardt, Ray Delaforce and last but not least, Robert 
Cheshire. I should think the fractal conical sections are related in some way to the Mandelbrot set that 
produces amazing patterns by computer.

217(1).pdf

Power Cuts and So     On  

April 30, 2012 

Yesterday there were about four power cuts here as the ancient lampost infra structure creaked under 
high winds. Despite all the problems caused deliberately by AOL the progress has been tremendous in 
the last decade. The feedback cannot be argued with except by the irrational or power hungry. This 
strange situation has been brought about by the total failure over more than thirty years of the corrupt 
higher educational system here in Wales to give even the most elementary kind of help. The fees are so 
high now that few students can go to university at all – catastrophic government. The universities in 
Wales have lavish facilities but make little or no original impact in science – their thought is almost 
always received opinion, and none can use the Welsh language to any effective extent. There are 
exceptions such as Dr Graham Hall here who has learnt Welsh to an excellent standard, and lectures in 
Welsh. So sweeping reform measures are needed, quite obviously. On a technical note it is important to 
keep the fan of a personal computer free of dust with a compressed air can. Dust can cause the fan to 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/30/power-cuts-and-so-on/
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block and a complete melt down. The AOL problem has been circumvented but there should be an 
official government investigation into the company’s practices.

note     217(6)  

April 30, 2012 

OK thanks for this. In my opinion you have succeeded by computer in refuting the EGR in a conclusive 
way, because the two sides of eq. (6) CANNOT be the same, in other words EGR does not give a 
precessing ellipse for x close to unity (solar system), and as Ray Delaforce and yourself have shown 
with remarkable graphics, the conic sections take on a fantastic new guise when x is varied. EGR 
cannot explain any of this. So note 217(6) is meant to emphasize this astonishing advance in 
mathematics and physics by cataloguing the results from eq. (2) of note 217(6) and comparing them 
with EGR (eq. (3) of note 217(6)). As can be seen, EGR will only give a simple line, whereas the 
fractal type conical sections will give a new era in mathematics, no less a description will suffice. 
Nothing can be more of a convincing demonstration of the post Einsteinian paradigm shift.

In a message dated 30/04/2012 09:36:30 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

In eq.(3) of 217(2) obviously a power of 1/2 is missing but the result (6) is correct. 
differentiating (6) in the form
theta=1/x * cos^-1 …
and taking the inverse should lead to the known expression of dr/dtheta from Einstein 
theory which we had derived, but it seems not to come out this result, for what reasons ever. 
A highly complex expression comes out, may be it can be simplified further.

Am 29.04.2012 19:57, schrieb EMyrone

All OK here, eq. (3) of note 217(6) ha been derived many times before in 
various notes and papers, e.g. it is eq. (11) of UFT150a, and is standard EGR. In 
eq. (3) of note 217(2) there is a minor typo, second term RHS should be r sub 
0 / (a squared r) – just simple algebra. I recall that you checked this for UFT202 
by computer algebra.

In a message dated 29/04/2012 17:00:38 GMT Daylight Time, horsteck writes:

I checked the terms dr/dtheta for ECE and Einstein theory graphically. I
compared your formulas with those obtained by Maxima from theta(r). The
term for ECE (eq.2) is correct but for eq. (3) the results differ.
Considering note 217(2), eq. (6) therein should be derived from eq.(3),
but at least a square seems to be missing in (6).

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/30/note-2176/


Eight Years of Daily Recording of     Feedback  

April 30, 2012 

I began the daily recording of the overview file (frequently posted on this blog) eight years ago on 
April 30th 2004. This is a unique record in the history of science, and is a conclusive demonstration of 
the emergence of a new unified physics, the Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) unified field theory. It is also 
a new way of measuring the impact of a theory with complete objectivity in real time. ECE is a classic 
paradigm shift of the post Einsteinian era (a term coined by Alwyn van der Merwe). The overview file 
is archived on www.aias.us quarterly, an acknowledged leading website which is archived quarterly at 
the National Library of Wales, and the British Library on www.webarchive.org.uk , Science and 
Technology Section. The site is also archived by the US Archives in San Francisco, supported by 
Library of Congress and the NSF and other foundations and individuals. It is also archived in the 
European Archives in Paris and Amsterdam. The www.aias.us site is planned to be kept live by the 
Trustees of the Newlands Family Trust (which I established this year). It can be seen by extrapolating 
the feedback data of the overview and other files that ECE will be studied intensely for the foreseeable 
future of science. Michael Jackson has interwoven the feedback with the blog, whch has been 
transferred to pdf files and archived on www.aias.us. He has also transferred the referring URL file to 
pdf, and that is also archived quarterly on www.aias.us. The referring URL file is very useful and 
started on 12th December 2006. It is essentially a complete record. It is partly analysed at the top of the 
UFT table of papers on www.aias.us . It runs to well over a thousand densely packed pages recording a 
steadily increasing breadth and depth of interest in all aspects of the www.aias.us site. This is an 
objective analysis by computer, obviously, so it displaces subjective or anthropomorphic guesswork as 
to the impact of ECE, or any new theory . The immediate impact of ECE is the greatest in the history of 
science in the sense that the theory has been accepted rapidly by contemporaries. I am not referring to 
impact made in routine textbooks of obsolete theories such as Einsteinian general relativity, or 
Newtonian theory. Obsolete theories make an impact merely by virtue of intellectual inertia, i.e. they 
are in textbooks which pupils and students must read to pass exams.

Diary Statistics (the www.aias.us weblog or     blog)  

April 30, 2012 

Since 1st January 2010 (when stats for the blog began) this blog has been read 87,204 times (self 
readings and spam attempts filtered out or blocked automatically by WordPress). In April 2012 (this 
month) it set a new record high of 185 readings a day on average for April to date. Since February 25th 
this year the blog has been read in one hundred and one countries, led by: Britain, USA, Canada, 
France, Germany, Australia, Brazil, Spain, India, Saudi Arabia, Italy, Netherlands, Denmark, Portugal, 
…… It is my personal diary of subjects such as science, poetry, autobiography, and wind turbine 
arguments, and current affairs here in Wales.

Feedback Activity for www.aias.us for April 2012 to     Date  

April 30, 2012 
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This is recorded as usual at the end of the attached overview file. Up to 29th April there were 89,503 
hits from 15,569 distinct visits, each of which may be made up of many real visits, 58,699 page views, 
9.812 gigabytes downloaded, 2,491 documents read from 103 countries, led by US, Mexico, Italy, 
Germany, Britain, France, Australia, …… The feeback is recorded as usual on the last day of the month 
before the file is overwritten, and the complete returns will be in tomorrow as usual. To these will be 
added returns from the other two ECE sites: www.atomicprecision.com and www.upitec.org under the 
control of the AIAS sister organization in the US: UPITEC, Boise Idaho. As usual everything on the 
site was read or listened to during April 2012. The attached overview file is restricted to universities, 
institutes and similar, and is only about 2% of the huge total interest worldwide. Ecen so it is over two 
hundred pages long recording almost sixty thousand distinct visits from universities, institutes and 
similar, in fact all the univeristies in the world of any note.

overview.pdf

Daily Report Sunday     29/4/12  

April 30, 2012 

There were 2215 hits from 432 distinct visit, 42.2% spiders. Bard College New York City UFT88; 
Johns Hopkins University UFT158; Electrical Engineering Kansas State University UFT43; Loyola 
University New Orleans UFT4; Texas A and M University UFT88; College House University of 
Pennsylvania UFT149; Univeristy of Virginia Proof2; Hebrew University Jerusalem UFT86; Japanese 
Government Advanced Science Institute (RIKEN) general; Sheffield University UFT45, intense 
interest all sectors.

217(9) : Looking for the Binary Pulsar     Orbit  

April 29, 2012 

The attached note makes some suggestions for a graphical study to look for the binary pulsar orbit, 
which is a precessing ellipse with a decreasing orbit. It would be optimal to find this type of orbit with 
a given epsilon and in the simplest case a constant x.

a217thpapernotes9.pdf

Sefydlu Ymddireidolaeth – Setting Up a     Trust  

April 29, 2012 

Mae’n rhaid i’r Crynwyr gwneud hwn drwy gyfieithwr gyda ddogfen ymddiriedol. Gall y Crynwyr 
ysgrifenu’r ddogfen ond mae’n rhaid i un or ymddireidolwyr fod yn gyfreithwr. The Quakers have to 
set up this up with a Trust lawyer through a Trust Deed. The Quakers can write the Trust Deed in 
exactly the way they wish, but one of the Trustees has to be a Trust lawyer in Trust law. Mae eisiau dau 
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ymddieriedolwr cyn leiaf. At least two Trustees are needed. Dyle nw dynnu’r adeilad o’r farchnad nes 
bod y ddogfen yn barod. They should pull the building off the market until the Trust is ready.

Essay 65 and a Quote from Mansel     Davies  

April 29, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr! I am glad you like it. I think that Mansel Davies, our mutual Ph. D. supervisor at UCW 
Aberystwyth, would have liked this one too. I once rather foolishly quoted “Let Newton be and all is 
light” to him, and he responded by saying “Let Einstein be and all is darkness again.” I was on a visit 
from Wolfson College Oxford where I had been reading a biography of Isaac Newton in the College 
library. He learnt Welsh as you know and wrote a book in Welsh. I think that the contributions of the 
whole of AIAS are being recognized quietly even by our most favourite enemies, they are all muttering 
that they dislike argument, they find it vulgar and often convincing.

In a message dated 29/04/2012 00:49:22 GMT Daylight Time, :

Wonderful essay, knowing you it is probably still not complete. You are easily the best 
living scientist and one of a handful of the all time greats. If you had lived in a more 
enlightened period this would have been more widely recognised and rewarded. You have 
been unlucky to have created your great works when physics was stagnating and nonsense 
expounded as great discoveries. Time will recognise your achievements for their true value. 

Daily Report Saturday     28/4/12  

April 29, 2012 

Thre were 2128 hits from 408 distinct visits, 43.2% spiders. Bard College New York City UFT88; 
Texas A and M University UFT88; University of Chicago UFT142; Physics Aristotle University 
Thessalonika Greece UFT136; University College Dublin UFT25; Korean Advanced Institute of 
Science and Technology UFT88; University of Durham UFT102; University of Lancaster UFT4. 
Intense interest as usual from 102 countries so far in April 2012.

FOR POSTING: Essay     65  

April 28, 2012 

This is the long essay 65, “Meaningless Relativity”, which has been rounded off by the spectacular new 
discovery of fractal conical sections and orbits. Victor Riecansky is free to use this essay if he wishes as 
the introduction to issue six of the journal.

MEANINGLESS RELATIVITY.pdf
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Plas Cwrt yn     Dre  

April 28, 2012 

I signed both Owain Glyndw^r petitions and they are on the www.aias.us blog. I advise the Quakers 
(Crynwyr) to take the house off the market and put it in Trust immediately, so it can be sold but 
maintained exactly as it is now. I urge CADW to list it Grade One immediately This was Owain 
Glyndw^r’s Parliament House and it is being sold for 55,000 pounds. Surely a Fund can be started to 
buy it, I will contribute to this as one of his cousins by descent and urge all wealthy and not so wealthy 
people in Wales to contribute. He should be referred to as Y Brenin Owain y Pedwerydd, King Owain 
IV, and not by the inferior title Tywysog (Princeps).

Situation with     AOL  

April 28, 2012 

I went over to AIAS Fellow Robert Fell’s house and he confirms that it is best to change over to 
Outlook, which is a modern system. The AOL system has essentially collapsed, so they should be taken 
off the market (licence removed) by the Government here in Wales, and if that does not have the power 
to do so, then in Westminster. Rob has not been receiving my e mails for two days, so again that is an 
AOL fault. We should be able to fix up Outlook tomorrow. So it looks as if only some e mails are being 
received. The www.aias.us blog is still 100% effective. AOL is so poor that no one should continue to 
use it. It’s own advisors recommend using Google Chrome, but I noticed that they did not offer to 
refund cheated customers. This must also be a breach of EEC consumer regulations.

Closed     Orbits  

April 28, 2012 

Many thanks! This is a neat result by Horst. In binary pulsars open orbits may also be of interest, 
because it is thought that the orbit shrinks and does not close.

In a message dated 28/04/2012 13:15:22 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

The background that p/q must be rational to give closed orbits is probably the following:

An orbit closes if

r_1(theta+ m*2 pi) = r_1(theta + n*2 pi)

for a point of return r_1 and two integers m and n. If we describe the advancement of theta 
for one round by

theta –> x*theta,
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this means there must exist an x with

x = n/m,

i.e. x must be rational.

Horst

Am 27.04.2012 15:56, schrieb EMyrone

Many thanks again, very important results. All of them could be analysed in 
UFT216 Section 4 and subsequent papers.

In a message dated 27/04/2012 14:01:48 GMT Daylight Time,

Prof. Evans,

I made my own plots for the parabola and variation of x. I see the 
same relationship holds as for the ellipse in that one must express x 
as a fraction p/q in reduced terms. The parabola will repeat p times 
and q will determine the closed areas which a bisector line will 
intersect. Also, an irrational value of x will eventually fill the plane 
if one keeps plotting more and more parabolas.

The plots attached have both a near and far views. One can confirm 
the equation for asymptotes occur at 2Pi(x-1)/x or in terms of 
deflection angle of a straight path as pi(2-x)/x.

Also, I noticed a ‘repulsive’ type notch right at the perihelion of 
some. I used Maxima to plot 3D curvature (z-axis) vs x and vs 
theta. I do see between x = 1.4 to x = 1.6 that the curvature goes 
negative for some range of theta. (Let me know if you can’t view an 
‘EMF’ format graphic file – this was what Maxima/Gnuplot exports 
it as.)

Ray D.

Tours of Craig y Nos Castle     Gardens  

April 28, 2012 

I hope that many of our friends here will be able to join the Gathering of the Clans

In a message dated 28/04/2012 10:56:56 GMT Daylight Time

I detail below a note that I received from Tony Hibbert regarding tours of the gardens at the 
castle which you may be interested in. He is incidentally sorting his house out in 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/28/tours-of-craig-y-nos-castle-gardens/


Gloucestershire with a view to moving back to Penycae. He will be able to join you all on 
the Potter jamboree then.

“You have probably heard about the tours of Craig-y-nos Country Park over Easter. “High 
Tea and Tales”.A storyteller Carl Gough dressed as Patti’s Head Gardener (Constantine 
Hibbert – a true likeness as well!) has been leading groups of people around the grounds 
and telling them all about the gardens as they were in Patti’s day, and back to base for a 
high Victorian Tea prepared by Paul Brandon owner of the Changing Seasons Cafe . Paul 
has been very supportive of my wish to expose visitors to the rich history of Craig-y-nos 
castle and organised these tours in conjunction with BBNP. I was involved with the script 
and they have used quite a bit of info from my book. You can see further details with dates 
on Carl Gough’s website www.worldofconnection.co.uk/events
You can also see him rehearsing on the web. If you can’t find it let me know and I will send 
you an e-mail link
Its ironic that there has been a fair bit of coverage in the press recently about condition of 
the gardens. I have to agree with Ashford Price that they have been neglected in recent 
years and that BBNP need to improve their performance quite considerably. The remaining 
portion of the gardens attached to the castle are also in pretty poor shape -

However the tours seem to be going down well and more are planned throughout the 
summer months. 2 in May and 2 in June so far.”

Stuart Davies

Arwyddais y Ddeiseb Tir dros Gymru – I signed the Land Act Petition for     Wales  

April 28, 2012 

I advise all those interested in democracy and land rights in Wales to sign this Land Act, link on the 
next blog message. I will now sign the two petitions on behalf of my ancestral cousin, Owain IV 
Glynd^wr of Wales.

Deiseb Tir Cymru – Petition for a Land Act for     Wales  

April 28, 2012 

www.gopetition.com/petitions/land-act-for-wales.html

Dwy Ddeiseb i Owain Glyndw^r : Two Petitions for Owain     Glyndw^r  

April 28, 2012 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/28/dwy-ddeiseb-i-owain-glyndwr-two-petitions-for-owain-glyndwr/
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Gyda phleser! Mae nw are fy mlog nawr. Dodaf fy lofnod ar y ddwy ddeiseb. With pleasure, they are 
on the blog now and I will sign both.

In a message dated 28/04/2012 11:37:31 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Annwyl Myron,

Byddem yn ddiolchgar dros ben petaech yn arwyddo’r ddwy ddeiseb isod ac yna’n gosod y 
dolennau cyswllt ar eich blog ardderchog.

Siân

http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/campaign-to-name-the-a470-cymru-prif-ffordd-
tywysog-ow.html’

http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/saving-owain-glynd%C5%B5r-s-old-dolgellau-
parliament-house.html

Getting around the Chaotic AOL     Software  

April 28, 2012 

I got around the bug by sending an e mail to myself, this pushes the entries in the inbox down and 
causes the new e mail to appear so I can read them. The AOL software has jammed the inbox with over 
six thousand messages which should be in an archive folder. In total my archive consists of over 
seventeen thousand e mail messages. The Talk Talk / AOL “back up” is openly fraudulent, one just gets 
bounced around endlessly and cynically by people situated somewhere in the world. They try to tell 
yopu that tehy have fixed a bug when they have not, and sometimes just block you off so you have to 
start the complaint process again. I do not remember the AOL back up ever fixing a bug. Rob Fell and I 
have fixed all their bugs, both software and hardware. So AOL should be investigated by a Consumer 
Association and pulled off the market in Britain. Rob Fell and I decided to eliminate the AOL interface 
completely.

Finishing the Long Essay “Meaningless     Relativity”  

April 28, 2012 

In view of the great discovery just made of fractal type conical sections in mathematics and orbits in 
physics made by the Alpha Institute for Advanced Studies (AIAS) I decided to finish the attached long 
essay with a readable account of this dramatic discovery, and of the numerous flaws in the Einsteinian 
general relativity uncovered by AIAS in recent years. These flaws will be discussed more technically in 
issue six of M. W. Evans, Ed., Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry (CISP, www.cisp-
publishing.com, from June 2011, six issues a year):

M. W. Evans, ed., “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity” (hardback, softback 

http://www.cisp-publishing.com/
http://www.cisp-publishing.com/
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and e book, see ISBN information on the home page of www.aias.us and on www.cisp-publishing.com 
and in leaflet format).

Some of the first graphics of the new orbits by Horst Eckardt and Ray Delaforce of AIAS are to be 
found later on in this influential blog, which has been read almost a hundred thousand times in just over 
two years. The discovery of fractal type conical sections is a major advance in mathematics, of the type 
usually recognized with a Fields Medal for AIAS. If these new orbits are observed, or recognized from 
existing data analysis by supercomputers in astronomy, that would normally be recognized with a 
Nobel Prize for AIAS. Horst Eckardt, Ray Delaforce, Douglas Lindstrom, several other AIAS Fellows 
and myself as Director are in “Marquis Who’s Who in the World”. The AIAS is a recognized authority 
in new physics, essentially it is a free thinking institute in the natural sciences and engineering which is 
consulted by a long list of universities worldwide as in the attached overview summary frequently 
posted on this blog. The sites of the Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) unified field theory are www.aias.us, 
www.atomicprecision.com, www.upitec.org, www.et3m.net and www.webarchive.org.uk (National 
Library of Wales and British Library archive of leading British websites). These ECE sites have 
attracted tens of millions of hits (files downloaded) in the past nine years (over fifteen million hits in 
total). The Newlands Family Trust (Ymddiriedolaeth Teulu Newlands) has been set up in 2012 to keep 
the site live and to put my residence in Mawr in Trust so it cannot be sold. I hope that it will be looked 
after by a young Welsh speaking family and all my papers kept in order by them as a small museum.

overview.pdf

MEANINGLESS RELATIVITY.pdf

Request for Audit Reports for Mawr Community Council     (IR358)  

April 28, 2012 

Thank you very much. In view of these numerous irregularities, the people of Craig Cefn Parc wish to 
establish their own People’s Council to carry out many reforms and to stop forced development and to 
break away from Mawr Council and the Mawr Development Agency. I think that the County 
Councillor (Ioan Richard Mayor of Swansea) should resign, and also the Clerk of the Council and all 
those involved. As Armiger appointed in 2008 on merit, and born here in Mawr, I find these 
irregularities to be very disturbing and I am prepared to help the People’s Council. People’s Councils 
like this should be set up all over Wales because representative government is remote and not working.

Myron Evans

Evans of Glyn Eithrym, Armiger, Member of the Gentry, “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry” (2011), 
Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

cc Ombudsman and Welsh Government
Martin Caton, M. P. Gower

In a message dated 27/04/2012 17:18:26 GMT Daylight Time, Martin.Peters@wao.gov.uk writes:

Dear Dr Evans,

Thank you for your email of 24 April 2012 in which you request information as follows:

http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/28/request-for-audit-reports-for-mawr-community-council-ir358/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/meaningless-relativity2.pdf
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/overview3.pdf
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.et3m.net/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.atomicprecision.com/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.cisp-publishing.com/
http://www.aias.us/


the audit reports for Mawr Community Council for the past ten years 

The only audit report for Mawr Community Council held by the Auditor General for Wales 
is the appointed auditor’s public interest report regarding the audits of accounts 2005-06 to 
2009-10, which is published and available to you at:

http://www.wao.gov.uk/assets/englishdocuments/MawrCC_Public_Interest.pdf

The appointed auditor is also likely to hold audit certificates in respect of the accounts for 
2005-06 to 2009-10. If you intend your request to encompass audit certificates, please let 
me know, and I shall forward your request to the appointed auditor. I should explain, 
however, that while the auditors of local government bodies are appointed by the Auditor 
General, they are separate office holders with their own statutory functions. They are not 
part of the Wales Audit Office. And as well as being legally separate persons, appointed 
auditors are not public authorities under the Freedom of Information Act. You do not, 
therefore, have a right of access under that Act to information that they hold, and any 
disclosure by the appointed auditor would be discretionary and subject to the restrictions on 
disclosure provided by section 54 of the Public Audit (Wales) Act 2004.

Please note that we have a policy of publishing in a disclosure log on the internet 
information that we provide in response to requests (including explanations of why 
information is not held) where we consider that this in the public interest. We will not, 
however, publish personal information if this would be unfair and so breach the first data 
protection principle. In line with this, we will generally not disclose the identity or other 
personal information of requesters. We will, however, disclose the identity of requesters if 
this is in the public interest and doing so would be fair, such as in the case of holders of 
public office. If you have any concerns regarding inclusion of our response to you in the 
disclosure log, please let me know.

Yours sincerely,

Martin Peters

Rheolwr Cydymffurfiaeth/Compliance Manager

Swydddfa Archwilio Cymru/Wales Audit Office

029 2032 0500

This email and any attached files is private. If you are not the intended recipient please 
destroy all copies and inform the sender by return e-mail.

This message has been scanned for viruses by Messagelabs.

For further information on the Wales Audit Office and details of other ways to contact us 
please visit our website at www.wao.gov.uk.

Mae’r ebost hwn ac unrhyw ffeiliau atodedig yn breifat. Os nad atoch chi y bwriadwyd 

http://www.wao.gov.uk/assets/englishdocuments/MawrCC_Public_Interest.pdf


anfon yr ebost hwn dylech ddinistrio pob copi a hysbysu’r anfonwr drwy anfon ebost yn ôl 
atynt.

Mae’r neges hon wedi cael ei harchwilio am firysau gan Messagelabs.

I gael gwybodaeth bellach am Swyddfa Archwilio Cymru a manylion am ffyrdd eraill o 
gysylltu â ni, ewch i’n gwefan. 

Daily Report     27/4/12  

April 28, 2012 

There were 2333 hits from 458 distinct visits, 36.2% spiders. Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul 
Brazil Double Slit Experiment; Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission UFT88, 101, 104; Mathematics 
University of Waterloo Canada UFT116; Federico Santa Maria Technical University Chile UFT140; 
Raytheon Corporation general; University of Magdeburg UFT110; BWSC Power Plant Development 
Denmark Essay35; Kharkiv Aviation Institute on edu Johnson Magnets; Engineering Michigan State 
University UFT18; North Carolina State University 2D simulation by Doug Lindstrom; National 
Institute of Technology Puduchery India on edu UFT140; Texas A and M University UFT88; 
University of California San Diego general; Materials Autonomous University of Madrid UFT88; 
Polytechnic University of Valencia general; Joseph Fourier University Grenoble UFT108; European 
Space Agency Essay44; Univerist of Modena general; US Army Stuttgart metric manifold; 
Westfriesgasthuis Hospitals Netherlands Johnson Magnets; Edinburgh University relabelling of indices; 
Imperial College London UFT149; intense interest all sectors.

Suggested Most Clear Refutation of     EGR  

April 27, 2012 

Use note 217(6), eq. (2) conmpared with EGR’s es. (3), making sure the same constants are used in the 
comparison, then get the most spectacular orbit possible from eq. (2), and draw on top of it the EGR 
result, eq. (3), in vivid red, EGR will be just a simple line, totally unable to give the fractal conical 
sections. Repeat for x and epsilon and this will full up a whole new book for CISP made up of science 
and art. The Greeks never saw anything like this. The old conical sections have suddenly changed 
completely into a spectacular beauty.

The role of x squared in     dynamics  

April 27, 2012 

As in note 217(4) the role of x squared is as follows:

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/27/the-role-of-x-squared-in-dynamics/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/27/suggested-most-clear-refutation-of-egr/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/28/daily-report-27412/


mMG goes to x squared mMG

L goes to x squared L

So the Newton constant is multiplied by x squared for given m and M and the total angular momentum 
is multiplied by x squared. This gives:

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

and a new universal law of gravitation with a fantastic array of orbits all unknown hitherto.

Curves for the Fractal Parabola by Ray     Delaforce  

April 27, 2012 

These are again important results.

parabola p1 q1 farview 

parabola p1 q1 nearview 

parabola p11 q10 farview 

parabola p11 q10 nearview 
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parabola p3 q2 farview 

parabola p3 q2 nearview 

parabola p6 q5 farview 

parabola p6 q5 nearview 

parabola p9 q5 farview 

parabola p9 q5 nearview 
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parabola xsqrt5 farview 

parabola xsqrt5 nearview 

Varying x for the     Parabola  

April 27, 2012 

Many thanks again, very important results. All of them could be analysed in UFT216 Section 4 and 
subsequent papers.

In a message dated 27/04/2012 14:01:48 GMT Daylight Time,

Prof. Evans,

I made my own plots for the parabola and variation of x. I see the same relationship holds 
as for the ellipse in that one must express x as a fraction p/q in reduced terms. The parabola 
will repeat p times and q will determine the closed areas which a bisector line will intersect. 
Also, an irrational value of x will eventually fill the plane if one keeps plotting more and 
more parabolas.

The plots attached have both a near and far views. One can confirm the equation for 
asymptotes occur at 2Pi(x-1)/x or in terms of deflection angle of a straight path as pi(2-x)/x.

Also, I noticed a ‘repulsive’ type notch right at the perihelion of some. I used Maxima to 
plot 3D curvature (z-axis) vs x and vs theta. I do see between x = 1.4 to x = 1.6 that the 
curvature goes negative for some range of theta. (Let me know if you can’t view an ‘EMF’ 
format graphic file – this was what Maxima/Gnuplot exports it as.)

Ray D.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/27/varying-x-for-the-parabola/
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UFT216 Section 5 by Gareth     Evans  

April 27, 2012 

This is an excellent section 5 with again good graphics, Gareth may also like to experiment with the 
new fractal orbts. Many thanks to him.

Microandmacroscopicbehaviour.docx

The Most Spectacular Refutation of     EGR  

April 27, 2012 

This would be through graphics of eq. (2) of note 217(6). This equation has been used many times 
before but its intricate structure was not known. This demonstration has just been done by Horst 
Eckardt for some values of x, and the results were astounding, EGR is not even a qualitative 
description of precessing orbits, but a combination of graphics by Horst Eckardt and Ray Delaforce, 
going through the whole range of x systematically, would finally convince scientists that the EGR era is 
over. I sent around the book by the novelist Arthur Koestler (“The Sleepwalkers”) on the discovery by 
Johannes Kepler of the elliptical orbit of Mars. It was accepted automatically that the orbit is a conical 
section, the ellipse. So the idea of orbit was used interchangeably with the idea of conic section for 
several hundred years. The precessing ellipse was known as the relativistic Kepler problem, and 
obviously, was a precessing conic section. No one had any idea that of the incredible richness of that 
mathematical structure. At some point we know now that the familar stable orbits will evolve into 
fractal like orbits, the fractal like conical sections. Einsteinian general relativity (EGR) gives equation 
(3) of note 217(6), and that never gives fractal orbits, and never gives spiral orbits. At this point the 
level of education outside universities is as good and often better. So I do not think that any intellectual 
should look to universities or a mythical “establishment” any longer for “approval”. If such things as 
the Fields Medal in mathematics meant anything it should be given for the discovery of fractal conical 
sections, and perhaps a Nobel Prize for their applications to orbits. I think that there are prizes such as 
the one given to Halton Arp which seem to be still working and objective. If this is a prize internal to 
Germany it should be given to Horst Eckardt. Similarly a Planck Medal should be awarded to him. 
Science has a choice now of either accepting the great discovery just made of fractal like orbits, and 
looking for any signs of them, or of abandoning the idea that orbits are conic sections. The latter course 
of action seems illogical and arbitrary. In mathematics, fractal conical sections are a discovery in their 
own right, and Ray Delaforce, Horst Eckardt, others and I should share a Felds Medal if the system 
were working. If I am told that this is nauseating arrogance etc. I would agree, the nauseating arrogance 
comes from the people who say such things. Such people wish only to retain power in their own hands 
at the expense of science and knowledge, and that is exactly why I dislike some parts of Wikipedia, its 
obsolete physics sections. A great discovery is its own reward, but it is unjust to deliberately refuse to 
recognize a great discovery. Prizes are not usually given for refutations, but for refuting EGR, one may 
may given. Indeed, if these formal recognitions are not made, the effect is to embitter the colleagues, 
and worse, to embitter students. I have been fortunate in receiving many recognitions, but it is now 
time to recognize a great discovery and all those who made it.
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Description by Ray Delaforce for Section 4 of     UFT216  

April 27, 2012 

This is the description by Ray Delaforce of these amazing properties of the conventional ellipse, 
hyperbola and parabola, taught at every good school. As far as I know these properties were all hitherto 
unknown, and are all for x = 1. As soon as x varies a complete new fractal type subject appears.

In a message dated 27/04/2012 00:08:16 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Prof. Evans,

I wondered about the same thing: For epsilon=1 there is obviously a “singularity” where r 
-> infinity, so what distinguishes a parabola from a hyperbola, both having singularities in 
the equation, r = alpha/(i+epsilon*cos(x*theta))?

Attached is a combined plot for epsilon < 1, epsilon = 1, and three values of epsilon > 1 
(alpha=1 and x=1 for all plots).

One important thing I did was to plot a range of theta for a large number of periods (to 
make sure passage thru any singularities and to show any pattern that may emerge — my 
plotting software has a setting to suppress divide-by-zero errors and keep going).

What I found was one difference between a parabola and a hyperbola is that the parabola 
has a single point per period which is singular and the value of the radius is ALWAYS 
POSITIVE. The singularity of the parabola can be considered an arbitrarily large 
POSITIVE value as well because arbitrarily large values of the radius on either side of 
infinity is positive.

However, plotting a multi-period hyperbola produces what at first appears to be two 
STRAIGHT LINES between the “other side of the universe” and r=0!

In reality, for a hyperbola, there are TWO SINGULARITIES per period, each having an 
associated theta value. Between these two singularity points is a range of theta which 
produces the ‘conventional hyperbola’ having positive radius value, but there is a range of 
theta producing negative radius value. Also each singularity of the hyperbola is different 
that of the parabola as the hyperbolic singularities are approached on one side from the 
positive direction but from the other side from the negative direction. This Is the reason 
why the ‘non-conventional’ trajectory of a hyperbola has two straight lines in polar 
coordinates: In Cartesian coordinates there are both (+) and (-) ‘way out there’ directions, 
while in polar coordinates ‘way out there’ is always positive r. If one allows negative values 
in the polar coordinate system, there is only one way for it to go – ‘deeper’ into the r=0 
area, so a polar plot of a +/- singularity point is a straight line between r=0 and r = +infinity, 
but notice that polar infinities HAVE A DEFINITE VALUE OF THETA!!

I’ve made a second plot which allows negative r and one can see this. There is a surprise – 
each hyperbola has a loop in the negative radius area! Also, plotting for both negative and 
positive radius values shows with more emphasis how a hyperbola curves away in the 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/27/description-by-ray-delaforce-for-section-4-of-uft216/


positive radius area. The parabola appears to maintain almost straight lines which gradually 
spread apart as it approaches (+)infinity.

Ray Delaforce

 

New Representations by Ray Delaforce of the Conventional Conical     Sections  

April 27, 2012 

These representations by Ray Delaforce show that for x = 1 even the conventional ellipse, parabola and 
hyperbola have hidden mathematics hitherto undiscovered. The next posting will contain Ray’s own 
detailed analysis, which is planned for section 4 of UFT216. As soon as the x parameter is allowed to 
vary from unity a vast array of new fractal type structures appears. All of these could be orbits in 
theory. So this is a complete surprise and a new subject area for both mathematics and physics and 
astronomy. In the solar system x is very close to unity for planets, so only a tiny fraction of possible 
orbits are observed in the solar system. In binary pulsars x is larger, but as x is increased or decreased 
the orbit takes on a myriad of new possibilities that can be looked for by astronomers. In a whirlpool 
galaxy the conical sections transform into spirals as planned for Section 3 of UFT216 by Horst Eckardt. 
Finally in Section 5 of UFT216 by Gareth Evans all of these structures emerge from one universal law 
of gravitation. It is now obvious to all that the Einstein general relativity is completely obsolete and 
should be taught as science history only. All claims based on EGR should be disregarded. This is the 
verdict of simple but powerful mathematics.

ellipse parabola hyperbolas rpositive nearview 

ellipse parabola hyperbolas rnegative nearview 
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ellipse parabola hyperbolas rpositive farview 

Daily Report     26/4/12  

April 27, 2012 

There were 2137 hits from 524 distinct visits, 28.7% spiders. Latrobe University Australia UFT88; 
Monash University UFT142, 149; MIT UFT88; North Dakota University System 2D; University of 
Pittsburgh double slit paper; State University of New Jersey Rutgers infinite solenoid; Tufts University 
UFT158; University of Central Florida UFT25; Complutensian University Madrid UFT166 (Spanish); 
University of Iovi Spain Essay10; Polytechnic University Madrid UFT169, UFT170 (Spanish); French 
Engineering University Lyon levitron; Indian Institute of Technology Karanpur UFT41; Korean 
Advanced Institute of Technology UFT207, general; Institute of Information Technology Lahore 
Essay24; Lahore University of Management Sciences UFT214; Iyte University Turkey UFT152; 
Electrical Engineering National Taiwan University UFT88; Cambridge University UFT25; chemistry 
Oxford University Civil List Pension and general; Warwick University UFT88. Intense interest all 
sectors.

High Level of Interest on     Blog  

April 26, 2012 

I can confirm a high level of interest on the www.aias.us blog. This month has shattered the record of 
readings per day.

Preliminary Book Cover for Autobiography Volume     One  

April 26, 2012 

This is a preliminary book cover for Autobiography Volume One – cover design by Alina Hachikyan.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/26/preliminary-book-cover-for-autobiography-volume-one/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/26/high-level-of-interest-on-blog/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/27/daily-report-26412/


mock upforthebookcopy 

myronaged18small 

myronaged18smallcopyoriginal 

217(8): Asymptotes of the Fractal     Hyperbola  

April 26, 2012 

These are various results for the asymptotes, the simplest is eq. (16). The asymptotes of the usual 
hyperbola (1) are the straight lines (6), but for the fractal hyperbola they are completely different and 
again, very intricate, being eq. (16).

a217thpapernotes8.pdf
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The Fractal Type Orbital     Equation  

April 26, 2012 

This is

dr / d theta = (x epsilon / alpha) r squared sin (x theta)

This simple equation produces a fractal like result and so it produces an essentially infinite number of 
new conical sections. The Newtonian result is x = 1, and the precessing elliptical orbits (of any kind) 
are obtained with x close to unity. When x is allowed to vary the fractals appear. The equation can 
describe all known orbits and predicts an infinite variety of new orbits. It is obtained simply by 
differentiating:

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

the precessing, or fractal, conical sections. Einsteinain general relativity does not even work for epsilon 
about one, and fails completely to produce the fractals. Standard model dogmatists are now completely 
exposed to heavy criticism if they continue to ignore the refutations of EGR. That includes Hawking 
and Penrose and all the big names whose work is totally wrong in so many ways.

Spectacular Failure of Einsteinian General Relativity     (EGR)  

April 26, 2012 

The attached Maxima output from co author Horst Eckardt shows that EGR has failed completely. It is 
not only wrong but totally wrong. This is seen most spectacularly by comparing equations (2) and (3) 
of note 217(6). Eq. (2) will produce a spectacular array of beautiful fractal type patterns, while EGR 
will produce a boring curve that is totally wrong. I would not like to wriggle out of a fractal. As usual 
these results are being transmitted direct to Fellows of the Royal Society and Royal Society of 
Chemistry, and the Prime Minister’s Office for my boss, Queen Elizabeth. Our artists Horst Eckardt, 
Ray Delaforce and Robert Cheshire will have a great time graphing eq. (2) of note 217(6). In physics 
these are real orbits and in mathematics are fractal type conical sections, a completely new discovery.

217(2).pdf

Advice about     AOL  

April 26, 2012 

It is well known that this carrier has major software and hardware problems, and it is unable to fix 
them. What happens is that any user is just bounced around between advisors who never attempt to fix 
a bug. If one tries to telephone AOL one gets bounced around again. Their router hardware is also 
terrible, and interferes with the telephone. So I had to buy a competely different router. The only 
advantage of AOL seems to be that it allows unlimited incoming e mail and outgoing e mail. I have had 
ongoing problems with it for twelve years, and its own advisors advise using Google chrome, the AOL 
browser is of such poor quality. At present its software has mixed up folders so jams the incoming e 
mail list. Sometimes messages sent to other users never arrive, and vice versa. I am not sure how a 
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company like this survives commercially. I often see that Google chrome succeeds where AOL fails. 
Talk Talk recently took over AOL and the service got even worse. It sells cars with three wheels.

217(7): Explanation of Ellipticity in the Newtonian     Limit  

April 26, 2012 

The definitions of ellipticity in the hyperbola and ellipse are given in eqs. (1) and (2). In Newtonian 
dynamics the ellipse is defined by the ellipticity (5) (epsilon < 1). Marion and Thornton use the 
ellipticity formula (7), with negative E. This is very confusing and it is better to use the formula (2) 
with positive E. The total energy E is always positive. In a parabolic orbit, E is zero.

a217thpapernotes7.pdf

Definitive Refutation of     EGR  

April 26, 2012 

It is absolutely clear now how EGR fails. This is a definitve result and many congratulations!. The 
formula for epsilon is eq. (7.40) of the third edition of Marion and Thornton. It is not very clearly 
explained by them and as it stands it holds only for the hyperbola (epsilon greater than 1). The total 
energy E must be positive on the classical level. For the hyperbola and ellipse the ellipticity is defined 
in a different way.

In a message dated 26/04/2012 11:16:14 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I used a parameter set resutling in epsilon=0.45 and alpha=2. The theta result for ECE looks 
reasonable (ellipse, angular range between 0 and pi). For the Einstein formula there is no 
solution at all for the acos function.
A question concerning the energy: in order to obtain epsilon<1, we have to have negative 
Energy (bound state). Is the E parameter the same in both theories? I thought that E is 
mainly the relativistic energy and greater than zero.

Horst 

Cartesian Components of the Precessing Conical     Sections  

April 26, 2012 

These are plots by Dr Horst Eckardt of note 217(1) revealing a fractal structure in the precessing 
conical sections.

217(1).pdf
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217(5): Representations of the Precessing     Hyperbola  

April 26, 2012 

The plots of X and Y against theta in eqs. (10) and (11) for varying x will produce a vast array of new 
results in mathematics and physics.

a217thpapernotes5.pdf

Large Spike of Interest on     Blog  

April 26, 2012 

This is due to the almost simultaneous discoveries of a spectacular new type of mathematics and 
physics, the end of Einsteinian general rlativity, and the very positive political reception given to the 
electronic petition for a Land Act. Congratulations to the international AIAS and Sia^n Ifan and Gethin 
ap Gruffudd. I hope for all party support for a Land Act in the Westminster Parliament, because the 
Welsh Government has no power over its own land, Wales is still a colony. The tremendous criticism of 
the Duke of Beaufort (Beaufort the Turbine) has catalysed this Land Act movement in Wales. The 
Petition was written by myself and amended by Sia^n Ifan, and the movement is led from Wales, but 
everyone internationally is welcome to sign, everyone who wishes to see the end of despotic mediaeval 
aristocracy and money grabbing absentee landlords. There are five or six precedents in the Commons 
for Land Acts under Gladstone and Balfour. William Ewart Gladstone was four times Prime Minister 
and there is an 1888 recording on the net of his voice. It is a kindly voice with a Scottish accent – plain 
Mr. Gladstone, but a powerful reformer. All of Wales is seething with anger at various injustices, 
notably wind turbines, so Plaid Cymru and Labour had better wake up soon and start representing the 
People or they will have a wholesale revolution on their hands, People’s Councils being set up and so 
forth. Lloyd-George described the House of Lords of his day as a collection of the unemployed chosen 
at random. The aristocracy is weak, has no power in the Lords, and will not stand against a Land Act.

217(4): Notes for Graphical Demonstration that EGR is Wildly     Incorrect  

April 26, 2012 

The graphical comparison should be made between eqs. (42), the correct precessing ellipse and conical 
section, and the wildly incorrect Einsteinian general relativity, eq. (44). We have made the spectacular 
discovery that as x is varied a vast number of possibilities emerge, pioneering new subject areas in 
mathematics and physics. So the graphical comparison should vary x in the same way for both eq. (42) 
and eq. (44). The comparison is valid for all x. I have gone through all my calculations again and found 
a completely self consistent result as given in this note. The 1788 Lagrangian method is correct and 
vastly superior to twentieth century Einsteinian general relativity. This is the truth whether we like it or 
not. I like the discoveries very much, others may not, but that is their problem.
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Message from Peter     Atkins  

April 26, 2012 

Peter Atkins sent someone a message to remove him from some e mail list. It was not directed to me 
but I removed him from my notebook. If anyone else here is overloaded with e mail let me know, the I 
will remove the name from my notebook and they can always follow the blog or site. There is an 
overwhelming interest in ECE and this is perfectly satisfactory. I always adhere strictly to e mail 
courtesy. Peter Atkins is upset at not being an FRS so best to leave him alone. It was his student Barron 
who caused all the trouble at UNCC and I do not want to see him again. This was not Atkins’s fault.

Space Energy     Economics  

April 26, 2012 

We are organizaing a confernce in Southern California where it is planned to exhibit the new space 
energy devices. These are on www.et3m.net as you probably know. If these devices were brought to the 
attention of Congress they would make wind turbines obsolete overnight. They are of course in 
existence, not just theoretical ideas on paper.

In a message dated 25/04/2012 19:17:20 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Your work is a significant factor in my decision 5 years ago to return to school and work 
toward my Ph.D. in Economics…my interest is the energy/living standards space, and 
when the energy source implied by your work is available, all economic systems will 
change radically. Very few economists think about this space formally. I do.

So very much thanks for all your inspiration and work.

Steve Bannister

On 4/25/2012 10:20 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Many thanks and nice to hear from you. The latest discoveries are on the blog 
and really something, the best thing since the Greeks discovered conic sections. 
My friends at AIAS: Horst Eckardt and Ray Delaforce, could not believe their 
circuits. I am most grateful for your interest and that of the readership 
worldwide. It is really hard to back to the boring old standard model afetr these 
discoveries, and I think that Weinberg is suffering from the same ennui and deja 
vu. Weinberg may like to analyse the new conic section patterns.

In a message dated 25/04/2012 15:38:27 GMT Daylight Time

http://www.et3m.net/
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Dr. Evans. You may enjoy this mostly skeptical article by Steven 
Weinberg. Seems like he, as any real scientist, should be prepared to 
be ‘tipped’ by the overwhelming logic of your arguments.

http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2012/may/10/crisis-big-
science/

Very best,

Steve Bannister
University of Utah 

Daily Report     25/4/12  

April 26, 2012 

There were 2663 hits from 663 distinct visits 21.4% spiders. Institute of Technology Buenos Aires 
Felker3 (Spanish); Ministry of Defence Government of Argentina Science and Technology Research 
Institute UFT169 (Spanish); Laval University Canada Numerical Article Three; Bonn Network of Halls 
of Residence Phys. Scripta rebuttal; St Olaf College Northfield Minnesota UFT25; Stonybrook 
University UFT88; University of Nevada at Las Vegas general; Yale University UFT95; Government of 
Andalucia UFT94 (Spanish); Korean Advanced Institute of Technology UFT216 and general; David 
Suzuki Foundation Canada (environmentalists) Essay35; New Pakistan University IJTP1962 by 
Stephen Crothers; University College of Wales Aberystwyth Autobiography; Oxford University 
general. Intense interest all sectors.

History of the Conic     Sections  

April 25, 2012 

These were apparently inferred by Menaechmus about 360 – 350 BC in Greece, then by Aristaeus, 
Euclid and Archimedes. Apollonius published eight chapters on them, four have survived in the original 
Greek, three in Arabic translation and one was lost. Pappus studied them circa 300 AD, then they were 
forgotten for twelve centuries. Kepler’s discovery of the elliptical orbit of Mars is one of the greatest in 
science, and a rediscovery of the conic sections. I think that our latest discoveries are astounding 
therefore, made nearly two thousand five hundred years after the initial discovery. So many 
congratulations to all concerned at AIAS! This is one discovery that is immediately obvious to all, like 
a great archaelogical discovery. It has been made at the fundamental level in mathematics and physics, 
and many variations are possible on it.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/25/history-of-the-conic-sections/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/26/daily-report-25412/
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Sceptical Article by Stephen     Weinberg  

April 25, 2012 

Many thanks and nice to hear from you. The latest discoveries are on the blog and really something, the 
best thing since the Greeks discovered conic sections. My friends at AIAS: Horst Eckardt and Ray 
Delaforce, could not believe their circuits. I am most grateful for your interest and that of the 
readership worldwide. It is really hard to back to the boring old standard model afetr these discoveries, 
and I think that Weinberg is suffering from the same ennui and deja vu. Weinberg may like to analyse 
the new conic section patterns.

In a message dated 25/04/2012 15:38:27 GMT Daylight Time

Dr. Evans. You may enjoy this mostly skeptical article by Steven Weinberg. Seems like he, 
as any real scientist, should be prepared to be ‘tipped’ by the overwhelming logic of your 
arguments.

http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2012/may/10/crisis-big-science/

Very best,

Steve Bannister
University of Utah 

Broydd Iaith – Language Nest     Areas  

April 25, 2012 

Swansea County Council assured me as Armiger that it will take legal advice concerning the procedure 
for Carig Cefn Parc to set up its own People’s Council. This could be an experiment for a Bro Iaith 
with very strict protection and help for the language. I have also telephoned for the audit of Mawr 
Community Council for the past ten years. Mr Wynford Cook informed me that there is overwhelming 
support in Craig Cefn Parc against the Mawr Community Council’s forced development plans, and that 
Linda Frame had given her support. It is obvious that she must give her support because she is against 
development and is a representative and servant of the People. Representatives are part of a process 
known to the Greeks as democracy, and representatives represent the People, not themselves. The 
People make up the minds of representatives. There is intense anger throughout Waels at Plaid Cymru 
and Labour for their support of wind turbines. In general, People’s Councils and Broydd Iaith should be 
set up all over Wales following the Craig Cefn Parc initiative and UNESCO warnings on the extinction 
of the language. There is no confidence among the People in remote and inert representational 
government in the age of the electronic referendum.

Glyn Eirthrym

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/25/broydd-iaith-language-nest-areas/
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217(3): Definition of Constants in Note 217(2) for x close to     unity  

April 25, 2012 

These are the definitions for x close to unity, so alpha and epsilon are approximately Newtonian as in 
the solar system. I will give the general definitions for any x tomorrow.

a217thpapernotes3.pdf

217(2): Comparison of the Precessing Conical Section and     EGR  

April 25, 2012 

The easiest way to carry out this comparison is to plot theta against r from eq. (5) firstly, keeping cos(x 
theta) within its valid range. Then repeat for eq. (6) from the EGR, again keeping cos (x theta) within 
its valid range ( -1 < cos (x theta) < 1). The functional dependence of theta on r from eq. (5) will never 
be the same as form eq. (6). This is already clear from inspection. The incredible richness of these 
functions can now be used to finally put EGR into the history books, the graphs should aim to 
emphasize the difference between the true conical section (5) and EGR, eq. (6). This would be a great 
service to science, the dogmatists would be completely exposed to severe criticism if they continued to 
supplicate to the idols of their cave.

a217thpapernotes2.pdf

Dim Hawl Dros Ein Tir; No Rights Over our     Land  

April 25, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr. Dengys hwn bod dim hawl gan y Cymry dros eu tir. Mae Plaid Cymru yn gweithio 
dros y twrbinau gwynt. ‘R wyn falch iawn bod mor gymaint o gefnogaeth i’r ddeiseb hon dros Cymru i 
gyd, ac hefyd yn yr Alban a rhanau o Loegr. ‘R wyn siwr bydd llawer iawn o gefnogaeth i’r ddeiseb ar 
GoPetition dros y byd i gyd.

Thank you very much. This shows that the People of Wales has no right to its own land. Plaid Cymru 
works for wind turbine companies. I am very glad that the petition already has so much support 
throughout the whole of Wales and also in Scotland and parts of England. I am sure that there will be 
great support for the Petition all over the world on GoPetition.

Glyn Eithrym

In a message dated 25/04/2012 12:58:07 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Annwyl Myron,

Gweler isod, copi o’r nodyn ges o’r Cynulliad parthed y ddeiseb ynghŷd â’r ddolen gyswllt 
parthed beth sy’n dderbyniol! Gweler bod dim yn ‘ddu a gwyn’ a dim ‘pwerau go iawn’ i 
Gymru lle mae eu gwir angen!

Yn nes i lawr, gweler dolen gyswllt I’r blog ‘Cymrwch y Tir yn Ôl’ Mae dolen gyswllt yno 
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i’r ddeiseb sydd bellach ar GoPetition.

Am y tro.

Sian

Annwyl Sian

Diolch am eich deiseb arfaethedig:

Rydym ond yn gallu derbyn deisebau ar bynciau sydd yn dod o fewn pwerau Llywodraeth 
Cymru/Cynulliad Cenedlaethol Cymru. Mae hawl gan Lywodraeth Cymru defnyddio prynu 
gorfodol ond dim ond ar gyfer datblygiad yn y meysydd sydd wedi’u datganoli (hynny yw 
addysg, iechyd ac ati). Cewch weld y rhestr gyflawn o’r meysydd sydd wedi’u datganoli I 
Gymru drwy ddilyn y linc canlynol:

http://www.assemblywales.org/cy/abthome/role-of-assembly-how-it-works/governance-of-
wales.htm

Felly, allwn ni ddim derbyn y ddeiseb hon, mae arna I ofn, ond bydden yn hapus iawn I 
dderbyn mwy o ddeisebau arfaethedig gennych yn y dyfodol.

Yn gywir,

Sarita

Dolen gyswllt i’r blog ‘Cymrwch y Tir yn ôl’: http://cymrwchytirynol.blogspot.co.uk/

217(1): Representations of the Precessing     Ellipse  

April 25, 2012 

These are some representations of the precessing ellipse with suggestions for graphical work. When 
epsilon is zero the precessing circle is obtained, eqs. (11) and (12). Every equation written down 
produces a vast amount of new information. The precessing parabola is given by epsilon equal to one. 
The next note will deal with the precessing hyperbola, with x > 1.

a217thpapernotes1.pdf

Graphical Illustration of the Incorrectness of the Einstein Theory     (EGR)  

April 25, 2012 

This can be shown very vividly by plotting eq. (31) of UFT202 (the precessing conical section) against 
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the incorrect Einstein theory, which is eq. (30) of UFT202. These plots can be done for varying epsilon 
and x. For some values of epsilon and x the Einstein theory will become dramatically and totally 
different from the true result (the precessing conical section eq. (31)). This should convince scientists 
worldwide to abandon the EGR in favour of the new universal gravitational potential. There may be 
time to include this comparison in special issue six of the journal, with attributions to Ray Delaforce 
and Horst Eckardt.

Effect of x on Orbital     Structure  

April 25, 2012 

It is clear that very small changes in x can result in dramatic changes in orbit for a given ellipticity 
epsilon and half right latitude alpha. It is truly amazing that all of this results from the addition of one 
term to the Newtonian gravitational potential. So are orbits what we thought they were? It seems that a 
very slight pertubation can induce a massive orbital shift. This is certainly true mathematically, the 
precessing conical sections have an incredibly rich structure wholly unknown until now. None of this 
was even hinted at by the Einstein theory. The subject is similar to nonlinear and fractal physics. The 
first conical section to be used as an orbit was the ellipse, (x = 1, epsilon < 1). Kepler discovered this 
for the orbit of Mars using the data of Brahe. Later it was found that the ellipse precesses (x slightly 
greater than or less than one). The precession in the solar system is a few arcseconds a century, but is 
much larger in binary pulsars and similar. We now know, very suddenly in a classic paradigm shift, that 
the precessing orbit can evolve into an amazingly rich pattern simply by varying x. So if orbits are 
conical sections (as accepted for several hundred years) there may be orbits in astronomy which have 
these amazing properties. A book for CISP with all these orbits classified would be timely and in my 
opinion, very important for mathematics and physics. The Royal Society is being informed of these 
new results automatically and already knows about them.

Orbits by Ray     Delaforce  

April 25, 2012 

These are some of the new conical sections and orbits produced by the equation

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

for values of epsilon, the ellipticity, and x, the precession factor, considered here to be a constant.

rational x p10 q9 
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rational x p11 q10 

rational x p111 q100 

Accessing www.aias.us in the National Library of Wales and the British     Archives  

April 25, 2012 

The www.aias.us site has been archived eight times by now over two years at the National Library of 
Wales and British Library. The archive can be accessed as follows.

1) www.webarchive.org.uk.
2) Science and Technology.
3) AIAS is the first site.
4) Click on the latest archive.

The live www.aias.us site is of course the updated one and is considered to be among the best scientific 
sites in Europe. The European archives are in Paris and Amsterdam. The US archives hav also begun 
archiving the site. The US archives are supported by Library of Congress, the US National Science 
Foundation, and others.

Referring URL Analysis of UFT     Papers  

April 25, 2012 
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If a user is on page A and decides to go to page B, the referring URL is the address of page A. A 
referring URL analysis since December 12th 2006 has been made into a pdf file by Michael Jackson 
and is posted on www.aias.us as referringURLs2012feb20.pdf, which will be updated quarterly. This 
analysis (which runs to well over a thousand pages) shows the following patterns.

1) The main referrer is www.aias.us itself, which means that the readers enter the site and look for a 
specific document using the index or some other means, they already have it in mind to study the 
document.
2) Over time a large number of other referring URL’s appear and this list accumulates with time.
3) Many thousands of visits occur over time for each document, and this means that the interest in 
www.aias.us is permanent. It is therefore new science.

Obviously this analysis shows intense interest in all documents on www.aias.us. For example in all 216 
UFT papers in English and Spanish, all essays and broadcasts in English and Spanish, all papers and 
articles by the AIAS colleagues, and all other material. I made a detailed analysis in 2010 and this 
appears in totalcitatiosnsince12-06.pdf at the top of the UFT section. So I decided to archive the site in 
2010 on www.webarchive.org.uk, the British website archive of leading websites, and to set up a Trust 
to keep the site live. I think that the journal citation system has been made obsolete by this system, 
which was devised originally by Sir Timothy Berners-Lee, O. M. as part of the world wide web. The 
system is part of a quiet revolution in science education in which dogmatists are made obsolete by 
quickly making available high quality science to the readership. If the material were not of high quality, 
it would not be read.

Daily Report     24/4/12  

April 25, 2012 

There were 2,389 hits from 575 distinct visits, 32.1% spiders. Technical University Vienna UFT20; 
University of Quebec Trois Rivieres general; Catholic Univeristy of the North Chile “Nobody’s 
Perfect” (Spanish); University of Karlsruhe general; University of Ulm UFT84; University of Central 
Michigan UFT114; Cornell University UFT29; Texas A and M University UFT88; University of North 
Carolina Charlotte UNCC Saga1; Mathematics University of Utah UFT88; University of Virginia 
UFT177; University of Valencia UFT122 (Spanish); Spanish Parliament CISP books and general; 
Ambo University Ethiopia UFT25; University of Otago New Zealand Proof 2; St Petersburg State 
University UFT152; Physics Metu University Turkey UFT22; Students Oriel College Oxford 
Numerical Solutions. Intense interest all sectors.

Modern Nonlinear     Optics  

April 24, 2012 

To Amar Vakil in California:

Many thanks for buying it. There are two editions produced in the decade 1990 – 2000. I edited the 
second edition myself, the great Stanislaw Kielich having died in 1992, and experimented with free 
thought invitations mixed with conservative articles. My parts are in the Omnia Opera. All my 
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productions for Wiley did very well. I have sent out review invitations for the new journal by CISP 
using the same basic editorial method. Having written this though I suddenly remember that the ECE 
websites are spectacularly successful – mind boggling really. So both books and websites contribute 
and help each other. Wiley is a good publisher and featured the prize for the first edition in their 
newsletter. I don’t think you can be too radical in science provided the mathematics are right and that 
the theory is always tested against data. Francis Bacon was my very distant ancestral cousin as in the 
genealogy on www.aias.us. His titles were Sir Francis Bacon, Baron Verulam, Marquis St. Albans. 
Verulamium is the ancient name for St. Albans. He was subjected to a conspiracy by a favourite of 
James 1st, the Duke of Buckingham. Most historians think that the charges against him were fabricated. 
After he was banished from Court he wrote most of his best work, feels familiar. He was influenced by 
Shakespeare who was entirely undogmatic, writing with merciless intellectual honesty, immediacy, 
clarity and precision when at his best. The Renaissance in Britain started in Elizabethan times. Queen 
Elizabeth 1st Tudor was my ancestral cousin and had a Mozartian intelligence as is known from her 
notebooks. The Tudors must not be judged by the standards of our times (which are hardly a model of 
gentility and virtue). In many ways they were more civilized and had to be tough to survive. Elizabeth 
was permanently under the threat of assassination but was well protected and the country was 
permanently under the threat of invasion until the Navy grew to be very strong. All the Tudors knew at 
least some of their own Welsh language. Their English accent would have been something similar to 
old American or Canadian, nothing like modern English accents.

Plans for     UFT217  

April 24, 2012 

The basic mathematical properties of the precessing conical sections need to be worked out, and the 
first stage is to determine the perihelion and aphelion for the precessing ellipse and properties such as 
the asymptotes of the precessing hyperbola. The basic assumption is that the precessing conical 
sections describe all orbits. The way in which the precessing conical sections emerge from ECE theory 
must be defined precisely. This is all analytical work so is a pleasure to pursue. No one really liked 
Einsteinian general relativity if they were honest to themselves. This is no disrespect to Einstein at all, 
and I know the kind of struggles he went through to develop EGR, year after year. Unfortunately it was 
just not right, as many suspected. I think that there have been volumes written on the conical sections in 
mathematics. I would never play around with a hundred adjustable parameters myself. I don’t regard 
that as science. The gravitational red shift must be worked out in terms of x – probably using the 
constrained Minkowski method, the constraint being the precessing conical sections. Then UFT218 can 
be dedicated to Doug’s important new discovery before switching back again to gravitational theory. 
Any ideas and comments for the development of the new universal law of gravitation are welcome. 
This is going to be very rewarding, because science at its best is simple and incisive – with our 
experience in AIAS we all know that. It is also an opportunity to contribute to mathematics, i.e. real 
mathematics and not ultra hyper abstraction that has to reduce to real mathematics anyway. As in 
“Lawrence of Arabia” – “This is going to be fun”. “Lawrence, it is acknowledged that you have a funny 
sense of fun.”

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/24/plans-for-uft217/
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Request for     Procedures  

April 24, 2012 

The people of Craig Cefn Parc asked me to obtain information from Swansea County Council on the 
procedures for Craig Cefn Parc to break away from Mawr Community Council. There is almost 
unanimous support for this procedure and to set up a separate Council for Craig Cefn Parc. I checked 
with the Boundary Commission Wales that the first step is with Swansea County Council. You may 
check this with Steve Halsall of the Boundary Commission for Wales (02920 295031). I am the 
Armiger in Mawr and Member of the Gentry (“Burke’s Peerage and Gentry” from 2011). As Armiger 
and fluent Welsh Speaker I would prefer Mawr to break away from Swansea County Council and 
govern itself as a Bro Iaith. There is profound dissatisfaction at procedures such as MA007 (rejected), 
MA001 and MA008, which nobody here wants and which will further harm the Welsh language, 
already in critical condition.

Myron Evans,

Armiger, Member of the Gentry, Civil List Pensioner,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, SA6 5RA.

My Given     Name  

April 24, 2012 

This is classical Greek in origin, from the sculptor Miron of Eleutherae (about 480 BC to about 440 
BC), in Greek it is mu upsilon (accented) rho iota nu. Miron worked in bronze and is most famous for 
the scuptures of athletes, for example the discus thrower (Discobolus). The latter survived only in a 
damaged Roman copy. So this name causes endless confusion, and in over sixty years I only met one 
person who knew its origin. It is confused with Meirion, Meurin, and Myrone from my e mail address. 
I was given this classical name because of Gwyn Bannister of Glyn Tawe, who got it from the name of 
an actor in the films, and suggested it to my late father, Edward Ivor, who was not versed in classical 
Greek, but chose it at random to distinguish me from everyone else called Evans. There have been a 
Christmas Evans and Evans Above, a little known saint. In the East the name is well known as classical 
Greek, and also occurs in the States, for example Myron Taylor Hall in Cornell. If I had a name like 
Cadwaladr Trahaearn there would be no difficulty. I was once told that there are no Greeks in the 
Swansea Valley.

Request for Audits of Mawr Community     Council  

April 24, 2012 

On behalf of the people of Craig Cefn Parc I have been asked to request from Mr Derek Evans the audit 
reports for Mawr Community Council for the past ten years. The people of Craig Cefn Parc wish to 
break away from Mawr Community Council and I have asked for the legal procedures from Swansea 
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County Council. As Armiger I would like to see Mawr breaking away from Swansea County Council 
and becoming a Bro Iaith, an area of special protection for the Welsh language. There have been 
alleged irregularities concerning the accounts of Mawr Community Council and there is complete 
dissatisfaction at government in Mawr and the way in which attempts have been made to enclose 
commonland and force through development under MA001, MA008 and MA007 (rejected).

Myron Evans

Evans of Glyn Eithrym, Armiger, Member of the Gentry, Civil List Pensioner,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Address for audits: Dr. M. W. Evans, 50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, Swansea SA6 5RA.

Message for Sia^n Ifan and Gethin ap     Gruffudd  

April 24, 2012 

The village of Craig Cefn Parc wishes to break away from Mawr Community Council, and this has the 
support of Linda Frame. I will research into how this can be done. Most people also want Mawr to 
break away from Swansea County Council. It would be greatly appreciated if you could canvass 
vigorously on behalf of Linda Frame in Mawr (Craig Cefn Parc, Felindre and Garn Swllt). There is 
only a week left in which to do so. I will look up the law on breaking away from a council to form a 
People’s Caucus. Support must be mobilized to vote in Linda Frame. I am doing as much informal 
canvassing as I can. We do not need four more years of a lame duck councillor. I will also phone to ask 
for the auditor’s report. Support has been mobilized to go to every house in Craig Cefn Parc to break 
away from Mawr Community Council, which is run by outsiders dubiously voted in. At the same time 
the third petition will be taken around. People’s Caucuses can be set up all over Wales to oppose wind 
turbines and take government back into their own hands.

FOR POSTING: UFT 216 on the Universal Law of     Gravitation  

April 24, 2012 

These are the first two sections of UFT216 on the universal law of gravitation and some first 
applications. I have sketched in Section 3 for Horst Eckardt, Section 4 for Ray Delaforce and Section 5 
for Gareth Evans.

a216thpaper.pdf

Failure to Pay Salary by the University of     Wales  

April 24, 2012 
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The reasons for this are in broadcast 64. The so called “University of Wales” awarded me its highest 
distinction, the Scientiae Doctor, at a record age 27 but neglected to follow up with a full professorship 
and salary. This was due to covered up corruption exposed in broadcast 64. It has given an infinite 
number of feeble excuses for not doing so for about 32 years. So no one believes that it is an institute of 
learning and scholarship. The D. Sc. is a distinction higher than full professorhip with tenure 
(wikipedia if you wish). I was offered three full professorships in the U. S. in open competition (I.B.M., 
Delaware and UNCC) and took up one of them. I was already ranked higher than full professor in 
Britain and the Commonwealth and was forced to emigrate to the U.S. in 1986. The Americans were 
shocked that I was still looking for a job, being known as one of the best award winning European 
chemical physicists of that era. I also hold a world record number of open competition Fellowships, 
whose merit the UW ignored repeatedly. UW is staffed by outsiders hostile to the Welsh language. So it 
has never paid me a penny, I brought in a lot of money to it. In my opinion this is due to blatant 
corruption and is illegal, a breach of the right to work and of the right to stand up for the Welsh 
language. The corruption inside the UW has surfaced with the sale of hundreds of junk courses in 
breach of charter. It has illegally dissolved its own charter, an insult to its supreme authority by 1893 
charter, the People of Wales. The latest revelations yesterday show that its has junked its own records. 
This is part of a deliberate assault on the Welsh language within the “university” and as such is illegal 
under Human Rights laws. I hold a Prime Ministerial appointment and high honour akin to Order of 
Merit, appointment as Civil List Pensioner, but the University of Wales has never given me any 
support. The result is AIAS, one of the best institutes of theoretical physics in the world, a free thinking 
institute whose impact worldwide is famous. I am deeply shocked at the revelation that some Plaid 
Cymru members are wind turbine executives, profitting from the savage destruction of their own 
country. The party has a weak leader who cannot speak Welsh. So I urge a realignment of politics in 
Wales to form a radical Republican Party of the type advocated by R. S. Thomas, nominated for the 
Nobel Prize in literature. I think that Plaid Cymru lost support because of these wind turbine executives 
and because of its loss of Welsh identity. Representational government in Wales has failed, and should 
be replaced by direct rule by the People of Wales using referenda. That will get rid of career politicians 
who hide from the electorate.

Consequences for Counter Gravitation and Fundamental     Physics  

April 24, 2012 

One of the major consequences of a repulsive part to gravitation is that there can be counter 
gravitational technology and that the nature of fundamental physics is changed, gravitation can be 
repulsive as well as attractive, clearing up one of the puzzles of physics – that elecetromagentsim could 
be both repulsive and attractive and that gravitation could only be attractive. The new universal 
potential has a repulsive part as well as an attractive part for x squared greater than unity.

Binary Pulsar Orbits and New Ephemeris Based on The Precession Factor     x  

April 24, 2012 

It would be very interesting to make a very careful graphical study with a range of x values for the 
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precessing elliptical orbit to see if the orbit behaves at some point as in the binary pulsars, where it 
decreases by a few millimetres per orbit. The old interpretation of this was gravitational radiation from 
the Einstein theory, but it is now known that that is completely wrong. At some value of x close to unity 
the orbit will start to deviate slightly from a precessing ellipse, the type of deviations might be different 
for x less than one and greater than one, but very close to one. The orbit may cease to become a closed 
orbit and may start to behave like a binary pulsar orbit – a “shrinking precessing ellipse”, the true curve 
being given by x. There is no experimental evidence that a binary pulsar orbit will eventually collapse. 
The only experimental evidence is that the orbit decreases by a few millimetres an orbit, and a huge 
amount of horse hair was brushed away from this observation, revealing a wooden construction bearing 
Greek gifts. Gravitational radiation has never been observed, LIGOS has been a complete failure, 
covered up of course. I suspect that the true orbit of a binary pulsar will be given by varying x very 
carefully. A catalogue of orbits needs to be built up by varying x in order to classify the new 
information for mathematics and as well as physics. Our graphics experts here are Horst Eckardt, 
Robert Cheshire and Ray Delaforce, and it would be really interesting if they could build up such a 
catalogue or ephemeris, classifying the orbits or conical sections. We were going to do this for a new 
CISP book. The entire book could be lavishly illustrated in colour and orbits compared from known 
objects and the new theory. For example Halton Arp’s peculiar galaxies book. It is delightful to be able 
to work with such a simple equation as:

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

As my old Viking Uncle Olaf used to say, there’s a lot of finding to do, in the nicest way of course. I 
admit he could be a little cutting on occasions until he heard about cynghanedd.

Daily Report     23/4/12  

April 24, 2012 

There were 2291 hits from 523 distinct visits, 21.1% spiders. High Energy and Nuclear Research 
Institute Rio de Janeiro Brazil Felker10(Spanish); McMaster University Canada Note1; Simon Frazer 
University UFT25; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT papers; Federal University of Rondonia 
Chile UFT139 (Spanish); Antioquia University Colombia UFT142 (Spanish); National University of 
Colombia Felker2 (Spanish); Arizona State University Equation Flowcharts; Faculty of Arts and 
Sciences Harvard University UFT57; Polytechnic University Valencia UFT157 (Spanish); Tohoku 
University Japan UFT177; Free University of Amsterdam UFT64; Royal Society of Chemistry Royal 
Decree, Award of Civil List Pension and List of Civil List Scientists; Darwin College Cambridge 
UFT33; Edinburgh University Essay 37; Engineering Leicester University UFT116; Students Luton 
University UFT25. Intense interest all sectors.

FOR POSTING: Reply from Information     Commissioner  

April 23, 2012 

It seems that the records of the so called University of Wales are chaotic, judging from your attached 
letter. It does not represent Wales in any way, and a new University in the Welsh language is needed 
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before the language becomes extinct. I can set the record straight for you in a couple of minutes by 
referring you to essay and broadcast 64. This horrendous bureaucratic jungle is what has become of the 
noble aspirations of the original charter, which has been cynically and illegally destroyed. Of course 
there was never any doubt at all that I am the youngest D. Sc. in its history and no doubt about the 
corruption – that is common knowledge. I just wanted to point out that I am the youngest D. Sc. to 
show how the university has eaten its own offspring. The original charter of the University has been 
illegally destroyed. So I am not disappointed, I just heap contempt upon a “university” that has so 
cynically betrayed its own existence. I do not play by the University’s microscopic bureaucratic rules – 
I am simply the most senior D. Sc. in the University and the youngest in modern history in all Britain 
and the Commonwealth. In addition to being its most senior D. Sc. I am a member of the University, 
assuming it still exists. Give me a key and I will sift through its boxes of junk myself in order to prove 
it, I might find my merit somewhere, a bone in a graveyard. I assume that these boxes of junk contain 
all that is left of the University’s history. There was no merit or any form of open competition in the 
appointments procedures of the university in my time, and merit from Wales is deliberately excluded – 
that is common knowledge. A long list of human rights laws have been shredded in my case for over 
thirty years. What is happening here is a moral degeneration that no founder could have contemplated. 
All that remain are grains of bureaucratic dust. I am quite content in my own scholarship and will not 
be disappointed, the university need not worry about my well being, it never has and vice versa. 
However the People of Wales is seething with righteous indignation. So I will now seek legal advice 
about the human rights violations outlined in broadcast 64. I think you have done what you could, but 
obviously, there is no natural justice. People of much lesser acknowledged or proven merit than mine 
are appointed by the so called university every day. The university was deliberately destroyed because 
it represented the aspirations of the People of Wales – the People’s University so abhorent to all the 
bigots that ever existed. So all of that sordid corruption must be reversed by new legislation. This 
outcome is precisely what I expected – a bureaucratic snowstorm amid the howling winds of cynicism.

“Oh that that earth which kept the world in awe
Should patch a wall to expel the winter’s flaw.”

(William Shakespeare, “Hamlet”)

Myron Evans

(Evans of Glyn Eithrym, H. M. Civil List)

cc Welsh Government

In a message dated 23/04/2012 15:39:07 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

PROTECT

23rd April 2012

Case Reference Number FS50421737

Dear Professor Evans

Please find attached a letter in respect of your complaint against the University of Wales.

Regards
Catherine Dickenson
Senior Case Officer



Lettertocomplainantdated23_4_12.doc

Writing Up     UFT216  

April 23, 2012 

I will go ahead and write up Sections 1 and 2 along the lines of the summary just sent over, and 
propose that co authors write up a Section each: Horst Eckardt Section 3, Ray Delaforce Section 4 and 
Gareth Evans Section 5. If an AIAS colleague wishes to contribute a Section of UFT216 they are of 
course welcome.

216(10): Summary of the New Cosmology and Universal Law of     Gravitation  

April 23, 2012 

This is a summary of the transition law (1) inferred by Horst Eckardt and of the new universal law of 
gravitation which is able to describe all known orbits and predict a vast array of hitherto unknown 
orbits. I have never seen such a vast amount of new knowledge emerge so suddenly in such a simple 
and powerful way, by adding one term to the inverse square law of Robert Hooke and Isaac Newton. 
The educational process is greatly helped by the great power of the contemporary internet, so all will 
know already that the twentieth century thought is obsolete. Discovery is something in which all 
humankind can share, and I think that the general public can understand all this quite easily.

a216thpapernotes10.pdf

From “Paradise Regained” by John     Milton  

April 23, 2012 

On the occasion of the discovery of the new universal gravitational law I can offer the following extract 
from John Milton’s epic poem “Paradise Regained”, which has the same kind of power and instancy as 
a new law of physics. Good science and good poetry unify all humankind.

“When I was yet a child, no childish play
To me was pleasing; all my mind was set
Serious to learn and know, and thence to do,
What might be public good; myself I thought
Born to that end, born to promote all truth,
All righteous things.”
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Hyperbolic Spiral from Precessing Conical     Section  

April 23, 2012 

To Dr Horst Eckardt:

Congratulations! This is just the right result obtained without having to use the rectangular hyperbola 
and therefore a general result. It means that the precessing solar system orbits can be transformed into 
the galactic orbits using x. So we have established a very simple and therefore very powerful new 
cosmology and we can proceed to write this up as in UFT216. My advice to the scientific world is to 
place itself back in 1788 using Dr. Who’s telephone box time machine. Forget about the twentieth 
century. The new gravitational potential and force law describes all known orbits, and predicts many 
orbits not yet discovered. This is a 1789 Revolution in Physics, all dark matter used for fuel.

In a message dated 22/04/2012 18:54:12 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I tried to calculate the parabolic spiral for the orbit from an r- and
theta-dependent x.
I came across that in note 216(5) the hyperbolic spiral (5) must be
defined without the factor x because it is a regular spiral. Adding the
factor x leads to the effect that all r’s have the same value, i.e. we
have a circle instead of a spiral. With this correction, eq.(6) becomes
an ordinary equation for x, not a transcendent equation, and can be
calculated easily. The result is shown in the attached, last graph.
r(theta) as well as x(theta) are spirals.
However, there is a minimum value for r(x), below this the value of x
becomes complex, see second graph. The realpart is very small, therefore
the x spiral ends in the origin.
All this is qualitatively independent of the value of epsilon.

Horst 

Daily Report Sunday     22/4/12  

April 23, 2012 

There were 2281 hits from 523 distinct visits 22.8% spiders. Open University Australia UFT214; 
Physics and Astronomy Michigan State University UFT175; Northwestern University general; 
University of Massachusetts UFT69; Autonomous University of Barcelona levitron; Berkeley Public 
Library general; Birmingham City University Fundamental Errors in the Einstein Field equation; High 
energy and particle physics group Edinburgh University UFT1 and relabelling of summation indices. 
Intense interest all sectors as usual.

Summary by John     Milton  

April 22, 2012 
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Frank Snape, sometime Head Boy at Pontardawe Grammar School, sent me an article in which appears 
a neat summary of standard model by John Milton, who visited Galileo when the latter was under 
house arrest:

” Perhaps to move
His laughter at this quaint opinion made
Hereafter, when they came to model heaven
And calculate the stars how they will wield
The mighty frame: how build, unbuild, contrive
To save appearances.”

This was in an article by Freeman Dyson supporting free thought in science. Milton is considered the 
second poet to Shakespeare in the English language and Dylan Thomas could quote reams of Milton by 
heart, in the Mermaid in Mumbles and other universities. Milton was Foreign Minister in the 
Commonwealth and wrote in English, Latin and Italian. He survived the restoration and wrote Paradise 
Lost and Paradise Regained, apparently reciting to his secretaries in the Miltonian style, because he 
became blind. My own sonnets are Miltonian sonnets (attached). This was my first book of poetry 
published by Arima in 2005. Now I write in both languages and will shortly finish my second book of 
poetry. All the English language poetry has been brilliantly recited by Robert Cheshire and is on 
www.aias.us. I have recorded most of my work in Welsh, but it needs an actor to do it justice in the 
bardic syle.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY.doc

Modern Nonlinear     Optics  

April 22, 2012 

Excellent work! I think you might have been referring to “Modern Nonlinear Optics” in your earlier 
message. This has been an outstanding success, selling many thousands of copies in hardback, softback 
and e book in two editions, six volumes, netting Wiley a couple of million. It is still selling after twenty 
years. It was properly reviewed by Prof. David Andrews for “Chemistry in Britain” – a glowing review 
and tribute to the late Stanislaw Kielich. My co editor Kielich was one of the best, and accepted B(3) 
immediately. He died during the production, but just before he died he was shown a copy of volume 
one of the first edition just off the press. The Kielich Institute is named after him. This book production 
was started in the University of Zurich and was awarded a Prize by the Polish Government. Kielich and 
Piekara were active in the early post stalinist thaw at great risk to themselves, and worked with my Ph. 
D. Supervisor Mansel Davies, biographer of Peter Debye. The nutter calling himself “Dr Fisher” is just 
that, a nutter, he knows nothing about science. On youtube these days you can hear a really good piece 
of classical music and below it appears a collection of undeleted expletives poetic in intensity. The 
internet allows vandals to spray paint all over van Gogh. This stalker is in deep trouble of the police 
catch him or her. He also attacked Kerry’s very well received biography of yours truly, but was given a 
J. P. R. Williams tackle by combined AIAS. You can see JPR on youtube. He was also completely 
insane, what we call a “full back” in rugby. When he came off the field his teeth shrank back to normal 
size and he became a bone surgeon. If you were tackled by JPR you would need a bone surgeon.

In a message dated 22/04/2012 16:14:36 GMT Daylight Time, :

Myron
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Ok, if ECE is getting supporting traction from ZPE folks, there should be a way to get hold 
CEO Robert Bigelow through professional contacts I know in person, I have already sent 
an email to him that is brief and general and a bit simplified but to the point about purpose 
of symposium, (high standards evidence), see attachment, this was done through his 
Bigelow Aerospace site, no point of sending another letter, one is plenty. I will have to go 
through personal professional contacts that Bigelow works directly with to get his attention. 
He could cover the cost of the symposium. Robert Bigelow is an honorable and “complex” 
man, and he has moral fiber and the vision to make things happen for the sake of math, 
science and engineering.

I will keep you posted with concrete results. Clark is analyzing the law of squares 
mathematics. Robert Bigelow has Gemini 1 and 2 orbiting our planet at present moment 
and very concerned about the direction of the space program.

References on Robert Bigelow

http://www.bigelowaerospace.com/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Bigelow

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bigelow_Aerospace

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Institute_for_Discovery_Science

(NIDS also conducted an independent case study investigation on the “Hutchinson Effect”)
http://www.computergenie.ca/hutchisoneffect/john_hutchison.htm

Constructive criticism always welcomed. This is a complex R&D project that needs market 
interface.

October is right around the corner!

Amar

Sent: Sunday, April 22, 2012 6:14 AM
Subject: Re: New Era in Physics

The zero point energy has been terated in sereal different ways in the ECE papers, notbaly 
it comes out of harmonic oscillator solutions of the ECE wave equation in certain limits. 
Judging by teh huge interest in ECE I shoudl think that teh zero point scientists have read it.

In a message dated 22/04/2012 10:31:27 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Do “zero point field” scientists support ECE, or beginning to?
This might be important to get some market interface attention.
Has nothing to do with valididty of ECE, more to do with politics
surrounding ECE.

http://www.computergenie.ca/hutchisoneffect/john_hutchison.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Institute_for_Discovery_Science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bigelow_Aerospace
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Bigelow
http://www.bigelowaerospace.com/


Amar

Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 3:08 AM
Subject: New Era in Physics

Agreed with this! I wish that the EDCL was still open now, however we have 
done better than even the EDCL!

In a message dated 19/04/2012 11:04:44 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Myron,

We are moving into the new physics: Physics according to chemical 
physics.

Classical physics is advancing as a result and over elaborate 
abstract physics is being reigned back, after one hundred years of 
false starts and wrong turns in quantum theory and general 
relativity.

Best Wishes

Kerry

Sent: Thursday, 19 April 2012, 7:28
Subject: Petal Orbitals in the Sommerfeld Atom

The petal like structure is also produced in the orbitals of the 
Sommerfeld atom, as is well known. The new inverse square plus 
inverse cube gravitational potential looks like the effective potential 
of the H atom in the Schroedinger equation or a Lennard Jones 
atom atom potential in molecular dynamics computer simulation. 
As Dr Horst Eckardt showed in UFT215, if x is made r dependent, 
even more interesting orbits result. Hitherto it was known only that 
x produces a precessing ellipse, and then only in obscure corners of 
mathematics which can only be picked up on google after a lot of 
searching. It is now known that x in the well known conical sections 
produces a complete new area of mathematics and physics. In this 
discovery, graphics were of central importance. Animations can 
now build on these graphics in order to animate orbits with various 
x and epsilon. The discovery was made using a new method of very 
effective science pioneered by AIAS, a method in which artificial 
dogmatic constraints and blinkered thought are removed and open 
source publishing used after careful checks by computer of all 
initial hand calculations. The standard physics has become so 
elaborate and dogmatic that it is making essentially no progress. 
Much of it is now known to be riddled with errors. Its use of over a 
hundred adjustable variables is completely meaningless, so it is not 



physics at all, it is just meaningless playing with computers. 
Empiricism is a valid method of science, but only if it uses the least 
number of adjustable variables. No engineer or chemist would 
could ever work with over a hundred adjustable parameters. The 
rule with computes is: rubbish in, rubbish out.

First Craig Cefn Parc Petition and Alleged Accounts     Irregularities  

April 22, 2012 

This is the first of three Craig Cefn Parc petitions against all development, and effectively in support of 
Linda Frame Plaid Cymru. This is the silent majority in Mawr. They are completely against the policies 
on wind turbines and forced development, meaning forced destruction, of their village. Development 
and lack of a Welsh langauge primary school as in my day have almost destroyed the Welsh language 
in violation of EEC laws and the 20101 Welsh Language Act. I have been advised to contact the Welsh 
Audit Office on 02020 320500 and ask for Mr Derek Evans 07780 5544874 in order to ask for an Audit 
Report on the Accounts of Mawr Community Council from 2005 – 2006 to 2009 – 2010. Apparently 
there are irregularities advised by Mr Wynford Cook who organized the attached petition. The 
Community Council is ten thousand pounds in debt, and an explanation is demanded. Any development 
has to go through a public meeting before it can be adopted. So I advise Sian^ Ifan and Gethin ap 
Gruffudd and other colleagues to look into these alleged irregularities. The second petition was “lost” 
by Swasnea County Council, but it must be on record in the petitions office of the Council adn must be 
found and posted. These petitions mean that representative government is not working, the People is 
not being represented. An electronic referndum in Mawr would block all further development that so 
obviously harms the Welsh language and does not help young people in any way. I am organziing the 
third petition now and intend to cover as much of Mawr as I can. These petitions show the large hidden 
vote for Linda Frame. This support must be effectively mobilized by Plaid Cymru, and very quickly. 
The revelation of wind trubine executives who are also Plaid Cymru members will result in a loss of 
support for the party as outrage and anger against wind turbines escalates throughout Wales. Mr 
Wynford Cook has given me permision to ask colleagues to post this petition on other blogs. It must 
again have been covered up by some Council.

Myron Evans

(Glyn Ethrym, Armiger and Member of the Gentry)

Cc Welsh Government Ministers
Martin Caton MP, Gower.

apetitionone.pdf

216(9): Transformation of the Hyperbola into the Hyperbolic     Spiral  

April 22, 2012 

The transformation is defined by eq. (40) of the attached and by the eccentricity epsilon = root 2 to give 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/22/2169-transformation-of-the-hyperbola-into-the-hyperbolic-spiral/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/apetitionone.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/22/first-craig-cefn-parc-petition-and-alleged-accounts-irregularities/


firstly the rectangular hyperbola eq. (29) from the conic section (15). The importance of this 
transformation is that orbits of the solar system can be transformed into galactic orbits starting with the 
same general conical section law. The next step is to introduce the precession factor x. So this simple 
theory not only describes all known orbits but predicts many new types of orbit. So hyperbolic spiral 
orbits are generated by hyperbolic orbits via eq. (40), which appears to be new to mathematics as well 
as physics. The same transfromation (40) transforms the solar system force law into a galactic force 
law. Yet again and in yet another way, the paraphenalia of the standard cosmology is rendered obsolete 
and useless.

a216thpapernotes9.pdf

216(8) : Stable     Orbits  

April 22, 2012 

This note contains a sketch of the new gravitational potential, the new universal law of gravitation 
found from applying the simplest possible type of lagrangian dynamics to the observed precession of 
planetary orbits. This is of course an application of Ockham’s Razor. This has resulted in a completely 
new and totally unexpected cosmology that we are just beginning to explore. I do not think that anyone 
should take any notice of standard cosmology bubble blowing, (in truth no chemist or engineer or 
sensible physicist ever does), but astronomy is obviously important for new data. For x squared greater 
than unity is looks like the effective potential of the H atom, eq. (1), and it looks like the Lennard-Jones 
atom atom potential used in molecular dynamics computer simulation, of which I was one of the 
earliest pioneers at Oxford and Aberystwyth. At the point of no net potential and no net force the result 
is eq. (12). Strictly defined, the Lennard-Jones potential is a 6 – 12 potential coming from quantum 
mechanics. Gareth Evans and I attended undergraduate lectures on it by Mansel Davies, who was one 
of the earliest pioneers of the infra red at Cambridge. The problem with Newton is well known to 
scholars, and is described in the attached long essay. In the attached sketch, the problem becomes very 
clear, Newtonian potentials are just attractive, the repulsion has to be introduced artificially by the 
centrifugal “potential” energy. In fact this is not a potential energy at all, it is just the rotational kinetic 
energy term, coming not from potential energy but from kinetic energy. So a Newtonian orbit (the 
ellipse), is not stable. This is easily seen simply by differentiating the equation of an ellipse (x = 1), the 
resulting acceleration is negative and pure attraction, for example eq. (40) of note 215(5). In ECE 
theory the new gravitational potential originates in spacetime torsion within a generally covariant 
unified field theory.

a216thpapernotes8.pdf

MEANINGLESS RELATIVITY.pdf

No Black Holes in     Nature  

April 22, 2012 

This stuff is pure nonsense and only a few dogmatists adhere to it by now. The general public knows no 
different, they may as well be looking at a Persil advert. The material being put out by AIAS on its 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/22/no-black-holes-in-nature/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/meaningless-relativity1.pdf
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/a216thpapernotes8.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/22/2168-stable-orbits/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/a216thpapernotes9.pdf


websites is being followed across the world every day by real intellectuals and scientists. Bad physics 
and cosmology has reached the stage where it blasts out soap bubbles – I’m forever blowing bubbles 
full of nothing. Thucydides knew that trick a long time ago. There must be millions of units of money 
wasted on this rubbish. That is the only point of relevance. These people live in Plato’s Cave and are 
welcome to their dark matter and black holes, but they should not be paid for it. As for the epicyclists 
they must deliberately ignore real knowledge in order to continue to live in a well paid cave. This 
means that the refereeing and citation system of this type of fantasy is situated in the same cave, the 
next stalactite on the left near the enlightened cave drawings of stone age man.

In a message dated 22/04/2012 04:43:00 GMT Daylight Time, :

Quote from http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2012/apr/22/cosmic-ray-supernova-
research-antarctica?newsfeed=true:

“… Thus only supermassive black holes remain as viable candidates to account for ultra-
high energy cosmic rays. …”

http://icecube.wisc.edu/news/view/52

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v484/n7394/full/nature11068.html=

Daily Report Saturday     21/4/12  

April 22, 2012 

There were 1950 hits from 468 distinct visits, 29.1% spiders. Czech Technical University in Prague 
UFT142; Georgia Tech UFT43; Texas A and M University UFT88; Auckland University New Zealand 
Prrof1; Donetsk Region Ukraine general; City of Lviv general; City of Kiev devices; Sheffield Hallam 
University UFT10. Intense interest all sectors as usual.

Land Act Provisions: Broydd yr Iaith (Coimisiun na Gaeltachta,     1926)  

April 21, 2012 

The single most important long term provision of the Land Act for Wales would be the establishment of 
Broydd yr Iaith on the model of the Coimisiun na Gaeltachta in Ireland, but with far greater powers to 
protect the all important Welsh language. Freehold land taken back from absentee landlords would be 
made available to young Welsh speakers at very low prices. Broydd yr Iaith (Language Areas) would 
be established specifically in order to have a large area in which all are fluent in Welsh and want to 
speak it as their preferred language without any pressures not to. In these areas there would be no 
development unless it helped the language, a high standard Welsh language test for all prospective 
incomers, wherever they came from, adn an attitude test. It would serve no purpose to be hostile to the 
language in a Bro Iaith. House prices would be capped or cut, house price inflation by incomers 
forbidden, houses put in trust by law, and freeholds made available to local young Welsh speakers to 
start large families in the Welsh language, both parents speaking Welsh. There would be Welsh medium 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/21/land-act-provisions-broydd-yr-iaith-coimisiun-na-gaeltachta-1926/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/22/daily-report-saturday-21412/
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v484/n7394/full/nature11068.html
http://icecube.wisc.edu/news/view/52
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2012/apr/22/cosmic-ray-supernova-research-antarctica?newsfeed=true
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2012/apr/22/cosmic-ray-supernova-research-antarctica?newsfeed=true


primary schools and secondary schools and special economic help and chapels and churches all listed 
by CADW. That was exactly the picture in Mawr of my youth, and it worked very well, it was a 
supremely high civilization although we may not all have realized it at the time. The Welsh language is 
for some reason much more robust than the Irish language, which has declined to only 2.1% of the 
population. This is very sad indeed for such an ancient and beautiful language as Irish. Ulster now 
encourages the Irish language, which is a good thing. This was exactly the policy of Parnell, not to sell 
your houses not to let your land, your language and finally your own selves be lost utterly and entirely. 
The Welsh language is looked to by the other Celtic Nations as an example, Brittany and Cornwall 
have taken up the Welsh National Anthem as their anthems. So we of all Peoples must not lose the 
language out of sloth or indifference or pieces of silver. I know that there is great good will towards the 
language among non Welsh speakers in Wales, who must be given all help to learn the language, and 
indeed all over the world.

Powers under the Land     Act  

April 21, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr, many thanks. The most important power in my opinion is to prohibit absolutely the 
construction of wind turbines and all works that destroy the unique environment. In this the sovereignty 
of the Welsh Government is paramount, i.e. no court or power outside Wales will overturn or dissolve 
the Welsh Land Commission and Land Court in Wales. That includes the Welsh Assembly, the Land 
Act shall become law by direct referendum of the People of Wales. Secondly the Welsh Land 
Commission shall have the power to order the dismantling of turbines and all works that may have 
been illegally built on land formerly owned by absentee landlords. Thirdly the former absentee 
landlords responsible for turbines shall be fined heavily for damage to the land, and / or ordered to 
restore it to good condition. Fourthly the former landlords shall be fined heavily for failing to keep the 
land in good order. The land thus acquired for the People of Wales shall be safeguarded in perpetuity in 
an extended national park system covering a large percentage of the areas of great beauty in Wales, that 
is, ninety percent of Wales. As in the Irish Land Acts and Land Law of the Irish Free State the tenants 
shall have the option of buying back the land freehold from the Commission, and shall not be tenant 
holders. There are many other provisions like these, modelled on the Irish Land Acts. The Land Act 
shall be put to the People of Wales in a referendum. For example extensive and effective provisions to 
heavily protect land against biker criminals, arsonists and horse riding vandals who stray off bridle 
paths habitually, provisions for traffic regulation orders, gates, fencing and wiring and other measures 
such as closed circuit TV cameras to keep horses on bridle paths at pain of being fined or 
imprisonment, this will make their habitual trespass a criminal offence for which they may be heavily 
fined and / or imprisoned. Effective provisions against biker criminals and so on, including long prison 
sentences with hard labour, and optimally, the destruction of all off road motor bikes in Wales. Many 
other badly needed provisions.

Myron

(Glyn Eithrym, Arfwr)

In a message dated 21/04/2012 11:57:14 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Annwyl Myrone

I would like to use this in my Cymrwch Y Tir yn Ol Blog:

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/21/powers-under-the-land-act/


 

Do you want to add anything?

Hwyl!

Gethin.

216(7): Calculation of Orbital     Deflection  

April 21, 2012 

This is the calculation of orbital deflection in general for the precessing hyperbola (7). I have sketched 
the asymptotes and angles between asymptotes in Figs. (1) and (2). I also included Horst’s numerical 
results for x slightly greater than one. It would be interesting to compute the hyperbolas with x slightly 
less than one. With x slightly greater than one the hyperbola is bent towards the Y axis away from the 
Newtonian result. With x slightly less than one I suspect it is bent away from the Y axis. The final 
result is eq. (15), which gives the deflection angle as a function of orbital velocity v and of x, the 
precession factor. The potential is the Schroedinger type potential sent over yesterday. So it is known 
that the new gravitational potential will look like a Lennard Jones potential, with a minimum, a 
repulsive and attractive part. The entire subject of the conical sections can now be rewritten with an x 
factor included, and of course the entire subject of classical dynamics and gravitation. So I will be 
spending some time on this. The graphics are of central importance, and produced the great surprise of 
an essentially infinite number of orbital types from the same Lennard Jones type gravitational potential. 
Just adding one term to the Newtonian gravitational potental produces a termendous advance in 
knowledge of cosmology. My Ph. D. supervisor Mansel Davies often lectured on the Lennard-Jones 
potential, which I helped develop for some of the first pioneering work on molecular dynamics 
computer simulation, and knew Lennard-Jones at Cambridge. So in summary to date, both planetary 
precession and non-Newtonian light deflection can be described by the precession factor x without the 
Ensteinian general relativity (EGR) being used at all. There appear a vast array of orbits hitherto 
unobserved and unknown and missed completely by the erroneous and obsolete EGR theory. The solar 
system orbits with tiny precessions are a very small subset of those possible in cosmology. The correct 
explanation for the stability of orbits has been found, it is the repulsive part of the potential, again 
caused by the x factor, and missing completely from Newtonian dynamics. The only stable orbits are 
precessing orbits. This is a classical limit of ECE theory.

a216thpapernotes7.pdf

Intense Interest in this     Blog  

April 21, 2012 

Ther has been intense interest in the www.aias.us blog for some weeks, the total number of visits since 
1st January 2010 is 85,478 from a long list of countries. Yesterday there was a peak of interest probably 

http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/21/intense-interest-in-this-blog/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/a216thpapernotes7.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/21/2167-calculation-of-orbital-deflection/


due to the new theory of gravitation and also the Land Act for Wales draft petition.

Daily Report     20/4/12  

April 21, 2012 

There were 2020 hits from 487 distinct visits, 35.5% spiders. University of Sao Paolo Brazil, Sao 
Carlos Institute of Physics UFT18; Lehigh University UFT19; Mercer University Essay49; Washington 
University UFT18; Astrophysics Institute of the Canary Islands UFT131, 152, 154, 168; University of 
Valencia general; University of Southern Brittany UFT99; Italian National Institute for Nuclear 
Research Bari UFT41; Korean Advanced Institute of Science and Technology UFT177; The Aerospace 
Corporation OAMlight; Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences UFT4; Department of 
Applued Mathematics and Theoretical Physics High Energy Group University of Cambridge UFT2; 
University of Sussex UFT4; Energis British Government Some Family History; University of 
KwaZulu-Natal South Africa 2D paper of Douglas Lindstrom. Intense interest all sectors as usual.

My Background Research for the Land Act Petition for     Wales  

April 20, 2012 

This included the First Irish Land Act of Gladstone, 1870; the Second Irish Land Act of 1881 which 
created the Irish Land Commission and the Land Court, its intention being to make landlordism 
impossible; the 1882 Amending Act of Parnell and Gladstone; the Third Irish Land Act of 1885 ; the 
Fourth Irish Land Act of 1887 by Balfour which established District Boards to deal with famine and 
distress in the West of Ireland; The Wyndham Land Purchase Act of 1903; the Augustine Burnell Land 
Purchase Act of 1909 which introduced compulsory purchase of tenanted farmland by the Land 
Commission. Finally the Irish Free State Land Law (Commission) Act of 1923 introducing compulsory 
purchase of untenanted estates owned by non Irish Free State citizens. These are all precedents in law 
for the Land Act for Wales, which would use compulsory purchase of all large estates owned by 
absentee landlords in league with wind turbine companies, and in general all estates over a certain 
acreage held by absentee landlords, or their agents in Wales, and similar. I hope that a petition for a 
Scottish Land Act will be introduced to purchase all the lands taken away from tenants during the 
Highland Clearances, one of the most savage parts of Scottish history, along with the great famine and 
evictions in Ireland. Similarly in England, the population is afflicted by a plague of unwanted turbines 
ruining the often beautiful landscape of that country too. I hope that a petition for a Land Act will be 
introduced in England too, and so on across Europe. The aim is to make it impossible to build more 
turbines and to lobby Governments fiercely and continuously. I also advocate the formation of well 
organized injunction groups to launch a series of court cases against turbines under Sections 38 and 41 
of the Commons Act of 2006. Section 38 forbids all works on commnland without ministerial 
exemption. Section 41 empowers a judge to order the dismantling of all turbines built illegally on 
commonland. Class action is now allowed in the law of England and Waels, and in the law of Scotland. 
In a class action a large number of people combine to file for an injunction.Such action is needed 
immediately against Mynydd y Bettws. In addition the landowners and wind turbine companies can be 
sued for hundreds of millions in damages. Additionally intense lobbying for an end to wind turbine 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/20/my-background-research-for-the-land-act-petition-for-wales/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/21/daily-report-20412/


subsidies in Wales and other countries of Britain should be carried out continuously by letter, telephone 
and e mail by large numbers of people. Politicians cannot evade answering forever. Finally the Plaid 
Cymru party members who are wind turbine executives or similar should resign immediately or be 
heavily criticised on blogs and other media.

Anti Wind Turbine Document from Gethin ap     Gruffudd  

April 20, 2012 

This is the start of an organized anti wind trubine campaign throughout Wales. I hope that such 
campaigns will also be initiated in England and Scotland, along with petitions for Land Acts in those 
countries.

antiwindturbine.pdf

Firece Opposition to Turbines Throughout     Wales.  

April 20, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr, dodaf hwn ar fy mlog fy hunan. Dyma f’achau yn ol i Owain y Pedwerydd. Thank you 
very much, I will post this on my blog. This is my relation to Owain IV (Owain ap Gruffudd Fychan ap 
Gruffudd ap Madog Glyndyfrdwy a Sycharth) the great Owain Glyndw^r (Owen Glendower of 
Shakespeare).

In a message dated 20/04/2012 13:02:05 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

afamilylinerelationtoowainglyndwr.pdf

Reasons for Posting the Letter from David     Herbert  

April 20, 2012 

This is a letter that can be put in the publications or historical source documents section. It is meant to 
show that school pupils already have a grasp of the new theory, which is tremendously powerful and 
physics par excellence as all can see instantly. It is the result of our international effort. Your suggested 
title is very good. The handwriting adds to the atmosphere and sense of discovery, the letter reminds me 
strongly of one from Arnold Sommerfeld explaining his discovery of the petal orbits of the Sommerfeld 
atom. Compared with the handwriting of my Ph. D. Supervisor Mansel Davies this is a model of 
clarity. Mansel blew off three fingers of his right hand in an explosion due to hydrazine synthesis I 
think. He almost finished me off at the age of 21 with a cyanogen synthesis recounted by Kerry 
Pendergast. Like the standard model, hydrazine is dangerously unstable. Posting the letter is meant to 
encourage the pupil and the school and to give credit where credit is due. In fact, David Herbert 
discovered the petal orbits first. We want to encourage school children who often come from a poor 
background facing huge university fees. I came from a very poor background as you know from the 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/20/reasons-for-posting-the-letter-from-david-herbert/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/afamilylinerelationtoowainglyndwr.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/20/firece-opposition-to-turbines-throughout-wales/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/antiwindturbine.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/20/anti-wind-turbine-document-from-gethin-ap-gruffudd/


autobiography. Many thanks again for all the posting!

In a message dated 20/04/2012 15:39:02 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Help me out, where should this go and what is it. Also if I can’t read it easily, no one else 
will unless they have strong motivation such as a description “The key to universal peace 
and harmony in 5 paragraphs.”

Dave

Sent: Friday, April 20, 2012 3:49 AM
Subject: FOR POSTING: Letter from David Herbert

This is the letter from David Herbert, a sixth former at Cantonian School in 
Cardiff, and a distant relative of mine on the Herbert side, a family that contains 
the metaphysical poet George Herbert, a contemporary of Francis Bacon 
(another distant relative) and Henry Vaughan (another distant relative). It can be 
seen that he sketches out a petal like orbit later verified by Ray Delaforce. He 
was puzzled because he could not get a precessing ellipse. We now know that 
he used a value of x that was too large for a precessing ellipse. Thanks to his 
head teacher and teacher for allowing this work. Cantonian has made a great 
discovery! 

Journey of     Discovery  

April 20, 2012 

Many thanks again! The journey of dicovery is what matters, and this was an international effort that 
has succeeded very well, better than any could have imagined.

This was a classic essay as it stood but, as you say, can be “refined” now (reluctant to use 
completed).
There is a lovely sentence in this essay:
“it is not possible to correct something that does not explain anything”.

This sums up a lot of what has gone wrong with so much of standard physics.

Best, Gareth

Cantonian Shows the     Way  

April 20, 2012 

Agree with Dr Gareth Evans, Cantonian has done very well in allowing the pupils to look at the new 
physics. Looks like a new revival! The motto of both Pontardawe and Aberystwyth is “Bid Ben Bid 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/20/cantonian-shows-the-way/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/20/journey-of-discovery/


Bont”.My poetic interpretation of this: “Mind is Discovery”.

Unfinished Long Essay : “Meaningless     Relativity”  

April 20, 2012 

The problems with the Newtonian dynamics are described in this unfinished long essay, which I should 
finish off now in view of the recent discoveries.

MEANINGLESS RELATIVITY.pdf

FOR POSTING: Letter from David     Herbert  

April 20, 2012 

This is the letter from David Herbert, a sixth former at Cantonian School in Cardiff, and a distant 
relative of mine on the Herbert side, a family that contains the metaphysical poet George Herbert, a 
contemporary of Francis Bacon (another distant relative) and Henry Vaughan (another distant relative). 
It can be seen that he sketches out a petal like orbit later verified by Ray Delaforce. He was puzzled 
because he could not get a precessing ellipse. We now know that he used a value of x that was too large 
for a precessing ellipse. Thanks to his head teacher and teacher for allowing this work. Cantonian has 
made a great discovery!

aletterfromdaiherbert.pdf

Deiseb am Ddeddf Tir ar Gyfer Cymru; Petition for a Land Act for     Wales  

April 20, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr iawn i Sia^n Ifan! Safon ardderchog o Gymraeg Many thanks to Sia^n Ifan, an 
excellent standard of Welsh. For the international readership the petition is being forwarded to the 
lawyers of the Welsh Government with a view to posting on the Assembly website. International 
readers are welcome to sign. The Land Act would return the land to Wales by compulsory purchase and 
would aim to protect its great beauty in perpetuity for and on behalf of the People of Wales. It is 
catalysed by intense outrage at wind turbines throughout Wales. The Peoples of England and Scotland 
are of course welcome to petition for their own Land Acts. Hereby it is being posted on my influential 
blog, and has already been posted on www.aias.us.

In a message dated 20/04/2012 11:15:04 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Deiseb am Ddeddf Tir ar gyfer Cymru: Petition for a Land Act For Wales

Annwyl Myron,

http://www.aias.us/
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Dwi wedi gosod y ddeiseb i’r dudalen deisebau ar safle gwe’r Cynulliad Cymreig fel y 
gwelir isod.: Mae’r rhaid aros nawr i’w cyfreithwyr nhw edrych drosti cyn iddynt 
ganiatáu iddi ymddangos. Cawn weld beth ddigwyddith? Byddaf yn cael gwybod tua 
chanol yr wythnos nesaf.

Am y tro.

Sian

Gan fod ein tir yn prysur gael ei halogi’n ysglyfaethus gan arglwyddi rheibus, arglwyddi 
etifeddol, Coron Lloegr a Chwniau Corfforedig, gorchmynnir y ddeiseb hon i 
Lywodraethau San Steffan a’r Cynulliad Cymreig ddychwelyd y tir, drwy bryniad gorfodol, 
i Werin Cymru fel modd o warchod ein hetifeddiaeth a phrydferthwch anferth ein tir ac er 
mwyn diogelu hawlfraint werinol y Cymry i allu troedio a gwneud defnydd o’r tir hyd 
fytholrwydd.

In view of the fact that our Cymric land is being desicrated by rapacious landlords, 
hereditary aristocrats, the English Crown and Corporate Utility Companies this Petition 
demands of the Westminster Parliament and the Welsh Government the restoration of the 
land, by compulsory purchase, to its rightful owner, the People of Cymru, in order to 
preserve our heritage, the great beauty of this land and the common right of our people to 
access and make use of it until perpetuity.

Stability of Orbits and     Orbitals  

April 20, 2012 

Many thanks, I have a big enough head already! Seriously though this is a team effort by AIAS and is a 
perfect illustration of a paradigm shift, a leap of imagination. Nature cares nothing about establishment 
figures, fortunately.

In a message dated 20/04/2012 10:43:16 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Fantastic Myron, well done. This is consistency as it had to be – force laws working 
correctly at all scales. If establishment figures cannot see this they should not be doing the 
work they are. Newton and Einstein, as good as they were, could not see the whole picture. 
Yours is now one of the greatest single contributions to scientific thought Myron. This 
really is fantastic (and congratulations to all your co-workers too). This sets the foundations 
for the development of physics for generations to come.

Best, Gareth

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/20/stability-of-orbits-and-orbitals/


216(6): Comparison of Gravitational and Atomic     Potentials  

April 20, 2012 

This note builds on the remark this morning by Gareth Evans and shows that provided x > 1, the new 
universal gravitational potential and the atomic potential of the H atom Schroedinger equation have the 
same for, eq. (5). This is the well known Lennard Jones atom atom potential used in molecular 
dynamics computer simulations, consisting of an attractive and repulsive component. The stability of 
both orbits and orbitals depends on the presence of a repulsive component. So the true explanation of 
orbit stability is found. It is due to a repulsive compnent of potential. The old Newtonian explanation 
was incorrect, there was no repulsive component.

a216thpapernotes6.pdf

Orbits and     Orbitals  

April 20, 2012 

This is a very interesting question by Dr. Gareth Evans about orbital like selection rules for selecting 
orbits in gravitation theory. I would say that these selection rules would be defined by a wave equation 
for gravitation, one in which the new universal potential would appear. The ECE wave equation would 
reduce to this wave equation. Again the graphics would be all important. It would be interesting (just to 
take one example) to plot the effective potential of the Schroedinger equation alonsgside the new 
gravitational potential for various x, epsilon and alpha.

216(5): Transformation of Precessing Conical Section to Hyperbolic     Spiral  

April 20, 2012 

This note defines the condition under which a precessing conical section becomes a hyperbolic spiral, 
so under this condition both solar system orbits and whirlpool galaxy orbits are described by the same 
universal force law. It will be very interesting to produce extensive graphical and animation work on 
these new discoveries, we have three excellent colleagues in this field: Horst Eckardt, Ray Delaforce 
and Robert Cheshire. The procedure is to find theta sub 0 as a solution of eq. (6) and to allow x to vary. 
It would be very interesting to produce graphics of given orbits for a given potential and give force law. 
The condition for “twice Newton” is most easily found from eq. (2), simply by using the observed 
deflection and equating it to 2 / (epsilon x). In this way the product epsilon x can be found, and this 
product produces the observed light deflection due to the sun. This is simplicity itself. So in summary, 
when x is allowed to vary, a precessing conical section can become a hyperbolic spiral, i.e. solar system 
orbits go over into hyperbolic orbits.

a216thpapernotes5.pdf
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Experimental Refutation of Dark Matter     Theory  

April 20, 2012 

Many thanks to Axel Westrenius for this article and attached original paper refuting dark matter. It has 
been known for fifty years that Einsteinian general relativity (EGR) is refuted by galactic dynamics. 
Dark matter theory was in my opinion pure empiricism, a desperate attempt to try to save the EGR 
from total collapse. The standard modellers could claim that EGR worked in the solar system while 
dark matter somehow saved the theory outside the solar system. The spectacular discoveries of 
UFT214 and UFT215 have made all that entirely obsolete in a delta function advance in physics and 
astronomy, and also revealed a rich array of new properties of the conical sections in mathematics 
when the precession factor x is included. Some of the new graphical results are presented on this blog 
and in UFT215. When x is close to unity the orbit is a precessing ellipse as observed in the solar 
system. As x increases, however, the orbits take on a myriad of new properties, all of which are 
observable in future research in astronomy. It has also been discovered by the AIAS that all these orbits 
are governed by the same universal law of gravitation. It may be possible to show that the conical 
section orbit (solar system) can be transformed into a spiral orbit (whirlpool galaxy) by the use of x. 
Signs of this are evident in the parabola with x function in UFT215. By use of x, both light deflection 
by gravitation and orbital precession are explained without any adjustable parameter. The precession 
factor x is based on experimental observation (orbital precession and light (or any) deflection by 
gravitation) so is not an adjustable parameter. It is no more an adjustable parameter than for example 
the ellipticity or half right latitude of a conical section orbit. A vast array of new planar orbits are 
predicted, all described by x, the ellipticity, and half right latitude. It is therefore a new fundamental 
quantity of physics and astronomy, and of mathematics. Any good physicist or chemist (or 
undergraduate) would have been instinctively repelled by dark matter theory, a Shavian superstition 
like most of the obsolete standard model with its ridiculous media claims and ludicrous number of 
adjustable parameters. The advances made by AIAS dwarf those made by the standard modellers, 
despite all their media boasting, they have produced next to nothing for many years. They use the 
media to boast that they have produced next to nothing and to boast that they have been refuted.

eso1217.pdf

Daily Report     19/4/12  

April 20, 2012 

There were 2529 hits from 574 distinct visits, 25.3% spiders. Siemens Company Austria extensive 
visit; University of of Ghent UFT33 and UFT34; University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies 
UFT140; Physics Technical University Federico Santa Maria Chile UFT81, F13 (Spanish), UFT138 
(Spanish); National University Abierta y a Distancia (Open University and Distance Learning) 
Colombia UFT140 (Spanish); Northrop Grumman Corporation UFT8, UFT45; Raytheon Corporation 
Essay44; Ruhr University Bochum UFT128; Rhine Westphalia University Aachen UFT136; Jijel 
University Algeria UFT203; Theoretical Astrophysics Including Relativity, California Institute of 
Technology (Caltech) UFT41; Florida State University UFT84; Ohio State University UFT43; Ecole 
Normale Superieure de Lyon UFT142; CNRS High Energy and Theoretical Physics Laboratory 
Universities of Paris 6 and 7 UFT18; University of Poitiers general; Korean Advanced Institute of 
Science and Technology UFT41; Free University of Amsterdam UFT149; Norwegian National 
Technical University Trondheim UFT81; University of Bergen Norway 2D paper by Douglas 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/20/daily-report-19412/
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Lindstrom; National Taiwan University overview of ECE theory, ECE theory of H bonding and 
general, UFT43; Southampton University UFT122. Extensive interest all sectors as usual.

Thanks to Sia^n Ifan and Gethin ap     Gruffydd  

April 19, 2012 

Thanks to them for arranging for the petition to be put up in electronic format. It is meant for the 
People of Wales, (Y Cymry, or Gwerin Cymru), but I am pretty sure that my fellow U. S. citizens 
would be interested in signing it, as would all Europe and the rest of the world. There is no great 
fondness for money grabbing hereditary aristocrats such as cousin Beaufort The Turbine Terrorist.

State of Craig y Nos Castle     Park  

April 19, 2012 

To my Morgan Awbrey cousin, Stuart Davies:

Our cousin Ashford Price could be a valuable ally in trying to renovate Craig y Nos Castle. I will have 
to try to get a hold of Martin Gover by phone. During the 2008 conference at Craig y Nos quite a lot of 
people had the chance to visit the gardens. In my opinion there is an acute over reliance of tourism now 
that fuel rationing is just around the corner. Of course wind turbines will ruin the tourist industry 
completely outside the protected National Parks. What is needed is some real cottage industry such as 
the AIAS. I took some photographs of the park and they are on www.aias.us. It is not in all that terrible 
a state, the worst thing my wife and I could find were a few sub miniature coal tips made by moles. 
Compared with the revolting carnage now evident on Mynydd Bettws that is nothing. One day my wife 
and I took a walk across the fence at the back of the park and down to Grithig. We could arrange 
another Plant (Clan) Morgan Potter gathering for a walk like that one day. I recall seeing the neespaper 
clipping about my direct ancestor Elizabeth Portrey of Ynys Cedwyn Hall, and Burke’s Peerage and 
Gentry accepted her as genuine. There is plenty of memory of her and I am sure she spoke fluent 
Welsh, for the simple reason that no one spoke English in Glyn Tawe in those days. As you know we 
descend from Arglwyddi Glyn Tawe, the mediaeval Lords of Glyn Tawe, who descended from Prince 
Bleddyn ap Maenarch and a long line of Princes and British Kings back to Coel Hen Gododdin (fourth 
century). Guto’r Glyn was indeed a fine bard, as was Aneurin, who wrote “Y Gododdin” – see Oxford 
Book of Welsh Verse, in fact this was British verse in the sense that Gododdin was in northern Britain 
(Prydain).

In a message dated 19/04/2012 17:08:11 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I forgot to add to my previous email to you on the above subject that Anne Evans’s family 
were from Pantywal farm, Glyntawe. While the Watkins were not particularly local in 
origin, they certainly married into a lot of the local families.

I also attach for your attention two scans of a letter by your cousin, Ashford Price in this 
week’s Brecon and Radnor Express regarding Craig-y-nos Gardens. It is years and years 
since I last went round them, but have used the car park several times and that has always 

http://www.aias.us/
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been in very good condition. He though says that the actual garden is in an appalling 
condition with next to no maintenance.

I appreciate that people visiting the gardens might well go onto the caves which he would 
obviously want. He is though right to draw everybody’s attention to this neglect by the BB 
Authority. It is hardly credible as the gardens were always perceived, at least by me, as 
being a jewel in their crown.

Have you heard by the way from Martin Gover at all? He seems very quiet.

Golden Grove near me was sold recently after being on the market for say eight years. The 
buyer who I do not think is welsh and is a London based entrepreneur is going to convert to 
an art gallery and sculpture park. Whatever one thinks of that it should prevent further 
deterioration.

I also enclose a cutting from the Llais. I am not sure whether I have sent it to you before, 
but the Edith Edwards referred to was the grand-daughter of Rachel Morgan Potter’s sister, 
Gwenllian, who died young. At least Edith did her best to keep the name of Elizabeth 
Portrey going.

Stuart Davies 

Shedding Light on     Darkness  

April 19, 2012 

This was bound to happen. We already have our new model from UFT214 and UFT215. We have shot 
way ahead of all this stuff in a delta function advance. By coinicdence there wasw a visit form 
Concepcion yesterday.

In a message dated 19/04/2012 16:24:56 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Serious Blow to Dark Matter Theories?

April 19, 2012

The most accurate study so far of the motions of stars in the Milky Way has found no 
evidence for dark matter in a large volume around the Sun.
According to widely accepted theories, the solar neighborhood was expected to be filled 
with dark matter, a mysterious invisible substance that can only be detected indirectly by 
the gravitational force it exerts. But a new study by a team of astronomers in Chile has 
found that these theories just do not fit the observational facts. This may mean that attempts 
to directly detect dark matter particles on Earth are unlikely to be successful.
A team using the MPG/ESO 2.2-metre telescope at ESO’s La Silla Observatory, along with 
other telescopes, has mapped the motions of more than 400 stars up to 13 000 light-years 
from the Sun. From this new data they have calculated the mass of material in the vicinity 
of the Sun, in a volume four times larger than ever considered before.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/19/shedding-light-on-darkness/


“The amount of mass that we derive matches very well with what we see — stars, dust and 
gas — in the region around the Sun,” says team leader Christian Moni Bidin (Departamento 
de Astronomía, Universidad de Concepción, Chile).
“But this leaves no room for the extra material — dark matter — that we were expecting. 
Our calculations show that it should have shown up very clearly in our measurements. But 
it was just not there!”’

Dark matter role in cosmology
The 2.2m telescope at La Silla Observatory, used in the dark-matter study (Credit: 
ESO/H.H.Heyer)
This extra ingredient in the cosmos was originally suggested to explain why the outer parts 
of galaxies, including our own Milky Way, rotated so quickly, but dark matter now also 
forms an essential component of theories of how galaxies formed and evolved.
Today it is widely accepted that this dark component constitutes 83% of the mass in the 
Universe [1], despite the fact that it has resisted all attempts to clarify its nature, which 
remains obscure. All attempts so far to detect dark matter in laboratories on Earth have 
failed.
By very carefully measuring the motions of many stars, particularly those away from the 
plane of the Milky Way, the team could work backwards to deduce how much matter is 
present [2]. The motions are a result of the mutual gravitational attraction of all the 
material, whether normal matter such as stars, or dark matter.

New model may be needed
Astronomers’ existing models of how galaxies form and rotate suggest that the Milky Way 
is surrounded by a halo of dark matter. They are not able to precisely predict what shape 
this halo takes, but they do expect to find significant amounts in the region around the Sun. 
But only very unlikely shapes for the dark matter halo — such as a highly elongated form 
— can explain the lack of dark matter uncovered in the new study [3].
The new results also mean that attempts to detect dark matter on Earth by trying to spot the 
rare interactions between dark matter particles and “normal” matter are unlikely to be 
successful.
“Despite the new results, the Milky Way certainly rotates much faster than the visible 
matter alone can account for. So, if dark matter is not present where we expected it, a new 
solution for the missing mass problem must be found. Our results contradict the currently 
accepted models. The mystery of dark matter has just become even more mysterious. 
Future surveys, such as the ESA Gaia mission, will be crucial to move beyond this point.” 
concludes Bidin.

Notes

[1] According to current theories dark matter is estimated to constitute 83% of the matter in 
the Universe with the remaining 17% in the form of normal matter. A much larger amount 
of dark energy also seems present in the Universe, but is not expected to affect the motions 
of the stars within the Milky Way.
[2] The observations were made using the FEROS spectrograph on the MPG/ESO 2.2-
metre telescope, the Coralie instrument on the Swiss 1.2-metre Leonhard Euler Telescope, 
the MIKE instrument on the Magellan II Telescope and the Echelle Spectrograph on the 
Irene du Pont Telescope. The first two telescopes are located at ESO’s La Silla Observatory 
and the latter two telescopes are located at the Las Campanas Observatory, both in Chile. A 

http://www.eso.org/public/news/eso1217/#3
http://www.eso.org/public/news/eso1217/#2
http://www.eso.org/public/news/eso1217/#1


total of more than 400 red giant stars at widely differing heights above the plane of the 
galaxy in the direction towards the south galactic pole were included in this work.
[3] Theories predict that the average amount of dark matter in the Sun’s part of the galaxy 
should be in the range 0.4-1.0 kilograms of dark matter in a volume the size of the Earth. 
The new measurements find 0.00±0.07 kilograms of dark matter in a volume the size of the 
Earth.
Ref.: Moni Bidin C., Carraro, G., Méndez, R.A., & Smith, R., Kinematical and chemical 
vertical structure of the Galactic thick disk II. A lack of dark matter in the solar 
neighborhood, The Astrophysical Journal, in press
Ref.: Moni Bidin C., Carraro, G., Méndez, R.A., & Smith, R., Kinematical and chemical 
vertical structure of the Galactic thick disk II. A lack of dark matter in the solar 
neighborhood, arXiv:1204.3924

Parabolic Orbits with Varying     x  

April 19, 2012 

As can be seen from this work by Horst Eckardt the parabolic orbit seems to approach a kind of one 
branch spiral orbit with varying x. If so, the same conical section with x, and associated force law, 
might also describe galactic orbits. That would produce a truly universal force law that works for all 
observed objects in astronomy. The lagrangian method is already truly universal in that it produces a 
force law for any observd orbit. By making x r dependent it might be possible to produce the 
hyperbolic spiral orbit. I will work out the force law for an r dependent x.

paper215-4.pdf

New Era in     Physics  

April 19, 2012 

Agreed with this! I wish that the EDCL was still open now, however we have done better than even the 
EDCL!

In a message dated 19/04/2012 11:04:44 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Myron,

We are moving into the new physics: Physics according to chemical physics.

Classical physics is advancing as a result and over elaborate abstract physics is being 
reigned back, after one hundred years of false starts and wrong turns in quantum theory and 
general relativity.

Best Wishes
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Kerry

Sent: Thursday, 19 April 2012, 7:28
Subject: Petal Orbitals in the Sommerfeld Atom

The petal like structure is also produced in the orbitals of the Sommerfeld atom, as is well 
known. The new inverse square plus inverse cube gravitational potential looks like the 
effective potential of the H atom in the Schroedinger equation or a Lennard Jones atom 
atom potential in molecular dynamics computer simulation. As Dr Horst Eckardt showed in 
UFT215, if x is made r dependent, even more interesting orbits result. Hitherto it was 
known only that x produces a precessing ellipse, and then only in obscure corners of 
mathematics which can only be picked up on google after a lot of searching. It is now 
known that x in the well known conical sections produces a complete new area of 
mathematics and physics. In this discovery, graphics were of central importance. 
Animations can now build on these graphics in order to animate orbits with various x and 
epsilon. The discovery was made using a new method of very effective science pioneered 
by AIAS, a method in which artificial dogmatic constraints and blinkered thought are 
removed and open source publishing used after careful checks by computer of all initial 
hand calculations. The standard physics has become so elaborate and dogmatic that it is 
making essentially no progress. Much of it is now known to be riddled with errors. Its use 
of over a hundred adjustable variables is completely meaningless, so it is not physics at all, 
it is just meaningless playing with computers. Empiricism is a valid method of science, but 
only if it uses the least number of adjustable variables. No engineer or chemist would could 
ever work with over a hundred adjustable parameters. The rule with computes is: rubbish 
in, rubbish out.

Orbits in Three     Dimensions  

April 19, 2012 

The orbital work so far has all been in the plane (r, theta). In three dimensions many new intricate 
patterns are to be expected when the x factor is introduced. The seventeenth century analysis of Kepler 
was also constrained to a plane, producing the three Kepler laws as is well known. In three dimensions 
the Euler analysis has to be used and that is a much more difficult problem. However I will have a look 
at it at some point. It is already clear that both precession and light bending are produced by the new 
CLASSICAL force law (inverse square plus inverse cube in r). On top of this major achievement there 
is an astounding array of new orbits as shown by Horst Eckardt and Ray Delaforce using graphics.

Analysis of Orbits by Ray     Delaforce  

April 19, 2012 

This is an incisive and useful analysis of some orbits of the new force law of gravitation by Ray 
Delaforce. All these orbital patterns can be looked for by astronomers. Some of them look like the orbit 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/19/analysis-of-orbits-by-ray-delaforce/
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of the moon about the earth for example, which is well known to be a complicated orbit.

In a message dated 19/04/2012 10:36:48 GMT Daylight Time,

Prof. Evans,

While testing quite a few values for x, and allowing theta to vary 0 to 1000*2Pi (MANY 
orbits), I think I stumbled across a relationship for the number of ‘petals’:

1.) If x is an integer N, then there will simply be N petals. This pattern will have a single 
enclosed area and the orbit does not cross over itself.

2.) If x is a rational value in form of p/q (and the fraction is in reduced form), then the 
number of petals will be p. What’s more, if one draws a bisector line through a given petal, 
then q is the number of enclosed areas it will cross! So a larger q represents a more 
complex internal structure in the way the orbit crosses itself. Even with an infinite amount 
of orbits, a rational x value will repeatedly cover the identical path of ‘p’ petals so there will 
be areas ‘not touched’ by the orbital path despite being between the min and max radii of 
the orbit.

3.) If x is an irrational value, sqrt(2) for example, then the precession will not repeat and the 
orbital path eventually fills the entire disc area (less a ‘hole’ in the center). Perhaps this can 
be described as a precession which itself precesses.

I made examples for x = 7(/1), 7/2, 7/3, 7/4, 7/5, 7/6, 7/8, 7/13, and 7/50 (a prime number in 
the numerator ensures that many ‘petals’ independent of the denominator). You will notice 
that as the denominator gets larger the petals will blend to form a circle [of radius = alpha/
(1-epsilon)], with a very complex internal structure, and a hole of radius = alpha/
(1+epsilon)

Also, attached are examples for sqrt(2) and sqrt(3). Any square root values I tried gave the 
same result – a filled disc.

Ray Delaforce

Subject: Petal Orbitals in the Sommerfeld Atom

The petal like structure is also produced in the orbitals of the Sommerfeld atom, as is well 
known. The new inverse square plus inverse cube gravitational potential looks like the 
effective potential of the H atom in the Schroedinger equation or a Lennard Jones atom 
atom potential in molecular dynamics computer simulation. As Dr Horst Eckardt showed in 
UFT215, if x is made r dependent, even more interesting orbits result. Hitherto it was 
known only that x produces a precessing ellipse, and then only in obscure corners of 
mathematics which can only be picked up on google after a lot of searching. It is now 
known that x in the well known conical sections produces a complete new area of 
mathematics and physics. In this discovery, graphics were of central importance. 
Animations can now build on these graphics in order to animate orbits with various x and 
epsilon. The discovery was made using a new method of very effective science pioneered 
by AIAS, a method in which artificial dogmatic constraints and blinkered thought are 
removed and open source publishing used after careful checks by computer of all initial 



hand calculations. The standard physics has become so elaborate and dogmatic that it is 
making essentially no progress. Much of it is now known to be riddled with errors. Its use 
of over a hundred adjustable variables is completely meaningless, so it is not physics at all, 
it is just meaningless playing with computers. Empiricism is a valid method of science, but 
only if it uses the least number of adjustable variables. No engineer or chemist would could 
ever work with over a hundred adjustable parameters. The rule with computes is: rubbish 
in, rubbish out.

Prediction of New Types of Orbit by Ray     Delaforce  

April 19, 2012 

Many thanks to Ray Delaforce! These are AMAZING results for epsilon less than one, to add to the 
amazing epsilon greater than one results by Horst Eckardt. These results can certainly be included in a 
file or appendix to accompany the posting of UFT214 with this incisive analysis by Ray Delaforce. 
They are all the more so because all these orbits are described by the same force law and the same 
gravitational potential. As Gareth Evans mentions these patterns can also be replicated in nature. The 
orbits observed in the solar system are only a small sample of what is possible. I am posting them on 
the blog of www.aias.us to let the readers have an early look at them.

rational x p7 q1 

rational x p7 q2 
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rational x p7 q4 

rational x p7 q5 

rational x p7 q6 
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rational x p7 q50 

irrational x sqrt2 
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irrational x sqrt3 

Light Bending by     Gravitation  

April 19, 2012 

This graph is a perfect illustration of the bending inwards of a hyperbolic orbit by increasing the x 
factor for a given epsilon in the orbital equation

r = alpha / ( 1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

This bending means that the mass m is deflected by more than the Newtonian value, which is exactly 
what is observed in light bending by gravitation. It would be important to experiment with this graph 
for conditions under which light bending by the sun occurs: a very large epsilon. I am curious to know 
what happens when x is less than unity for a given epsilon greater than one. In this graph the bending 
occurs with x greater than unity for a given epsilon gerater than one (the hyperbola). Without any 
further theory this graph is already a comeplet explanation of light bending due to gravitation as 
obsreved experimentally in the solar system. However, we know that the lagrangian theory produces 
the new universal force law for all x.

hyp.pdf

FOR POSTING: Pdf Version of the Petition for a Land     Act  

April 19, 2012 

This is a pdf version of the petition for a Land Act in Britain to be posted on www.aias.us

apetitionforalandact.pdf

http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/apetitionforalandact.pdf
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FOR POSTING: Deiseb am Ddefdd Tir: Petition for a Land     Act  

April 19, 2012 

DEISEB AM DDEFDD TIR: PETITION FOR A LAND ACT

I’r Cymry a’r Prydeinwyr

Ddoe a ddaw a hedd ei dydd – newydd clir,
Nawdd clyd o law deunydd,
Heddwch yn gwawrio o’r hudd,
A mwynaidd yw y mynydd.

Pam chwalwyd ein tir gan arglwyddi rheibus, arglwyddi etifeddol anheilwng, cymer y Gwerin ei nerth 
a’i hetifeddiaeth. Sarhad at ddemocratiaeth yw’r twrbinau gwynt, sarhad at y Werin yw’r arglwyddi 
etifeddol. Gofyn yw’r ddeiseb hon, gofyn o Dy’r Cyffredin a’r Cynulliad am ddychwel y tir i’r Gwerin 
gan bryniad gorfodol. Diogelwyd prydferthwch anferth ein tir, diogelwyd ein hawlfraint werinol, a 
diogelwyd ein hetifethiaeth.

To the People of Wales and Fellow Britons

When our land is desecrated by rapacious landlords, hereditary aristocrats of no worth, the People must 
take back their power and demand their ancient heritage. Wind turbines are an insult to democracy 
itself, as much of an insult as hereditary aristocracy. This petition demands of Parliament and the Welsh 
Government the restoration of the land to its rightful owner, the People, by compulsory purchase, and 
to preserve in perpetuity the great beauty of our common right and heritage.

FOR POSTING: Deiseb am Ddefdd Tir: Petition for a Land     Act  

April 19, 2012 

Some anti turbine colleagues asked me to prepare a Petition for a Land Act in response to the use of 
land by heritary aristocrats and others to profit out of scientifically useless wind turbines which have 
outraged the People. I decided to address it to the People of Wales and Britain, meaning everyone in 
Great Britain. If the wording is approved it can be made into an electronic petition. It begins with an 
englyn of my own dedicated to the beauty of our land, and is then written in two official languages, 
Welsh and English. I wish I had sufficient knowledge of Gaelic to prepare it in that language too, the 
third offical language of Great Britain. Here is the first version, which I am posting on www.aias.us and 
the blog. I am sending it to my colleagues first for their views, then it can be made into an electronic 
petition that can be signed around the world, not only in Britain.

Original Book by     Cartan  

April 19, 2012 

This is interesting, but the contemporary methods of dealing with the Cartan geometry in the UFT 
papers are much clearer and easier to understand. For example the two structure equations

T = D ^ q and R = D ^ omega

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/19/original-book-by-cartan/
http://www.aias.us/
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and the identity

D ^ T := R ^ q = q ^ R

are all that are required for physics. The tetrad postulate is very fundamental, it states that a vector field 
is independent of the way in which it is written. For example a vector field in three dimensions is the 
same vector field in any coordinate system. My own identity:

D ^ T tilde := R tilde ^ q = q ^ R tilde

is simply an example of the Cartan identity in four dimensions. So any person attempting to “criticise” 
ECE on the grounds of mathematics is writing automatic rubbish, because ECE is based on the above 
well known equations of Cartan. They have been honed to perfection over ninety years of mathematics 
(1922 – 2012) and are taught everywhere. A lot of hogwash was written about ECE in its early years by 
people whose motives were anthropomorphic and who have been forgotten.

Petal Orbitals in the Sommerfeld     Atom  

April 19, 2012 

The petal like structure is also produced in the orbitals of the Sommerfeld atom, as is well known. The 
new inverse square plus inverse cube gravitational potential looks like the effective potential of the H 
atom in the Schroedinger equation or a Lennard Jones atom atom potential in molecular dynamics 
computer simulation. As Dr Horst Eckardt showed in UFT215, if x is made r dependent, even more 
interesting orbits result. Hitherto it was known only that x produces a precessing ellipse, and then only 
in obscure corners of mathematics which can only be picked up on google after a lot of searching. It is 
now known that x in the well known conical sections produces a complete new area of mathematics 
and physics. In this discovery, graphics were of central importance. Animations can now build on these 
graphics in order to animate orbits with various x and epsilon. The discovery was made using a new 
method of very effective science pioneered by AIAS, a method in which artificial dogmatic constraints 
and blinkered thought are removed and open source publishing used after careful checks by computer 
of all initial hand calculations. The standard physics has become so elaborate and dogmatic that it is 
making essentially no progress. Much of it is now known to be riddled with errors. Its use of over a 
hundred adjustable variables is completely meaningless, so it is not physics at all, it is just meaningless 
playing with computers. Empiricism is a valid method of science, but only if it uses the least number of 
adjustable variables. No engineer or chemist would could ever work with over a hundred adjustable 
parameters. The rule with computers is: rubbish in, rubbish out.

Graphics for UFT214 by Ray     Delaforce  

April 19, 2012 

I think that these are important graphics, and can go into an appendix of UFT214. I would like to ask 
Ray Delaforce if he can prepare an appendix with a short description. These orbits may be observable 
in astronomy in my opinion because they are all conic sections with x. They may show up as tiny 
irregularities in a precessing elliptical orbit in the solar system. It would be interesting to vary x in 
order to show how a precessing elliptical orbit goes over into a petal like orbit. At first there would be 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/19/graphics-for-uft214-by-ray-delaforce/
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tiny irregularities in the precessing ellipse. These petal orbits were also found by David Herbert, a sixth 
former at the Cantonian School in Cardiff, in a handwritten letter and sketch sent to me three or four 
weeks ago, with help from his teacher. That is why he was puzzled – the x he used was too large for a 
precessing ellipse. These graphics are also an interesting study of the conical sections. They begin to 
show intricate structures as x is varied, both for epsilon less than one (the ellipse), and epsilon greater 
than one, the hyperbola. When epsilon is equal to one the conical section is a parabola. It would be 
interesting to see what happens to the parabola when x is varied. Johann Bernoulli (1667 – 1748) was 
the first to show that all orbits are conical sections for the inverse square law of Hooke and Newton. He 
showed this in 1710. When x is introduced the law becoems inverse square plus inverse cube and all 
kinds of new orbits are generated in what to me is an astounding discovery, made very simply.

non precessingellipse varyingepsilon 

non precessingellipse varyingepsilon perihelion zoom 

precessing2petal 

precessing3petal 
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precessing4petal 

precessing5petal 

Daily Report     18/4/12  

April 19, 2012 

There were 2124 hits from 513 distinct visits, 28.1% spiders. Technical University of Graz Austria 
UFT8; Catholic University Leuven UFT20; National University Abierta y a Distancia Colombia 
(UNAD) UFT140 (Spanish); Siemens Corporation extensive; Cornell University Infinite Solenoid; 
Students at Case Western Reserve University UFT201; Louisiana Community and Technical College 
System Buckingham Palace Garden Party; New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology UFT81; 
Andalucian Government UFT148 (Spanish); Spanish Ministry of Defence UFT144 (Spanish); 
Jyvaskyla University Finland Misconceptions of the Standard Model; University of Lille 1 UFT104; 
University of Poitiers general; Federal Bureau of Prisons general; United States Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission UFT94 and general; Tel Aviv University UFT142; Keio University Japan LCR resonant 
and general; United States Coastguard Department of Homeland Security UFT12; Institute of Nuclear 
Sciences National Autonomous University of Mexico Essay23 (Spanish); Department of Mathematics 
Utrecht University UFT88; European Trade Union Confederation The Life of Myron Evans cover; City 
of Kaniv Ukraine Key Article; Lahore University of Science and Technology lecture materials; 
Technical University of Lisbon Portugal UFT42 definitive proof; First International Group in Britain 
general. Intense interest all sectors.

Watkins family of     Glyntawe  

April 18, 2012 

Many thanks again. This will be a valuable augmentation of the entry in “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry” 
which records Baron Watkins of Glyn Tawe as one of my ancestral cousins. I am not sure whether he 
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had an entry of his own, or his own coat of arms but certainly deserved both. As a Baron (Life Peer) he 
would be entitled to supporters on his coat of arms.

In a message dated 18/04/2012 18:40:49 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

It is only now that I have turned up the papers on this subject. The details on the actual 
Watkins family are largely the work of Leonid Morgan.

Howell Watkins, the husband of Ann Griffiths, was 1876 to 10/7/1949. His parents were 
Anne Evans 1857 to 11/2/1949 and Llewellyn Powell Watkins 1848 to 28/3/1905, of 
originally Pwllcoedog and Pantyffynon, Penwyllt. Llewellyn was one of six children of 
Eliphaz Watkins and Anne Powell.

Anne Powell 1811 to 1858 was the daughter of Lewis Powell and Margaret Price of 
Rhongur Uchaf. Margaret was one of the Price family of Glynllech Uchaf.
Eliphaz Watkins was the son of Rev. William Watkins of Llangadock, curate of Callwen, 
and his wife, Joan Powell.

Returning to Llewellyn, his sister, Mary Ann was the wife of William Morgan of Tymawr 
1835 – 1905 [eldest son of Morgan
Morgan]. His older brother, William Powell Watkins 1842 to 1907, married Elizabeth, the 
daughter of William Morgan and Ann Watkins, and was thus sister to Rachel Morgan 
Potter. Elizabeth had six children, though I do not know much about them. Llewellyn 
himself had nine children.

Returning to Ann Griffiths, the mother of Tudor Watkins, she had nine children, four of 
whom were boys. Three of the girls are I believe still alive.

Stuart Davies 

Petition for a Land     Act  

April 18, 2012 

In view of the outrage at wind turbines I have been asked to draft the wording of a Petition for a Land 
Act to nationalize all the big landowners who have profited out of the savagery and desecration. So I 
am studying the background of the various Irish Land Acts, and before them back to the 
Commonwealth under my ancestral cousin, the Lord Protector Oliver Cromwell, and my own 
background, the Levellers who wrote the 1647 Agreement of the People. In a later version this 
document was used by Thomas Jefferson to draft the 1776 Declaration of Independence, and used as 
the basis for the U. S. Constitution. It was used by Daniel Webster and by both Abraham Lincoln and 
Jefferson Davies, and by many of tbe better Presidents. In Wales we could produce all the power we 
need by use of hydroelectric schemes, instead, the whole country is being destroyed by cruel 
deceptions, that wind turbines somehow produce energy without emissions, and that human made 
carbon dioxode emissions somehow warm up the planet at a rate unprecedented in several milliom 
years. All of that is scientific nonsense, proven over and over again to be nonsense by actual data. The 
petition will be addressed “I’r Cymry a’r Prydeinwyr” – “The People of Wales and the Britons”, 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/18/petition-for-a-land-act/


meaning everyone in Great Britain, and I will write it in two of the official languages of Great Britain, 
English and Welsh. Someone might care to produce a Gaelic language version, the third offical 
language of Great Britain.

Corrigendum x =     0.756  

April 18, 2012 

Thanks again for going through this note. The factor two comes simply from (x squared – 1 + x 
squared) / x squared, and it was made equal to 2 to obtain the experimental result which is 4 MG / (c 
squared Rsub 0). I agree with 2 / root 7 = 0.756. So I am posting this as a corrigendum on the blog. As 
you can see this is pure and simple Lagrangian dynamics, which Lagrange himself could have done in 
1788. Any good first or second year undergraduate could do this type of problem now that the method 
is known. The trick as always is in finding it. I think that what is happening is clear, Einsteinian general 
relativity is being quietly abandonded “unofficially”, not that there is ever any “official physics”. It was 
a great and influential theory and Einstein was a great scientist – that goes without saying, and we stand 
on the shoulders of giants as Newton mentioned.

Some Comments on The New Lagrangian Theory of Light Deflection 
by     Gravitation  

April 18, 2012 

This is a simple first theory and should be regarded as such. The lagrangian is the same as that used in 
the precession of planetary orbits, the same lagrangian theory describes precession and light bending on 
the classical level. Einstein is now disregarded as wrong by much of the profession that follows the 
ECE sites, and this theory is a limit of ECE unified field theory. The new force law is eq. (12) of note 
216(4), and this can be viewed as a new universal force law of gravitation, replacing that of Robert 
Hooke and Isaac Newton, but still on the classical level. The new universal force law of gravitation for 
the solar system is a sum of inverse square and inverse cube terms in r. The gravitational potential is a 
sum of inverse r and inverse square terms in r and gives the lagrangian eq. (10) of note 216(4). This 
lagrangian is used to calculate the light deflection due to gravitation using the rough approximation 
(17) for the total energy E. The result for light deflection is eq. (31), which should be regarded as a 
rough approximation in a first theory. However it gives the experimental value of “twice Newton” with 
x = 0.378. Many refinements and developments are now possible, because this is a whole new subject 
of classical dynamics, the oldest part of physics. Einstein became famous because it was thought quite 
wrongly as it turns out that his theory gave light deflection by gravitation and precession self 
consistently wthout any adjustable parameters. Grave doubts about Einstein’s mathematics were 
pointed out as early as Dec. 22nd 1915 by Karl Schwarzschild and repeated by some of the most 
distinguished physicists for almost a hundred years. The AIAS work finally showed that the theory is 
riddled with all kinds of errors. Unfortunately there is now a huge amount of dogmatic inertia about the 
Einstein theory and that is a societal problem. All of that must be rejected as anthropomorphic and 
unscientific. In the new Lagrangian theory there are no adjustable variables either, the theory is based 
directly on observation. The theory could have been given any time between 1788 and 2012, but never 
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was. For galactic phenomena and so on the force law is different, so the adjective “universal” is used in 
the old seventeenth century meaning, i.e. solar system only. Note that ECE relativity is still needed for 
phenomena such as gravitational red shift, a time dilatation phenomenon basically. The constrained 
Minkowski method seems to be the best way forward for that. All precessional phenomena can be 
described by the new lagrangian method, e.g. precession of the equinox and perhaps also Thomas 
precession. The new universal gravitational potential looks entirely different from the old inverse r 
potential.

notes 216(1) and     (2)  

April 18, 2012 

Many thanks again! These values of photon mass are plausible given the rough approximations used, 
and can of course be refined using the PLAnck distribution and in many other ways. In the last two 
notes the famous twice Newton result is derived classically with the precessing hyperbolae orbit for x = 
0.378.

In a message dated 18/04/2012 10:33:05 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I recalculated the notes, there seem to be slight numerical differences. The computer results 
are:

first note:
eq.(7) epsilon = 4.70867 * 10^5
eq.(34) m = 1.785 * 10^-46 kg

second note, last equation:
m = 2.225 * 10^-35 kg

The iterative scheme defined by eq.(21) does not give different results in the first 10 
decimal places or so, the approximation (24) is valid.

Horst 

216(4): The value of x for Light Deflection by     Gravitation  

April 18, 2012 

The attached is a simple theory that gives x = 0.378 for the observed value of “twice Newton” for light 
deflection by a mass M. Horst Eckardt has plotted some hyperbolae for x = 0.3 in UFT215. For light 
deflection by the sun the eccentricity is very large because the deflection is only a few arc seconds.

a216thpapernotes4.pdf
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216(3): Definition of Angles in the Orbit of a     Hyperbola  

April 18, 2012 

The definitions are given in Figure (1) and lead to the Newtonian result (5) in the small angle limit. If 
the data can be trusted the experimental result is eq. (7). So we seek an explanation of this in terms of 
eq. (8). Feedback analysis shows that a large part of physics now rejects the Einsteinian general 
relativity, which is rejected completely by simple logic as in UFT202. I suspect that the true 
explanation for light deflection is given by the x parameter in eq. (8). In fact we know this already from 
Horst Eckardt’s graphs in which x bends the hyperbola inwards. This is exactly what is needed to 
increase the deflection angle. Note carefully that the Newtonian result has little meaning because it 
forces a classical theory on to a problem in which the particle is ultra relativistic. So the fact that the 
observed result (7) is “twice Newton” is just a coincidence. Einstein is widely known now to be 
meaningless, so the real explanation is that the orbit is eq. (8). It should be easy to find x for the 
deflection (7). I will do this in the next note. It is well known that Eddington et al. did not verify 
Einstein. That caused physics a great amount of damage, it is what is known in chem prac as cooking 
the data. There are many criticisms of the experimental methods used to claim “twice Newton” but I 
accept the claims here uncritically. It is obvious that this claim is anthropomorphic, i.e. people WANT 
to find “twice Newton” and this distorts their objectivity. Very understandable but not science. The 
geometry of eq. (8) has given astounding results as shown in UFT215 by co author Horst Eckardt. It is 
now a simple matter of bending the hyperbola inwards slightly to find eq. (7). This can be done 
numerically. Then we find the value of x that gives the observed light deflection due to the sun. This is 
what I call real physics. All is complete simplicity and no adjustable parameters. Then we apply the 
same formula to the objects claimed to be black holes. Obviously there are no black holes because EGR 
is wrong. Here again the anthropomorphic factor affects judgement. People want to find what is in their 
mind, the archetypical idol of the cave.

a216thpapernotes3.pdf

Nihil Excellentia     Minor  

April 18, 2012 

This is the Latin motto of the Spanish National Institute of Material Sciences which looked at UFT152 
yesterday in Spanish translation by Alex Hill. This Latin motto is translated as “Nid Da Lle Gellir 
Gwell” in Celtic, which means “Only the Best Will Do”. In view of the terrible carnage to wildlife 
being caused by wind turbines scientists all over the world are studying the ECE sites to look for new 
sources of space energy. These space energy devices are described on www.aias.us, 
www.atomicprecision.com, www.upitec.org, and the Alex Hill site www.et3m.net. Scientists know 
clearly that wind turbines are useless for the simple reason that they have never replaced conventional 
power stations. They are a cruel deception being forced upon decent people and democracy. Teh anti 
turbine lobby i swinning rapidly, and soon they will be banned to the outer oceans, where they will be 
sunk by high winds.
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Daily Report     17/4/12  

April 18, 2012 

There were 2,971 hits from 551 distinct visits, 21.1% spiders. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT 
papers; Concepcion University Chile UFT175 (Spanish); Tarapaca de Arica University Chile Essay41 
(Spanish); Eastern University Pennsylvania ECE engineering model; Northern Kentucky University 
UFT114; University of Oklahoma UFT75; Pittsburgh University UFT25; University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill UNCC Saga4; University of Utah UFT110; University of Texas UFT30; Spanish Research 
Council Institute of Materials Science UFT152 (Spanish); University of the Basque Country UFT110; 
University of Valencia Felker13 (Spanish); University of Paris 13 2D paper of Douglas Lindstrom; 
Indira Ghandi Centre for Atomic Research India UFT161; Milan Polytechnic University UFT177; 
Physics Chalmers University Sweden UFT142; Kao Yuan University Taiwan UFT107; University of 
East Anglia OO47; Emmanuel College Tyneside Space Energy. Intense interst all sectors as usual.

Note 216(2)     Corrigendum  

April 17, 2012 

The angle sketched in the figure should be pi – psi. Wikipedia incorrectly gives it as psi.

216(2): Refined Estimate of Photon     Mass  

April 17, 2012 

On the simple Newtonian level this is given by eq. (21), a cubic in m that can be solved by computer. I 
give a detailed account of the derivation of light deflection by gravitation in the Newtonian theory, 
giving the usual result (11). Most accounts on the net are vague and confusing, or erroneous. The 
deflection angle is the angle between the asymptotes of the hyperbola, given by eq. (5). The next step is 
to include the precession constant x in this calculation. Then light deflection by gravitation can be 
explained entirely without general relativity. These estimates of photon mass are very simple to make 
and this is a “toy model” of photon mass. However it gives reasonable results. The value of photon 
mass depends on the light frequency used and on the de Broglie equation. The latter has major 
shortcomings as discussed in detail in UFT158 to UFT166, intensely studied papers worldwide. The 
Einstein theory has been shredded into atoms and contains many errors. This leaves us with the theory 
based on:

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

as developed in a major advance made in UFT215.

a216thpapernotes2.pdf
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216(1) Final Version : Photon Mass from Closest Approach     Distance  

April 17, 2012 

This is the final vesion of note 216(1), using a Newtonian method augmented by the de Broglie 
equation. The value of the photon mass is about ten power minus 46 kilograms using this method. The 
method can be refined as in the next note by incorporating estimates of the orbital angular momentum 
of the photon.

a216thpapernotes1.pdf

Daily Report     16/4/12  

April 17, 2012 

There were 3,603 hits from 783 distinct visits, 32.2% spiders, the pattern of feedback included 
extensive downloads by individual readers. Federal University of Rio de Janeiro Brazil Felker13 
(Spanish); University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT papers; St. Thomas University Tunja Colombia 
UFT175 (Spanish); ESG Systems and Software Germany UFT41; Humboldt University Berlin UFT42, 
104, 142; University of Muenster UFT57; University of Tuebingen UFT1; Laica de Manabi University 
Ecuador UFT199; Bowdoin College Maine UFT177; Electrical and Chemical Engineering Cornell 
University UFT8; Harvey Mudd College UFT41; Michigan State University 214-1b; Physics New York 
University UFT136; New York Polytechnic General; University of Marseilles UFT205; University of 
Poitiers general; OTE net Greece extensive download; RaiTel Corporation India UFT25; Alenia 
Aeronauticals Italy Jackson Human Soul; ENI Gas Production Italy ECE overview article Italian; 
Guanajuato University Mexico Workshops and Public Lectures; Astroscience National Autonomous 
University of Mexico Felker3 (Spanish); Extensive downloads in net domain from individual 
computers; Students Manchester University Felker13 (Spanish); University of Nottingham UFT4, 
Essay 24. Intense interest all sectors.

False Accusations by Lilian     Gammon  

April 16, 2012 

The Privy Council has just replied to prove a false accusation made to Sia^n Ifan by Lilian Gamon, a 
resident of Craig Cefn Parc. The other false accusation was that I am insane. The attached medical 
certificate states otherwise. The photographing of my house took place shortly after these false 
accsuations were made. The “Western Mail” printed the false acusation of investigation some years 
ago. A formal police invetsigation is underway into the photographing of my house and other crminal 
activities.

Prof. M. W. Evans
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

In a message dated 16/04/2012 14:23:19 GMT Daylight Time, Martin.Courbet@pco.x.gsi.gov.uk 
writes:

http://www.aias.us/
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Dear Professor Evans,

Thank you for your enquiry.

We have a record of an informal enquiry from some years ago about setting up a body with 
the name that you quote.

I can confirm that no such University is under investigation by the Privy Council.

Yours sincerely,

Martin Courbet

Martin Courbet,

Secretariat and Parliamentary Business Manager,

The Privy Council Office,

2 Carlton Gardens,

London.

SW1Y 5AA

Telephone: 0207 747 5303

privycouncil.independent.gov.uk

From: EMyrone@aol.com [mailto:EMyrone@aol.com]
Sent: 11 April 2012 07:05
To: PCO Secretariat
Subject: Enquiry about “Myron Evans University” (Mk to MK)

Privy Council Offices,

Do you have any record of the “Myron Evans University”? Some years ago a newspaper 
called “The Western Mail” printed a claim that this non-existent establishment was “under 
investigation”. I would be most grateful if you could confirm that this is not the case. A 
third party called Francesco Fucilla had the idea of founding such a university in my 
honour, but he dropped the idea.

Prof. M. W. Evans, Armiger,

H. M. Civil List

www.aias.us

http://www.aias.us/
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Discovery of the Inverse Square Law by Robert     Hooke  

April 16, 2012 

This is related in a letter to Anthony Wood from my ancestral cousin John Aubrey in “Brief Lives” 
(seventeenth century). It is online and I quote as follows.

“……..Mr Hooke wrote to Mr Isaac Newton of Trinity College, Cambridge, to make a demonstration 
of this theory (of gravity), not telling him, at first, the proportion of the gravity to the distance, nor what 
was the curved line that was thereby made. Mr. Newton, in his answer to this letter, did express that he 
had not known of it; and in his first attempt about it, he calculated the curve by supposing the attraction 
to be the same at all distances: upon which, Mr Hooke sent, in his next letter, the whole of his 
hypothesis, that is, that the gravitation was proportional to the square of the distance (sic)…. which is 
the whole celestial theory, concerning which Mr Newton has demonstration, not at all owning that he 
received the first intimation of it from Mr Hooke. Likewise Mr Newton has in the same book printed 
some other theories and experiments of Mr Hooke’s, as that about the oval figure of the earth and sea, 
without acknowledgment for whom he had them …… ‘

Your Sincerely
J. Aubrey

I put in a “sic” (Latin for “thus” meaning “as written in the original”) because the gravitation is 
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proportional to the inverse square not the square. Now we have just discovered that it is inverse square 
plus inverse cube if it is to be a universal law, or there may not be a universal law of gravitation at all.

Formal Police Investigation of     Stalker  

April 16, 2012 

A formal police investigation has started against the stalker who photographed my house last week, and 
the evidence wil be suibmitted to a police forensic laboratory. Some evidence was taken away today. I 
am taking resaonable precautions and will immediately report any suspicious activity or further stalker 
e mails. Anyone who sees suspicious activity in the village of Craig Cefn Parc is requested to report it 
to the police authorities, or anyone who receives susipicous e mails.

FOR POSTING Section 4 of paper 215 by Dr Horst     Eckardt  

April 16, 2012 

These are important additional insights by Gareth Evans, the inverse square law can be replaced by a 
sum of inverse square and cube, and that sum produces the pattern discovered by Horst Eckardt by 
computer. In other words a lagrangian analysis produces this sum of terms from:

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

initially thought to describe a precessing ellipse, but no known to produce a variety of new orbits that 
can be looked for in astronomy, and on the molecular level as Gareth points out here.

In a message dated 16/04/2012 10:11:23 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

This is very interesting because, as you say, it applies generally. This is potentially more 
than just a new subject area and may provide important insights across many branches of 
physics. Nature tends to mimic itself at large and small scales (the macro and micro levels). 
This new physics introduces a logical consistency for the first time.

Best, Gareth

FOR POSTING :     OO615  

April 16, 2012 

Many thanks to Ray Delaforce! Greatly appreciated all round the world by the readership.

OO615.pdf
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FOR POSTING Section 4 of paper 215 by Dr Horst     Eckardt  

April 16, 2012 

These are very interesting and original results for planetary motion and in general the motion of any 
mass m about M subject to a central force made up of the sum of inverse square and inverse cube 
terms. They initiate an entirely new subject in my opinion, because orbits are much more interesting 
than previously thought. These are excellent graphics and analysis by co author Dr. Horst Eckardt as 
usual, and these results, although simple, go beyond anything that relativity ever produced, yet are still 
based on a simple equation. The graphics are clear and well prepared in colour, giving a wealth of new 
information. This is what I call physics, there is just one parameter x that produces a new subject area. 
In the standard model of what is called “physics”, a hundred adjustable parameters produce the same 
old rubbish.

paper215-4.pdf

Overview File Updated for 1 – 15 April     2012  

April 16, 2012 

As usual there was intense worldwide interest updated at the end of the attached file.

overview.pdf

Selected Feedback Interest in ECE

1 - 15 April 

US Universities, Institutes and Similar. 

Andrews, Arizona State, Berkeley*, Bryn Mawr, Boston University*, Colorado*, 

Columbia, Cornell*, California State University Fresno, Depaul, Eastern New Mexico, Florida 

State University, Georgia Southern, Harvard*, Humboldt, Loyola, Maine, Miami, Colordo School 

of Mines, MIT*, Montana, Medical University of South Carolina, New York University, Ohio 

State, Oklahoma, Pittsburgh, Plymouth, New York Polytechnic, Princeton, Penn State, Purdue, 

Redwoods*, Rose Hulman, Rutgers, Southeast Missouri State, Stonybrook, SUNY Stonybrook, 

Southwest Research Institute, Texas A and M*, Tufts, Arkansas, Central Florida*, Chicago, 

UCLA, Illinois Chicago, Iowa, Michigan*, Nevada Lincoln, South Dakota, Toledo, Virginia, 

Vermont, West Florida, Western Washington, Navy Spawar, NASA JPL, NASA NDC, US Gove 

Parcel Service, Virginia, General Electric, Lockheed Martin, US Archives*, Berkeley Public 

Library, Lee Academy, Peak, Peertech. 
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Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar. 

Royal Society of Chemistry, EPF Lausanne, Zurich, SLU Czechia, JYU Finland, 

German Synchrotron Facility, Humboldt, IKB, Albert Einstein Institute, RWTH Aachen, Stuttgart, 

Wuppertal, AENA Spain, CSIC Spain, EHU Spain, Autonomous Barcelona, Autonomous Madrid, 

Barceloan, Complutensian Madrid, Iovi, Valencia, CHI Elbeuf Louviers, ESPCI France, INSA 

Lyon, Polytechnique, Nice, Poitiers, Tela Aviv, Technion, INFN Florence, Trieste, Rome 1, Turin, 

TU Eindhoven, UVT Romania, Amres Serbia, UNS Serbia, MTS-NN Russia, Corbina, yandex, 

HCK Slovakia, Association of Commonwealth Universities, Bristol, Cambridge*, Cardiff, Exeter, 

Imperial*, Luton, Newcastle, Oxford, Sheffield Hallam, Stranmillis, University College London, 

University of East Anglia, Warwick. 

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar. 

UNLP Argentina, UNT, Australian National, UNESP Brazil, McGill*, Perimeter 

Institute, Simon Frazer*, Saskatchewan, Waterloo, Quebec Trois Rivieres, TIE Chile, Univ. Chile, 

UCV, UTA Chile, UNAL Colombia, UGM Indonesia, Hokudai, Tohoku, Tokaha, Tokyo, Sony*, 

KAIST Korea, INAOEP Mexico, FJWU Pakistan, LUMS, QAU, National Univ. Rwanda, SQU 

Oman, National Taiwan Univ., AIMS South Africa. 

Daily Report     15/4/12  

April 16, 2012 

There were 2847 hits from 571 distinct visits, 35.1% spiders: The Banff Centre Canada catastrophe for 
cosmology; McGill University UFT5, 11; Boston University UFT177; University of Colorado Boulder 
equation flowchartds; University of Miami UFT88; College of Arts and Architecture Pennsylvania 
State University 2D paper by Doug Lindstrom; US Archives general; Berkeley Public Library 
extensive; Imperial College UFT41; intense interest all sectors.

Professions Becoming Familiar with my     Work  

April 15, 2012 

Entire professions made up of the younger generation are beginning to become familiar with the 
totality of my work now that the Omnia Opea on www.aias.us is complete. This is very pleasing, and 
thanks for their interest and to all those who worked hard to build the Omnia Opera electronically. I can 
see this objectively with feedback software. My Ph. D. supervisor Mansel Davies recognized it from 
earliest days as did my contemporaries of the older generation such as Gareth Evans and many others. 
The University system in which I worked was repulsively corrupt, as described in essay and broadcast 
64. Mansel Davies’s group however was of exceptional merit and integrity, he himself coming from a 

http://www.aias.us/
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strict Baptist background in Aberdare. That corruption was also widely recognized at the time and 
many urged me to leave Aberystwyth. I refused because I am a fluent Welsh speaker. I do not think that 
anyone with true integrity would like to be part of the cut up remnants of the old UW. I look forward to 
a true University in Wales. As a strict Baptist and therefore a scholar by upbringing and sympathy, I 
have always loathed the corruption within the old UW. It has surfaced recently in the sale of junk 
courses, making real Wales cringe with embarassment. In any case no young person from Wales can 
afford the huge fees, and no one speaks Welsh in the UW. However, they still have google and their 
native intelligence. Only a very rich and unpublished socialist like Rhodri Morgan would go to 
Swansea. The old system has illegally withheld salary from me since 1978. I might test that out one day 
by seeking legal opinion. Still, I prefer integrity to iron in the soul as Jean-Paul Sartre described it and I 
have held the Scientiae Doctor for thirty four years, a distinction higher than full professor. Only a 
system as corrupt, nihilistic and colonized as the UW would refuse to back that up with salary, thus 
denying it own existence. It reminds me of false authority.

ECE versus the Standard     Model  

April 15, 2012 

ECE is widely known to be the most successful unified field theory in the history of physics, and 
appears on google and other search engines as much as the old standard model in every topic that I 
have covered so far in 215 papers to date since 2003. By implication, entire professions have rejected 
the “standard” physics, and also its referreeing, citation and funding systems. By the way, 215 papers is 
much more than most physicists produce in a career and I am publishing too much again. It is also 
known by feedback extrapolation that this dominance of ECE over the standard model will continue to 
be the case indefinitely. I was shocked in googling around today to find that some variations on the 
standard model have over a hundred adjustable parameters! That is utterly ludicrous. I am not sure how 
this farcical situation arose, probably by over funding of elaborate fantasy. So the old standard model 
does not predict anything, even with two or three adjustable parameters a theory begins to look shaky. I 
knew that when I was a student. I tend to go back more and more to the simple (and therefore most 
important) basics and find over and over again that the basics of the old standard model are flawed, 
sometimes appallingly so as in Einsteinian general relativity. So readers are advised to be exceedingly 
careful in reading the propaganda of standard physics. Just google around and you will find out what I 
am writing about. Those claims to precision prediction cannot be true, because the old theory was 
adjusted to fit data. The worst thing about the old physics was that its refereeing and citation systems 
were geared to keeping it intact, endlessly rolling out dogma. The old refereeing and citation system 
either failed to find the glaring errors that I have found, or worse, deliberately covered them up. I am 
not the only one by any means to have found glaring errors. I do not think that any of this stuff should 
be funded or taught at universities. The chemists and engineers are far more sensible when it comes to 
the application of physics, or what is called “physics”.

Rough Estimate of Photon Mass from Age of the     Universe  

April 15, 2012 
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This is about ten power minus 63 kilograms using an age of the universe tau of ten power ten years and 
the de Broglie equation in the format:

h bar / tau = mc squared

This is close to the new estimate just given of ten power minus 68 kilograms. This can be googled up 
and is:

L. C. Lu, J. Luo and G. T. Gillies, Rep. Prog. Phys., 68, 77 (2005)

One of the major problems caused by identically zero photon mass (amid a myriad of other problems) 
is that the little group of the Poincare group is the unphysical E(2). Even a standard modeller such as 
Lewis Ryder admits that this is a fatal error: “Quantum Field Theory” (1996), so I am not quite sure 
how the standard physics world manages to go on its way openly admitting that what they are doing is 
rubbish – politics as usual. Finite photon mass implies finite B(3) and vice versa and disproves U(1) 
gauge theory and CERN unified field theory of the Higgs boson. Only a narrow group of ultra 
specialists still adhere to zero photon mass theory. The OO papers since 1992 and the UFT papers now 
refute almost every aspect of standard physics except the Schroedinger equation, whihc is given a 
deterministic interpretation (Einstein de Broglie Vigier school).

Latest Estimate of Photon     Mass  

April 15, 2012 

This is a very simple method, and the estimate relies on the validity of the expressions used for photon 
energy and angular momentum, h bar omega and h bar. So I devoted some time to the discussion of 
these approximations. The method uses the distance of closest approach of photon to sun in any conical 
section orbit, and does not use deflection measurement directly. The only assumptions are that the 
photon has identically non-zero mass m, and that the orbit of the photon is a conical section (eg. ellipse, 
parabola or hyperbola). Obviously, h bar omega and h bar are from quantum theory, but the way that 
these assumptions go into the Newtonian theory is discussed via the Sommerfeld hamiltonian. The 
result looks plausible, photon mass is very small (ten power sixty eight kilograms), but identically non-
zero. In the old standard model it was identically zero, creating all kinds of problems discussed in OO 
from about 1993 onwards. Vigier informed me of photon mass in January 1993 by letter from Paris as 
editor of Phys. Lett. A. He worked directly with Louis de Broglie and knew Albert Einstein’s work vey 
well of course.

Daily Report     14/4/12  

April 15, 2012 

There were 2128 hits from 583 distinct visits, 24.1% spiders. Polytechnic Institute of New York 
general; Princeton University UFT114; Physics Texas A and M University UFT4; University of Nice 
infinite solenoid; University of Tokyo UFT88; University of Warwick UFT88. Intense interest all 
sectors as usual.
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Question of the Survival of Any     Language  

April 14, 2012 

In my view this is up to the strength of will and discipline of an individual family group and more 
extended groups. All pressures on any language are illegal now, unless one lives in a very corrupt 
society unable to enforce laws. My views on language are echoed universally by educated people and 
by UNESCO. I decided that if there are any more attacks on myself by obviously disturbed individuals 
I shall just forward two or three messages direct to the police without reply or comment, then block 
without warning, without disturbing any one else. If one is not used to this stuff it can be a little 
disturbing. The international world knows now that the blame for the decline of the Welsh language can 
be put at the door of unrestricted monoglot influx (influx of people of any origin or ethnicity unable to 
speak Welsh). This is blazingly obvious, so the political will must be found to stop it, and quickly, 
before the language becomes extinct as a spoken language, losing its natural dialects and so on. 
Similarly for any endangered language. I have received a couple of thousand abusive messages etc. 
over the past twenty years or so, but they have no effect because the ECE theory is based on well 
known geometry. Only a madman would abuse the Pythagoras Theorem. I have no hidden agenda or 
ulterior motive, I am the scientist’s scientist, not there for power, glory, money or career. I care nothing 
about how famous I am and so on but as someone of poor origin I am reasonably proud of my 
achievements, earned by hard work. If people don’t like that then I can’t help them.

Newtonian Theory of Photon     Mass  

April 14, 2012 

The Newtonian theory is valid for x = 1, but as Horst Eckardt showed graphically, using values with x 
different from 1 can close the hyperbola, so light is trapped. The theory in UFT216 is completely new 
and valid for any m and M. It asumes that the photon orbits in a hyperbola, but the theory is valid for 
any conic section. I know that Gareth Evans and Trefor Morris have done very interesting work on 
photon mass, proving it in a very spectacular way.

216(1): Simple Theory of Photon     Mass  

April 14, 2012 

This is a simple theory of photon mass, resulting in eq. (16), from which the photon mass can be 
calculated using eqs. (16) to (20). In order to do this the methods of UFT202 can be used to estimate L 
and E. This note illustrates the method for x = 1 in a hyperbolic photon orbit with epsilon greater than 
one.

a216thpapernotes1.pdf
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Measures to Protect the Welsh     Language  

April 14, 2012 

The deterioration of language and culture in Mawr is very clear to me because I grew up here speaking 
the language all the time within the family, and in the school and chapel as described in the first volume 
of my popular autobiography in the blue box on the home page of www.aias.us and being prepared as a 
high quality book for a few friends. In order to restore Mawr to this state of grace and civilization I 
suggest the following emergency measures. As you know, the struggle for the language starts at home, 
politicians, however well meaning, cannnot be relied upon these days, in fact they cannot be talked to 
or e mailed except on those very special occasions when they want to be reelected.

1) Form a Welsh speaking family, put your house in Trust as I have done, never put it on the open 
market.
2) Form a Welsh speaking, self sufficient, Community in which the language is spoken by a large 
number of people without having to switch to English because one person does not know the language. 
Otherwise politely but firmly inform people that you have every right in law to speak Welsh among 
yourselves.
3) Educate liberal people as to the existence of the Welsh language, make them want to speak the 
language.
4) Put the chapels and churches in trust, do not sell them under any pretext or excuse. This is your only 
indigeneous mark of heritage and civilization. Do not sell the Parthenon.
5) Form a Welsh language primary and village school in your immediate area, if necessary a private 
school or if necessary educate the children at home. Keep the children within the Welsh speaking 
community, protect them from mindless half literate bigots and paparazzi stalkers.
6) Elect Welsh speaking Councillors who are reliable and who will not betray the language.
7) Send the children to Welsh medium secondary schools.
8) Lobby for a true University of Wales in which everything operates in the language as at the 
Eisteddfod.
9) Practice the culture and language, improve your knowledge of the language with a dictionary and 
grammar from google, study poetry and prose, read the great masterpeices of literature in your own 
language.
10) Object strongly and as a coordinated community to every single proposal aimed at weakening the 
language and to bring in more bigots.
11) Fight for control of your own community councils.
12) Establish a local police presence in the language to ensure law and order.

All the above was present in the Mawr of fifty years ago. It is up to each individual to fight for the 
language, it is a struggle for your own survival against crass materialism. You have plenty of support by 
law and from the State. Mawr is a microcosm of the problems faced by Welsh spaekers throughout 
Wales. I suggest the formation of language nest areas (broydd yr iaith or gealtacht areas) into which 
monoglot immigration is prohibited by law and in which house prices are capped and cut by law so that 
the young Welsh speakers can afford them. That would undercut the motivation of developers, which is 
to buy a house cheaply, then to artificially inflate the cost the house and land, and to exclude the native 
Welsh speakers. In these areas no councillor would be allowed to stand unless having been resident for 
twenty years and having learned the language fluently. In view of the urgent UNESCO warnings about 
the language these emergency measures are very badly needed. Action groups should be formed to 
force a reply and action out of politicians and oblige them all to learn the language. If they refuse to 
learn the language they should look for another country to colonize. Why pass laws to protect the 
language and not learn it? That is a question that no remote politician would answer. Only the sincere 
will answer.

http://www.aias.us/
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Daily Report     13/4/12  

April 14, 2012 

Ther were 3,651 hits from 604 distinct visits, 17.1% spiders. Hydro Ground Support Equipment 
Company Germany general; Laica de Manabi University Ecuador UFT199 (Spanish); Faculty of Arts 
and Sciences Harvard University UFT153; MIT Essay45; North Carolina State University UFT30; 
University of Virginia UFT41; Western Washington University Essay24; Scientific Research Council 
Spain Errors in Einstein Field Theory; Autonomous University of Madrid UFT81; French 
Polytechnique system general; University of Poitiers general; Hokudai University UFT33; Korea 
Advanced Institute of Technology Essay11, 51, UFT 43, 64, 75, 107; Imperial College general; High 
Energy Physics University College London my CV; intense interest all sectors.

Class Action Injunctions and Lawful Direct Action against Wind     Turbiens  

April 13, 2012 

As the horrifying damage to Mynydd y Bettws becomes evident, calls for peaceful and lawful direct 
action are multiplying throughout Wales. I also advocate numerous class actions by groups throughout 
Wales under Sections 38 and 41 of the Commons Act 2006. Injunctions can be sought to dismantle 
existing turbines and pylons under Section 41 and to prevent others being built under section 38. The 
lunatic stupidity of turbines becomes evident if one googles “wind turbine back up”. Energy companies 
are now demanding money from consumers for back up gas powered stations which will remain idle 
most of the time and whose only work would be to back up turbines when the wind falls in freezing 
mid winter. We won’t be warmed by global warming after all. These gas fired stations are 
uneconomical because they are deliberately not used full time, so the taxpayer has to pay for them to be 
deliberately not used. Obviously, these gas fired power stations should be kept going all the time and 
turbines switched off and dismantled. Each large gas powered station would be equivalent to ten 
thousand turbines. Only ten gas powered stations would power the whole of Great Britain without any 
landscape destruction at all. Direct action would include permanent strike action, permanent picket 
lines, permanent work to rule, permanent protest lines across access roads, mass refusal to pay taxes, 
lightning strikes, random strikes, general strikes, works to rule, refusal to service turbines and so on, 
boycotts of various kinds. Not only will there be huge turbines, but also massive ugly pylons, and 
special massive uglier roads. None of this obliterating rubbish is needed. All that is needed are ten full 
time gas fired power stations until many other much more efficient sources of energy are found. So in 
the end analysis wind turbines are not only uneconomical but anti economical in that they are built to 
lose money deliberately. When subsidies are dropped, the wind turbine companies will go bankrupt and 
will not clean up their own rotten rusting monuments to dictatorship. Building wind turbines means 
building uneconomical gas fired power stations that are deliberately planned not to be used. Sadly, this 
is again not a script from Monte Python’s Flying Circus. So all new turbine proposals must be firecely 
opposed and rejected until the politicians see sense. Otherwise the country will rise in revolution.
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Discussion with Councillor Linda     Frame  

April 13, 2012 

In discussions with Councillor Linda Frame tonight it was agreed that people are outraged by the 
carnage on Mynydd Bettws, and I suggested an emergency class action for an injunction to stop the 
damage. I suggested that there be no further development in Mawr and suggested the idea of a 
Gealtacht area to her into which no immigration would be allowed without a Welsh language test. I 
mentioned that I am giving all my electoral support to her, and that my friends Wynford Cook, Sia^n 
Ifan and Gethin ap Gruffudd will work hard on her behalf, as will I. She was horrified by the stalker 
incidents in which my house was photographed, and urged the police to trace the criminal. The 
conversation took place entirely in the Welsh language. It is essential to stop outsiders coming in to 
Wales to impose their illegal bigotry on people who have lived here all their lives. Laws must be 
enacted to stop this in its tracks. I suspect that the stalker is one of these ethnic bigots, who wish to 
destroy the Welsh language in an unlawful manner. So the law must be enforced to stop them. Bitter 
hatred of turbine companies and their unwise supporters is very evident throughout Wales, so I urge 
Plaid Cymru and Labour to declare against them throughout Wales.

Intense Anger at the Destruction of Mynydd y     Bettws  

April 13, 2012 

There is intense local outrage at the destruction of Mynydd y Bettws now visible on the landscape. It is 
clear that the ecology will be catastrophically damaged, and many have advocated continuous protest 
against wind turbines until they are dismantled. The Danish experience with turbines for example is a 
complete disaster. Some time ago it had 6,000 turbines, but no fossil fuel plant has closed. In fact 
Denmark needed 50% more coal fired electricity and pollution increased by 36% in 2006. Denmark’s 
electricity costs have increased sharply. In Britain in a cold spell around Christmas 2010 wind turbines 
produced essentially no electricity, in fact they sometimes consumed electricity because the turbines 
have to be kept turning when there is no wind. In that cold spell the coal fired power stations were 
relied upon for basic heating, using imported oil and coal. So the European policy on wind turbines is a 
complete fiasco. In addition, peer reviewed NASA data show clearly and conclusively that there is no 
runaway global warming, as I pointed out years ago. So there is no need to reduce carbon dioxide 
emissions, and wind turbines do not reduce emissions in any case, they increase them. So I advocate all 
kinds of legal and lawful action against wind turbines in Wales, and the very urgent reopening of the 
coal industry. The Netherlands and Spain have discontinued subsidies. In the western US tens of 
thousands of derelict turbine wrecks litter the landscape as subsidies are dropped and turbine 
companies go bankrupt. China has been forced to cut turbine production because it has used up all the 
rare minerals needed for their magnets. China has ignored the Kyoto accord. Japan has cut turbine 
production by about 70%. There has been a very large revolt against Cameron in the House of 
Commons on the issue of wind turbines. Ireland and Greece have bankrupted their economies due to 
turbine production. AM’s and MP’s are refusing to answer e mail as they are bombarded by anti turbine 
protests. In fact they never answer e mail anyway. Britain will probably drop subsidies in December, so 
it will be a freezing cold scrap yard full of rusting derelicts,bankrupted companies, ruined farmland and 
a totally ruined ecology. If coal and oil fired power stations are closed, many thousands will die of fuel 
poverty, and hospitals will grind to a halt. AM’s and MP’s are hiding from an avalanche of angry 
protest and never answer e mail.
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Plans for     UFT216  

April 13, 2012 

This is planned to be another estimate of photon mass using the classical method developed in UFT215 
directly from the equation of the conic section:

r = alpha / ( 1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

FOR POSTING: UFT215 First Three     Sections  

April 13, 2012 

This is UFT215 on a classical theory of orbital precession and gravitational deflection. This proves that 
Einsteinian general relativity is not needed for these phenomena. I have pencilled in Section 4 for Dr 
Horst Eckardt, graphics and discussion, notably on the ability of a classical theory to describe the 
trapping of light by a finite mass M. Black hole theory is of course nonsense, as is well known.

a215thpaper.pdf

Education in Physics and     Astronomy  

April 13, 2012 

Following the total collapse of the Einstein theory this has to start all over again and the ECE websites 
are providing this education. The entire profession of physics, essentially, follows this open source 
education. Good physics is always very simple in retrospect – “why didn’t I see that before?” The 
lagrangian explanation of orbital precession could have been given in 1788 by Lagrange, it is profound 
and supremely elegant. Bad physics is always terribly complicated and nearly impossible to 
understand. After a while bad physics comes to be accepted just by repetition of dogma, and the general 
public knows no different. Even non-specialists in physics know no different. The educational task in 
gravitational physics is quite simple, just take the last note as an example. Wild anthropomorphic 
reactions must just be ignored, even if they come from the so called experts. If they were real experts 
they would have rejected EGR a hundred years ago. They are now under the microscope as never 
before and governments should not fund the incorrect theoretical physics of Einsteinian general 
relativity. Satellite data are always useful, that is experimental physics. If insults from the ignorant are 
going to be directed at the last note, then they are in effect being directed at the simplest type of 
textbook lagrangian dynamics. The entire profession must surely realize that very clearly, otherwise 
they would know nothing at all about classical dynamics. I mention this because there are strange 
people around who know nothing about science at all, but throw insults at scientists using e mail. This 
has always been so, even Newton was subjected to caricature on the internet of his time – the stage.
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215(9): Self Consistent Calculation of the Force Law for Orbital     Precession  

April 13, 2012 

This note summarizes the important calculations that lead to the classical force law for orbital 
precession. The calculation is done in two entirely different ways, giving the same result. The 
lagrangian method is very elegant and simple, and starts from eq. (22). The kinematic method is more 
complicated but gives the same result. These important calculations mean that:

1) Orbital precession can be explained classically and cannot be used as a test for general relativity.
2) The correct force law is a sum of inverse square and cubed terms in r. The force law of general 
relativity of the Einstein type is incorrect, it gives a sum of inverse square and fourth terms using the 
same lagrangian method. There are several big mistakes in Einsteinian general relativity (EGR) and this 
is one of the worst ones. The EGR theory is complete nonsense for this reason alone.

The same force law is true for any conical section, so is true also for gravitational deflection. For the 
hyperbola the eccentricity epsilon is greater than unity, and as Horst Eckardt showed graphically 
yesterday, the conical section can be made into a circle by varying x. If the photon has mass m light 
deflection due to gravitation is governed by the same conical section and the same force law.

a215thpapernotes9.pdf

Writing Up     UFT215  

April 13, 2012 

It will be a particular pleasure to write up this paper because it will contain several new results from the 
simplest type of lagrangian dynamics, and will introduce graphics based on the conical section equation

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

It will include interpretation of planetary precession as a Coriolis force, linear velocity in a precessing 
orbit; angular momentum conservation; lagrangian theory of a precessing orbit; derivation of the 
Keplerian equation for orbital linear velocity; the effect of precession on this equation; orbital 
deflection by gravity in terms of the above conical section equation; graphics and analysis by co author 
Horst Eckardt. The key importance of the paper is that it explains precession and gravitational 
deflection in terms of the same conical section equation written out above. I now regard EGR as 
entirely obsolete. The much inflated propaganda is all that remains of it, the infamous tests of EGR can 
be explained classically, and it is riddled with errors. Finally I will no longer even consider claims that 
EGR has been verified experimentally, and will not even consider criticisms of Cartan geometry. The 
only thing I will consider in the context of Cartan geometry are mathematical developments that may 
possibly be of interest to ECE theory. Einsteinian general relativity is pseudoscience of the worst kind, 
in that it is confidently trumpeted by the unscholarly, and misleads the general public. It is absolutely 
essential to ignore this pseudoscience if any progress is to be made in natural philosophy.
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Daily Report     12/4/12  

April 13, 2012 

There were 3128 hits from 605 distinct visits, 25.9% spiders. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres 
general; University of Waterloo UFT88; University of Applied Sciences and Arts Northwest 
Switzerland UFT214 and extensive; Pontifical University of Valparaiso Chile Felker3 (Spanish); 
Univesity of Tarapaca de Arica Chile UFT159 and UFT166 (Spanish); Chaos Computer Club Germany 
extensive; Aarhus Denmark extensive; Brynmawr University Pennsyvania UFT135; California State 
University Fresno UFT177; Eastern New Mexico University NCarticle; MIT galaxies; Rose-Hulman 
Institute of Technology UFT25; Government of Spain Ministry of Economics Council for Scientific 
Research UFT151; University of Trieste UFT41 and obsolete concepts of the standard model; Korean 
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology UFT47; National Autonomous University of Nicaragua 
Felker3 (Spanish); US Archives (Library of Ceongress and NSF) general; Royal Society of Chemistry 
general; The Association of Commonwealth Universities in Britain general; Bristol University Harrison 
Memorial Prize; Nuffield Department of Clinical Neurosciences University of Oxford Division of 
Clinical Neurology autobiography; Vestas (wind turbine company in Britain) Essay37. extensive 
interest all sectors.

Ffloyd     Havard  

April 12, 2012 

I don’t approve of boxing because of possible brain injury, but I wish to mention my cousin Ffloyd 
Havard of Craig Cefn Parc who was super featherweight and light welterweight British professional 
champion, 36 bouts as superfeatherweight, 34 wins, 2 losses, 21 knock outs. I think his success was due 
to fast reflexes, fast hands as they say in boxing. He is on youtube against Gary Groves in 2009 when 
he was over forty, stopping Groves in under a minute I think. I suppose he goes back to the old viking 
warrior Sir Walter Havard before he got a taste for cynghanedd. Most Havards cousins here were 
capable musicians and coal miners. Ffloyd is cultured in a different way. My nephew James John is a 
police constable and was rugby captain at UW Trinity College, graduating B. A. in history. He is six 
foot five and about twenty stone (280 pounds). If some strange pink cat in a mack shows up outside the 
door I will give them both a ring (in humour). A professional boxer is trained to walk away from 
taunting, which is what a trained scientist does with names starting with s. My Havard grandfather 
Twm Elim Jones was a head deacon with a strange weakness for boxing on the radio, whereupon he 
would turn viking again.

Special     issue  

April 12, 2012 

Good news! The Einstein theory cannot last and I move a vote of thanks to you on behalf of new 
science.

In a message dated 12/04/2012 18:14:38 GMT Daylight Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:
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Anyway, I am pleased to report that our leaflets seem to be ‘biting’ we are now getting 
orders

Victor

Victor Riecansky

Publisher

Cambridge International Science Publishing

www.cisp-publishing.com

ver@cisp-publishing.com

Severe Degradation of Protected Habitat on     Gelliwastad  

April 12, 2012 

In the following message I have once more severely criticised Swansea County Council and the 
Beaufort Estate. Linda Frame Plaid Cymru will help gate and fence Gelliwastad, Ioan Richard has done 
nothing at all in many years so vote him out. In consequence the 100% protected habitat has been 
severely damaged. In fact I am the only person who tries to protect it and I have been quite successful 
at considerable personal risk. I was born here and metaphorically Gelliwastad is “my mountain” a place 
of fantastic beauty despite all the attempts of humankind to destroy it. It goes without saying that the 
developers would like to destroy it. Such is the madness of human nature. Linda Frame Plaid Cymru is 
against development and against wind turbines.

Biker Observed     Today  

April 12, 2012 

I observed at a distance a biker today entering Gelliwastad from Clydach up the Banwen Road. This is 
a route used by bikers from Craig Felen, the troublespot. White helmet, dark suite, white youth about 
18 to 20, about 150 cc scrambling bike. The MA007 proposal has been rejected by the Council because 
Gelliwastad is a 100% habitat protected area. If so I suggest that the Council can apply for an EEC 
grant to gate and fence the most vulnerable parts of the ecology. Why has this not been done? Very 
soon there will be no habitat left. This has been very severely degraded by bikers and horses straying 
off the two bridle paths. I managed to get one rider to return to the bridle path today. The horses in fact 
cause a lot more damage than the bikers, very deep potholes, making the footpaths very difficult to 
walk on. They have no right to do that and this is habitual trespass. I once more request a traffic 
regulation order to make this trespass a criminal offence so that the police can warn the stables. In my 
view all off road bikes in Wales should be destroyed. They are a major and uncontrolled problem. I will 
shortly start an electronic petition to nationalize all of Beaufort’s estates in Wales I have support 
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throughout Wales as a descendant of the Princes and Armiger. There is currently a serious danger of 
arson. I have observed four outbreaks so far this year, again from Craig Felen. Arson last year 
massively damaged the habitat area and it has not recovered this year. All this is in direct contravention 
of EEC laws, so the ecology must be fenced off and gated by law. It is the Council’s lawful duty to do 
this. It is the legal responsibility of the Beaufort Estate to maintain the ecology. It has never done so.

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Surnames of Norman     Origin  

April 12, 2012 

So far in the genealogy these are Awbrey (Alberic, “King of the Elves”), Havard (Hoy Vard, “Of High 
Worth”), de Turbeville (from the village of Turbeville in Normandy) and Hopkin (diminutive of the 
Norman Robert). It is a peculiar snobbery in Britain to boast of Norman origin, but boasting of any 
origin is futile. It is what you do with your own life that counts, and how you fight your own battles. I 
do not know if these were good or bad people, it is known that they spoke Norman French and within 
one generation Welsh, otherwise no one would have understood them. The Normans had no right to 
invade Wales and often behaved badly, but after a few generations they became absorbed. They were 
finally defeated at Bosworth in 1485. I know that about seventeen of my ancestors were at Bosworth on 
the Tudor side. The Princes were not entirely good, not entirely bad, neither was my ancestral cousin 
Henry VIII Tudor. However, to think of them in contemporary terms is revisionist history. They have to 
be seen as products of their own times. There were multiple intermarriages between the Royal Celtic 
Line and the Cambrian Normans. I regard all ancestors on the same level, king or prince or labourer. 
My direct line so far goes back to Edward Evans Llanigon in Powys, and they were all tough, hard 
working labourers who sought to better themselves. If they could only find it, everyone would have the 
same type of ancestry as me, mine is nothing special. In genealogy, the accuracy of documented 
scholarship is all important. Most genealogies online are pure fantasy.

The Clifford Jones     Affair  

April 12, 2012 

This is the current status of the CLifford Jones affair. Perhaps the activist groups might like seek some 
justice from the Welsh Government. I think that the person who alerted us to this should come forward 
as a witness. He alerted Stuart Davies, who alerted the rest of us. The Welsh Government will come in 
for a lot of criticism internationally if it just sits on this case. There are several seriously disturbing 
aspects of the case.

adoctorsletter.pdf
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Plaques on the Outside Wall     Here  

April 12, 2012 

There are three exterior plaques here, one put up by my great grandfather William Newlands who built 
the house himself. It reads “Bryn Awel Cottages”. The house is sometimes referred to as “Bryn Awel 
House” and is of historical value so I will apply to have it listed by CADW. Another plaque records the 
essentially unique award of the Civil List Pension in 2005, in Welsh and English, and records the fact 
that I was born here in 1950. We moved to Pant y Bedw when I was four years old, and I bought back 
this house in 1993 and renovated it. The plaque is in steel on Gower Slate, taken from an original 
Gower cottage. Blue plaques are not awarded in Wales any longer. There is also a coat of arms (I was 
raised to Armiger in 2008) in colour on local steel, and inlaid in slate. All materials were local, and the 
plaques were made by local craftsmen. They are very tough and weather well. There is an armorial 
banner shredded by the wind and rain of the Mawr winter. I will get a new, tougher banner soon. 
Thanks to all the local craftsmen who helped make these plaques: Ian Hinton, his sons Sam and Emlyn, 
and Dai Lloyd. The Newlands Family Trust is charged with keeping the house in good condition, and 
all the papers and books, and is also charged with keeping www.aias.us live. Fortunately I am in good 
health, having been an athlete for almost forty years, and hope to go on working for the next quarter 
century and campaigning on behalf of the Welsh language and culture. The arrangement is similar to 
Tretower Court for example, or Picton Castle, but on a more modest scale of course. I would hate to see 
Picton Castle ort Tretower Court “developed”, and there are some who are tasteless enough to try.

Omnia Opera     Filed  

April 12, 2012 

The Omnia Opera is now filed here and is protected under the Newlands Family Trust. It is the greatest 
output of a single physicist and chemist in the history of Wales, and many worldwide think it is among 
the best quality work too. Many thanks to all who helped with collecting the Omnia Opera: Bill Hynes 
and students at the High Owen Library, and Horst Eckardt and student. It occupies a complete shelf of 
work, and is of course available electronically in the Omnia Opera section of www.aias.us. Many 
thanks to David Burleigh, CEO of Annexa Inc., for all the posting work. It is immensely gratifying to 
see that there is international interst in all the Omnia Opera papers, and thanks to the international 
colleagues for their interest. Finally thanks to all co authors and editors in forty one years of research 
work. Some of the books, and book chapters, are also included in the Omnia Opera.

Summary of the Lagrangian Theory of Orbital     Precession  

April 12, 2012 

It has been shown that orbital precession can be described straightforwardly by lagrangian dynamics 
provided that the inverse square law of Robert Hooke, developed by Isaac Newton, is replaced by a 
force law that is the sum of two terms, one inverse square in r, the other inverse cube in r. Gravitational 
deflection of the orbit of a mass m is described by the same lagrangian dynamics, as is gravitational 
time delay. These three phenomena are usually described as tests of Einsteinian general relativity 
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(EGR), but it is now known that they can be described classically, so they are not tests of EGR at all. In 
addition, EGR is now known to be riddled with errors. In fact this has been known for nearly a century. 
So adherents of EGR are pseudoscientists, knowingly or not. Obviously, claims to have tested EGR are 
false claims, made knowingly or not. The fact that EGR fails is very obvious, the elegant methods of 
Lagrange (1788) show that the force law of a precessing conical section is as just described, whereas 
EGR produces an incorrect force law and cannot describe the precessing ellipse observed 
experimentally (e.g. UFT202). So AIAS advises the world of physics to break away from the chains of 
dogma like a Prometheus unbound (George Gordon Lord Byron, a predecessor on the Civil List). It is 
completely senseless to try to argue with these clear and simple lagrangian demonstrations. Any 
physicist who cannot handle simple lagrangian dynamics must take a refresher course in mathematics.

Better     Version  

April 12, 2012 

Gelliwastad

Ddoe a ddaw a hedd o ddydd – newydd clir,
Nawdd clyd o law deunydd,
Heddwch yn gwawrio o’r hudd,
A mwynaidd yw y mynydd.

This is the cynghanedd developed by my ancestral cousin Dafydd ap Gwilym (about 1320 to about 
1380). There is an Oxford University course on cynghanedd on the web, and also English language 
explanations. This is not a bad englyn, if I may say so myself. I wish that the readers all over the world 
could appreciate the great beauty of the englyn in the original language. It is a little bit like the haiku in 
Japan or a classical Greek epigram. A chaired bard of the National Eisteddfod lives in this village, 
another fanatic of the worst kind as the bigots would have it. They have a diabolical taste in literature, 
architecture and photography. I think they make educated English people cringe with embarrasment. 
My own English lines include Knoyle, Langford, Potter, Shaxby and so on. Bigots always reduce 
civilization to rubble before redeveloping it, so we will put our civilization in trust for our descendants.

Englyn i’r Gelliwastad – Englyn to     Gelliwastad  

April 12, 2012 

Gelliwastad

Y ddoe ddaw a hedd o ddydd – newydd clir,
Nawdd clyd o law deunydd,
Heddwch yn gwawrio o’r hudd,
A mwynaidd yw y mynydd.

Gelliwastad

Yesterday brings peace from – a new clear day,
Safely wrested from material hold,
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Peace dawning from shadow,
Gentle is the moorland.

This englyn celebrates the rejection of MA007 by Swansea County Council. This was a deeply 
insulting and illegal proposal by the Beaufort Estate to develop an ancient commonland (rhydd waun). 
In consequence I will draft up a petition to have Beaufort’s lands nmationalized. This shoudl have been 
done years ago.

Status of the University of     Wales  

April 12, 2012 

The University of Wales (Prifysgol Cymru) was founded at the National Eisteddfod and a Charter 
awarded in about 1893, but has been colonized and cut up into insignificant fragments which call them 
themselves “universities” optimistically. In this process its true supreme authority, the People of Wales, 
was insulted and ignored. Compared with AIAS the impact of these fragments is negligible 
internationally – the cut up fragments are way down in the world university rankings while the impact 
of AIAS is famous, like it or not. I was awarded the Scientiae Doctor of the University of Wales when I 
was only twenty seven years old, the yountest recipient in modern history anywhere in the 
Commonwealth, so by now I am the most senior Scientiae Doctor of the University of Wales (assuming 
it still exists) . However, I have been illegally denied salary all this time in an act of insane prejudice, 
violating human rights laws. This is still the case despite being among the very few distinguished 
people from Wales on the Civil List, (appointed 2005), and raised to Armiger in 2008 on merit. I also 
descend from the Princes so appear in “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry”. Still the tiny minded bigots take 
it upon themselves to deny what everyone else in the world admires. This is a clear indication of 
colonial bigotry working inside the cut up fragments of the old university system. The Scientiae Doctor 
is a distinction higher than professor (see wikipedia no less) and and I have also earned the rank of full 
professor. My rigorously correct title is Doctor (because of the Scientiae Doctor) implying a distinction 
higher than professor. So I regard myself as a Professor in the true meaning of the word inside the true 
University of Wales, yet to be formed, in which the Supreme Authority is the true People of Wales.

Endangered     Languages  

April 12, 2012 

Many thanks to Ray Delaforce in the U. S., where the Welsh language is held in great respect, being 
one of the Founder languages in areas such as Pennsylvania. These are very interesting essays about the 
need to preserve languages. There is very little narrow bigotry against the Welsh language, most of it 
comes from middle class money grabbing developers who move in to the areas where the Welsh 
language is spoken and try to colonize and administer those areas. The Welsh government takes many 
measures against this. However, in my experience, my stand for the language and culture of Wales has 
resulted in the events recorded in essay and broadcast 64, the bigots inside the so called “University of 
Wales” were very corrupt in that era, and that corruption resulted in my lifelong exclusion from the 
place. Compared with AIAS this “University of Wales” is known to make a miniscule impact, and has 
been caught selling junk courses to anyone anywhere, a sordid scandal casued by imported colonists, 
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not by the people of Wales. So a University in Wales is needed in which only Welsh is spoken, in fact a 
Wales is needed in which everyone must be able to speak Welsh and write in Welsh before they are 
admitted in to Wales as immigrants and before they can get a job in Wales. If they complain of being 
excluded from a job then they will know how I feel. There are plenty of other countries they can try to 
colonize. There is already a model of Welsh language only in the National Eisteddfod. The narrow little 
hooray harry bigots here in Wales are in a small minority, as their offensive attacks on the language 
show, but langauge nest areas are urgently needed from which such bigotry would be excluded entirely 
by law. One of them (a known and possibly disturbed stalker) has taken to photographing the outside of 
my house and this matter has been reported to the police, with all the evidence. That behaviour alone 
alienates these bigots completely from the rest of Wales and the decent world outside. In Mawr here the 
children are able to speak the language very well sometimes, that is charming to hear, but they must be 
protected by the police from possibly violent stalkers and bigots. The elderly certainly suffer here from 
language loss, and I try to cheer them up by speaking to them in Welsh whenever I can. I think that 
everyone should start talking to these bigots in Welsh, that would drive them even crazier than they are 
already. This should happen all over Wales, people should start to refuse to talk English. There is 
nothing wrong with Wales, and the bigots should look in the mirror for signs of their own madness. 
They are very fond of false accusations on matters about which they know nothing. I am not talking 
about lifelong friends in Wales here who cannot speak Welsh, (people born in Wales who never spoke 
Welsh but who are tolerant of the language) I am talking about rapaciously materialistic incomers who 
are out to destroy civilization like locusts. I do not carry the burden of the Welsh language alone, there 
is a Welsh Language Act, there are Human Rights Laws, there is a interest in the language from 
UNESCO and right across the spectrum of society, including the Royal Family of Tudor descent. No 
one wants colonists to come here to Wales to attack the language. That is an insult. So stringent laws 
must be enacted against them.

Daily Report     11/4/12  

April 12, 2012 

There were 11,228 hits from 515 distinct visits, 2.2% spiders. The large total of hits was due to a 
download by one visitor of OO 461, 594, 595, 472, 446, 593 and 591. Brazilian Government UFT167; 
Perimeter Institute Canada UFT88; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres OO75a, OO362; University of 
Chile UFT166 (Spanish); Siemens Company general; Colorado School of Mines Essay25; Purdue 
University ECE overview; Texas A and M* UFT88; University of Iowa Misconceptions in Relativity; 
College of Literature, Science and the Arts, University of Michigan Ann Arbor UFT83; Government of 
Spain Air Navigation Ministry UFT146 (Spanish); Iovi University Felker5 (Spanish); Hong Kong 
University of Sceince and Technology general; Gadjah Mada University Indonesia UFT35; Tel Aviv 
University UFT37; Mexican National Institute of Astrophysics, Optics and Electronics UFT145 
(Spanish); Lahore University of Management Sciences Infinite Solenoid; Vest din Timisoara University 
Romania proof of the tetrad postulate; Newcastle upon Tyne University UFT157, intense interest all 
sectors as usual.
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The Paparazzi     Stalker  

April 11, 2012 

This is going to be the title of my next novel despite the fact that I have not written one before. I have 
seen some very funny things in my time but this makes the Pink Panther look serious. The stalker took 
photographs of the back of my battered second hand Ford, and my weather shredded flag. There was a 
LED and microcircuit hidden in the lion rampant’s left nostril, and so he was identified as a Harold 
Wilson look alike in a mack, assuming it wasn’t a she. This proves that I am not Prince Charles, and 
that I run a small car economically. So much for “criticism” of ECE theory, it gets madder and madder 
and madder, and the geometry is still there. This is the one legged Swedish fisherman with inflatable 
parrot disguise ploy, designed to disprove the Cartan identity.

Maori Ko hang a     reo  

April 11, 2012 

The ko hang a reo (language nest) idea was introduced into New Zealand on the model used in Wales 
of introducing the language to the children. It has been very successful and many speak the Maori 
language again. I am an internationalist in favour of all cultures and languages, but when a small 
population is subject to uncontrolled monoglot influx (i.e. people not able to speak the endangered 
language) defensive legislation is needed very obviously. This is actually in place – EEC laws and the 
Welsh Language Act of 2010 are designed to protect the language, so the mindless anti Welsh language 
bigots can be prosecuted for criminal offences, not civil offences, and I hope they are. What happens is 
that there is no large area in which the language is continuously spoken by everyone, as used to be the 
case in Mawr, a microcosm of the language problem. If they spoke the language, everyone would be 
welcome. However they do not and do not learn, so that is why effective defensive legislation is 
needed, the alternative is language extinction. Every reasonable or educated person agrees, as does 
UNESCO, and all across society in Britain to the Countess of Wessex for example, a strong supporter 
of the language. This is why much stricter planning controls will probably be imposed by the Welsh 
Government on areas such as Mawr, with a complete ban on development, and a large cut imposed on 
wildly inflated house prices. So the basic aim of the developers will be undercut as well, making 
houses affordable to native Welsh speakers of the language nest. To prevent developers getting their 
hands on proeprty in teh first place, native Welsh spakers should put it in trust as I have done, and keep 
it in the family. This is a simple procedure. Developers are interested purely in money, they tear apart 
chapels for money, they have no interest in any culture or tradition or language and are very destructive 
of civilization of any kind all over Europe. Defence of the language must surely be part of Plaid 
Cymru’s policy so vote Linda Frame Plaid Cymru in the May elections, she is a fluent Welsh speaker 
like myself. All Plaid Cymru members should learn the language, or at least try, like Gwynfor Evans, a 
native of Barry. Similarly all other parties, including the tories.

Many thanks to Horst Eckardt for the Collected     Papers  

April 11, 2012 
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These arrived today safely in a parcel, and many thanks indeed to Horst Eckardt! The collection is now 
complete in electronic and papers format.

215(8): Lagrangian Theory of Deflection due to     Gravitation  

April 11, 2012 

It is seen from eqs. (9) to (14) that the lagrangian theory gives both the perihelion precession and light 
deflection from the same equation, and also provides a method of measuring the photon mass. It is a 
correct theory and also a simple theory. So Einsteinian general relativity is not needed for any of these 
phenomena. The same is true of gravitational time delay. So I will proceed to write up UFT215 along 
these lines.

a215thpapernotes8.pdf

Broydd yr Iaith – Language Nest     Areas  

April 11, 2012 

In view of the UNESCO warning about the extinction of the Welsh language within a generation I 
advocate setting up as an emergency measure language nest areas into which monoglot immigration is 
forbidden and house prices capped or decreased by law. No housing development would be allowed in 
a language nest area unless it were development for Welsh sapking families. Each area would have its 
own Welsh language school or schools and chapels / churches. The Community of Mawr should be one 
such area. It used to be entirely Welsh speaking but the language is now severely endangered by over 
development. I have witnessed acute bigotry against the language and this cannot be tolerated – it is 
illegal. As Armiger I duscussed this by telephone yesterday with the Swansea County Council Planning 
Department and it agreed that special consideration must be given to the Welsh language by law, so 
further dvelopment in Mawr must be stopped. In general, personal fluency in the Welsh language 
should be required by law throughout Wales and monoglot immigration into Wales forbidden unless the 
immigrants pass a strict Welsh language test. It seriously damages the language as warned by 
UNESCO.

Daily Report     10/4/12  

April 11, 2012 

There were 7,626 files downloaded (hits) from 636 distinct visits (hits), 71.1% spider software. 
Astralian National University HSD31; Perimeter Institute Canada UFT142; Burnaby at Simon Frazer 
University UFT88; University of Quebec at Trois Rivieres, extensive study of UFT and OO papers; 
University of Saskatchewan UFT213; National University of Colombia UFT57; Lockheed Martin 
UFT149; Rhine Westphalia University Aachen UFT18; Aarhus Net Denmark extensive download; 
Andrews University UFT177; California State University Humboldt UFT177; Plymouth State 
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University UNCC Saga4; State University of New York Stonybrook general; Texas A and M University 
UFT88; University of Toledo Ohio UFT25; Department of Astronomy and Meteorology University of 
Barcelona UFT88; Physics Complutensian University Madrid UFT149; CNRS Langevin Institute Paris 
UFT166; Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology UFT44; U. S. Navy Space and Naval 
Warfare Systems Command UFT41; Peer Technologies Oregon extensive visit; Lahore University of 
Management Sciences Pakistan UFT214. Intense interest all sectors.

Note 215(7) Checked by Computer by Horst     Eckardt  

April 10, 2012 

Many thanks! All calculations are correct. Kerry Pendergast may like to give us a talk here on how the 
astronomers measure orbits these days and discuss this new equation to our friends in Cambridge. The 
perihelion precession of any object can be described by lagrangian dynamics, without EGR. If 
Lagrange had had the data I am sure he would have worked this out himself in 1788, but such 
suppositions are always subjective.

215(7).pdf

Rich and Poor Side of the Morgan Aubrey     Family  

April 10, 2012 

Stuart Davies should write a book about the Morgan Aubrey Potter Watkins Families, he has a great 
and very accurate knowledge of them and is the historian of the Family Group. There seems to have 
been a rich side of the family (Morgan Morgan) and a poor side (William Morgan). David Potter and 
Rachel Morgan lived in a 13 acre holding called Pen y Foel overlooking Craig y Nos Castle, and Anne 
Watkins in Y Grithig, a converted barn (ysgubor), where my father Edward Ivor Evans was raised. I 
showed this to Horst Eckardt and Kerry Pendergast. They occupied only one tiny quarter of the barn 
(parents and six children). Morgan Morgan was on the other hand a rich and powerful industralist who 
could speak only Welsh, as did the entire family of course. He sold Craig y Nos Castle to Patti through 
an interpreter in 1878. Tommy and Jeff Morgan discovered the Dan yr Ogof Caves, and Leonid Morgan 
was an eminent genealogist and historian. Another Morgan became a Fellow of the Royal Society.

FOR POSTING: Final Version of Relation to Baron Watkins of Glyn     Tawe  

April 10, 2012 

This is the final version, also attached is a version of my entry in “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry” 
showing that his father was Howell Watkins, J. P. Baron Watkins was a coal miner, then Labour M. P. 
for Brecon and Radnor from 1945 to 1970, Lord Lieutenant of Powys from 1975 to 1978, Principal 
Private Secretary to the Secretary of State for Wales from 1964 to 1968, and many other distinctions as 
recorded in my Burke’s Entry, which contains the description of my coat of arms in the College of 
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Arms.

afamilylinesrelationtotudorwatkins.pdf

Evans.docx

FOR POSTING: Relation to Baron Watkins of Glyn Tawe (1903 –     1983)  

April 10, 2012 

This is my relation to Baron Watkins of Glyn Tawe, with great thanks to Stuart Davies. The only thing 
missing is the name of his Watkins father. His mother was Anne Griffiths (1877 – 1976). He was a coal 
miner then Labour M. P. for Brecon and Radnor, member of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, 
part of the movement for a Welsh Parliament in the fifties, and prominent in the establishment of the 
Breacon Beacons National Park among many other achievements. “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry” 
included him in my entry (2011). We are both descended from William Morgan (1810 – 1902), younger 
brother of Morgan Morgan, who owned Craig y Nos Castle from 1876 to 1878, and so we are both 
descendants of the Princes, as is Stuart Davies himself, a direct descendant of Morgan Morgan. Lord 
Watkins’ family lived in Y Grithig, where my father Edward Ivor Evans (1922 – 2000) was raised. This 
is on the web as “Grithig Cottage”, fifty yards from the outflow of Ogof Fynnon Ddu (Cave of the 
Black Outflow), the deepest cave in Britain with unique flora and fauna.

afamilylinesrelationtotudorwatkins.pdf

Havard     Research  

April 10, 2012 

Many thanks to Stuart Davies as ever! The Havard research is in the genealogy section of www.aias.us 
and in the autobiography in press (blue box of the home page). The Havards of Defynnog are the link 
back to Sir Walter Havard, Norman Lord of Pont Gwilym, but so far I have not been able to establish 
the link definitively. My line back to my great great great grandfather Morgan Havard is proven, and 
his father was probably a John Havard (perhaps misspelled Havart) of Defynnog (late eighteenth 
century). So to link up John Havard with Sir Walter Havard (eleventh century) means finding which 
John Havard he was. Attached are the results of my research so far, there were many John Havards 
around Defynnog. Acknowledgments to Dewi Lewis, married to one of my Havard cousins, who did a 
lot of research on Morgan Havard Ystrad Fellte. As can be seen, Madog Havard, a direct descendant of 
Sir Walter Havard, married Lleucu ferch Maredudd ab Einion Saes, a direct descendant of Prince 
Bleddyn ap Maenarch, my direct ancestor. This is the first genuine Havard spouse known. There are 
several links by marriage such as these. Also a daughter of Owain IV Glyndw^r, King of Wales, my 
ancestral cousin, was married to a Norman Mortimer ally, and one Havard married a Mortimer. What 
needs to be done is to find the Powys parochial records for Defynnog and Ystrad Fellte, in order to 
identify John Havard the father of Morgan Havard, who died of typhus in the very bad conditions of 
Cyfarthfa and Dowlais. His son Twm Havard Cwm Cerdinen was orphaned at the age of five, so that is 
why it was difficult to find John Havard from the Census records. The latter can be inaccurate. If John 
Havard and his line can be discovered it would surely link up with a line from Sir Walter Havard, there 
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being only one Havard Family in South Wales. I found that the Old Norse “Havard” means “Hoy Vard” 
– of high worth. I asked Nowegians and Swedes if they knew its meaning but they had forgotten. Then 
Axel Westrenius pointed out the existence in Iceland of Havard of Is Fjiord, so the name is Old Norse 
of the Sagas. Havard also occurs in Normandy, where it is a well known name. However Havard was 
not at Hastings, unlike de Turbeville. Initially Sir Walter Havard was a Norman Knight of Bernard de 
Neufmarche, but after a few generations the knightly title disappeared. The original Havard House was 
linked by a walkway to what is now Brecon Cathedral, the Havard Chapel of which houses the banners 
of the Prince of Wales’s Own Regiment, and also of the famous 24th Foot with sixteen Victoria Crosses 
and hundreds of other medals. Among my seventeen or so known ancestors at the Battle of Bosworth 
was Thomas Havard of Caerleon, Gentleman. That battle established the Tudor Dynasty as is well 
known

Description of my Coat of     Arms  

April 10, 2012 

I have an interior tapestry of my coat of arms here and an exterior coat of arms. The banner has been 
shredded by the fierce Mawr winter but I will replace it soon. It is displayed on the www.aias.us site 
and I have given permission for AIAS to refer to it as its coat of arms. I was also granted an armorial 
badge, also displayed on www.aias.us. This may also be used by AIAS on items of clothing and so on,  
just like a school or university badge. The main element of my armorial bearings is the golden lion 
rampant of the great Prince Rhys ap Gruffudd (1132 – 28th April 1197), my ancestral cousin. We are 
both descended from Tewdwr Mawr, the Queen’s ancestor. On two proprietary documents extant he is 
referred to as the Prince of Wales, and indeed he was the primary power in Wales from 1170 to 1197 
after the death of his ally, Prince Owain Gwynedd, also my ancestral cousin. The College of Arms 
researched the historically accurate arms of Rhys ap Gruffudd before granting me arms in 2008 under 
law of arms. Many arms are false or illegal, but mine are legal under law of arms, as binding as 
common law. In 1163 Rhys was captured and briefly imprisoned by Henry II, the military superpower 
of his day, but by 1197 had won back all of his lands. The golden lion holds a sheaf of hay in silver in 
honour of my father Edward Ivor, who was a farmer and coal miner. The sheaf of hay is modelled on 
the sheaf of wheat of the arms of Ceredigion because every element in a coat of arms is modelled on 
another existing element insofar as possible. The background is a pattern of black hills denoting the 
Brecon Beacons, where my family originates in the Princes of Brycheiniog and also in equally 
distinguished labourers of the land from Powys (Llanigon and Cleirwy). This pattern is taken from 
Rhydamman (Ammanford) Town Council. The crest consists of two red dragons rampant from the 
arms of University College of Wales Aberystwyth, of which I am the senior Scientiae Doctor, its 
highest degree. These hold the Celtic Cross of Nanhyfern (Nevern) form the Penfro or Pembroke coat 
of arms, denoting good will to all and my Penfro lineage, which includes my ancestral cousin Dewi 
Sant (St. David). The Cathedral (Ty Ddewi) is of course in Penfro, and Rhys ap Gruffudd lies there in 
effigy. He also founded the National Eisteddfod. My heraldic badge denotes my Cambrian Norman 
lineage of Awbrey (Alberic), Havard (Hoy Vard), de Turbeville and Hopkin (diminutive of Robert). 
They are all distinguished Cambrian Norman Families. It consists of a Norman helmet of eleventh 
century design such as that worn by a de Turbeville at the Battle of Hastings. There are two drops of 
water on the helmet signifying my formation of the European Molecular Liquids Group in 1980 at the 
National Physical Laboratory. This militaristic design was chosen by the College of Arms by error. I 
wanted a peaceful symbolism such as a ring of quartz crystals in honour of the subject of chemistry. 
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The most famous image of the Norman is the peaked helmet with its long nose guard.

Beaufort Trust’s MA007 (Gelliwastad) Proposal     Rejected  

April 10, 2012 

I have confirmed this by telephone to Swansea County Council today. Gelliwastad is in fact a 100% 
EEC habitat protected area which the Beaufort Estate and the Council itself have neglected entirely for 
many years. It is now clear that this neglect is illegal under EEC laws. Beaufort tried to develop this 
commonland with the ludicrous idea of log cabins and this is illegal under Section 38 of the Commons 
Act 2006. Many think that this was an underhand attempt to sneak through another turbine proposal. So 
Mynydd y Gwair is also a 100% protected habitat area of much greater extent than Gelliwastad. This 
EEC law can be used to protest against any further attempt by Beaufort to destroy it by useless wind 
turbines. Mynydd y Bettws is a 100% protected and very large habitat area of supreme beauty, so an 
injunction may be sought by class action to stop the development immediately by law. This shows that 
Beaufort is irresponsible. These habitats have been degraded by biker criminals, arson and trespassing 
horses straying off bridle paths continuously. So Beaufort’s proposal was illegal as I have pointed out 
many times. In consequence I notified the Council that as the only Armiger in Mawr and adjoining 
areas, I will prepare an electronic petition to nationalize all of Beaufort’s lands in Wales and also 
elsewhere in Britain under a Land Act. I also notified the Council that the Mynydd y Gwair turbine 
proposal has been rejected a second time in Cardiff, on February 14th., once more illustrating 
Beaufort’s utter contempt for democracy. I call on all parties to support the Land Act. All over Wales 
there are placard protests against wind turbines visible on the side of roads an so forth. I notified the 
Council of the protests against the Mynydd y Bettws turbine proposal in the area of Neath Port Talbot 
Borough Council. I also made the Council fully aware of the existence of a petition against MA001 and 
MA008. I emphasized that any development in Mawr will harm and likely destroy the Welsh language, 
and the Council responded by saying it was fully aware of this fact. I also made the Council aware of 
the severely overcrowded infra structure in Mawr. Most people here still do not know even of the 
existence of the MA ideas. They just suddenly appeared on lamposts and many people did not even 
notice them. Most do not have computers and many are elderly Welsh speakers completely opposed to 
monoglot influx and any further development, isolated and deeply saddened by the loss of language.

Glyn Eithrym

Special     Issue  

April 10, 2012 

To Victor Riecansky, Cambridge International Science Publishing.

I am glad that the typesetters are back at work. I can see from hits and referral feedback that the essays 
and broadcasts and special issue papers are being heard and read intensely and sending out leaflets is an 
excellent idea. I will stand by here to read proofs. So if you can reach libraries directly by leaflets the 
book should sell well. If your staff has time to study the attached files, it will become clear that there is 
intense interest in the refutation of the Einsteinian general relativity. All the UFT papers refute the 
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theory through consideration of torsion. The files also record the interest in the UFT papers to be 
included in the special issue. So there is a market out there for the special issue. Michael Jackson has 
kindly offered to update the referral file every quarter. It gives over a thousand pages of detailed 
information since December 2006. For example the following two brodcasts are very popular all the 
time:

1) “On the Deflection of Light by Gravity”
2) “Nobody’s Perfect”

and their detailed reception is recorded in the attached two files.

overview.pdf

ReferringURLs2012feb20.pdf

215(7): Classical Lagrangian Description of Perihelion     Precession  

April 10, 2012 

This is a note (or lecture) on the classical lagrangian description of any precession of any perihelion in 
the solar system, or in a binary pulsar. I give some details of how I think the astronomers measure the 
quantities. By now their methods must be greatly refined and very accurate. The final equation of a 
straightforward calculation is eq. (14), which corrects the Kepler / Newton / Hooke result (16). Some 
definitions of the ellipse are given, and the equation (14) expressed as eq. (21). AIAS Fellow, Royal 
Society Hauksbee Medallist and astronomer Kerry Pendergast may like to join Horst Eckardt and 
myself in this paper (UFT215), giving some explanation of how Eq. (14) is tested very accurately in 
contemporary astronomy using sophisticated telescopes and supercomputers. I will proceed to write up 
the first two section of UFT215 as usual. Astonishingly, UFT215 seems to give the first consistent 
classical description of perihelion precession of Mercury or other planets, in that all the causes of 
precession are all treated classically, the extra 43 seconds of arc per century being explained by the new 
force law developed in this paper. The other casues of precession are explained with the same force law 
(eq. (1) of this lecture): precession of the equinox and planetary effects of the received opinion. Note 
carefully that the force law is no longer Newtonian, it is the sum of inverse square and cube terms in r. 
This phenomenon of perihelion precession can be described classically and can no longer be claimed to 
be a test of Einsteinian general relativity. With contemporary astronomy this description can be tested 
very accurately, and Horst Eckardt can check the calculations as usual with Maxima.

a215thpapernotes7.pdf

Anti Turbine     Groups  

April 10, 2012 

I have heard from Neil (worldwelsh) and all is well, I advise that he follow the blog on www.aias.us 
and related blogs by Embassy Owain Glyndw^r, Sia^n Ifan and Gethin ap Gruffudd. The Mynydd y 
Gwair turbine proposal was rejected again in Wales on 14th February, and action groups should be alert 
for any further lunatic attempt by Beaufort to destroy Mynydd y Gwair with wind turbines. There is 
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complete opposition to the Mynydd y Bettws and other proposals, and I advocate protests from all 
action groups in Wales, one relieving the other so that there is a continuous protest. It is almost certain 
that the MA007 proposal to develop Mynydd Gelliwastad has been rejected at the first sift by Swansea 
County Council following my strong objection and that of others. This was probably an underhand 
wind turbine proposal by Beaufort in the ludicrous guise of “log cabins”. It was made very quietly, 
most people still do not know what it was, and still do not know the extent of Beaufort’s land holdings. 
In consequence I am about to draft an electronic petition for a Land Act to remove the lands of all 
hereditary aristocrats and other absentee landowners in Wales and further afield in Britain by 
compulsory purchase by Parliament. I think that all parties will support this Act because most wind 
turbine subsidies have gone into the pockets of hereditary aristocrats who still own 80% of the land in 
Britain, and who challenge democracy directly with complete contempt for it. Action groups will 
probably promote this Land Act throughout Wales, and Britain as a whole. Beaufort has proven over 
and over again to be an irresponsible profiteer, and in the Gelliwastad proposal broke the law, Section 
38 of the Commons Act of 2006. I urge lawful but strongest possible and continuous protest against 
wind turbines throughout Wales.

Myron Evans

Prof. M .W. Evans, Armiger, Civil List Pensioner, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

cc Welsh Ministers.

Daily Report Easter Monday     9/4/12  

April 10, 2012 

There were 2,472 hits from 483 distinct visits, 20.4% spiders. National University of La Plata 
Argentina UFT209; National University of Tucuman Argentina UFT169 (Spanish); National University 
of Colombia UFT172 (Spanish); German National Synchrotron Facility UFT76; Students at University 
of California Berkeley levitron; Depaul University Chicago UFT149; University of Maine Essay15; 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) UFT131; Mechanical Engineering Ohio State University 
UFT43; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University (Texas A and M) UFT88; Jyvaskula University 
Finland UFT80; Government of Virginia UFT177; Sony Corporation Japan extensive visits; Korean 
Advanced Institute of Technology UFT17; Quaid i Azam University Pakistan UFT4; National Taiwan 
University UFT2; intense interest all sectors as usual.

Self Consistent Lagrangian Explanation for precession and Light     Bending  

April 9, 2012 

Assuming that the data are correct (and there are grave doubts via google) I am aiming for a self 
consistent lagrangian explanation in the first instance for precession and light bending in the classical 
limit. In view of all the questioning about the data, all that can be claimed safely is that the lagrangian 
theory is able to produce a precessing orbit and also light bending. The lagrangian theory can then be 
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incorporated in the constrained Minkowski theory. There are allegations on google of data laundering, 
and Marmet also voiced these doubts. The so called “establishment” took away his funding in what 
must have been an act of vindictiveness. He died a few years later, but I heard him lecture in North 
York in 1995. Our troubled times are much removed from the courteous and cool voices of reason of 
Lagrange and Laplace. This is what Lord Clark called the smile of reason in a programme about that 
era in France: Voltaire, Rouseau and the enlightenment, and the artists David and Claude.

William Morgan’s     children  

April 9, 2012 

Many thanks to my cousin Stuart Davies. I will print this off and add to the genealogy. Lord Tudor 
Watkins was quite a close cousin of ours, and for the readership was Labour M. P. for Brecon and 
Radnor and a Peer, founder of the Brecon Beacons National Park. He was also descended from the 
Princes, as of course is the whole Morgan Potter Watkins group of families. I would like to see Mynydd 
y Gwair part of the National Park if Beaufort’s lands are nationalized under a Land Act. There would 
be no more lunatic plans for wind turbines, which have had their day as is clear to see. Part of this 
geenalogy was used for my entry in “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry” and the Brecon Beacons are 
represented on my own coat of arms, granted under law of arms in 2008. I think that an electronic 
petition for a Land Act will get a very large number of signatures and I will start to write it soon.

In a message dated 09/04/2012 16:05:13 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

As promised I detail below the children of William and Ann Watkins Morgan:-

William MORGAN, b. 1810 in Ystradgynlais Bre, (son of David MORGAN and Gwenllian 
POWELL) d. 9 Jul 1902 in Rhongur Isaf Penycae, buried in Tynycoed Chapel, Penycae 
Bre. He married, on 17 May 1837, Ann WATKINS, b. 1816, (daughter of William 
WATKINS and Rachel SHAXBY) d. 26 Jun 1855.

Children:

i. Rachel MORGAN b. Dec Q 1837.

ii. Gwenllian MORGAN b. Nov 1839.

iii. Elizabeth MORGAN b. 1844.

iv. Mary MORGAN, b. Nov 1845.

v. Ann MORGAN b. Jan 1848.

vi. Daniel MORGAN, b. Dec 1850 in Glantwyni, Glyntawe, d. 26 Mar 1851 in Dderi, 
Llywel, buried in Callwen.

vii. Jennet MORGAN b. Jan 1853.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/09/william-morgans-children/


As you know Rachel married David Potter and died 7/12/07.

Gwenllian Morgan was born in Glantwyni in Nov.1839 and died 3/3/1871. Buried in 
Callwen. She married Watkin Morgans of Dan-yr-ogof Farm in 22/6/1861 at Callwen. He 
died in 1901. She lies with two of her three daughters, Gwenllian and Ann.

Elizabeth Morgan was born in Glantwyni in 1844. She died in Dec 1914 at Rhongur Isaf 
farm. She married Wiliam Powell Watkins on 19/4/1872 at Callwen. He was born in 1842 
at Pwllcoedog, Glyntawe and died Mar 1907 at Rhongur Isaf. They had six children.

Mary Morgan is presumed to have died young.

Ann Morgan was born in Glantwyni in Jan 1848 and died in January 1922. Buried in 
Callwen. She married her first cousin, David Morgan of Maesyfron farm, on 30/6/1866. He 
died in 1926. They had at least thirteen children.

Jennet Morgan was born in Jan. 1853. She died 27 Jan 1935 at Nantygwared Farm, 
Glyntawe. Buried in Callwen. She married Thomas Griffiths in Dec 1873. He died at 
Nantygwared in 1924. They had eight children, one of whom, Ann, was the mother of 
Tudor Watkins. They lived in one of the Y Grithig houses for quite some time.

Stuart Davies

ECE Interpretation of Orbital     Dynamics  

April 9, 2012 

Although I happen to be working on the classical level at present, the main ECE theory is of course the 
basic and generally covariant unified field theory known as ECE of which classical dynamics is a limit. 
After the collapse of Einsteinian general relativity I favour the constrained Minkowski method for 
relativistic effects. I have shown that orbital precession can be described classically, and with 
astonishing ease, with lagrangian dynamics. So it can no longer be classed as a relativistic 
phenomenon, and classical physics is a lot stronger than the general relativists think. One could go so 
far as to state that only special relativistic effects have stood the test of time (e.g. time dilatation). I will 
soon be able to explain light deflection and gravitational time delay using classical lagrangian 
dynamics, so are there any genuine general relativistic effects in astronomy and cosmology? Galactic 
dynamics can also be explained using classical lagrangian dynamics. ECE is running many years ahead 
of the old physics now, whose adherents are painfully illogical and unable to change or learn anything. 
If they cannot do that, which is understandable, at least have the grace not to defame hard working 
scientists. If I may be excused for being irritated with wikipedia I have had just cause in the past, but 
now I am included there in a short article on the Civil List. The latter is a lot more distinguished than 
wikipedia ever will be unless it changes its attitudes and ceases to defame scientists to whom its 
moderators take a personal dislike. The old question is always begging to be asked: who do they think 
they are? So goodness help the physics students who get a degree from wikiuniversity, they will learn 
nothing but refuted fogma.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/09/ece-interpretation-of-orbital-dynamics/


215(6): Self Consistent Calculation of the Orbital Linear     Velocity  

April 9, 2012 

This note shows that the lagrangian method being developed in these notes for UFT215 gives the 
correct equation (9) for the orbital linear velocity of a static elliptical orbit (Newtonian orbit). The 
orbital linear velocity is proportional to inverse root r, whch is why galactic dynamics are not 
Newtonian. For the elliptical Newtonian orbit v falls off with increasing r. In the velocity curve of a 
galaxy, v reaches a plateau with increasing r. In the next note this calculation will be repeated for the 
precessing elliptical orbit, giving a new result and new equation that can be tested in astronomy. The 
Einsteinian general relativity will no longer be used in any ECE work. The precessing elliptical orbit 
will be described by lagrangian dynamics.

a215thpapernotes6.pdf

“Celestial     Mechanics”  

April 9, 2012 

This was written by Pierre Simon, Marquis de Laplace in five volumes and translated into English by 
Mary Fairfax-Somerville, a predecessor on the Civil List, and after whom Somerville College Oxford is 
named. It was also translated by Thomas Young of the Young interferometer, whose work Laplace 
developed using calculus. The celestial mechanics of all orbits is elegantly analysed by the Lagrange 
method as in the latest note or lecture sent yesterday. Lagrange was raised to Count by Napoleon, and 
was Legion d’Honneur (as was my co author Vigier, a French statesman (as distinct from politician) 
and eminent theoretical physicist on the level of Laplace and Lagrange, Euler and Fourier and others of 
the eighteenth century and early nineteenth century). Although it takes experience to use the lagrangian 
system, it is relatively easy for planar orbits, where the lagrangian variables are r and theta, or r and 
beta = x theta. The errors in Einsteinian general relativity are very glaringly obvious when the 
lagrangian method is used. (I use the S.I. system “lagrangian” for an adjective, lower case l.) Horst 
Eckardt and I have shown this beyond reasonable doubt. No scientist of any integrity can continue to 
support such nonsense as Einsteinian general relativity. This is no longer a minority opinion, (assuming 
that it ever was), it is the overwhelming majority opinion. The AIAS feedback is by now unique 
history, and such statements as this are objective, no longer subjective. There is an immense problem of 
what I call fogma, or foggy dogmatism, which is George Bernard Shaw’s science become superstition.

Jobs in a Bad     Economy  

April 9, 2012 

Looks good. Due to my own work I am financially independent, but I realize that times are very tough 
for many people and I am a Bevanite socialist and republican Welsh nationalist like the great poet R. S. 
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Thomas (nominated against his will for a Nobel Prize). These home business adverts should be looked 
at with due care, the success stories are rare on the ground. If they work then all to the good. As in 
essay and broadcast 64 you can see or hear my history vis a vis the colonized “University of Wales”. I 
am locked out because I have a bad habit of telling the truth, or so I am told. I always thought that you 
can tell the truth at a university. No one from Wales can afford the huge fees any more and the cut up 
remnants are for monoglot incomers only, being wholly insignificant internationally. AIAS is in fact out 
impacting their science departments by orders of magnitude and they often look at our work as that 
feedback shows again. This is ironically amusing, it is like listening to a leper – at a safe distance. So I 
have defeated crude ethnic bigotry and old fashioned jobs for the boys corruption in Wales by being a 
scholar, using the internet, and above all with the help of good friends around the world. In my time 
there as a student I got a miniscule grant and lived on chips, peas and salad cream, but it was our 
college at Aberystwyth with the great scholar Prof. Sir Thomas Parry still in charge, followed by Sir 
Goronwy Daniels who handed me my D. Sc. degree in 1978 with a broad smile. Now there is some 
imported bureaucrat in charge who speaks a little Gaelic. That is good, but we don’t speak Gaelic in 
Wales, and we produce scholars of our own. This is one of the issues I wish to raise with the Welsh 
Ministers – the need for a real University of Wales in which everyone is rigorously and personally 
fluent in Welsh. Not too much to ask you would have thought, every other country has the same idea. 
Usually the pompous ministers try to avoid giving any answer and have done so for many years, so 
much have they drifted from their roots. However, action groups can tease out some action from them, 
sitting there on Cardiff docks counting their minutes.

In a message dated 09/04/2012 06:48:36 GMT Daylight Time,

wow this is intense you should give it a look http://www.news-l5.net/jobs/?
employment=2390056

Miles Mathis     Site  

April 9, 2012 

This is www.milesmathis.com and contains many further refutations of Einsteinian GR. One of the 
most amusing is the fact that Mercury precesses by 5600 arcseconds a year, of which 5029 is calculated 
from Newtonian theory as being due to precession of the earth equinox (see UFT119 for an ECE 
treatment), 528 arcseconds are due to Newtonian theory applied to perturbaton by other planets, leaving 
43 seconds of arc. Mathis shreds the glaringly incorrect logic of applying Newtonian theory to 
everything except the 43 arcseconds, to which EGR was applied traditionally but not any more except 
by wikipedia. Mathis describes the latter in theoretical physics as being just a proaganda outlet that 
uses the internet. It is just a pompous egotistical inflation. Of course, EGR should also have been 
applied self consistently to the equinoctial precession and to the planetary pertubations, not just to the 
unaccounted 43 seconds. Mathis shreds Eddington’s data cooking of 1919. There can be no confidence 
in any “refereeing procedure” that overlooks such terrible howlers. I also studied the first few pages 
online of a translation by Thomas Young of Laplace’s “Celestial Mechanics”, these put forward very 
careful proofs in algebra and geometry. I can confirm that neither Lagrange nor Laplace studied the 
precession of the perihelion. I have just shown, in the year 2012, that lagrangian dynamics can produce 
any kind of precessional motion self consistently, and it can do so quite easily. I remember being taught 
lagrangian dynamics at Aberystwyth, first and second years undergraduate and I taught it in turn at 
UNCC until I was fitted up with false charges. So what’s the problem? Why do people behave in such a 
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lunatic way? The problem is being told what to think – “false authority” as they would say in the 
seventeenth century – or else. The lagrangian description of orbits is very elegant and easy to work 
with. Relativity though is the basic theory, because special relativity has been confirmed accurately.

Daily Report Easter Sunday     8/4/12  

April 9, 2012 

There were 1,605 hits from 495 distinct visits, 29.8% spiders. Perimeter Institute Canada UFT128; 
Institute of Astronomy University of Cambridge UFT202, interest all sectors as usual. So far in April 
2012 the interest is dominated by essay broadcasts in English and Spanish, plus UFT papers. My essay 
“On Light Deflection by Gravity” read by Robert Cheshire is the most popular item so far this month. 
It is interesting to see that the Institute of Astronomy at Cambridge read UFT202, measurement of 
photon mass by light deflection. It may be that they are starting to see the light, a very bad pun but 
encouraging.

J. S. Bach Partita for Solo Violin Number and Double Violin     Concerto  

April 8, 2012 

I just heard this played by Baron Jehudi Menuhin, O. M., K. B. E. before the U. N. in 1985, and before 
that the Bach double violin with David Oistrakh. I think that good music like good science, unites all 
nations; and that bad music, like bad science, is admired only by the tone deaf in a Mucker fog as the 
great poet Patrick Kavanagh wrote. So on this Easter Sunday I am relieved once more that the flailing 
and demented will not tower above us on our beautiful soil.

Status of MA001, MA007 and     MA008  

April 8, 2012 

I heard unofficially today from a resident that MA007 for development of Gelliwastad commonland 
has been rejected at the first sift. My very strong objections to all these proposals are on the Swansea 
County Council site. I have asked the Council as in one of the following messages to confirm rejection 
of this blatantly illegal proposal – again by Beaufort – and to give Gelliwastad the status of special 
protection as an area of outstanding natural beauty. I suggest the formation of anti biker action groups 
throughout Wales, groups which would press for gates, fencing, tasers, long truncheons and more 
vehicles for the anti biker police, and more observation helicopters and anti arson units. In extreme 
cases the police could be armed with plastic bullets and defensive armour. I feel they should be 
armoured in any case. The biker criminals ride into them, and they have ridden into me once or twice, a 
very serious crime. I laid down the law in my objection to MA007. So Beaufort was breaking the law – 
Section 38 of the Commons Act of 2006. So why did he try this on? He has done absolutely nothing to 
protect the severely degraded environment, with which I am very familiar from fighting bikers and fires 
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personally. The MA008 proposal by Ioan Richard to develop his own land met with a large number of 
objections, he used his own family to write the only reports in favour. He is now a candidate for Mawr, 
and is completely isolated. I also found that Swansea County Council has a petitions department, so the 
petition of eighteen months ago, overwhelmingly against development, and by implication Richard, 
should be there. I advise the action group to ask the Council for a copy. It showed an overwhelming 
majority of Mawr against any further development, and by implication against Richard. So vote for 
Linda Frame Plaid Cymru in the Mawr elections in May if you do not want four more years of abusive 
e mailing and mysterious government. Collected abuse from Richard will shortly be displayed by the 
action group and sent to the local authority ombudsman, and if it continues, to DCI McKay. Mawr 
Community Council objected to MA007, but some lunatic from Mawr Development Trust wrote me an 
e mail in favour of biker criminals, trespassing horses (who severely damage the footpaths) and log 
cabins on top of a precious environment, and in favour of the effective destruction of the Welsh 
language by monoglot immigration. This is at a time when UNESCO has warned of the extinction of 
the language. A lot of Mawr council tax goes directly into Mawr Development Trust, which is now 
quite heavily in debt. The action group could ask the Council for the accounts of Mawr for the past four 
years and find the extent of the debt and the reasons for it. This is our money as taxpayers and for very 
poor service, the Mawr taxation level is very high. All the money goes to people who are against the 
traditions of Mawr. This is completely intolerable.

Glyn Eithrym

Mynydd y Gwair Proposal again Rejected on 14th     February  

April 8, 2012 

This was again rejected by the Welsh Government’s Civil Appeals Office on 14th February, reversing 
the English High Court Judge’s decision. I rebutted this pseudojudgment point by point on this blog as 
the record shows. It consisted of utter triviality of law, sidestepping the environmental carnage with 
focus on “peat bogs”. Action groups throughout Wales should stay fully alert for any further attempt by 
Beaufort to put in further plans. A Duke such as Beaufort does not in fact have any power in the House 
of Lords, he is merely a landowner who cannot withstand a Land Act. A Land Act electronic petition to 
remove Beaufort’s lands by compulsory purchase should be organized throughout Wales and further 
afield in Britain by the action groups, who could also converge on the Mynydd y Bettws site and 
protest strongly and continuously against its development, one group relieving the other, so there is a 
permanent protest camp established on the access road. This protest would be similar to the protest 
against turbines outside the Welsh Assembly.

Question about Status of MA001, MA007 and     MA008  

April 8, 2012 

Can you please infrom me of the status of MA007? I was told today that it has been rejected at the first 
sift as a protected environment. I see that there were a number of objections to this proposal and no 
supporters. Mawr Community Council objected to it. Please note that there is very serious danger of 
arson at present due to dry weather. If it is a protected environment it should be protected by anti biker 
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gates and fencing adn made into a special protection area. It has still not recovered from last year’s 
terrible arson, some of which I fought personally. Similarly can you please inform me oof the status of 
MA001 and MA008? There were again numerous objections. The only supporters were members of 
Councillor Richard’s own family, so he is completely isolated. MA001 and MA008 should be rejected 
at the first sift.

To Welsh Ministers: Well Known and Conclusive Arguments against 
Wind     Turbines  

April 8, 2012 

Before going any further with several important issues I wish to raise with you, I assume that I am 
allowed to send you e mail, your claims about open government lead me to this conclusion. I find that 
politicians rarely if ever answer e mail, but all of it is read off my blog by hundreds of thousands. Mr 
Sargeant (Labour) and Ms Woods (Plaid Cymru) have in the past asked me not to send them e mail. 
This is obviously contrary to your policy and I wonder whom they represent. As a matter of undeserved 
e mail courtesy they are not on this list. As the only Civil List scientist in Britain at present, employed 
directly by Queen Elizabeth, I have carefully considered many arguments about wind turbines for 
fifteen years, in addition to my usual work as a theoretical physicist. I conclude that they are a 
governmental fiasco forced on an uneducated electorate. Some arguments are summarized as follows 
(reference hundreds of websites and www.godfreybloommep.co.uk). If you do not have time to read 
this, your electorate does. Also John Etherington, “The Wind Farm Scam” (paperback) and Etherington 
Report on www.aias.us.

1) The 3,421 turbines in Britain at the time of writing of the above cited site are equivalent to only one 
coal fired power station. To supply every home in Britain from turbines is completely impractical, it 
would take 46,428 turbines, one every five square kilometres, across the entire land area of Britain and 
about 13.6 billion pounds in subsidy every year, all of it wasted money. That is ludicrous “policy”. If 
you want to ruin your country, carry on like this.
2) Their intermittency is an unsurmountable problem, they also take electricity from the grid, so on 
some days actually take more power from the grid (conventional power stations) than they supply. All 
this power must continue to come from conventional power stations. Not a single one has ever been 
replaced by wind turbines.
3) Peer reviewed NASA data and many other peer reviewed data have conclusively refuted many times 
for several years the irresponsible pseudoscience of human made global warming. There is no need to 
reduce carbon dioxide, so all ruinous policies based on this fallacy must be overturned very quickly. 
There is no need for wind turbines at all.
4) The subsidies in 2010 were one billion pounds for 3,421 turbines, in 2010 half a million homes 
suffered from fuel poverty, 2,700 people died from fuel poverty. Wind turbine policy will cause 
thousands to die, and you will be held responsible for that. I am a little bit like my ancestral cousin 
Oliver Cromell (also descended from Tewdwr Mawr), I tread heavily but try my best to find the truth 
for the good of the People.
5) An average turbine produces only 28% of capacity, and that capacity rarely if ever mentions the need 
to take electricity from conventional power stations to run the turbines. Their real capacity is quite 
often negative, i.e. they produce nothing and take energy from conventional power stations.
6) Mediaeval hereditary aristocrats have benefitted most from wind turbines, which is why my 
suggestion of a Land Act to remove their lands is so popular at grass roots level. You need to get back 
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to the People and stop working for aristocrats and foreign profiteers.
7) Wind companies have been known to buy politicians. There has been a record in the House of 
Commons of expenses corruption, so politicians are under the microscope at present. Fairly or not the 
bad give everyone a bad name.
8) Britain produces no wind turbines, it pays voluntarily and heavily for foreign profiteering.
9) The closure of conventional power stations would cause job losses running into hundreds of 
thousands. This is a catastrophic policy that will kill people by fuel poverty.
10) Wind turbines cause envionmental carnage, and permanently ruin the soil. In fact vast quantities of 
soil are removed catastrophically, fauna and flora are obliterated. They cause serious health damage to 
people, in contravention of human rights and the common law on assault.
11) The only reason for turbines is profiteering by the rapacious and irresponsible
12) The following countries have recently discontinued subsidies or cut back drastically on turbine 
production: Japan, U. S., Spain, Netherlands and China. In Denmark not one conventional power 
station has been replaced by turbines which have ruined the flat Danish landscape. In Spain and 
elsewhere, turbines are hideously ugly. In the U.S. there are tens of thousands of derelict and rusting 
turbine wrecks.
13) They are a dangerous threat to the very existence of democracy , and all that Britain has fought for 
in the last century. So they are a capitulation to totalitarianism, something out of the Ministry of Truth.
14) In Wales they endanger some of the most beautiful landscape in Europe, and are built on top of a 
hundred years of coal reserves, all unused.

Unfortunately, this is not a script from Monte Python’s Flying Circus.

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans Armiger, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

215(5): Lagrangian Theory of Orbital     Precession  

April 8, 2012 

This note (or lecture) proves that the lagrangian dynamics can describe orbital precession 
straightforwardly, so this could have been done in 1788, or maybe later by Laplace in “Celestial 
Mechanics”. Neither did so, evidently. These notes show that the Einsteinian general relativity (EGR) is 
plainly incorrect, and is a hugely elaborate method of arriving at a woefully wrong answer. Joseph 
Louis Lagrange inferred his dynamics in 1788, and these were generalized later by Sir William Rowan 
Hamilton, a predecessor of mine on the Civil List. I point out endlessly repeated fallacies in the 
teaching of the Newtonian dynamics, which are much less general than those of Lagrange and 
Hamilton. Lagrangian dynamics can describe any orbit in a plane, and can also describe a precessing 
ellipse spiralling inwards (binary pulsar), or any orbit at all using eq. (11) of the attached. Use of the 
binary pulsar to claim gravitational radiation is obvious total nonsense. It seems that the “standard 
modellers” like repeating foggy dogma or fogma – politics in a fog. I hope that this lecture will be 
useful to students of nature rather than of human nature. Each of these notes can be described as an 
open source lecture or seminar that reaches a huge audience.

a215thpapernotes5.pdf
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Daily Report Easter Saturday     7/4/12  

April 8, 2012 

There were 2,102 hits from 472 distinct visits, 23.2% spiders. Federal University of Paulista Brazil 
UFT88; Albert Einstein Institute UFT126; Harvard University UFT42; University of the Basque 
Country UFT147 (Spanish); CHI Elbeuf Louviers Medical Centre France general; Quaid i Azam 
University Pakistan UFT4; Sultan Qaboos University Oman UFT176, Queens College Cambridge 
UFT4; intense interest all sectors as usual.

Welsh Ministers and Plaid Cymru     Members  

April 7, 2012 

I would like to draw your attention to the recent NASA refutation of the theory of global warming, and 
to the heavy opposition to wind turbines within Wales. My influential blog on www.aias.us records the 
details. In view of the fact that wind turbines are grossly inefficient and effectively useless, I urge you 
to reconsider your policy and oppose them in Wales. They exist purely due to profiteering by absentee 
landlords such as Beaufort with whom the Labour Party and Plaid Cymru should have nothing in 
common. At the ground roots level there is a movement for a Land Act to nationalise all of Beaufort’s 
land in Wales, bringing it out of the mediaeval era. I urge you to support this Land Act as it gathers 
support throughout Wales at my suggestion and with the support of action groups at a grounds root 
level. The Welsh Ministers rejected the Mynydd y Gwair proposal, but their sovereignty has been 
challenged by an English High Court judge. This is yet another instance of interference in the internal 
affairs of Wales. I urge the Ministers to adhere to their independence and reject the Mynydd y Gwair 
proposal with finality and in perpetuity. This most beautiful landscape should be protected, also in 
perpetuity, as an area of outstanding natural beauty and not defiled and destroyed uselessly for pieces 
of silver scattered at the feet of the wealthy and rapacious – foreigners to Wales and her long suffering 
People. The Mynydd Bettws proposal is running in to fierce opposition among action groups 
throughout Wales, and it is very poor government to force views undemocratically on the People’s 
unanimous rejection of your wind turbine policy in these areas in Mawr and RhyndwyClydach. As you 
must agree, the People is supreme authority, and you are first and foremost representatives of the 
People.

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans, Armiger, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Descendant of Tewdwr Mawr, Tywysog Deau Cymru
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NASA Refutes Global     Warming  

April 7, 2012 

To find many sites about this NASA refutation google keywords “NASA refutes global warming”. At 
AIAS we refuted its wild, blatantly farcical, claims of ruanway human made global warming by simple 
straightforward argument years ago. We have also definitively refuted the Einsteinian general relativity 
and CERN type particle theory. The work of AIAS is among the most intensely read in the world of 
science and engineering on www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com, www.upitec.org, www.et3m.net, 
and www.webarchive.org.uk . See also www.cisp-publishing.com.

Background to the Bettws     Proposal  

April 7, 2012 

This was a crass betrayal by a few County Councillors (I think in Carmarthen) after a few greedy 
individuals bought land to profit from subsidies. Planning permission in those parts is jokingly 
summarized among the peasants (sorry, electorate) by a brown paper envelope left in a pub on 
Thursday, or tesco on Tuesday. I was one of those who objected to the Bettws proposal to Neath Port 
Talbot Borough Council. An eight to one majority against was ignored, essentially destroying 
democracy, alienating and embittering the People. Neath Port Talbot is one of those organizations that 
oppose the Mynydd y Gwair proposal, so it is acting in an insane way. The apathetic are now waking 
up to massive visible damage on the most beautiful, ten thousand year old and unique ecology. As they 
drive past they surely become bitterly enraged. Unfortunately they did not act until the awful reality 
was upon them. They can still act by direct action, legal disruption, legal civil disobedience and protest, 
work to rule, strike action, boycott and class action to seek an injunction to stop the development under 
Sections 38 and 41 of the 2006 Commons Act. A class action of several hundred or thousand people 
would share the cost. The developers can also be sued for massive environmental damage in 
contravention of Council by laws. Number plates of development lorries are being taken by observers 
at present in the Upper Clydach and Amman valleys, along which monstrous turbine parts have to be 
hauled from Swansea docks. This is terrible government, a totalitarian regime could do no worse, and 
all to line the pockets of the rich and rapacious. Neither Plaid nor Labour should ever have anything to 
do with an absentee aristocrat who holds demoracy in utter contempt in the twenty first century.

My Scientific Assessment of Wind     Turbines  

April 7, 2012 

I was invited to be a Plaid Cymru science advisor by Cynog Dafis M. P. when I was at Cornell Theory 
Center. My assessment of wind turbines and global warming pseudoscience has been very negative for 
fifteen years as recorded on my influential www.aias.us blog since December 2006. NASA data have 
clearly refuted the global warming alarmists as in my message yesterday. One of the clearest scientific 
accounts about wind turbines is found by googling “backing up wind turbines”, second site. In essence 
wind power needs back up from conventional power stations, and wind power is in effect superfluous, 
i.e. useless, it is actually detrimental to the operation of the grid and the conventional power stations. 
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Without backup from conventional power stations the turbines would not be practical at all. Wind 
turbines take electricity from the grid, a fact that is covered up by the gloss of turbine companies, 
which operate like predators throughout Wales. I am surprised that politicians do not understand this 
simple fact. Large turbines may consume as much electricity as they produce, so are useless. They need 
power to keep the generator magnetized, to bring the blade and assembly forward to the wind, to 
optimize spin, to melt ice in cold condition, to start them turning, to keep the blades pitched to spin at a 
regular rate, to run the lights and so on. Not only are they useless they cause major damage to land, 
flora and fauna, and also damage the health of people in contravention of human rights laws. In cold 
winter conditions when they are most needed, they are frequently becalmed. They are so expensive that 
they have bankrupted nations. In view of this, 32 out of 66 windfarm proposals in Britain were rejected 
in 2010, a sharply increased percentage, and there is intense opposition all round the world to them. 
This site shows that the Danish experience for example has been a fiasco. Several countries have 
dropped subsidies (for example Netherlands, Spain and Japan) and drastically decreased production 
(China and the western U.S.). Cameron is under pressure from 150 M.P.s to drop subsidies. In Wales 
they threaten democracy very dangerously, so cause intense anger and resentment. They are known to 
benefit only a few rich landowners such as Beaufort, and a few rapacious wind power multinationals. 
They have caused bitter resentment also because the Mynydd y Gwair proposal was thrown out by the 
Welsh Government, and the very sovereignty of that Government is being challenged. In my opinion 
this is illegal. So all kinds of action against wind turbines is contemplated in Wales, with open support 
from society. One of them is my idea of a Land Act to remove the land of all absentee landowners in 
Wales over a certain acreage, and nationalize it. In order to respond to the electorate, Plaid Cymru and 
Wesh Labour must change their deeply unpopular wind turbine policies now that NASA has shown 
clearly and conclusively that the global warming theory is incorrect and now that the apathetic are at 
last waking up.

Experimental Refutation of EGR in the Solar     System  

April 7, 2012 

This is one of probably many experimental refutations of EGR now available in the solar system. It is 
published by L. Iorio, Astronomical Journal, 137, 3615 (2009) and describes the anomalous precession 
of Saturn. The theory presented in UFT214 and notes for UFT215 can explain the precession in terms 
of the parameter x which is determined from the orbit. The precession is simply due to a Coriolis force. 
There are many problems with claimed precision tests of EGR. It now known very clearly that these 
tests cannot be a verification of a theory riddled with errors and counter indicated by data such as those 
of Iorio of INFN Pisa. The data may be useful if they are free of systematic error, subjective selection 
of data from noise and so on, but even this is doubtful. All one has to do is google around. A critical 
review paper is needed on the experimental flaws on the web.

215(1) Final Version : Planetary Precession as a Coriolis     Force  

April 7, 2012 

This is the final version of note 215(1) in which planetary precession is shown to be due to Coriolis 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/07/2151-final-version-planetary-precession-as-a-coriolis-force/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/07/experimental-refutation-of-egr-in-the-solar-system/


force on the classical level. Hitherto it was thought that this problem could not be solved classically. 
The forces have been calculated self consistently using two different methods.

a215thpapernotes1.pdf

215(4) : Self Consistent Calculation of Force in the Static     Frame  

April 7, 2012 

This note proves that the method of calculation is self consistent, two entirely different methods give 
the same force in the static frame, and two entirely different methods give the same force in the rotating 
frame.

a215thpapernotes4.pdf

Destruction of Mynydd Bettws and Ideas Have     Consequences  

April 7, 2012 

Many thanks and fully agreed. In this case it is an alliance of failed theory and greed as outlined very 
well by Robert Cheshire. Everything possible will be done here to try to make sure that these turbines 
are never built, and if they are built, that they never make a profit and ultimately are safely demolished. 
The damage to the ten thousand year old ecology will be permanent and devastating to flora and fauna. 
The companies should be sued for billions in damages in class actions all over Europe. They go against 
democracy, which is being eroded to such an extent here that I advocate direct rule by electronic 
referendum on all important issues. We will campaign vigorously on behalf of the anti turbine Plaid 
Cymru candidate, Linda Frame. I would like to see these anonymous gentlemen in suits do a shift 
underground in a two foot eight seam, crawling 250 yards to the coalface. This is what my friend 
Wynford Cook used to do for an honest living.

In a message dated 06/04/2012 23:42:53 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Myron

There are some folks in “suits” that want us to go “backwards” to a society of serfdom, its 
insidious how they operate. The wind turbines is symbolic of this. Folks who have certain 
geo political controls in place want to reduce civilization to “bile”. Promote everything that 
is “ugly”, (or opposite of cultural evolution), counter productive, counter “human 
potential”, reduce humans to dumbed down cattle being dressed and prepared to be sent to a 
slaughter house, “with a lie on every level” , now it appears to be a global phenomena. 
When a human has lost all humanity, they are no longer human, they are just biology.

A terrific read I came across was by the author Richard M. Weaver, “Ideas Have 
Consequences”, I recommedend you check it out, if you have time, there is already too 
much to do too soon.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/07/destruction-of-mynydd-bettws-and-ideas-have-consequences/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/a215thpapernotes4.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/07/2154-self-consistent-calculation-of-force-in-the-static-frame/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/a215thpapernotes11.pdf


Disclaimer on Weaver, he covers a broad area, but I carefully make parallels of our present 
day experiences of our society and world that is an outgrowth of what he was warning 
immediately after the war, (WW2).

I came across his works during an intense period of independent objective and subjective 
study of the Holocaust, these studies continue during my spare time.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ideas_Have_Consequences

Amar

Daily Report     6/4/12  

April 7, 2012 

There were 2,614 hits from 517 distinct visits. McGill Thesis by Phyllis Timmons; University of 
Leipzig geenral; University of Stuttgart UFT29; Arizona State University UFT54; University of 
Colorado UFT2; Medical University of South Carolina UFT146; Physics State University of New York 
Stonybrook general; Southwest Research Institute San Antonio Texas ECE Vacuum; University of 
Michigan UFT76; University of Vermont Proof2; French Engineering University (INSA) Lyon 
levitron; University of Poitiers UFT214; Engineering University of Rome 1 Universe 3; Fatima Jinnah 
University Pakistan UFT140; National University of Singapore UFT110; National Taiwan University 
UFT104; intense interest all sectors as usual

Calming the     Nerves  

April 6, 2012 

These are exellent arguments by Robert Cheshire. The internet abounds with a multitude of strong 
arguments against turbines, scientific and economic. All of that is well known. So on the Irish model 
my suggestion of a Land Act will be taken up throughout Wales. As soon as the Westminster 
Government drops subsidies the multinationals will fade away, leaving behind a trail of environmental 
carnage.

In a message dated 06/04/2012 20:34:57 GMT Daylight Time:

The Buy Anything Society confuse custards with mustards….

Education may yet enlighten the uninformed but not so easily, the silly BAS

(I’m claiming poetic license!)

For a very short period of my life, I was a salesman (I never liked that job).

One thing I recall was that sales were worked by systems of “closes” – at least in the area 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/06/calming-the-nerves/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/07/daily-report-6412/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ideas_Have_Consequences


of sales that I was briefly connected to in the early to mid 70′s, that of Insurance and 
Assurance.

“Closes” were a variety of psychological ploys by which to “guide” the prospective 
customer into the “right” decisions. An example might be where the salesman, after a 
lengthy and well scripted “spiel” would ask an indecisive ‘prospect’ to list by mental check, 
the positive and beneficial aspects of the Insurance Plan. Coaxed and coached by the 
salesman, the prospect mentally ticks off many if not all of the benefits. Then the salesman 
asks the prospect to similarly list the negatives or things he or she may not like. Now the 
salesman offers no coaching or coaxing but abject silence.

The object being to engender a sense of foolishness in the prospect if he or she is hesitant in 
the face of such ‘well crafted’ logic.

Another kind of sale may be based on encouraging the prospect to like one. To dwell on 
shared interests (the less scrupulous [ if
possible! ] would cleverly invent these roles).

I confess that I had been sold-to and brainwashed to such an extent that I believed that this 
deal was the best thing since sliced bread and that the people only needed to realise that, to 
want it! I had believed all I was told at the “Induction Course” (- the Brainwashing Course) 
and felt it my duty to honestly inform of all I had learned.

I can never recall a sale where the customer happened, even by chance to want to buy an 
Insurance or Assurance Plan at their home; People generally went out to the High St. 
Insurers. The key difference with Assurance Plans is that they are savings plans that give 
Life Insurance benefits. These savings plans were often index linked or in a ratio with 
ongoing Inflation. The rate of inflation in the early to mid 70′s was to get to around 26%.

Assurance Plan growth rates were being projected into future returns based on current 
(then) inflation rates. Inordinate returns were correctly predicted – assuming inflation 
maintained its high rate.

This also gave the salesman the added advantage that the sale would be underpinned by 
greed (in both parties!).

On the occasions when I had done my job well, my prospect(s) would be “hot for it”.

In my defence, when I realised that this scheme was all based on flim-flam and baloney, I 
went to the press with a full account of all my activities on behalf of that company. They 
were closed down by the LondonCity press, Government and my input and made to 
somewhat refund customers. Though I still feel a twinge of shame and foolishness in that I 
was ‘taken in’ in the first place.

My long-winded diatribe here was to show that however the sale was made, once made, the 
Prospect becomes a Customer who will hear nothing bad of his or her purchase or the 
company it was bought from. This would often develop into defamatory remarks towards 
other, rival companies or products.



No maths, fiscal research, or even I.D. checking had ever taken place and the prospect was 
a staunch convert. All was based on a bit of steerage in a longish conversation. A bit of 
received opinion, a bit of someone else’s, more attractive fogma. The strongest force at 
work was the ego of the prospect/customer, Their own “choice” had become legendary and 
unassailable purely and simply because it was thought to be theirs. They would offer 
celebration and gladly pay the monthly premiums for the large, projected returns and tax 
savings. They would recommend friends be called on and sold to. With a great product, 
who wouldn’t?

But it was bogus. Just as some major Endowment policies were to become. Hardly worth 
the paper they’re written on.

It is very surprising to me how people can so readily absorb or inherit opinion. Then again, 
I probably speak with the caution of a lapsed Catholic (lapsed because of conflict not of 
lethargy!).

I have also had cause to study wind turbines from the point of view of a prospective 
purchaser – that is as a consultant business partner in a purchase for a small town in Sussex. 
The most attractive elements of the business were the subsidy and the predicted buy back-
rates of “overproduction”. These credits were supposedly distinguished by ratio to carbon 
emissions in construction/production methodology versus wattage (Electricity) production.

Second hand, refurbished wind generators were, at that time, the better economical option 
though the maintenance costs would be much higher initially. After that initial period, the 
maintenance costs of new models would match them. The lack of consistency in British 
winds make for rare, viable locations. Perhaps a Scottish island may benefit from one and 
particularly if offered a little consistency from the Gulf Stream. (Another rarity though, 
since many Scottish Isles are consistently pounded by winds too strong for turbines in the 
winter and colder months). Otherwise and without subsidy, Wind turbines do not appear to 
be a viable or economical venture. Hence we may well see abandoned windfarms where 
subsidies have been dropped. When presented with the opportunity to buy and install a 
single unit for a small community, we (my business partner and I) declined on the grounds 
that it would be both economically and aesthetically anti-social; subsidies being tax money. 
We wanted a small business return for helping the community (my partners community) not 
a big wedge for robbing it.

Best regards,

Robert

Outcome of Meeting     Tonight  

April 6, 2012 

There was a meeting here this evening attended by Sia^n Ifan, Gethin ap Gruffudd, Wynford Cook and 
myself. The deep resentment against wind turbine multi nationals was discussed, and the idea of a Land 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/06/outcome-of-meeting-tonight/


Act to nationalise Beaufort’s estates so that mediaeval despotism is removed from Wales. This idea will 
be taken up on a national level. This is what the Labour Party has failed to do for decades. In order to 
stop newcomers from trying to get control of local councils, often undemocratically, I suggested a 
residence requirement of twenty five years before they can stand for election, and after that a Welsh 
language rule, so that no councillor can be elected unless personally fluent in Welsh. The Mynydd y 
Bettws wind turbine assault is turning into something akin to an Owain Glyndw^r rising against ugly 
undemocratic despotism. There is almost unanimous outrage at this assault on ancient civilization and 
all decent values. It was concluded unanimously that Ioan Richard is a lame duck councillor. His 
abusive e mailing causes deep resentment throughout Wales. I notified the meeting that Richard has 
been formally warned by the police, and all his abuse will be collected and displayed publicly for 
decent people to judge.

Classical     Limit  

April 6, 2012 

The classical level in my opinion is a limit of ECE theory, because relativistic effects are so accurately 
verified in special relativity. The Newtonian limit can be approached in several ways as you know. 
Precession can be explained on the classical level as in these notes and that is a complete surprise. 
Newton himself was aware of precession of the perihelion and never got the answer to it, neither did 
anyone else until this year. That is one of the very strange things about physics. The constrained 
Minkowski method is relativitic as you know, and in one of the previous papers that method was 
reduced to the Newtonian limit.

In a message dated 06/04/2012 19:26:59 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

These are quite clear arguments for constancy of angular momentum in both frames. Do 
you think that the appearance of precession is also a classical effect or do we need ECE 
theory for it? Then it is perhaps similar to the Aharonov-Bohm effect where no force or 
torque is at work, only the potential of spacetime structure itself.

Horst

Am 06.04.2012 09:28, schrieb EMyrone

This is the final version of note 215(2), arriving at eq. (6) which gives that the 
difference of orbital linear velocity due to planetary precession in the solar 
system. Eq. (1) has been derived from ECE theory in papers such as UFT55. 
This very simple result explains orbital precession without the need for 
Einsteinian general relativity, which has been refuted in many ways. So the 
angular momentum due to precession can be calculated from L = mr x v, and 
also the torque. These are elementary methods, i.e. fundamental methods. 
“Elementary” does not mean “easy”, it usually means “very difficult because no 
one has thought of it before and we are exploring new territory”. 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/06/classical-limit/


NASA Data Refute Global Waming     Pseudoscience  

April 6, 2012 

Google “global warming myth 2011″ to find that peer reviewed NASA data from 2000 to 2011 have 
shown conclusively that the earth’s atmosphere allows far more heat to escape into space than the 
ludicrously alarmist pseudoscience of global warming claims (due to unforgivable computer error). So 
there is no further justification for wind turbines at all. There are plenty of reserves of gas and oil and 
coal to last for centuries, (just use google), during which time thousands of new sources of energy can 
be found. Wind turbines are a direct and major threat to democracy, forced through in Britain by the 
poorest government in its history, a government that is in power due only to an unholy alliance, and 
which covers up every inconvenient fact of science. AIAS is admired or feared (depending whose side 
you are on) for its ability and integrity, and has demolished the much vaunted Einsteinian general 
relativity, now shredded beyond repair. It demolished global warming years ago.

First Petition Against Development in     Mawr  

April 6, 2012 

This was signed by over a thousand people from Craig Cefn Parc alone and handed in to Swansea 
County Council, without any response. It is the primary duty of a democratic Council to respond to the 
electorate. It is still with the Council and a copy of it can be obtained. That was about eighteen months 
ago. Subsequently MA development notices appeared on lamposts in Mawr, ignoring the wishes of the 
people of Mawr as expressed in this petition and many meetings. Many people still do not know what 
MA means, and MA007 encloses the whole of Gelliwastad, commonland for centuries. It turns out that 
this was a proposal by the Beaufort Estate to build “log cabins” for tourism. Many people think that 
this is a front for more wind turbines, and no works are allowed on commonland by Section 38 of the 
Commons Act of 2006. So MA007 is completely illegal. I protest once more to the Local Authority 
Ombudsman as the only Armiger resident in Mawr and surrounding areas. The Duke of Beaufort is also 
an Armiger, but is not and never has been resident. This shows how a supposedly democratic Council 
forces through plans against the wishes of the electorate, which must be mobilized to vote for Linda 
Frame, Plaid Cymru. I think that the Member of Parliament for Gower, Martin Caton, should demand 
from the Council a response, and complaints made about the Council to Mr Caton and the Local 
Authority Ombudsman. As Armiger I am very disturbed by this insult to democracy. A second petition 
is now being prepared, and we aim to get well over a thousand signatures from the whole of Mawr, 
(population 1,800), asking for cessation of all development in Mawr and for a change of county 
councillor. In effect this is a petition for the resignation of the present county councillor and all 
councillors who have tried to force through development against an overwhelming majority, natives of 
Mawr. These are already therefore lame duck councillors. Deeply unpopular and isolated, several being 
recent incomers, they are people who try to force their views on the electorate – the opposite of 
representative democracy. They are in unhealthy alliance with unwanted developers.

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans, Armiger,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/06/first-petition-against-development-in-mawr/
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215(3): Self Consistent Calculation of Angular     Momentum  

April 6, 2012 

This note proves that the theory gives a self consistent angular momentum, and gives the simplest 
description of planetary precession, eq. (11) on the classical level.

a215thpapernotes3.pdf

Destruction of Mynydd     Bettws  

April 6, 2012 

The Buy Anything Society (BAS) has just bought the idea of wind turbines, and the wholesale 
destruction of the beautiful Mynydd Bettws is now visible, generating nothing but deep and unanimous 
hatred of those responsible. In one article I saw that 3,500 wind turbines equal one medium power 
station, and in order to back up the planned ten thousand wind turbines of the Cameron Government, 
ten new medium power stations have to be built. So in order to build 10,000 turbines the equivalent of 
another 35,000 turbines have to be built, all emitting carbon dioxide. This is a recently discovered 
script from Monte Python’s Flying Circus. So the turbines must be opposed in every way that is legal, 
for example permanent strike action, permanent work to rule, permanent boycott, legal action to seek 
injunctions and so on. An injunction can be sought by class action under Section 41 of the Commons 
Act 2006, and the insane developers told to pay for their mess to the tune of billions in damages. I was 
part of an eight to one majority against the destruction of Mynydd Bettws, and this was overruled 
undemocratically. So I urge Plaid Cymru in Wales as a whole to declare against wind turbines, followed 
by Labour in Wales. I have fought wind turbines for fifteen years, now the apathetic are waking.

In a message dated 06/04/2012 10:46:00 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Well put and agreed, you almost have to be invisible warrior to hold the fort. Clark has the 
symbol of the integral on his business card and it represents integrity and clear 
communication .

Sent: Thursday, April 5, 2012 10:33 PM
Subject: The Buy Anything Society

These are very interesting remarks by Amar as usual. What we have now is the buy 
anything society, you can buy science and buy chapels and churches and also buy 
politicians. Developers can buy councillors in order to make a pofit out of the destruction of 
language and civilization. All of that can be defeated by simple integrity of mind using the 
internet. One can converse with the like minded all over the world, and keep your door 
firmly locked against the corrupt.

In a message dated 05/04/2012 20:25:26 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Myron

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/06/destruction-of-mynydd-bettws/
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I enjoy your presence so much its hard not to respond, (I am not as busy you are 
AIAS, but SDL keep me quite busy as my own business operations its become 
work). You and I are on the same when it applies to religion, I wonder if there 
other that strive to strike this balance when it comes to preserving heritage in 
this context. I share the same with you, and my associates. Joe learned early in 
life that religion was not for him, but he studied the pyschology and the history 
of religions, and came to the conclusion of how story telling can be a “narcotic” 
that replaces critical reasoning skills simultaneously appilied with open minded 
intelligent inquiry. I have associates who are priests, but we can dance around 
the fire and still appreciate the antiquity and the piety of genuine religion, but 
specifically the essence of spirituality or the “human potential” using faith 
based evidence as a bulding block. Religion in general is a word and forms a 
concept that lead to groups, and when you have groups you go down the 
slippery slope, schools have become religion. What happened to you and you 
colleagues happened to me and few of my associates when it came to 
introductory mathematics. I taught mathematics from an operational functional 
approach, this way the concept is crystal clear, that seems to upset a few people 
in “suits”. In many schools in US what you are trying to avoid happen in your 
area of Wales, is already happened here on a “multilayered” structure where the 
actual investigation and intelliegence gathering is 100% eradicated. Publish or 
perish is now replaced by “bring money in” or publish or perish as some would 
say. You have to agree with the cherished views with who is providing the 
grant, nothing new as usual, no surprise.

Amar

Subject: The Defeat of Bigotry in Higher Education

From Essay and Broadcast 64 it is clear that I was denied any chance of tenure 
despite being a “multiple world record holder”, with a record in science 
unsurpassed in the history of Wales. In plain words I was cheated out of a job 
by bigotry and corruption. So were other good scholars. It always amuses me 
how I was told that I was “publishing too much” even when I was only a 
student. My output would give those people acute indigestion by now – and it is 
all being read all the time. I am an ecumenical in matters of religion, as often 
stated I admire piety of all kinds in all religions, provided it is genuine. I greatly 
admire the high civilization that was created by the Baptists and other 
Nonconformists in Wales, but could never bring myself to accept religion, even 
from an early age. Nevertheless I have the greatest of respect for it, and 
recognize the urgent need to preserve chapels as priceless works of art and 
heritage. This bigotry in higher education ensured that since 1986 I have never 
been paid in Wales, and that is due to pure prejudice. The bigotry has been 
defeated by the internet, the establishment of AIAS and the huge worldwide 
interest in the work of AIAS and myself. In Biblical terms nothing is more apt 
than Proverbs 9.6.

“Ymade^wch a^’r rhai ffol, a byddwch fyw, a cherddwch yn ffordd deall”

I translate this as



“Depart from the unwise, and be alive, and walk in the way of understanding.”

That is why I have always published too much. The sooner that a real 
University of Wales is established around the Eisteddfod, the better. Every 
member of staff and every student must be rigorously and personally fluent in 
Welsh, as at the Eisteddfod.

215(2): Linear Velocity of Planetary     Precession  

April 6, 2012 

This is given by eq. (8). This result is incorporated in the well known fundamental equation (1) of 
kinematics, which was derived from ECE theory in papers such as UFT55. The unit vectors (4) to (7) 
are defined in UFT214. The rest is simple algebra, which can be checked as usual by co author Horst 
Eckardt using Maxima and any human error found by the computer eliminated. This method is used in 
every UFT paper of any complexity. The precession of planetary orbits is a famous problem in physics. 
It is known now that it cannot be explained at all by Einsteinian general relativity. In fact this has been 
known since December 22nd 1915 but covered up in various ways or not known due to what can only 
be described as very poor scholarship. The equations (2) and (3) are direct consequences of the 
definition of the unit vectors respectively of the cylindrical polar system and rotating cylindrical polar 
system (UFT214). So this method is elementary, i.e. fundamental.

a215thpapernotes2.pdf

Picking Up     Errors  

April 6, 2012 

There are some very sharp minds in AIAS and between us we usually pick up a human error very 
quickly. In the case of 215(2) there was a simple human error in the result yesterday, which was 
corrected in the note just sent over today. By the time the final UFT paper is written the probability of 
human error is very low. In addition the calculations are checked whenever possible by computer 
algebra. So orbital linear velocity is different for a precessing orbit, which is the “instinctive” result. 
Instinct however is not sufficient, in physics it is necessary to find out exactly how it is different. I 
think it is obvious by now that very few people indeed in the twentieth century ever studied the details 
of Einsteinian general relativity, or if they did, they did a very bad job of it. Dr Horst Eckardt has a very 
fine instinct for physics and mathematics, so has Dr Douglas Lindstrom and Stephen Crothers and 
others. If anything is wrong it niggles at you until you find the right answer. Those who try to criticise 
without knowing any mathematics never had an instinct in the first place.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/06/picking-up-errors/
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Daily Report     5/4/12  

April 6, 2012 

There were 2,331 hits from 554 distinct visits, 31.2% spiders. Waterloo Region District School Board 
Canada, advantages of ECE over the standard model; IBM Innovation Centre La Gaude general; 
Columbia University New York City Essay26; Cornell University UFT142; College of Engineering 
Montana State University Double Slit Experiment; University of Pittsburgh UFT19; College of the 
Redwoods California UFT118; Rutgers University UFT178; University of Central Florida UFT25; 
Engineering University of Michigan UFT153; University of South Dakota UFT57; Turin University 
Italy UFT84; The European Archive Special Relativity; Lee Academy Independent School Maine 
Essay56; National Laboratory of Civil Engineering Lisbon Portugal UFT140(Spanish); National 
University of Rwanda UFT60; University College of Wales Cardiff general; Palm Beach Florida 
Essay35; African Institute for Mathematical Sciences Cape Town South Africa UFT99; intense interest 
all sectors as usual.

Welsh Language in     Mawr  

April 5, 2012 

The language is hanging on by a thread in Mawr, but there are still enough dedicated families to keep it 
going. I try to speak in Welsh as much as I can to as many people as I can. There may be half who can 
speak it (i.e. 900 people), but over development severely endangers it by bringing in people who refuse 
to learn it. This campaign has revealed the existence of such hostile bigots. They expect the native 
Mawr people to speak English to them. This they do with complete reluctance and eventually the 
community polarizes and there is little or no contact. The natives of Mawr who cannot speak Welsh 
come over to the side of the Welsh speakers, their friends of many years. Liberal and enlightened 
incomers sometimes also come over to the side of the language, and some try to learn it. In this they are 
given all encouragement. So it is logically obvious that Mawr must be made a language nest area. This 
means individual strength of will to form a Welsh language family, speak it to the children, protect 
them from bigotry, Welsh language schools again in Mawr, use of the internet to form a cohesive Welsh 
speaking community, protection of Welsh speaking chapels, an absolute and permanent ban on 
development, an absolute limit to the number of new houses built, a stringent Welsh language test that 
goes with any planning application, a cap on house prices, a land tax of 100% of the potential value of 
the house on any incomer. Mawr is also a clear example of electoral dictatorship deeply offensive to 
democracy. An electronic referendum would bring in results completely different to those forced on the 
electorate by pseudorepresentatives. The problem is therefore apathy and low turn out. The use of 
council tax in Mawr needs to be subject to an immediate investigation. There appear to be 
irregularities. In my youth Mawr was almost completely Welsh speaking, it had a thriving coal and real 
farming industries. There has been no coal industry for a long time, and the farms are uneconomical, 
they are used as playgrounds such as riding stables or just exist on subsidy. However there are still 
some farms with traditional Welsh speaking families. These must be protected by use of Trust law. 
There is no real representation of the electorate, as the petition shows. That is why the first petition was 
suppressed. When fuel rationing starts soon, the surfeit of fuel guzzling cars will have to be replaced by 
public transport. That at least would ease the problem of narrow roads blocked by cars. Tourism will 
disappear and self sufficiency will have to appear in Wales once more. Development in Mawr is not 
wanted and is very destructive of language and community.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/05/welsh-language-in-mawr/
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Glyn Eirthrym

The Defeat of Bigotry in Higher     Education  

April 5, 2012 

From Essay and Broadcast 64 it is clear that I was denied any chance of tenure despite being a 
“multiple world record holder”, with a record in science unsurpassed in the history of Wales. In plain 
words I was cheated out of a job by bigotry and corruption. So were other good scholars. It always 
amuses me how I was told that I was “publishing too much” even when I was only a student. My 
output would give those people acute indigestion by now – and it is all being read all the time. I am an 
ecumenical in matters of religion, as often stated I admire piety of all kinds in all religions, provided it 
is genuine. I greatly admire the high civilization that was created by the Baptists and other 
Nonconformists in Wales, but could never bring myself to accept religion, even from an early age. 
Nevertheless I have the greatest of respect for it, and recognize the urgent need to preserve chapels as 
priceless works of art and heritage. This bigotry in higher education ensured that since 1986 I have 
never been paid in Wales, and that is due to pure prejudice. The bigotry has been defeated by the 
internet, the establishment of AIAS and the huge worldwide interest in the work of AIAS and myself. 
In Biblical terms nothing is more apt than Proverbs 9.6.

“Ymade^wch a^’r rhai ffol, a byddwch fyw, a cherddwch yn ffordd deall”

I translate this as

“Depart from the unwise, and be alive, and walk in the way of understanding.”

That is why I have always published too much. The sooner that a real University of Wales is 
established around the Eisteddfod, the better. Every member of staff and every student must be 
rigorously and personally fluent in Welsh, as at the Eisteddfod.

Mobilizing Support for Linda Frame Plaid     Cymru  

April 5, 2012 

I have just been over to Wynford Cook (corruption of “Coch” or “Red Haired”) to discuss tactics. It 
was decided that the petitioners should advise everyone to vote for Linda Frame, Plaid Cymru. A lot of 
development under MA is unlawful and forbidden because Beaufort owns the mineral rights, and any 
development will have to go to a vote of the People of Mawr. Wynford Cook has also been subjected to 
hostile e mailing from Ioan Richard who described him in severely defamatory terms to approximately 
fifty third parties. I advised Mr Wynford Cook that he can complain to the Local Authority 
Ombudsman. He confirmed that Swansea County Council covered up (or “lost”) the first petition and 
the second one is underway. He confirmed that over a thousand signatures were obtained in Craig Cefn 
Parc alone, (out of a total Mawr population of 1,800 of all ages) and the Council covered up all those 
signatures. In my opinion this is illegal and dangerously reminsicent of totalitarianism. Wynford Cook 
informed me that a large percentage of the taxpayers’ money has gone directly to Mawr Development 
Trust, which informed me that is is in favour of bikers and in favour of importing more people from 
outside, more horses to block and foul the roads and chew up the ecology. It is slowly becoming clear 
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that this is a developer incited response. I have been fighting these bikers for months with the police. 
So I call for an enquiry into the financial accounts of Mawr. It seems that taxes are going into the hands 
of developers who are buying up property for development under the front of “Mawr Development 
Trust”. This is very destructive of the Welsh language and is almost unanimously opposed. So this is a 
clear sign that the county councillor and developers are closely associated to the fury of the electorate 
(natives of Mawr like myself). Among the younger electorate support for Ioan Richard has vanished. 
The older electorate are also trurning against him. So he has only his praetorian guard around him. It is 
necessary only for those who signed the petition to vote for Linda Frame Plaid Cymru to unseat Ioan 
Richard. Wynford Cook is an honourable and capable man, a former coal miner who worked in the coal 
mines with my father, Edward Ivor Evans. Due to the complete rejection of wind turbines and any 
further development in Mawr, Linda Frame should win easily if these mobilization procedures are 
implemented. Wynford Cook asks if Sia^n Ifan and Gethin ap Gruffudd can confirm ownership of 
mineral rights by Beaufort by looking up the Council records and Land Registry. We are also looking in 
to this in Mawr. I can confirm that my distant cousin, His Grace the Duke of Beaufort, owns the 
mineral rights on my freehold here. So if he needs a lump of coal with potatoes from the garden he can 
have it. Wynford was badly injured in the coal mines and walks with a limp. He is therefore disabled. 
There are other well educated people here who are also against Ioan Richard, who must be voted out by 
a combined, focused and effective Plaid Cymru campaign combined with much other good will for 
Linda Frame and Plaid Cymru.

Evans Glyn Eithrym,
Arfwr, Armiger.

cc Rt. Honourable Martin Caton, M. P.

Statements on     Pdf  

April 5, 2012 

These were kindly prepared by Sia^n Ifan.

MyronStatementsforLindaFrame.pdf

FOR POSTING : Statements on     Pdf  

April 5, 2012 

I will ask Dave Burleigh if he can kindly post this document on www.aias.us with its huge readership 
worldwide. They were kindly prepared by Sia^n Ifan.

Statements from Myron Evans to be printed out and given to Linda Frame,     C…  

April 5, 2012 
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To Plaid Cymru:

As you see I am a fluent Welsh speaker. I was horrified by the negative changes that have ocurred here 
in Mawr during my twenty six years away (1968 – 1993). I bought back this house in 1993 from the 
U.S. I greatly admire the young families who stand up to the bigotry by ignoring it, and bring up their 
children as Welsh speakers. I have put my house in trust here so the developers cannot get their hands 
on it, and intend to try to help put Elim chapel in trust before it is sold and destroyed. Whatever you 
achieve in this kind of society you always have to be on the look out for prejudice working behind your 
back, and whatever you achieve you are not rewarded if you stand for the language. So the Welsh 
Language Act of 2010 must be strictly implemented. My grandmother, Martha Jane Jones, nee 
Newlands, lived in the era of the “Welsh Not” and had a block of wood hung around her neck for 
speaking Welsh. The fact that she could not speak English was overlooked. All kinds of human rights 
laws are being broken when a language is subjected to bigotry. I am not talking about my good friends 
of many years here who cannot speak Welsh but support it. I am talking about newcomers who have 
just revealed themselves for what they are. Ioan Richard supports these newcomers and has plans for 
twelve houses on his own land under MA008. These will all be bought by outsiders. I advocate 
extensive use of Trust law to protect houses and chapels from being sold, the establishment of language 
nest areas in which overdevelopment is banned completely by legislation. Otherwise the language will 
become extinct as warned by UNESCO.

In a message dated 05/04/2012 10:10:18 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Annwyl Carl,

Find attached, the statements issued by Myron Evans when he intended to stand as an 
independent candidate for Mawr. They’re all brief paragraphs but we feel it would be useful 
for Linda to have them as background information. So, as she has no computer at present, 
could you – or someone at the office please print them out and see to it that she gets copies 
asap.

Diolch.

Siân

Calculation of Torque Due to Planetary     Precession  

April 5, 2012 

This calculation is similar to that of the Coriolis force due to planetary precession. The linear velocity 
is the same in the rotating and static plane polar coordinate systems but the force and torque are 
different. These calculations could have been done in the eighteenth century, but the method was 
discovered in UFT214, in the year 2012. Therefore the entire twentieth century era of general relativity 
has been made obsolete as if it never existed. More generally, it is always true that a certain school of 
thought starts to dominate a subject, but that is not always a good thing for that subject. UFT202 is also 
a very simple way of seeing the obsolescence of Einsteinian general relativity. Relativity is no longer a 
subject dominated by an incorrect theory of 1915. I wonder how much academic physicists know about 
their own subject, including the “big names”. Some may know a lot about their own ultra 
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specialization, incomprehensible to all others. If the foundations are built on sand, the edifice will fall 
sooner or later. UFT202 and UFT214 show in a very simple way indeed that the edifice is built on 
sand. Even worse are all those claims to precise testing of elementary errors. I wonder how all that 
could have happened.

Daily Report     4/4/12  

April 5, 2012 

There were 2,800 hits from 527 distinct visits, 23.1% spiders. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres 
UFT214; University of Wuppertal ECE article, overview, details; University of California Berkeley 
UFT114; University of Colorado UFT114; Cornell University infinite solenoid; Georgia Southern 
University UFT177; Loyola University Chicago general; Mathematics North Carolina State University 
UFT38; University of Oklahoma UFT118; Tufts University UFT116; Physics Univesity of Illinois 
Chicago Hodge dual; Autonomous University of Barcelona Spain UFT164(Spanish); University of 
Valencia notes for UFT131 (Spanish); University of Poitiers general; Technion Institute Israel UFT177; 
National Institute for Subatomic Physics Amsterdam UFT88; Technical University Endhoven UFT43; 
National Taiwan University UFT29, 110, 146; University of East Anglia family photographs and other 
photographs; intense interest all sectors as usual.

Diarhebion /     Proverbs  

April 4, 2012 

9.1) Doethineb a adeiladodd ei thy^, hi a naddodd ei saith golofn.
9.6) Ymade^wch a^’r rhai ffol, a byddwch fyw, a cherddwch yn ffordd deall.

This is the Tudor Welsh of the Henry Morgan Bible that we used to hear in the Chapel in Elim from 
Rev. T. R. Lewis and sometimes the Head Deacon, (Prif Ddiacon), my grandfather Thomas Elim Jones. 
It is a great masterpeice of prose and these are proverbs 9.1 and 9.6.

9.1) Wisdom has built her house, she has carved seven pillars.
9.6) Leave behind the unwise, live, and walk in the ways of knowledge.

These are my translations, but I think the King James version is “Wisdom hath builded her house …”. I 
should do my utmost to help put Elim in trust for conservation, and I advise this for every chapel in 
Wales. On the theme of wisdom building her house, only a few houses are built wisely. The entire 
masterpiece is online now with google keywords “Doethineb a adeiladodd Diarhebion.” I think that all 
the chapels in Mawr should be conserved and the sale of them completely prohibited by law and 
similarly throughout Wales. Nothing is more evil than to see a fine chapel looted for money and 
demolished, or someone living on family graves. Only the most hopeless society, devoid of civlization, 
would allow that to happen. There are no churches in Mawr, only chapels, but the Church should not 
sell their holdings either. This is what they tried to do at Llan Giwg. There is simply no excuse for 
selling culture to the highest bidding barbarian, putting them in trust is easy. All houses of Welsh 
speaking families can easily be put in Trust to halt the developers in their tracks.
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Threats to Mawr from Wind     Turbines  

April 4, 2012 

The brutal and mindless destruction of the beautiful ecology of Mynydd Bettws has begun after an 
eight to one majority of objectors against was ignored. This is an intolerable threat to democracy. I have 
fought the Mynydd y Gwair proposal for years as on this blog. That was thrown out by the Welsh 
Government, but a High Court judge based in Birmigham has attempted to challenge the Welsh 
Government. I have rebutted that judgment in detail on my blog, which has attracted almost a hundred 
thousand readings in just over two years. This judgment is the familiar threat to Welsh sovereignty 
which began with Edward 1st in 1282, who was opposed by my ancestral cousin Prince Llewelyn ap 
Gruffudd against overwhelming odds. After that the Welsh language was savagely suppressed by 
Edward 1st., thought by modern historians to have been unbalanced in mind. The People of Wales rose 
furiously against suppression under my ancestral cousin, King Owain IV Glyndw^r of Wales. Mawr is 
a microcosm of the critical battle for the Welsh language, which is supported by UNESCO and by all 
educated people. The only candidate in Mawr who has declared against wind turbines and destructive, 
language endangering, development is Linda Frame, Plaid Cymru. She has overwhelming support by 
petition among my supporters as Armiger and this must be mobilised into votes. I advocate permanent 
strike action against turbines, against their transport and construction and maintenance, and a boycott of 
their operations. I advocate immediate removal of subsidies for turbines. I advocate a class action under 
Section 41 of the Commons Act of 2006 where hundreds of people combine to seek an injunction to 
stop the turbine developments and force the developers to pay for the damage they have caused to the 
environment, the anguish they have caused to ordinary people. I advocate a land act to remove all of 
Beaufort’s lands in Wales and to designate them as areas of outstanding natural beauty. It is the 
Beaufort Estate that is responsible for the turbine destruction, and will go down in history in the same 
way as Edward 1st, as a hated despot.

FOR POSTING: UFT214 Sections 1 and     2  

April 4, 2012 

In this paper it is shown using elementary methods that a precessing elliptical orbit can be described by 
a Hooke / Newton inverse square law in the rotating frame, and the Christoffel connection for this 
motion shown to be antisymmetric. This is a further refutation of Einsteinian general relativity (EGR). 
There are approximately fifty known refutations and counter examples of EGR, so the theory should be 
abandoned, and claims to have verified it experimentally discarded as being of historical interest only.

a214thpaper.pdf

Daily Report     3/4/12  

April 4, 2012 
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There were 4,995 hits from 644 distinct visits during the day, 6.5% spiders. Simon Fraser University 
UFT7; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres general; Physics Humboldt University Berlin UFT174; 
North Carolina State University UFT30; University of Central Florida general; University of Chicago 
UFT25; West Florida University numerical article 3; University of Valencia Proof5; University of 
Poitiers general; Physics Tohoku University UFT4; large downloads from Mexican and Romanian 
sources; University of Exeter general, intense interest all sectors.

Dolenni Cyswllt / Related     Blogs  

April 3, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr i Sia^n Ifan. Many thanks to Sia^n Ifan. Gofynnaf i Ddave Burleigh i ddraws gydio a 
nw. I will ask Dave Burleigh to cross link to them. Mae nw’n ddiddorol iawn, gyda hanes am fy 
nghefnder tadol, Owain y Pedwerydd Glyndw^r, Brenin Cymru. They are very interesting and give a 
lot of history about my ancestral cousin Owain IV Glyndw^r, King of Wales.

In a message dated 03/04/2012 17:59:33 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Annwyl Myron,

Gweler y dolenni Cyswllt.

http://ymgyrch.blogspot.co.uk/2012/04/llysgenhadaeth-glyndwr-i-gefnogi.html

http://cenedl.blogspot.co.uk/

http://galwadglyndwr.blogspot.co.uk/

Am y tro

Siân

Request for Labour Candidate to Withdraw in Favour of Plaid     Cymru  

April 3, 2012 

In the last Council election of 2008 for Mawr the Labour candidate obtained only 4.3% of the electoral 
register, the Tory only 3.7%. They are in favour of wind turbines so go against a 95% majority against 
wind turbines. I request them to follow my example and withdraw in favour of Linda Frame, Plaid 
Cymru, in order to present a unified opposition to Ioan Richard and not uselessly split the vote. I know 
from my own support that Ioan Richard is deeply unpopular. A petition against development recently 
obtained a thousand signatures in Craig Cefn Parc alone. This was organized by Mr and Mrs Wynford 
Cook. In the 2001 Census the total population of Mawr was 1,800. The turnout last time (2008) was 
only 48.64%. Ioan Richard calls himself “The People’s Representative”, but not any more. It is 
imperative to get him out this time because the petition indicates a large majority against him. This 
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majority against must be mobilised into votes against. The petition was ignored by Swansea County 
Council. Obviously this is not democracy at all. If an electronic referendum were organized in Mawr 
now, it would be overwhelmingly against wind turbines and forced development that brings in anti 
Welsh language bigots supported by Ioan Richard and vice versa. Mawr is the only area of Swansea 
County left in which about half still speak Welsh. Bigotry against the Welsh language is illegal. I favour 
the elimination from the democratic process of repesentatives who do not represent and stay there 
forever, and favour government by electronic referendum on all major issues. I favour term limitation 
of four years for all councillors, I favour a radical overhaul of all planning processes, so county 
councillors have no say in planning. It would again be controlled by electronic referendum – direct rule 
by the electors. As Armiger I am currently organizing another petition with the help of Mr and Mrs 
Wynford Cook, and Mr Teifion Cook and others. This time it will go all over the world and will not be 
ignored. The aim over the next few months is to get a great majority of Mawr to sign. The petition 
demands an end to all MA development and a change of Councillor. The petition is also supported by 
Sia^n Ifan and Gethin ap Gruffudd and others. There is also an electronic version but few people in 
Mawr have computers, so a paper petition is doing the rounds.

Raag     Bhairavi  

April 3, 2012 

This is a heptatonic morning raag. I can recognize this from the word “bhairav”, which is “bore” in 
British Celtic, indicating a thirty thousand year old Indo European root. The words meaning 
“morning”, the root “mor” is also similar to “bor” and “bhair” – Indo European. There is a good 
recording on youtube of a Raag Bhairavi by Pandit Nikhil Bannerjee, considered by some to be the 
greatest master of the raag. I did have a lot of friends throughout India, from the Punjab to the east and 
south to Tamil Nadu and Sri Lanka. Unfortunately I lost touch with most of them over the years but 
there are a lot of vists from India to www.aias.us.

214(8): Christoffel Connection for the (r, beta)     System  

April 3, 2012 

This is given in eq. (14) of the attached and it is antisymmetric. The precessing elliptical orbit can be 
described by this single connection in the (r, beta) coordinate system with the Hooke / Newton inverse 
square law. This is the most elegant expression of general relativity for the orbit of a planet in the solar 
system. The Einsteinian general relativity has been discarded throughout the scientific world for all 
intents and purposes: the alternative is empty dogma. I will now proceed to write up my sections of 
UFT214 along these lines and the colleagues can add various graphical descriptions.

a214thpapernotes8.pdf
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Withdrawing as Candidate in Favour of Linda Frame, Plaid     Cymru  

April 3, 2012 

I am withdrawing as candidate in favour of Linda Frame, Plaid Cymru, and all my support goes to her. 
She has declared against wind turbines and against development in Mawr. I will continue my petition 
work, to gather as many signatures against any further development in Mawr of any kind unless there is 
a Welsh language test. I have discovered that the encumbent Ioan Richard is deeply unpopular, so 
Linda Frame should be able to get a large vote from my supporters, who will now campaign on her 
behalf. In the present antiquated voting system there is no proportional representation, so a split 
opposition to Ioan Richard must be avoided. The Labour and Tory candidates do not oppose wind 
turbines so they do not represent anyone except themselves, because 95% of the electorate here oppose 
wind turbines. They only have a handful of votes in Mawr. As Armiger I am deeply disturbed by 
reports of abusive e mailing by Ioan Richard. Any further abuse from him should be reported to the 
Local Authority Ombudsman and Detective Chief Inspector Mackay who ensures that campaign rules 
are not violated. The police have warned Ioan Richard not to try to use them to shut me up. This is 
partly why I stood as candidate. Another reason is that MA development brings in bigots against the 
Welsh language and Ioan Richard has failed to object to this. In fact he seems to encourage it. Sian Ifan 
and Gethin ap Gruffudd have also criticised Ioan Richard for abusive e mailing. So I think he should 
come under investigation because there are several independent reports of abusive e mailing, and 
disqualified from holding office. DCI Mackay’s telephone number is 01792 450605. Richards tried to 
describe my democratic criticism as “harassment”, and reported me to the police for criticism of his 
MA008 plans for twelve houses on his own land. He was warned by Sergeant Pritchard not to portray 
democratic criticism as harassment. I have been working against biker criminals with Sergeant Pritchrd 
and Detective Inspector George for over a year daily. Ioan Richard has given me no help at all. There 
should be term limitations on councillors holding office, no more than five years.

Myron Evans

Evans of Glyn Eithrym, Armiger,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

cc Local Authority Ombudsman
DCI Mackay

Ffilmiau i hyrwyddo’r     achos  

April 3, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr iawn Sia^n. Ffilmiau ardderchog! Thank you very much Sia^n, excellent films. May we 
cross link to them from the www.aias.us site?

In a message dated 03/04/2012 00:11:36 GMT Daylight Time, s.ifan@ntlworld.com writes:

Dwn i ddim os ydych wedi gweld y ffilmiau bach yma eto Myron?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_RPeHz-Sbqg&feature=relmfu

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8kK9G2j1gw&feature=relmfu
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1K4TFGolNoE&feature=related

Siân

Resonances

April 3, 2012 

Thanks for these valuable comments, Tesla resonance is what we should aim to build in to a chip. In 
fact Alex Hill and his group have done this already and greatly impressed the US Navy, in fact almost 
sunk it. The fundamental resonance equation is that of Euler and Bernoulli (eighteenth century). If the 
spin connection of Cartan is incorporated into electrodyanmics, it is possible to see that the connection 
produces an Euler Bernoulli equation. Thre is a small driving term, and that can originate in the 
background potential or similar, ergo resonances from spacetime. There are several UFT papers on spin 
connection resonance, and the subject has been greatly developed by the colleagues here. As you know, 
J. S. Bach was familiar with the resonance properties of the violin, so we get great works from Bach for 
the double violin and solo violin. I like flamenco best for the acoustic guitar, and also lute music, also 
raga of the early morning on the sitar.

In a message dated 03/04/2012 01:30:58 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I cannot speak with much scientific depth on this subject. I have read of Tesla’s “little 
machine” (said to be no bigger than old fashioned alarm clock) that would reverberate 
increasingly the very structure and fabric of buildings. It is reported that he once had 
difficulty turning off a larger version and had to take to it with an axe or sledgehammer to 
smash the terminals before potential destruction of the host building if not others.

I have also read of Raymond Royal Rife and his bombarding of specific cells and bodies 
with higher than audio frequencies that may be directed to the resonant frequencies (or their 
factors) of organic material to result in destruction of such focii. The most commonly 
understood example of similar energy translation, though with inorganic absorption, is with 
the opera singer breaking a glass by voice and at distance – match frequencies, and one of 
two gets “cancelled”!

My own experience of resonant frequencies is to be found around musical instrument 
amplifiers.
Electric guitarists may leave their guitars on a stand on the stage during a break or some 
such. If the guitar’s master volume control is not turned down and no changes have been 
made to the guitar amplifier, it is common that one or more of the strings of his guitar will 
begin to vibrate increasingly. This often results in someone dashing onto the stage to mute 
the strings and turn down any volume – as the noise is now painfully deafening and akin to 
that high pitched “scream” heard when microphones have the gain too high. Interestingly, it 
may not often occur directly. A few minutes may pass before the strings start to vibrate into 
mania. My guess is that a “trigger” frequency is set up by a shout in the crowd or some 
other noise of relevant pitch. Equally a knock from distance to the planks of the stage may 
“bump-start” the process.
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I believe this used to be known as “oscillatory feedback” [or similar] and that it occurs 
negatively when structural or resonant frequencies are excited by proximity of similar – or 
factors of – such frequencies. The “rebels” of Rock would push their guitars almost against 
their amp’s speaker panel to get maximum “feedback” (mostly of the kind dulcet tones one 
may expect to find in a miked up, slowed down, Howler monkey fight’s audio track!). I 
guess this happens because the amps themselves have resonant frequencies beyond those 
they process; and that it may be these that increasingly oscillate the strings as well as the 
more obvious, audible frequency resonances.

In a well made acoustic guitar, there will be “sweet spots” or certain notes within keys of 
music that will resonate well with the structure of the guitar body. This results in a 
brightening and ‘loudening’ of the tones from particular notes and strings. Enharmonics or 
relative frequency factors are also brightened by this match of wood structure and vibrating 
strings. I imagine all wooden boxes will resonate but a well made one will resonate close to 
or near a factor of concert pitch!

I also recall an efficient experiment in conserving the life of industrial saw-blades in 
Coconut Wood (a very hard wood but fast growing and replenishable) sawmills. 
Intriguingly, they – a contingent of students and faculty of Manchester University I believe, 
recorded the sound of the spinning blade as it cut through the logs and immediately played 
back the same sound through speakers but now in a certain phase with the original source. 
The result was a marked reduction in vibration of the working blade and thus, longer life 
since vibration was considered of prime cause in excessive dulling of the blades. I like it 
when fire fights fire!

These are some of my random thoughts and experiences of resonant frequencies. One thing 
is for sure – One thing can certainly and literally whip up another! We can sometimes hear 
it but we cannot see it and we can sometimes see it but we cannot hear it. It then becomes 
obvious that there are some times when we can neither see nor hear it! Then, more obvious 
is the existence of such resonance that merely requires a trigger – A trigger such as in the 
science of B(3)!

Best regards,

Robert
p.s.
I like my not-so-veiled reference to Heisenberg….maybe he should have applied his 
principle to natural resonances..not atoms!!

=

Plots of force law for a Precessing     Ellipse  

April 3, 2012 

These are excellent films in my opinion, I intend to get back to the galactic work after UFT214, which 
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is a neat way of showing that the connection in geometry can be repreented by a rotating (r, beta) 
coordinate system. I will ask Dave Burleigh to post these films on the website.

In a message dated 02/04/2012 23:01:17 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Myron and Horst,
I have been ‘out of town’ a few days so am catching up.
I am currently distracted by musical ventures/performances around Liverpool area which I 
rarely enjoy but they’re paying the rent – I thought I’d retired from active ‘gigging’ but I’m 
on what they call my first “comeback” !.
It is known that The Beatles stopped touring because the venues became so large that the 
amplification systems of the time were completely drowned by the noise of the huge and 
ever growing crowds; So they couldn’t hear what they were playing and relied more on 
instinctive ‘beat-keeping’, until it all got too much and so they stopped giving live 
performances.

Sadly, my ties with Liverpool’s musical history begin and end purely geographically, so 
unlike The Beatles, sometimes you can hear a pin drop at some of my gigs!

Once I set a regular routine over the coming weeks I can focus more clearly on AIAS 
developments and would like to contribute to UFT 214 as invited – thank you Myron – but 
may be a little delayed.
Having said that, the last thing I was working on was the development of spirals from 
deviations of constancy between a rotating emitter and its plane i.e. “Blue Skies” emulation 
of a glactic core and plane with deviant rotation velocities.
Kerry’s directive on galactic rotation gave me cause for consternation (and therefore more 
research) since I had first had difficulty in digesting Horst’s directive in relation to torsion 
but having once gotten it, more strongly favoured his “balls on a radial rail” examples.
One avenue of my search for compromise or solution comes from the idea that in a 
controlled setting, the difference in rotational velocity imposed between a spinning 
emmitter [core representative] and a plane of the the same rotational direction, but of a 
differing speed.
I have made 4 short films of these kinds of dynamic:

The first shows twin, rotating emmittance points at 3rpm and the [galactic] plane rotating at 
2rpm.
The second shows the both the emittance points and the plane at the same rotation speed of 
2rpm. This results in the straight, outward “balls on a radial rail” example as related by 
Horst.
The third shows twin, rotating emmittance points at 1rpm and the [galactic] plane rotating 
at 2rpm.
The fourth shows the emittance points rotating at 1 rpm in a static plane. This is the 
equivalent of a ‘snapshot’ of a plane where any emmitters are at 1 rpm greater than the 
plane.

All directional rotation is clockwise by example only. Anticlockwise motions equally apply 
in this dynamic range. Ejection rates and speeds are constant for all examples.

I am not sure of the value of these films as they are “What if’s?” from the “Blue Skies” 
range of “work in progress” so may be irrelevant. They do however, show basic 



engineering dynamics at least and may shed light on some of the perplexities of the subject 
(or should I say “subjective perplexities” as in my own case!). The films are a sojourn into 
the reasoning for leading and trailing, spiral arms and present no real conclusions since they 
are too orderly as core emitters. The examples show trailing arms where the emitters rotate 
faster than the plane and leading arms when slower. This may invite the idea of a series of 
emittances that have a rotational speed that is not necessarily the same as the body of the 
“core”. For example; A series of “explosions” around a core equator may be sequenced to 
oppose or deviate from the rotational direction or speed of the core itself. But that is one of 
many avenues I’ve been up!

Meanwhile back on Earth – Belated welcomes to new group members, I sense more 
gathering or melding of positive energies and clear, positive talents to expedite them with – 
Welcome Amar, Brenda and others referred to in other emails I must catch up with!

Best regards,

Robert

Graphics for     UFT214  

April 3, 2012 

Many thanks to Ray Delaforce, maybe Horst Eckardt and Ray Delaforce can coordinate work on 
graphical representations of their choice for UFT214, and also coordinate with Robert Cheshire. Then it 
would be a four author paper. I leave ideas for graphics entirely to them. The key point in my opinion is 
that the precessing elliptical orbit can be described by a Hooke / Newton inverse square law in the 
coordinate system (r, beta). So a precessing elliptical orbit cannot be used at all to try to prove 
Einsteinian general relativity, which is in any case riddled with many errors.

Political     Blogs  

April 3, 2012 

Sian Ifan has started some political blogs and has also posted some of my messages on facebook. I 
know of two blogs:

1) http://cymruncodi.blogspot.co.uk/
2) http://americymru.net/

and also facebook. I also set up an electronic petition as you know. I am now supporting Plaid Cymru 
candidate Linda Frame. So my supporters should now switch their support and vote to her. I have done 
the groundwork in revealing a detestation of overdevelopment, a deep dislike of the incumbent Ioan 
Richard throughout Wales, and a complete opposition to turbines in Mawr. I will remain on the ticket as 
an independent on the understanding that I am an independent supporting Plaid Cymru and they should 
vote for Linda Frame now that she opposes wind turbines and development. I will also remain very 
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active against Ioan Richard until we all get him out at long last and will criticise his policies (such as 
they are) very stongly so that he learns democracy. I will report any further threat to DCI McKay 
immediately. Every new development proposal here should be met by volley fire as they said in the 
army, an organized opposition consisting of perhaps a thousand objections as soon as the proposal is 
made. Front rank fire, reload, second rank fire, reload, …. Mawr should not be governed by Swansea 
and should be a gealtacht or language nest area with very strict language conservation.

Pattern of Work During the     Election  

April 3, 2012 

Thank you very much. The Plaid Cymru candidate Linda Frame has declared against wind turbines so I 
intend to try to form a coalition with Plaid Cymru to vote out Ioan Richard. My distant cousin, His 
Grace the Duke of Beaufort, is unelected, so a Land Act is needed to remove all his lands. My ancestor 
Lord Tudor Watkins founded the Brecon Beacons National Park, from which turbines are banned. The 
environmental savagery of language destruction is teh worst kind of barbarism. If you could spread the 
word in the United States then we might get a Welsh language college founded in for example 
Pennsylvania, North Carolina and Utah.

In a message dated 02/04/2012 21:04:41 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Good luck with the election, Dr. Evans. I admire political-naturalists for standing up to the 
iron fist of “natural resource rapists.” Let me know if there is anyway that I can help you.

On Mon, Apr 2, 2012 at 1:54 PM, <EMyrone> wrote:

I will continue working on science in the early morning and morning as usual, 
and on the campaign intermittently and as needed. In the afternoons I do my 
usual “foot patrol” of the Gelliwastad ecology. The space energy engineering is 
in capable hands and I concentrate on general relativity at present. In turn the 
GR brings new insight to Cartan geometry and this helps the engineering 
aspects.

Interest     Yesterday  

April 3, 2012 

The LCR Resonant paper generated immediate interest, and there visits from UCLA and Redwoods in 
California and NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory. It seems likely that ECE theory will be developed in 
formal courses soon in California. In the past two or three weeks there has been a sharply increased 
level of downloading from www.aias.us, yesterday for example over a gigabyte in one day. To put this 
in context, the total storage for the Elliot Brothers 4130 at UCW Aberystwyth in the seventies was 48 
kilobytes for the whole College. Every time I wanted a spectrum I had to drive up the hill with a paper 
tape and pack of cards and frequently had to wait a few days for the results, the computer being down. 
Dr. Gareth J. Evans spent the first few months of his Ph. D. trying to mend a paper tape puncher until I 
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got a new one from Oxford.

Daily Report     2/3/12  

April 3, 2012 

There were 3,859 hits from 630 distinct visits, 1.02 gigabytes downloaded in one day, 15.6% spiders. 
Ford McMurray public schoola Canada UFT14; Simon Fraser University Canada Proof1; Universit of 
Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT120; University of Zurich UFT4; Siemens company extensive; Boston 
University UFT4; Florida State University UFT29; New York University UFT14; College of the 
Redwoods California UFT118; Southeast Missouri State University UFT144; University of Arkansas 
experimental refutation of Heisenberg; Physics University of California Los Angeles UFT41; 
University of Valencia Spain UFT186 (Spanish) and general; University of Poitiers general; NASA Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory UFT80; U. S. Postal Service general; Romanian special telecommunications 
service LCR Resonant; Novi Sad University Serbia extensive; University of Luton Errors in EGR; 
Sheffield Hallam University Physica Scripta; intense interest all sectors.

Arson on     Gelliwastad  

April 2, 2012 

Today on my daily patrol I observed further destructive arson on the rare ecology of Gelliwastad, again 
just above Craig Felen. This is the second outbreak this year, there is severe danger of further arson. I 
have reported this to the Council and police. New trees of this spring have again been severely burnt, 
extensive damage to fauna and flora. The ecology has not recovered from arson of last year. I am the 
only candidate who patrols the ecology on foot every day.

Arson on     Gelliwastad  

April 2, 2012 

There has been considerable arson on Gelliwastad, just above Craig Felen. It must have occurred last 
night.

Myron Evans

Independent / Annibynnwr Candidate for Mawr
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FOR POSTING POLITICS SECTION: Marquis “Who’s     Who”  

April 2, 2012 

I have numerous high honours, honours and awards and appear in many editions of the world’s leading 
reference vehicle: “Marquis Who’s Who”. I also appear in “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry” as an Armiger 
and in Wikipedia as Civil List Pensioner employed by Queen Elizabeth directly. Being a U.S. dual 
citizen I have appeared in MWW in America, its flagship edition, and also MWW in the World, Science 
and Engineering. The Westminster Government’s new white paper acknowledges that there is a lot of 
crude defamation on the web, so this is as good a place as any to look in to my achievements in a 
completely objective way. This is one of the longest entries in MWW because there are so many 
achievements. When a county council candidate resorts to personal attack almost immediately, and tries 
to stifle democracy by attempting to use the police, he should be disqualified. I try to prove every 
statement I make as candidate or otherwise make sure it is a reasonable opinion. This comes from my 
scientific training.

Myron Evans
Candidate for Mawr.

amarquiswhoswhointheworld30thed2013.pdf

False Accusation by “The Western     Mail”  

April 2, 2012 

Freedom of Information Office
Welsh Assembly

Some years ago, circa 2008, “The Western Mail” printed a false accuation that I was “under 
investigation” by the Welsh Assembly for “starting a University” or similar inaccuracy used by the 
newspaper. No such investigation has taken place, so the newpaper report was defamatory. No such 
university exists. A third party wished to start a University named after myself as a Civil List Pensioner 
and Armiger. Can you please confirm that there are no minutes of an “investigation” and that I have 
never been “investigated” by any committee of the Assembly. I am running for County Councillor for 
Mawr, Swansea County at present, and a supporter of the incumbent has started to use these false 
newspaper accusations in abusive e mail which I have blocked. This may lead to the disqualification of 
the incumbent if he continues to use easily disproven personal defamation against another candidate.

Myron Evans

Pro. M. W. Evans, Armiger, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List,
www.aias.us

Independent / Annibynnol Candidate for Mawr
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214(7) : Calculation of Acceleration in the (r, beta)     Frame  

April 2, 2012 

This note checks and confirms that the precessing elliptical orbit can be described by an inverse square 
law in the rotating frame (r, beta). The interpretation of this as force is however untenable because there 
is no counterbalancing force of repulsion. It must therefore be given a relativistic interpretation with a 
connection representing the rotating frame. A pure attractive force would not result in a stable orbit. 
Newtonian dynamics has a basic inbuilt problem in that the centrifugal force does not exist. Any good 
etxtbook or google site will describe this problem. It is in reality the rotational or angular part of the 
kinetic energy. The next step is to calculate the connection that describes the rotating frame (r, beta).

a214thpapernotes7.pdf

FOR POLITICS SECTION: Personal     Attacks  

April 2, 2012 

The Westminster Government has announced a white paper aimed at cleaning up the internet, 
monitoring its use for criminal activity, systematic defamation and so forth. As Armiger I have taken 
the trouble (attached) to pre empt any personal attacks by proving that I have no criminal record of any 
kind in 61 years, and that I am in excellent health as a former athlete. In the past I have been awarded 
compensation out of court for wildly pejorative defamation, found to be so by a distinguished barrister. 
So any repetition is also defamatory de facto. There are many instances of internet defamtion against 
me that might be removed under the new legislation. The encumbent councillor for Mawr has been 
criticised many times by many people for many years for his use of personal diatribe by letter and e 
mail.  Personal animosity is in breach of electoral rules on conduct and in breach of some aspects of 
common law. I call for an investigation of the Clifford Jones affair, during which this same wildly 
pejorative defamation was repeated against me. For further details see this blog. The use of personal 
animosity by county councillors and their supporters is reprehensible in the extreme, and I have made a 
complaint about it to the Local Authority Ombudsman. Any repetition during this electoral campaign 
will be reported to Detective Chief Inspector McKay, in charge of electoral law and order. This may 
well lead to the disqualification of the encumbent if further abuse from him is received and witnessed. I 
have limited police protection after my first wife was threatened by a local developer some years ago. 
My supporters have received two abusive and defamatory e mails from a supporter of the encumbent. If 
this goes on they will all be reported to DCI McKay.

Myron Evans
Candidate for Mawr
(Evans of Glyn, Eithrym, Armiger, Scientiae Doctor)

adoctorsletter.pdf

anocriminalrecord.pdf
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FOR POLITICS SECTION: Overdevelopment in     Mawr  

April 2, 2012 

Overdevelopment is a major problem in Mawr, it critically threatens the Welsh language in violation of 
the Welsh Language Act and EEC laws. A petition organized against development by Mr and Mrs 
Wynford Cook recently gathered over a thousand signatures in Craig Cefn Parc alone. This was handed 
in but mysteriously “lost”. So I am organizing another petition with the help of Mr and Mrs Wynford 
Cook and their son Mr Teifion Cook. The total population of Mawr is about 1,800, including those 
under 18. So there is a very large majority of voters against all MA development and against the 
encumbent councillor, now a candidate for Mawr like myself. This opposition needs to mobilize itself 
and vote him out. Craig Cefn Parc is one of the three main villages of Mawr, the other two being 
Felindre and Garnswllt. The MA007 plans of Swansea County Council violates Section 38 of the 
Commons Act of 2006. MA008 is a plan for twelve houses on a small parcel of land owned by the 
encumbent councillor at 23 Mountain Road, an overcrowded and potholed, only partly paved, road that 
is also ungritted and impassable in winter. All requests to improve the road have been ignored by the 
encumbent for many years. It is not a private road as claimed by the Council and encumbent because it 
has had public lighting for seventy years at least. This MA008 is almost unanimously opposed in the 
vicinity. Section 194 of the Law and Property Act of 1925 forbids the construction of any building or 
work which prevents or impedes access to Commonland. Yet MA007 is a plan for “log cabins” on the 
Commonland of Gelliwastad, and MA007 encloses the whole of Gelliwastad, a commonland for 
centuries. The Beaufort Estate and Swansea County Council should therefore be prosecuted by the 
Crown Prosecution. MA007 is proposed by the Beaufort Estate and is thought to be an underhand plan 
for more wind turbines by that Estate. Section 38 of the 2006 Commons Act states clearly that any 
work on commonland must be for the improvement of that commonland: nature conservation, 
protection of public rights of way and so forth. The Highway Authority (Swansea Council) may give 
permission to put up gates. This is being done now by many councils. Section 41 of the 2006 Commons 
Act allows for a Court Order to be sought to remove unlawful works, including wind turbines. I 
advocate a class action under Section 41 to get rid of ALL turbine development in Mawr. I advocate 
combined and organized objections to all plans for any further development in Mawr, a thousand or 
more objections at a time to every new totally unwanted proposal. I advocate a Welsh language test to 
be imposed for any future development. I advocate a gealtacht or language nest status for Mawr. I 
advocate Welsh language schools in Mawr. Section 30 of the countryside act of 1968 protects the 
public right to travel on foot on Gelliwastad. This right is violated by MA007. It is an offence to drive a 
motor vehicle of any type on a footpath or bridleway. This law will be violated by MA007. So why are 
multiple offences in law being committed under the MA007 plan?

Myron Evans
Candidate for Mawr, Independent / Annibynnol
Armiger, Civil List Pensioner

FOR POLITICS SECTION: Lack of Law and Order in     Mawr  

April 2, 2012 

As many messages of this blog record, I have been working with the police against illegal use of 
Mynydd Gelliwastad by criminals who use motor bikes without number plates, insurance and tax 
records. I have apprehended several personally. The police are undermanned and are given no support 
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by the Beaufort Estate or Swansea County Council. I have also been active in protesting against 
ecology destroying trespass by horse riders. The latter are allowed only to use one or two bridle paths 
but ignore these rules. Between bikes and horses  the rare ecology has been very severely damaged. My 
suggestion for putting up gates, fencing and similar was dismissed by the encumbent councillor on the 
grounds of cost. This is not a logical response, it costs a lot more to keep the police active. I am in 
favour of severe penalties for biker criminals, long prison sentences, and a complete ban on them 
throughout Wales. I have sought a traffic regulation order from Swansea County Council to make 
trespass a criminal offence but was ignored. The Beaufort Estate is widely detested for wind turbine 
profiteering, and has never looked after its lands in Mawr. I have forwarded numerous complaints from 
people whose houses are flooded by water running off the ruined ecology, or who have been grazed or 
assaulted or abused by bikers. There has been no response from the Council. Very often I hear 
complaints as Armiger about how people are ignored by the encumbent councillor, complaints that he 
does nothing at all. Mawr Development Trust is in favour of more biker criminals at a time when they 
infest all of Wales with their destructive madness. So Mawr Development Trust has no credibility and 
is irresponsible. It sees Mawr as a playground for fuel consuming tourists. The police have advised me 
as Armiger to put up closed circuit TV systems. The police have warned the incumbent councillor not 
to try to use them to shut me up. When I first started to criticise him he made several complaints to the 
police of “harassment”. Obviously he does not know the meaning of democracy. He followed this up 
with a letter delivered by recorded mail, again warning me to shut up. This is a violation of electoral 
rules, and I plan to complain against it. On that count alone he should be voted out of office, having 
been there for an incredible thirty years. Others have complained to me as Armiger of his abusive 
language. The Swansea County Council counter measures against biker criminals are ludicrous, 
consisting of three posts stuck in the ground. These are called “waymarkers”. The bikers treat them 
with total contempt, so do the trespassing horse riders. I have witnessed much major arson on 
Gelliwastad over the past eight years, when I have walked around the mountain daily. I have fought 
fires personally. I have never seen a politician up there. Each time this arson happens the ecology is 
burnt to charcoal, and many trees burnt alive, rare flora and fauna obliterated. The bikers and arsonists 
probably come from a rough area nearby called Craig Felen. Laws tie the hands of the police, who are 
not allowed to use US type tasers, or plastic bullets, to stop a dangerously speeding biker criminal. I 
have been grazed and hit several times. The elderly and young are endangered by these criminals. I 
have offered to help by finding the best locations for gates, fences, ditches, barbed wire and so on. All 
my suggestions have been ignored. So law and order has broken down in Mawr. Swansea County 
Council imported the multiple murderer Dai Morris to Mawr, and he started a reign of criminality 
which the Council failed utterly to control. At present or in the recent past three senior councillors of 
Swansea Conty Council are under investigation by the Local Authoriy Ombudsman, and I have filed 
several complaints against the encumbent for Mawr. It took over twenty years to control car arson and 
burning in Mawr and I have reported several burnt out wrecks on the rare ecology. Again all my 
suggestions to stop arson and car theft with road blocks were just ignored. Finally there was a druggie 
invasion a few years ago and again measures were not in place to block them off. Two or three heavy 
gates would have stopped them.

Myron Evans,
(Evans of Glyn Eithrym, Armiger)
Independent / Annibynnwr Candidate for Mawr



LCR resonance     paper  

April 2, 2012 

Excellent work all round!

In a message dated 02/04/2012 07:15:06 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Franklin & Horst, Love the paper – is an excellent read! Will have to print it off at work – 
just very minor question about the conclusions on pg 7. A “MOSFET diode” is mentioned, 
whilst there’s an intrinsic diode in most MOSFETs, would I be right in thinking that 
“MOSFET transistor” might be what was meant?

I like the way you’re paving the way for a series of papers pulling together the “essential 
elements” of space time energy devices. Only a small shift in imagination can see that a 
pancake tesla coil primary, not terribly well clamped and able to (audibly) “ring” 
mechanically ring would form a time-varying inductance as large pulses of current from its 
spark-gap were dumped into it. This would probably be the mechanism of operation of 
Tesla’s original devices.

Thanks,

Simon

FOR POLITICS SECTION: The Wind Turbine     Fiasco  

April 2, 2012 

As county council candidate for Mawr I echo the 95% opposition to wind turbines, and urge the Plaid 
Cymru candidate to come out against turbines to help vote out the encumbent, a very unpopular 
councillor as polling shows. Countries are now beginning to drop subsidies for wind turbines, notably 
the US, Japan, Spain and the Netherlands. They have caused major problems in China, Denmark and 
Germany. There has been a 150 M.P. revolt against Cameron on the issue of turbines. It is thought that 
Cameron (a multi millionaire) has conflict of interest, his family being involved in wind turbine 
manufacture. The main points against them are as follows.

1) They are intermittent and must be backed up by conventional power stations. In the cold and calm 
days around Christmas in Britain their contribution is negligible. The plans for ten thousand more 
turbines in Britain requires ten more gas fire power stations to be built, greatly increased emissions.
2) The total amount of power they produce is very small. One medium sized power station is equivalent 
to 3,500 turbines. Politicians mix up capacity and actual total power.
3) They are wildly expensive, and the cost is passed on to consumers – huge electricity bills.
4) They are environmentally a disaster, they are very ugly, and need rare minerals for the manufacture 
of their magnets. So the rare mineral stock is severely depleted. In China for example the stock of raw 
minerals has been devastated, so the country has drastically cut its turbine production. They kill rare 
birds, and cause serious harm to human beings, by now this is well known medically. This is in 
contravention of human rights legislation.
5) They are a very dangerous threat to democracy here in Wales. The Mynydd y Gwair proposal is 
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opposed fiercely by 95% of people and I have fought it for fifteen years. There are hundreds of 
messages on this blog against turbines. The Mynydd y Betws proposal is being forced through against 
an eight to one majority of objectors of which I was part. Massive damage has been caused already to 
the unique ecology, infuriating those who were too apathetic to fight.
6) They do not save on emissions, and there is no runaway global warming. That was due to error in 
computer code – incorrect input parameters. Change in climate always occurs, but it is not man made at 
all.
7) In Britain they are being forced through by foreign companies. Government in Britain has been so 
poor that it relies now on French nuclear power for electricity. Coal and gas fires power stations must 
be kept open.

So I advise a class action in court against the Mynydd y Gwair proposal to seek an injunction to stop all 
development. The most dangerous thing of all is that objections are just ignored undemocratically and 
the planning process is severely corrupted. I also advise strike action, boycott of turbine companies, 
and above all, elimination of wind turbine subsidies. The coal mining industry in Wales must be 
reopened in a safe and productive way

Myron Evans, Independent / Annibynnwr, Candidate for Mawr Against Wind Turbines

Plots of force law for a Precessing     Ellipse  

April 2, 2012 

These indeed look very similar to the atomic potential law. The potential would be a sum of inverse r 
and inverse r squared terms. As usual Horst Eckardt is welcome to be a co author in UFT214. The 
rotating frame is relativity at work, it is equivalent to a connection. This time however, relativity is 
applied correctly and much more simply than in EGR. As usual I can write the opening sections and 
Horst a numerical and interpretative section.

214(5).pdf

Daily Report     1/4/12  

April 2, 2012 

There were 2,050 hits from 372 distinct visits, 32.6% spiders from 20 hours of recording (the file is 
renewed first day of the month). Lakehead University UFT142; Silesian University in Opava Czechia 
UFT88; Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology UFT212, UFT213; Stranmillis 
University College Belfast UFT45, extensive interest all sectors.

Battle of     Culloden  

April 1, 2012 
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On the Newlands side I am descended from the Mac Thomaidh sect of the Clan Mac an Taoiseach 
(Mackintosh), Clan na Chattan, Clan of the Cat. They were the first to charge Cumberland’s line at 
Culloden, and broke right through it. Poor generalship lost the day, and the starving clansmen were not 
coordinated. If they had been properly led, they would have won easily. Culloden is not a battle honour 
for the British Army because of what happened in the aftermath of the battle – all too well known. I do 
not think that any Welsh regiments were involved in the atrocities – I fervently hope not. The Newlands 
Family Trust is named after my great grandfather William Newlands who built this house, an original 
coal miner’s house which I have put in Trust for conservation, exactly like Picton Castle. It is designed 
to establish AIAS legally for the next 125 years and also to protect this house from rapacious, 
unprincipled, developers. I advise Welsh speaking families and non-Welsh speaking Welsh families 
loyal to Wales to form a legal battle line against the developers and put all their houses in trust for their 
own descendants. Choose between easy money and your language and heritage. Similarly in the 
Highlands and Islands where my ancestors lived and still do. The police and I are not allowed to use 
tasers or plastic bullets aginst biker vandals in case we hurt them. However they are allowed to drive 
right in to the police and myself, or anyone else. I always thought that this was a crime, (grievous 
bodily harm), but now it is because they are so much misunderstood and have nowhere to go with their 
harmless little bikes. I have never seen the incumbent for Mawr out on the moorland, which I walk 
every day. Getting rid of biker vandals is something I would dearly like to do. Picton would have got 
rid of them very promptly.

Relation to Lt. Gen. Sir Thomas     Picton  

April 1, 2012 

I cannot prove a relation to him but his grandmother was a Turbeville, and the de Turbeville family 
were one of my Norman ancestors. He was one of Wellington’s ablest generals, and was severely 
wounded at Quatre Bras before Waterloo, but hid his wound. He was killed at the Battle of Waterloo, 
out in front of the soldiers. He was not the gentlest of characters, but obviously a brave man. The 
Picton family were of Norman origin. We were shown around Picton Castle yesterday by a descendant 
of Thomas Picton. Revisionists of today’s decadent society predictably wanted his portrait removed for 
some allegations. He was cleared of these charges two hundred years ago. I wouldn’t imagine that these 
revisionists would be found out in front of the soldiers facing a massive French advance.

Congratulations to Prof. Halton     Arp  

April 1, 2012 

Please convey my congratulations and sincere best wishes to Prof. Halton Arp. I think that the self 
styled official astronomical circles are irrelevant, because of so many refutations by so many people. 
Arp is an example of the supremacy of the artist over a failed system.

In a message dated 01/04/2012 13:12:22 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Yesterday I attended an award presentation. Halton Arp was given the
Sagnac Award of the NPA (Natural Philosophy Alliance), see

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/04/01/congratulations-to-prof-halton-arp/
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www.worldnpa.org. Arp is not in good health and lives in a special-care
home in Munich. Some people gave a short overview over his achievements.
Obviously he is an exotic among the astronomers. His counter examples
for red shift as an indicator of an expanding universe seem not to
bother the official astronomical circles.

Horst

214(6): Meaning of the (r, beta) Coordinate     System  

April 1, 2012 

It is shown that the (r, beta) coordinate system is a plane polar system that rotates clockwise. In this 
system an inverse square law produces a precessing ellipse. In this note the linear velocity is worked 
out, giving the lagrangian of note 214(4).

a214thpapernotes6.pdf

Autobiography Volume One: “O Hudd ei     Ddoe”  

April 1, 2012 

This is in press, and will be published using a new industrial method by Authors Online. The 
autobiography has been very popular in electronic format (blue box on www.aias.us home page) and 
the books will be published to a high standard. In this method the author receives a far higher 
percentage of sales in return for some initial risk. It is a publisher / author joint venture using modern 
methods of publishing on demand. The publisher offers 25 free copies, legal deposit, library copies, 
review copies if needed, extensive publicity and press releases, cover design and proof reading. Only 
books of sufficiently high standard are published. In my case my coat of arms will appear on the cover, 
with photographs by Alina Hachikyan and myself. Volume one covers the years 1950 – 1968, and gives 
a unique account of Pontardawe Grammar School during my years there (1961 – 1968). Its 
prolegomenon contains extensive and very accurate genealogy whch has proven to be very popular on 
the www.aias.us site. A lot of people like books a lot more than computers, so this book will be 
reasonably priced and available to them. The title comes from a line of my own cynghanedd

Heddiw ddaw o hudd ei ddoe

which means “Today dawns from yesterday’s shadows” or similar, in poetic scan. The original 
cynghanedd is seven syllables, the line divided in half, the second half answering the first half in a 
pattern of consonantal alliteration: h, dd, dd: h, dd, dd. This system was devised by my ancestral 
cousin, the great bard Dafydd ap Gwilym (circa 1320 to circa 1380), (Prof. Sir Thomas Parry, “Gwaith 
Dafydd ap Gwilym” (Gwasg Prifysgol Cymru)). There is an Oxford University course on cynghanedd 
open source online. Dafydd ap Gwilym is considered to be one of the three foremost poets of his era 
along with Dante and Chaucer. It is well worth learning Welsh just to read Dafydd ap Gwilym and a 
large number of people now want to learn Welsh, their own British Celtic language.

http://www.aias.us/
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214(5): Precessing Ellipse Force Law for Static System (r,     theta).  

April 1, 2012 

In this case the force law is a sum of inverse square and cube terms. So the force law depends on the 
coordinate system used. In the moving (r, beta) system it is an inverse square law. This begs the 
question of whether force is an absolute idea or whether it is just a translation of coordinate system into 
another language.

a214thpapernotes5.pdf

214(4) : Inverse Square Law for a Precessing Elliptical     Orbit  

April 1, 2012 

This note proves that a precessing elliptical orbit can be described by an inverse square force law, 
provided that the plane polar coordinate system is (r, beta), where beta = x theta. It would be useful if 
Horst Eckardt and Ray Delaforce could graph the moving (r, beta) coordinate system, then I would be 
happy to invite them to be co authors in UFT214. If he is interested in this problem I will be happy to 
invite Robert Cheshire as co author too, in order to contribute vivid graphics. In the next note I will 
show that the static coordinate system (r, theta) needs a different force law for the same precessing 
elliptical orbit. The lagrangian formalism depends on the optimal choice of conjugate variables, in this 
case they are r and beta. Einsteinian general relativity is a hugely elaborate and wholly failed theory of 
the twentieth century that could have been replaced in the eighteenth century by the (r, beta) method. 
The (r, beta) method is the most elegant way of introducing a connection, because it is a precessing 
coordinate system.

a214thpapernotes4.pdf

Continuing with the Development of     UFT214.  

April 1, 2012 

In the last note it was discovered that plane polar coordinates (r, beta), wher beta = x theta, can describe 
a precessing elliptical orbit with a Hookian / Newtonian formalism, (inverse square law), showing that 
this phenomenon cannot be used at all to test Einsteinian general relativity. This is another surprise and 
I will continue with this line of thought. If coordinates (r, theta) are used the force law must be a sum of 
inverse square and inverse cube terms. EGR cannot even get this right as shown in the UFT200 plus 
series of papers. Special relativity on the other hand is very precise in some aspects, and relativity 
theory is therefore needed for physics, but Einsteinian general relativity is a dismal failure. Constrained 
Minkowski relativity of recent papers is a plausible alternative, we claim no more than that at present.
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Final Feedback for www.aias.us March     2012  

April 1, 2012 

The final returns for March were 102,598 files downloaded (hits) from 18,817 distinct visits, 
downloading 12.99 gigabytes of material from the site, 68,253 page views from one hundred and two 
countries. This level of intense interest in the work of AIAS and myself has been recorded daily for 
about eight years. To put it in context it is similar for example to the impact being made by the poet 
Dylan Thomas working from Laugharne, both in his lifetime and permanently thereafter. Dylan 
Thomas is the most read poet in the English language of the twentieth century. It is a far greater impact 
than anything being made in the remnants of the cut up and internationally insignificant “University of 
Wales” at Aberystwyth, Bangor, Cardiff and Swansea. These have failed completely to support my 
work as Civil List Pensioner and Armiger, and are known at present for corruption and little else. All 
this means that the individual intellect is paramount down the ages, poor organization utterly irrelevant, 
corruption reprehensible and anti social. We know that this impact is permanent, through the feedback 
pattern for eight years. Last month more than four hundred and fifty universities, institutes and similar 
visited the site. Each distinct visit may represent many real visits. So it can be seen that this overview 
file represents 450 / 18,817 = 2.4% of the total, close to my usual estimate of 2%. If all these visits 
were recorded, the attached overview file would be ten thousand pages long.

overview.pdf

Daily Report     31/3/12  

April 1, 2012 

There were 3,080 hits from 478 distinct visits, 25% spiders. Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de 
Janeiro UFT194; University of Syracuse UFT177; New University of Ireland Galway Essay 24, 
UFT38; US Archives (Library of Congress) Essay and Broadcast on Light Deflection by Gravitation; 
University of Durham EEC Article; University of Edinburgh UFT142, intense interest all sectors.

Disinformation     Campaigns  

March 31, 2012 

As Armiger and Civil List Pensioner my record ought to speak for itself, as should the tremendous 
worldwide interest in my work. As with all public figures and high achievers there will be a certain 
amount of acidic bile created in the digestion system of those who have achieved nothing visible, or 
traces just discernible with an electron microscope. A lot of this is due to my lifelong stand for the 
Welsh language, and a lot of it by my intellectual honesty and intense dislike of injustice and 
corruption. A taste of corruption can be found in essay / broadcast 64. The disinformation is easily seen 
through and I respond to it less and less,usually to defend a colleague who has been subjected to 
calumny. The fact that I have been locked out of the colonized University of Wales, so called, is due to 
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corruption inside that system. Recently it has been caught selling junk courses in a well known major 
scandal. For the real Wales see the National Eisteddfod, or talk to the People itself. I have tested out the 
calumny in the past, it was described by a leading barrister as wildly pejorative, and I was awarded a 
lot of monetary compensation for defamation. The best compensation however is the observation of 
their descent into utter obscurity.

Message for the People of     Mawr  

March 31, 2012 

I would respectfully but strongly advise voting out the incumbent in the May election. How you do this 
is up to you, but if you do not use your vote wisely he might get back yet again on a split vote, so will 
be there yet again for four years, a total of about 35 years. There is no term restriction and there is no 
proportional representation. If Plaid Cymru fielded a candidate who is against turbines, I will give Plaid 
Cymru my considerable support. I have already heard a lot of complaint against the encumbent, not 
only from Mawr but elsewhere. If you do not want totally destructive development forced on you, vote 
him out. I filed my papers and I am an official candidate. My name on the ballot paper is Myron Wyn 
Evans, Independent / Annibynnwr. You have not been represented for many years, and have been 
ignored for many years. The signs are clear that the incumbent represents developers only. People have 
had enough of the vulgarity of personal attacks and crude disinformation, that message is coming 
through very strongly. That kind of adolescent behaviour has nothing to do with the traditions of Wales. 
I am the only Armiger in Mawr and surrounding areas, and as Armiger I am not happy with the way in 
which your grievances are ignored year after year. I have made my views known to Swasnea County 
Council and have forwarded your grievances. Being an Armiger means that I am a member of the 
Gentry, (earned on merit), but I am still the son of a coal miner from the Graig.

Visit to Picton     Castle  

March 31, 2012 

My wife and I paid a visit to Picton Castle today, home of the Philips family, which descends from 
Gwgon ap Blegwrd ap Bleddyn ap Maenarch, my own direct ancestor. The castle was build about 
seven hundred years ago and is still in pristine condition. We were shown around by a descendant of Lt. 
Gen. Sir Thomas Picton, one of Wellington’s best generals (www.pictoncastle.co.uk). There is a portrait 
there of the Prime Minister Sir Robert Walpole, who was associated with the family.

Medical     Record  

March 31, 2012 

I am fortunate to have an excellent medical record and the attached letter certifies that I suffer from no 
disorder. Of course the term “mad professor” is often used as good natured banter, but a few cheap 
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shots have been aimed in the past, for example in the notorious Clifford Jones case. A leading barrister 
described these remarks as wildy pejorative and I was awarded considerable financial compensation in 
the case. Bigots would tend to repeat these remarks. “The Western Mail” printed a false accusation a 
few years ago after a third party wished to name a university after me. I have no criminal record of any 
kind, and have never been “under investigation”, this was an unfactual claim by “The Western Mail”, a 
tory paper.

adoctorsletter.pdf

Feedback Summary for www.aias.us for March 2012 to     Date  

March 31, 2012 

The attached file is as usual a summary of the intense interest worldwide in the work of AIAS (Alpha 
Institute for Advanved Studies). The synopsis for March 2012 is found at the end of the file, and is 
about 2% of the total interest, focusing on universities, institutes, government departments, 
organizations and military facilities. AIAS is one of the leading institutes of theoretical physics 
worldwide, it has changed the entire world of physics in less than a decade. It is established under the 
Newlands Family Trust (Est. 2012), which also protects my house from culture destroying developers. 
For March 2012 to date there have been 100,543 hits from 18,339 distinct visits, 12.83 gigabytes 
downloaded, 66,756 page views, 2,503 documents read from 102 countries, led by: US, Argentina, 
Britain, Australia, Germany, Canada, Mexico, ……. I am coming up to the end of the eighth year of 
daily monitoring, during which this tremendous amount of international interest has been sustained 
24/7/365.25. AIAS makes by far the greatest impact in Wales in the world of physics. Attached also is a 
glossary of terms. Each distinct visit may indicate many real visits. All this is run from Mawr very 
successfully.

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans, Armiger, Scientiae Doctor, Civil List Pensioner, AIAS Director
H. M. Civil List,
www.aias.us

Candidate for Mawr.

overview.pdf

awebalizerglossary.pdf

Daily Report     30/3/12  

March 31, 2012 

There were 3,666 hits from 551 distinct visits 47.9% spiders. Government of British Columbia Theory 
of H Bonding; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres general; Sherbrooke University numerical article 3; 
Lockheed Martin Essay26; Raytheon UFT88, 102, 99; University of Arizona UFT88, 203; California 
Institute of Technology UFT25; New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology work on circuits; 
University of Washington general; King Juan Carlos University Spain UFT80; University of Caen 
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photon B3; University of Poitiers general; Indian Institute of Astrophysics UFT208; Korean Advanced 
Institute of Science and Technology Omnia Opera selection; Baltimore Police general; European 
Organization for Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere Felker3 (Spanish); Royal Society 
of Chemistry devices; Oxford University UFT151; National Health Service UFT157, intense interest 
all sectors worldwide.

Summary of Feedback Interest in ECE

15 - 30 March

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Arizona*, Arizona State, Berkeley, Buffalo, Caltech, Carleton, Central

Michigan*, Colorado*, Cornell, Fox Valley Technical College, Hampshire College, Iowa State,

Kansas State, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (on edu), Kansas State, Maine, MIT*, Minnesota

State Colleges and Universities, Missouri University of Science and Technology, New Mexico

Tech., Ohio State, Oregon State, Oklahoma, Penn State, Reed, Stonybrook, Texas A and M,

Florida, Illinois Chicago,

Michigan*, Minnesota, Catalonia Polytechnic on edu, South Carolina, Wyoming, Washington,

Wayne State, Wesleyan, Wheaton, Wisconsin*, Brookhaven, District of Columbia, Food and Drug

Administration, NASA, National Institutes of Health*, NOAA, Dept. Of Agriculture, Virginia,

Missile Defense Agency, General Electric, International Education Corporation, Lokheed Martin,

Northrop Grumman*, Raytheon*, US Archives, Baltimore Police, IEEE, Methacton School

District, Kentucky Schools, Peak Organization.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Austrian Institute of Technology, Linz, Graz, UACG Bulgaria, Sofia,

CERN*, VSPJ Czechia, Red Cross Freiburg, Max Planck Institute for Physics Munich, Siemens,

TU Darmstadt*, Hannover, Leipzig*, Muenster, Saarland, Niles Bohr Institute Denmark, Talin

Estonia, Autonomous Madrid, Barcelona, Complutensian Madrid*, Cordoba*, Polytechnic Madrid,

Juan Carlos, Santiago de Compostela, Valencia, Spanish Parliament, TPU Finland, ENS Lyon,

IMAG, Jussieu, Caen, Limoges, Poitiers, Rennes 1, Tours, Toulouse, UPS Toulouse, UTC; JCT

Israel, Weizmann, Iceland, INFN Pavia, rome1, Rome2, Milan Polytechnic, Modena, Siena, Turin,

Trento, MPE Latvia, TU Eindhoven, Utrecht, Oslo, Lodz, Torun, PK, Gdansk, UVT Romania,

Corbina Russia, Albanova Sweden, LTH, LTU, UU Sweden, NLB Slovenia, NTS Serbia, Anadolu

Turkey, Iyte, Metu, Kiev, Odessa, Aberystwyth, Brooklands, Brunel, Cranfield, Edinburgh, Heriot

Watt, Leicester, Nottingham*, Hertford College Oxford, Oxford University, Queen Mary London,

Sheffield*, Swansea, NHS, Royal Society, Royal Society of Chemistry.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar



UNC Argentina, Gov. Argentina, Gov.Australia, UFAL, UFPB, UFPR,

UFRN Brazil, Acadia, McGill, Queen’s, Alberta, British Columbia*, Calgary, Trois Rivieres*,

Saskatchewan, Sherbrooke, Waterloo, IIA Chile, Biobio, UCN, UCV Chile, XJTU China, UNAL,

UDEA Colombia, IIAP India, IUT Iran, Kure-NCT Japan, Sony*, KAIST Korea, UTHM Malaysia,

NCP Pakistan, New Pakistan, Chula Thailand, NCTU, NCU,NTHU Taiwan, SUN, UNP South

Africa.

Summary of March 2012

For www.aias.us there were 102,598 hits from 18,817 distinct visits, 12.97 gigabytes

downloaded, 68,253 page views, 2,503 documents read from 102 countries, led by US, Argentina,

Britain, Australia, Germany, Canada, Mexico, ....

All UFT papers read, led by 25, 43, 4, 41, 166, 54, 159(Spanish), 16, 88, 166(Spanish),

177(Spanish), 209,.......

All essays heard, led by: 3 (Deflection of Light by Gravity), Nobody is Perfect, 5 (Reform of the

University of Wales), 46, 8, 37, 24, 9, 28,29, 32, 6, 14, 4, 35, 4, 48, Nobody is Perfect (RC), 16, 17,

20, 25, 7, 34, 50, 38, 47, 26, 64,40, 36, 45, 33, 10, 18, 61, 11, 62, 15, 27, ,63, 60, 21, 43, 59, 42, 19,

22, 23, 52, 30, 41, 58, 39, 53, 54, 44, ......

All Articles and books read, led by Felker3 (Spanish), Etherington Report, Space Energy Devices,

Johnson Magnets, Autobiography, Spacetime Devices, Levitron, Space Energy, ....

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 37124 hits, 12,462 page views, 6,493 visits and 4.86

gigabytes.

For www.upitec.org there were 6.702 hits, 700 visits, 1,101 page views and 1.00 gigabytes

downloaded.

This makes a total of 146,424 hits, 26,010 visits, 81,816 page views and 18.83 gigabytes

downloaded.

Top 100 downloaded files in March 2012, sorted by hits

Top 100 of 2504 Total URLs

# Hits KBytes URL

1 26895 25.95
% 69629 0.54

% Images

2 16049 15.49
% 189084 1.46

% /

3 2345 2.26% 4426 0.03
% /css/aias.css

http://aias.us/css/aias.css
http://aias.us/


4 2177 2.10% 1130 0.01
% /favicon.ico

5 1360 1.31% 768 0.01
% /images//favicon.ico

6 1206 1.16% 700 0.01
% /robots.txt

7 486 0.47% 189092 1.46
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay3-OnLightDeflectionbyGravity-rc.mp3

8 479 0.46% 226310 1.75
% /documents/spanish/Capitulo_3.pdf

9 402 0.39% 57769 0.45
% /documents/LectureMaterials/NobodyIsPerfect.mp3

10 281 0.27% 160706 1.24
% /documents/uft/a25thpaper.pdf

11 259 0.25% 25891 0.20
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay5-ReformofTheUniversityofWales-rc.mp3

12 234 0.23% 60949 0.47
% /documents/miscellaneous/Dispositivos_a_base_de_energia_espacial.pdf

13 226 0.22% 32893 0.25
% /documents/miscellaneous/aetheringtonreport2006.pdf

14 213 0.21% 15116 0.12
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay37-TheRangeofKurata-B(3)Technologies-rc.mp3

15 207 0.20% 14034 0.11
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay46.mp3

16 206 0.20% 28567 0.22
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay8-ImplicationsFinitePhotonMass-rc.mp3

17 198 0.19% 52536 0.41
% /documents/otherPapers/Johnson-Magnets.pdf

18 193 0.19% 49095 0.38
% /documents/uft/a43rdpaper.pdf

19 192 0.19% 24195 0.19
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay6-SummaryDescriptionofECEWebsites-rc.mp3

20 191 0.18% 29660 0.23
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay24-DerivationofPauliExclusionPrinciple-rc.mp3

21 185 0.18% 18685 0.14
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay9-TheCollapseofScatteringandAbsorptionTheory-rc.mp3

22 184 0.18% 14272 0.11
% /documents/LectureMaterials/essay28-rc.mp3

23 184 0.18% 14617 0.11
% /documents/LectureMaterials/essay29-rc.mp3

24 183 0.18% 13562 0.10
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay32-ScienceandPseudoscience-rc.mp3

25 168 0.16% 1414 0.01
% /administration/

26 162 0.16% 99363 0.77
% /documents/mwe/NewAutobiography.pdf

27 157 0.15% 17719 0.14
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay14-AttemptsatFindingThePhotonMass-rc.mp3

28 155 0.15% 35082 0.27
% /documents/uft/a4thpaper.pdf

29 153 0.15% 13767 0.11
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay35-Kurata-B(3)Technology-rc.mp3

30 149 0.14% 80295 0.62
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay4-20thCenturyCosmoloy.mp3

31 149 0.14% 83436 0.64
% /documents/LectureMaterials/tuomev1rc1.mp3

32 148 0.14% 12665 0.10
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay48.mp3

33 143 0.14% 25299 0.20
% /documents/uft/a41stpaper.pdf

34 142 0.14% 540 0.00
% /administration/css/aias.css
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35 137 0.13% 37653 0.29
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Nobody's_Perfect-rc+mwe.mp3

36 136 0.13% 22604 0.17
% Logs

37 133 0.13% 68399 0.53
% /documents/miscellaneous/Spacetime-Dev.pdf

38 133 0.13% 23378 0.18
% /documents/uft/Paper166.pdf

39 132 0.13% 16958 0.13
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay16.mp3

40 130 0.13% 31399 0.24
% /documents/miscellaneous/SpaceEnergy.pdf

41 128 0.12% 13434 0.10
% /documents/miscellaneous/Levitron.pdf

42 127 0.12% 15245 0.12
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay-17-ExpensiveMythologyOf20thCentPhysics.mp3

43 126 0.12% 23502 0.18
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay20-Methodology

44 126 0.12% 12274 0.09
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Campaign     Messages  

March 30, 2012 

I feel strongly about the future of the Welsh language, if anyone among my many friends here on my e 
mailing listing does not wish to receive campaign messages please let me know. However there is 
overwhelming international support for the language. Sakharov was also a theoretical physicist who 
took an active part in politics. My deliberate lifelong exclusion from the University of Wales as in the 
already popular essay and broadcast 64 is also a kind of internal exile. I am not allowed to earn a living 
according to qualifications. This is especially reprehensible because the Westminster Government has 
recognized me with on of its highest honours, appointment as Civil List Pensioner, and I am also a U. 
S. dual citizen. The U.S. may well protest against systematic personal abuse of one of its citizens. I am 
the only physicist in Britain on the Civil List, and so I am the only physicist in Wales on the Civil List. 
Sakharov’s internal exile and mine is a matter of degree. The method is the same. Any systematic abuse 
of myself is also a contempt of Crown and Parliament. I intend to deal with abuse by ignoring it after 
one reply. I can deal with reasonable argument in a reasoned and polite manner, but only one message 
because I have an extensive correspondence. Most politicians never answer e mail and the last thing I 
want to be is a politician.

Nomination Papers     Filed  

March 30, 2012 

My nomination papers have been filed today and I am Myron Wyn Evans Independent / Annibynnwr 
candidate for Mawr. My initial talks with the electorate immediately revealed that they want no further 
MA development in Mawr and no turbines. Many did not know what MA was, especially the elderly. 
MA007 is illegal, it contravenes Section 38 of the Commonland Act of 2006 which prohibits any works 
on commonland. It is thought that MA007 is ultimately an underhand wind turbine proposal on 
commonland described by Swansea County Council as being a rare ecology. Notices just suddenly 
appeared on lamposts. There is a split in Mawr between the people who have been here all their lives 
and ruthless developers. It is clear that the influx of people into Mawr severely damages the language. 
So I advise that houses in Mawr be put in Trust and never put on the open market. This can be done by 
legislation if the political will is built up and the Welsh Language Act enforced. Otherwise I urge all 
Welsh speakers and others to do so voluntarily and privately, thus forming a legal barrier against 
developer influx. Houses put on the market are bought by rich outsiders and that leads to further 
development and wild house price inflation. Local young people have no hope of buying a house and 
by planning to develop his own land under MA008 the incumbent is seen almost unanimously as 
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having sold out to developers by failing to oppose them.  I have been strongly opposed to wind turbines 
for about fifteen years. They are useless because they have to be backed up by conventional power 
stations and are much too expensive. I urge the government to drop subsidies on them, and urge Plaid 
Cymru and Labour to change policy to oppose them in Wales. Anyone who can use google can see that 
wind turbines are a complete disaster. Mawr should be a gealtacht or language nest area with very strict 
regulations on any influx of people who cannot speak Welsh, and will not learn it. There should be an 
absolute limit on the number of new houses in Mawr, an area of great natural beauty. I am not talking 
about native Welsh people who have tried to learn Welsh, we Welsh speakers talk to them in English 
and that is an accepted way of life. I am talking about bigotted people from the middle ages who loath 
the sound of the Welsh language. Only a very few of these bigots still exist because there is widespread 
international support for the language. At a time when UNESCO has warned of the extinction of the 
Welsh langugae, Mawr is being flooded by unwanted development that further damages what is left of 
the language. This creates a rich middle class elite who try then to dictate the running of Mawr and 
even start abusing retired and elderly coal miners. Today the conversation about my nomination papers 
was entirely in Welsh. Swansea County Council is entirely bilingual.

(no     subject)  

March 30, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr iawn unwaith eto.

In a message dated 30/03/2012 13:50:10 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Annwyl Myron,

Dyma’r ddolen gyswllt.

http://walesspeaks.blogspot.co.uk/2012/03/local-election-campaign-mawr-ward-has.html

Dwi’n cychwyn o ddifrif nawr.

Siân

To     Gammon  

March 30, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr iawn Sia^n, ie, un arall sydd weid dod i’r ardal. Rwyn sefyll drso fy hen ffrindiau yma 
ym Mawr. Yes, another monoglot incomer into Mawr. Stringent EEC laws are already in place aginst 
this bigotry. The encumbent is a captured councillor. I stand for my old friends here in Mawr, some of 
them have been here all their lives.

In a message dated 30/03/2012 11:40:33 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Ardderchog Myron! Sais arall wedi symud i’r ardal mae’n amlwg! Mae Gethin 
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wrthi’n gosod ei llythyr hi yn ogystal a’r ymateb ardderchog yma ar y blog ‘Cymru’n 
Codi’.

Cysylltaf wedi i fi ddod yn ôl o’r Canolbarth a bydd yn rhaid i ni gyfarfod a chi’n 
bendant yr wythnos nesaf.

Am y tro.

Siân

FOR POSTING: Paper on simulation of a parametric     circuit  

March 30, 2012 

This is an excellent paper and I am glad to accept it for the journal and www.aias.us website and blog.

LCR-Resonant.pdf

Reply to David Herbert from Ray     Delaforce  

March 30, 2012 

This is a detailed reply to David Herbert from Ray Delaforce, a distinguished engineer who lives and 
works in the United States. Many thanks to Ray Delaforce. In his graph you can see clearly that the 
ellipse is precessing. Please feel free to forward this to all schools by chain e mail.
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214(3): Refutation of EGR Using Kepler’s Second Law of     1609  

March 30, 2012 

These notes provide a straightforward refutation of Einsteinian General Relativity using Kepler’s 
second law of 1609 for a precessing elliptical orbit. It is shown that if the coordinate system is (r, beta), 
where beta is x multiplied by theta, then Einsteinian general relativity is not needed at all to describe a 
precessing ellipse. It is described by the inverse square law of Robert Hooke of Oxford. This was not 
discovered by Isaac Newton of Cambridge as in John Aubrey “Brief Lives” (online).

a214thpapernotes3.pdf

Proceeding with     UFT214  

March 30, 2012 

My intention in writing the UFT series of papers has been to cover as much ground as possible in the 
natural sciences and engineering. The refutation of Einsteinian general relativity (EGR) emerged as a 
surprising sideline, but an important one. In the rest of UFT214 I intend to look at aspects of planetary 
motion first analysed by Kepler. The EGR fails for the orbital equation, and so will also fail for 
Kepler’s second law and similar. No amount of verbiage, personal hostility, or media gloss will get 
around the basic problem just explained to Cantonian School in Cardiff in a file kindly prepared by Dr. 
Horst Eckardt. An entirely new approach is needed to relativity and the constrained Minkowski method 
has been initiated in recent UFT papers. I do not think that any pupil should go into EGR, that would be 
a complete waste of time. They should go into new energy physics and that would be a service to 
society. Many schools have studied www.aias.us as the attached overview file shows with complete 
objectivity. The attached represents only 2% of the total number of distinct visits. Tens of thousands of 
pupils and students have studied the site from their private computers. The attached records only what 
is in the public domain, and is restricted to universities, institutes, government departments, 
organizations, major corporations and military facilities. Each distinct visit may imply many real visits, 
approaching order of two million.

overview.pdf

Patti Nicolini Poor     Fund  

March 30, 2012 

This is indeed full of interest, especially Patti singing at the National Eisteddfod. Bannister comes from 
the Norman French “banastre” or basket maker, and “Aubrey” from Alberic. “Burke’s Peerage and 
Gentry” included Lord Tudor Watkins in my genealogy as you know. This is the first photograph I have 
seen of him. Lord Tudor Watkins founded the Brecon Beacons National Park, and that is safe from the 
appalling damage of wind turbines. Even worse than the war casualties were the mining casualties as 
you know. There were many terrible accidents in this village. One of my sonnets refers to one such 
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accident that happened to David Havard, the open wound was cleaned out with iodine. The worst 
accidents were falling stones in Nixon Drift, but of course fire damp was the most dangerous. If some 
of these biker criminals were put underground they would die of exhaustion within five minutes.

llais1944copy 

maesyfroncopy 

 
1889eisteddfodcopy 

bannister1copy 
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FOR POSTING: File for Students and Teachers at Cantonian School,     Cardiff  

March 30, 2012 

Dr Horst Eckardt, UPITEC Director and AIAS Fellow, has kindly prepared this file for you, and great 
thanks to him. It uses Maxima code to produce the precessing ellipse graphically, to differentiate the 
precessing ellipse, and to show that the Einsteinian general relativity (EGR) does not produce a 
precessing ellipse (the observed orbit of a planet). This is one of its most famous claims, and it is 
plainly wrong. I advise studying this code carefully, and feel free to forward it to schools all over the 
world by chain e mail, with the permission of your headmaster and teachers, in school time if they give 
permission, or from home. David Herbert, a sixth former at the school, wrote me a letter asking me to 
explain how to draw a precessing ellipse and differentiate it. This is my reply to him. Also please refer 
to 214(1), and 214(2) on this blog. EGR is an obsolete theory incorrect in many ways. It is very easy to 
show that it is wrong. We are writing a book on this to be published soon. Feel free to use this as a 
course book and to recommend it to other schools worldwide:

M. W. Evans, Ed., “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity (Cambridge 
International Science Publishing, CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com)

See home page of www.aias.us for more information about how to buy the book. Also I recommend 
study of the UFT papers and other material on the www.aias.us website, archived at the NationaL 
Library of Wales and British Library on www.webarchive.org.uk. This is difficult, but you will find that 
the standard physics is full of flaws which are put right by ECE theory.

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

214-1b.pdf

Daily Report     29/3/12  

March 30, 2012 

There were 3,179 hits from 537 distinct visits, 48.6% spiders. Federal University of Paraiba Brazil 
UFT8, UFT99; Technology Training Centre University of Alberta general; University of Quebec Trois 
Rivieres UFT213; Unitec University Cooperation Colombia UFT142(Spanish); Technical University 
Darmstadt general; Mathematics University of the Saarland Some Family History; Hampshire College 
Amherst GGLtr1; State University of New York Stonybrook UFT142; Engineering Universiy of 
Michigan UFT41; Library University of Michigan criticisms of G. ‘t Hooft by Gareth Evans; 
University of Washington general; University of Wisconsin Essay 42; Physics Complutensian 
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University Madrid UFT33; University of Cordoba general; Science University of Valencia UFT166 
(Spanish), Felker3 (Spsnish), UFT171(Spanish); University of Caen Normandy photon B3; University 
of Poitiers general, UFT212, UFT213; City University of Hong Kong autobiograhy; Indian Institute of 
Astrophysics UFT208; Physics University of Modena general; University of Siena Essay54 (Spanish); 
Sony Corporation LCR resonant; Polytechnic University Krakow Bruchholtz theory; University of 
Edinburgh UFT177; University of Nottingham UFT4; Kentucky Schools Space Energy, intense interest 
all sectors.

Maxima Code and Graph for the Precessing     Ellipse  

March 29, 2012 

To David Herbert, teachers and pupils at Cantonian School in Cardiff. I will ask Dr Horst Eckardt if he 
will kindly prepare Maxima code for you of the precessing ellipse, with a graph, and Maxima code for 
the differentiation and comparison with the Einstein theory all in one file. I advise that you all use this 
file for your studies, with the permission of the headmaster and teachers. Then I advise making the 
news known by chain e mail with this file attached. Send e mails to schools over all Wales first asking 
the recipient to send the e mail to ten others and so on. You can so this in your own time from home. So 
every teacher and pupil will see very clearly that Einsteinian general relativity does not produce the 
orbit of a planet. The theory is very clearly meaningless The precession is caused by the x factor, this 
causes the ellipse to move. There are any number of animations of this on google.

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Letter from Dai     Herbert  

March 29, 2012 

To Dai Herbert: My advice is first draw the static ellipse, with x = 1, to see if the programme works. 
Then input small x, and redraw the ellipse. It will be rotated slightly. If there are any further questions 
please feel free to adress them to Horst Eckardt, Ray Delaforce and Robert Cheshire, who have all 
drawn the precessing ellipse, two of them from the equation using computer packages. Also look up 
google entries on the precessing ellipse. Try doing the differentiation by hand first, or if that is too 
difficult use Maxima, Mathematica, Maple etc. The Einstein theory is very easily shown to be wrong.

aletterfromdaiherbert.pdf

Message for Dai Herbert, Sixth Form, Cantonian High School     Cardiff  

March 29, 2012 
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Many thanks for your letter of 26th March about the simple refutation of Einsteinian general relativity. 
Dr Horst Eckart (horsteck), Ray Delaforce (raydela) and Robert Cheshire (rpmc_6) here could help you 
graph a precessing ellipse from:

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

Notes 214(1) and 214(2) give all the details of how to differentiate it (see many textbooks and google 
items). Dr. Horst Echardt could help you with computer algebra. The whole Cantonian school should 
know that Einsteinian general relativity can be easily refuted. As a Herbert you are related to me. 
Please tell other schools in Wales and further afield in Britain and Europe about it by chain e mail. 
Thanks to your teacher for helping.

Myron Evans

NEW CROSS LINK: Signing the electronic     petition  

March 29, 2012 

For any one worldwide who is concerned with basic democracy, I invite them to sign the electronic 
petition on the blog of www.aias.us:

http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/against-development-in-mawr-community.html

I have asked Dave Burleigh to cross link from www.aias.us to this petition site. The electronic petition 
has been approved and is ready for signing. The paper petition already shows an overwhelming 
majority in Mawr against forced housing development and forced turbine development. It is imperative 
that the encumbent councillor be voted out. It is imperative that the electorate be represented 
democratically.

Myron Evans, Independent County Council Candidate for Mawr
Armiger.

Electoral Dictatorship in     Mawr  

March 29, 2012 

Electoral dictatorship is clearly visible in Mawr as housing development is being forced on the 
electorate against a large majority who do not want it. There is a serious danger that objectors will be 
ignored. Turbine development is being forced on Britain by a minority tory party against tremendous 
protest. I urge Plaid Cymru to switch policy on wind turbines. A referendum in Mawr has just been 
carried out effectively, by Wynford Cooke and myself, the result is an overwhelming majority 
AGAINST any MA development and AGAINST all wind turbine development. Democracy is being 
trampled underfoot. Martin Caton and Edwina Hart have come out against wind turbines on Mynydd y 
Gwair, and against their labour party line.
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FOR POSTING: Etholiad /     Election  

March 29, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr Sia^n. Mae’n debyg bydd mil new fwy o Fawr yn llognodir’s deiseb, hynny yw, 
mwyafrif Mawr yn barod. Mae Ioan Richard yn sefyll unwaith eto. Mae fy mapurau’n barod, af a nw 
lawr i Abertawe yfori. Mae un deiseb (Wynford Cooke) wedi mynd dros Mawr unwaith yn barod, dros 
mil o lofnodion yn erbyn unrhyw fath o ddatblygiad. Mae bron PAWB yn erbyn y twrbinau, bron 
PAWB yn erbyn unrhyw fath o godi tai newydd. Felly mae bron pawb yn erbyn Cyngor Abertawe, 
llawer iawn yn erbyn Ioan Richard. Mae datblygiadau yn cael ei gwthio ar Fawr.

Thank you very much Sia^n. It is likely that the paper petition will get over a thousand signatures from 
Mawr, a large majority against any further MA development. The electronic petition might also get 
strong support. Ioan Richard is standing again. My election papers are ready and I will take them down 
to Swansea tomorrow. A petition was organized some months ago by Wynford Cooke, against housing 
development, and it got the support a large majority of Mawr. Nearly EVEYONE in Mawr is against 
wind turbines, EVERYONE is against any form of unwanted housing development. So almost 
everyone is against Swansea Council, very many against Ioan Richard. Development is being forced on 
Mawr.

In a message dated 29/03/2012 12:22:40 GMT Daylight Time,

Diolch Myron, Dwi wedi gosod y wybodaeth yma mewn ‘blog’ ar safle gwe AmericCymru 
y bore ma, dyma’r ddolen gyswllt: http://americymru.net/profile/SianIfan

Byddaf yn ei yrru allan i bawb arall dydd Llun. Dwi am ganiatau cyfle iddynt bori dros yr 
hyn maent wedi ei gael hyd yn hyn cyn gyrru mwy, ‘gormod o bwdin a dagith ci’ ac ati.

Cofion cynnes

Siân

Daily Report     28/3/12  

March 29, 2012 

This daily report illustrates some of the work done as AIAS Director by the Independent Candidate for 
Mawr, Myron Evans. This is a report of the number of leading universities worldwide and similar that 
visit www.aias.us every day. The Alpha Institute for Advanced Studies (AIAS) was founded by Myron 
Evans in 1998 and is run from Mawr, being fully international, and judging by the tremendous 
international interest in its work (feedback software), is one of the world’s leading institutes of 
theoretical physics, established under the Newlands Family Trust (Est. 2012). Yesterday there were 
3,024 hits from 610 distinct visits, 15% spiders. Scence and Technology Research Institute Ministry of 
Defence Government of Argentina UFT166 (Spanish); Austrian Institute of Technology general; 
University of Linz Austria UFT177; Bulgarian University of Agriculture, Civil Engineering and 
Geodesy LCR resonant; Physics University of British Columbia Canada UFT18; University of 
Muenster UFT140; Arizona State University UFT178; Faculty of Arts and Science Harvard University 
UFT157; Simons Center for geometry and Physics State University of New York Stonybrook UFT41; 

http://www.aias.us/
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University of Illinois at Chicago UFT75; School of Public Administration University of New Mexico 
UFT38; Computer Science and Engineering University of Washington general; Wheaton College Essay 
26; Engineering University of Wisconsin UFT38, essay24, UFT174; University of Caen Normandy 
photon B3; University of Poitiers general; US Government National Institutes of Health Educational 
notes 1 and 2, O level section; Indian Institute of Technology Madras infinite solenoid; Indian Institute 
of Astrophysics UFT208; Milan Polytechnic University UFT29; Physics University of Utrecht 
Netherlands UFT109; University of Vest din Timisoara Romania UFT175; Lulea Technical University 
Sweden UFT175 (Spanish); National Tsing Hua Univeristy Taiwan UFT99; Brunel University UFT99. 
Intense study all sectors internationally of all material on www.aias.us . This occurs every day 
continuously around the world.

FOR POSTING: Etholiad /     Election  

March 29, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr iawn! Dyma tamaid bach o gefndir.

Myron Evans, Annibynnol, Mawr

Ganwyd Myron Evans yn Nghraig Cefn Parc yn yr un ty mae e’n byw nawr, ty a’i adeiladwyd gan ei 
hen ddadcu, William Newlands, hefyd ty Thomas Elim Jones, Prif Ddiacon Elim, Capel y Bedyddwyr. 
Aeth i Ysgol Craig Cefn Parc, Ysgol Rhamadeg Pontardawe, a Choleg y Brifysgol Aberystwyth. 
Enillodd gradd B. Sc. (dosbarth cyntaf) yn 1971, gradd Ph. D. yn 1974 a’r uwchradd D. Sc (Scientiae 
Doctor) yn 1977. Aeth i Rhydychen yn 1974 a dychwelodd i Aberystwyth, Bangor ac Abertawe, wedyn 
i IBM fel athro, a Cornell yn Efrog Newydd. Buodd yn athro (Professor) hefyd yng Nghogledd 
Carolina, ac ers 2005 nawr mae e’n un o wyddonwyr y Restr Sifil, anrhydedd arbennig am ei waith yn 
wyddoniath. Fe’i godwyd i Foneddwr yn 2008, gyda arfau ei hun. Ei wefan yw www.aias.us, ac y mae 
hefyd yn fardd ac yn awdur. Mae e’n gryf yn erbyn y twrbinau a bydd yn chwalu Mynydd y Gwair a 
Mynydd Betws. Mae ei fanifesto llawn ar flog www.aias.us gyda lawer o negesau yn erbyn y twrbinau. 
Mae e’n disgynu o ach ei tad o’r Twysog Bleddyn ap Maenarch Brycheniog a theuluoedd Hopkin 
amser y Tuduriaed a Havard RhyndwyClydach a Chwm Cerdinen o ach ei fam.

Myron Evans, Independent, Mawr

Myron Evans was born in Craig Cefn Parc in the same house where he lives now, a house built by his 
great grandfather William Newlands, and also the house of Thomas Elim Jones, head Deacon of Elim 
Baptist Chapel. he went to Craig Cefn Parc school, Pontardawe Grammar School and University 
College of Wales Aberystwyth. He earned a B. Sc. (First Class) in 1971, a Ph. D. in 1974 and higher 
doctorate, D. Sc. (Scientiae Doctor) in 1977. He went to Oxford in 1974 and returned to Aberystwyth, 
Bangor and Swansea, then to IBM as a full professor and to Cornell in New York State. He became a 
full professor in North Carolina, and now is a scientist of the Civil List, a high honour similar to Order 
of Merit for his work in science. He was raised to Armiger in 2008 with his own coat of arms. He is 
strongly against the wind turbines that threaten to destroy Mynydd y Gwair and Mynydd y Betws. His 
website is www.aias.us and he is also a bard, poet and author. His complete manifesto is on the blog of 
this website, together with many campaign messages and hundreds of messages against wind turbines. 
He descends on his father’s side from Prince Bleddyn ap Maenarch Brycheiniog and on his mother’s 
side from the Tudor era Hopkin and from the Havard Families of RhyndwyClydach and Cwm 
Cerdinen.

http://www.aias.us/
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In a message dated 28/03/2012 22:50:13 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Noswaith Da Mynon,

Wedi arwyddo’r ddeiseb ac wedi gosod y ddolen gyswllt ar fy nhudalennau ‘facebook’ 
a ‘twitter’ ac yn y neges yn y blog isod. Rwy’n gyrru’r dolennau cyswllt i gysylltiadau 
e-bost rwan. Mae Gethin yn gosod eich ysgrifau, a’r ddolen gyswllt ar gyfer y ddeiseb, 
ar rhai o’i flogiau ef yn ogystal. Unwaith bydd wedi cwpla gwneud hynny, cysylltaf eto 
gyda dolennau cyswllt i flogiau Gethin.

Byddaf yn gwneud yr un peth gyda eich manifesto maes o law ac yn barod i 
ddosbarthu posteri a chanfasio pan fyddwch yn galw arnom i wneud hynny. 

Am y tro.

Siân

http://cymruncodi.blogspot.co.uk/search?updated-min=2012-01-01T00:00:00-
08:00&updated-max=2013-01-01T00:00:00-08:00&max-results=38

NEW CROSS LINK from     www.aias.us  

March 28, 2012 

I would be most garetful if Dave could cross link to my petition against development in Mawr:

http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/against-development-in-mawr-community.html

Many thanks in anticipation. Anyone worldwide can sign this petition. It is not an electoral matter.

Your new petition at     GoPetition  

March 28, 2012 

I have started this petition and cross linked to www.aias.us. The wording of the petition is the same as 
my paper petition which I will take around Mawr with the help of my campaigners. From my initial 
polling no one wants MA development in Mawr with the exception of the Council, and of course the 
developers. No taxation without representation is one phrase that springs to mind. With representation 
like this who needs absolute power? Power corrupts, absolute power …… I have signed my consent to 
stand, in the presence of a witness, and will gather ten supporter signatures shortly from ten electors, 
one proposer, one seconder and eight registered electors.
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Check of 214(2) by Computer     Algebra  

March 28, 2012 

Many thanks to Dr Horst Eckardt. The computer algebra checks the hand calculations in note 214(2), 
and so the school pupils can also do this, and find out for themselves that Einsteinian general relativity 
is plainly wrong.

214-1a.pdf

FOT POSTING: Autobiography Volume One: “O Hudd ei     Ddoe”  

March 28, 2012 

This is being published by Authors Online, and I will send the ISBN and other information when ready. 
It covers the years 1950 to 1968, up to the point where I left Pontardawe Grammar School. Its preprint 
is in the blue box on the home page of www.aias.us. It opens with extensive genealogy with 
acknowledgments to Stuart Davies, Dewi Lewis, the late Leonid Morgan, Sir Arthur Turner-Thomas 
(Celtic Royal Genealogy site), Chris Davies, and Clement Bartrum. The title comes from my englyn 
“Hydref” (meaning both October and Autumn)

Hydref

Rhedyn y cnawd, rhwd yn cnoi – ar lo main
Reilwe mud, yn crynhoi,
Y cof llosg yn ei osgoi,
Heddiw ddaw o hudd ei ddoe.

A literal scan with some poetic rendering goes as follows

October or Autumn

Fern in felsh, rusty biting – on the coal grains
Of a mute railway, gathering,
Burn the memories to assuage them,
Today dawns from yesterday’s shadow.

The title of the autobiography is “From Yesterday’s Shadow”. The intricate structure of the englyn is 
explained in an online Oxford University course on cynghanedd, and there are also English language 
descriptions. It was invented by my fourteenth century ancestral cousin, Dafydd ap Gwilym. (Prof. Sir 
Thomas Parry, “Gwaith Dafydd ap Gwilym”). The photographs are by Alina Hachikyan and myself and 
her website is on the home page of www.aias.us.

214(1): Differentiation of the Precessing     Ellipse  

March 28, 2012 

Many thanks, this is an important refutation by Dr Horst Eckardt. There are more refutations than 
spikes on a hedgehog’s back.
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In a message dated 28/03/2012 10:24:37 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

ok, thanks, will write out the algebra tonight.

Horst

Am 27.03.2012 15:17, schrieb EMyrone

Many thanks, can you write out the algebra for this for school pupils? You are 
of course welcome as co author of UFT214.

In a message dated 27/03/2012 11:45:10 GMT Daylight Time, horsteck writes:

One can even make the invalidity of eq.(23) more evident by 
expressing sin(x*theta) by r with help of eq.(1). This has the benefit 
of having the same variables on both sides of (23). The result is

where it is seen immediately that 1) there is no x dependence left 
and 2) there are no terms 1/r^2 and 1/r^3.

Horst

Am 27.03.2012 11:43, schrieb EMyrone

In UFT214 I intend to focus in on the most easily seen 
error in Einsteinian general relativity, that it does not 
produce the equation of a precessing ellipse (the orbit of 
a planet). It does not produce one of its most infamous 
claims. In fact Schwarzschild pointed this out in Dec. 
1915, but was never minded. In this note the rules of 
differentiation are given in all detail, so fourth or fifth 
formers can follow the proof. They can use laptops and 
ipods to check their hand calculations with computer 
algebra. Horst Eckardt did this for UFT202. Every UFT 
paper is checked by computer algebra. The 
differentiation gives the observed orbital equation (13) 
which is rearranged to give eq. (19). The incorrect EGR 
theory gives eq. (20), a very well known equation which 
can be found with google or in any number of 
textbooks. The EGR theory does not produce the 
experimental result at all. Not only is is it wrong, it is 
not even approximately right. Finally in this note the 
EGR is reduced to absurdity, and it is shown that it fails 
to give precession at all. So all those claims to have 
observed the theory with precision are complete 
nonsense. Satellite data are useful if not wildly 
hyperexpensive, but the data do not prove the EGR at 
all. Data can never prove an incorrect theory. This claim 



to precision testing is blatantly wrong, and the school 
pupils are invited to see this for themselves. Almost 
incredibly, this method of disproving the theory was 
thought of by yours truly only after almost a century of 
pure opium had elapsed. A chemist like myself has the 
sense not to chew opium. It is certain that the standard 
media are going to blast us all with the centenary of 
general relativity in 2015, but we all know that it is 
totally wrong. If society wants to do this it feasts itself 
at a time when fuel is running out. It makes Nero look 
terribly responsible.

FOR POSTING: UFT213 background     notes  

March 28, 2012 

Thanks in anticipation!

a213thpapernotes1.pdf

a213thpapernotes10.pdf

a213thpapernotes11.pdf

a213thpapernotes2.pdf

a213thpapernotes3.pdf

a213thpapernotes4.pdf

a213thpapernotes5.pdf

a213thpapernotes6.pdf

a213thpapernotes7.pdf

a213thpapernotes8.pdf

a213thpapernotes9.pdf

FOR POSTING:     UFT213  

March 28, 2012 

This is UFT213 and its rtf file on simple proofs of the connection antisymmetry. The paper refers to the 
background notes which I will send to Dave Burleigh for posting.

a213thpaper.pdf
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Reform of Planning     Procedures  

March 28, 2012 

I think it is important for an international readership to realize the extent to which the Welsh language 
has been eroded by utterly disastrous government in areas such as my native Mawr by lack of control at 
the planning stage, an uncontrolled monoglot influx, uncontrolled house price inflation. Councillors 
and developers are to be severely criticised for this damage to the language. I can see the changes 
clearly because I was away from the village for such a long time. I was corruptly denied work in the so 
called “University of Wales” as in essay and broadcast 64 on www.aias.us. A rigorously Welsh 
language university should be established around the National Eisteddfod. In my youth Craig Cefn Parc 
here was almost entirely Welsh speaking, a hard working coal mining village. My entire family were 
coal miners. Now almost no one speaks the language and it is saturated with vehicles from over 
development, biker criminality and traffic disrupting horse riders who trample the ecology off the 
bridle paths – a habitual trespass that churns the precious landscape into mud. I have called for a traffic 
regulation order to make this a criminal offence. I have called for gates and fencing and barbed wire to 
stop bikers. I have called for a crackdown on biker criminality with long prison sentences. Swansea 
County Council and the Beaufort Estate are inert, so I have had to fight these criminals personally with 
help from the police. The Labour Party has failed to nationalize the land, leading to the societal disaster 
of wind turbines. Some of the roads in Mawr are in deplorable condition already, the narrow roads are 
blocked with cars. Yet we see the incumbent Councillor wanting yet more development which almost 
everyone opposes. Nearly everyone opposes all MA develpment, so why is it being forced on Mawr at 
all? There is a doormat with the word “People” written on it. This catastrophic deterioration must be 
stopped by the Welsh Language Act of 2010. Irish Gealtacht type areas must be set up, and Mawr 
should be one of them. No planning permission would be given without a stringent Welsh language 
test, house prices would be capped so young people hava a chance of buying one. Houses would be put 
in trust by government. I have already put mine in trust to prevent it being sold to developers. I am 
fourth generation family in this house, which I bought back after it had been sold. Mawr would no 
longer be dominated by monoglot, irresponsible, Swansea County Council, which is as remote as the 
stars. I find that all politicians are remote these days. They never answer e mail and illegally try to tell 
one not to e mail them. I found that the e mail of Rhodri Morgan for example is still live at the 
Assembly, but he retired years ago. Martin Caton never answers e mail. So there is no real democracy. I 
am in favour of eliminating these inert representatives by electronic referendum, direct government by 
the People, for the People.

Myron Evans

Prof. M .W. Evans
H. M. Civil List
AIAS Director
www.aias.us

Independent Candidate for Mawr

OO621 – missing text and     references  

March 28, 2012 

Many thanks, this is one of the unfinished manuscripts and I could not find the missing parts in my 
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papers here. Nevertheless the paper is understandable to a large degree in my opinion and is valuable 
historically. Since then I have changed my opinion completely about the Higgs mechanism, and now 
reject it and no longer use it. It is a thoroughly obsolete mechanism that is kept alive only at CERN in 
order to purchase a Nobel prize with tax payers’ money. The typesetting is excellent as usual and I can 
find only three typo’s.

1) Abstract “demonstrates”.
2) E bold sub mu in eq. (19).
3) In eq. (26) replace x throughout by the vector product sign.

In a message dated 28/03/2012 02:11:37 GMT Daylight Time,

Prof. Evans,

Near the end of OO621 there appears to be missing text and references as follows:

1.) On (pdf) page 17, there is a circled “B” to indicate paragraph(s) to insert, but I could not 
find the text to which it refers. (I did find those for circle “A” insert).

2.) Page 18 does have a partial paragraph, which could be part of insert “B”, but it is 
obvious that there is more missing text that goes before it. More evidence of missing text is 
that this paragraph refers to an Equation 46, however there are only 41 numbered equations 
up to the point insert “B” is specified.

3.) There are a total of 15 cited references but only 10 are given at the end. (I’m assuming 
the 2nd set of 10 references on page 19 were the ones intended as the 1st set on page 17 
only provides 3 heavily corrected references. (I see that ref. 1 and ref. 3 of the 1st set nearly 
match with ref. 5 and ref 6., respectively, of the 2nd set, which seems to confirm my 
assumption.)

Please check what I typeset so far and send me what is missing.

Ray Delaforce

Britain Preparing to Drop Wind Turbine     Subsidies  

March 28, 2012 

Bankrupt Britain is preparing to follow in the wake of the Netherlands and Japan in dropping subsidies 
for wind turbines. The U.S. and Danish experience has shown that wind turbines are a grotesque 
economic disaster that bankrupts nations. In Japan, turbine production is scheduled to drop by 70%. In 
Britain there has been a 150 M.P. revolt against King Cameron the Unelected on the issue of wind 
turbines. I urge a general election on this issue of wind turbines. All of this is on google. In the U.S. 
there are tens of thousands of derelict wind turbines, a blight on the landscape left there by bankrupt 
companies whose subsidies have vanished. The profiteer and absentee landlord, David the Unelected 
Somerset, Duke of Beaufort (my distant cousin but there the similarity ends) is preparing to obliterate 
the ancient and unique landsscape of Mawr here in the face of intense outrage and bitter opposition, as 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/28/britain-preparing-to-drop-wind-turbine-subsidies/


plans are unveiled for huge turbines to be hauled along the narrow roads of Pontardawe. Nothing like 
this has been seen since Crawshay’s hated bailiff hauled his engine on a string all the way to Nant y 
Glo. The terminally apathetic majority is being wakened very rudely by Crawshay in modern guise. 
There is a 95% opposition here to wind turbines, all of it ignored by mediaeval aristocracy and insane 
greed for money. As candidate for Mawr I oppose wind turbines, and advocate a class action in court 
against the wind turbine developers, a class action with hundreds of people sharing the legal costs. The 
injunction would prohibit all further wind turbine development and sue for millions in damages. I 
advocate such class actions against turbine developers all over Europe. Mynydd Bettws has already 
been savagely damaged. I was part of an eight to one majority of objectors, and we were ignored 
undemocratically no surprise. The class action would seek an injunction on the grounds of damage to 
environment under Section 38 of the Commonland Act of 2006. Under MA007 there are hidden plans 
for turbines on Gelliwastad. My initial polling here shows an overhwelming majority against ANY 
further MA development in Mawr. Such development will kill the Welsh language. I am organizing a 
petition now. I have been fighting wind turbines for about fifteen years. I urge the local Plaid Cymru 
candidate for Mawr to come out against turbines and to represent the People. Similarly for the Labour 
candidate. If so I will switch my considerable support to Plaid Cymru. I have spoken with Dr. David 
Lloyd, A. M. and he is fully aware of my views and of the views of the People. NO WIND 
TURBINES.

Myron Evans

Independent Candidate for Mawr

FOR POSTING: Comment on Media     Report  

March 28, 2012 

This is a typically meaningless media report. Its theoretical aspects are entirely obsolete, the 
Einsteinian general relativity is incorrect as can be seen very easily indeed from UFT202. This paper is 
a simple demonstration of the fact that EGR does not produce a precessing elliptical orbit and to deny 
UFT202 is bluntly unscientific. It has been available for some time. As an outsider to GR initially I 
have gradually become aware that its numerous errors have been covered up since December 1915, 
when Schwarzschild first pointed out that Einstein’s 1915 calculation is incorrect. UFT202 confirms 
this criticism in such a very simple way that supporters of EGR are now dismissed as dogmatists 
throughout the world of science. We see this clearly from feedback to www.aias.us. So funding of EGR 
should be stopped entirely at a time when the world is running out of fuel very rapidly. The EGR also 
uses an incorrect Christoffel connection symmetry. By now this has been proven in several ways in 
recent UFT papers. These papers are also closely argued and correct in all aspects, checked many times 
over by the colleagues. There have been numerous other refutations of EGR, and one independent 
website contains thirty nine counter examples to the theory. Halton Arp here worked with Fred Hoyle, 
who dismissed Big Bang as nonsense. Hoyle coined the term as a joke and left Cambridge in disgust. 
There are also many criticisms of the experimental claims. From UFT202 alone it is clear that 
something very odd has been going on for years. An incorrect thery has been “tested with precision”. 
EGR is incorrect, so none of its predictions could possibly have been verified: precession, light 
bending, big bang, black holes, gravitational radiation. The media continues to ignore the great 
majority of scientists who have accepted ECE theory in a new way that opens the closed shop for 
customers:

http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/28/for-posting-comment-on-media-report/


M .W. Evans, Ed., “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity” (CISP, Cambridge 
International Science Publishing, www.cisp-publishing.com, 2012), see home page of www.aias.us, 
special isue six of

Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry (CISP six issues a year).

This script is not by John Cleese of Monte Python’s Flying Circus it is by yours truly,

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

In a message dated 28/03/2012 01:08:53 GMT Daylight Time,

A universe without end

March 28, 2012 – 3:43AM
Peter Spinks

Once, the universe was held to be static and unchanging. But this idea was turned on its 
head early last century when US astronomer Edwin Hubble discovered that the cosmos 
was, in fact, expanding.

The change of perspective was hard to accept. In the 1940s, British cosmologist Fred Hoyle 
tried to save the notion of a ”steady-state” universe by proposing that, while older galaxies 
shift away from each other, new matter is continually being created throughout the 
universe.

In the end, the big bang — the theory of a primordial fireball in which the universe was 
forged — prevailed, along with its concept of ever-increasing distances between galaxies 
and no creation of new matter.

The cosmos was assumed to be expanding at a decreasing rate. This was based on the 
premise that the initial outward force of the big bang, and subsequent period of inflation, 
was counteracted by gravity, which acted as a kind of cosmic brake on galaxies in their 
headlong rush away from one another.

Then along came two teams of scientists, one led by Brian Schmidt of the Australian 
National University’s Mount Stromlo Observatory near Canberra and the other by Saul 
Perlmutter of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in the US.

After scrutinising supernovas, or exploding stars, in relatively nearby and distant deep 
space, the teams reached an astounding conclusion: the universe’s expansion was 
accelerating. The discovery rocked the cosmology world and earned its pioneers the 2011 
Nobel prize for physics.

The most likely explanation for the acceleration is dark energy, a type of anti-gravity force 
that repels instead of attracts objects at great distances and, in fact, gets stronger over time. 
Such a repulsive, gravity-defying phenomenon has, until recently, remained largely in the 
realm of theory.

http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/technology/by/Peter-Spinks
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.cisp-publsihing.com/


Using the Anglo-Australian Telescope, the WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey has since 
confirmed what theorists had been anxious to learn: dark energy, believed to account for 
about three-quarters of the universe, is real, though still poorly understood.

The WiggleZ team mapped the distribution of more than 200,000 galaxies in an area 
hundreds of millions of light years across and 7 billion light years away (a light year is 
about 9.5 trillion kilometres). This is more than half way back to the big bang.

The results of the survey, involving 18 Australian astronomers, including 10 from 
Swinburne University, reveal that the pattern by which galaxies are distributed is explained 
by the space-stretching properties of dark energy.

Gravity behaves as Einstein’s theory of general relativity predicts it should on very large 
scales, says Warrick Couch, the director of Swinburne’s Centre for Astrophysics and 
Supercomputing and one of the survey’s leaders. ”We have to look to new physics to 
explain dark-energy and the accelerating expansion of the universe.”

A third, independent confirmation of the accelerating force came from a study of the 
microwave background radiation, left over from the big bang. By mapping tiny variations 
in the radiation’s temperature across regions of the sky — using a NASA satellite known as 
the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe — scientists measured the universe’s 
expansion and its mean curvature.

The results suggest the universe is flat with a cosmological constant — a mathematical term 
introduced by Einstein into his equations of general relativity and now synonymous with 
dark energy — of the same value as that determined by Professor Schmidt’s supernova 
team and the WiggleZ Survey.

How they did it

Thanks to the Hubble Space Telescope, astronomers in the early 1990s could measure 
distances and recession velocities of galaxies a billion light years away.

This revealed that the universe was expanding at about 70 kilometres per second per 
megaparsec — meaning that for every 3.26 million light years further back in space one 
goes, galaxies recede faster by another 70 kilometres per second. This relation is known as 
the Hubble law.

This measurement alone did not reveal whether the expansion was slowing or accelerating. 
To answer that, scientists needed to measure how the expansion deviates from the Hubble 
law for objects several billion light years away.

This is where type Ia supernovas, produced by the explosion of a white dwarf — the small, 
dense collapsed core of a star that has cast off its outer layers — came in handy. Such 
supernovas are luminous enough to be detected at great distances.

‘‘They are not exact standard candles, but we can calculate their intrinsic peak luminosity 
based on their observed decline,’’ says Robert Soria, an astrophysicist at the International 



Centre for Radio Astronomy Research in Perth.

Crucially, the peak luminosity of such supernovas is well known from modelling of similar 
objects in our neighbourhood. ‘‘So, when astronomers observe a distant supernova, they 
can accurately measure how far away it is by noting how much fainter it is,’’ Dr Soria says.

The hunt begins

Armed with a suitable technique for measuring distances and recession velocities, 
astronomers in the mid-1990s searched for very distant supernovas. The first showed up in 
1995 when the High-z Supernova Search team, comprising astronomers from four 
continents, led by Professor Schmidt, discovered what was then the most distant supernova 
detected, 5 billion light years away.

Using the Cerro Tololo four-metre telescope in Chile, the team measured the recession 
speed of the galaxy containing the ancient remnant of this star, and the object’s apparent 
brightness. The supernova appeared almost 50 per cent fainter than would have been the 
case if the universe’s expansion had been slowing.

It was a most unexpected finding: the supernova’s faintness suggested that, far from 
slowing down, the universe was expanding at an accelerating rate.

More observations were needed and, in 1997, they were made using the Canada-France-
Hawaii Telescope at Mauna Kea in Hawaii, which is high and dry enough to produce razor-
sharp images. ”We studied a patch of sky for several hours on 7 April, then again on 29 
April,” recalls Professor Schmidt.

Picking out new objects that had emerged in intervening weeks, the astronomers noticed 11 
exploding stars had appeared. Three of these deserved more detailed study. One was 4 
billion light years from Earth, another 5 billion light years away. The third supernova, 8 
billion light years away, was the most distant yet discovered.

In all cases, the light from these violent outbursts — more luminous than billions of suns — 
had reached us as a mere flicker, much dimmer than would have been expected for a closed 
or a decelerating universe. ”We became 99 per cent sure the universe was infinite and 
would expand forever,” Professor Schmidt says.

Then, in April 1998, the team struck gold again. Another dozen supernovas were detected 
in Chile at distances ranging from 3 billion to 6.5 billion light years away. Another two 
dozen discoveries followed between 1999 and 2001. Calculations based on the luminosity 
and redshift — the shift in the frequency of light towards longer wavelengths — of those 
distant objects, compared with a sample of nearby supernovas, confirmed and strengthened 
the earlier results.

This clinched the deal. ”We were now 99.9999 per cent confident that the universe would 
expand forever,” Professor Schmidt says. ”We were also 99 per cent sure that the universe 
was expanding at an accelerating rate.” The rate of expansion is increasing every billion 
years by some three kilometres per second per megaparsec.



The research was bolstered by several studies led by Saul Perlmutter. Between 1994 and 
1998, his team found more than 30 distant supernovas up to 7 billion light years away. By 
matching their new sample with the less distant supernovas found by Chilean astronomers, 
they also found that distant supernovas were dimmer than expected, as Professor Schmidt’s 
team found.

Our universe, it seems, is destined to expand forever — and, most likely, at an accelerating 
rate.

A question of age

Because the expansion rate determines the universe’s age, the team’s findings suggest it is 
older than once thought. ‘‘Previous estimates had put the age of the universe at between 9 
and 13 billion years,’’ says Professor Schmidt.

It is now known that the universe is 13.7 billion years old – more in line with ages of the 
oldest stars.

A question of shape

High-resolution data from the Hubble telescope helped determine the universe’s geometry. 
‘‘Our evidence suggests that it is not round but flat,’’ Professor Schmidt says.

Where in this flatness do we reside? ‘‘Flat space in physics does not mean flattened like a 
two-dimensional sheet of paper,’’ Dr Soria says. ‘‘It means a space where you can draw 
parallel and perpendicular lines at 90 degrees and the sum of a triangle’s angles is 180 
degrees — as you would draw on a flat sheet of paper.’’

The opposite of flat space is curved space, he explains, so think not of flat as being thin. 
‘‘We are in a three-dimensional flat space that extends in all three spatial directions.’’

Read more: http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/technology/sci-tech/a-universe-without-end-
20120327-1vvsc.html#ixzz1qMh8ChhQ
=

Daily Report     27/3/12  

March 28, 2012 

There were 2,829 hits from 586 distinct visits, 35.1% spiders. McGill University Canada UFT67; 
Queen’s University Canada UFT161; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres general; Antioquia Universty 
Colombia Essay24 (Spanish); Raytheon Corporation essay 43; Carleton University general; University 
of Oklahoma essay 35; Barcelona Technical University (on edu) Essay19 (Spanish); University of 
Wyoming UFT201; Washington University general; University of Wisconsin UFT33; Complutensian 
University Madrid UFT166 (Spanish); University of Valencia Gandia International Centre Felker3 
(Spanish); University of Poitiers general; University of Iceland Reykjavik Edyn3; Methacton School 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/28/daily-report-27312/
http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/technology/sci-tech/a-universe-without-end-20120327-1vvsc.html#ixzz1qMh8ChhQ
http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/technology/sci-tech/a-universe-without-end-20120327-1vvsc.html#ixzz1qMh8ChhQ


District Pennsylvania UFT2; Royal Society of Chemistry general; New Pakistan University errors in 
Einstein; Gdynia Poland general; National University of Rwanda UFT75; Anadolu University Turkey 
UFT42, UFT88; intense internationl interest from individual computers.

214(2): Multiple Internal Contradictions in     EGR  

March 27, 2012 

This note shows that the EGR is an absurd theory which produces multiple self contradictions. In other 
words this is a reduction to absurdity refutation of EGR made with simple algebra that school pupils 
can understand. The only thing that has been done is to match the theoretical and observed orbital 
equations, and nothing else.

a214thpapernotes2.pdf

214(1): Differentiation of the Precessing     Ellipse  

March 27, 2012 

In UFT214 I intend to focus in on the most easily seen error in Einsteinian general relativity, that it 
does not produce the equation of a precessing ellipse (the orbit of a planet). It does not produce one of 
its most infamous claims. In fact Schwarzschild pointed this out in Dec. 1915, but was never minded. 
In this note the rules of differentiation are given in all detail, so fourth or fifth formers can follow the 
proof. They can use laptops and ipods to check their hand calculations with computer algebra. Horst 
Eckardt did this for UFT202. Every UFT paper is checked by computer algebra. The differentiation 
gives the observed orbital equation (13) which is rearranged to give eq. (19). The incorrect EGR theory 
gives eq. (20), a very well known equation which can be found with google or in any number of 
textbooks. The EGR theory does not produce the experimental result at all. Not only is is it wrong, it is 
not even approximately right. Finally in this note the EGR is reduced to absurdity, and it is shown that 
it fails to give precession at all. So all those claims to have observed the theory with precision are 
complete nonsense. Satellite data are useful if not wildly hyperexpensive, but the data do not prove the 
EGR at all. Data can never prove an incorrect theory. This claim to precision testing is blatantly wrong, 
and the school pupils are invited to see this for themselves. Almost incredibly, this method of 
disproving the theory was thought of by yours truly only after almost a century of pure opium had 
elapsed. A chemist like myself has the sense not to chew opium. It is certain that the standard media are 
going to blast us all with the centenary of general relativity in 2015, but we all know that it is totally 
wrong. If society wants to do this it feasts itself at a time when fuel is running out. It makes Nero look 
terribly responsible.

a214thpapernotes1.pdf

http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/a214thpapernotes1.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/27/2141-differentiation-of-the-precessing-ellipse/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/a214thpapernotes2.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/27/2142-multiple-internal-contradictions-in-egr/


Differentiation of the Precessing     Ellipse  

March 27, 2012 

I will be glad to work with fourth or fifth formers and teachers on this, so in the next note I will show 
exactly how the differentiation is done by hand, and exactly how the Einstein theory fails (UFT202). 
The pupils can always check this using computer algebra or using examples on google. They should 
know how to do it by hand (e.g. Stephenson, “Mathematical Methods for Science Students”). This is 
enough to refute Einstein’s ideas completely. Any bigwig who denies this will get balder than a pebble 
becasue he will be seen not to be able to differentiate, unable to use computer algebra, unable to study 
google, or worse of all, to be a politican of mathematics. There are no politics in mathematics. There is 
nothing to be done about dogmatists like that except to ignore them. I have just refuted Einstein’s 
geodesic method in about three lines, but the geodesic equation is too advanced for O level. It may be 
taught at A level in some curricula. Any journal which tries to reject the UFT202 refutation will be seen 
by the vast majority of scientists and engineers as being incompetent. The feedback is remorselessly 
objective. On past experience with journals I feel that it is overwhelmingly more sensible to publish on 
www.aias.us and let the colleagues decide. After they have been able to study the material for some 
months or years, it is published in:

M. W. Evans, Ed., J. Found. Phys. Chem., (www.cisp-publishing.com)

Surely there is no better method of refereeing than study by tens or hundreds of thousands for some 
months or years. The old system consisted of a smoked filled room, long delays, and often a blatant 
misuse of anonymity. Einstein’s papers were never refereed, so I am doing that now. I would be 
reluctant to publish him. The overwhelming majority has accepted ECE theory for about nine years. 
That leaves the old journals with no intellectual authority. Nature cares nothing about intellectual 
authority, not does it care how and where you publish. One can safely say by this stage that the AIAS 
colleagues are as technically good as any self styled bigwig, especially with computer algebra always 
available to check anything. All this illustrates with great clarity the wisdom of Bacon’s method of 
comparing a theory with nature (experimental data), never with another theory. The latter choice just 
leads into endless anthropomorphism and politics again. It also illustrates the wisdom of Friar William 
of Ockham, who advocated simplicity. The whole EGR now stands or falls on the simple differentiation 
of a precessing ellipse, and asking nature if the theory is right. Nature says it is wrong. So let us think 
of a new theory. ECE is one idea, there are many others, as many as imagination limits. A theory is like 
art, and there are many artists.

213(11): Derivation of Newton’s Equation from the Antisymmetric     Connection  

March 27, 2012 

This is a straightforward refutation of Einstein’s famous derivation of the Newton equation from the 
geodesic equation. The basic and irretrievable geometrical error made by Einstein is eq. (4), the use of 
a symmetric connection. It is shown that the correct antisymmetric connection (6) produces the Newton 
equation correctly. This connection is the totally antisymmetric unit tensor in three dimensions divided 
by r. Non Newtonian dynamics are described by a more general connection in four dimensions. So now 
I will write up UFT213 with Horst Eckardt and Douglas Lindstrom. Einstein’s error was repeated 
dogmatically throughout the twentieth century due to ignorance of torsion and perhaps due to peer 
pressure to conform. These anthropomorphic pressures have failed completely to stop the progress of 
ECE theory. The feedback shows that the theory goes from strength to strength. So Newton’s ideas 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/27/21311-derivation-of-newtons-equation-from-the-antisymmetric-connection/
http://www.cisp-publishing.com/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/27/differentiation-of-the-precessing-ellipse/


about dynamics arise from a particular type of Christoffel connection.

a213thpapernotes11.pdf

Blog Cymru’n     codi  

March 27, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr iawn!

In a message dated 27/03/2012 01:10:37 GMT Daylight Time, :

Annwyl Myron,

Gweler y ddolen gyswllt.

http://cymruncodi.blogspot.co.uk/

Am y tro.

Siân

Daily Report     26/3/12  

March 27, 2012 

There were 2,705 hits from 614 distinct visits, 31% spiders. University of Sofia Bulgaria UFT152; 
Acadia University Canada UFT75; Mathematics McGill University UFT67; University of British 
Columbia Canada UFT149; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT106, 108, 192; CERN errors in 
Einsteinian General Relativity; Mazaryk University Czechia Croca dialogue; Siemens Company 
UFT21; Techincal Universiy Darmstadt UFT29; Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (on edu) infinite 
solenoid; Physics Ohio State University UFT80; Physics Penn State University UFT88; University of 
Washington general; Chemistry Wayne Satet University relabelling of indices; Wesleyan University 
refutation of Heisenberg; Madrid Complutensian University UFT166; Science University of Valencia 
UFT3; Ecole Normal Superieure Lyon UFT88; University of Poitiers general; US Food and Drug 
Administration UFT25; NASA Stennis Space Center obsolete concepts of the standard model, 
comparitive impact table; Italian National Institute for Nuclear Research (INFN) Rome 1 UFT40; 
INFN Rome 2 UFT171; Methacton School District Pennsylvania UFT2, UFT3; National Centre for 
Physics Pakistan UFT85; City of Gdansk extensive; Alexandru Ioan Cuza University Romania 
refutation of Heisenberg; Alba Nova University Centre Stockholm UFT41; physics National Central 
University Taiwan UFT110; Physics Leicester University UFT203; Nottingham University concerns 
about ethics; Stellenbosch University South Africa UFT21,extensive study all sectors worldwide.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/27/daily-report-26312/
http://cymruncodi.blogspot.co.uk/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/27/blog-cymrun-codi/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/a213thpapernotes111.pdf


QC195/12 – Arthur Dent NOT PROTECTIVELY     MARKED  

March 26, 2012 

Thank you very much. I have reason to believe that the stalker is a local person, because of reference to 
my armorial banner, which he has observed. I do not think he is dangerous but may have driven past 
my house here or stopped to observe it. He is not a scientist, and has no knowledge of science or 
mathematics. He has a deep hatred of myself developed for no known reason. His characteristic idiom 
of writing makes him recognizable easily. I suggest that the police trace him through British Telecom 
(his e mail is supairp). Paper evidence concerning his activities has been given to Clydach and 
Morriston Police Stations. I suspect that the pseudonyms “Arthur Dent”, “Dr Fisher” and “Aaron Vee” 
are the same person, because of similarities of idiom and writing style. “Arthur Dent” has also stalked 
my publisher, Victor Riecansky, with post mark “Pen y Cae” in Powys. So he could live in that vicinity. 
He could easily have driven past my house or could have lurked outside it, so I will be observant. In my 
opinion the person is pyschologically disturbed, and uses the name of Puritan zealots, (Arthur Dent was 
a seventeenth century Puritan, Aaron’s rod is biblical) so he has a tendency towards fanatical 
conservatism. Recently he begun stalking a teacher in the U.S. He took her e mail address from my 
blog, which he follows with fanatical disturbance of mind. “Arthur Dent” was traced and talked to 
about three years ago by Detective Constable Martin Thomas of Morriston police station, at that time to 
Barry. He then stopped stalking me but has now resumed stalking my associates. I think that this is a 
police matter because this is cyberstalking of the worst kind, and there is a chance that he may disturb 
the peace. I don’t think that that chance should be taken and he should be caught and cautioned or 
arrested. He is impervious to reason because he knows no science, but he is not above the law. The 
psychological problem is that his world view has been shattered by the success of my theory.

Prof. M .W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List,
www.aias.us

Independent Candidate for Mawr

In a message dated 26/03/2012 16:34:22 GMT Daylight Time, Tracie.Rees@south-wales.pnn.police.uk 
writes:

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED Dear Prof. M. W. Evans

I acknowledge receipt of your three e-mails in relation to the above and write to inform you 
that the matter is receiving attention by Inspector Mark Lenihan.

For any information on Neighbourhood Policing or local issues in your area, please visit 
www.ourbobby.com.

If I can be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact this office.

Yours sincerely

Tracie Rees

Sent on behalf of

Fiona Lewis

http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/26/qc19512-arthur-dent-not-protectively-marked/


GENERAL MANAGER

SWANSEA CENTRAL POLICE STATION

WESTERN BCU

01792 555558 Ext 50242

Email: Tracie.Rees

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED

The Integrity of the Physics     System  

March 26, 2012 

This is under challenge as never before, because of the simplicity of the refutation of the Einsteinian 
general relativity in UFT202, the huge readership of www.aias.us, and the emergence of space energy 
devices that cannot be explained with the standard model. All aspects of physics have failed, notably its 
refereeing system. I now have no confidence in that system, I have confidence in the readership 
worldwide. The refereeing system in my experience would try to reject UFT202 arbitrarily, which 
means that it would falsify algebra deliberately. The open source system was developed to outflank 
such tactics.

Popularity in     Mawr  

March 26, 2012 

I have a lot of support in Mawr, so there is a serious danger I might be elected County Councillor to 
defend the language and law and order. I am a fluent Welsh speaker and know a lot of friends here. My 
hope is that the Plaid Cymru candidate will oppose wind turbines, then I will transfer my support to 
that candidate. In any case I will continue to devote as much as much time as I can to scholarship, 
poetry and prose in both languages in view of the huge worldwide interest in www.aias.us. There can 
be no reasonable doubt that the Einsteinian general relativity has been refuted in UFT202.

Mawr Candidacy: Petition against MA     Development  

March 26, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr i chi! Mae croeso dod draw fan hwn yfori. Dechreuais y deiseb a mae llawer o 
gyfeillion wedi llofnodi yn barod, mewn awr neu ddwy. Mae casineb enwedig yn erbyn y twrbinau. Af 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/26/mawr-candidacy-petition-against-ma-development-2/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/26/popularity-in-mawr/
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http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/26/the-integrity-of-the-physics-system/


dros Fawr i gyd dros y misoedd nesaf i siarad gyda’m hen ffrindiau a’m ffrindiau newydd yma ac i 
lofnodi’r deiseb gyda nw i gyd. Pleser i chi ddodi unrhyw beth are eich blogiau.

Thank you very much! You are welcome to meet here to discuss tactics. Many residents have signed 
already, in only an hour or two, so the deep unpopularity of the encumbent Councillor is obvious. There 
is almost unanimous opposition to development that will ruin the Welsh language. Wind turbines are 
detested with all heart and soul all over South West Wales. I will traverse my native Mawr 
systematically over the coming months and see many of my old and new friends with the petition. Feel 
free to put any of my material on your blogs.

Myron

In a message dated 26/03/2012 09:17:28 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Annwyl Myron,

Diolch yn fawr iawn am y wybodaeth ‘gwerthfawr iawn’ yma. Wrth gwrs, byddem yn fwy 
na pharod I ddarparu deiseb ac rydym yn edrych ymlaen I ymweld â chi a chael sgwrs iawn 
am phopeth. Rydym allan drwy’r dydd heddiw ond byddaf yn darparu’r ddeiseb heno. 
Hoffem ddefnyddio’r defnydd arall rydych wedi ei yrru I osod ar rhai o’r blogiau os yw 
hynny’n iawn â chi? a hoffem alw heibio nos fory am y sgwrs hynny, eto, os yw hynny yn 
gyfleus i chi wrth gwrs?

Am y tro felly,

Siân

adeisebpetitionpage1.pdf

Mawr Candidacy: Petition against MA     Development  

March 26, 2012 

I would be most grateful if the action group could make into an electronic petition and collection of 
signatures initiated, for example using facebook. I will initiate a paper petition shortly.

Yr ydym yn cwyno’n gryf am MA007 Cynghor Abertawe, mae hwn yn anghyfreithlon oherwydd rhydd 
waun yw Gelliwastad. Yr ydym yn cwyno’n gryf am MA008, ei ddiben yw codi deuddeg neu fwy o dai 
ar dir Ioan Richards. Mae llawer gormodd o dai yma’n barod. Mae eisiau Cynghorwr newydd ym 
Mawr i amddiffyn yr iaeth Gymraeg ac i amddiffyn y gyfraith.

We the undersigned object strongly to MA007 of Swansea County Council, which is an illegal proposal 
for development of Gelliwastad, a Commonland. We object strongly to MA008, which is a proposal to 
build a dozen or more houses on property owned by Ioan Richards. There are far too many houses here 
already. We feel that it is time for a new County Councillor to be elected for Mawr, one who can 
protect the Welsh language and maintain law and order.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/26/mawr-candidacy-petition-against-ma-development/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/adeisebpetitionpage1.pdf


Elementary     Differentiation  

March 26, 2012 

To “Aaron Vee”. I have reason to suspect that you are “Arthur Dent” and “Dr Fisher” and this 
information is hereby reported to the South Wales police, who have you on record. If you are “Arthur 
Dent” you have already been spoken to by Detectrive Constable Martin Thomas of Morriston Police 
Station. After that your e mail messages to me stopped. So much for your reasoning. Your e mailing is 
not science, it is the felony of cyberstalking. I should not really dignify you with reason, but if had 
wished to argue with me honestly you would have learnt to differentiate. This is a type of mathematics. 
By differentiating the equation that describes the orbit of a planet, it is found that the Einsteinian 
general relativity does not produce the experimental data. Therefore it is not a correct theory. This 
process is known as “science”, which is a subject free of personal animosity. The subject consists of 
comparing a theory with data, and if the two do not match, the theory is wrong. The differentiation of a 
precessing ellipse is elementary, no amount of bile from you will change the fact that the EGR does not 
describe a precessing ellipse. I will not dignify you by history, but this was first pointed out by Karl 
Schwarzschild on December 22nd 1915. Since then Einsteinian general relativty has been criticised or 
refuted many times by many distinguished colleagues. I notice that none of these are described by you 
as “crackpots”, so that means you are dishonest and malicious, all your e mail is motivated by personal 
animosity. If you send any further a mail of any kind to any of my associates you will again be reported 
to the police, both sides of the Atlantic. I publish open source on www.aias.us in a hugely successful 
way. I publish in the way I choose, not in the way you choose. Am I making myself clear?

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Candidate for Mawr.

Tracing Stalker “Aron     Vee”  

March 26, 2012 

He is a local individual becaue he refers to my personal standard, which is indeed in a tattered 
condition due to the crazed hurricane created by “Aaron Vee”. He has no knowledge of mathematics 
and physics and can be dismissed scientifically because he has no knowledge of algebra and is 
therefore unable to make any mathematical statement. He refers to none of my refutations, and avoids 
mention of the fact that I use the same mathematics as everyone else, Cartan’s geometry, so has the 
honesty of a crank. He is out of touch with reality and is an ancient mariner sinking in his own bile, a 
skunk at a wedding in the words of President Harry S. Truman. He uses disinformation not 
differentiation. His argument is vulgar and unconvincing, a boring combination. This local information 
together with the e mail address may be enough to trace him. He may be “Arthur Dent” and “Fisher”, 
he is the only stalker left in Mawr. All he has to do is knock on my door and start a debate, and is 
terminally reluctant to do this.

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/26/tracing-stalker-aron-vee/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/26/elementary-differentiation/


County Council Candidate for Mawr

Daily Report Sunday     25/3/12  

March 26, 2012 

Thre were 1,791 hits from 475 distinct visits, 25.1% spiders. Xian Jiaotong University China general; 
University of Maine refutation of Heisenberg; University of Washington Vancouver general; Weizmann 
Institute UFT175; Kure National College of Technology Japan genreal; Tun Hussein Onn University 
Malaysia UFT25; San Diego County Sheriff UFT156; Metu University Turkey UFT43; University of 
Nottingham UFT2, intense interest all sectors.

Council     Elections.  

March 25, 2012 

Anfonais gwyn amdano Ioan Richards i Ynad y Cyngorau Lleol (Local Authority Ombudsman). Efallai 
allwch chi gyd anfon gwynau i’r Swyddfa (ask) amdano. Pwy sy’n sefyll i Fawr dros Plaid Cymru? 
Mae pawb yma yn erbyn y twrbinau. Cefais sgwrs a’r Dr David Lloyd amdano hwn. Mae croeso i chi 
ddod yma unrhyw bryd cyfleis, (50 Heol Rhyddwen, Craig Cefn Parc). Mae’n hefyd yn bossib i chi 
gyd gwyno i’r heddlu amdano Richards (jane.mackay). Disgynnaf o’r Tywysog Bleddyn ap Maenarch. 
Llew’r Twysog Rhys ap Gruffudd sydd ar f’arfau. Mae’r achau i gyd ar www.aias.us. Disgynaf hefyd 
yn ddwy linell o deulu Hopkin RhyndwyClydach. Mae’n arbennig o bwysig i Blaid Cymru newid ei 
meddwl, yn enwedig o bwysig i Blaid Cymru lleol. Mae 95% yn erbyn twrbinau yma. Mae’r cynllun 
MA007 am ddatblygu Rhydd Waun Gelliwastad (Gelliwastad Common). Mae hwn yn angyffreithlon. 
Mae cynllun MA008 am godi agor o dau ar dir Ioan Richards. Mae pawb yma yn erbyn y cynlluniau 
hyn. Fe fyddaf yn ddiolchar am eich cymorth i ddod a’m neges (manifesto) dros Fawr holl.

I sent a complaints about Ioan Richards to the Local Authority Ombudsman. Perhaps you can all send a 
complaint against him too so that the Ombudsman may start an investigation as to his conduct. Who is 
standing for Mawr from Plaid Cymru? Everyone here is against wind turbines. I talked to Dr David 
Lloyd about this. You are all welcome to pay a visit here any time. It is also possible for you as a group 
to complain to the police officer in charge of local government election conduct – Detective Chief 
Inspector Mackay. I descend from the Prince Bleddyn ap Maenarch. My arms carry as main element 
the lion of the Prince Rhys ap Gruffudd, also my ancestral cousin. All the genealogy is on www.aias.us. 
I also descend in two lines from the Hopkin Family of RhyndwyClydach. It is very important for Plaid 
Cymru to change its policy about wind turbines. About 95% are against them here, and they are a 
severe threat to local democracy. MA007 aims illegally to develop the Commonland of Gelliwastad. 
This is illegal. MA008 aims to build houses on the land of Ioan Richards. These plans are very heavily 
opposed. I would be most grateful for yoru campaign help to bring my manifesto to all my old and new 
friends in Mawr, where I was born, here in this house.

In a message dated 25/03/2012 15:42:03 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Annwyl Myron,

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/25/council-elections-2/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/26/daily-report-sunday-25312/


Diolch yn fawr am ymateb mor brydlon,

We are delighted to get confirmation that you yourself or, a compromise candidate is going 
to stand against Richards. He does far more harm than he’s ever done good and it will be a 
valuable public service to get him out. We fully understand your reasoning in regards to 
putting forward a compromise candidate and, like you, we would prefer to support a Plaid 
candidate, our only concern in regards to that is that Plaid, at present, is pro windmills 
although, we are working on changing their minds. But, if the Plaid candidate would pledge 
to support local anti windmills campaigns then we would happily rally support for him or 
her.

I have not had a chance yet to read the archive material on your blog but have read your 
election manifesto this morning and its ‘spot on’! We agree with everything you state in it 
although, I will now show my ignorance and admit that I am not familiar with the ‘MA 
development’ that you refer to, perhaps you can tell me a bit more about this? I was most 
interested also to read that you are descended from the Hopkin family and from the Princes 
of Brycheiniog. Very exited about this and, hopefully, we will meet soon and you can tell us 
more about these connections.

In the meantime, I am sending a copy of our correspondence to date on to my colleaque 
Gethin ap Gruffydd if that is all right with you. Gethin is a long serving researcher and 
activist (combined) who has many blogs and who has written a lot on these blogs in regards 
to the anti windmill campaign and Cymric as well as all other histories – including material 
on Hopcyn ap Tomos of Ynys Tawe – who you may be descended from. He has been very 
busy today uploading one of his blogs with the ‘poisonous’ correspondence received over 
the last few years from Richards and his ‘evil twin’ Lyn Jenkins of Gwbwrt. Both are as bad 
as each other. Time they were dealt with – starting with Richards!

Maybe we should meet up to discuss what we can do to help you with your election 
campaign? We do not live within the Mawr ward but do live in Abertawe and we have a 
long experience of promotion and campaigning and mobilising support. So, if you can 
suggest a day and place to meet, we’ll try and fit in with that.

Am y tro.

Siân

Council     Elections.  

March 25, 2012 

Annwyl Sian Ifan

Diolch yn fawr iawn am eig neges. For an international readership I am preparing to return my 
nomination papers to stand as a protest against all MA development in Mawr. I hope that all the 
opposition candidates will combine  and choose a compromise candidate preferably the Plaid Cymru 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/25/council-elections/


candidate to whom the Labour candidate and I would give my support, and perhaps also the Tory 
candidate who got only a few votes last time. I have made a complaint against Ioan Richards to the 
Ombudsman. The police warned him not to interfere with my views and not to try to stop my campaign 
using them to do it. I have been opposing wind turbines for fifteen years as you can see from the 
www.aias.us blog, hundreds of postings. My campaign manifesto is also on this blog. I am 
campaigning in defence of the critically endangered Welsh language and culture, and to prevent any 
further MA development in Mawr. This development will destroy the language in violation of the 
Welsh Language Act of 2010. I will shortly organize a petition in my native Mawr against all MA 
development. It is imperative that Ioan Richards be voted out by a combined opposition candidate, so 
as not to split the vote. Last time he was elected on only 30% of the electoral register, so not elected in 
any democratic manner. I prefer direct government by electronic referendum and a completely new 
planning system not involving councillors at all. So I urge a large turn out against him and a large vote 
for the compromise opposition candidate. Also I advise discussions between the Plaid Cymru, Labour 
and Tory candidates and myself as independent to choose an experienced compromise candidate who 
would be effective. So far I have camapigned using my blog on www.aias.us and have strong support. 
Richards has also sent me what appears to be a solicitor’s letter again trying to stifle my views. This 
was done by recorded delivery. These are violations of campaign rules, and violations of democracy 
itself. So I might lodge a complaint with Jack Straw, who is in charge of the elections. My first wife 
was threatened by a developer in a common assault some years ago, and when I tried to buy land here 
to prevent it being developed I was gazzumped and the environment promptly destroyed by 
development. The police and I have tried for many months to control biker vandalism, I do so 
voluntarily every day at considerable danger to myself, but I have had no support at all from the 
Council, which refused to put up gates and fencing. I have been injured once or twice while 
apprehending these criminals. Do you have e mail contact information for the other opposition 
candidates so that we can try to agree on a Mawr Alliance candidate against Richards? Otherwise the 
opposition vote will be uselessly split. I was born here in this house, and I am the grandson of Thomas 
Elim Jones, Head Deacon of Elim, Craig Cefn Parc. I was raised to Armiger in 2008 for distinguished 
service to Great Britain in science. The village of Craig Cefn Parc has been almost completely ruined 
by overdevelopment. All further MA development should be stopped, not encouraged. There are plans 
under MA007 to develop commonland. This is illegal under Section 38 of the Commonland Act of 
2006. Mawr Development Trust told me that it wanted more bikers, and more monoglot immigration. 
This is a complete betrayal of law and order and almost unbelievable to any Welsh speaker The 
language here is in critical condition already. There is no responsible government in Mawr in my 
democratic opinion.

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans, Gentleman, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

bcc Welsh Government

In a message dated 25/03/2012 12:23:20 GMT Daylight Time,

Annwyl Myron Evans,

I don’t think you know us but we are Cymric anti windmill campaigners who have been 
active, during the last few months, in drawing public attention to the intended plans re the 
windmilling of Mynydd y Betws and Mynydd y Gwair. For our efforts, we have had to 
endure a barrage of poisonous e-mails from Ioan Richards, the last arriving on Friday 

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


evening. This is nothing new, we and others – including yourself we know, have suffered 
this cowardly means of communication from this ‘mad’ councillor for years prior to this 
present campaign and we now, having had enough, have decided to draw the public’s 
attention to what type of madman he is during the May council election campaign. Our aim 
is to ensure that he loses his seat on the council and we intend to do this by supporting one 
of his opposing candidates in the election. We have been told that you are standing against 
him, if this is the case, could you please get back to me so that we can have a chat.

Diolch

Siân Ifan

Wikipedia

March 25, 2012 

I did get your message but it would take a great deal to convince me that wikipedia has any value in 
contemporary physics. All of its articles in general relativity are obsolete and misleading. It has 
attacked me personally without knowing anything about by work, and I fought back, finally getting it to 
remove its defamation. This argument was so fierce that it has been featured in some journals and 
conferences. One of its moderators, “Science Guy” is suspected to be Akhlesh Lakhtakia, who has been 
investigated by the campus police at Penn State at the request of his administration for cyberstalking 
with pseudonyms. This mailing by Lakhtakia was traced by our feedback systems ad contained crude 
ethnic prejudice against Welsh speakers such as myself. If I tried to post anything on wikipedia its 
censorious electronics would remove it automatically. With judgment like this who needs bigotry? 
Until this unethical conduct is stopped, I have no confidence in its moderators, and I certainly have no 
need of wikipedia. It is clear that wikipedia’s methods are totalitarian and remind me of such regimes in 
the Europe of the past or of Joseph McCarthy in the USA. If you are really concerned about science I 
suggest that you try to get wikipedia to read a paper such as UFT202 on www.aias.us, one which 
refutes Einsteinian general relativity in one of many known ways. If I tried to post this paper on 
wikipedia it would censor it. So it is the opposite of having anything to do with “The People”, in whose 
name all types of despotism have been made to flourish. I am not at all critical of you or your work, but 
you ought to know about the sinister aspects of wikipedia.

Prof. M. W. Evans
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

In a message dated 25/03/2012 09:34:14 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Dr. Evans,

I reached out to you last week and wanted to follow up with you again, in case you missed 
my email or possibly didn’t receive it. I’ve included my original message below:

I came across your site and wanted to share my infographic about Wikipedia and how it’s 
redefining the way we research. I saw that you had wrote about open source education, 

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/25/wikipedia-2/


which is why I thought you and your readers might find it interesting! Would you be 
interested in taking a look? Let me know, as I’d love to get your thoughts on it!

Thanks again,
Jen

Agreed with Simon     Clifford  

March 25, 2012 

I agree with Simon Clifford, who has been here several times and helped with the broadcasts. I agree 
with translating the theory into circuits. In UFT107 this was done with the help of co authors Franklin 
Amador and Horst Eckardt, with the result that it is the most widely read paper, with order of 
magnitude ten thousand referrals. Many Searl associates have read this paper. In fact the computational 
effort at AIAS is aimed at simulating circuits that might give giant resonance. Simon Clifford has also 
visited Alex Hill voluntarily, and tried to construct a circuit voluntarily. He is a very skillful electronics 
engineer, has seen and operated the space devices for himself and is a graduate of Durham. Simon is 
one of the ones I recommend for funding first when it comes through. I recommend UFT202 because it 
needs no tensors to understand it, it is just linear algebra. The thing I like best about mathematics is that 
it completely removes any uncertainty when reduced to its simplest format. A huge amount of wasted 
funding can be stopped with UFT202 and its simple algebra. I am always looking for people of 
integrity willing to stand up to and counter argue any illogicality, because now any adherence to EGR 
is illogical, leaving ECE theory as the only correct unified field theory.

In a message dated 25/03/2012 10:02:47 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Rachel,
I’ve just looked at your blog & the links to the interviews with Stephen Crothers – 
excellent! I really like your comments. Now, I have to admit I’m from the AIAS camp, but I 
am trying to bring a more readable interpretation of the thinking (more as an effort to learn 
it myself as an electronics engineer) indeed, I remember only too well sitting at Myron’s 
kitchen table trying to get to grips with the basics of spin-connection. It was clear it was 
like another language – and I was illiterate! Myron was really patient, bless him, we had 
several mugs of rather splendid coffee (I must say, Larisa makes splendid cakes too while 
she puts up with technobabble in the house!) and so I tried a different tack – maybe if 
Myron understood a bit more about electronics he’d be able to make the link? The shoe was 
on the other foot – sadly it was a left shoe & both our feet were right ones! Lol. I think we 
agreed that I’d best stick to the electronics & Myron with the tensors. However, optimist I 

am, I continue  .

I often get asked “so what’re you doing Simon?” by friends over dinner & I try to give a 
potted explanation of ECE – to this end I wrote a couple of articles “coffee table” articles – 
the sort my mum’d understand (except you’d have a slice of lovely carrot cake as well!). 
Those two articles are on the AIAS site “education” section (“New Theories of Spacetime – 
Why Should we be Interested?” and “B(3), B(3)? What on Earth is B(3)…”) – do feel free 
to use them in any way you wish to support AIAS.

http://www.aias.us/documents/Educational/B(3)B(3)-WhatonEarthisB(3).pdf
http://www.aias.us/documents/Educational/NewTheoriesOfSpacetime.pdf
http://www.aias.us/documents/Educational/NewTheoriesOfSpacetime.pdf
http://www.aias.us/index.php?goto=showPageByTitle&pageTitle=O_Level_Education_Section
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/25/agreed-with-simon-clifford/


Thanks for your thoughts and I hope all goes well, if there’s anything I can help with – just 
ask!

Simon.

Easy to Understand Error in EGR     (UFT202)  

March 25, 2012 

This paper has been on the net for a couple of months or more and points out an easy to understand 
error in Einsteininan general relativity (EGR), showing that the theory is unable to producing the 
equation of a precessing ellipse (orbit of a planet). That should be the end of the theory. I advise school 
teachers and lecturers to point out the error in their classes, provided they clear it first with their 
administrations. It has come to my attention that two school teachers have been threatened with career 
destruction for straightforward criticism such as this. This is disgusting. These threats should be 
outlawed by new legislation and the people who make them aggressively counter criticised by decent 
society. Otherwise physics will be just another totalitarian failure, or at best bad politics. This error has 
already been studied extensively and accepted without a single objection. How can one “object” to 
differentiation? In UFT202 the equation of the precessing ellipse is differentiated and compared 
directly with Einstein’s rather obscure claims. (He doubted his own theory repeatedly as is well known 
to scholars.) The EGR fails completely. Instead of skunking around my website looking for 
correspondents to harass (stalker “Aaron Vee” and several childish aliases), it would be better to learn 
mathematics and go back to school: learn from the real children how to behave. This UFT202 error 
alone means that EGR is obsolete and should not be funded or given any public credibility whatsoever. 
Courses on EGR should not be funded or encouraged. To ignore this simple refutation is unethical and 
unprofessional. To ask for public money knowing the existence of this conclusive refutation is in my 
opinion criminal – a deliberate fraud: and so it goes on. The equation of the precessing ellipse (that of 
the observed orbit of a planet in the solar system) is

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

where (r, theta) are the polar coordinates in a plane, alpha the half right latitude, epsilon the ellipticity 
and x the precession constant. This is the OBSERVED equation of a planetary orbit. Differentiation of 
this function should be easy for fourth or fifth formers at any good school. If not, something is wrong 
with the education system. It gives:

dr / d theta = (epsilon x / alpha) r squared sin (x theta)

The pupils can do this with computer algebra but it is better if they learn the rules of differentiation and 
do it by hand. The rule is: differentiation of the numerator times denominator minus differentiation of 
denominator times the numerator divided by denominator squared. The EGR produces a very well 
known dr / d theta that can be compared with the above result as in UFT202. The pupils do not need to 
know where that result comes from, anyone can look it up with google. THE EGR THEORY DOES 
NOT PRODUCE THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA. This is one of many refutations of EGR and many 
counter examples given by honest scientists for nearly a hundred years! To go on funding such a theory 
is completely pointless and a complete waste of public money, our money as taxpayers. Anyone who 
cannot differentiate should be eliminated from science, and if he is a stalker, from society. Finally 
claims to have “verified” EGR experimentally cannot be right. To go on claiming verification knowing 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/25/easy-to-understand-error-in-egr-uft202/


the existence of these multiple refutations is in my opinion grossly unethical.

Courses in the New     Science  

March 25, 2012 

I agree with all these aims. I am one of the British Civil List scientists and have found that there is 
intense worldwide interest in finding new sources of energy. The attached is a two hundred page 
synopsis of university visits to www.aias.us, representing 2% of the huge total interest worldwide in all 
walks of society. The British Government is discussing fuel rationing along with most responsible 
governments, and it is known that new devices such as those discussed below exist and work fine. So 
all efforts should be made to develop them with government and private funding and organization, and 
attempts to stop their development made illegal by legislation. Attempts to stop the development of 
these devices are reprehensible in the extreme. If there is the slightest chance that such devices can 
provide a new and clean source of energy, they should be developed with all speed. In fact, the ECE 
theory provides a solid explanation for them, and they are reproducible and repeatable. They satisfy all 
that is required of them in Baconian science. In my opinion their development could be coordinated by 
UNESCO. In my experience CISP (Cambridge International Science Publishing, www.cisp-
publishing.com) is an excellent press that publishes promptly and to a high standard. Our own AIAS 
method of open source publication makes an unprecedented worldwide impact through websites: 
www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com, www.upitec.org, www.et3m.net. All our material is rigorously 
refereed by able scholars, as able as any in academia or industry. I am all in favour of introducing ECE 
theory as quickly as feasible to engineers and universities, and to high schools or secondary schools. 
The attached overview file shows that there is a tremendous demand for such courses. The attached 
spontaneous interest urgently needs to be organized into formal courses. I suggest starting with 
UFT100 and UFT200, which are review papers. UFT100 is also available in “Criticisms of the Einstein 
Field Equation” (CISP, 2011). Your professional writers are welcome to use any material from the 
websites and I am sure the AIAS staff will help as much as they can. The international downloading 
from our sites is tremendous – running into tens of gigabytes every month. Governments are preparing 
to phase out funding of the standard model of physics, which is vastly overfunded for what it produces 
(sometimes next to nothing, and a lot of obsolete, incorrect theory). It is riddled with errors, some of 
them elementary errors easily understandable at school (e.g. UFT202). Teachers should point out these 
errors at all levels of education and ask their students or pupils why they are being cynically ignored or 
covered up. The conduct of the standard model lonnie fringe has come in for heavy public criticism, 
some of it borders on psychopathic, some of them are just disinformation skunks that harass new 
science and hard working scientists. I know of at least two cases where school teachers have had their 
careers threatened just for original thought, and I am sure that a lot of this unethical pressure exists. It 
must be brought out into the open and made illegal. It is conduct of the worst kind, often by people who 
know nothing about science. The open source sites will ensure that this conduct will not harm the 
future of science and humankind. One cannot stop the march of ideas.

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans
Civil List Pensioner,
AIAS Director,
www.aias.us

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.et3m.net/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.atomicprecision.com/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.cisp-publishing.com/
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In a message dated 25/03/2012 05:17:57 GMT Daylight Time, :

Hello John Thomas

It is expensive for two library purchases, but we will see CISP can help, they help publish 
Evans work they will more than willing to help in both formats making sure the Searl 
Manuscript is kept intact, strictly the CD version but in book format. Not everyone has 
access to a computer, even these days. We are also on the grid, no telling when we will need 
backup power, (God forbid).

Thankyou, I will go ahead and make the CD purchases. I hope you are ok with you 
receiving our correspondence email with AIAS and folks in the education industry that 
want to get Searl and AIAS transparency and produce a manual that can be integrated into a 
teaching format with John Searl’s approval every step of the way, if he does not approve, 
we will continue the effort until John is satisfied, this is strictly academic pursuit to 
decompress and expand the foundation knowledge framework of ECE and Searl concepts, 
(that are accessible to the public), so that more individuals can clearly understand what is 
going on here. With the aid of professional mathematicians, scientists, engineers, and 
educators who have their heart in the right place, strictly on voluntary bases working as a 
“team” not a “group” we are confident Searl Magnetics will become mainstream in the 
hearts and minds of the public. This is a grass roots effort world wide.

AIAS and SDL are in progress of interacting John Fry of Fry Electronics to help with 
marketing interface of ECE type devices in “public view”. There are others and will keep 
posted. My associates are confident we will also get endorsement from the major 
universities starting here in California and then work our way out.

We already have a symposium of our academic industry research development applications 
that will enter the market and can be used to help professionals involved in metrology, (the 
study of measurements), to become potential customers that we can provide service to. This 
can also help ECE and Searl and related technologies in QA and QC testing and a testbed 
for mainstream academia and industry to see for themselves that the ECE type technologies 
are replicatable under the strictest conditions. Here proprietary methods are not involved, 
strictly speaking as I put forth in past emails, it has to do with agreement that ECE motors 
do exist and it becomes “common” knowledge. Everyone know something about a motor, 
but they don’t know how Ford or GM builds it thats proprietary. Likewise they will know 
something about an ECE motor, they don’t know Searl Magnetics does it, but they know 
that it exists.

Another ambitious undertaking is the development of a Code, just like the NEC, (National 
Electric Code), there will have to be some approved NEC for ECE type devices, this way 
the technology does is in effect “insured” against unscrupulous smear campaigns. This 
again I will leave it John Searl, Evans and others to give input, how it should be done, I am 
merely putting forth and exlporing ideas that in my professional opinion need to be 
addressed, even if they are ahead of research development schedule, this also concerns 
“dramatic effects” of ECE phenomena, both theory and experiment must be carefully 
thought through.

If you feel you are getting to many emails or its a distraction please let me know. I feel we 



can also help Searl store get more customers purchasing the CDs this can become another 
source of funds to help John Searl achieve his goal. This is an ongoing effort to orhestrate 
and coordinate academic mainstream, industry, with Searl Magnetics, and AIAS.

Thankyou for your support John Thomas

Regards

Amar

Hello,
The price for a complete set of books in the 8 1/2 X 11paper format is $1565.00
The SEG REVIEW and other DVD’s of lectures are available also.
A good book to begin with is ANTIGRAVITY:THE DREAM MADE REALITY.
It is a book of dialog between John Thomas and Prof. Searl explaining his technology.
There may be an additional charge for postage once I know your address.

Sincerely,

John A. Thomas

overview.pdf

Daily Report Saturday     24/3/12  

March 25, 2012 

There were 2,678 hits from 548 distinct visits, 34% spiders: University of Leipzig general; U. S. 
Government National Weather Service Alaska Region Headquartes, National Oceanographic and 
Atmospheric Administration UFT55, intense study all sectors as usual, for example in the US network 
domain many UFT papers were studied, inlcuding 4, 161, 94, 132(Spanish), 140, 134(Spanish), 
131(Spanish), 140(Spanish), 74, 177(Spanish), 144(Spanish), 88, 102, ……. Every day, a large 
percentage of UFT papers are studied internationally.

note     213(6)  

March 24, 2012 

I am glad that we are agreed. I know that Dr. Horst Eckardt has thought about this for a long while, and 
for a textbook the simplest and clearest is always the best. I am sure that CISP woudl be intersted in 
publishing the textbook and ECE manual.

In a message dated 24/03/2012 20:26:44 GMT Standard Time, horsteck@aol.com writes:

I like this note, it states very compactly the antisymmetry arguments of

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/24/note-2136/
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the connection. From the two equations (4,5) it becomes clear that the
“solution” A=B is actually not sufficient, by arguments of linear
algebra it comes out that the solutions for A and B must be real
numbers. So only A=B=0 is possible because the equation system (7,8) is
linearly dependent. This would be my preferred proof for the textbook to
be written.

Horst 

Cessation of Funding of Einsteinian General     Relativity  

March 24, 2012 

In view of the many refutations and counter examples I have no choice but to recommend to 
governments a complete cessation of funding of Einsteinain general relativity. The motivation for any 
satellite missions in future should be to collect data open mindedly, and at the very minimum of 
expense to the tax payer. However, the British Government is already discussing fuel rationing, and I 
think that the funding of lavish failure is going to cease out of necesssity. As for the EGR crowd (all 
two of them): “one can stop brute force but not brute reason”. CERN ceased to be interesting many 
years ago, its theory is fifty years old and entirely obsolete. It made another terrible howler in claiming 
faster than light neutrinos, and we can no longer afford this kind of fiasco. Attacks on hard working 
scientists make the general public very angry, especially attacks on brilliant experimentalists such as 
the Alex Hill group which has demonstrated the well known Tesla giant resonance on a chip to the US 
Navy. Tesla was UNESCO scientist of the year for 2006. The general public can see fuel running out, 
and requires the senior scentists to conduct themselves professionally and with urgency and purpose. 
The vast majority do so, but there are one or two whose arguments are both vulgar and unconvincing, a 
boring combination. Stalkers are regarded as criminals by the Crown Prosecution in Britain, repeat 
criminals. My ancestral cousin Oliver Cromwell would have said to EGR experts who refuse to read 
UFT202: “You have sat here too long for all the good you have done, begone I say, in God’s name go”.

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Known Stalker     Pseudonyms  

March 24, 2012 

These include “Aaron Vee”, “Arthur Dent” and “Dr Fisher”. Akhlesh Lakhtakia at Penn State has been 
investigated by the police at the request of the administration there, and used several known 
pseudonyms. Stalker Gerard Bruhn is known to several scholars to have committed fraud, he 
disappeared suddenly a few years ago. These two should of course be dismissed for academic 
misconduct. Sadly enough Dr ‘t Hooft is dangerously close to being in the same category of academic 
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misconduct. Cyberstalking is a serious criminal offence and if e mails are received from these 
pseudonyms I advise storing them up as evidence and sending the collected evidence to your local 
police. They would need three or four messages for a good case. Make sure to ask the stalker first to 
send no further e mail, and if he persists it is a serious offence in law. Hopefully the police will 
prosecute on the accumulated evidence. The stalker usually tries to identify an inexperienced or new 
associate of mine and begins to harass with defamation. This is moral and intellectual cowardice and 
obvious factual dishonesty that should not be tolerated in society. The stalker may know no 
mathematics at all, not even enough to understand a simple paper such as UFT202. I know that the 
effect of this stalking on the general public is to anger it greatly, so that it will become impossible to 
justify any funding of standard physics known to be easily refuted as in UFT202. After accumulating 
evidence I advise just blocking them electronically. The stalker is at best a most cynical liar, or may be 
a psychopath in the worst case. A psychopath does not even know that he is lying, being severely 
deluded and in need of medical help. There are mechanisms available to help you if bothered.

213(10): The Geodesic     Equation  

March 24, 2012 

These are background notes to the geodesic equation, which Einstein used to derive the Newton 
equation as a limit of EGR. The geodesic equation itself is not affected by an antisymmetric 
connection, but the derivation of the Newton equation used by Einstein can no longer be used, and is 
invalidated by his use of a symmetric connection. This is another refutation of EGR. The next note will 
see if it is still possible to use a geodesic equation to derive the Newton equation. In ECE a much more 
powerful and general formalism has been developed in the ECE engineering model for dynamics and 
electrodynamics. For background I advise reference to Carroll’s online notes of 1997, accessible to all 
by googling “Carroll online notes”. The first three chapters of that book are reasonably intact, with 
some caveats, but the last few chapters have been completely refuted because they reiterate the 
standard EGR, which is meaningless. The first three chapters are pure geometry, essentially.

a213thpapernotes10.pdf

213(9): Further Refutation of Einsteinian General Relativity     (EGR)  

March 24, 2012 

This is the ninth note of the two hundred and thirteenth paper of the UFT series of papers. This note 
uses the well known result (3) in the arbitrary manifold to show that the connection is antisymmetric. 
This means that the mean value theorem of the standard model, eq. (12), is also refuted, and also the 
idea of Riemann normal coordinates and a locally Lorentz frame. This refutation brings into question 
the usual idea of the Einstein equivalence principle. These ideas are replaced by Cartan geometry and 
ECE theory, in which the connection is always non-zero and transforms as a tensor, and the locally flat 
frame is the Cartan tangent space. The torsion is always non-zero and transforms as a tensor. There are 
now many refutations of EGR and one independent site refers to a further thirty nine counter examples 
of EGR. So black holes and big bang obviously do not exist and claims to have tested EGR have no 
meaning. The theory is the one with a world record number of refutations and counter examples and no 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/24/2139-further-refutation-of-einsteinian-general-relativity-egr/
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scholars adhere to it. The general public on the other hand thinks it is cut in stone, so a lot of education 
is necessary.

a213thpapernotes9.pdf

Panorama of     Penyfoel  

March 24, 2012 

Many thanks again to Stuart Davies. This is the site of Pen y Foel (meaning top of the hill) – the house 
in which lived my great great grandparents David and Rachel Potter (born Rachel Morgan of the 
Morgan Awbrey Family and of the Princes and Cambrian Normans). There was no access to the house 
by road, and it is situated high above Glyn Tawe and Craig y Nos Castle. The diaries of David Potter 
are in Brecon Museum. Photograph by Stuart Davies, a direct descendant of Morgan Morgan who 
owned the Castle from 1876 to 1878.

Daily Report     23/3/12  

March 24, 2012 

There were 2,103 hits from 558 distinct visits, 27.6% spiders. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres 
UFT210; Polytechnic University of the Litoral Ecuador Felker3 (Spanish); MIT UFT88; School of 
Civil and Construction Engineering Oregon State University UFT75; Gandia International Centre 
University of Valencia UFT131, UFT200 (Spanish); IMA Federation of Laboratories Grenoble general; 
University of Caen photon and B3; University of Poitiers general; Technical University of Compiegnes 
UFT41; Brookhaven National Laboratory geneal; Italian National Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN) 
Pavia Essay41; Ioffe Physical Technical Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences extensive visit; 
Hertford College Oxford general; Queen Mary University of London levitron, intensive study all 
sectors.

Einstein Equivalence     Principle  

March 23, 2012 
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I plan to write the next note on the effect of an antisymmetric connection on the Einstein equivalence 
principle, Riemann normal coordinates, parallel transport and the geodesic equation, and introduce 
Cartan geometry into these topics. I did some work along these lines in UFT56. By now the concepts of 
ECE have simplfied and clarified considerably.

Commutator Method and the     Connection  

March 23, 2012 

It is perfectly clear that the commutator method gives an antisymmetric connection, as well as an 
antisymmetric torsion and curvature. The traditionalists immediately accept the fact that the curvature 
is antisymmetric from the commutator method, and if they know about torsion, that the torsion is 
antisymmetric from the commutator method. However, they seem to have difficulty in seeing that the 
connection is itself antisymmetric from the same commutator method. The reason for this 
anthropomorphism seems to be that they have in mind the original 1869 connection defined to be 
symmetric. This definition was made however sixty or seventy years before the commutator method 
was developed and Einstein used that definition because Grossman used it, Marcel Grossman being a 
mathematician friend of Einstein’s in Schaffhausen near Zurich in Switzerland. I advise note 213(6) as 
the clearest proof to date of the connection antisymmetry from the commutator. I should think that 
there is no reasonable scholar left now who adheres to a symmetric connection. There have been 
unreasonable people in the past but were just ignored judging by the huge interest in ECE.

Bikers Reported by     999  

March 23, 2012 

I reported two bikers by 999 about fifteen minutes ago coming along Mountain Road to Gelliwastad, 
two 150 cc scrambling bikes, no number plates, as usual, two white youths, one in red jacket, with 
helmets. Probably from Craig Felen as usual. You have a good chance of catching them. No gates, 
fencing etc have been put up and again this is the fault of the County Council and the Beaufort Estate. 
In fact no action has ben taken to support the police and myself in our efforts. They should be the 
subject of international condemnation via my blog. Very stringent measures are needed all over Wales 
against these criminals.

Prof. M. W. Evans
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Some Remarks on the Net Concerning the Christoffel     Connection  

March 23, 2012 

In the old literature the definition of the connection is still based on the original one in 1869 by E. B. 
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Christoffel. This definition is sometimes called the Christoffel symbol of the first kind. It was defined 
to be symmetric. It was not until about 1923 that the existence of the Cartan torsion was realized. The 
Cartan torsion is sometimes defined as the antisymmetric part of the Christoffel symbol, and also 
introduces torsion into Riemann geometry. Confusingly in the old literature there were two Christoffel 
symbols of the second kind, one defined to be symmetric and one defined to be asymmetric, but neither 
recognized the existence of torsion. None of this literature is very clear, in fact it is almost 
incomprehensibly obscure. Carroll’s book is better but required a lot of work to make it fully 
transparent. I have given very many complete proofs in the UFT series of papers, aiming to remove all 
the obscurity. The Einsteinian general relativity was a subject in which the Christoffel connection was 
defined to be symmetric by axiom. The ECE theory lifts this arbitrary restriction, and many proofs now 
show that the connection is antisymmetric. Obviously, this cannot be the 1869 definition, it is the result 
of new thought. Some of the old literature recognized the existence of torsion but regarded it merely as 
a complication. The commutator method (equivalent to the first and second Cartan structure equations) 
most elegantly produces the torsion and curvature, and the commutator method isolates the connection, 
showing it to be antisymmetric. The Cartan identity also shows the connection to be antisymmetric. 
The null commutator is defined mathematically as a commutator, and this is an important point as in 
note 213(6), which is simplicity itself. It must be realized that ECE is a different subject entirely from 
EGR, ECE is free from any arbitrary and incorrect assertion. The traditionalists defined the connection 
to be symmetric, and to them this was the Christoffel connection. So when the connection is proven to 
be antisymmetric they are confused, and resist. Some of my latest notes go into great detail about 
Cartan geometry, and these notes are also useful for space energy devices. I have demonstrated the 
elegant self consistency of Cartan geometry in very great detail over nine years. The biggest shock to 
physics is that all those claims to have verified EGR cannot mean anything at all. That is going to 
disturb a lot of conservative people, but all of that is anthropomorphic. To come to this conclusion 
about the meaningless of experimental tests only needs simple algebra (UFT202). Again the 
traditionalists might prefer to react with shock horror instead of doing a simple differentiation as in 
UFT202. There is therefore a serious danger that physics will begin be seen as pseudoscience by 
governments, and its funding drastically reduced. That would be a pity. What is needed is a transfer of 
funding into space energy and new energy research and a big shake up of who is in charge of the 
“physics machine”. The alternative is fuel shortage, geopolitical instability and a dangerous 
unreadiness to meet the future.

213(8): Further Proof of Connection     Antisymmetry  

March 23, 2012 

This is another proof of the connection antisymmetry, the exact point at which the old theory went 
wrong is discussed in all detail. Some points of Cartan geometry are explained in detail.

a213thpapernotes8.pdf

FOR POSTING: New Paper by Stephen     Crothers  

March 23, 2012 
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I would be glad to accept this paper for Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry if two 
referees agreed. In this case I can ask Horst Eckardt and Douglas Lindstrom, and if there is a split 
decision, one more referee, Gareth Evans. This process is open and referees are known to authors. I can 
ask Dave Burleigh to post it on www.aias.us. In my opinion as editor, all of black hole theory has been 
refuted many times over by many scholars.

Schmidt_letter.pdf

ECE in the School     Curriculum  

March 23, 2012 

Many thanks for your interest! I am posting your message on my www.aias.us blog and forwarding to 
some colleagues who might be interested in working with you on developing a school curriculum and 
university curriculum. This is just what is needed. There is unprecedented worldwide interest in ECE 
theory and this needs to be organized into courses at universities and secondary schools (high schools). 
Some colleagues in southern California are interested in writing an ECE manual for engineers for 
example. In my own opinion the teaching of mathematics is very important, and one cannot be a 
chemist or physicist without a good knowledge of mathematics. Application of the theory of fractals to 
ECE and vice versa would also be very interesting. During my stay at IBM Kingston in New York State 
IBM had quite a large interest in fractals at IBM Yorktown Heights and IBM Almaden. If there is 
mutual interest in topics of relevance I can make introductions all round.

In a message dated 22/03/2012 21:05:03 GMT Standard Time,  writes:

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

The following is an inquiry from the AIAS contact page:

Name  

Phone

Email  

Goal General enquiry

Comment I am a woman!
Besides that, I am a (currently unemployed) school teacher (Master’s in Teaching 
from the University of Northern Colorado 2010.) It turns out that 3rd grade 
teachers with an abnormal affinity for astronomy, fractal geometry, and 
theoretical physics are not really well-accepted in modern US public schools! 
Anyway, I’ve been trying to determine how I can get involved in Education 
Research, so I can change that!
I’m extremely interested in ECE and want to know how we can begin including 
it in Science education and curriculum. I would like the opportunity to review 
current curriculum and give recommendations, in a scholarly way, on how to 
include it in school standards and curriculum. I figured I’d just start at the top; so 
I’m writing you!
I am handy with computers and graphics and am capable of relating complex 
ideas into illustrations and wording for the less gifted readers. If you have 
contacts or connections for this inquiry; please pass them on! Thanks!
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Location United States

Sender IP 75.71.122.24

Open Access Scientific     Publishing  

March 23, 2012 

I think that publishers such as CISP are very valuable because they are much more generous than the 
giants. I am one of the most published and peer reviewed scientists at present, my work spans forty one 
years of continuous publication, during which the publication process has changed completely. During 
that time I was never paid royalty for any scientific papers, and only small percentage for books. The 
publishers took the rest. I found that Elsevier’s system is very poor, so is Springer’s. AIAS is an open 
source institute in that it makes its work accessible after a peer review process that is much more 
rigorous than the traditional one liner after a few months watching cricket on the laboratory TV. The 
internal peer review is carried out promptly and in great detail as all correspondents here can see. This 
system has made an unprecedented impact on the world of physics. In addition a feedback data bank 
has been established that shows this impact beyond any doubt. All the main work is available in 
Spanish. Yesterday for example there was a visit to www.aias.us from the Spanish Parliament, one of 
many from government departments worldwide. Our definitive and internationally accepted refutation 
of Einsteinian general relativity (EGR) shows that the traditional journals have had a false reputation 
for many years, their peer review process caught none of the errors in EGR, some of them very simple 
to see as in UFT202. Traditional book and journal publication is still very valuable when carried out by 
a small press such as Cambridge International Science Publishing (CISP, www.cisp-publishing.,com) 
which is much more generous than the greedy giants netting two billion dollars in profit such as 
Elsevier. In order to help this Press I have foregone royalties.

In a message dated 22/03/2012 20:11:55 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Perhaps you may find this article of interest.
Regards,

Op-Ed: How Traditional Publishing Hurts Scientific Progress

• By Michael Eisen 
• Email Author   
• March 21, 2012 | 
• 2:31 pm | 
• Categories: WiredOpinion 

A battle that has raged for over a decade between advocates of open science and publishers 
of traditional scientific journals is coming to a head.
From the Fields is a periodic Wired Science op-ed series presenting leading scientists’ 
reflections on their work, society and culture.
Michael Eisen is a molecular biologist at UC Berkeley and an Investigator of the Howard  
Hughes Medical Institute. His lab studies how genome sequences encode the complex  
patterns of gene expression that underlie animal development. He is also a strong 
proponent of open science, and a co-founder of the open access publisher Public Library of  
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Science (PLoS). He blogs at www.michaeleisen.org.
Eighty five percent of published papers remain locked behind subscription pay walls, 
accessible only to those affiliated with universities and other large research institutions. But 
new journals that make everything they publish freely available are growing rapidly. And 
government efforts to make the results of all publicly funded scientific and medical 
research accessible to everyone are expanding, despite industry-backed legislative efforts to 
end them.
Backed into a corner, traditional publishers have launched a public relations campaign of 
sorts, attempting to justify their business practices by highlighting the value they add by 
overseeing peer review and editorial selection. Charging for access to their content, they 
argue, is the only way they can recoup their costs.
This argument resonates with many interested parties. Most scientists value peer review, 
believing it protects and improves the papers they publish and read. They also place great 
stock in the sorting of papers into journals organized on the basis of audience and 
importance, which plays a major role in determining who succeeds in science. The public, 
in turn, values peer review, believing it determines which scientific results they can trust.
Never mind that publishers are on shaky ground when they take credit for peer review, as 
reviewers and many editors volunteer their time.
The real problem with the “value added” argument is that value is a net proposition. To 
calculate the actual impact of traditional scientific publishing, whatever value peer review 
adds must be balanced against the value lost by continuing to use a subscription based 
business model to pay for it.
The most obvious cost is financial. Science, technology and medical publishers take in 
close to $10 billion every year (pdf). Some of this goes to pay editorial and production staff 
and to fund essential publishing processes. But a lot of money is wasted marketing journals 
to subscribers and managing access, and there are tremendous inefficiencies in maintaining 
over 10,000 distinct titles in an era of electronic dissemination.
Subscription journals are also monopolies. If you think a journal is charging too much for a 
paper, you cannot shop around for a better deal (papers are not interchangeable). For 
decades publishers have exploited this situation to raise and raise prices, even as one of 
their largest costs – printing and distribution – has all but disappeared. It is no coincidence 
that Elsevier – the biggest player in the industry – posted profits of over $2 billion last year.
But it’s not just about money. Even if we paid only $1 a year, we would still be getting a 
bad deal. Because no matter how much value peer review adds, it cannot make up for the 
myriad ways in which traditional scientific publishing retards scientific progress.
If you think that scientific research makes the world a better place through treatments for 
disease, technologies that improve our lives, or just knowledge about the world around us – 
that is, if you believe in science – then you have to also believe that delaying scientific 
advances costs lives and diminishes the quality of our society.
When a paper describing a new idea, method or observation spends months bouncing 
around from journal to journal in the name of “peer review,” any major advance to which it 
might someday contribute is put off by months as well. The effect of these delays is 
compounded when you count all the steps – one group of scientists building on the work of 
others – there are along the path to most great discoveries.
And the access restrictions that are a central part of traditional publishing make things 
worse. There are many great scientists at research institutions that lack anything like 
comprehensive access to the literature. Imagine the discoveries that are never made because 
these researchers are not fully plugged in to what their colleagues are doing.
Open access publishers like PLoS (which I co-founded) and BioMed Central have shown 
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that it is possible to build thriving businesses that provide immediate free access to 
everything they publish. Many of their journals (e.g. PLoS ONE and most BMC journals) 
only assess the technical merits of submitted works. But many open access journals engage 
in traditional peer review and selection too. And in this effort to only publish papers they 
deem of sufficient import, they inevitably delay publication both of papers they ultimately 
deem worthy, and those they do not.
To build a system of scientific publishing that optimally serves researchers, health care 
workers, teachers and the public, we have to sever the acts of publication and assessment. 
Research works should be made available to scientists and the public as soon as they are 
finished – following an initial screen to ensure they are legitimate works of science. The 
same volunteer reviewers and editors would decide how important they are, and to whom 
they are important, but they would do so alongside and after – rather than before — 
publication.
There will be some false starts and a bit of chaos. And we will have to give up some deeply 
ingrained ideas and practices. But in the last century scientists wiped out viruses like 
smallpox and polio, landed people on the moon and sequenced the human genome. Surely 
we can build a system for communicating and assessing our ideas and discoveries that 
actually adds value.

Daily Report     22/3/12  

March 23, 2012 

There were 3,925 hits from 1,183 distinct visits during the day, 8.7% spiders. University of Adelaide 
UFT26; Government of Australia UFT118; Northrop Grumman UFT45; Cornell University UFT84; 
Itasca Community College Grand Rapids Minnesota UFT142; University of Southern California 
UFT133; Spanish Parliament Felker1 (Spanish) – (“The Evans Equations of UFT” by Lar Felker 
Chapter One); University of Caen general; University of Limoges general; University of Poitiers 
general; Jerusalem College of Technology UFT110; Turin University Phys. Scripta paper; National 
Centre for Physics Pakistan weak points of the standard model; Cranfield School of Management in 
Britain UFT107. Intense study worldwide as usual.

Collected Notes to Date for     UFT213  

March 22, 2012 

These are notes collected to date for ease of reference.

a213thpapernotes1.pdf

a213thpapernotes2.pdf

a213thpapernotes3.pdf

a213thpapernotes4.pdf
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a213thpapernotes5.pdf

a213thpapernotes6.pdf
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General Public and     Relativity  

March 22, 2012 

I should think that the general public expects senior scientists to behave professionally, and it is 
becoming aware of some of the very sad behaviour encountered recently by my international 
colleagues and myself of the new science produced by AIAS. The public and scientific reaction to 
someone like ‘t Hooft is deeply negative, especially in Britain, an ally of the Netherlands of course. Dr. 
‘t Hooft in no way represents the Netherlands, although even in that most enlightened of countries there 
has been undue intellectual pressure that I happen to know about but am not at liberty to detail. The 
public reaction to stalkers like “Arthur Dent” / “Fisher” (or whatever) is one of deep anger. If this goes 
on governments will find it impossible to continue to fund science that is more and more demonstrably 
incorrect. There is no public purpose to that at all. The diplomatic norms of international conduct 
should be adhered to by senior scientists. The general public in Britain (of all political persuasions) 
does not like personal attacks on one of the Queen Elizabeth’s Civil List Pensioners, or on any senior 
scientist. The public accepts good natured humour and banter, but not obvious bile. The Pension (Act 
of December 1837) is a token of the gratitude of the Sovereign and Country (Great Britain) for 
distinguished service to science in my case, and also in the arts, humanities and literature. To attack a 
Pensioner personally is in the lowest of taste and completely beyond the pale of society in Britain or 
any modern country. It is tantamount to contempt of Parliament and the Sovereign. I am not talking 
about reasonable criticism, which goes on within AIAS every day, but of ludicrously stupid 
anthropomorphic animosity. The public does not like censorship of valid ideas in science, it does not 
like despots in guise of scientists. Political debate is also closely governed by norms of conduct. 
Someone like ‘t Hooft or “Fisher” or Clifford Jones would be severely admonished by the Speaker in a 
House of Commons debate, who would call for order. They would be investigated by Parliament if they 
ever came out into the open. Anonymity is not allowed in court or Parliament, very obviously. I regard 
such people as being wildly illogical, Nobel Laureate or not. One member of the general public 
yesterday described “Fisher” or “Arthur Dent” or whatever his name is, as being full of the most bitter 
bile imaginable, a clearly unbalanced individual in view of the fact that he has never met me and worst 
of all, does not understand physics and mathematics. Many people in Wales think that he an ethnic 
bigot, or colonialist, of Ian Paisley variety, trying to ensure that I never get a proper job in the tertiary 
education system or what is left of it. This is all very clear to sensible people, but needs to be repeated. 
Essay 64 is a dignified response in defence of the artist, professionally broadcast to a high standard by 
Robert Cheshire. It tells the truth plainly without mincing words. In this case “the artist” is my 
biographer, Kerry Pendergast, whose book is advertized on www.aias.us and www.cisp-
publishing.com. Kerry is generous minded and writes very well, not about just me but about science. 
There are several more responses to Fisher, all deeply critical of him and of Amazon for allowing such 
idiocy to be posted. The internet needs to be cleaned up by legislation. Unless someone complains to 
me about these people, and asks my help, I will not mention them further but will write formally to Mr 
Martin Caton M. P, to table a Commons motion for an enquiry about Clifford Jones. There is enough 
evidence.

http://www.cisp-publishing.com/
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The Rules of Cartan     Geometry  

March 22, 2012 

These may appear quite alarming at first, but they are straightforward index placements and some basic 
rules on the tetrad. Usually, only the mathematicians go into this type of geometry. Chemists and 
engineers are never taught even special relativity, let alone Riemann geometry, and only a small 
number of physicists go into it. So it is easy for the dogmatists to go on being dogmatic, using the 
media, because only a small number of scholars understand the subject. Once it is learned however it 
becomes easy to see the mistakes made by the EGR crowd. They seem surprised that they are 
questioned, then resort to the age old shoot the messenger tactics. These tactics have failed abysmally 
in the case of ECE, because of the power of the internet, but for many years they succeeded.

note     213(3)  

March 22, 2012 

The point about the mean value theorem is a good one by Dr. Horst Eckardt. In the old theory it was 
taken to mean that the connection is symmetric, in which case one could obtain the wrong result (16). 
This result is absurd because it would mean that the torsion and curvature could both be transformed to 
zero. That is another reduction to absurdity proof of the connection anstisymmetry and refutation of 
EGR once more.

In a message dated 22/03/2012 09:44:16 GMT Standard Time, writes:

ok, if you start with a constant frame in any spacetime, you cannot transform it to a 
constant zero frame, this implies Minkowski spacetime then. This is a very good argument 
against standard theory. Eq.(15) of note 213(3) is the mean value theorem obviously, so all 
is reduced to ordinary mathematics.

Horst

Am 21.03.2012 17:21, schrieb EMyrone

This is the standard derivation that appears in Carroll chapter three online notes. 
The method was expanded a little in the latest note. The summation indices nu 
in the second term on the left hand side of eq. (12) are replaced by lambda, then 
the V sup lambda cancels out on both sides. For the second point I used the 
usual argument that the connection is zero in a Minkowski sapcetime, (flat 
spacetime). That argument depends as you write on the frame of reference of 
the Minkowski spacetime being maintained constant. The purpose of that part 
of my argument was to show that a connection cannot be transformed to zero. I 
also expanded a little on that in the last note this morning.

In a message dated 21/03/2012 10:38:07 GMT Standard Time, writes:

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/22/note-2133/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/22/the-rules-of-cartan-geometry/


I do not understand how eq. (14) is derived from (12). In (12) the 
term

partial x sup nu prime / partial x sup nu V sup nu

appears only once in the first term. In the second term there is a mu 
derivative of

partial x sup nu prime / partial x sup nu

and in the third term nu is not a dummy index but appears in 
Gamma. The lambda sum includes Gamma and is different to (13). 
Could you give some more details?

A second point: In the argumentation after eqs.(15,16) you say that 
a Minkowsky space has a zero connection. This is true for a 
cartesian coordinate system. But what if you transfor to curvilinear 
coordinates in Minkowski space? Then the Gammas are not zero as 
we found in the example of the active rotation. However the space 
remains a Minkowski space.

Horst 

213(7) : Transformation of the Mixed Index     Connection  

March 22, 2012 

These are further clarifying notes on the general coordinate transformation of the mixed index 
connection in Cartan’s geometry. The result is again the same, the inhomogeneous term vanishes, so the 
connection is always antisymmetric, refuting Einsteinian general relativity in yet another way.

a213thpapernotes7.pdf

The Commutator Method of Generating Torsion and     Curvature  

March 22, 2012 

For interested scholars this method is described in the online notes by Sean Carroll, freely available to 
all. I give all the details left out by Carroll in the UFT series and my proofs are now routine study at the 
best universities and so forth. The UFT series on www.aias.us represents some of the most detailed 
scholarship available in differential geometry. Nothing is “left to the student”, who is usually terminally 
reluctant to accept the gift. I suspect that the instructor leaves things to the student because he can’t do 
the proofs himself. The mathematical definition of commutator includes the null commutator:

[A, A] = 0

http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/22/the-commutator-method-of-generating-torsion-and-curvature/
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The only possible argument for a symmetric connection has therefore evaporated, because that 
argument rests on the idea that a null commutator cannot exist or is somehow meaningless. The 
delightful Gerard Bruhn tried that one in one of his many unwanted missives. These seemingly small 
but very important points of mathematics were overlooked by the EGR crowd. All but a few top cats 
and their dustbins have accepted my proofs. To reject them invites some satire at school. Another false 
argument that was used in the past is that the commutator method produces only the antisymmetric part 
of fundamental quantities in Riemann Christoffel geometry: connection, torsion and curvature. That 
was another unfortunate scarecrow put up to be howled down in the ravens and blizzards of time. These 
quantities have no symmetric component by definition. Their properties are exactly the same as those 
of the commutator. The null commutator is zero because it is the only commutator that must be 
symmetric. This is all perfectly clear now to entire professions, showing very clearly that the 
dogmatists are either ignorant or deliberately obstructing new science. They are being told by their own 
colleagues worldwide that they are not as clever as the concrete in which they are embedded. This is 
another ineluctable consequence of objectivity – feedback software representing continuous refereeing 
by many tens of thousands of professionals all the time.

Personal Insults by ‘t     Hooft  

March 22, 2012 

It has come to my attention that the Nobel Laureate, Dr. Gerard ‘t Hooft, has posted some more 
childish website insults concerning his critics – I am described apparently as “Mr Evans”. So much for 
British doctorates. So I reply to state as a British Civil List scientist that his work in general relativity is 
obsolete and riddled with errors. I admire the Dutch People and its open mindedness and sense of 
justice and ‘t Hooft must be an embarrassment to them, a mediaeval intellectual dictator in a country 
that has been democratic since the seventeenth century. My refutation of Einsteinian general relativity 
has been accepted unanimously by the community of scientists as opposed to dogmatists because my 
logic is so simple, as for example in UFT202. EGR simply does not produce a precessing ellipse, 
among multiple other failures. Any logical person would accept that conclusion. I think that standard 
physics is obsolete, and its funding should be cut back sharply and redistributed for urgently needed 
research in all forms of new energy. Cheap personal insults posted on a web page mean that ‘t Hooft 
has self destructed, and has brought the Nobel Prize process into further disrepute. Nobel Prizes should 
be awarded for physics, not Shavian superstition, and there are many more worthy than ‘t Hooft and 
pals of Black Hole Alley, the Street of a Thousand Intellectual Dustbins. Personal insults are vulgar and 
never convincing. I mention this only because it was brought to my attention, and advise AIAS 
colleagues not to waste their time with them. Censorship adds to sales.

Daily Report     21/3/12  

March 22, 2012 

There were 6,319 hits from 1,496 distinct visits during the day, 30.3% spiders, 1.14 gigabytes 
downloaded in one day. This was due to three extensive downloads from sites in Argentina, University 
of Barcelona, and the US, all three sites essentially downloading all material. I am happy wth this 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/22/daily-report-21312/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/22/personal-insults-by-t-hooft/


extensive interest. KU Leuven UFT149; Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte Brazil Workshop 
History; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres general; University of Waterloo UFT29; International 
Education Corporation UFT43; Northrop Grumman UFT8; Niels Bohr Institute Denmark UFT41; 
Central Michigan University levitron, Iowa State University infinite solenoid; MIT UFT166; 
University of New Hampshire UFT4; School of Engineering Autonomous University of Madrid 
UFT170 (Spanish); Department of Fundamental Physics University of Barcelona download of 
essentially the entire site using spider technology; Agricultural Research Service of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture 2D-ECE by Douglas Lindstrom; Milan Polytechnic University UFT170; U. 
S. Department of Defense Missile Defense Agency UFT41; National Chiao Tung University Taiwan 
UFT204; extensive study worldwide as usual.

Thanks to Stuart Davies and Potter     Cousins  

March 21, 2012 

I met my Morgan Awbrey cousin Stuart Davies today, together with my Potter cousins Keith and 
Mavis. Apologies for being late due to traffic. We found Pen y Foel, the tiny 13 acre holding of my 
great great grandparents David and Rachel Potter (nee Morgan of the Royal Celtic line) near Penwyllt. 
I found that the Potter family has been traced back as far as the seventeenth century in the Worth area 
of Sussex, some were blacksmiths. I also found that my grandfather William John Evans was a kindly 
man, a hardy and hard working labourer, although very reserved in nature, especially after the loss of 
his wife Gwenllian (nee Potter) in September 1944. He worked as platelayer on the Swansea Brecon 
line. Stuart kindly showed my wife Larisa and myself the grave of my great great great grandfather 
William Morgan, with some inscriptions from Diharebion (Proverbs) in the powerful Tudor Welsh of 
Henry Morgan and other scholars. William Morgan was the younger brother of Stuart’s direct ancestor 
Morgan Morgan, who was a distinguished industrialist and High Constable who owned Craig y Nos 
Castle from 1876 to 1878. He spoke no English and sold it to Patti through an interpreter. My entry in 
Burke’s Peerage and Gentry recognizes ancestry through the line of the Awbreys of Ynys Cedwyn Hall. 
We have two Awbrey lines back to the Princes and Normans and numerous other lines as in the 
genealogy on www.aias.us. I explained that I have always been very happy with my scientific work, 
because computer feedback makes it possible to measure impact and to see that it will last indefinitely 
into the future. All this has been achieved by detailed scholarship without allowing myself to be 
distracted by empty careerism, and through the valuable help of the international colleagues. We 
discussed one or two nutters such as “Arthur Dent” or “Fisher” and just felt sorry for them.

QS University World Rankings 2011 –     2012  

March 21, 2012 

I have looked at various tables of these rankings and they are all different. However, I can confirm that 
they all study the ECE sites regularly, and will do so for a century ahead. I have worked at or hold 
honours from a lot of universities and the relevant rankings of some of my past universities are: Oxford 
5; University College London 7; Cornell 15; Trinity College Dublin 65; University of Zurich 106; 
University of Pisa 322; York University Toronto 364, Aberystwyth, Bangor, Swansea in the 401 – 500 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/21/qs-university-world-rankings-2011-2012/
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range. I also hold honorary fellowships from Lancaster and Royal Holloway, and have been a post 
graduate student or staff member or visiting academic and so on at Nice, Nancy, Penn State, Indian 
Satistical Institute Calcutta and UNCC. At present I am the most senior Scientiae Doctor of the 
University of Wales. I have done my best work though inside AIAS, which I founded in 1998. The 
feedback data always make things perfectly objective. Outside the University sector I have worked at 
B. P. Petrochemicals Baglan Bay analytical laboratories, The National Physical Laboratory, British 
Telecom Research Laboratories Dollis Hill and Martlesham Heath, and International Business 
Machines (I. B. M.), and currently for Queen Elizabeth as a Civil List Pensioner, as well as voluntary 
AIAS Director. I have also worked for several publishers as author and editor.

Definition of     Commutator  

March 21, 2012 

Using google keywords “commutator zero” the first site, wiki no less, shows that a commutator can be 
defined as [A, A] = AA – AA = 0. In general the commutator is [A, B] = AB – BA not zero in general. 
The Cartan identity also shows that the connection is antisymmetric. So in a few weeks I have already 
produced many new refutations of the Einsteinain general relativity to add to those given previously. 
There is no way that the EGR theory can stand against all these rigorous refutations, which go into the 
microscopic details. As St David (Dewi Sant) wrote: “Take care of the small things”, “Gofalwch am y 
pethau bychain”.

213(6): The simplest commutator type proof of the antisymmetry of the     connection  

March 21, 2012 

This is the simplest commutator type proof of the antisymmetry of the Christoffel connection. It is very 
simple and there is no way that the connection can be symmetric. This means that the inhomogeneous 
term in its coordinate transformation is zero.

a213thpapernotes6.pdf

213(5): Some Self Consistency Checks and     Derivations  

March 21, 2012 

These are some self consistency checks and a further proof that the Christoffel connection is 
antisymmetric. Its inhomogeneous term vanishes upon general coordinate transformation. Therefore 
EGR has been thoroughly refuted in many ways using the concepts of Cartan geometry.

a213thpaprnotes4.pdf
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Preparation of the Omnia Opera for Publication in Book     Form  

March 21, 2012 

Thanks to Ray Delaforce for this voluntary work in behalf of science. OO619 looks fine. I think that 
the Omnia Opera is a unique historical collection and the original documents have a value of their own 
as displayed on the site at present and archived in the various national libraries. By now they are quite 
difficult to obtain from libraries. For publication however they would have to be typeset in a uniform 
format, and this might take years. So this is why I propose adding the typeset version alongside the 
original version in each case over the coming few years. This method also allows any typographical 
error to be spotted. Alternatively the typeset versions can be stored in a new file that will gradually 
accumulate. The Omnia Opera took several people about five or six years to collect and assemble and 
is now essentially complete. Thanks again to all concerned! Since Dave Burleigh does all the posting 
work voluntarily I don’t want to overload him so the optimal method would involve the least amount of 
work and agreed upon by all concerned. I am delighted at the way the OO papers are being read 
worldwide.

In a message dated 21/03/2012 06:59:58 GMT Standard Time:

Prof. Evans,

Again, sorry for the delay. I should have done this minor change (and that to 00616) days 
ago.

I noticed that Dave Burleigh replaced the original 00619 with my typeset version, but not 
00605B, 00616, and 00617. I had the impression that you wanted the Omnia Opera page to 
make available your originals with the typeset versions available as an alternate (not sure in 
where though).

Ray Delaforce

To: EMyrone
Sent: 16/03/2012 09:30:52 GMT Standard Time
Subj: OO619 for checking

Prof. Evans,

Here’s OO619 for checking.

Eqn. (39) of the original appears to be missing a dot product with dr, but can 
you confirm this?

Ray Delaforce

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/21/preparation-of-the-omnia-opera-for-publication-in-book-form/


Daily Report     20/3/12  

March 21, 2012 

There were 5,663 hits from 1,718 distinct visits 7.3% spiders. Argentinian private address download of 
all the Spanish language section; University of Graz Austria UFT78; University of Quebec Trois 
Rivieres UFT 211, 212; Pontifical Catholic University of Valparaiso Chile UFT148 (Spanish); Max 
Planck Institute for Physics Munich experimental refutation of Heisenberg by Croca et al.; State 
University of New York Buffalo UFT4; Fox Valley Technical College general; MIT UFT146; 
Department of Electromagnetism and Circuit Theory Polytechnic University of Madrid UFT166 
(Spanish); Department of Informatics Polytechnic University of Madrid UFT140 (Spanish); Gandia 
International Centre University of Valencia UFT134 (Spanish); Universite Pierre et Marie Curie Paris 
UFT4; University of Caen Normandy B3 illustration; Department of Mathematics University of Rennes 
1 UFT88, UFT101, UFT102; Universite Francois Rabelais Tours UFT88; District of Columbia 
Government my ancestral cousins at the Battle of Bosworth; Technical University of Eindhoven 
Netherlands 2D FEM by Douglas Lindstrom; University of Oslo Norway Table of differences between 
ECE and standard model; University of Torun Poland UFT85; Towy server at University College of 
Wales Aberystwyth Essay64; County School system South Carolina Horwitz on B(3). Intense study of 
the site worldwide from individual computers.

213(4): Further Proof of the Tensorial Nature of the Christoffel     Connection  

March 20, 2012 

This is further proof with checks for self consistency. Cartan geometry is not at all difficult if a few 
rules of index placement are followed. The essential idea of the geometry is to assume that there exists 
a tangent space at point P to the base manifold. The tangent space is a flat or Minkowski space if it is 
assumed to be a four dimensional spacetime. The base manifold is the general space. Cartan’s original 
intent was to introduce his spinors (which he himself inferred in 1913) into Riemann Cartan geometry. 
Cartan inferred his identity having inferred the tangent spacetime and tetrad postulate. The latter is in 
fact not a postulate, it is very fundamental. What Cartan showed is that Riemann Christoffel geometry 
is not complete. It is very well known to mathematicians that the methods of Cartan can be greatly 
developed, but for physics his geometry seems to be sufficient. In any event an ECE type theory can be 
developed with a more abstract geometry, but that is best left to mathematical specialists. Cartan also 
introduced the wedge product, the exterior derivative, and the differential form, all are fundamental 
advances in mathematics. With Maurer he introduced the two Cartan Maurer structure equations, two 
more fundamental advances. His geometry can be reduced to just three equations:

T = D ^ q; R = D ^ omega and D ^ T := q ^ R

so it is supremely elegant and well worth studying. In UFT211 for example the Cartan identity is used 
to prove the antisymmetry of the Christoffel connection. The tragedy of twentieth century general 
relativity is that it was all based on an early form of geometry that was not only incomplete, but 
incorrect. It was then blown into Shavian superstition (science made superstition) by the media, the 
desire for fame and fortune replacing science. George Bernard Shaw himself clearly doubted Einstein’s 
claims and interviewed him on film. In order to derive the complete set of ECE field equations I 
inferred in four dimensions the Evans identity:

D ^ T tilde := q ^ R tilde

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/20/2134-further-proof-of-the-tensorial-nature-of-the-christoffel-connection/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/21/daily-report-20312/


In four dimensions this is simply an example of the Cartan identity. The reason is that in four 
dimensions the Hodge dual T tilde of T is another antisymmetric tensor, and similarly the Hodge dual R 
tilde is another antisymmetric tensor. The commutator method of UFT137 for example isolates the 
connection and defines its anisymmetry very clearly, and the latest papers prove that the Christoffel 
connection transforms as a tensor so never has a symmetric component and never has an 
inhomogeneous component in its transformation law. These are all fundamental advances in 
mathematics. There was a severe mental block in the twentieth century in that the curvature and torsion 
were accepted to be antisymmetric, but the connection was incorrectly asserted to be symmetric in a 
display of “pathological science” (Langmuir’s term for dogmatism). Many scientists have rebutted 
EGR for almost a century, all have been ignored by an egotistic few. The damage to science has been 
immense.
.

a213thpaprnotes4.pdf

Keshe Foundation presentation of Space Technology April     21  

March 20, 2012 

Many thanks for your kind good wishes! I am forwarding this information to the group here. 
Competition between theory is not a Baconian concept of science, a theory must be tested against 
experimental data, not against another theory. Another basic Baconian concept is that reproducible and 
repeatable data form part of scientific knowledge. To refuse to observe or “believe” such experiments is 
blatantly usncientific and such conduct must be ignored in turn. Subjective belief (i.e. anthropomorphic 
bias) is not part of Baconian science. This is all very obvious to any school pupil, but it is surprising 
how human nature in its irrationality forgets the obvious. In general I try to see if any theory of any 
interest to me is mathematically correct and in which way it can fit in to ECE, if at all. The latter is 
based directly on relatively simple Cartan geometry, in accordance with Ockham’s Razor, so any 
correct theory must reduce to ECE, otherwise it violates geometry and if it is too abstract and 
complicated, violates Ockham’s Razor. A unified field theory can no longer be based on the standard 
gravitational and electromagnetic sectors (Einstein Maxwell Heaviside). These are completely obsolete. 
So any attempted theory that still does so is also obsolete. The Higgs boson theory is entirely obsolete 
because it still uses a U(1) sector symmetry, which has been refuted in a very large number of ways. 
Any future claim to have inferred or worse to have observed a Higgs boson can already be dismissed as 
nonsense, so I no longer even read such claims. Finally, our feedback data bank shows that this 
obsolescence is known to the entire scientific and engineering community, so the large number of 
papers that still appear on an obsolete theme are immediately obsolete in turn.

In a message dated 20/03/2012 11:52:24 GMT Standard Time, :

http://www.keshefoundation.com/en/events?view=event&id=18

Sir;

Perhaps one of your team could attend the above presentation in Belgium where Keshe is to 
display to Space Agencies his work and systems. Of course he has his own theory that 
would compete with ECE, but the end goal is the same!

http://www.keshefoundation.com/en/events?view=event&id=18
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/20/keshe-foundation-presentation-of-space-technology-april-21/
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Keep up the good work!

C. Bovey

Historical Reasons for the Incorrectness of Einstein’s     Geometry  

March 20, 2012 

After some historical research it has become clear to me why Einstein made such a drastic error in his 
original theory of 1905 to 1915. The reason is that Riemann inferred only the metric, circa eighteen 
fifties. Riemann himself did not infer anything else. Christoffel inferred the idea of connection in the 
eighteen sixties. The idea of curvature was not inferred until the early years of the twentieth century, by 
Levi Civita, Ricci, Bianchi and co workers in Pisa, and torsion was not inferred until the nineteen 
twenties, by Cartan and co workers in Paris. So in nineteen fifteen, when Einstein produced his field 
equation, “Riemann geometry” as it was known contained only curvature, and there was no way of 
proving that the Christoffel connection must be antisymmetric. After Cartan inferred torsion, the idea of 
a symmetric connection was made incorrectly into an axiom, and all the inferences of EGR were based 
on a drastically incorrect geometry. ECE put this right in 2003 to present. All the proofs that my 
colleagues and myself have put together are conclusive. It has become completely irrational to deny 
their logic. Human nature though is notoriously irrational and driven by the crowd, so it might take 
some time for the truth to sink in. However, the truth once known will not go away.

213(3): Further Proof of Connection     Antisymmetry  

March 20, 2012 

This is further proof of the antisymmetry of the Christoffel connection, and proof that it transforms as a 
tensor. The tetrad postulate immediately gives the results (49) to (51) as in previous ECE papers. This 
proof adds to several other proofs of the antisymmetry of the Christoffel connection. This means that 
the basic geometry of Einsteinian general relativity is incorrect and that the theory is obsolete. The 
basic geometry of ECE theory is correct and ECE theory must be tested against experimental data. I 
propose that UFT213 can be written up as a three author paper with Doug Lindstrom and Horst 
Eckardt, who have developed ECE in many independent ways. In this note all details are given as 
usual.

a213thpapernotes3.pdf

Dark-Matter, Dark-Energy and the Big-Bang All Finally     Resolved  

March 20, 2012 

Thanks for this interesting information. I have forwarded it to some colleagues and posted it on my 
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influential diary or blog. I agree that there could never have been a big bang because the Einsteinian 
general relativity is riddled with all kinds of mathematical errors. Dark matter was an ad hoc stop gap 
for an incorrect theory. This has recently become very clear in a simple paper such as UFT202. Any 
school child who can differentiate can see that the Einsteinian theory does not match data at all, in this 
case the precession of orbits in a precessing ellipse. So all those claims about precision are pure 
nonsense. The fundamental geometry used by Einstein is plain wrong. We are bringing a book out on 
this shortly:

M. W. Evans, Ed., “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity” (Cambridge 
International Science Publishing, CISP, www.cisp-publishing, details on home page of www.aias.us)

The problem that faces science now is the damaging intellectual inertia of this incorrect theory. For a 
long time I have thought that much of modern physics is meaningless. It just misleads the general 
public and is greatly over funded. In order for humankind to survive, these wasted funds must soon be 
channelled into new energy research.

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

In a message dated 19/03/2012 00:18:26 GMT Standard Time, rm@themarginal.com writes:

Hi,

Please find below a new article for publication or that you might find interesting to read. A 
revolutionary article proving that Dark Matter, Dark Energy and the Big Bang never 
existed, as soon as you point out Hubble’s Law fatal flaw and scrutinize the Cosmic 
Microwave Background Radiation’s claims. This is my most important article yet, it must 
reach out.

For your convenience you can download the doc file, the images and visit an HTML 
version to see where the images should be located in the article:

http://www.themarginal.com/cosmology_in_crisis.html

http://www.themarginal.com/cosmology_in_crisis.doc

http://www.themarginal.com/cosmology_in_crisis.pdf

Image 1: http://www.themarginal.com/puzzle_cook_big.jpg

Image 2: http://www.themarginal.com/hubble_law.jpg

Image 3: http://www.themarginal.com/galaxy_spacing_out.jpg

Regards,

Roland Michel Tremblay

44E The Grove, Isleworth, Middx, London, TW7 4JF, UK
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***

Dark-Matter, Dark-Energy and the Big-Bang All Finally Resolved

The Crisis in Cosmology

Today’s crisis in Cosmology is perhaps best demonstrated by an apparently accelerating 
expansion of the universe where a ‘Dark Energy’ must be postulated to justify this 
extraordinary acceleration apart — an energy that itself defies both explanation and the 
Law of Conservation of Energy.

And the crisis only deepens considering there would have to be between 5 and 50 times 
more matter in the universe for Einstein’s gravitational calculations to match observations, 
which is why unseen ‘Dark Matter’ was conjectured to keep these calculations “correct”, 
and account for the “missing mass”.

A further reason for this crisis is the now familiar ‘Big Bang’ theory — the current 
consensus belief backed by the attendant vested interests, and therefore largely 
unquestioned, but which actually fails under objective analysis showing a universe that is 
not expanding apart at all. Objective observation shows a universe where billions of stars 
organize into inwardly spiraling galaxies that group into larger stable Galactic Clusters, 
then further into enormous Super Clusters that thread throughout the universe providing 
definition even on the grandest scales.

The fact that one camp solidly and consistently reports this stable observational structure of 
our universe on all scales while a separate camp powerfully and enthusiastically promotes a 
completely incompatible “Big Bang” / “Dark Energy” ever-accelerating universe merely 
reinforces the enormity of the crisis in today’s Cosmological community.

Deepening the Crisis: Painting the Wrong Picture of Our Universe

However, despite the enormity of this crisis, it can be readily resolved once we identify 
where it all began — a fundamental flaw in Hubble’s Law which incorrectly assumes that 
redshifts observed in starlight shifted toward lower frequencies correspond to velocity away 
through space. But first it is worth taking a brief overview of the journey that brought 
things to this point:

Earth was once considered flat and at the center of the universe until it was found to be 
round and in a Sun-centered solar system as only a small part of a huge galaxy. And even 
our galaxy, the Milky Way, was later found to be one out of billions of galaxies in our 
immense universe. Meanwhile, the universe itself changed from three dimensions to 
presumably four — once time was included, and from entirely regular matter to apparently 
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mostly invisible matter filling the cosmos. It even changed from a static universe to one 
coasting apart, and now even a shocking accelerating expansion.

This creates a picture of a universe composed of a literal ‘four-dimensional space-time 
fabric’ bursting forth from an actual ‘Big Bang’ creation event, with unseen exotic physical 
‘Dark Matter’ filling the universe, and a new form of unexplained energy — a mysterious 
‘Dark Energy’ repelling everything apart ever-faster. To counterbalance increasing 
acknowledgement of the complete lack of solid physical and scientific grounding for much 
of this picture is a unified front of increasingly fortified scientific consensus and 
continually growing Nobel Prize support.

This process has resulted in a number of key assumptions and theories becoming effective 
‘laws of nature’, after which, by definition, observations must fall in line and not conflict to 
suggest other interpretations. And while this is an important process for scientific 
advancement, it can potentially entrench incorrect ‘laws of physics’ into our science for 
indefinite periods of time, sometimes with disastrous results. Indeed, even suggesting 
conflicting interpretations once a ‘law’ was established was a very dangerous act that 
history shows often carried severe penalties; it is important to note that today’s science has 
its own tight control and dismissal mechanisms that can indefinitely entrench detrimental 
‘laws’ for reasons of vested interest just as effectively as in times gone by.

Resolving the Crisis: Where It All Began — “Hubble’s Law”

One such example is Edwin Hubble’s assumption nearly a century ago that an observed 
redshift in starlight to lower frequencies indicates a star’s motion away from us in space

Daily Report     19/3/12  

March 20, 2012 

This is a daily synopsis of a small perentage of the total daily feedback concentrating on identifiable 
universities, institutes, organizations, military facilities, government departments and household name 
corporations. This synopsis reports which article was read at which institution and similar. There is also 
a half monthly and monthly synopsis on www.aias.us, and other types of feedback accumulated over 
nearly eight years daily. These have been merged with the blog archives on pdf (www.aias.us) by 
Michael Jackson and are on www.aias.us. These reports are archived in various National Libraries 
worldwide and are unique and completely objective records of the astonishing impact of ECE theory. 
Yesterday there were 2,984 hits from 487 distinct visits, 28% spiders. York Region District School 
Board Canada Spacetime Devices; University of Calgary Definitive Proof Two; IBM Innovation Centre 
La Gaude near Nice France Devices; University of Arizona Department of Astronomy and Steward 
Observatory general; University of Arizona essay 24 and UFT38; University of Colorado UFT104; 
Missouri University of Science and Technology UFT25; Students Reed College Portland Oregon 
general; University of Poitiers general; Tun Hussein Onn University Malaysia Spacetime Devices; 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineering (IEEE) My page; Jefferson National Laboratory my 
CV; Royal Society Civil List pension, Introduction to my complete works and AIAS staff; Serbian 
Academy of Sciences UFT169; Solid State Physics Lund University Sweden UFT131; Physics 
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University of Uppsala UFT81; Anadolu University Turkey UFT26 and Definitive proof 1; Brooklands 
College My CV; Sheffield University Essay 15; University of Pretoria UFT26, intense study all sectors 
worldwide as usual.

Caution about     Wikipedia  

March 19, 2012 

Almost all the wikipedia items in Einsteinian general relativity and U(1) or standard electrodynamics 
are obsolete, together with its entries on the Dirac and Heisenberg equations and standard particle 
scattering theory. Wikipedia should not be regarded as an intellectual authority in any subject, and its 
contemporary biographical entries are not objective, they are weighted towards people of no special 
talent but with transient authority, temporary influence. This is an example of the old adage that 
contemporaries cannot judge contemporaries. Only unbiased history and objective feedback software 
can judge influence, and we already know the historical influence of ECE objectively – it is astounding. 
We do not need wikipedia or anyone else to issue any subjective edict on objective feedback data. For 
objective biographical entries there is nothing better than “Marquis Who’s Who”. Wikipedia also 
contains, or used to contain, a lot of crude and insulting defamation put there by its self appointed 
“moderators”. Marquis is completely free of any such defamation. I have appeared in about thirty 
editions of Marquis Who’s Who in America (the flagship edition as a US dual citizen), in the World, 
Science and Engineering, and also appear in Wikipedia in an entry on the British Civil List. In the early 
days of wikipedia some of its moderators got completely out of control and posted crude defamation 
about people they did not like, or about science they did not understand. Unfortunately this is a 
negative feature of the internet but nobody is fooled by such malice, the defamation is a little tiny 
minded vandal spraying a bus shelter.

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Working for     Peace  

March 19, 2012 

I think that the coordinated effort now being made to develop space energy devices is the best way I 
can think of to ensure the perilous peace that has prevailed for sixty five years. Otherwise what will 
happen is that countries will begin to fight over fuel. My Ph. D. supervisor Mansel Daveis was a 
sometime Fellow of Peterhouse Cambridge and a member of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament 
in his time, and so was Bertrand Russell. Mansel had a photograph of Bertrand Russell in his office. 
President Harry S. Truman, a farmer and miner at some points in his life, summed it all up by saying 
something like “humankind’s weapons are centuries ahead of its morals”. It would be ideal if UNESCO 
could coordinate the drive towards space energy devices. The 2006 UNESCO Scientist of the year was 
Nicola Tesla. The tremendous interest in ECE theory means that the standard model is here but not 
here, it is quetly slipping into honourable retirement. I would say that space energy devices are akin to 
Michael Faraday’s work and they are a logical outcome of Tesla’s work. When the dust settles we will 
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see that Einstein’s great theory of general relativity has also retired gracefully. Nothing wrong with that 
after such a long innings.

Top Hundred     Universities  

March 19, 2012 

There have been literally tens of thousands of distinct visits to the ECE sites from staff and students at 
universities, institutes and similar. At present there are about ten thousand distinct visits a year of this 
type in total (the three EEC sites www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com, www.upitec.org), each 
distinct visit may be many real and repeat visits. The total number of distinct visits a year from all 
sectors at present is about three hundred and fifty thousand. “Distinct visit” is defined in the attached, 
along with all the terms used in feedback software. There are tables of the world’s best universities 
available, I am not sure how these are constructed, but accepting the value of these tables there is 
obviously interest from all them in ECE theory. Victor Hugo would have written that you can’t stop the 
march of ideas, so why try? There is a comparitive impact table available on www.aias.us of the impact 
of AIAS against other institutions, AIAS out impacts the lot of them, sometimes by two or three orders 
of magnitude (100 or 1000 times). Every month there are about 700 distinct visits from what I call 
“universities, institutes and similar” – the overview file. By this I mean identifiable universities, 
institutes, a small selection of household name corporations, government departments, military 
installations, bases and organizations up to Pentagon level, and other organizations. The total number 
of distinct visits averages about twenty three thousand a month from up to one hundred and sixteen 
countries. There is a great support for space technology and similar, obviously people want very much 
for it to be developed, research on it organized and funded on a big scale. In pure physics, there is 
nothing left intellectually of the standard model of physics, so its funding should be curtailed 
drastically and redistributed where it is so urgently needed.

bcc Welsh Government

awebalizerglossary.pdf

International Interest in My Diary (the www.aias.us     blog)  

March 19, 2012 

Many thanks to international colleagues for constructing the software for the diary on www.aias.us (the 
weblog or “blog”). WordPress started to provide statistics for it in January 2010. Since then it has been 
read 79,889 times, all self readings, spam and scam excluded. In 2010 it was read 26,991 times, in 2011 
41,027 times. There have been visits from about eighty countries, led by Britain, US, France, Germany, 
Canada, Denmark, Saudi Arabia, Australia, Spain, India, Brazil, Italy, Ireland, Japan, ………
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Total Returns for January and February     2012  

March 19, 2012 

These are found at the end of the attached overview file and in the attached monthly summary file 
which is used by Dave Burleigh to create the filtered statistics file posted on www.aias.us. For January 
2012 the totals were 140,256 hits from 22,592 distinct visits, 65,611 pages views, 14.77 gigabytes 
downloaded, 2,315 documents read from 96 countries. For February 2012 the totals were 125,456 hits 
from 20,695 distinct visits, 53,795 pages downloaded, 11.46 gigabytes downloaded, 2,462 documents 
read from 94 countries. The interest in the sites is constant at a very high level and it can be projected 
into the foreseeable future.

overview.pdf

MONTHLY.pdf

The Omnia Opera: Collected Scientific     Work  

March 19, 2012 

Thanks again, the referral file prepared by Michael Jackson shows that the entire Omnia Opera is 
studied continuously worldwide, and I have found a publisher for books of it prepared in uniform 
format over the next few years. I am particularly grateful to the international AIAS colleagues and 
others for assembling and preparing the Omnia Opera entirely voluntarily. This shows their dedication 
to science. In the words of Gustave Flaubert “L’homme n’est rien, l’oeuvre tout”, which literally 
translated from the French means that “The man is nothing, the work everything.”. We know from 
feedback that it will be read indefinitely into the future, and will interest tens of thousands of scholars 
around the world when all here are long gone. This is the real meaning of science, which comes from 
the Latin word for knowledge.

Daily Report Sunday     18/3/12  

March 19, 2012 

There were 2,247 hits from 430 distinct visits, 24.7% spiders from all major search engines. Technical 
University Darmstadt general; Students at University of California Berkeley UFT47; University of 
Colorado UFT88; Chula University Thailand Ulrich’s spacetime article; St. Catherine’s College Oxford 
UFT4, intense interest all sectors as usual. The most popular essay broadcasts at present are those on 
the collapse of Einsteinian light deflection theory and Einsteinian general relativity, the collapse of 
absorption and scattering theory, and the derivation of the Pauli exclusion princciple and photon mass 
from ECE theory.
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213(2): Further Proof of Zero Inhomogeneous     Term  

March 18, 2012 

This is the clearest proof to date using the Lorentz transform of the tangent space of Cartan geometry as 
in eq. (1). Cartan geometry is needed for ths type of proof. Using only Riemann geometry does not 
allow a proof of the fact that the inhomogeneous term is zero. In my opinion, after nine years of work, 
all these proofs are very easy to understand but if and only if the reader does not allow education to 
prevent learning. In other words forget all your preconceptions, make the logic as rigorous as you can 
and follow the logic. Simple advice but exceedingly difficult to do without guidance. Again that is 
where an ECE manual would be very useful. Also the level of abstraction is kept tightly under control. 
All these notes, giving great detail, are archived in the UFT section of www.aias.us, well over a 
thousand of them all very constinuously studied worldwide. The finished development is in the finished 
UFT paper in each case. In the case of connection antisymmetry the proofs interlock shields, i.e. 
complement each other so the logic becomes completely irrefutable to any objective thinker. Of course 
there are subjective thinkers, but they are merely human, give mere opinion endlessly without 
consulting nature or logic. Francis Bacon designed science to eliminate that kind of thing. George Eliot 
wrote that it is so easy to deceive, so difficult to tell the truth. She was Mary Anne Evans and was 
ostracised from her own society in her own time. I wonder why.

a213thpapernotes2.pdf

Summary of Proofs of Connection     Antisymmetry  

March 18, 2012 

To Searl environment and others. These proofs have been intensively studied for some years now as I 
can see by feedback. There are three main types of proof, which all taken together are conclusive.

1) Commutator Proofs (see definitive proofs section on www.aias.us and papers such as UFT 130 ff 
and137).
2) Proofs based on the Cartan identity (such as UFT210 attached).
3) Proofs based on coordinate transformation such as UFT212 (attached).

All these proofs refute the Einsteinian general relativity (EGR uses an incorrect, symmetric, Christoffel 
connection) and also refute the U(1) sector theory, so I expected illogical or anthropomorphic 
resistance to them. I found that they have been accepted universally by study of the www.aias.us 
website and other ECE websites. There were one or two bigots but they became wildly and stupidly 
pejorative and I won financial compensation against them. By now they are tagged and instantly 
rejected by the profession. These proofs mean that experimental tests of EGR could never have 
succeeded, leaving an omelette on many faces in high places. I would not go so far as to say that they 
cooked the data, but obviously did not know the theory at all. That is just the way it goes in physics. In 
UFT202 a very clear, very simple, demonstration is given of the fact that EGR is completely wrong. 
Any professional who claims not to understand that algebra is difficult to understand. It is just simple 
differentiation done at school. I guess that the intellectual peer inertia paralyses people into inaction. 
They are also afraid of coming out in the open, but are safe when they study the sites. That is very 
understandable in view of what happened to me at UNCC (see www.aias.us). The British Government 
righted that grotesque injustice ten years after it happened. For those with families to feed I can quite 
understand the caution. My personal aim is to cover as much of physics and chemistry as I can, both 
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pure and applied. These proofs are developed on the Riemann / Cartan level, so to an expert 
mathematician they should be clear and easy to understand. What worries me a little is the number of 
times I am told by Ph. D.’s and similar that this type of linear algebra is not understood. Something is 
wrong with mathematics education in chemistry and physics, and this is where the ECE manual would 
help greatly. I have given all details of every proof many times over, and there is no way in which the 
mathematics could be made any simpler. I go through every aspect I can think of systematically.

a210thpaper.pdf

a212thpaper.pdf

213(1): Antisymmetry of the Connections of Differential     Geometry  

March 18, 2012 

This is a note on the antisymmetry of the mixed index connections of Cartan’s differential geometry. 
The mixed index connections are a direct consequence of the tetrad postulate, which can be used to 
show as in this note that the Christoffel connection transforms as a tensor, and that the Christoffel 
connection is antisymmetric, thus refuting Einstenian general relativity completely and strengthening 
ECE theory. This note is part of a series of rigorous, inter-related proofs of the antisymmetry, a 
fundamentally important property of differential geometry and relativity theory. These proofs have 
many consequences in mathematics and physics. For background see Carroll’s online notes chapters 1 
to 3.

a213thpapernotes1.pdf

Organization of Effort in     California  

March 18, 2012 

Thank you in turn, such organization would be of key importance in my opinion, perhaps someone 
could go to see John Fry at his corporate HQ in San Jose. The involvement of the American 
Mathematical Society is welcome. Alex Hill has tried to get through to John Fry by phone, and a 
conference and exhibition displaying all kinds of new energy devices might be a good idea. This could 
take place in the capital of Silicon Valley, San Jose. The ECE manual is also a great help. Looks like 
the tin can has started an avalanche. The feedback shows considerable interest in particular from 
Caltech (the number one university in the world at present), the University of California in Los 
Angeles, Santa Barbara, Riverside, Santa Cruz and so on, and California State University in various 
localities. There are literally thousands of distinct visits from them, each distinct visit is made up of n 
real visits. I have been the only senior scientist prepared to look at claims objectively, using Cartan 
geometry as a rigorous basis for development. Some astonishing thngs have happened over the past 
nine years. Other senior academics might come on board now that the momentum is unstoppable.

In a message dated 18/03/2012 01:58:47 GMT Standard Time:

Myron,
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Thankyou!

You got the momentum. Once Joe get s started with his work, I think we can get troops on 
ground stringent testbed for ECE replication effects in place between Searl Magnetics and 
the major universities here in California, (in due time). Meanwhile we continue the quiet 
revolution. I don’t know how you manage to do what you do, and of course all the 
associates of AIAS and others who support this effort, make a difference, but it is amazing 
to watch this unfold. There is an expression, if the concept is simple but profound, its like a 
small tin cylindrical can that “innocently”, (attached human emotion from outside 
observer), continues to roll on a downhill slope despite every attempt to stop it from rolling 
by heavy artillery. Its sureal, here we think we are so tecnologically savvy with our modern 
set views but in the end mother nature does not care, the simple tin can continues to roll. 
My friend you will succeed with flying colours, if that is the case. Searl’s law of squares 
has that simplistic beauty to it, and Edward Leedskalnin leaves us with Coral Castle. Where 
are the skeptical “cynics” when ground truth is looking at them straight in the eye. Forgive 
if I get a bit philosophical about certain things, but it really is amazing, when you think 
about, even our solar system behave in Searl type setting, and don’t forget the “atoms”.

Amar

This file is ove a thousand pages long and started recording in December 2006, so it is just 
over five years old. It is another way of recording a massive amount of interest in 
everything on www.aias.us by the AIAS colleagues and myself. A lot of it is interest in 
space energy devices. I was appointed to the Civil List in February 2005 in an Act of 
Parliament on the recommendation of the Prime Minister and nominated by the Royal 
Society. The totality of my work is recorded on the Omnia Opera of www.aias.us. The 
attitude to space energy devices has changed completely since ECE arrived on the scene in 
March 2003. This referring URL’s report will be updated every quarter by Michael Jackson, 
and posted by Dave Burleigh. All their work is voluntary on behalf of key new science. The 
survival of humankind may depend on this science.

Daily Report Saturday     17/3/12  

March 18, 2012 

There were 2,080 files downloaded (hits) from 436 distinct visits (attached glossary of terms). Univ. 
Leipzig, Next Generation Sequence Database University of Delaware Proof2; Tun Hussein Onn 
University Malaysia UFT25. On a Saturday and Sunday most institutions are closed so almost all the 
activity is from individual computers in various domains. Yesterday in the unresolved domain for 
example a large percentage of UFT papers was studied somewhere in the world, e.g. 25, 43, 8, 
143(Spanish), 175, 177(Spanish), 166, 177, 4, 57, …. This study goes on permanently 24/7/365.25. The 
most read UFT papers in March 2012 so far are: 25, 166, 43, 54, 4, 41, 209, 88, 157(Spanish), 
140(Spanish), 94, … The essay broadcasts are a permanent feature of the feedback. This means that the 
new ECE physics is an actuality here to stay.

awebalizerglossary.pdf
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Baconian Method in Experimental     Science  

March 17, 2012 

This is well known, if an experiment is repeatable and reproducible it becomes a valid part of science. I 
have every confidence in the work of Alex Hill and colleagues because it meets these criteria, and I 
have the same confidence in the work of the Searl environment. In my opinion all of this work is vitally 
important. It is imperative to look for all forms of new energy. I started as an experimentalist in the far 
infra red, and explained the results of my experiments with my own Mori type theory. I am doing 
exactly the same now with the Alex Hill data, the main feature of which is a Tesla giant resonance. This 
is not a matter of marketing or commercialization, it is a matter of science.

FOR POSTING:     UFT212  

March 17, 2012 

This is the 212th paper of the UFT series, proving that the Christoffel connection is antisymmetric, 
refuting Einsteinian general relativity in yet another way, and strengthening Einstein Cartan Evans 
(ECE) theory with yet another proof that torsion is always non-zero.

a212thpaper.pdf

Referring URL’s     File  

March 17, 2012 

This file is over a thousand pages long and started recording in December 2006, so it is just over five 
years old. It is another way of recording a massive amount of interest in everything on www.aias.us by 
the AIAS colleagues and myself. A lot of it is interest in space energy devices. I was appointed to the 
Civil List in February 2005 in an Act of Parliament on the recommendation of the Prime Minister and 
nominated by the Royal Society. The totality of my work is recorded on the Omnia Opera of 
www.aias.us. The attitude to space energy devices has changed completely since ECE arrived on the 
scene in March 2003. This referring URL’s report will be updated every quarter by Michael Jackson, 
and posted by Dave Burleigh. All their work is voluntary on behalf of key new science. The survival of 
humankind may depend on this science.

ReferringURLs2012feb20.pdf
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Feedback     Activity  

March 17, 2012 

It will be a pleasure to include Prof Clark Vanish. The two hundred or so pages of feedback record 
about 2% only of the total interest, which would take twenty thousand pages to describe. The basic 
geometry is well known, the two Cartan Maurer structure equations and the Cartan identity. The tetrad 
postulate is also well known. The overview file is augmented by pdf files of the blog interwoven with 
feedback. These were prepared by Michael Jackson who also prepared a referring URL’s file running to 
over a thousand pages which I will send next. These feedback files are posted every quarter on 
www.aias.us and on the blog. An analysis of the referring URL file is found at the top of the list of UFT 
papers. The geometry of ECE is so simple that it cannot be refuted. It is entirely standard Cartan 
geometry taught at all good universities. It can be developed into more abstract geometries, but cannot 
be refuted. The Einsteinian general relativity has been made completely obsolete in many ways, and 
there are many papers on new energy backing up the inventors. Every major university in the world 
now has ECE on its campus, albeit spontaneously, among staffs and students. The worldwide interest is 
very intense and very steady, and has been for almost a decade. The U(1) sector of the standard model 
has been refuted in many ways also. The www.aias.us site and all feedback documents are archived 
every quarter in the British Library on behalf of the National Library of Wales, and also in the US 
Archives supported by Library of Congress and NSF and others. There is nothing left of the Higgs 
boson theory at CERN. This is a quiet revolution which has changed physics completely. The use of 
feedback demonstrates this with complete objectivity and in very great detail. The data are reported 
regularly to the Prime Minister’s Office in London in my capacity as a Civil List Pensioner appointed 
in 2005. I work directly for Queen Elizabeth as a Civil List Pensioner.

In a message dated 17/03/2012 07:51:27 GMT Standard Time,

Include Professor Clark Vanish, Senior Mathematics Professor at CSUDH, in future email 
coresspondnece, especially mathematical aspects of ECE, it turns out CSUDH and CSULB 
are listed in your 2% visits (and that is not us), from 2004 that spans 200 + pages, (my 
God!).

Clarks email is jeffclark6, I want him to be part of this email correspondence with other 
research and development professionals. He asked me to send him the 200+ page 
attachments of visits. I am sending this to him.

Sent: Friday, March 16, 2012 11:38 PM
Subject: Daily Report 16/3/12

There were 3,754 hits from 599 distinct visits during the day, 42.9% spiders from large 
downloads. Department of Physics Federal University of Alagoa Brazil Felker3 (Spanish); 
Queen’s University Canada UFT106; CERN general visit; National University of Colombia 
Nobody is Perfect (Spanish); Siemens Corporation potential waves; Institute of 
Mathematics University of Hannover Engineering Model; Central Michigan University 
extensive download using a spider; Department of Chemistry Texas Agricultural and 
Mechanical (A and M) University Omnia Opera; University of Poitiers general; Paul 
Sabatier University Toulouse UFT142; Department of Physics Turin University UFT149; 
Anadolu University Turkey UFT88; Iyte University Turkey Proof1; Heriot Watt University 
UFT170; Sheffield University UFT175, extensive study all sectors worldwide as usual.

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
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212(7): Equivalence of Active and Passive     Rotation  

March 17, 2012 

This is the simplest proof of the fact that the Christoffel connection is antisymmetric in a three 
dimensional rotation. This is a counter example to Einsteinian general relativity at the most 
fundamental geometrical level, using nothing except elementary Euclidean geometry. It is also proven 
that the well known duality of an axial unit vector with the unit antisymmetric tensor can also be 
interpreted as the equivalence of active and passive rotation, the Christoffel connection being 
proportional to the Levi-Civita tensor. This is added to many refutations of Einsteinian general 
relativity, EGR, all interlocking proofs of recent UFT papers. Each proof strengthens Einstein Cartan 
Evans (ECE) theory by disproving EGR and all unified field theories based on EGR.

a212thpapernotes7.pdf

La Fhoile Padraig – Dydd Gwyl     Padrig  

March 17, 2012 

This is St. Patrick’s Day and google is all decked out in triskelions today. The word “Fhoile” is 
pronounced “ae-leh” so I then recognize it as “gwyl”, meaning “festival”. This is a typical similarity 
between Goidelic and Brythonic. The original word was the Latin Patricius, which became Padrig in 
Brythonic. The spelling of Irish is very complicated, once this is translated to the phonetic the 
similarity with Brythonic often becomes obvious. They are Indo European as can be seen from the 
most ancient words. The word for “dog” for example is cu in Irish, ci in Brythonic, chien in French, 
canis in Latin and so on. The word “dog” comes from “dy gi” or similar, Brythonic for “thy ci”, or your 
dog. So the word “thy” is also Brythonic. The etymology of “dog” is described on google as a mystery, 
but not to anyone who knows a bit of Welsh, Irish, Cornish or Breton. In Britain the dog has been 
domesticated for about nine thousand years, since the last ice age, and probably for thousands of years 
before that south of the ice.

Daily Report     16/3/12  

March 17, 2012 

There were 3,754 hits from 599 distinct visits during the day, 42.9% spiders from large downloads. 
Department of Physics Federal University of Alagoa Brazil Felker3 (Spanish); Queen’s University 
Canada UFT106; CERN general visit; National University of Colombia Nobody is Perfect (Spanish); 
Siemens Corporation potential waves; Institute of Mathematics University of Hannover Engineering 
Model; Central Michigan University extensive download using a spider; Department of Chemistry 
Texas Agricultural and Mechanical (A and M) University Omnia Opera; University of Poitiers general; 
Paul Sabatier University Toulouse UFT142; Department of Physics Turin University UFT149; Anadolu 
University Turkey UFT88; Iyte University Turkey Proof1; Heriot Watt University UFT170; Sheffield 
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University UFT175, extensive study all sectors worldwide as usual.

Some More Details of Authors’     Rights  

March 16, 2012 

The tremendous impact of the open source ECE sites and blog will help book publishing in my 
experience, I am keen to publish myself a small number of books on demand. Open source is the way 
things are going but open source does not stop people from buying books. A lot of people do not have 
computers, and dislike them.  The important thing for me is that this method allows me to retain 
copyright, so I can also publish with another publisher who would be given the copyright. Authors’ 
rights publishing gives a much bigger return to the author than conventional publishers and also 
demands a high literary and scientific standard. The method publishes prose, poetry and science and 
technology and has an aggressive international marketing policy, realistically necessary to sell books. 
The ECE websites and blog have the momentum of a supertanker and do not need any marketing at all. 
One of them, www.aias.us, is archived, and the Newlands Family Trust has been set up to maintain it 
live. In my experience my books with Wiley have been the best sellers, even though they cost a lot. 
This is because of Wiley’s control of the market. For material of equal merit, sales depend on 
marketing. Since about 1993, these sales have been accomplished in the teeth of wrong headed bigotry 
of the worst kind, Shaw’s science made superstition. We may as well have lived in 993 and criticised 
the king. The websites started only ten years ago in 2002, and have created a new physics and also a 
new way of education. “Authors Online” started about the same time as the websites, in 2001. I am 
delighted with the generous and successful efforts of Victor Riecansky at CISP, I am just looking for 
ways of helping and promoting new science on which future energy technology may depend. I do not 
think that the luddites can prevent this technology from developing, they would become literally as 
well as intellectually extinct along with the rest of us. I regard the technology first and foremost as an 
intellectual challenge, a problem to be solved.

Diary or Weblog on     www.aias.us  

March 16, 2012 

Since 1st. January 2010 this diary has attracted 79,583 viewings from 77 countries, led by: Britain, 
USA, France, Germany, Saudi Arabia, Denmark, Australia, Canada, Spain, Brazil, ……. Thanks to all 
concerned for setting up the blog so well. This is another hugely successful open source format of 
publishing. It covers topics in science, poetry and literature, history and genealogy and local affairs in 
Wales. The blog has by now been archived twice by the British Library in London, on behalf of the 
National Library of Wales, and AIAS Fellow Michael Jackson has very kindly interwoven it with the 
feedback. The blog was archived on pdf files prepared by Michael Jackson. All self visits to the blog 
are filtered out by WordPress, so that only visits from others are recorded. All spam / scam attempts are 
removed automatically by WordPress.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/16/diary-or-weblog-on-www-aias-us/
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Motivations of the Big     Publishers  

March 16, 2012 

Almost always, the motivation of the big publishers is profit, not literary or scientific value. The small 
presses are the enlightened presses. I happen to know that my poetry is well liked and well received in 
both languages, but it still takes needs an enlightened uncommercial publisher. I have now found a 
method of publishing the poetry in book form with fair returns. Even R. S. Thomas (who was 
nominated for a Nobel Prize) would be lucky to sell 500 copies in English, compared with 10,000 
copies in Welsh by Ceiriog in the nineteenth century. Again the open source ECE websites make the big 
impact with poetry, excellently narrated by Robert Cheshire. The material is the same, so the method of 
publication is important. The autobiography volume one is very popular and more accessible. Kerry’s 
biography is selling well and very popular. Everyone around here likes it and it contains much more 
than just me. Similarly for Lar Felker’s book translated into Spanish by Alex Hill. In science, the 
motivation of a big publisher like Elsevier is again pure profit, many of its editors hardly read papers 
submitted, referees likewise, and Elsevier has come in for heavy criticism by authors who have 
initiated a boycott of it.

Authors’     Rights  

March 16, 2012 

I now have an excellent and generous publisher in Victor Riecansky of CISP (www.cisp-publisher.com) 
and I have foregone royalties on the journal to help an excellent small press able to withstand malicious 
personal attacks by bigots. The Omnia Opera however is a huge project and I feel he may need help if 
he is interested in it. If he is not interested, I can proceed to publish it over the coming few years, 
volume by volume. Ray Delaforce has generously helped to typeset the Omnia Opera uniformly and 
will of course get a share of proceeds. I have been reviewing all the work I have done for publishers, 
often without being paid a royalty (none for any scientific papers), or a very small royalty on books.  
Authors these days have rights. They can glean the proper returns for work like any other member of 
society. I am quite happy to do all the work for new science without pay, but now I have found a way of 
getting some pay. Essay 64 shows why I have been denied pay all my life by the so called “University 
of Wales”, jobs for the bigotted boys with microscopic output. The incredibly sordid assault on Kerry 
Pendergast by a nameless bigot called “Fisher” (probably “Arthur Dent” but no proof) shows that such 
people will resort even to the lowest kind of gutter thuggery, without ever having read any of my work, 
ever having met Kerry or myself. This kind of assault (answered in Essay and Broadcast 64) is of 
course illegal, if it takes place in the street it is a common assault, or if it took place in a boxing ring my 
cousin Ffloyd Havard (four times British boxing champion) would know how to deal with it. The world 
of science is now aware of such violent prejudice, and has instantly rejected it. So I am preparing for 
the book publication of my Omnia Opera, which has netted millions of dollars for publishers large and 
small. I would be delighted to work with Victor Riecansky on the Omnia Opera if he is interested. On 
the matter of “Definitive Refutations of the Einstein General Relativity” I feel it would be an advantage 
to work with a company for aggressive promotion of the book, but Victor may have his own 
promotional methods. I am perfectly satisfied with whatever Victor decides. A lot of ugly and illogical 
prejudice has to be cut through, and a lot of pressure to conform. UFT202 alone shows that the EGR is 
nonsense. It is not convenient for the dogmatists to have the refutations published, and pressure will be 
applied to staff and students. This is the sad reality of modern physics. It has been torn intellectually to 

http://www.cisp-publisher.com/
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shreds by the ECE sites and deservedly so.

University of Wales – FS50421737Ref.     FS50421737  

March 16, 2012 

Many thanks, the ICO has dealt with this prejudice well, but the severe, long drawn out, violations of 
human rights described in Essay and Broadcast 64 on www.aias.us will need legal advice. I will see if I 
can get such advice from a leading contingency human rights lawyer. The university as presently 
constituted has no relevance to Wales and its dissolution is utterly unconstitutional, a great insult to 
Wales as a Nation.

cc Welsh Government

In a message dated 06/03/2012 16:24:44 GMT Standard Time, casework@ico.gsi.gov.uk writes:

Dear Professor Evans,

Further to my email of 21 January 2012 regarding your complaint against the University of 
Wales (‘the University’).

I have recently received a substantive response from the University but require further 
information before I can conclude my investigation of your complaint. I have therefore 
contacted the University today asking for additional information to assist with my 
investigation. I have asked the University to provide a full response by 20 March 2012.

Regards
Catherine Dickenson
Senior Case Officer

Publishing My Omnia     Opera  

March 16, 2012 

If interested, Victor Riecansky of Cambridge International Science Publishing has first refusal in this 
project and all my publications. I have found a website www.authorsonline.co.uk that may be of 
interest to Victor. It publishes e books for as little as 99 pounds. The standard pacakge is quite 
impressive, it offers various publishing / printing services and also extensive promotion via press 
releases to the media: eight thousand journalists, radio, TV, magazines and newspapers. It may be able 
to set my complete Omnia Opera, which is probably the largest high quality output by a single 
contemporary scientist working with a small group of co authors over a span of more than forty years 
without a break. I am also impressed by the very accurate typesetting of Ray Delaforce, who is a 
leading engineer and who understands the subject matter. The services provided by companies such as 
Authors Online these days include typesetting, but without a scientific typsetter the result would be a 
mess. The CISP typesetters are also excellent, and also work for Cambridge University Press. I would 
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like to start publishing the Omnia Opera volume by volume of maybe eight hundred pages each, 
hardback. We can also produce our own photography and graphics. Maybe CISP could set up an 
agreement with Authors Online for extensive and aggressive media promotion, which is what sells 
books, realistically. We would print volume by volume on demand, using advance orders, so there 
would be no possibility of financial loss. All to gain, nothing to lose.

QUESTIONS FOR SEAN     MACLACHLAN  

March 16, 2012 

Do oyu have the stats for January and February? It is always of key importance to calculate the total 
returns for all the ECE sites. Is there any chance of building up an overview file for 
www.atomicprecision.com and www.upitec.org in the same manner as www.aias.us ? Maybe someone 
at Hewlett Packard would take on the job. The overview file is of central importance. It is the only 
thing that shows the almost complete collapse of the standard model with pristine objectivity, and it is 
by now a unique record archived worldwide. The contemporary standards of personal and societal 
integrity are so low that without the overview file there is no admission of failure, and the demands for 
our money go on (tax payers’ money).

Feedback for www.aias, March 1 –     15  

March 16, 2012 

This is found at the end of the attached file as usual, and is a summary of feedback from the university 
sector and similar, representing about 2% only of the huge total interest. As usual there was intense 
study in essentially all the best institutions throughout the world

overview.pdf

Selected Feedback Interest in ECE

1-15 March

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Arizona, Arizona State, Boston University, Caltech*, Catholic Healthcare West,

Central Michigan, Colorado, Cornell, California State University Long Beach, Georgia Tech*,

Harvard*, Hawaii, Harvey Mudd, Kansas State, King Saud (on edu)*, MIT*, New Mexico State,

North Dakota University system, Northwestern*, Naval Postgraduate School, Oberlin, Oklahoma,

Pacific Lutheran, Sinteg Leska, Ana Mendez, Southwest Research Institute, Chicago, UC Irvine,

UC Santa Barbara, Florida*, Georgia, Ibadan (on edu), Illinois Chicago, Illinois Urbana

Champaign, Incarnate Word, Maryland, Missouri Kansas City, Nevada Lincoln, Texas Arlington,

West Florida, Vanderbilt, Virginia, Washington, Wisconsin, Western Washington, US Government

http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/overview2.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/16/feedback-for-www-aias-march-1-15/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.atomicprecision.com/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/16/questions-for-sean-maclachlan/


NOAA, Clayton State, US Courts, West Virginia, US Airforce AFNOC, US Airforce Kirtland,

Army Research Laboratory, US Army Mepcom, US Military Disa, US Navy NMCU*, Intel,

Microsoft, US Archives*, Baldwin County Public Schools, Chicago Public Library, Institute of

Electric and Electronic Engineers.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

JKU Austria, EPF Lausanne, VSPJ Czechia, German Aerospace Centre, Red Cross

Freiburg, Albert Einstein Institute, TU Braunschweig, TU Darmstadt, TU Munich, Goettingen,

Hannover, Karlsruhe, Leipzig, Paderborn, Rostock, Danish Technical University, College Net

Denmark, Talin Estonia, Cartif Spain, INTA Spain, Gov. Andalucia, RENFE, Autonomous

Barcelona, Complutensian Madrid*, Cordoba, Granada, Autonomous Madrid, Miguel Hernandez

de Elche, Canaries, Polytechnic Madrid, Polytechnic Valencia, Salamanca, Valencia, Helsinki*,

TPU, UTU Finland, CHU Caen(, CNRS Orleans, French Observatory, Lille 1, Poitiers, Rennes 1,

Savoie, Bcenter Hungary, DIMA Hungary, Univ Transylvania Romania, Tel Aviv, SISSA Italy,

Trieste, Milan, PFI Lithuania, MPE Latvia, Physics Leiden, TU Eindhoven, HIN Norway, Lodz

Poland, Corbina Russia, Novosibirsk, yandex system, Uppsala Sweden, VRG Sweden, Anadolu

Turkey, Iyte, Aberystwyth, Bristol, Brookes, Durham*, Edinburgh*, Glasgow, Imperial*, King’s

College London Students’ Union, Liverpool John Moores, Keele, Lancaster, Leeds, Luton,

Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham*, Lady Margaret Hall Oxford, NSMS Oxford, Physics

Oxford*, Queen’s Belfast, Swansea, British Library, Orkney Council, NHS, Ysgol CCC, Surrey,

Royal Society of Chemistry.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

MDP Argentina, UNLP Argentina, ANU Australia, Sydney*, Defence Asutralia,

McGill*, OCDSB, Gov. Quebec, Queen’s, Alberta, British Columbia, Victoria*, Biobio Chile,

UCN Chile, UDEA Colombia, UNAL Colombia, IITK India, IITM India, BARC India, TUT Iran,

Tohoku Japan, Japanese National Particle Lab (KEK), KAIST* Korea, Korea, UGTO Mexico,

Auckland New Zealand, Otago, UCT South Africa, UNP South Africa.

Daily Report     15/3/12  

March 16, 2012 

There were 2,449 hits from 459 distinct visits, 41.5% spiders. General Electric On Light Deflection by 
Gravity; IBM Johnson Magnets; German Aerospace Centre Space Energy; University of Leipzig 
general; School of Computer Science Carnegie Mellon University extensive download of the site using 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/16/daily-report-15312/


spider software; Faculty of Arts and Science Harvard University UFT41; Kansas State University 
UFT88, King Saud University (on edu) Infinite Solenoid; MIT UFT41; University of Talin Estonia 
UFT88; University of Santiago de Compostela Spain Essay 11 (Spanish); Tampere University Finland 
Essay 50; University of Poitiers general; University of Lodz Poland UFT88; University of Nottingham 
ECE vacuum applications. Intense interest all sectors as usual.

Testing     Laboratory  

March 15, 2012 

I have been thinking of a way forward that may be agreeable to all concerned, and since these devices 
are Mexican inventions they should be industry certified in Mexico, perhaps with international 
observers invited for perhaps a week of the most thorough testing. In my opinion they are ready for 
mass marketing. The petroleum industry cannot stop them being marketed because it will soon face 
petroleum rationing. All here could be invited to the testing process given the funding for travel and 
subsistence to Mexico. I am fully aware of the tremendous importance of the industry certified 
devices,which is why the colleagues and myself have produced such a rigorous theory based only on 
three equations of Cartan geometry. Horst Eckardt, Doug Lindstrom and others have contributed 
greatly. Society can scepticise and cynicise itself out of existence, witness the fall of empires. I feel that 
if a scientist wishes to see the devices marketed, as we all do, then that scientist should at the least be 
willing to see them in operation. There are also Searl devices of great potential importance. There are 
some common misconceptions, the worst one is that these are perpetual motion machines. They are not, 
they transfer energy from spacetime. The second is that these devices do not exist, they have existed for 
a long time. The problem is lack of initiative by industry and government, lack of imagination, and 
bureaucratic cynicism. I am not sure if people realize fully what will happen when fuel starts to run out. 
The luddites who sit down doing nothing would be the first to run to buy one of these devices. I have 
gone through soem of the ugliest abuse imaginable by people who seem to want the world to tear itself 
apart, fighting for fuel. All this abuse has had no effect at all. When civilization is about to disintegrate, 
reputation comes second. My own reputation such as it is can be neasured objectively by feedback. It is 
no longer a matter of whether people like me or not, that is irrelevant anthropomorphism.

Prof. M .W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Hypocrisy of Standard     Physics  

March 15, 2012 

Ours is a deeply hypocritical society in many ways. In physics this hypocrisy is seen most clearly by a 
crystal clear refutation such as that in UFT202. This is logically perfect, totally simple, demonstration 
of the fact that Einsteinian general relativity is wholly incorrect. Instead of accepting the simple logic, 
it is still claimed that the theory is correct, and millions are still demanded in public funding. 
Einsteinian general realtivity ha been refuted for almost a century in many ways by some of the very 
best physicists. The nauseating egotism of its proponents is all that keeps it going. This means that its 
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proponents are not scientists at all. They know this but still go on demanding the public money. The 
easiest answer is for governments to appoint wholly independent advisors and simply switch off all 
their funding. Note the deafening silence about UFT202, no attempt has been made to challenge it, yet 
we still see those futile claims all over the media, which saturates us all with total rubbish. Every advert 
you see on TV is total rubbish and standard EGR is an advert like any other.

Interest in Material for the EGR Refutation     Book  

March 15, 2012 

There is considerable interest in the UFT papers making up the issue in terms of referrals as follows. 
UFT187 127; UFT188 127; UFT189 132; UFT190 160; UFT192 123; UFT193 173; UFT194 112; 
UFT202 76 and similarly for UFT200 and UFT201. The two essay broadcasts on the refutation of light 
deflection theory in UFT150B have been the most popular items on the site for more than eighteen 
months, generating tens of thousands of hits. In this case every time the essays are heard they generate 
one hit, so they have been heard tens of thousands of times each. These are Essay 8 “On the Deflection 
of Light by Gravity”, and “Nobody is Perfect” written by Horst Eckardt and available in two 
broadcasts, by Robert Cheshire and myself, both versions being very popular. Essay broadacst 46 is 
also popular, on the same subject. All the items on the ECE sites are read continuously around the 
world. This makes standard physics simply irrelevant and meaningless. Once a theory of physics is 
refuted it is obsolete, but its proponents try to behave as if nothing has happened. A huge amount of 
standard literature is now irrelevant to progress in science. In order to sell books on this historical 
refutation I advise selling to libraries first, and printing on demand. It is clear from the pattern of 
interest in ECE that the theory is going to make standard physics almost entirely obsolete, but jobs, 
careers, funding, prestige and so on will also be made irrelevant. Our society is increasingly two faced 
and corrupt, drastic human failings. Human nature being what it is, almost all careerists think about 
themselves, and not science. So I advise steady selling of books on demand to libraries first. It must be 
remembered that many unscrupulous attempts have been made to stop these books appearing. The huge 
impact of the ECE websites has blown such luddites away. Preventing the sale of books is a futile 
activity, but there are people around who still indulge in this activity behind the scenes. Over the years, 
my books and papers have sold tens of thousands of copies netting publishers millions of dollars. By 
now everyone should know that my primary concern is science, not careerism. This is very rare in a 
contemporary senior scientist. We should make every effort to help Victor Riecansky sell these books. 
The interest in the material can be measured accurately by feedback, and there is tremendous interest in 
the Einstein refutation.

Japan Drops Subsidies for Wind     Turbines  

March 15, 2012 

As can be seen using google, wind turbine production in Japan will be reduced by 70% after subsidies 
have been dropped. The British Government is probably preparing to drop subsidies, and the Prime 
Minister is facing a Commons rebellion against turbines. In this local area democracy has been trodden 
underfoot, causing almost unanimous resentment.
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My Books Selling     Well  

March 15, 2012 

Victor Riecansky may like to know that my books of up to twenty years ago are still selling, and that is 
a good sign for his books. Of particular importance to dispelling time and money wasting dogma is the 
forthcoming book:

M. W. Evans (Ed.), “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity” (CISP, Cambridge 
International Science Publishing, www.cisp-publishing.com, Spring 2012) advertized on the home page 
of www.aias.us.

I have produced books in the past for Wiley, World Scientific, Kluwer, Abramis Academic and CISP, 
and papers for many publishers. All the twenty five books in my World Scientific series “Contemporary 
Chemical Physics” are still selling, a series which includes my book with L. B. Crowell, “Classical and 
Quantum Electrodynamics and the B(3) Field”. In view of Kurata B(3) technology, that book is selling 
well at present. An ECE manual would sell very well. For some years now there has been a battle with 
the dogmatists who use all kinds of dirty tactics – they have clearly been routed and should retire out of 
society, some already have. Their personal attacks result in the sale of more books.

Reactions to     Devices  

March 15, 2012 

My opinion is that there is no further need to take any notice of reactions of people who are not 
influential or who are ineffective. With fuel rationing being discussed already, it is very obviously of 
the utmost importance to develop these devices commercially. They rely on a transfer of energy from 
spacetime as described in many ECE papers, and by papers by Drs. Horst Eckardt and Douglas 
Lindstrom. A Prime Minister such as Lloyd-George for example used to go to see demonstrations 
himself and I wish that senior people would do that now.

A similar reasoning was used in an article, published by Scientific American, about five years AFTER 
the first flight at Kitty Hawk by the Wright Brothers, and the author of which STILL held serious 
doubts about the possibility of heavier-than-air flying machines, claiming that “if it would be true that 
these so-called Wright Brothers were able to fly a heavier-than-air machine, by now they would have 
sold hundreds of them, and this author has seen none of such machines crossing our skies…”

It also reminds me of A.C.Clarke´s three laws of prediction:

1.When a distinguished and elderly scientist declares that something is possible, probably 
he will be right, When he declares that something is impossible, probably he will be wrong.
2. The only way to discover the limits of what is possible is to go one step further, into the 
realm of the impossible.
3. Any sufficiently advanced technology is undistinguishable from magic.
So Mr Page probably considers us a band of magicians. Nothing new.
People show the strangest reactions when they see these demos with their own eyes for the 
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first time. John, for xample, started to giggle and to laugh, and could not stop laughing. A 
leading engineer from Germany started to cry, and kept on crying for several minutes. One 
tends to forget about Clarke´s third law, and is surprised when people react dramatically 
when they witness it for the first time. For their mindset, it is like if while talking about 
anti-gravity you would suddenly start to fly around the room during the chat. Another 
surprising reaction is that the audience listens to your description of what you are about to 
shoe them as if they would be used to watching something like that every day of the week, 
but when the show starts they go bananas. The reaction which still affects me the most is 
what we have called “the Gollum effect” (taken from the greedy character in the Lord of 
the Rings saga) when you can almost see the greed for power fill the eyes of a potential 
investor while he watches the device in operation.
No doubt we still are strange animals…

Regards,

Daily Report     14/3/12  

March 15, 2012 

There were 6,916 hits from 526 distinct visits during the day, 77.9% spiders. Australian National 
University UFT161; University of Sydney UFT106; Red Cross Freiburg general; Physics Goettingen 
University UFT4; Arizona State University UFT4; MIT Proof2; New Mexico State University UFT70; 
University of Wisconsin Proof2; Western Washington University UFT75; Complutensian University 
Madrid GFBasics; Theoretical Physics University of Helsinki UFT88; Institute of Physics University of 
Trieste UFT57; University of Guanajuato Mexico UFT32; Department of Engineering Sciences 
Uppsala University Sweden general; Foundation Viktor Rydberg Schools Sweden equation flowcharts; 
University of Durham UFT99; Queen’s University Belfast UFT38; intense study all sectors as usual.

Writing up     UFT212  

March 14, 2012 

I am glad we are agreed on this. It can be written up as a co authored UFT212 as usual. All these 
interlocking proofs mean the end of general relativity of Einstein’s type, so the physics establishment is 
out on a tree branch happily being eaten up by logical termites. An excess of dogmatic ethanol 
produces all the effects of intoxication (with apologies to a famous playwright). UFT202 remains the 
simplest and clearest proof, and to challenge that is logical absurdity. To keep silent is intellectual 
dishonesty of the worst kind imaginable, Shakespeare would have hated that, so would have Bacon. To 
keep silent and to go on pleading dogma verges either on criminality or insanity. “When bad men 
combine, the good must associate” (Edmund Burke, whose statue is outside Trinity College Dublin).

In a message dated 14/03/2012 18:58:50 GMT Standard Time,

ok, I think this note makes it clear that the connection of a rotation has the form of the 
totally antisymmetric unit tensor and therefore is antisymmetric. This should convince 
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those people who do not accept the argument of the anticommutator. The result is in 
accordance with linear algebra where an active rotation is the inverse of a passive rotation 
too.

Horst

Am 14.03.2012 13:16, schrieb EMyrone

It is obvious from this proof that the connection is antisymmetric for the general 
rotation made up of three rotation generators. Within h bar these are angular 
momenta in quantum mechanics. I decided to define the connection in the 
conventional units of inverse metres by equation (7). It is seen that each 
rotation generator for active rotation is the inverse of each geneator for passive 
rotation. Elementary considerations arrive at Eq. (20), whihc is a special case of 
the equation used in UFT199, equivalence of active and passive rotations. The 
totally antisymmetric unit tensor in n dimensions is defined to be the same in a 
flat space and general space (see Carroll), so this proof of the antisymmetry of 
the connection is true in all spaces, QED. Einsteinian general relativity is 
refuted in yet another way. The refutation in UFT202 remains the easiest to 
understand. This one is a bit more difficult, but it does not use anything that is 
not well known.

Caution on Claims in     Physics  

March 14, 2012 

It has been shown in many ways by many scholars that the gravitational and electromagnetic sectors of 
conventional unified field theories are entirely incorrect. So any claim to have produced a unified field 
theory with these sectors is meaningless and should be discarded immediately it is made. Any inference 
of a Higgs boson is pure dogma for the same reasons. Any claim that there are no adjustable parameters 
must be discarded. There are many adjustable parameters in conventional unified field theories. The 
ECE theory has been accepted worldwide, and the world of science has discarded conventional 
dogmatists. Conventional physics is wholly out of touch with reality. If it continous to make easily 
disproven claims it should be funded less and less.

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Recognition

March 14, 2012 

I think that any sane person would agree with Dr. Gareth Evans about the total failure of higher 
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education within Wales, but as a nonconformist by upbringing I know that things can operate without 
government at all. The Baptists minimized involvment with government. The present system of higher 
education in Wales often seems to me to be completely foreign, designed just to maintain itself in 
existence. I am prepared to put in a bid for the most recent proposal for science policy, but is the 
government free of the hideous bigotry revealed by Clifford Jones and “Arthur Dent”? I can start 
working on such a proposal with the help of others in AIAS. Essay 64 is completely clear as to 
witnessed violations of human rights, violations that have never been righted. If I really look at things, 
it is the Westminster Government that has been fair. The Welsh government has a record of prejudice 
against me. That is something that is easily overcome by international opinion, but it is indicative of a 
very strange self defeating attitude. I am financially self sufficient via my own unaided efforts but that 
does not right the obvious injustices and acute human rights violations.

In a message dated 14/03/2012 14:01:22 GMT Standard Time,

I concur with most things you say Myron and in a fair world, where achiement and merit 
really counted, you would be properly recognised in your homeland and employed 
appropriately. No one blames you for giving up on a system that has failed you so badly. I 
still hope though that the establishment will see sense and acknowledge your truly 
astonishing achievements. I still have some belief left in human nature and that most people 
will entually see reason and reward accordingly. I will REMIND the powers that be of your 
ability and the advances you have made out of principle and because you are a true friend 
of unique ability. I want to see you fully recognised by the system itself in our lifetimes (if 
at all possible).

Wind Turbine Subsidies Being     Dropped  

March 14, 2012 

A group of 150 M. P.’s has written to the British Prime Minister asking for wind turbine subsidies to be 
dropped. They arge that the views of the local community should ALWAYS be taken into account, not 
brutally ignored. The Westminster government is to be heavily criticised for undermining democracy in 
this area, where there is a 95% opposition to the Mynydd y Gwair turbines. I have rebutted the high 
court judgment againt the Welsh government on my blog, and have fought turbines for sixteen years. I 
was part of an eight to one majority against the Mynydd Bettws proposal. This majority was ignored. 
So in retaliation for such insults I urge the local community to do everything it possibly can to make 
sure that these turbines are never constructed, and if they are, to ensure that they are never economical. 
An ancestor of mine such as Owain Glyndwr or Oliver Cromwell would simply have demolished them, 
but that is no longer a legal possibility. In contrast our society can be legally destroyed. However it is 
possible to work to rule, to strike against them, to boycott people who sold land to construct them, to 
take class action against turbine companies and to put massive pressure on politicians to get rid of 
them. The greatest culprit here is Beaufort, whose lands should be nationalized promptly. This is what 
the Labour Party failed to do in 1945. Many people want this area to become an area of outstanding 
natural beauty. My ancestor Lord Tudor Watkins founded the Brecon Beacons National Park.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/14/wind-turbine-subsidies-being-dropped/


Bureaucratic     Criticism  

March 14, 2012 

I know that my old friends Gareth Evans and Gari Owen are bureaucrats, but they are completely 
sincere and of course I do not include them in any criticism. They were forced to be bureaucrats by 
corruption and prejudice inside the University of Wales, and both should be full professors. I regard 
them as professorial equals. In general though society is groaning under the weight of bureaucracy, 
always a sign of historical decadence as in the late Roman Empire. As the fuel runs out I think that real 
leaders will spring up from necessity. I do not criticise old friends in Wales who have tried to learn 
Welsh but found it too difficult, but I have no time for bigotry against the language, I hold such bigots 
in total contempt and it makes me very angry. What do they want here in Wales if they dislike the 
language so much? Wales is not a playground, it has serious problems of crime and unemployment that 
the bigots never attempt to address.

Tracing Back to Sir Walter Havard Norman Lord of Pont     Gwilym  

March 14, 2012 

I can prove descent from Sir Walter Havard as attached, because a sixth generation descendant of his, 
Madog Havard, was married to Lleucu ferch Maredudd ab Einion Saes, a descendant of Prince Bleddyn 
ap Maenarch. His grandson Ieuan Havard Hen was married to Margred ferch Thomas ap Gruffudd ab 
Owain Gethin ab Owain, Lord of Glyn Tawe, also a descendant of Bleddyn ap Maenarch. Nest ferch 
Owain Gethin was married to Thomas Awbrey, Cwnstabl Coch. I also descend from Morgan Havard, 
whose father was probably a John Havard of Defynnog, but which one is unknown. These were 
arranged marriages between prominent families. They were all fluent Welsh speakers, and knew how to 
govern, in great contrast to present times, in which a huge number of anonymous bureaucrats lurk 
behind unelected politicians. The old families of Wales are never going to accept all that. We are forced 
to pay taxes but that’s about all. Morgan Havard lived in the appalling conditions of Penderyn and died 
in his mid thirties of typhus. His son was Twm Havard Cwm Cerdinen, and there are many Havards 
around here, many Welsh speaking and highly cultured.

afamilylinepreliminaryhavardsubmission.pdf

212(6): Proof of Connection Antisymmetry for the General     Rotation  

March 14, 2012 

It is obvious from this proof that the connection is antisymmetric for the general rotation made up of 
three rotation generators. Within h bar these are angular momenta in quantum mechanics. I decided to 
define the connection in the conventional units of inverse metres by equation (7). It is seen that each 
rotation generator for active rotation is the inverse of each geneator for passive rotation. Elementary 
considerations arrive at Eq. (20), whihc is a special case of the equation used in UFT199, equivalence 
of active and passive rotations. The totally antisymmetric unit tensor in n dimensions is defined to be 
the same in a flat space and general space (see Carroll), so this proof of the antisymmetry of the 
connection is true in all spaces, QED. Einsteinian general relativity is refuted in yet another way. The 
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refutation in UFT202 remains the easiest to understand. This one is a bit more difficult, but it does not 
use anything that is not well known.

a212thpapernotes6.pdf

Immediate Interest in the Hortung     Device  

March 14, 2012 

There has been immediate interest in this and also the Searl type devices on my blog. The general 
public has realized for some time that representatives freqeuntly elected by a small minority of the 
electoral register are incompetent in even the most basic science, resulting in the catastrophe of wind 
turbines and the farcical climate change scaremongering. If coal fired power stations are shut down, the 
US for example would disintegrate as a country, half its power comes from coal. Obviously 
representatives are going to be voted out very quickly if they continue to advocate wind turbines and 
talk nonsense while fddling expenses. That borders on treason.

Comments on note     212(5)  

March 14, 2012 

The rest of the note after eq. (14) is designed to answer this question by considering a rotation in the 
plane XY, showing that for such as rotation the connection is the totally antisymmetric unit tensor in 
three dimensions. The X and Y indices are i and j, and the Z index is k. So for a connection defined by 
the indices as in eq. (10), the lambda index is 3, the mu and nu indices are 1 and 2. That is why lambda 
is 3 in eq. (14). Any rotation in three dimensions can be treated in this way and within the Poincare 
group, rotation has only three dimensions. We deduce that the connection is antisymmetric as in eq. 
(27). The unit tensor epsilon sub ij is the dual of the axial unit vector epsilon sub k, as in eq. (23) and 
(25). As is well known, the dual tensor of an axial vector is antisymmetric. This argument proceeds 
from UFT199, in whch the active rotation is shown to be equivalent to the passive rotation. The latter is 
described by a Christoffel connection, and the connection is the totally antisymmetric unit tensor in 
three dimensions, the Levi-Civita tensor. Most generally the connection must consider combined 
rotation and translation of the axes in Riemann geometry. The reasoning so far is valid for any rotation 
in three dimensions of Euclidean space, but for a passive rotation that space also has a Christoffel 
connection. For an active rotation in Euclidean space, the connection vanishes because the axes are 
fixed, but in a passive rotation the connection can be defined as the object that rotates the axes. This is 
how a connection is defned conventionally (see for example L. H. Ryder, “Quantum Field Theory”). 
This argument in note 212(5) shows that the connection is antisymmetric, and is a counter example to 
the usual assertion that it is symmetric. Therefore it refutes the Einsteinian general relativity in yet 
another way, this time by counter example. Rotation is actually an example of a Lorentz transform (see 
Carroll chapter one). Almost always, the Lorentz boost is considered to be the Lorentz transform. The 
commutator of boosts is a rotation generator (see “The Enigmatic Photon” and Ryder).

In a message dated 14/03/2012 06:57:36 GMT Standard Time

Why do you restrict to lambda=3 in eq.(14) ? It seems that the other
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connections are not zero.

Horst

University of the Lakota     Sioux  

March 14, 2012 

I was interested to see a visit from Sinteg Leska University of the Lakota Sioux. Only 20,000 people 
speak the Lakota language but they have a true university in their own language. So have the Icelandic 
people for example, there are only 100,000 of them, yet their university is completely in Icelandic. 
Their language is Old Norse. The original peoples of the great plains have a similar Y chromosome 
DNA structure to the most ancient peoples of Western Europe, the oldest traces of it are 50,000 years 
ago in the Lake Baikal region, some migrated west and some east. I think that Welsh speakers should 
counter the hostile anglicisation and destruction of the University of Wales by forming an independent 
University around the Eisteddfod and using the internet, with the same rules, only British Celtic 
spoken, “sinn fein” as they say in Irish, “ourselves”. The word “Cymry” means the same, “ourselves”. 
The appointment of people from outside Wales is very harmful, because only a few people speak the 
language and they are almost always mindlessly hostile to it, so are unworthy from the very beginning. 
No one would try to bother the Lakota Sioux with imports who cannot speak their language. They are 
an independent nation within the U.S. Members of the so called “goverment” in Wales are unworthy of 
the people if they try to import lesser talent and do not live in Wales. There is also a lot of sordid 
ignorance and corruption as evidenced in the Clifford Jones affair. People like that are welcome to 
emigrate to countries in which English is spoken. If they do not live in Wales, they have no right to 
govern in Wales. Representatives should be eliminated from the political system and replaced by direct 
government by the people by electronic referendum. The electoral system is a farce, every four years 
we see little people running around with leaflets demanding to be put back again. Some remain there 
for half a century, virtually dictators. They are all disliked intensely, many are corrupt as we all know 
from expenses fiddling. Bureaucrats are also disliked a great deal. Welsh speakers should put their 
houses in trust to ensure that their Welsh speaking descendants inherit. If sold the house is grabbed by 
colonists who see Wales as a playground. With fuel running out we may have a chance of being left 
alone with our own culture. I am an internationalist but one can only be international if one supports 
the vivid richness of language and culture throughout the world.

Daily Report     13/3/12  

March 14, 2012 

There were 8,148 hits from 686 distinct visits, 77% spiders. McGill University Canada UFT128; 
Jahlava Polytechnic Czechia UFT8, UFT27; University of Colorado UFT153; California State 
University Long Beach UFT110; Georgia Institute of Technology general; Kansas State University 
infinite solenoid; Sinteg Leska University North Dakota general (University of the Lakota People); 
CNRS Orleans advantages of ECE ; University of Poitiers general; Institute of Physics University of 
Trieste UFT57; US 24th Airforce Operations Center (AFNOC) Johnson magnets; US Naval Marine 
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Command Internet family history; Physics University of Otago New Zealand UFT175, UFT176; 
Slovak Electric general; Physics Imperial College UFT158; Keele University UFT118; University of 
Oxford UFT128; University College of Wales Swansea UFT149, intense interest all sectors as usual.

Arson on     Gelliwastad  

March 13, 2012 

I phoned the fire brigade about fifteen minutes ago to put out a fire on Gelliwastad just above Craig 
Felen. I caught the fire before it became a major threat to fauna and flora. A known pattern of arson 
occurs from the perennially rough area of Craig Felen about this time of year. The biker criminals also 
come from Craig Felen. I have warned you repeatedly about this danger of arson, so Swansea County 
Council is open to further international criticism. There is now serious danger of arson on all areas of 
grassland. In the past eight or nine years I have walked Gelliwastad daily and have witnessed major, 
very destructive, arson many times. So I repeat, there is serious danger of major arson when the grass 
become dry this time of year. The Beaufort Estate should be subjected to severe international censure 
through international organizations such as UNESCO for complete failure to maintain the ecology, and 
complete failure to control trespassing, heavily damaging, horses, and the Estate nationalized as an area 
of outstanding natural beauty, heavily protected from any development. I repeat that MA007 is illegal 
under Section 38 of the Commonland Act of 2006, and the Director of Public Prosecutions is entitled to 
prosecute the Beaufort Estate, the Council and any person associated with this plan. A petition is being 
organized against all MA plans, they are not wanted, and wind turbines are detested.

Prof. M. W. Evans
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Independent County Council Candidate for Mawr.

Comments by Alex Labounsky and Alex     Hill  

March 13, 2012 

I have put these on my very influential blog so the facts are totally clear. The general public will not 
tolerate further governmental incompetence and dithering, and certainly will not tolerate any further 
abuse of senior scientists critically important to the development of spacetime energy devices. 
Although the recent violent, wildly pejorative, assault on myself was traced to the e mail address used 
by Clifford Jones, part of the Welsh Government, nothing could be done because the verbal informant 
refused to be a witness. The informant told my cousin Stuart Davies and the latter acted honourably. He 
is also descended from the Princes and Normans, who still have a sway over the hearts and minds of 
the Welsh people, and also further afield in Britain. I call for international condemnation of the Clifford 
Jones affair. Martin Caton M. P, does not ever answer e mail, so I will write to him in the House of 
Commons to demand a Commons Inquiry. The details are on this blog. Essay and broadcast 64 detail 
the sordid human rights violations to which I was subjected before becoming a scientist of the Civil 
List employed directly by Queen Elizabeth. Again I call for international condemnation of these 
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violations through organizations such as UNESCO and Amnesty International. I demand sweeping 
reforms of tertiary education in Wales to ensure that all staff and students are fluent in the Welsh 
language, and to ensure a 75% staffing quota from Wales, of native Welsh speakers, exactly as in the 
hugely successful National Eisteddfod. Otherwise the language will become extinct as warned by 
UNESCO. I call for international condemnation of the tertiary education system in Wales for selling 
junk courses, this was again due to colonists. Finally I call for all Welsh Government advisors to be 
resident permanently in Wales, to be personally fluent in the Welsh language, to be open minded and 
fully aware of new discoveries made inside Wales. There is no need at all for imported second rate 
scientists. What is so difficult about that? My friend Dr Graham Hall has learnt the language to an 
excellent standard, so have many others. It should be illegal for anyone to be employed in Wales 
without a knowledge of the language, a real knowledge unreliant on interpreters. Why should anyone 
have to point this out in the twenty first century?

bcc Prime Minister’s Office and Welsh Government

Comments by Alex     Labounsky  

March 13, 2012 

Nice to hear from Alex Labounsky, a retired chief engineer of the Boeing company. In my opinion 
there is no further need to convince anyone of the existence of spacetime energy, and I hope the Prime 
Minister’s Office will take note. Petroleum will soon be rationed, so the influence of these luddites will 
disappear, they will have nothing to sell. I was the only senior scientist brave enough to try to explain 
these ultra important happenings. So this is why I attracted the pin heads. I now have a back like a 
porcupine, so any dog(matist) will get his nose stuck. Any person who attacks these devices without 
reason is committing treason against humankind. Will the new science policy that Gareth Evans and 
Gari Owen made us aware of be able to embrace these developments with the needed urgency? I think 
that Gareth Evans and Gari Owen should take a more active role, instead of just pointing these out, they 
should help apply on behalf of AIAS. I hope that the reams of useless red tape do not prevent them 
from doing this. We should apportion responsibilities within AIAS. I have just reduced the most 
celebrated theory in physics to tatters, so why does anyone believe in the shoddy old theory of global 
warming? I fear that that is what the new sceince policy will produce, more of the irrelevant same, 
more useless colonization of Wales in direct contravention of EEC laws designed to protect 
indigeneous European minorities.

cc Prime Minister’s Office and Welsh Government

In a message dated 13/03/2012 07:57:59 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Yes, Alex. I would like to add that I flew down to Mexico City in 2005 to witness a lab 
demonstration of the Hortung device at the University there. I, along with many other 
visitors, lodged at the Palacio Hotel that had a cafe for guests. For breakfast, I was 
served Eggs Benedictine (Eggs Benedict). As was explained, it was a monolythic 
integrated circuit chip, dubbed the “power multiplier chip.” It was fed by a small AA-
battery. It, in turn, powered numerous electric loads. To wit: many electric light bulbs 
and small electric fans connected in parellel, a 300+ Watt sodium street lamp bulb, a 
Siemens electric motor. These loads were connected to the output of the Hortung chip 
with thin magnet wires. When I questioned Alex about how such tiny, thin wires could 
support these loads, he said that they run cold to the touch with a new kind of cold 
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electricity. In fact, a Siemens rep was there by the name of Adolf Schneider, who 
looked surprised to meet up and see me alive and kicking, after surviving a 
tremendous rise in my blood pressure and the ensuing right Thalamic hemoregic 
stroke. There was a web site (www.et3m.com) that showed photos of these 
experimental demos. This chip was a monolythic integrated circuit fabrication of one 
Nicola Tesla’s patented inventions. What struck me about the Hortung was that it 
could power, for example, an electric automobile for pollution-free transportation 
without the need for fossil fuels. Why doesn’t the DOE jump at the opportunity to 
harness this clean source of energy? It is because of the billions and billions sunk into 
the petroleum industry which would suffer tremendously from such dislocational 
shocks. The total amalgamated investment capital in the petroleum industry is so 
staggeringly gigantic as it just cannot be so easily wiped off the books. But Nicola 
Tesla is the man at the center of this brewing and raging malstorm. One thing is sure: 
Our elected officials in government need to wake up! — On Sun, 3/11/12, Alex Hill 
<alex.hill@yahoo.com>wrote:

From: Alex Hill <alex.hill@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Fwd: Convincing Demonstrationsolution.com>
Date: Sunday, March 11, 2012, 6:39 PM

Things in fact were slightly different. In August 2005 (I remember the date very 
well because we were able to leave Panama City FLA just in time before 
Katrina (then only a tropical storm) would cancel all flights) we visited John 
Shelburne at the Navy base & labs in Panama City. We took several devices to 
show. Thy all worked as planned. The problem with the demos was that for the 
circuits attached to electric motors there were no dynamometers available, so 
the tests were not thorough, but the motors worked fine and the propellers to 
which they had been attached blew air at the standard rpms. Bot since there was 
no dynamometer available the tests were incomplete. However, we also took 
another circuit, which later was baptized as “100 K” which was able to have a 
power output more than 100,000 stronger than the input, with a fully resisitive 
circuit, composed of 5 incandescent light bulbs in series (so the excuse that we 
might be playing around with the power factor was eliminated). This device 
was tested in full by both John and his colleagues and there were no objections 
from them regarding our claims of overunity. In fact, this colossal 
multiplication factor convinced both John and Myron that we meant what we 
said when we stated that our circuits made use of resonant effects. This device 
was also witnessed, together with thed other smaller devices attached to 1 HP 
motors, by Doug Lindstrom when he visited us in January of 2005 or 2006. I 
am sure he remembefrs this. In fact we still hold a copy of his report to the 
Alberta Research Council regarding the content of his technical visit. Until 
recently, this description of our visit to John Shelburne could be watched on a 
google videoduring an interview to John Shelburne by a US Army Colonel, on 
the web, but it seems it has been taken off the web now.
Two weeks ago, we made a full technical presentation of our new devices to the 
top brass in the Mexican technical field related to power generation devices. At 
the end, all 8 of them expressed their appreciation to having been invited, 
because, as they said, “if told about this instead of seeing it with our own eyes, 
we would have never believed it”.

mailto:Demonstration@searlsolution.com
http://www.et3m.com/


Our policy in recent years is to make sure that the people watching the demo 
hold the necessary technical credentials and decision power to make things 
happen. We have found this is not generally the case, where most of the time it 
is just medium level scientists who just want to satisfy their curiosity.

Regards,

212(5): Further Proof of the Antisymmetric     Connection  

March 13, 2012 

The attached is further proof of the fact that the fundamental geometrical fact that the Christoffel 
connection is antisymmetric. The Einstein theory is refuted simply by considering a passive rotation 
(vector fixed, axes rotated via a connection). It is proven that a passive rotation in a plane is described 
by an antisymmetric connection that is equal to the totally antisymmetric unit tensor. The commutator 
of two Lorentz boosts also involves the totally antisymmetric unit tensor and antisymmetric connection. 
The active Lorentz boost is equivalent to the passive Lorentz boost in the same way that an active 
rotation is equivalent to a passive rotation. It is proven that the inhomogeneous term vanishes for the 
reason given in previous notes to UFT212. Oridnarily teh Lorentz transform is considered in the active 
sense, where the connection vanishes in Minkowski spacetime. However it can be considered 
equivalently as a passive transform of axes described by a connection.

a212thpapernotes5.pdf

Invitation

March 13, 2012 

Dear Dr. Hirotoshi Soma,

Many thanks for this kind invitation. We are in the process of founding the B(3) Productive Energy 
Institute with Mr Matsunami Kenzo, and a visit is planned to Japan by delegates of AIAS. During that 
visit, we will be pleased to give a talk at your kind invitation in Tokyo on a topic of your choice. We 
also plan to invite Mr Matsunami Kenzo here, and if this visit comes off we plan to establish a branch 
office in the Science Park Unit 11 at Aberystwyth. You may like to accompany Mr Matsunami Kenzo 
on this visit. Recently Alex Hill and his group have produced a factor ten power five amplification 
using a space energy device. In outline this is explained by ECE theory and this device has recently 
been demonstrated to influential officials in Mexico by AIAS Fellow Alex Hill. In my opinion it is of 
the utmost importance to humankind to make a UNESCO type effort to develop these devices 
commercially. We hope to bring these developments to the direct attention of the U. S. President. In my 
opinion it would be optimal if one of our delegates, Alex Hill (www.et3m.net) could demonstrate this 
amplifier in Tokyo. There have been many thousands of visits to www.aias.us from Japan, including all 
the best universities there.

Cordially Yours,
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Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

In a message dated 13/03/2012 05:49:38 GMT Standard Time

Dear Dr. Myron Evans

The e-mail difference has been carried out for the first time.

I am those who had received instruction in Mr. reason Taishi Kurata before.

The Japanese pupil to Dr.Myron Evans. Although he heard that you come,

Although he would like to meet you by all means and to hear talk,

If it is convenient to you,Would you teach his point of contact?

Thank you for your consideration.

Hirotoshi　soma

Tokyo Japan

Telephone number 090-4425-7016

Welsh     Governmentium  

March 13, 2012 

Exactly so! I heard that the Welsh governmentium is planning to bring in Professor Dracula of the 
University of Transylvania to take over AIAS, the only native physics institute, said still to perform 
human sacrifices. In fact the Welsh governmentium is made up of colonists from outside Wales, there 
are only one or two people from Wales left as members of staff in the very corrupt university system. 
Even the Chancellors are now imported, one was heard to say that she spoke a little Gaelic in Wales. 
This used to be the university of Sir Thomas Parry. So wake up Welsh speaking Wales. This is not quite 
as bad as the sadistic brutality of the black and tans in Ireland as depicted in the film “Michael Collins” 
but the same end result. Any real government in Wales would ensure the opposite, that all university 
staff are fluent in Welsh, from Wales, and entirely familiar with Wales. In a small country it is obvious 
that an influx of imported second rate scientists will cause damage. At best it would be boring. It is no 
coincidence that attacks on myself from Clifford Jones and “Arthur Dent”, alias “Fisher”, occur from 
inside Wales, from the equivalent of Dublin Castle of colonial times.

In a message dated 12/03/2012 20:39:21 GMT Standard Time,

If the Welsh Government turns out to be contaminated by the recently discovered 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/13/welsh-governmentium/
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Governmentium (Gv) element, there may in the end not be much money left to distribute 
but much effort and time be wasted and a lot of frustration produced.
Kind regards,
Axel

The CSIRO has discovered the heaviest element yet known to science.

The new element is Governmentium (Gv). It has one neutron, 25 assistant neutrons, 88 
deputy neutrons and 198 assistant deputy neutrons, giving it an atomic mass of 312.

These 312 particles are held together by forces called morons, which are surrounded by 
vast quantities of lefton-like particles called peons.

Since Governmentium has no electrons or protons, it is inert. However, it can be detected, 
because it impedes every reaction with which it comes into contact. A tiny amount of 
Governmentium can cause a reaction normally taking less than a second to take from four 
days to four years to complete.

Governmentium has a normal half-life of 2- 6 years. It does not decay but instead 
undergoes a reorganisation in which a portion of the assistant neutrons and deputy neutrons 
exchange places.

In fact, Governmentium’s mass will actually increase over time, since each reorganisation 
will cause more morons to become neutrons, forming isodopes.

This characteristic of moron promotion leads some scientists to believe that 
Governmentium is formed whenever morons reach a critical concentration. This 
hypothetical quantity is referred to as critical morass.

When catalysed with money, Governmentium becomes Administratium, an element that 
radiates just as much energy as Governmentium since it has half as many peons but twice 
as many morons. All of the money is consumed in the exchange, and no other byproducts 
are produced.

On 13/03/2012, at 4:41 AM, EMyrone wrote:

I have little confidence in the Welsh Government after the fiasco of selling junk 

http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/image0011.jpg


courses and the Clifford Jones affair. it looks to me more and more like a 
colonial regime hostile to the People. So I take the line of Eamonn de Valera. In 
contrast AIAS is making an impact all over the world and its independence of 
endless bureaucracy is its strength. I have little inclination to put together a 
proposal unless I am convinced that the government is free of corruption.

In a message dated 12/03/2012 15:18:39 GMT Standard Time, garethjohnevans 
writes:

There is no doubt about the theory and working devices, that will 
improve with performance as the technology advances, is an 
inevitable consequence. Most observers who have visited Alex have 
been impressed and convinced by his demonstrations – even if there 
may be improvements that can be made as the science is better 
understood and the processes involved are optimised further. This is 
the way of science and technology.
It would be good to be able to demonstrate a working device in 
Wales at this time because today it has been announced that there is 
a large amount of money (~£45 million) available to attract some of 
the best scientists, with their working groups, to Wales. Myron is 
the best scientist and Welsh and should be the first to benefit from 
this new support enabling him to firmly establish AIAS in Wales (as 
he has always wanted) along with those who might wish to be 
associated with it (ET3M ? ). The announcement about the new 
funding was made today by the Scientific Advisor to the Welsh 
Assembly Government (Professor John Harries). Needless-to-say, 
the prospects of securing a share of this funding would be 
significantly increased if a working device(s), providing proof of 
concept, could be demonstrated alongside the theory in any bid that 
was put together.

Best, Gareth

=

Daily Report     12/3/12  

March 13, 2012 

There were 2,126 hits from 486 distinct visits, 24.2% spiders. Ministry of Defence Government of 
Australia UFT41; Federal University of Pernambuco Brazil refutation of Heisenberg; National Defence 
and Canadian Forces Infinite Solenoid; University of Paderborn general; North Dakota University 
System UFT177; Southwest Research Institute UFT38; University of Ibadan (edu system) UFT4; 
University of West Florida UFT140; Spanish Rail Service Felker3 (Spanish); Autonomous University 
of Madrid Felker3 (Spanish); University of Valencia Essay10, UFT141, 142, 200 (Spanish); University 
of Poitiers extensive; University of Rennes 1 UFT33; Physics University of Leiden comparitive impact 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/13/daily-report-12312/


table; UTS Investigationes UFT132; World Wide Web Consortium general; University of Transylvania 
in Brasov Romania overview; Chalmers Universiy Sweden general; National University of Singapore 
UFT114; intense interest all sectors.

212(4): Considerations of Connection     Transform  

March 12, 2012 

These are further considerations of the general coordinate transformation of the antisymmetric 
Christoffel connection.

a212thpapernotes4.pdf

OO617 Typeset     Files  

March 12, 2012 

Many thanks indeed to Ray Delaforce – excellently typeset and very valuable work done entirely 
voluntarily. I can only find one typo, lower case p bold througout in eq. (12). I suggest that these 
typeset papers can be built up in an archive by Ray Delaforce and Dave Burleigh, and the archive 
eventually published on www.aias.us and in book form. That will take some years of work, so I can 
also submit any unpublished paper to Victor Riecansky for publication in Journal of Foundations of 
Physics and Chemistry.

OO617.pdf

Daily Report Sunday     11/3/12  

March 12, 2012 

University of Sidney UFT124; University of Rostock UFT24; Mathematics University of Arizona 
general; MIT UFT88; Polytechnic University of Valencia UFT166 (Spanish); University of Auckland 
New Zealand Proof1; US Archives (Library of Congress, NSF and others) My Armorial Bearings and 
Badge; Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Omnia Opera 32 and 41; Students at 
University College of Wales Aberystwyth Thesis nationalist movements in the Celtic countries by the 
late Phyllis Timmons; Students at Leeds University UFT4, intense study from individual computers 
worldwide.
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212(3): Implications of Connection     Antisymmetry  

March 11, 2012 

As shown in this note, connection antisymmetry has extensive implications in geometry itself, none of 
which had been realized prior to this ECE development. Cartan’s tangent space introduces the well 
known constraints (20) to (24). The new finding is that they mean connection antisymmetry by eq. 
(16), and also mean eq. (19). These results appear to be new to geometry itself, and to mathematics. 
They are simple to derive, and need only the rules of differentiation and the Leibnitz Theorem. The 
simplicity means that they cannot be refuted. They mean the end of Einsteinian general relativity, as is 
now completely clear. Only ECE theory has the right geometry, and we are finding new things about 
the geometry itself.

a212thpapernotes3.pdf

Convincing     Demonstration  

March 11, 2012 

I am agreed with all these points, and I am impressed by the amount of energy and work being put in 
by the colleagues in California. This is the State in which things start getting up steam as they used to 
say in the coal mining industry. As the overview file shows there have been several thousand visits 
from U. S. Government circles, and also from U. S. State and City governments, school districts and so 
on, and U. S. military facilities. Staff and students from all the universities in the U. S. study ECE 
repeatedly. If a Searl or University staff member in California is available to go through the feedback, a 
pattern of government visits would emerge, some at the highest level. There have been visits from the 
Department of State for example, and the Pentagon, and quite a lot from Congress. I like the openness 
of society in the U. S., it is still a young country more willing to receive new ideas. I agree that it is 
particularly important not to talk about “free energy”, there is conservation of total energy as we 
scientists know full well. I suggest that the most reliable device be selected with utmost care, and 
demonstrated to a government within a small circle of experts who are open minded. Usually the 
President stands back from things until the ministers start to advise him in briefs within the White 
House. In turn the ministers are advised by senior civil servants, who include senior scientists. It is 
quite obvious that the ECE theory has taken the intellectual high ground throughout the United States 
in a new way, using the tremendous power of the internet. Effectively I advise the U. S. goverment 
continually as a U. S. dual citizen, and I also advise the governments effectively in Cardiff and 
Westminster – they are a bit slower and more conservative but ultimately they are sincere. Again the 
feedback is very clear evidence of this. British government departments and laboratories and so on 
frequently visit the site. Again a staff member in Britain could go through the overview and find the 
patterns. Similarly for the EEC and rest of the world. I am employed directly by Queen Elizabeth as a 
Civil List scientist, a prime ministerial appointment. A few feathers may have been ruffled by these 
rapid advances, but that is a small price to pay in view of its importance to humankind.

cc Prime Minster’s Office and Welsh Government

In a message dated 10/03/2012 22:11:31 GMT Standard Time, writes:
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Daily Report Saturday     10/3/12  

March 11, 2012 

There were 2,106 hits from 408 visits, 24.7% spiders. Electrical and Chemical Engineering Cornell 
University Essay 24; Harvey Mudd College general; University of Virginia UFT149; Miguel 
Hernandez de Elche University Spain Felker3 (Spanish); Escuela Tecnica Superior of Industrial 
Engineering, Technical University of Madrid UFT141 (Spanish); International Centre for Theoretical 
Physics Trieste, Spacetime Devices; Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology UFT17; 
University of Lancaster UFT57; University of Nottingham UFT18. Worldwide study from individual 
computers. A spot check on referrals for recent papers reveals considerable interest, for example 
UFT190 (about 150); UFT202 (about 70), and the most recent UFT209 (about 20). The spiders are 
controlled by people employed by search engine companies such as google, MSN, yahoo, yandex, 
baidu and so on.

Convincing     Demonstration  

March 10, 2012 

To Dr. Douglas Lindstrom. This is very useful, many thanks. The US Navy tested some of the Alex Hill 
devices via some civilians who worked for them in Florida, including John Shelburne. This is how I 
was asked to explain them with ECE theory a few years ago. John Shelburne of the US Navy was 
initially very enthusiastic but as time went on he claimed that most of the devices had failed the tests. I 
have never understood his conduct. This point of view is contested by Alex Hill and colleagues, who 
still display the devices on www.et3m.net and www.upitec.org. I have no reason to think that the 
devices do not work, and they have been demonstrated to Simon Clifford and others here several times. 
I tried to get the British Government involved in the US testing but there was a bureaucratic blockade 
from John Shelburne and nothing happened. That again was very strange. I think that the free energy 
device claims have to be made openly, and open to testing as Gari Owen suggests. The ECE theory is 
fine and goes from strength to strength. Douglas Lindstrom and Horst Eckardt have greatly contributed 
to the application of the theory to device design. On the whole I conclude that there are too many 
claims and too many devices to be dimissed by bigotry and anthropomorphic personal attacks on 
scientists, but rigorous government testing is needed. How many of these devices are patented and how 
many have been awarded a certificate of testing and manufacture? The Steorn demonstration was an 
utter fiasco,  just the way not to do things, but have they recovered from that by now? There is also the 
Searl work, that also needs to be tested by governments as suggested by Gari Owen. John Fry has 
offered funding and the help of the AMS. I am copying this message to him. Also Alex Hill has a 
dimmer device, and again, that needs to be tested by government. Using secrecy is again, just the 
wrong way of going about things, the device has to be tested by the Civil Service with a non disclosure 
agreement. The AIAS in cooperation with others here should design and build its own device in such a 
way that there is complete scientific openness. Patents can always be taken out later.

SummaryofDevicesMarch-10-2012.docx
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Some Notes on Dewi     Sant  

March 10, 2012 

The history of Dewi Sant was not written until several hundred years after his time: by Rhygyfarch and 
Gerallt Cymro (Geraldus Cambrensis), and he was canonized by Callixtus II in 1120, more than six 
hundred years after his time after a long campaign to have Dewi Sant recognized as a pre Roman 
Archbishop of Wales, and patron saint. He would have spoken a form of British Celtic which would 
only be vaguely similar to modern Welsh but after close study it becmes recognizable as modern Welsh. 
To a historian a lot of the writings are legendary in nature, but the main facts seem to be solid and were 
used by a great scholar such as Clement Bartrum. The site of Sir Arthur Turner-Thomas is also accurate 
(Celtic Royal Genealogy). There is one saying attributed to Dewi Sant, and in modern Welsh it is 
“Gwnewch y pethau bychain”, “Do the small things”. The monastic regime initiated by Dewi Sant was 
probably a rigorous one, although not quite as rigorous as in the later writings, for example he was said 
to have existed on water cress and bread and water, so he was called Dewi Ddyfrwr, Dewi the Water 
Drinker. The daffodil and leek are symbols of a cult of St David. The Synod of Llanddewi Brefi in the 
mid sixth century more or less tried to outlaw druidical practices, but the Druids had been intelligent 
leaders for five thousand years, nothing to do with the romanized image of them. I do not know why 
Dewi Sant took this course, probably under dogmatic pressure from outside Britain. We see this kind of 
dogmatic pressure at work today in the willingness of a small number of obsolete Britons to accept 
flawed theories of physics without studying them or understanding them at all. They choose to ignore 
that which the world world has accepted. The difference is that Dewi Sant was and is of infinitely 
greater stature among the Britons

Summary of Collected Refutations of     EGR  

March 10, 2012 

The attached summary will be published shortly as the frontispiece of

M. W. Evans, Ed., “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity” (Cambridge 
International Science Publishing, CISP, March 2012), in e book, softback and hardback, ISBN details 
on the home page of www.aias.us.

To these refutations can now be added several more refutations based on Cartan’s differential geometry 
in UFT209, UFT211, and notes to date of UFT212. Cartan’s differential geometry proves 
straightforwardly that the Christoffel connection and Cartan spin connection are antisymmetric in their 
lower two indices, denoted mu and nu. EGR used an erroneous connection symmetric in mu and nu. 
UFT209, UFT211 and UFT212 to date produce a series of cross checked proofs that use nothing more 
than Cartan geometry to refute EGR very thoroughly. Any further advocation of EGR will be instantly 
dismissed as obsolete by the several professions that follow the ECE sites: www.webarchive.org.uk, 
www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com, www.upitec.org, www.et3m.net. These sites generate a huge 
amount of interest as is well known. Any negative comment on such rigorous proofs is 
anthropomorphic, as was EGR itself. This may arrive as the shock wave of the century to the 
unscholarly, but to scholars it has been coming for a very long time. EGR was in fact refuted by 
Schwarzschild a month after it was published, and just ran completely out of control.

arefutationofegrslide1.pdf

arefutationofegrslide2.pdf
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212(2): Refutation of EGR by Considerations of the Tetrad     Postulate  

March 10, 2012 

This is another conclusive refutation of EGR by frame invariance of the tetrad postulate. This result is 
another cross check on the refutations of UFT209 and UFT211.

a212thpapernotes2.pdf

FOR POSTING: Relation to Dewi Sant, St.     David  

March 10, 2012 

This is my relation to Dewi Sant, St. David. He was a fourth generation descendant of Brychan 
Tywysog Brycheiniog (fifth century), and I am a forty seventh generation descendant of Brychan 
Brycheiniog. Many of the well known figures of British history are in the list of ancestors: Llywarch 
Hen (534 – 634) Brenin Rheged (King of Rheged, modern Southern Pennine region), Rhodri Mawr (b. 
825) Tywysog Cymru (first Prince of Wales), Bleddyn ap Maenarch, Tywysog Brycheiniog (1024 – 
1093), Prince of Brycheiniog, Cydifor ap Gwgon (b. 1133), Arglwydd Glyn Tawe, Lord of Glyn Tawe, 
Morgan Awbrey Hen (b 1389) Arglwydd Brycheiniog, Lord of Brecon, Morgan ap Thomas y Garth 
(1735 – 1805), William Morgan (1809 – 1902), younger brother of Morgan Morgan who owned Craig 
y Nos Castle from 1876 to 1878. Brychan Brycheiniog was a sixth generation descendant of Eochaid 
Allmuir (third century A.D.), who was invited into Western Britannia by the Romans to help defend it. 
His son was Corath ab Eochaid (a mixture of Irish and British languages), his son was Aed Brosc mac 
Corath (born 340 A.D.), an Irish name, his son was Eurbre Wyddel (a mixture of Irish and British 
languages), his son was Cormac mac Eurbrie Brenin Brycheiniog (King of Brycheioniog), his son was 
Anlach mac Cormac Brenin Brycheiniog, his son was Brychan or Bruachan Tywysog Brycheiniog. 
“Bruachan” in Irish means “little book”. Ciwg Gyffes Sant (St Ciwg the Confessor) was also descended 
from Brychan. St Ciwg is situated above the former Pontardawe Grammar School. The church 
abandoned St. Ciwg and it was rescued by a group which made it into a cultural centre. The window 
has been designed after and dedicated to my poem “The Yew Tree”, a very nice gesture and honour for 
me. Ciwg was the great grandson of Brychan Brycheiniog whose daughter Nyfain married Cynfarch 
Gul, a King of northern Britain. Their son was Arawn ap Cynfarch Gul, a king of Northern Britain. 
Ciwg was their son. Ciwg’s uncle was Urien Rheged, Urien King of Rheged in northern Britain. In Brut 
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y Tywysogion King Arthur apportioned lands between Urien, Llew and Arawn. It is thought that the 
historical King Arthur was Prince Owain Ddantgwyn Arth ab Einion Ddraig of ancient Powys (fifth to 
sixth centuries). Dewi Sant lived from 500 to 589 by some accounts. Ciwg Gyffes Sant introduced 
Christianity into the area from 542 to 568, and of course he was related to Dewi Sant. Before that it was 
druidical, as evidenced by very ancient yew trees on druidical sites that became Celtic sites. The 
drudical site at Defynnog for example is about 5,500 years old as measured by the yew trees there, the 
oldest known in Britain. The Celtic site or llan was built on the druidical site and the Norman site on 
the Celtic site. Much of this brilliant history is under threat from greedy developers, and in my opinion 
the sale of chapels and churches should be banned by law.

afamilylinerelationtodewisant.pdf

Daily Report     9/3/12  

March 10, 2012 

There were 4,691 hits from 522 visits, 56.5% spiders due to another British Library archiving sweep of 
the site. Johannes Kepler University Linz Austria Edyn3; Resnet University of British Columbia 
Canada UFT25; Microsoft Corporation general; Siemens Corporation UFT209; University of Karlsruhe 
CEFE leaflet, EGR refutation slides; Boston University UFT25; California Institute of Technology 
UFT25; Vanderbilt University general; Washington University UFT88; Environmental Hydraulics 
Institute Cantabria galaxies; Theoretical Physics University of Helsinki Ulrich’s work; University of 
Turku Finland Ulrich’s article, NCarticle; University of Caen general; University of Poitiers general; 
Clayton State Georgia general; Ruder Boskovic Institute Croatia Educational Note 1; Indian Institute of 
Technology Madras UFT85; Bhabha Atomic Research Centre UFT25; MESH Corporation Japan 
extensive; Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology UFT16,25; Korea University UFT2; 
Chicago Public Library UFT8; University of Manchester Civil List Pension, Marquis entry, 
Autobiography, comparitive impact table; British Library safari system archiving download; University 
of Capetown UFT116. Intense interest from individual computers worldwide, all sectors.

On the Origin of String     Theory  

March 9, 2012 

It is little known that string theory was initiated by a distinguished collier called Dai String, because he 
was as thin as a stringed bean. Being a drift collier he always thought and walked sideways. The 
overman told him one day to measure the depth of a new pit mine. He always carried plenty of string in 
one pocket, for his beans, and the original ipod in the other. So he took out his string and instead of 
pulling Crawshay’s engine to Nant y Glo he tied it to the top of the pithead and went down in the cage. 
He had enough string left at the bottom, so he cut it and went all the way back to the top again to cut it 
at the top and put it into his pocket. Then he went down again with his pick and shovel and sprags and 
dug out a drift as long as the piece of string. The ipod told him the result. He went up again and told the 
overman what the ipod had done. “I told you to measure the depth not the width” said the overman, 
who was an early standard modeller. “Never mind” said Dai, “I have invented string theory”, it takes 
two dimensions to measure one. Then he thought back over thirty generations and the ipod told him he 
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had 1,073,741,824 parents who all had strings in their pockets too. So the number of dimensions 
needed to measure a pit thirty generations ago was twice this number. This is white haired raving 
lunacy and so is string theory.

Contemporary Materijal, Vol. III-1     (2012)  

March 9, 2012 

I am honoured by the interest in the work of my colleagues and myself of the distinguished Editor, 
Academician Dragoljub Mirjaniae, and of the distinguished Serbian Academy of Sciences. By all 
means use any material that interests you off the website.

Cordially Yours

Myron Evans,

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

In a message dated 09/03/2012 12:03:27 GMT Standard Time, opn@anurs.org writes:

Dear Professor Evans,

Please find attached your paper entitled ECE THEORY OF MATTER FIELD 
INTERACTION, that we took the liberty of downloading from www.aias..us., and re-typed 
the formulas. We would like to publish it in our next issue of the journal ‘Contemporary 
Materials’. Of course, if you agree with it.

If your answer is positive, could you please check whether the formulae and the other text 
in the paper have been typed properly.

Academician Dragoljub Mirjaniæ, editor of the journal, sends his kindest regards and 
thanks you for the cooperation so far, hoping that it will be continued.

Sincerely yours,

Natalija Èalo,

vi¹i struèni saradnik za administrativno voðenje odjeljenja/Senior Associate

Akademija nauka i umjetnosti Republike Srpske

Bana Lazareviæa broj 1, 78000 Banja Luka, Republika Srpska, BiH

Tel. +387 51 333 714; Mob. +387 65 824 936

Faks +387 51 333 701

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/
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E-mail: radovi@savremenimaterijali.info; opn@anurs.org;

calonatasa

Web: www.anurs.org

The Only Thing We Have to Fear is Fear     Itself  

March 9, 2012 

I repeated these famous words of Roosevelt earlier today, as a US dual citizen, because I think that the 
younger people may be getting a bit uneasy about fuel shortage. I can write with sincerity that space 
energy devices have been built and tested and demonstrated many times. What is needed is the 
organization to bring such a device to the notice of government. They obviously work, and the ECE 
theory shows how they work without violating conservation of total energy. I do as much as I can to 
conserve fuel myself, I use the internet continuously and make no needless journeys, owning a battered 
second hand Ford which would refuse to make a journey anyway. In the immortal words of Dylan 
Thomas, “Is your Ernie really necessary”? a quip on a filmscript for the BBC “Is your journey really 
necessary?” Roosevelt said these famous words at his inaugural address in 1932, when only the Red 
Cross food parcels stood between people and starvation in States such as Arkansas.

cc Prime Minister’s Office

212(1): A new theorem of Riemann     geometry  

March 9, 2012 

This is a new theorem of Riemann geometry that proves that the antisymmetric Christoffel connection 
transforms as a tensor. The Christoffel connection (eighteen sixties) therefore has a meaning in physics 
according to the philosophy of relativity. Similarly the spin connection of Cartan transforms as a tensor. 
This theorem directly refutes the Einsteinian general relativity (EGR), because EGR used an incorrect 
symmetry for the connection. The AIAS group has now produced about a dozen refutations of EGR, 
ranging from simple alegbra to differential geometry. One site independent of AIAS claims that there 
are thirty nine counter examples to EGR. So the theory fails in nearly as many ways as there are 
varieties of Heinz’s soup, fifty seven in all. This is the turtle soup refutation. EGR is therefore a 
monument to human folly, and the prime example of Langmuir’s pathological science. In the words of 
George Bernard Shaw, science has been made into superstition. ECE theory is a suggestion for a new 
relativity that uses the right geometry at last.

a212thpapernotes1.pdf
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Details of Pontardawe Grammar     School  

March 9, 2012 

Many thanks for these details! In its ineluctable and mindless wisdom, infinitely remote Neath Port 
Talbot Borough Council destroyed all the records of Pontardawe Grammar School, and so my 
autrobiography volume one gathers as much information as I can. Your additional information is very 
valuable. My contemporaries from Cwm Gors and Gwaun Cae Gurwen include Leighton Carter, Lynn 
Renowden Evans and Gethin Edwards, who were in my year. Kerry Pendergast Blaina, Gwent has 
written my biography and all the details are on the www.aias.us site. I was raised to Armiger in 2008 so 
that is why the coat of arms appears, with the golden lion rampant of the Prince Rhys ap Gruffudd as 
main element. I am still mab Eddie Banwen to the village of course, (Eddie Banwen’s son). He was the 
late Edward Ivor Evans of Grithig , opposite Craig y Nos Castle. I would be very gad to phone you as 
suggested at your convenience. The web and blog records the emergence of a new unified field theory 
and the refutation of the Einsteinian general relativity. Here is an englyn you might like

Hydref

Rhedyn y cnawd, rhwd yn cnoi – ar lo main
Reilwe mud, yn crynhoi;
Y cof llosg yn ei osgoi,
Heddiw ddaw o hudd ei ddoe.

There are many broadcasts on www.aias.us, Huw Llewellyn may like to listen to them. Atached with 
compliments – my second book of poetry with englynion y misoedd that people seem to like.

Pob Hwyl

Myron

asecondbookofpoetry.pdf

British Library Quarterly     Archiving  

March 9, 2012 

This took place yesterday at the British Library in London. The new archive will appear on 
www.webarchive.org.uk in about a week’s time. The new archive includes all the new Omnia Opera 
papers prepared by Horst Eckardt and Dave Burleigh, the interwoven blog archive by Michael Jackson, 
and all updates since the last archive, notably new UFT papers and essays, new broadcasts by Robert 
Cheshire, and the blog updates, the overview updates and the thousand plus page referral report 
prepared by Michael Jackson. This is all now in the National Library of Wales and British Library, as 
well as on the British National Archives site www.webarchive.org.uk. It will soon be on the US 
national archives supported by Library of Congress, the U.S. National Science Foundation, and others. 
All the new home page book adverts for CISP are now in the national archives. So there is a wealth of 
material here, all archived for conservation. Gareth Evans and others may like to think of ways of 
preparing educational Apps.
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Daily Report     8/3/12  

March 9, 2012 

Ther were 4,135 hits from 487 distinct visits, 65.7% spiders due to the quarterly archive of the site at 
the British Library and spiders from all major search engines. National University of Mar del Plata 
Argentina Definitive proof (Spanish); McGill University Canada UFT41; Ottawa Carleton District 
School Board Maple Ridges Spacetime Devices; Mechanical and Electrical Engineering University of 
Alberta UFT166; Dignity Healthcare San Francisco UFT139; Engineering University of Hawaii 
UFT166; Oberlin College Ohio UFT177; University of the Incarnate Word San Antonio Texas 
UFT114; National Institute of Aerospace Technology Spain UFT146, UFT147 (Spanish); 
Complutensian University Madrid UFT142; University of Poitiers UFT209; Government of West 
Virginia my CV; Scuola Internazionale Superiore of Advanced Studies Trieste UFT33; Royal Society 
of Chemistry award of Civil List Pension; Abbott University College of Wales Swansea UCT135; 
British Library quarterly download, intense interest worldwide from individual computers.

Aubrey     History  

March 8, 2012 

Pleser, pleasure. My Morgan Awbrey cousin Stuart Davies send his greetings and asks if your family 
has a history of their Aubrey origins. We both descend from the distinguished Morgan Awbrey Family 
of Glyn Tawe, who descend from the Arglwyddi Glyn Tawe (Lords of Glyn Tawe), the Princes and 
Normans. I have one ancestor called Paganus the Devil (Pain y Cythrael) de Turbeville, who was much 
misunderstood. Also you may remember Carole Hopkin, who is also my cousin, we descend from 
William Hopkin Cwm Nant y Moel, Craig Cefn Parc. I put all I remember of Pontardawe in the 
autobiography volume one in the blue box on the home page of www.aias.us above my coat of arms. 
Carole is as you probably know the older sister of my cousin Mary Hopkin, who is a few days older 
than me and also over eighteen. She is on youtube exactly as I remember her at Pontardawe, most 
beautifully singing “Bugeilio’s Gwenith Gwyn” written probably by Wil Hopkyn Llangynwyd but 
polished up by Iolo Morgannwg. Also Cynthia Mullan, who also went to Pontardawe. They kindly 
invited Stuart amd myself to Llangiwg, which they saved from the unwanted development vultures. 
Ciwg Gyffes Sant and Dewi Sant are actually my ancestral cousins, the genealogists have done 
amazing things. There is one correction, the distinguished Miss Maude Daniels was not the sister of Sir 
Goronwy Daniels, but probably a relative. There is a wealth of genealogy in the autobiography. Eic 
Davies came from Mynydd Gwrhyd, and as you know was a playwright. We did his play “Y 
Dwymyn”, “The Fever”. I did not actually meet any of you sixth formers when I was a very shy form 
one pupil, a Craig Cefn Parc muck savage meeting the sophisticated elite of Pontardawe, (in humour). 
Gethin Edwards was in my class, but I never met his big brother Gareth. I knew his trainer Wil Samuel 
(Wil Sam) though, he also came from Craig Cefn Parc. Of course we always spoke in Welsh. I have a 
historian’s habit of recording things on my diary (or weblog or blog) on www.aias.us, I hope you don’t 
mind.

In a message dated 08/03/2012 12:53:58 GMT Standard Time,

Bore da Myron

Thanks you for your reply to my email – your comments bring back many memories. I am 
rushing to a meeting but I will respond in greater depth later. I sent Y Bont to Ben Jones 
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and will send you his response after this email – he and I speak every month or so. I haven’t 
spoke with Huw Llewyllyn for a while but did meet up with him at an international in 
Cardiff last year. He has been to my house in Toronto a number of times.

More later

Pob hywl Frank

Cyfarchion / Greetings to Dr Frank Snape of     Toronto  

March 8, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr am eich neges. Thank you very much for your message. I remember you as Head Boy 
of Pontardawe Grammar School when Mr Percy Roberts M. A. was the headmaster. Greetings also to 
your wife Jill Aubrey from Craig Cefn Parc. As in the genealogy on www.aias.us she is very probably 
my Aubrey cousin and if so, she is also descended from the Princes and Normans, Tywysog Bleddyn ap 
Maenarch Brycheiniog. In Craig Cefn Parc everyone used to be cousins. Greetings also to Hugh 
Llewellyn Davies. I also remember him at the school. Both of you are about five years older than me, 
but I am over eighteen by now. Hugh Llewellyn is of course famous in Wales and was elected to 
Gorsedd yr Eisteddfod Genedlaethol recently (Gorsedd of the National Eisteddfod). His father Eic 
Davies taught me Welsh for a while and I remember him very well. I am still only a third class druid 
with only a personal oak tree for human sacrifices instead of a first class yew tree. I know a few people 
whom I would gladly sacrifice for a small fee, but one the whole there is little demand. BBC Radio 
Cymru is supposed to give me a desert island disks type interview and they should be reminded about 
this (in humour). Congratulations on your Ph. D. at University College Swansea, and I hope that the 
weather in Toronto is not too paralytic at present. In Ithaca the Manitoba maulers came down fom the 
north and froze all the particle accelerators on Cayuga. I have had the pleasure of visiting Toronto once 
or twice. Everyone likes Canada, plenty of room for rugby. I have posted some notebooks of chemistry 
to accompany my autobiography, and I survived the explosions.

Pob Hwyl

Myron

Daily Report     7/3/12  

March 8, 2012 

There were 3,370 hits from 463 distinct visits, 17.4% spiders. Technical University Braunschweig 
UFT140 (Spanish); California Institute of Technology UFT25; MIT UFT41; Pacific Lutheran 
University UFT14; University of California Santa Barbara general; University of Florida general 
UFT88; University of Illinois Urbana UFT38; CARTIF Innovation Centre Valladolid Spain Space 
Energy (Spanish); Autonomous University Barcelona Spain UFT173; University of Valencia Spain 
UFT199 (Spanish), UFT134; Paris Observatory Meudon differences between ECE and the standard 
model; Univ Poitiers general; University of Savoie UFT45; Astronomy Tohoku University UFT42; 
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National University of Sciences and Technology Pakistan UFT13; Mathematics and Physics Luton 
University UFT149; National Health Service Ulrich Thesis. Intense interest all sectors from individual 
computers.

Psychology of a     Stalker  

March 7, 2012 

I have been reading up about the acute psychological disorders suffered by people like “Arthur Dent”, 
the only one left now, and in his case I think it is extreme narcissistic disorder, a hyperinflated ego 
covering up a sense of worthlessness, for example not being able to understand a word of my work or 
even my language, despite being a “fellow Welshman” as they say. In fact a lot of me is Viking, 
Norman and English, Irish and Scottish, as well as British (or “Welsh” or “Wallace” as they say). I am 
careful to stress that I have no qualifications at all in psychology, but anyone can read up about it. I am 
just once in a while curious about these idiots third class. The towering success of the work of the 
AIAS colleagues and myself irritates the stalker, who cannot produce anything of his own, except the 
regurgitation upon command of poorly understood received wisdom. “Arthur Dent” alias “Fisher” is 
what we call in Britain a harmless “prat”, or buffoon, but some stalkers are psychopaths, and that type 
can be dangerous, especially if they hold positions of responsibility and see their work go down the 
drain. So they feel threatened by progress. In fact a theory of physics is bound to be refuted if one 
thinks about it, otherwise there would be no thought at all. An “Arthur Dent” could not tell an englyn 
from a piece of old and pungent goat cheese, the devil’s detritus, so his only recourse is infantile 
howling, a supplication to Narcissus. As for Clifford Jones, he is liability to the Welsh Government and 
I hope they get rid of him before they become a laughing stock before the world.

Hydref –     Autumn  

March 7, 2012 

This is the englyn from which the title of the autobiography was taken. I have just thought of a much 
better line:
“Heddiw ddaw o hudd ei ddoe”

which is a perfect line of cynghanedd. This means literally “Today emerges from yesterday’s shadow”. 
The cynghanedd (in this case consonantal alliteration) is h, dd, dd answered in the second half of the 
line by h, dd, dd. The original line was “Heddiw ddaw o wraidd ei ddoe”, which is not technically 
perfect for some bards due to a loose h at the beginning. The punishment for that is to be thrown off a 
coracle at dawn into the river Teifi. The complete englyn is

Rhedyn y cnawd, rhwd yn cnoi – ar lo main
Reilwe mud, yn crynhoi;
Y cof llosg yn ei osgoi,
Heddiw ddaw o hudd ei ddoe.

A literal scan is something as follows

Ferns in flesh, rust gnawing – on coal dust

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/03/07/hydref-autumn/
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On a mute railway, enveloping;
Burning memory escapes its past,
Today comes from yesterday’s shadow.

The englyn unodl union is explained in an Oxford University course in Welsh as a classical language 
on the net. It was invented largely by my ancestral cousin Dafydd ap Gwilym (circa 1320 to1380), still 
considered the foremast bard in the Welsh language. So the title of the autobiography therefore should 
be

O HUDD EI DDOE

and this is poetically as well as technically better. Thanks in anticipation! The scan above loses 
everything except the bare meaning made poetic. The original conforms to a living and vigorous 
spoken tradition that is almost seven hundred years old, and that tradition is a high art, among the 
highest poetic art in the world. The syllabic structure of the englyn is 7 – 3, 6, 7, 7. All four lines 
rhyme, the end of the second line must be unaccentuated, the last two lines must be a cywydd couplet, 
accentuated and unaccentuated rhyme. All four lines must have cynghanedd, and the “tail”, the three 
syllables after the hyphen, must have cynghanedd with the start of the second line. There are a few 
other rules. The poetry must not be lost in technicality. Then there are various strict rules of 
cynghanedd, the best being consonantal alliteration right across the line. In fact this is not all that 
different from differential geometry – both involve pattern recognition, but poetry is of course inherent 
to the bard (which comes from the ancient British or Welsh word “bardd”). This word is indigeneous to 
what is known as “England” (i.e. mid and east Britain, with only a small minority of Angles or Danes) 
and not borrowed from Wales (west Britain). In other words the language was spoken all over Britain. I 
do not think that any educated Briton would want to lose it or any language. It is clear that the technical 
mastery of cynghanedd was lodged vaguely in the mind of someone like Dylan Thomas, but he did not 
actually know its rules. Both his parents spoke fluent Welsh, as did the parents of Vernon Watkins. So 
the loss of langauge is indeed the loss of a complete civilization, a total no no. The above kind of Welsh 
is infinitely superior to bureaucratese, and so is the prose of the Henry Morgan Bible. The bureaucrats 
destroy everything no matter what the language.

FOR POSTING :     UFT211  

March 7, 2012 

This paper gives three more proofs of the antisymmetry of the connection, each proof verifying the 
other two. This is another refutation of Einsteinian general relativity.

Information in Publications     Section  

March 7, 2012 

Yes I think that this would help greatly, because the reader would go there naturally after seeing the 
announcements on the home page. Sean MacLachlan also has a book store on his sites, 
www.atomicprecision.com and www.upitec.org. The combined traffic of all the sites is about 1.5 
million hits a year, about 300,000 distinct visits a year, maybe around a million real visits or more a 
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year. So this should send a lot of traffic to the CISP site. Dave Burleigh does a great job of posting and 
building up the www.aias.us site, all done entirely voluntarily in his spare time as CEO of Annexa Inc., 
the host company of www.aias.us. Similarly for Sean and Alex Hill of www.et3m.net. I checked that 
the link to Alina’s site is working and she has a lot of portraits and other photographs there.

In a message dated 07/03/2012 10:59:26 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

Also, the special issue book should be included in the Book Store section together with the 
cover image?

Victor

The link for the special issue, CEFE and the biography is:

http://www.cisp-publishing.com/acatalog/Physics.html#a100

Subject: Forthcoming Books and Journal

All information about forthcoming books by the colleagues and myself is 
available now on the home page of www.aias.us as the first item of the website. 
These are published by Cambridge International Science Publishing, (CISP, 
www.cisp-publishing.com). There is already a lot of interest in our new book to 
be published this month, “Definitive Refutations of the Einstein Field 
Equation”. There are also books of a more general nature such as the excellent 
and almost universally well received biography by my old friend Kerry 
Pendergast of Aberystwyth days, and the first volume of my autobiography with 
its Welsh language title “O Wraidd Ei Ddoe”, which means “From Yesterday’s 
Roots”. These are illustrated with original photographs by Alina Hachikyan. 
The title comes form a line of my cynghanedd: “Heddiw ddaw o wraidd ei 
ddoe” – roughly scanned as “Today arrives from yesterday’s roots” in my 
second book of poetry: “Englynion”. Robert Cheshire has narrated all of my 
English language poetry on www.aias.us to a very high standard and I have read 
out some of my Welsh language poetry with the kind help of Simon Clifford 
here at home.

Writing Up     UFT211  

March 7, 2012 

I will proceed to writing up UFT211 now with some more definitive refutations of EGR based on 
differential geometry. This is a three author paper checked by Douglas Lindstrom and Horst Eckardt. 
All the UFT papers are rigorously cross checked by co authors and where possible by computer 
algebra. The checking is done note by note, and the notes are also posted as “background notes”. Only 
the thoroughly checked papers are posted and if human error is detected later in a posted paper, it is 
revised and replaced as “final version”. There is no doubt that Einsteinian general relativity is 
thoroughly obsolete and riddled with errors. Many leading scientists have pointed this out for a century, 
but the AIAS refutations are the simplest and clearest to date. The one in UFT202 is absolutely simple, 
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and there is no excuse for EGR any longer. This implies that the people who propagate it are merely 
dogmatists of no interest to science. These refutations have emerged over some years by scholars 
working away from the university sector, but almost all of the university sector has accepted the fact 
that the Einstein theory is obsolete (attached overview). I would be very uncomfortable appearing on 
TV to try to assert the contrary, my conscience would not allow me to do that. That would be 
ignorance, or worse, cynicism.

overview.pdf

FOR POSTING:     UFT210  

March 7, 2012 

This is a paper applying the equation of motion of the new relativity to the dynamics of spiral and 
double spiral galaxies.

a210thpaper.pdf

Forthcoming Books and     Journal  

March 7, 2012 

All information about forthcoming books by the colleagues and myself is available now on the home 
page of www.aias.us as the first item of the website. These are published by Cambridge International 
Science Publishing, (CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com). There is already a lot of interest in our new 
book to be published this month, “Definitive Refutations of the Einstein Field Equation”. There are 
also books of a more general nature such as the excellent and almost universally well received 
biography by my old friend Kerry Pendergast of Aberystwyth days, and the first volume of my 
autobiography with its Welsh language title “O Wraidd Ei Ddoe”, which means “From Yesterday’s 
Roots”. These are illustrated with original photographs by Alina Hachikyan. The title comes from a line 
of my cynghanedd: “Heddiw ddaw o wraidd ei ddoe” – roughly scanned as “Today arrives from 
yesterday’s roots” in my second book of poetry: “Englynion”. Robert Cheshire has narrated all of my 
English language poetry on www.aias.us to a very high standard and I have read out some of my Welsh 
language poetry with the kind help of Simon Clifford here at home.

Daily Report     6/3/12  

March 7, 2012 

There were 2,832 hits from 593 distinct visits, 28.4% spiders from main search engines. Swiss Federal 
Institute (EPF) Lausanne UFT171; University of Antioquia Colombia UFT142 (Spanish); California 
Institute of Technology Errors in the Einstein Field Equation; US Naval Postgraduate School UFT25; 
Ana Mendez University Puerto Rico photon mass; University of Texas at Arlington CV, OO 397, 441, 
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444, 447, 448, UNCC Saga; University of Poitiers general; Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur 
UFT41; Japanese Particle Accelerator (KEK) UFT142; US Army Research Laboratory UFT42; 
Mexican National Institute for Astrophysics, Optics and Electronics UFT169 (Spanish); Narvik 
University College Norway UFT126; US Archives Rebuttal of ‘t Hooft by Gareth Evans; University of 
Glasgow UFT106; University of Newcastle upon Tyne UFT25; Physics Oxford University UFT18, 
intense interest all sectors from individual computers worldwide.

Charles     Darwin  

March 6, 2012 

“L’homme n’est rien, l’oeuvre tout” Gustave Flaubert.

Many congratulations on winning this court case!

In a message dated 06/03/2012 16:27:39 GMT Standard Time :

I’d like to throw a quote of mine in the pot! Actually, in truth I think I got it from my 2nd 
wife!
Either way, it’s succinctness is what I like about it. It is,

“Language is EVERYTHING!”

I/we coined it after winning an agressive and unneccessary court case against us and then 
won costs and compensation.
We felt that it was the ability to deconstruct or disseminate wordy and confusing English 
language (“legalese”) where others had not been so diligent that gave us the advantage i.e. 
Language!

But it is everything when applied to explanation and more obviously, accurate 
communication.
Best regards,

Robert

Charles     Darwin  

March 6, 2012 

“What is civilization without language?”

This is a quote from a BBC series “The Voyage of the Beagle”, whether Darwin actually wrote this I 
am not sure, but it shows what happens when a people forgets its language. In this case a native of 
Tierra del Fuego was taken back by Captain Fitzroy to Britain and forgot his language He could only 
speak poor English and worse Spanish. Fitzroy was a high Tory and Darwin a Wig (liberal), so they 
disagreed on the origin of species and much else. The whole series is on youtube and well worth 
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viewing. If the Welsh people forget their language, civilization will be the poorer. “Ask not for whom 
the bell tolls” wrote John Donne. I have no time for any bigotry against the Welsh language or any 
language. It is illegal and as they say in New York State, highly obnoxious.

211(8): Proof of connection antisymmetry by coordinate     transformation  

March 6, 2012 

This is a triple cross check on the antisymmetry of the connection, and is the simplest proof to date of 
antisymmetry. It shows that the connection transforms as a tensor under the general coordinate 
transformation because the inhomogeneous term vanishes by antisymmetry. This proof again shows 
that a hundred years of Einsteinian general relativity is incorrect.

a211thpapernotes8.pdf

FOR POSTING HOME PAGES: New Books and Journals: ISBN and 
ISSN     Numbers  

March 6, 2012 

Please post this directly under “espanol” and before the introduction on the home page of www.aias.us 
and please cross link to Alina’s new website www.hachikyan.co.uk , many thanks in anticipation!

1) M. W. Evans, Ed., “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity” (Cambridge 
International Science Publishing, CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com ) Softback and e book ISBN-13: 
978-1-907343-08-7, 200 pages, March 2012, 22 pounds, $35. Hardback ISBN 978-1-907343-38-4, 40 
pounds, $65. Special issue six of reference (2).

2) M. W. Evans, Ed., Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry, CISP, from June 2011, ISSN 
2046 9888, half price subscriptions for individuals, six issues a year.

3) M. W. Evans, S. Crothers, H. Eckardt and K. Pendergast, “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation” 
CISP, Spring 2011, ISBN 978-1-907343-28-5, 480 pages, large format, 95 pounds, $150.

4) Kerry Pendergast, “The Life of Myron Evans” CISP, Spring 2011, ISBN 978-1-907343-40-7, 300 
pages, 50 pounds, $80, cover photograph by Alina Hachikyan (www.hachikyan.co.uk).

5) Myron Evans, “O Wraidd Ei Ddoe – Autobiography volume one” , CISP, 2012, to be published, 
illustrated by original photographs of Alina Hachikyan (www.hachikyan.co.uk.)

6 M. W. Evans, Omnia Opera, estimated twenty five volumes of about five hundred pages each, in 
preparation.
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Newlands Family Trust – Ymddiriedolaeth Teulu     Newlands  

March 6, 2012 

The legal arrangements for the establishment of the Trust have now been completed, and the Trust deed 
filed. In the first instance the Trust is established for 125 years, and may be renewed thereafter. The 
Alpha Institute for Advanced Studies (AIAS) is established legally under the terms of the Trust and in 
Trust Law of Wales and England. By law, one Trustee is a firm of Trust lawyers. At present there is one 
other Trustee, but I may ask a younger member of AIAS to become a Trustee in future to help ensure 
that www.aias.us is live and could be augmented in future. The site is also archived on 
www.webarchive.org.uk, science and technology section from the National Library of Wales and 
British Library. It is also archived in the United States in the US National Archives in San Francisco, 
supported by Library of Congress, the US National Science Foundation, and other organizations and 
individuals. It is also archived in the European archives in Paris and Amsterdam. In general, the 
establishment of Trusts such as this by Welsh speaker anf Welsh speaking families is about the only 
way to ensure that the language survives as a living language, not just a written classical language like 
classical Greek or Latin. The Trustees are charged with finding my nearest Welsh speaking relatives to 
inherit the house and conserve it. There are also provisions for a private chapel because of the 
reprehensible practice of selling chapels and churches. I have urged CADW to list all the historical 
chapels of Mawr. All of Mawr is under threat from uncontrolled development, highly destructive and 
useless wind turbines, and very remote local government.

Myron Evans

Evans of Glyn Eithrym, Armiger, Scientia Doctor,
H. M. Civil List
AIAS Director,
www.aias.us

211(7): Further Proofs of the Antisymmetry of the Christoffel     Connection  

March 6, 2012 

These are some more proofs of the antisymmetry of the Christoffel connection using the complete 
geometry available, the Cartan identity and commutator definition of torsion and curvature. The 
antisymmetry of the Christoffel connection means that a century of general relativity is incorrect, and 
that the media propagation of this incorrect theory is very harmful. Anthropomorphic reactions to these 
proofs are irrelevant and are rejected by science. With the democratisation of knowledge led by the 
AIAS group and others, it is no longer possible to hide the truth about general relativity, so funding of 
expensive experiments on this incorrect theory is a waste of public resource. In addition to these proofs 
in differential geometry, the AIAS group has produced several very clear refutations of Einsteinian 
general relativity (EGR) in the forthcoming book:

M. W. Evans, Ed. “Definitive Refutations of Einsteinian General Relativity” (CISP, www.cisp-
publishing, 2012, hardback, softback and e book, ISBN numbers are given in the publications section 
of www.aias.us and on this blog).
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Daily Report     5/3/12  

March 6, 2012 

There were 2,560 hits from 564 distinct visits, 17.9% spiders from leading search engines. Ministry of 
Defence Australian Government general; Queen’s University Canada UFT25; Catholic University of 
the North, Chile SU2 electrodynamics; Albert Einstein Institute Max Planck Organization UFT88, 
UFT109; Technical University Darmstadt Omnia Opera; University of Leipzig general; College 
Network Denmark UFT107; Georgia Tech Research Institute misconceptions in relativity; Physics 
University of California Santa Barbara general; University of Nebraska Lincoln Bruhn refutation; 
University of Granada Spain UFT148 (Spanish); University of Poitiers general; Engineering Tel Aviv 
University UFT64; Isfahan University of Technology Iran UFT110, UFT145; Leiden Observatory 
UFT42; Electrical Engineering Technical University Leiden infinite solenoid; Baldwin County Public 
Schools Alabama, Michael Jackson, “Human Soul” article; Royal Society of Chemistry Award of Civil 
List Pension; Enel Power Slovakia UFT107; Anadolu University Turkey UFT88, UFT102, UFT109; 
Iyte University Turkey UFT41; Chemistry Department Edinburgh general; Physics Department Oxford 
UFT118; THLS BBC Englynion (second book of poetry); Government of the Orkney Islands (Orkney 
Council) misconception in electromagnetism. Intense interest all sectors from other computers 
worldwide.

Thucydides

March 5, 2012 

“Ignorance is bold and knowledge reserved”. He was an ancient historian and author of the 
Peloponnesian wars fought between Athens and a league led by Sparta. Who said human nature 
changes?

211(6): Further Consequences of the Antisymmetric     Connection  

March 5, 2012 

This is the final version of note 211(6), checked by Dr. Douglas Lindstrom, confirming previous 
arguments for the antisymmetry of the connection and the obsolescence of the Einstein theory, to which 
there are numerous counter examples and of which there are numerous refutations now known. This 
makes the work of the standard modellers of physics irrelevant, whatever they claim. They are heavily 
funded but produce no science. The AIAS group has developed a high level of technical ability and is 
easily able to refute the Einstein theory. Each note for each UFT paper is cross checked many times. In 
this note yet another refutation is given in the shape of eq. (26), which shows that the secnd structure 
equation of Cartan is defined as a particular solution of the Cartan identity, one that involves torsion. 
An equally valid solution of the Cartan identity is given in eq. (8), one which shows that the connection 
is antisymmetric, otherwise the torsion and curvature both vanish. The commutator method gives the 
same result because in that method, if the connection is symmetric as in the Einstein theory, the 
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commutator vanishes and the torsion and curvature both vanish. The historical faux pas is now very 
clear, the connection was assumed incorrectly to be symmetric twenty years before the torsion was 
known, and before the commutator method was known, and this blunder of symmetric conection was 
never put right.

a211thpapernotes6.pdf

Daily Report Sunday     4/3/12  

March 5, 2012 

There were 1,726 hits from 467 distinct visits, 36.7% spiders from leading search engines. Physics 
Technical University Munich UFT78; Northwestern University UFT78; UD Government National 
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration UFT117; Dept of Physics Oxford University UFT18, 
intense interest all sectors from individual computers.

Quote of Gareth     Evans  

March 4, 2012 

This is a good summary by Gareth Evans. EGR survives only because of media propaganda, which is 
why we threw away our TV. The media is not impartial and harms society as much as Orwell’s 
Ministry of Truth. The experimental side of EGR has also been heavily criticised on the web for all to 
see, virtually no experiment survives heavy criticism. Even if the experiments were all accurate they 
could still never confirm incorrect schoolboy algebra. Some other theory will have to be found, one that 
is correct mathematically, ECE being one suggestion. So funding of all this will stop as the world runs 
out of fuel. Human stupidity is indeed infinite as Albert Einstein was fond of saying. There is also a lot 
of rubbish about who is going to be the next Einstein. The answer – any O level school pupil, or any 
prep school pupil with an ipod. A stalker is a person who is afraid of going to prep school, or primary 
school. All those kids can use an ipod to differentiate a precessing ellipse, they can all read UFT202. 
Consequences are indeed merciless to those who seek to deceive.

In a message dated 04/03/2012 09:39:57 GMT Standard Time

Would be interesting to have a quotes page on the AIAS website. Quotes can reflect how 
thought has developed – and the frustrations at seeing new directions but not being able to 
take knowledge forward. A very interesting set of quotes already. If I could contribute one 
of my own:

“THE BEST SCOLARSHIP IS THE RESULT OF ABILITY AND GRAFT. THE ABILITY 
TO SEE AND THE GRAFT TO CHECK” 
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List of Mathematicians and Scientists who have Criticised or Rejected     EGR  

March 4, 2012 

These include Minkowski, Levi-Civita, Schwarzschild, Schroedinger, Dirac, Bertrand Earl Russell, 
Feynman, Vigier, Marmet and many others. In fact it is also critcised on wiki, so it must be wrong. The 
simple algebra of UFT202 should be the last we hear of it, but most people are deaf. Nevertheless 
UFT202 is devastating.

Quotes of Prof. Albert     Einstein  

March 4, 2012 

I have a lot of admiration for Albert Einstein’s literary skills as well as for his general relativity, albeit 
like a floating sieve by now, but tremendously influential in its time, even among intellectuals.

“It takes a touch of genius – and a lot of courage – to move in the opposite direction.”
“The only thing that interferes with my knowledge is my education.”
“Science is a wonderful thing if one does not have to earn one’s living by it.”
“There are only two infinite things in nature, human stupidity and the universe, and I am not sure about 
the universe.”

and as Wilde’s passport records: “Genius, born, not paid”.

List of Thirty Nine Counter Examples to     EGR  

March 4, 2012 

This is easily found with the google keywords “Einstein counter examples”. The forthcoming book by 
CISP, M. W. Evans, Ed. “Definitive Refutations of Einsteinian General Relativity” will provide a lot 
more, ranging from simple algebra to differential geometry. It will be published by Cambridge 
International Science Publishing, www.cisp-publishing.,com, at 22 pounds stirling softback and e book, 
and also in hardback.

211(5): The Fundamental Constraint Equation of     Geometry  

March 4, 2012 

This is eq. (5) of the attached, where summation is implied over repeated indices. The antisymmetric 
connection transforms as a tensor, eq. (6). In the obsolete theory the connection was incorrectly 
asserted to be symmetric so the constraint (5) was not present and the connection did not transform as a 
tensor. These are all direct consequences of the Cartan identity of geometry, and as George Eliot wrote, 
“Consequences are unpitying”, especially so in geometry. Pythagoras is still with us today.
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Prof George Eliot on Life and     Refutation  

March 4, 2012 

“Consequences are unpitying.”
“Falsehood is easy, truth so difficult.”
“Adventure is not outside man, it is within.”

She was Mary Anne Evans, and wrote my favourite novel in English, “Silas Marner”. We studied that 
for O level at Pontardawe Grammar School. And now for Chef Professeur J. Clouseau:

“Not any meeure, there was a beeeump in ze reeud.”

211(4) : New Cyclical Identity for     Torsion  

March 4, 2012 

This is eq. (3) in Riemannian format or Eq. (10) in Cartan format. It provides a new set of cyclically 
symmetric equations for the electromagnetic and gravitational field tensors. Curvature has been 
eliminated completely from the geometry. As soon as the antisymmetry of the connection is fully 
realized there also appears a constraint on the geometry. The inhomogeneous term in the coordinate 
transfomation of the connection is zero, and this is a fundamental constraint equation which will be 
developed in the next note.

a211thpapernotes4.pdf

Prof. Dylan Thomas on Life and     Refutations  

March 4, 2012 

“When one burns one’s bridges what a nice thing to do.”
“And now, gentlemen, like your manners, I must leave you.”
“Isn’t life a terrible thing, thank God.” (“Under Milk Wood”)
“An alcoholic is someone who drinks as much as you do.”

One of my own -

“A refuted theory is a babe without a bottle, a howl of protest”.

It is time to bring some humour into things when mathematics are denied by the learned. Finally 
George Bernard Shaw to Oscar Wilde: “Mr Wilde, I admire your work”, “Mr Shaw, so do I”.
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Daily Report Saturday 3 / 3 /     12  

March 4, 2012 

Ther were 1,877 hits from 513 distinct visits, 32.4% spiders. University of Hannover Ulrich’s Thesis; 
California Institute of Technology UFT25; University of Georgia UFT175; University of Maryland 
spacetime devices; King County Library system UFT39; intense interst all sectors from individual 
computers as usual.

Summaries by Prof. George Bernard     Shaw  

March 4, 2012 

Basically, Pontardawe Grammar School, but now also on the net, google “George Bernard Shaw 
quotes” or similar. Also Prof. Groucho Marx: “Who would join a club that takes people like me?” – an 
early critic of general relativity.

In a message dated 03/03/2012 21:23:14 GMT Standard Time,  writes:

Excellent -where did you find this!

Summaries by Prof. George Bernard     Shaw  

March 3, 2012 

“A fool’s brain digests philosophy into folly, science into superstition, and art into pedantry.” (Talking 
about University education)
“I can forgive Alfred Nobel for inventing dynamite, but only a fiend in human form could have 
invented the Nobel Prize.”
At the age of 94 to his chauffeur: “Drive like hell”.
Never was Alfred Einstein so uncomfortable as when interviewed on film by George Bernard Shaw. 
“Wouldn’t you say Professor Einstein, that your theory might be superceded one day”. “Of course, Mr 
Shaw, squirmed Einstein, we are all made of limelight and curtains and boomerangs bent by time”

211(3) : Corrections to the Obsolete Second Bianchi     Identity  

March 3, 2012 

The Einstein field equation was based directly on the now obsolete second Bianchi identity, eq. (11), 
which as derived using again an incorrect symmetric connection. The use of the correct antisymmetric 
Christoffel connection gives eq. (15), and the cyclic sum used in the obsolete second Bianchi identity is 
clearly non-zero, eq. (17). This is yet another way of refuting Einsteinian general relativity, it has been 
refuted in many ways by many colleagues for almost a century. The much studied UFT88 used the 
identity (12), based on the correct Cartan identity. The most fundamental measure of a non flat space is 
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the torsion, and the curvature is constructed from the torsion as in eq. (15). In general a torsion tensor 
can be constructed from the difference of any two different antisymmetric connections. Its usual 
definition is when the connections are the same but with switched lower indices. There was a 
tremendous amount of confusion in the literature of the twentieth century, and this confusion was 
blown totally out of control by a media that did not understand what it was broadcasting, by politicians 
who did not understand what they were funding and by advisors with vested interest who also did not 
understand the basic geometry. In consequence the subject of general relativity became a kind of 
political propaganda. This has been put right by the AIAS school whose ECE sites have attracted 
maybe fifteen million hits in a few years and visits from all the best universities in the world with 
departments of physics and mathematics. The entire gravitational sector of the standard model of 
physics is obsolete. The same thing can be said of its electromagnetic sector because B(3) theory shows 
the U(1) sector symmetry to be incorrect, and so the whole of the standard unified field theory is 
obsolete because its two main sectors are obsolete. ECE theory is a much acclaimed new unified field 
theory based on the correct geometry. Entries in wikipedia for example on general relativity are now 
routinely rejected by entire professions.

a211thpapernotes3.pdf

211(2): Another Proof of the Antisymmetry of the Christoffel     Connection  

March 3, 2012 

This is another proof of the incorrectness of Einsteinian general relativity by proving that the 
connection is antisymmetric using the Riemannian identity (1) implied by the well known Cartan 
identity. This is a reduction to absurdity mathematical proof which shows clearly and conclusively that 
if the connection is incorrectly assumed to be symmetric, a self contradiction occurs immediately. The 
correct result is found by using the antisymmetric connection, and the correct result is eq. (10). The 
latter expresses the curvature in terms of torsion, and shows clearly that if the torsion is zero, the 
curvature is also zero. This is also the result of both the commutator method and Evans identity 
method, giving a multiple cross check. These proofs show conclusively that the Einsteinian general 
relativity is incorrect entirely, and is thoroughly obsolete. The latest papers of the ECE series start the 
development of a new general relativity.

a211thpapernotes2.pdf

Further Proofs from     UFT209  

March 3, 2012 

Further proofs are possible from UFT209 of the antisymmetry of the Christoffel connection, and I will 
proceed now in that direction. UFT209 makes it clear that the Cartan identity is equivalent to an 
identity of Riemann geometry itself, and shows that curvature and torsion are always interlinked. The 
commutator method shows this in a second way, and the Evans identity was shown in UFT209 to be a 
part of the Cartan identity, providing a clear proof of the Evans identity without having to use Hodge 
duals. The Evans identity again shows that the connection is antisymmetric as in:
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M. W. Evans, S. Crothers, H. Eckardt and K. Pendergast, “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation” 
(Cambridge International Science Publishing, CISP, www.cisp.publishing.com, Spring 2011, ISBN 
number in the publication section of www.aias.us).

There is no way in which the connection can be symmetric as in Einsteinian general relativity, which is 
therefore entirely incorrect and obsolete. A symmetric connection means a flat space in mathematics, a 
space without torsion and without curvature. I would like to lecture on these developments in a 
forthcoming Royal Society conference at Chicheley Hall if the funds can be raised for the conference 
via sponsorship. At the same conference, new spacetime devices can be demonstrated to the Civil 
Service in Britain under the usual non disclosure agreements.

FOR POSTING: UFT209 Final Version, Proof of the Antisymmetric     Connection  

March 3, 2012 

This paper uses the Cartan identity to prove that the Christoffel connection is antisymmetric and also 
proves the Evans identity from the Cartan identity. This means the logical end of the Einsteinian era in 
mathematics and physics.

a209thpaper.pdf

Daily Report     2/3/12  

March 3, 2012 

There were 2,911 hits from 515 distinct visits, 38% spiders from search engines. National University of 
Argentina at La Plata UFT151 (Spanish); University of Biobio Chile general; University of Poitiers 
general; US Federal Courts UFT93 and general; European Applications in Hungary autobiography; 
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology UFT146; Center for Physical Sciences and 
Technology Vilnius Lithuania extensive visit; US Airforce Kirtland UFT43; Technological University 
of Peru UFT175 (Spanish); Hargreaves Department of Physics Bristol University infinite solenoid; 
Brookes Institute OAM Light; University of Durham OAM Light; Imperial College UFT4; Lady 
Margaret Hall Oxford UFT2, UFT170; University of KwaZulu- Natal South Africa UFT41, intense 
interest all sectors from personal computers.

211(1) : Proof of the Evans Identity from the Cartan     Identity  

March 2, 2012 

The Evans identity is shown in this note to be part of the Cartan identity. The former identity is the 
basis of the important CEFE monograph published by CISP in 2011, a monograph which shows that all 
the solutions of the Einstein field equation are incorrect. Eqs. (2) and (3) of this note show why very 
clearly. The Einstein field equation used a symmetric connection incorrectly, so that torsion and 
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curvature both vanish incorrectly. All black hole and big bang metrics for example are incorrect and 
meaningless. The monograph is:

M. W. Evans, S. Crothers, H. Eckardt and K. Pendergast, “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation” 
(CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com, Spring 2011).

a211thpapernotes1.pdf

Information for “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General     Relativity”  

March 2, 2012 

This is the book information for the webmasters of www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com, 
www.upitec.org and www.et3m net, and for APPS webmasters and any others who may like to 
advertize it. I am hereby posting it on my influential blog.
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9781907343520-artwork.pdf

Hardback ISBN of “Definitive Refutations of the Einstein Field     Equation”  

March 2, 2012 

Agreed with this. I would like to ask webmaster David Burleigh to put this information just before the 
words “The AIAS is an institute of theoretical physics ….” and just after “espanol” directly on the 
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home page, so it will be the very first thing that the reader will see. It can already be stated objectively 
that this is a historically important book. Thanks in anticipation!

In a message dated 02/03/2012 08:06:19 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

I think it is very important that the information on the book is placed on the home (main) 
page of the AIAS, possibly with the image of the book cover (which I enclose here), and 
then also in the publications section

Victor

Subject: Hardback ISBN of “Definitive Refutations of the Einstein Field Equation”

Many thanks for this information, which I am posting on the blog, and will ask webmasters 
to advertize it on all four websites. Februrary 2012 was a new record for the blog of an 
average of 171 readings a day, so I can see that there is intense immediate interest in the 
subject matter of the new book.

In a message dated 01/03/2012 21:15:44 GMT Standard Time, ver writes:

The ISBN of the hardback of the special issue is 978-1-907343-38-4, price 
£40.00/$65.00

Victor Riecansky

Publisher

Cambridge International Science Publishing

www.cisp-publishing.com

ver

Hardback ISBN of “Definitive Refutations of the Einstein Field     Equation”  

March 2, 2012 

Many thanks for this information, whcih I am posting on the blog, and will ask webmasters to advertize 
it on all four websites. February 2012 was a new record for the blog of an average of 171 readings a 
day, so I can see that there is intense immediate interest in the subject matter of the new book.

In a message dated 01/03/2012 21:15:44 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

The ISBN of the hardback of the special issue is 978-1-907343-38-4, price £40.00/$65.00

Victor Riecansky

Publisher
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Cambridge International Science Publishing

www.cisp-publishing.com

ver@cisp-publishing.com

Daily Report     1/3/12  

March 2, 2012 

There were 2,026 hits from 427 distinct visits in 20 hours of recording (first day of month), 27.4% 
spiders from all major search engines. Department of Biology Victoria University Canada family 
history; National University of Colombia UFT155 (Spanish); Technical University Darmstadt general; 
Department of Physics Danish Technical University UFT162; Faculty of Arts and Sciences Harvard 
University UFT137 (the proof of the Cartan identity); MIT Lincoln Laboratory UFT41; Department of 
Astronomy Northwestern University refutation of Heisenberg; LIbrary University of Chicago UFT115; 
University of California Irvine equations of electrodynamics for electrical engineers; University of 
Florida UFT88; Students University of Illinois Chicago numerical solutions; Government of Andalucia 
UFT132 (Spanish); University of Cordoba Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation; University of 
Lille 1 Institute of Electronics, Microelectronics and Nanotechnology UFT29; US Military Defense 
Information Systems Agency historical source documents; Government of Peru Felker4 (Spanish); 
Liverpool John Moores University Etherington Report, intense interest all sectors from individual 
computers.

Getting ahead of the     game  

March 1, 2012 

We know that bigotry is now down to a crowd of one, so we will get ahead of his game and ignore him. 
I am of course referring to “Arthur Dent”, alias “Dr. Fisher” alias “the Monte Python Flying Circus 
script writer anonymous”. He is going to defame any book that will be produced by yours truly without 
reading it at all, and is going to defame anything and everyone associated with me, including my 
toothbrush and pet penguin that I keep in the Antarctic. Amazon takes the blame for allowing this to 
happen, but the net is like that, it is full of the most vulgar defamation one could ever imagine. It reads 
like Kafka. Even classical music on youtube is footnoted with vulgar rubbish full of undeleted 
expletives. We know that, so he has already been ignored before he starts spraying on the wall. The 
profession has already dismissed him out of hand because the tremendous interest in ECE is as solid as 
a rock and will be for a hundred years. This is a literal truth, not a metaphor. In a readership extending 
to tens of millions of hits there is bound to be the odd nutter. They cannot come closer than the 
electronics on your screen, so I suggest keeping them at that distance, ignoring them completely.
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Special     issu  

March 1, 2012 

Fully agreed! We can advertize all three ISBN numbers: hardback, softback and e book.

In a message dated 01/03/2012 17:41:04 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

I think we will also produce the book in hardback for libraries. Normally, libraries prefer to 
buy hard copies because softbacks get easily damaged, what do you think?

Victor Riecansky

Publisher

Cambridge International Science Publishing

www.cisp-publishing.com

ver@cisp-publishing.com

The New Book By     CISP  

March 1, 2012 

It looks perfect, and professionally produced. After yesterday’s proof the production is precisely timed, 
and the world of science will be grateful in the years ahead for the publisher’s integrity and generosity. 
I will ask the ECE webmasters to advertize this book prominently on www.aias, 
www.atomicprecision.com , www.upitec.org and www.et3m.net . Next quarter it will also be archived 
on www.webarchive.org.uk and advertized there. The ISBN numbers should also be advertized on all 
the ECE sites because libraries use the ISBN numbers for adverts.

In a message dated 01/03/2012 17:35:33 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

We have now uploaded the information about the special issue to our website. You can find 
in on the home page, and physics, mathematics and cosmology sections. Could you please 
have a look and let me know if everything is ok?

Regards

Victor

Victor Riecansky

Publisher

Cambridge International Science Publishing

www.cisp-publishing.com
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ver@cisp-publishing.com

The Book of Kells – Leabhar     Cheanannais  

March 1, 2012 

This is the great masterpiece of the insular style of manuscript illumination produced from the late sixth 
century onwards. Dewi Sant or St David lived in the sixth century so must have been familiar with the 
origins of this style. Leabhar Cheanannais was produced just before the year 800 A.D., probably on 
Iona, which I visited in the early seventies with a bike borrowed from Graham Hall. I spent the night in 
the loft of the museum, having been instantly flooded out as a pagan by a drenching rain. Lord Clark 
starts his famous BBC series “Civilization” on Iona. I lectured on the book of Kells at Aberystwyth, 
especially on the chi rho iota page (Christus autem generatio, Mathew 1.1), which is illuminated to an 
almost incredible level of detail. I can imagine this taking place in a small strone or wood scriptorium 
to the roar of the waves coming in from the fierce Atlantic “What is that roar above the sea’s roar” 
(Yeats)). The illumination very often contains the triskelion, which Robert Cheshire recently produced 
using spirals. It has been kept at Trinity College Dublin since the sixteen sixties, and IBM produced a 
high quality copy of it with accurate colours.

Cu Chulainn and the     Torsion  

March 1, 2012 

My known Irish ancestry includes the early mediaeval Prince of Brycheiniog, Brychan (Bruachain), 
and Mary Collins of Hereford City, which explains my life long fondness for Ireland (Y Werddon in 
Welsh or Iwerddon, the Green Island). I am also fascinated by triskelions and torques. The name 
Collins comes from the Warrior Hero Cu Chulainn, the Hound of Colin. He appears in the classic Tain 
Bo Cuailnge (the Cattle Raid of Cooley). Cu Chulainn had a terrible battle frenzy called riastrad in Irish 
– translated by Ciaran Carson as – TORSION. A more typically Celtic idea could never be found and 
nothing is new. On a visit to University College Galway once I bought a version of the Tain illustrated 
in black ink. That is a fine book.

AIAS Policy with     Bigots  

March 1, 2012 

The policy with bigots from now on is to ignore them completely in line with essentially the entire 
scientific world, where they are instantly rejected. I have done enough work to convince the colleagues 
entirely, and bigotry is just outright personal abuse. In Darwin’s time the church was actually split over 
the theory of the origin of species between liberal anglicans and liberal and intellectual nonconformists, 
and the high anglicans led by the Bishop of Oxford. Thomas Henry Huxley led the debate for Darwin 
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agianst Sir Richard Owen and Darwin mustered support through correspondence. Wikipedia is still 
controlled by today’s version of high anglicans, the standard modellers, but the ECE websites out 
powers it completely in an ecumenical and rational fashion – in other words we are scientists like 
Darwin. UFT202 is the simplest refutation of Einstein, but for connoisseurs yesterday’s proof is the 
most delightful to sample perhaps because it overturns a century of dogma in geometry itself. A once in 
a hundred year proof like that usually gets a Fields Medal (in due modesty, but with objectivity). I will 
write it up shortly as UFT210 with co author Horst Eckardt, who checks all the work with great care 
and plays the role of Darwin’s bulldog, Thomas Huxley, ancestor of the novelist Aldous Huxley, who 
had an influence on my Ph. D. supervisor Mansel Davies. There are a lot of other hounds in AIAS.

bcc Welsh Government

Special issue     papers  

March 1, 2012 

Many thanks, all present and correct. I am sure that this will be a historic publication!

In a message dated 01/03/2012 12:23:23 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

Just wanted to confirm the numbers of the papers for the special issue: 186, 187, 188, 189, 
190, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 200, 201, 202 ( the last three are being typeset and 
should be ready next week).

Please let me know if any papers are missing from the above list

Victror

Victor Riecansky

Publisher

Cambridge International Science Publishing

www.cisp-publishing.com

ver@cisp-publishing.com

Criticisms of the Experimental “Tests” of General     Relativity  

March 1, 2012 

These are found by googling “machinations general relativity”, first site, in which several conclusive 
criticisms are summarized. These should be combined with the site dedicated to the late Paul Marmet, 
which gives many detailed criticisms of experimental technique. For example:
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1) Light bending tests have never corroborated Einsteinian general relativity (EGR). The reasons are 
given in F. Schneidler, Astron. Nacht., 306, 77 – 80 (1985). There is a systematic departure from EGR. 
Schneidler gives a formula which is reproduced on this site, called “Machinations about General 
Relativity”. It shows that measurements are valid only up to a limit measured in solar radii. This is 0.27 
degrees, the solar radius. The ESA Hipparcos mission for example used angles between 47 and 133 
degrees, and violated the limit by factors of 146 to 493. The data are entirely meaningless. In addition 
the sun’s corona refracts light and this can account for all the EGR’s claims, as is in fact well known.
2) The LIGO and GEO600 missions looking for gravitational radiation have produced null results.
3) The Gravity Probe B mission produced a null result and was plagued with systematic errors. These 
are also discussed in depth in the Marmet site. Paul Marmet was Order of Canada and had his funding 
removed for making these valid criticisms. He died shortly thereafter but I heard him lecture in 1995 at 
Vigier One, which I organized in Toronto with others in honour of Jean-Pierre Vigier. The latter was my 
co author of four books: “The Enigmatic Photon” series of five books, and was invited by Albert 
Einstein to become his assistant at Princeton. He was refused a visa and worked for many years with 
Louis de Broglie.
4) There are several instances of noise being used as data. This procedure is meaningless scientifically.

The most devastating criticisms to date of EGR are to be published shortly in a new book published by 
Cambridge International Science Publishing, CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com. These are conclusive 
theoretical refutations of several different kinds. The coup de grace was given yesterday in a conclusive 
new proof of the antisymmetry of the Christoffel connection and posted below on this blog. It is to be 
written up as UFT210. The book is:

M. W. Evans, Ed., “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity”, softback and e book 
at about twenty pounds stirling, special issue six of

M .W. Evans, Ed., Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry.

Of course these various mathematical proofs show that the experiments are totally misguided, and 
could never have worked. Human nature is capable of deceiving itself as much as it wants, capable of 
creating idols of Plato’s Cave as explained by Francis Bacon, the founder of natural philosophy or 
physics.

Cyfarchion Dydd Gwyl Dewi: Greetings on St.David’s     Day  

March 1, 2012 

Cyfarchion i’r byd eang o Gymru a’r Cymry ar Ddydd Gwyl Dewi Sant. A oes heddwch? Greetings to 
the world from Wales and its People. Is there peace? This is the traditional plea for peace worldwide on 
St. David’s day. Today there is a fat red dragon on google, it was started by someone from Cardiff. St 
David is my ancestral cousin because he was descended from Prince Brychan Brycheiniog, as was 
Ciwg Gyffes Sant, St Ciwg the Confessor. Both lived in the sixth century A.D.

FOR POSTING: Detailed Blog Feedback by Michael     Jackson  

March 1, 2012 
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Many thanks to Michael Jackson for preparing this feedback.

Evans2012DailyBlogtoFeb29withdetailedfeedback.pdf

Daily Blog pdf Updates for 2011 and 2012 to     date  

March 1, 2012 

Many thanks indeed to Michael Jackson! I will post these on the blog and will ask David Burleigh to 
post them on the www.aias.us site along with the referring URL report you very kindly sent recently, so 
they can be archived next quarter at the National Library of Wales and British Library. Also by the US 
Archives in San Francisco and European Archives in Paris and Amsterdam. As you can see I am 
forwarding your reports to the Prime Minister’s Office and some Fellows of the Royal Society. The 
situation is similar to that of Charles Darwin, who also worked from home. The data bank shows 
beyond any shadow of doubt that the entire university sector has accepted ECE theory, and has 
accepted the obsolescence of Einstein’s ideas. Yesterday’s proof was the coup de grace. I always 
emphasize that I have great respect for Albert Einstein’s work. The great amount of harm done by 
media propaganda is apparent in your unpleasant experience. I advise concentrating on the intellectual 
sector, and giving your lectures to chosen circles of intellectuals, for example we are organizing one 
such conference at the Royal Society intermational centre at Chicheley Hall. Naturally you are 
welcome to lecture there. Darwin’s theory still causes trouble among bigots even now. ECE has already 
won the battle and cannot be stopped, so it is counterproductive and even dangerous to tangle with 
bigots, they are instantly rejected worldwide as soon as they make any move. Keep them at an 
electronic distance. Your valiant efforts are nonetheless greatly appreciated.

In a message dated 29/02/2012 18:21:46 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dr Evans, please upload the attached two pdf files of your daily blog, with detailed 
feedback included, to the archive section of the website. The completed year 2011 file 
should replace the old 2011 pdf, and the new 2012 pdf is current up to the end of February 
(today).

As usual, your detailed feedback summary can be found by searching on “SELECTED 
FEEDBACK INTEREST IN ECE”, and appears every two weeks.

If there are any corrections, or changes, please let me know, and I will edit the files.

I recently had a very unpleasant experience, trying to explain your correct physics to a 
group of laymen. Some were curious, but some were openly hostile, even threatening 
violence. I believe the American public is too brainwashed by years of mass-media Einstein 
worship, to even consider his many errors. I’m very disheartened by their reaction. I think 
the planet and human race are in a much worse terminal condition than anyone is aware, 
mostly due to the inflexible, baboon-like, territorial behavior, of anyone in authority. The 
worst thing about this closed minded aggression, is that many americans would rather see 
the planet spoiled, and the human race die out, than have to change their inflexible world 
view.

I have a much greater appreciation for your emphasis on the web traffic reports, as they 

http://www.aias.us/
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reveal what an “open secret” ECE theory has become, without having to confront baboons 
on their own territory.

regards,

M. Jackson

Final Feedback for February 2012 for     www.aias.us  

March 1, 2012 

There were 85,040 hits from 14,110 distinct visits, 41,352 page views, the daily average ratio of hits to 
files was 1.21, indicating intense repeat study worldwide. There was the usual tremendous download 
from the site of 5.741 gigabytes. There were about five hundred distinct visits from universities, 
institutes and similar recorded as usual at the end of the attached file. This is 3.5% of the total number 
of distinct visits. Clearly, ECE theory is an accepted school of thought of physics worldwide, and has 
been since inception in early 2003.

overview.pdf

Summary of Feedback Interest in ECE

15-29 February

US Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Arizona, Baylor, Berkeley, Caltech, Colorado*, Colorado State, Cornell, CSU Long

Beach, CSU Monterey Bay, Eastern Oregon, Georgia Tech, SUNY Geneseo, Harvard*, MIT,

Illinois, Johns Hopkins, Minnesota State Mankato, Michigan State, National Institute of

Technology Tiruchirappali India (on edu), Ohio State, Mississippi*, Oregon State, Oklahoma,

Rowan, Stanford, UC Merced, UC San Diego, Houston, Idaho, Illinois Urbana Champaign,

Maryland, Michigan*, Minnesota, new Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Washington St Louis, Yale*, US

Govt. NOAA, US Department of Agriculture, US Navy NSWC, US Airforce Materiel Command,

Dupont, Ford, General Electric, Intel, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon, US Archives*, Berkeley

Public Library, Champaign Schools, Brigham Young, Iowa State, New Mexico Tech., Purdue,

Central Florida, UCLA, US Army Fort Sam Houston, Microsoft.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

ATT Austria, STH Austria, TU Vienna, Virtual Campus Graz, KU Leuven, ETH

Zurich, Geneva, Cyprus, Czech Academy of Sciences, Charles Univ. Prague, Masaryk Univ.,

BESSY Germany, Red Cross Freiburg, Fraunhofer Institute, IFH, Jacobs, Albert Einstein Institute,

Siemens, TU Berlin, TU Chemnitz, TU Darmstadt, Erlangen, Karlsruhe, Kiel, Leipzig*,
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Tuebingen, Heidelberg, Wuerzburg, Aarhus, Danish Technical University, Aragon, Andalucian

Gov., Madrid Autonomous, Madrid Complutensian, Murcia, Valencia Polytech., Valencia, Univ.

Basque Country, Helsinki, Oulu, Bordeaux, Paris Psud (IEF and LPS), Lyon 1, INSERM Toulouse,

Poitiers, Aristotle Greece, IRB Croatia, ICTP Trieste, INFN Naples, Florence, Milan, Pisa, RAC

Netherlands, Free Univ. Amsterdam, UMB Norway, IMA Poland, Torun, UM Warsaw, Technical

Univ. Lisbon*, City of Novosibirsk, CN Russia, Corbina system, IHC Russia, Moscow State

University, Krasnoyarsk, Troitsk, KAU Saudi Arabia, Umea Sweden, Uppsala, Jozef Stefan

Slovenia, Iyte Turkey, Kiev, students Aberystwyth, Christ’s Cambridge, unix system Cambridge,

Durham, Greenwich, Imperial, King’s College London, Lancaster, Leicester, Manchester,

Manchester Metropolitan, University College Oxford, Merton, St Edmund Hall Oxford,

Somerfield, Wadahm Oxford, Queen’s Univ. Belfast, Reading, Southampton, St Andrew’s, Trinity

St David, Central Lancashire, North Yorkshire, Royal Society of Chemistry, City of Bratislava..

Rest of World, Universities , Institutes and Similar.

Abu Dhabi Investment Authority, GBA Gov. Argentina, Australian National

University, Sydney, DU Bangla Desh, UGJH Brazil, UFPB, Sao Paolo, AEI Canada, Simon Frazer,

Calgary, Laval, Manitoba, McGill, New Brunswick, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Toronto, Waterloo*,

UDLA Colombia, UNAL Colombia, BUH India, RVRJCCE India, IGCAR, RCIL India, Tokyo,

Japanese Particle Lab. (KEK), KAIST, Postech, Sogang Korea, UNAM Mexico, UEM

Mozambique, Auckland, PUCP Peru, LUMS Pakistan, New PU, PIEAS, QAU, IUB, UET

Pakistan, National University of Singapore, NWU South Africa, Univ. of South Africa, UNP,

UWC, Witwatersrand South Africa.

Summary of February 2012

For www.aias.us there were 85,040 hits, 14,110 distinct visits, 41,352 files downloaded, 5.741

gigabytes downloaded, 2462 documents read from 94 countries led by USA, Mexico, Germany,

Austria, France, Britain, Australia, India,...

For www.atomicprecision.com there were 34,423 hits from 5,871 visits, 11,351 pages downloaded

and 4.71 gigabytes.

For www.upitec.org there were 5,993 hits from 714 visits, 1,092 pages downloaded and 1.01

gigabytes.

This gives a total of 125,456 hits from 20,695 distinct visits, 53,795 pages downloaded and 11.46

gigabytes.

All UFT papers studied, led by 25, 94, 4, 43, 166, 150-B, 140, 88, 140, 41, 107, 18, 54, 13, 206, 37,

159(Spanish), 12, 116, 166(Spanish), .......



All essay broadcasts heard, led by 3 (Light Deflection by Gravity), Nobody is Perfect, 27, 49, 48, 5,

43, 6, 9, 28, 8, 29, 44, 41, Nikola Who?, 4, 24, 25, 22, 33, 34, 36, 42, Universe 1, 35, 20, 23,

Nobody’s Perfect, 12, 32, 17, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 21, 30, 37, 38, 45, .......

All documents read led by Felker3 (Spanish), Autobiography, 2D by Doug Lindstrom, Felker4

(Spanish), Space Energy Devices (Spanish), Etherington Report, Johnson Magnets, CV. ..

Top 100 downloaded files for February 2012, sorted by hits

Top 100 of 2462 Total URLs

# Hits KBytes URL

1 23998 28.04
% 62826 1.11

% Images

2 13776 16.10
% 146797 2.59

% /

3 1995 2.33% 3494 0.06
% /css/aias.css

4 1896 2.22% 1171 0.02
% /robots.txt

5 1779 2.08% 903 0.02
% /favicon.ico

6 1266 1.48% 697 0.01
% /images//favicon.ico

7 624 0.73% 203095 3.59
% /documents/spanish/Capitulo_3.pdf

8 284 0.33% 34495 0.61
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay3-OnLightDeflectionbyGravity-rc.mp3

9 264 0.31% 148874 2.63
% /documents/uft/a25thpaper.pdf

10 257 0.30% 18253 0.32
% /documents/LectureMaterials/NobodyIsPerfect.mp3

11 248 0.29% 25653 0.45
% Logs

12 173 0.20% 3815 0.07
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay27-TheQuantumForceEquation.mp3

13 171 0.20% 6908 0.12
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay49.mp3

14 170 0.20% 3768 0.07
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay5-ReformofTheUniversityofWales-rc.mp3

15 165 0.19% 3586 0.06
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay48.mp3

16 162 0.19% 24217 0.43
% /documents/uft/paper94.pdf

17 159 0.19% 36004 0.64
% /documents/uft/a43rdpaper.pdf

18 155 0.18% 3403 0.06
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay43-rc.mp3

19 154 0.18% 31175 0.55
% /documents/uft/a4thpaper.pdf

20 146 0.17% 3255 0.06
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay6-SummaryDescriptionofECEWebsites-rc.mp3

21 138 0.16% 2718 0.05
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay9-TheCollapseofScatteringandAbsorptionTheory-rc.mp3

22 135 0.16% 2538 0.04
% /documents/LectureMaterials/essay28-rc.mp3
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23 134 0.16% 74200 1.31
% /documents/mwe/NewAutobiography.pdf

24 132 0.15% 2541 0.04
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay8-ImplicationsFinitePhotonMass-rc.mp3

25 126 0.15% 26381 0.47
% /documents/spanish/Capitulo_4.pdf

26 125 0.15% 24886 0.44
% /documents/numerical/2D-ECE-FEM-1.pdf

27 120 0.14% 2052 0.04
% /documents/LectureMaterials/essay29-rc.mp3

28 118 0.14% 1145 0.02
% /administration/

29 116 0.14% 32955 0.58
% /documents/miscellaneous/Dispositivos_a_base_de_energia_espacial.pdf

30 115 0.13% 2094 0.04
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay44.mp3

31 114 0.13% 4284 0.08
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay41-rc.mp3

32 113 0.13% 18931 0.33
% /documents/miscellaneous/aetheringtonreport2006.pdf

33 110 0.13% 28388 0.50
% /documents/otherPapers/Johnson-Magnets.pdf

34 103 0.12% 12304 0.22
% /documents/miscellaneous/Levitron.pdf

35 103 0.12% 2319 0.04
% /documents/mwe/historical/ProfMyronWynEvansCurriculumVitae.pdf

36 102 0.12% 17438 0.31
% /documents/uft/Paper166.pdf

37 99 0.12% 1465 0.03
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay40-TheAntisymmetryLaws-rc.mp3

38 98 0.11% 14416 0.25
% /documents/uft/Paper150-B.pdf

39 95 0.11% 20665 0.37
% /documents/LectureMaterials/NikolaWhoRobertCheshire withAlanRoy.mp3

40 92 0.11% 1664 0.03
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay4-20thCenturyCosmoloy.mp3

41 89 0.10% 1038 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay24-DerivationofPauliExclusionPrinciple-rc.mp3

42 89 0.10% 1029 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay25-FallacyIndeterminancyQM.mp3

43 89 0.10% 10387 0.18
% /documents/spanish/Documento140.pdf

44 88 0.10% 1367 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay22-TheGoldenYears-TheEmergenceofECETheory.mp3

45 88 0.10% 929 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay33-IntoleranceinScience-rc.mp3

46 87 0.10% 4534 0.08
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay20-Methodology

47 87 0.10% 2794 0.05
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay34-ToB(3)ornottoB(3)-rc.mp3

48 87 0.10% 17558 0.31
% /documents/uft/a41stpaper.pdf

49 86 0.10% 10497 0.19
% /documents/uft/paper88.pdf

50 85 0.10% 976 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay36-TheNaureoftheB(3)Field-rc.mp3

51 85 0.10% 1220 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay42-rc.mp3

52 85 0.10% 20158 0.36
% /documents/LectureMaterials/tuomev1rc1.mp3

53 84 0.10% 7643 0.14
% /documents/uft/Paper140.pdf
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54 83 0.10% 922 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay35-Kurata-B(3)Technology-rc.mp3

55 83 0.10% 57380 1.01
% /documents/uft/paper107.pdf

56 80 0.09% 11548 0.20
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Nobody's_Perfect-rc+mwe.mp3

57 78 0.09% 426 0.01
% /administration/css/aias.css

58 78 0.09% 644 0.01
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay38-ElectronandProtonResonanceInducedbyB(3)-rc.mp3

59 77 0.09% 45104 0.80
% /documents/miscellaneous/Spacetime-Dev.pdf

60 76 0.09% 52536 0.93
% /documents/uft/a18thpaper.pdf

61 75 0.09% 46783 0.83
% /documents/uft/a54thpaper.pdf

62 72 0.08% 16712 0.30
% /documents/miscellaneous/SpaceEnergy.pdf

63 71 0.08% 16653 0.29
% /documents/uft/a13thpaper.pdf

64 71 0.08% 28912 0.51
% /documents/uft/a206thpaper.pdf

65 70 0.08% 3641 0.06
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay23-TheFermionEquation.mp3

66 69 0.08% 19621 0.35
% /documents/spanish/Capitulo_1.pdf

67 68 0.08% 9660 0.17
% /documents/uft/a37thpaper.pdf

68 67 0.08% 1979 0.03
% /Filtered_statistics/logs.html

69 65 0.08% 14804 0.26
% /documents/miscellaneous/ECE-Eng-Model.pdf

70 64 0.07% 7244 0.13
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay50.mp3

71 64 0.07% 16491 0.29
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Ther were 2,664 hits from 542 distinct visits, 30.3% spiders from all major search engines. Abu Dhabi 
investment authority UFT207; McGill University Canada oroof2; Microsoft Corporation UFT11; 
Theoretical physics Heidelberg University UFT10; Physics Univeristy of Wuerzburg refutation of 
Heisenberg; Brigham Young University Utah Proof1; Faculty of Arts and Science Harvard University 
UFT142; Engineering Iowa State University UFT166; New Mexico Institute of Mining and 
Technology UFT110; College of Engineering Purdue University Indiana UFT169; University of 
Central Florida UFT169; Life Sciences University of California Los Angeles CV; Yale University 
UFT25; University of the Basque Country UFT122 (Spanish); French National Institute for Health and 
Medical Research Toulouse UFT135; US Army Fort Sam Houston spacetime devices; Iberoamerica 
University Cuidad de Mexico UFT6; The Islamia University of Bahawalpur UFT19; City of Bratislava 
Johnson Magnets; University of Greenwich Essay53; Sommerfield College Oxford UFT43; Wadham 
College Oxford UFT166; University of Wales registry general. Intense interest all sectors.
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Summary by Prof Oscar     Wilde  

February 29, 2012 

“If you want to tell people the truth, make them laugh, otherwise they’ll kill you.” As for all standard 
model: “Always forgive your enemies, nothing annoys them so much.” There’s a connection between 
the two, and it’s always antisymmetric.

Thanks to Gareth Evans

February 29, 2012 

Thanks again, our mutual Ph. D. supervisor used to quote Peter Debye: “complexity is lack of 
understanding”. From this point onwards education becomes very important, which is why the new 
book from CISP is exctly right timing. It is

M. W. Evans, Ed. “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity”, softback and e book at 
about twenty pounds stirling. The ISBN numbers are on the blog, please use the index to find them.

In a message dated 29/02/2012 14:51:52 GMT Standard Time

Bare bone physics at its very best as Horst says.Well done Myron. Now that it is so simple 
it is right – to turn a phrase around a little!! 

Original Paper of Elie     Cartan  

February 29, 2012 

This is probably:

E. Cartan, “Sur les varietes a connection affine, et la theorie relativiste generalisee” in Annales 
Scientifiques de l’Ecole Normal Superieure, 40, 325 – 412 (1923). “On the varieties of spin connection 
and the theory of general relativity”.

Elie Joseph Cartan lived from April 9th 1869 to 6th May 1951, and was born in the village of 
Dolomieu, Isere, the son of a blacksmith. He attended Lysee Janson de Sailly, and Ecole Normale 
Superieure in Paris in 1888. Doctorate 1894, lecturer at Montpellier and Lyon, professor in Nancy in 
1903, lecturer at the Sorbonne in 1903, prefessor 1912. A total of 186 publications with many brilliant 
contributions to mathematics, including spinors (1913), the differential form, the Maurer Cartan 
structure equations of the early twenties, the exterior derivative, theory of Lie groups and so on. 
Corresponded with Albert Einstein in the nineteen twenties. Dirac used the Cartan spinor to infer the 
Dirac equation, now superceded by the ECE fermion equation.

Thanks and Acknowledgments to Douglas     Lindstrom  

February 29, 2012 

Thanks also to Dr. Douglas Lindstrom, a leading ECE scholar from Canada who has also gone through 
all the notes for the papers, some of them very difficult, both conceptually and technically. I am going 
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http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/29/summary-by-prof-oscar-wilde/


through my Heinz 57 varieties of EGR refutation, this is the tomato soup, easy to digest.

In a message dated 29/02/2012 13:35:43 GMT Standard Time

This is the simplest solution yet. Even I can follow this one easily.
Doug

On Wed, Feb 29, 2012 at 6:15 AM, <EMyrone> wrote:

Thanks and acknowledgments to Dr. Horst Eckardt, who has carefully checked 
every note for some years now, both analytically and with computer algebra. 
Let us hope that the simplicity of this proof finally leads to progress away from 
Einstenian general relativity, a great theory of natural philosophy in its day. I 
also hope that the media will take time to study ECE theory and this proof. I am 
sure they are capable of doing this.

In a message dated 29/02/2012 13:05:32 GMT Standard Time

This is an excellent note. Only the antisymmetry of the original 
Riemann tensor is assumed which nobody will deny. Even with the 
original definiton it is clear that vanishing torsion implies vanishing 
curvature. This is physics at its best.
Horst

Betreff: 210(2): Conclusive Proof of the Antisymmetry of the 
Christoffel Connection

This is another conclusive proof of the incorrectness and 
obsolescence of the Einsteinian general relativity (EGR), and if 
possible it should go into the frontispiece of the special issue six 
“Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity” of 
Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry (CISP, www.cisp-
publishing.com). The proof is simple for mathematicians and 
theoretical physicists and not much more difficult for a chemical 
physicist. It starts with the Cartan identity, and shows that the 
curvature tensor is eq. (5). If the connection is symmetric as used 
throughout the twentieth century, the curvature vanishes, reductio 
ad absurdum. So all inferences based on the Einstein theory are 
incorrect. There are no black holes, no big bang. Perihelion 
precession and light deflection cannot be due to EGR. There is no 
Hawking Penrose theorem, no gravitational radiation due to EGR 
and so on. The precision tests of EGR are meaningless, and an 
impartial UNESCO enquiry is need as to why they still claim to 
verify a theory that is incorrect. The Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) 
theory is geometrically correct because it uses the correct 
antisymmetry of the connection, and therefore correctly considers 
torsion. I have great respect for Albert Einstein’s work and he 
would have accepted this and developed something like ECE 
theory. No point in hanging on to incorrect mathematics. Funding is 
urgently needed for new energy and should not be wasted on an 

http://www.cisp-publishing.com/
http://www.cisp-publishing.com/


incorrect theory.

Prof. M .W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Thanks and Acknowledgments to Horst     Eckart  

February 29, 2012 

Thanks and acknowledgments to Dr. Horst Eckardt, who has carefully checked every note for some 
years now, both analytically and with computer algebra. Let us hope that the simplicity of this proof 
finally leads to progress away from Einstenian general relativity, a great theory of natural philosophy in 
its day. I also hope that the media will take time to study ECE theory and this proof. I am sure they are 
capable of doing this.

In a message dated 29/02/2012 13:05:32 GMT Standard Time

This is an excellent note. Only the antisymmetry of the original Riemann tensor is assumed 
which nobody will deny. Even with the original definiton it is clear that vanishing torsion 
implies vanishing curvature. This is physics at its best.
Horst

Betreff: 210(2): Conclusive Proof of the Antisymmetry of the Christoffel Connection

This is another conclusive proof of the incorrectness and obsolescence of the Einsteinian 
general relativity (EGR), and if possible it should go into the frontispiece of the special 
issue six “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity” of Journal of 
Foundations of Physics and Chemistry (CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com). The proof is 
simple for mathematicians and theoretical physicists and not much more difficult for a 
chemical physicist. It starts with the Cartan identity, and shows that the curvature tensor is 
eq. (5). If the connection is symmetric as used throughout the twentieth century, the 
curvature vanishes, reductio ad absurdum. So all inferences based on the Einstein theory 
are incorrect. There are no black holes, no big bang. Perihelion precession and light 
deflection cannot be due to EGR. There is no Hawking Penrose theorem, no gravitational 
radiation due to EGR and so on. The precision tests of EGR are meaningless, and an 
impartial UNESCO enquiry is need as to why they still claim to verify a theory that is 
incorrect. The Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) theory is geometrically correct because it uses 
the correct antisymmetry of the connection, and therefore correctly considers torsion. I have 
great respect for Albert Einstein’s work and he would have accepted this and developed 
something like ECE theory. No point in hanging on to incorrect mathematics. Funding is 
urgently needed for new energy and should not be wasted on an incorrect theory.

Prof. M .W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.cisp-publishing.com/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/29/thanks-and-acknowledgments-to-horst-eckart/
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Preparation of the Omnia Opera for     Publication  

February 29, 2012 

Thanks again! I wish that some famous names would take the time to study ECE theory as Ray 
Delaforce is doing here.

In a message dated 29/02/2012 11:23:06 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Ok, then I’ll start on the next paper.

I’m getting a double education while typesetting your papers – strengthening both my skill 
in doing the typesetting in TeX itself and my understanding of ECE theory, as I must read 
each paper a couple times in the process checking for typos – the math and arguments get 
‘burned in’, so to speak.

Ray Delaforce

Subject: FOR POSTING: OO616(a)

This looks free of any error, and can be posted as OO616(a). It is one of the reasons out of 
very many why the CERN U(1) sector symmetry is incorrect. It is clear that CERN ignores 
science and mathematics. So governments should cease funding CERN and also cease 
funding the EGR theory. In order to do this a new, critical and impartial science funding 
method is needed because science funding at present is controlled by advisors with vested 
interest. All this will come crashing down when the world starts to run out of fuel.

In a message dated 28/02/2012 10:51:14 GMT Standard Time,

Prof. Evans,

Here’s the 1st draft of OO616 in TeX format.

Ray Delaforce

210(2): Conclusive Proof of the Antisymmetry of the Christoffel     Connection  

February 29, 2012 

This is another conclusive proof of the incorrectness and obsolescence of the Einsteinian general 
relativity (EGR), and if possible it should go into the frontispiece of the special issue six “Definitive 
Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity” of Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry 
(CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com). The proof is simple for mathematicians and theoretical physicists 
and not much more difficult for a chemical physicist. It starts with the Cartan identity, and shows that 
the curvature tensor is eq. (5). If the connection is symmetric as used throughout the twentieth century, 
the curvature vanishes, reductio ad absurdum. So all inferences based on the Einstein theory are 
incorrect. There are no black holes, no big bang. Perihelion precession and light deflection cannot be 
due to EGR. There is no Hawking Penrose theorem, no gravitational radiation due to EGR and so on. 
The precision tests of EGR are meaningless, and an impartial UNESCO enquiry is need as to why they 

http://www.cisp-publishing.com/
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still claim to verify a theory that is incorrect. The Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) theory is geometrically 
correct because it uses the correct antisymmetry of the connection, and therefore correctly considers 
torsion. I have great respect for Albert Einstein’s work and he would have accepted this and developed 
something like ECE theory. No point in hanging on to incorrect mathematics. Funding is urgently 
needed for new energy and should not be wasted on an incorrect theory.

Prof. M .W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

a210thpapernotes2.pdf

New Structure     Equation  

February 29, 2012 

I would reply to any criticism like this that eq. (14) is a new structure equation of differential geometry. 
The original two structure equations of Cartan, as you know, are:

T = D ^ q ; R = D ^ omega

and these remain the same. However, the Cartan identity

D ^ T := R ^ q

has a solution which is eq. (14), another definition of curvature, one that needs non zero T for non zero 
R. The original R is of course a solution of the Cartan identity also. The Evans identity is simply an 
example of the Cartan identity. In my opinion the commutator proof is very simple. It consists of

mu = nu

in which case the commutator becomes the null operator and both torsion and curvature vanish, 
reductio ad absurdum. The key point in that method is that there is a one to one correspondence 
between commutator and connection. In the old theory they simply omitted the torsion and this 
correspondence was incorrectly abandoned. So in order for T and R to exist the connection must be 
antisymmetric. If one takes the general case where the connection is hypothetically asymmetric then 
only its antisymmetric part contributes to T and R. Its symmetric part is zero. The symmetric part of a 
hypothetically asymmetric commutator is zero in precise analogy. The structure equations of Cartan are 
in the last analysis, definitions. The Cartan identity is an exact identity, and has two possible solutions. 
These are R = D ^ omega, and eq. (14). The original definition of curvature seems to have been 
given by Levi Civita and Ricci and co workers in about 1900 – 1905. At that time torsion was of course 
unknown. As eq. (12) shows, that definition consisted of grouping a particular combination of terms on 
the right hand side of the equation. Then as in UFT137 the three combinations are each made equal to a 
curvature tensor. So in the usual method a solution of the identity was CHOSEN in order to give R = D 
^ omega. That is not the only solution, eq. (14) is the other possible one. The precisely correct 
groupings of terms are shown in eq. (12)’s right hand side. The correct grouping shows that if the 
connection is symmetric, the right hand side and left hand side vanish. Not only does the sum vanish, 
the curvatures vanish individually.

In a message dated 29/02/2012 08:21:38 GMT Standard Time,

The arguments about eq.(14) are convincing, but critcs will say that you have changed the definition of 
curvature. Then all equations containing curvature would have to be proven again. Is there an argument 
that this is not necessary? What are the consequences of changing this definition?
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Horst

Betreff: 210(1): Proof that the Connection is Antisymmetric

This is the final version of note 210(1), proving conclusively in yet another way that the 
connection is antisymmetric. The note proves for the first time that curvature can be 
defined in terms of torsion as in eq. (14). Curvature is therefore constructed from torsion, 
which is the more fundamental quantity. The Einsteinian general relativity (EGR) is 
obviously incorrect because it violates the Cartan identity, and violates eq. (14). In EGR, 
torsion is incorrectly zero and curvature non-zero. This fact has now been proven in many 
ways, and funding of EGR should cease completely. In order to prevent this waste of public 
funds, the political will must be found to overrule advisors with vested interest. So the 
many government departments that follow this blog are advised accordingly. For 
mathematicians this note is not difficult to follow. For others however it is technically very 
difficult, which is why grant applications based on incorrect mathematics have been funded 
for such a long time. My aim is to give the geometrical truth, but I also advise governments 
all the time through this blog. The eight year feedback data bank shows this conclusively, 
and I advise as a British Civil List scientist, impartially and with no vested interest. I have 
discovered several new fundamentals of differential geometry, and eq. (14) is yet another 
new discovery. It is a solution of the Cartan identity. I often go over notes to improve them, 
and produce final versions. Thanks to Horst Eckardt and Douglas Lindstrom for critical 
comments on each note. They have the technical ability to understand all aspects of ECE 
and are also impartial with no vested interest in incorrect mathematics. No honest 
intellectual should ever have a vested interest in a theory that has been proven wrong so 
many times, in so many ways, by so many scientists – the EGR theory.

Elsevier Abandons Anti-Open Access     Bill  

February 29, 2012 

This is the way things are going. The open access experiment of AIAS has been a tremendous success.

In a message dated 28/02/2012 20:54:19 GMT Standard Time,  writes:

http://the-scientist.com/2012/02/28/elsevier-abandons-anti-open-access-bill/

February 2012 Feedback for     www.aias.us  

February 29, 2012 

This is summarized at the end of the attached file as usual. Up to 28th Feb. there were 82,831 hits from 
13,568 distinct visits, 39,864 page views, 5.502 gigabytes downloaded from 96 countries, led by USA, 
Mexico, Germany, Austria, France, Britain, Australia, India, …… Final returns will be in tomorrow.

overview.pdf
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Daily Report     28/2/12  

February 29, 2012 

There were 2,796 hits from 558 distinct visits, 26.8% spiders from ggogle, yandex, MSN, yahoo, etc. 
Jacobs University UFT81; Siemens Corporation UFT12, 57, 60, ECE article; TU Darmstadt Omnia 
Opera; University of Regensburg, “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation”, Georgia Institute of 
Technology numerical solutions; Ohio State University UFT116; Yale University metric manifolds; 
Universiy of Murcia Spain SU(2) quantum electrodynamics; Universiy of Poitiers general; Institute 
Ruder Boskovic Croatia UFT158; Chamaign Schools galaxies; Royal Society of Chemistry Civil List 
pension; Quad i Azam University Pakistan UFT169; Technical University of Lisbon UFT124; Troitsk 
Region Phys. Scripta rebuttal; St. Edmund Hall Oxford UFT25, intense interest all sectors.

210(1): Proof that the Connection is     Antisymmetric  

February 28, 2012 

This is the final version of note 210(1), proving conclusively in yet another way that the connection is 
antisymmetric. The note proves for the first time that curvature can be defined in terms of torsion as in 
eq. (14). Curvature is therefore constructed from torsion, which is the more fundamental quantity. The 
Einsteinian general relativity (EGR) is obviously incorrect because it violates the Cartan identity, and 
violates eq. (14). In EGR, torsion is incorrectly zero and curvature non-zero. This fact has now been 
proven in many ways, and funding of EGR should cease completely. In order to prevent this waste of 
public funds, the political will must be found to overrule advisors with vested interest. So the many 
government departments that follow this blog are advised accordingly. For mathematicians this note is 
not difficult to follow. For others however it is technically very difficult, which is why grant 
applications based on incorrect mathematics have been funded for such a long time. My aim is to give 
the geometrical truth, but I also advise governments all the time through this blog. The eight year 
feedback data bank shows this conclusively, and I advise as a British Civil List scientist, impartially 
and with no vested interest. I have discovered several new fundamentals of differential geometry, and 
eq. (14) is yet another new discovery. It is a solution of the Cartan identity. I often go over notes to 
improve them, and produce final versions. Thanks to Horst Eckardt and Douglas Lindstrom for critical 
comments on each note. They have the technical ability to understand all aspects of ECE and are also 
impartial with no vested interest in incorrect mathematics. No honest intellectual should ever have a 
vested interest in a theory that has been proven wrong so many times, in so many ways, by so many 
scientists – the EGR theory.

a210thpapernotes1.pdf

FOR POSTING:     OO616(a)  

February 28, 2012 

This looks free of any error, and can be posted as OO616(a). It is one of the reasons out of very many 
why the CERN U(1) sector symmetry is incorrect. It is clear that CERN ignores science and 
mathematics. So governments should cease funding CERN and also cease funding the EGR theory. In 
order to do this a new, critical and impartial science funding method is needed because science funding 
at present is controlled by advisors with vested interest. All this will come crashing down when the 
world starts to run out of fuel.
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In a message dated 28/02/2012 10:51:14 GMT Standard Time,

Prof. Evans,

Here’s the 1st draft of OO616 in TeX format.

Ray Delaforce

Best Wishes for a Complete and Swift     Recovery  

February 28, 2012 

Best wishes from all the AIAS group for a complete and swift recovery to Victor Riecansky, publisher 
of Cambridge International Science Publishing. There is always plenty of time in science, and I advise 
taking it easy until recovery is assured. Many thanks again on behalf of dramatically new science. If it 
wishes, CISP can have permanent rights for publishing any of the AIAS work over the coming years. 
Ray Delaforce and I will get the Omnia Opera into camera ready condition and Ray can have a share of 
royalties and my step daughters could illustrate each volume with graphics and photographs. They can 
have a share of my own roylaties. This will be a multi year project.

In a message dated 28/02/2012 10:24:50 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

Dear Prof Evans

Sorry for my recent silence, had to undergo a routine operation but should be back to 
normal shortly

Regards

Victor

Victor Riecansky

Publisher

Cambridge International Science Publishing

www.cisp-publishing.com

ver@cisp-publishing.com

Total Number of Distinct Visits and Hits for     2011  

February 28, 2012 

This is the total for www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com, and www.upitec.org, the three ECE sites. 
The total number of distinct visits for 2011 was 237,043, each distinct visit being made up of many real 
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visits and return visits, maybe a million visits in all. The total number of hits was 1,427,617, which is 
the total number of files requested. The total number of hits for www.aias.us was 1,135,178. Over the 
last decade therefore there have been about fifteen million hits and two and a half million distinct visits. 
Over the next century there will be a hundred and fifty million hits, which is the same as the number of 
albums sold by The Rolling Stones or my cousin Mary Hopkin. Statistic of the month. This is 
calculated and extrapolated for a hundred years ahead from the attached file.

overview.pdf

Measuring In Depth Study of ECE     Theory  

February 28, 2012 

With reference to the attached definitions of hits and files it is possible to measure the extent to which 
ECE theory is studied in depth all over the world in all sectors of intellectual society. The following 
table gives daily average hits over the last twelve months for www.aias.us, during which there have 
been 1,082,412 hits for www.aias alone. The total number of hits for the last twelve months is the 
combined total for www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com and www.et3m.net . I will calculate this 
and distribute shortly.

Month Average Hits per day Average Files per Day Ratio

Feb 2012 2964 2447 1.211
Jan 2012 3023 2283 1.324
Dec 2011 3113 2412 1.291
Nov 2011 2447 2096 1.167
Oct 2011 2918 2105 1.386
Sep 2011 2629 2006 1.311
Aug 2011 2759 2277 1.212
Jul 2011 2520 1936 1.302
Jun 2011 3240 1941 1.669
May 2011 3548 2276 1.559
Apr 2011 3118 2211 1.410
Mar 2011 3417 2499 1.367

The average ratio is 1.351, meaning that there are 35% more hits than files every day on average. A 
large proportion of readers study ECE in depth, and implement it in all kinds of ways. This has been 
going on for a decade. My feedback log began in April 2004. This is a far more detailed and objective 
measure of impact than journal citation. The number of hits is the total number of requests made to the 
server. The number of files is the total number of hits that resulted in something being sent back to the 
user. The ratio of hits to files indicates repeat visitors. The greater the ratio, the more people are 
requesting pages that they have viewed already (i.e. that they have cached already). If a file has already 
been requested once, a repeat request results in more hits, but does not result in more files being 
recorded because the information has already been sent back to the user (the person or spider making 
the request). If a file is requested several times by the same user, it is being studied several times. Also 
it is known that a tremendous amount of downloading has taken place over eight years, so that people 
have material bound in their paper files and on their own computers and everywhere, even up their 
nostrils in the immortal words of Peter Sellers.

awebalizerglossary.pdf
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Van de Graaf and Galaxy     Rotation  

February 28, 2012 

This is an excellent analogy, I will see if I can find an equation r = function(theta(t)) for the motion of 
an electron in a van der Graaf generator. That equation can be used as the starting point for the 
calculation of torsion and curvature and so on. These apply equally well to a van der Graaf generator 
and a whirlpool galaxy.

In a message dated 27/02/2012 15:27:56 GMT Standard Time,

Dear Myron,

Perhaps there is an action versus reaction going on at the centre of the galaxy as stars are 
emitted from the core that can be compared with what is seen using the tools on a Van de 
Graaf generator.

If a clockwise spiral shape is set up on a Van de Graaf generator, the disc spins 
anticlockwise when the handle is turned and the electrons leave the trailing ends of the disc 
moving clockwise.

If an ‘L’ shape is fitted on the top of the generator with the point of the L then lying 
horizontal, the electrons can be felt as a breeze emerging from the point if the tip of the 
tongue is placed near it. This electron breeze must also be emerging from the spiral galaxy 
fitting and must produce the anticlockwise rotation of the spiral disc as an action versus 
reaction effect. Perhaps this tells us something about galaxy spin.

The centre of the galaxy could be then seen as a supermassive core spinning in the opposite 
direction to the trailing stars of the arms, but with whole galaxy being dragged slowly in the 
direction of spin of the core. The core could be systematically spun faster by subsequent 
stars being ejected, so the core would spin faster as more stars are ejected.

Just an idea, but it may give food for thought.

Best Wishes

Kerry

Elegant Summary by Robert     Cheshire.  

February 28, 2012 

To dispel that grim era with wit and humour, no one is better than Oscar Wilde, “The Importance of 
Being Earnest”. We were taught this by Miss Maude Daniels in the first year at Pontardawe Grammar 
School as in the autobiography. Lady Bracknell intones with finality:

“I dislike argument, argument is vulgar and often convincing.”

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/28/elegant-summary-by-robert-cheshire/
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He was born at 18 Westland Row Dublin, once owned by Trinity College. Bill Coffey once had an 
office in that house and showed me around. It is Georgian in design. As for Coffey: “Work is the enemy 
of the drinking classes” (in humour, he is a distinguished professor who, in his younger days, had a 
Wilde side to his character when it comes to ethanol).

re: prev email but 1 – I’m out of step!
My pleasure,
I tried to maintain a lyricism beneath a kind of dispassionate cloak.
It is a cloak because I am empathetic and would feel the passion of injustice, betrayal and 
the elevation in the drive to work and produce. So, with the “less is more” and Friar 
Ockham’s reasoning, the more dispassionate I can appear, the more the words themselves 
can speak the meaning.
The lyricism would bespeak the ongoing and underlying fortitude of the author and the 
steadfast march of ideas, but the plain-worded facts still speak volumes beyond any skill of 
mine!

Best regards,

Robert

Daily Report     27/2/12  

February 28, 2012 

There were 5,505 hits from 720 distinct visits during the day, 15.7% spiders from google, yahoo, baidu, 
MSN, yandex etc. University of Vienna levitron; The Virtual Campus Graz Austria, State of Styria 
edyn3; University of Sao Paolo Brazil F13 (Spanish); National University of Colombia Felker3 
(Spanish); General Electric Corporation extensive, including UFT200, equation flowcharts etc; 
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic UFT41; Aarhus University Denmark general; University 
of Colorado UFT88; State University of New York Geneseo UFT158; Faculty of Arts and Sciences 
Harvard University UFT137, UFT109; Minnesota State University Mankato UFT18; Science Oregon 
State University extensive; Yale University UFT25 and proof2; University of Aragon Spain UFT152 
(Spanish); Government of Andalucia educational note 1; Oulu University Finland Betrayal by 
Carmarthen County Council; University of Poitiers news and updates; Korea Advanced Institute of 
Science and Technology UFT123; Umea University Sweden UFT142; Iyte University Turkey 
UFT41;University of Cambridge UFT38, extensive interest all sectors. Hits to files ratio greater than 
one, indicating repeat study visits and intense study of ECE theory worldwide.

recent     notes  

February 27, 2012 

Many thanks again for going through the notes critically. Agreed with omega0. I think that the second 
point is answered in note 209(5), where a double spiral is used as a simple model. In general an origin 
must be chosen so that the star motion in a galaxy is defined with respect to that origin, then r = 
f(theta(t)) found. Observation must of course be used to define the orbit, then anything can be 
considerd, leading, trailing, and combinations. However we must start form observation, and not from 
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another probably failed theory such as that of dark matter.

In a message dated 27/02/2012 10:39:48 GMT Standard Time.

In note 209(4) a factor of omega0 seems to be missing in eqs. 17-18. In (18) the lhs should read v 
squared.

In note 209(3) you placed the coordinate origin to X= infinity. Wouldn’t it be easier and more plausible 
to reverse the time paramter by

t –> t0 – t

Then the right directions of motion should come out. However there is a problem with the square root 
in (7) then. The absolute value of t would have to be taken.

Horst

Leading and Trailing Arms in a Spiral     Galaxy  

February 27, 2012 

Nice to hear from Kerry Pendergast! We are all agreed that the standard model is incorrect, so does the 
entire world of physics. To deny this is to deny algebra (UFT202). So I think it is best to look at data 
with a fresh mind. The dynamics of a galaxy with leading arms in ECE are as given in UFT76, with an 
animation by Horst Eckardt. The stars emerge from the centre and evolve from it in ECE theory – 
leading arm dynamics as observed for example in Andromeda. Many galaxies have leading arms as a 
quick google search will show. However, what precisely and mathematically is meant by “trailing” and 
“leading”. In ECE this question is easily answered as below. The oldest stars are located in the centre, 
which therefore must be the origin of the motion of the stars towards the outer edge for leading arms. In 
the standard model it is asserted that the motion of the stars is an orbit, but that orbit is explained 
neither with Newtonian nor with Einsteinian theory, so dark matter was “invented”. However, recent 
experimental results show that dark matter does not exist. As in UFT49 the age of stars is measured by 
surface temperature and luminosity. I have looked up a few websites on trailing and leading arms and 
the argument seems to be purely theoretical. What is the actual experimental evidence for leading and 
trailing arms? In Andromeda for example there are both leading and trailing arms which are supposed 
to turn into each other according to the old theory. In ECE theory a leading arm is defined by t = 0 at 
the origin O In note 209(3). A trailing arms is defined by t = 0 at the point A in note 209(3). So ECE 
theory can deal with both types of motion. I stress that these are the beginnings of a new general 
relativity, and we are using very simple analytical models.

In a message dated 26/02/2012 22:03:32 GMT Standard Time,

Dear Myron,

Galaxies spin with their arm ends trailing.

There are an equal number of galaxies spinning clockwise and anticlockwise from our point 
of view as would be expected, since a galaxy spinning clockwise from above would be 
spinning anticlockwise when viewed from below. It is the direction of spin with regard to 
the trailing arms which is important, as you know.

Best Wishes

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/27/leading-and-trailing-arms-in-a-spiral-galaxy/


Kerry

This note shows that the new equation of motion is the same for all spirals of the type:

r = r0 / theta power n

but that the torsion, linear velocity and angular velocity depend on n. Most generally the 
whirlpool galaxy may be made up of many hyperbolic spirals of different type, and may be 
made up of both clockwise and anticlockwise rotation. For various reasons the hyperbolic 
spiral is preferred to the Archimedes spiral on grounds of observation. The logarithmic 
spiral is ruled out by the fact that it gives no torsion. There are also double helix nebulae 
which require a Z axis component to be added to the spiral. Google “galaxy images from 
Hubble” to see double spirals such as Arp 274 and Stephan’s quintet.

Daily Report for Sunday     26/2/12  

February 27, 2012 

There were 2,089 hits from 470 distinct visits , 24.9% spiders from google, yandex, MSN etc. 
measured by weblog 2.53. The hits for www.aias.us measured by webalizer 2.01 have been almost the 
same as weblog 2.53 for eight years. The number of files as measured by webalizer is always much 
lower than the number of hits, indicating a large number of return visits and intense study for eight 
years. Students University of Vienna UFT88; Library Simon Frazer University Canada UFT174; 
University of Calgary UFT149; Electrical and Chemical Engineering University of Illinois UFT116; 
University of Maryland Hehl rebuttal; Weizmann Institute UFT88; Lahore University of Management 
Sciences UFT1; University College Oxford UFT166, intense interest all sectors from individual 
computers.

Difference between Hits and Files Indicating Repeat Visits and     Study  

February 26, 2012 

This is a typical data set sent by Sean MacLachlan recently indicating the differenece between hits and 
files. As the webalizer glossary shows (next posting), this difference indicates repeat visits and close 
study. This is obvious to any sane individual, and one can dismiss with complete objectivity any 
tortured and desperate claim that the vast amount of study of ECE is “just for a laugh” (Lakhtakia and 
“Dent / Fisher”, whoever he is, or whatever planet he inhabits). If so, people must have laughed 
themselves under the table by now. These stats show just how stupid and unpleasant these stalkers are. 
They are not “critics” at all. I tread heavily but write the truth. Anyone who mistakes a stalker for a 
critic is effectively compounding a felony. Unfortunately the net allows a lot of this to go on, but it has 
no effect on the study of ECE.

In a message dated 07/10/2011 03:08:13 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Myron,
Here are the latest stats for the sites.

atomicprecision.com
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August

Total Hits 29074

Total Files 19420

Total Pages 9741

Total Visits 5022

Total KBytes 6286889

September

Total Hits 33085

Total Files 21663

Total Pages 11701

Total Visits 5977

Total KBytes 4293305

upitec.org
August

Total Hits 4008

Total Files 2477

Total Pages 1114

Total Visits 638

Total KBytes 511275

September

Total Hits 3802

Total Files 2353

Total Pages 888

Total Visits 589

Total KBytes 574935

=

Webalizer     Glossary  

February 26, 2012 

The attached is a glossary of definitions used by the feedback software to www.aias.us, webalizer. Over 
eight years of detailed monitoring every day, a unique data base has been built up, so www.aias.us 
essentially represents a complete new physics in itself. The data base is much more accurate and 
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comprehensive than anything used to assess impact in the old type of physics set up, which relied on 
citations, with all its well known weaknesss. The complete objectivity of the data base means that any 
anthropomorphic influence is eliminated. The material stands or falls purely on merit. In the old 
citations system only a narrow path of thought is recorded, giving an almost completely skewed or 
distorted picture of the true impact of new thought. In other words new thought is a threat to the 
authority of those who like authority merely for its own sake. No one forces anyone to read the ECE 
sites, the vast amount of interest is purely voluntary. I am very glad of the interest in all sectors. I 
parted company with the university world voluntarily in 1995, when I resigned in protest at corruption. 
The vast majority of academic physicists read www.aias.us and I am happy at this arrangement. The 
difference between hits and files shows that there is a very large number of repeat visits. The “distinct 
visit” which I record may consist of many repeat visits. Obviously that means close study. A citation on 
the other hand means merely that an author has cited a paper, the author may not have read the paper at 
all. With the complete collapse of Einsteinian general relativity and also Einstein de Broglie type 
particle collision theory, www.aias.us holds the high ground intellectually. I do not see why this should 
generate personal animosity – that is anthropomorphism which is immediately rejected by entire 
professions that follow www.aias.us. A psychologist may be able to give an explanation but I am not a 
psychologist. Real scientists are interested in nature.

awebalizerglossary.pdf

Prolegomenon of the Autobiography Volume     One  

February 26, 2012 

Acknowledgments are due to several helpful genealogists, notably my cousin Stuart Davies, and my 
late cousin Leonid Morgan, both of the distinguished Morgan Awbrey Family. Also to Dewi Lewis, 
editor of “Llais” and married to one of my Havard cousins. These are two ancient Cambrian Norman 
Families also descended from the Princes and the Kings of ancient Britain. Also Sir Arthur Turner-
Thomas and his Celtic Royal genealogy site. That Celtic Royal Genealogy site shows that he is the 
historian of my distant cousin, Her Royal Highness the Countess of Wessex, the Queen’s daughter in 
law. The Queen is also my distant cousin, or in correct protocol I am her distant cousin. The Turner-
Thomas site is a wealth of accurate information. His honours are shown on that site, which has 
attracted hundreds of thousands of visitors. Some of my genealogy is in “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry”. 
Finally acknowledgments to Clement Bartrum, who was the foremost scholar on the Welsh and Ancient 
British genealogies. Stuart Davies informed me some years ago of the Morgan Awbrey line back to 
Tudor times. That was researched by Leonid Morgan. In my own extensive researches I traced that line 
back to Tewdwr Mawr, (Tudor the Great), a tenth and eleventh century Prince from whom the Queen is 
descended on her Tudor side. “Tewdwr” means “Tudor”. This line opened up an amazing array of 
information. I researched my various other lines from Censi and again with the generous help of Stuart 
Davies and my Evans cousin Chris Davies. I was also helped by “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry”. I am in 
that book because my Armiger rank is that of Gentleman, (i.e. part of the Gentry), co equal in merit 
with Knight or Baron. I earned this rank in 2008, but I am also of Royal descent. So Burke’s took that 
into account. I am of humble origin as they say, but also of Royal descent, and of a cultured origin. My 
ancestors were coal miners and farmers, but highly cultured. I think most people in Wales are like that 
if they could trace their genealogy. All the generations are backed up by documents. Leonid Morgan 
was meticulous and traced the Morgan line from the eighteenth to the Tudor sixteenth century. The 
Tudors were of course my ancestral cousins and of the Morgan Awbrey Family. This was one of my 
original discoveries. Then the work of Clement Bartrum recorded meticulously by Turner-Thomas 
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allowed the line to be traced back to the fourth century A. D. – about sixty generations, with a very 
large number of branches.

I look forward to seeing the autobiography in print, and if there is any further material you need please 
let me know. The genealogy alone will make it very popular. Most of my poetry is in the book, and 
again, that is known to be popular. In Wales we are discerning about poetry and the strict metrical style 
of the Welsh language, the bardic style, is probably the most intricate in the world. It was invented by 
my ancestral cousin, the fourteenth century Dafydd ap Gwilym. Finally it is a unique history of 
Pontardawe Grammar School during my time there. I intend now to start on more volumes, using 
accurate history.

In a message dated 13/01/2012 09:39:45 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

I am totally amazed by the amount of information in the autobiography ! Really incredible, 
how did you collect this information, must have taken several years ?

Regards

Victor

Victor Riecansky

Publisher

Cambridge International Science Publishing

www.cisp-publishing.com

ver@cisp-publishing.com

Genuine Review of the Kerry Pendergast     Biography  

February 26, 2012 

Many thanks to Dave Burleigh for collating this into essay 65 on www.aias.us. This essay consists of 
verifiable facts, or facts that were witnessed by Gareth Evans, Jagdish Vij, Jozef Moscicki and others, 
and of opinions given to me by senior people. Anyone is welcome to post essay 65 on Amazon, or any 
bookshop site. Kerry is a generous man and his book deserves a genuine and factual review. The latter 
is severely critical in a historical context of the well known corruption inside the University of Wales, 
the kind of corruption that has surfaced recently in the sale of junk courses to anyone, anywhere, in 
complete violation of the Charter of 1893. The real and untainted Wales is represented by the National 
Eisteddfod, which takes place entirely in the ancient and powerful British Celtic language. It is now 
one of the largest cultural festivals in Europe. The people responsible for selling junk courses were 
largely colonizers from outside Wales, and hostile to the language and the very idea of a University in 
and for Wales. This is why I call for United Nations and UNESCO condemnation of higher education 
in Wales, it is a system controlled by bigots such as the one who tried to shill Kerry’s book with 
disinformation, defamation and pejorative personal assault. He was not honest enough even to sign his 
own name (see later postings of this blog). He is variously known as “Arthur Dent” and “Dr. Fisher”, 
and has a record of being spoken to by the police for harassment. I repeat for harassment, not 

http://www.aias.us/
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“criticism”. This person is not even a scientist, and reeks of malice. Essay 65 will be professionally 
narrated by Robert Cheshire. All the essays and narrations are immensely popular wordwide off 
www.aias.us. The term “shill” may be looked up in wikipedia, it is a plant or stooge. The term may 
originate in the American colonies (which became the United States) as “taking the King’s shilling” or 
“Shillabeer”, the name of a person in the early twentieth century.

209(5): Dynamics of the Double Spiral     Galaxy  

February 26, 2012 

This note gives the dynamics of the double spiral galaxy in the plane. The double spiral is observed in 
galactic objects as in following notes on this blog. There are also double helix structures observed by 
Hubble whose dynamics can be worked out with the new equation of motion, and again the double 
helix is due to torsion and curvature elements of the new relativity. Neither the Newtonian nor the 
Einsteinian dynamics can descibe these structures, the Einsteinian dynamics are trivially incorrect as 
may be shown very simply and easily by differentiating the equation of a precessing ellipse and 
comparing the result with the Einstein theory as in UFT202. The new relativity looks promising. There 
is no dark matter in nature, as the results of recent experiments show. I suggest that satellite and Hubble 
data be reinterpreted, and the Einstein theory discarded. Otherwise governments will cease funding 
astronomy and cosmology more and more as the fuel crisis worsens.

a209thpapernotes5.pdf

Violations of Human     Rights  

February 26, 2012 

My original questions remain on the table in perpetuity. They are intended to prove obvious violations 
in my case of human rights, the right to work, and the right to equal opportunity, the right to work 
without abuse and harassment at the work place. I draw your attention to essay 65 on www.aias.us for a 
short account of these violations of human rights in five short essays. I simply asked the registry to 
confirm that I am the youngest D. Sc. in the history of the University of Wales, awarded when I was 27 
years old in January 1978. I also asked who were on the examination committee for the degree, and the 
referees’ reports, and all the answers were refused on trivial grounds. This is not freedom of 
information at all. It was asserted that the process had been reviewed, I asked for the minutes of the 
review, and these were refused. So no information at all was forthcoming form the registry. Attempts 
have been made to “close” the university after revelations of gross corruption, these attempts are 
unconstitutional. The People of Wales is Supreme Authority in the University of Wales and the People 
was not consulted in a referendum. Only the People can dissolve the University. The university has 
made a mockery of the People and of the Welsh Government, in my opinion there should be 
international censure and boycott of higher education in Wales. Legislation should be introduced under 
the Welsh Language Act (2010) to oblige all staff and students to be fluent in Welsh personally, as in 
the National Eisteddfod at which the University was founded, and to ensure a quota of say 80% from 
Wales itself. Otherwise the language will become extinct as warned by the United Nations. What is 
happening here is a complete denial of merit in blunt contravention of all human rights legislation, so I 
call for United Nations condemnation of the whole process. The questions are as follows:

1) How many D. Sc. degrees have been awarded in the history of University College of Wales 
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Aberystwyth? I do not recognize “The University of Aberystwyth”, it is unconstitutional.
2) Am I the youngest recipient of the D. Sc. degree from the University of Wales? In fact I am the 
youngest recipient in the whole of Britain, Ireland and the Commonwealth in modern times.

The Scientiae Doctor is a higher distinction than full professorship, and at the age of 27 I should have 
been awarded a full professorship with tenure. I was denied this by gross and witnessed corruption. I 
am recognized internationally as a full professor. My rank is recorded on the Civil List in the House of 
Commons Library. I have been excluded deliberately from 1978 to present (2012) and many 
appointments made without any form of competition. The registry will note that I am appointed by 
Crown and Parliament as a Civil List Pensioner under the Act of December 1837 as a token of gratitude 
of the Sovereign and Country (Great Britain) for distinguished service to science. The registry may not 
hold People, Crown and Parliament in contempt.

Prof. M .W. Evans, Armiger, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

cc Welsh Government

In a message dated 23/02/2012 15:26:55 GMT Standard Time, k.lloydelliott@wales.ac.uk writes:

Dear Professor Evans

Review of Freedom of Information Request 2011 035

Following your recent complaint to the Information Commissioners Office, reference 
number FS50421737, we have been asked to review the above Freedom of Information 
Request which was made to us on the 4 October 2011.

Your question 4 was originally refused but it has been brought it to our attention that the 
question was in two parts, of which part a, had been overlooked by us for which we 
apologies.

Question 4 (part a) Can the UoW send me a list of Dsc degrees awarded in the history of  
the UoW.

To assist us further to fulfil our obligations under the Act, we do require further information 
from you concerning the “list”. It might be that you require just total numbers but before 
we start this process could you please advise what information you require, or expect to 
have concerning a list of DSc degrees.

It may assist you further if inform you that we have in our possession, prior to records 
being computerised, 25000 index cards which holds varies information. Information such 
as: name and date of birth, which would be exempt under section 40 personal data, the date 
of the award, student number, and award details.

As soon as you can confirm what is required, we will then be able to expedite this request.

Kind regards

Kim Lloyd-Elliott

http://www.aias.us/
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Keshe     Foundation  

February 26, 2012 

Many thanks! I have just heard that space energy devices are on the market, and we are pressing ahead 
with organizing a conference on them. In my opinion as a Civil List scientist they could be tested 
rigorously atthe National Physical Laboratory, a standards laboratory of the government here. I think 
we will see rapid advances in this area very quickly now.

In a message dated 25/02/2012 20:00:42 GMT Standard Time, charlesbovey@verizon.net writes:

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

The following is an inquiry from the AIAS contact page:

Name Charles Bovey

Phone 508-406-1772

Email charlesbovey@verizon.net

Goal Question for Myron

Comment Sir;

I brought this fellow in Belgium, MT Keshe to your attention some time ago. 
Perhaps you will find this interview posted yesterday of interest. Please keep up 
the good work!
http://www.keshefoundation.com/en/media-a-papers/video-presentions/220-
about-the-keshe-foundation

Location Boston, MA USA

Sender IP 71.184.153.235

http://www.keshefoundation.com/en/media-a-papers/video-presentions/220-about-the-keshe-foundation
http://www.keshefoundation.com/en/media-a-papers/video-presentions/220-about-the-keshe-foundation
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Daily Report Saturday     25/2/12  

February 26, 2012 

There were 2,156 files downlaoded from 425 distinct visits, 25.3% spiders from google, yandex, MSN, 
and so on. Case Western Reserve University UFT25; Yale University Proof2; Raitel Corporation 
Government of India Essay9; International Centre for Theoretical Physics Trieste UFT4; Universit of 
Florence Physica Scripta rebuttal; University of Pisa UFT18; King Abdulaziz University Saudi Arabia 
total citations. Intense interest all sectors from individual computers.

Book of Kells Double Spiral     Galaxy  

February 25, 2012 

In the next note 209(5) I plan to give the dynamics of what I call the Book of Kells double spiral 
galaxy, showing that it could originate in one direction of overall torsion acting on two galactic centres, 
which may originally have been paired stars or similar very high mass objects, but never of course 
black holes. Both spirals are hyperbolic spirals. The four known scribes of the Book of Kells on Iona 
may have known the equation of the spiral in their own way to draw triskelions, and it is the greatest 
masterpiece of early mediaeval illuminated manuscripts. Over time the prefect planar symmetry of the 
double spiral is impaired and disturbed so that the images seen by Hubble are observed – imperfect 
double spirals, or remnants. We are seeing these objects as they were thousands of millions of years 
ago, when our solar system did not even exist. Newtonian dynamics cannot account for these objects at 
all. I think that ECE theory is the first to meet the challenge of the discoveries made by the Hubble 
space telescope and other telescopes and satellites. The observation of data is of course alright, if not 
outrageously hyperexpensive. The theory of Einstein though is all wrong. After UFT202 to deny this 
invites ridicule. I am not a one to ridicule or discourage anyone unless I am forced to defend myself 
and co workers.

209(4): Time Evolution of the General Hyperbolic Star     Spiral  

February 25, 2012 

This note shows that the new equation of motion is the same for all spirals of the type:

r = r0 / theta power n

but that the torsion, linear velocity and angular velocity depend on n. Most generally the whirlpool 
galaxy may be made up of many hyperbolic spirals of different type, and may be made up of both 
clockwise and anticlockwise rotation. For various reasons the hyperbolic spiral is preferred to the 
Archimedes spiral on grounds of observation. The logarithmic spiral is ruled out by the fact that it gives 
no torsion. There are also double helix nebulae which require a Z axis component to be added to the 
spiral. Google “galaxy images from Hubble” to see double spirals such as Arp 274 and Stephan’s 
quintet.

a209thpapernotes4.pdf
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Feedback on Narrations and     Essays  

February 25, 2012 

The feedback is given in the attached overview file every month. All essays are heard and read every 
month in English and Spanish in narrations and translations by Alex Hill, Robert Cheshire and myself. 
There are several ways of measuring the impact, notably by hits and by referral. The thousand page 
plus referral report is given below in one of the postings on this blog and the referral report will be 
posted on the www.aias.us site by Dave Burleigh. It will then be archived worldwide and updated 
quarterly by Michael Jackson. Many thanks to both colleagues. All narrations and essays are already 
being archived. The light bending essays and readings are always very popular, and some other popular 
essay and narration numberings include:
7) Summary of Advances in ECE theory
24) Derivation of the Pauli Exclusion Principle.
35) Kurata B(3) technology.
37) The range of Kurata B(3) technologies.

overview.pdf

209(3): Coordinate System Definition and Explanation of the Velocity     Curve  

February 25, 2012 

This note defines the coordinate system used for the hyperbolic spiral of stars in a whirlpool galaxy and 
gives an explanation of the velocity curve, i.e. of the observation that the orbital velocity of a star 
becomes constant as r goes to infinity. The next note will deal with the general hyperbolic spiral

r = r0 / theta power n

It is very important to note that the dynamics being developed here are completely non Newtonian, a 
whirlpool galaxy is observed to be completely non Newtonian. The Einstein theory has been 
abandoned as incorrect, and also fails completely in a whirlpool galaxy as has been known for no less 
than fifty years. It is also very important to note that the spacetime torsion swirls a star out of the centre 
of the galaxy towards its edges, and that the angle theta increases wth time. Just think of a glass rod 
swirling liquid in a beaker. At point A in the attached figure a time interval tau has elapsed from the 
start of the dynamic process at the point O. It follows that the coordinate system must be defined as in 
the figure. This definition will be used in future notes to define the double whirlpool galaxy observed 
by the Hubble space telescope and to develop its dynamics. A long time ago Cotes used Newtonian 
dynamics to show that the orbit of a particle of mass m attracted to a particle of mass M by an inverse 
cube law is a hyperbolic spiral, but that is the opposite motion of the whirlpool galaxy. In the Cotes 
analysis the time starts at A and finishes at O.

a209thpapernotes3.pdf

Suggested APPS     Examination  

February 25, 2012 

This is the kind of examination that could be put on an AIAS APPS and written into a textbook on ECE 
theory. It is graded according to difficulty. Many other questions can be devised and a model answer 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/25/suggested-apps-examination/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/a209thpapernotes3.pdf
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APPS constructed. I suggest that AIAS colleagues use their own initiative to construct educational 
APPS which could be cross linked to www.aias.us.

O or A Level, Prep School to Sixth Form College
Differentiate the equation of a precessing ellipse. Compare the result with the Einstein theory (hint: 
read UFT202 on www.aias.us). Discuss the fact that the Einstein theory is incorrect, then sack the 
headmaster.

Undergraduate
1) Show that the definitions of torsion in Riemann and Cartan geometry are equivalent by using the 
tetrad postulate.
2) By reference to proofs one to five on www.aias.us, prove that the Christoffel connection is 
antisymmetric given the commutator method of defining curvature and torsion.
3) Prove that the omission of torsion is incorrect mathematically and send an e mail to Stephen (always 
too busy) Hawking. Otherwise try that well known Cornishman, Roger Penrose.

Post Graduate
Prove the Cartan and Evans identities using papers such as UFT137.

In any supervised examination such as O or A level or finals, no material is allowed, as at Pontardawe 
Grammar School (see my autobiography shortly to be published by CISP). Stalkers fail automatically 
and are expelled from school by the headmaster.

Daily Report     24/2/12  

February 25, 2012 

There were 2,102 files dowmloaded from 469 distinct visits during the day, 23.2% spiders. University 
of Geneva UFT64; google, yandex sweeps, also fron baidu, MSN etc; Albert Einstein Institute Max 
Planck Organization UFT199; Siemens Corporation UFT33; University of Karlsruhe extensive; Danish 
Technical University cosmo-7; University of Arizona UFT67; California Institute of Technology 
UFT31; Engineering University of Michigan UFT99; Soudan Underground Particle Accelerator 
Laboratory University of New Mexico UFT177; School of Science University of Vigo Spain UFT166 
(Spanish); University of Poitiers general; Ghandi Centre for Aromic Research India UFT140; Enrico 
Mattei Foundation Italy UFT149; Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology UFT207; 
University of St. Andrews levitron; University of the Western Cape South Africa UFT119; 
Witwatersrand University South Africa UFT152, intense interest all sectors from individual computers.

Concentration of     Effort  

February 24, 2012 

Agreed with Gareth Evans. We must concentrate all our effort on developing our own device, about 
which everything is known to us in all detail, and also marketing it after non disclosure agreement. 
Consider the fact that an average 500 distinct university visits to www.aias.us occur every month, that 
means six thousand a year. Over the ten year lifetime of www.aias.us that has meant sixty thousand 
distinct visits from literally all the best universities in the world. That represents just 2% of the total of 
three million distinct visits. Each distinct visit means many actual visits, and many return visits, it 
means intense study. I should think that people have learnt an awful lot from all that. There is no 

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/24/concentration-of-effort/
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conspiracy on earth that can stop the momentum now. There have been many conspiracies against 
myself personally all my life, but they have all failed because one cannot stop a person thinking, why 
even try?. I do not think there was ever a conspiracy against AIAS. One individual wanted to “take it 
over”, but he could never have produced the work that I produce. At the risk of sounding arrogant, and 
everyone who knows me knows that I am the opposite of that, Beethoven said that “there are a 
thousand princes, but only only one Beethoven”.

In a message dated 24/02/2012 12:58:49 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Agreed, there are working devices / technologies. Others will catch up and overtake if these 
are not developed more widely soon. 

209(2): Orbital Dynamics of the Archimedes     Spiral  

February 24, 2012 

These are worked out in the attached note from the new equation of motion of relativity. Again the 
results make sense, the stars emerge from the centre of the galaxy and the angle theta increases with 
time The velocity curve of the Archimedes spiral is such that the orbital velocity becomes constant 
because the outer arm resembles a circle. In the case of the hyperbolic spiral the orbital velocity 
becomes constant because the outer arm resembles a straight line. The two types of spiral give 
completely different dynamics, although the two spirals may look superficially similar to a casual 
observer. So the dynamics are the new and predicted feature of the galaxies. Given the orbit by 
observation, the dynamics can be calculated. Conversely given a certain type of dynamical equation, 
the orbit follows. In general, a whirlpool galaxy may be an exceedingly complicated compendium of 
many different types of evolutions, spirals and motions over many millions of years. These are just 
simple models. The Einstein theory fails completely of course.

a209thpapernotes2.pdf

209(1): Time Evolution of Stellar Orbits in Any     Galaxy  

February 24, 2012 

This note shows that the equation of motion of the new relativity produces the right dynamics for 
stellar motion in a galaxy such as the whirlpool galaxy, or indeed any galaxy or cosmological system. 
The equations given in this note can be animated and show that the angle increases with time and that 
the torsion, angular velocity and linear orbital velocity decrease with time. Any orbital function can be 
used as a starting point provided of course that it is based on experimental observation. The stars 
emerge from a central region and are thrown outwards by spacetime torsion. There is of course no 
black hole at the centre of a galaxy because black hole theory is riddled completely with errors 
(UFT202) known for almost a hundred years. So the stars are not attracted by a central region, they are 
thrown out from it. They can be thrown out clockwise or anticlockwise as in eqs. (12) and (13). 
Einstein rejected black holes and big bang as early as 1939. The stars are not attracted as in the 
standard model but thrown outwards by spacetime torsion, whose exact equation is eq. (10) of this 
note. The only way to deal with physics is to use mathematics, this was first inferred in the early 
renaissance by philosophers such as Leonardo da Vinci and later de Montaigne, Descartes and Bacon, 
and goes back to classical times: notably the Greeks. With the very simple mathematics of the attached 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/24/2091-time-evolution-of-stellar-orbits-in-any-galaxy/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/a209thpapernotes2.pdf
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note, all becomes clear. Actual animation of these equations can be carried out on any desktop, and 
code has been written for it by Horst Eckardt in UFT76. The code is available on www.aias.us. The 
animations of this note could be made into part of a new book in cooperation with Horst Eckardt and 
Robert Cheshire, a new ephemeris. In the next note I will repeat these simple exercises for the 
Archimedes and other spirals.

a209thpapernotes1.pdf

Space Energy Devices by Alex Hill     Group  

February 24, 2012 

These are available on www.et3m.net and have been for many years now. So these should be 
commercialized in cooperation with the B(3) Productive Energy Institute, GET and AIAS, and a device 
built under our own control. I do not see any problem because the devices are in existence, have been 
demonstrated many times to many people for many years, they are repeatable and reproducible and I 
have produced enough theory which has been made into simulation code and developed by Horst 
Eckardt and Douglas Lindstrom. Ad hominem attacks, conspiracy theories and so on are 
anthropomorphic and no longer have any effect at all. With fuel rationing being discussed no 
conspiracy is going stop the intense public pressure for energy. The alternative is severe geopolitical 
instability and extinction as countries fight over fuel. In my opinion as a Civil List Scientist maximum 
government support is needed for all kinds of new energy, space energy included, a very obvious 
statement. It is also very obvious that space energy devices conserve total energy. I am also in favour of 
new fuels from all sources, working with GET. Above all I have been very careful and at great pains to 
eliminate pseudoscience insofar as is humanly possible. That is why the ECE theory has made such a 
tremendous and accelerating impact. It has changed the entire system of physics.

Daily Report     23/2/12  

February 24, 2012 

There were 2,399 files downloaded from 492 distinct visits, 17.7% spiders. Sher e Bangla Agricultural 
University Dakha Bangla Desh UFT25; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT208; University of 
Waterloo educational note 2; General Electric Corporation general; google, yandex, MSN etc; Hahn 
Meitner Institute Berlin UFT18; Red Cross Freiburg general; University of Leipzig general; California 
Institute of Technology (Caltech) UFT116; Graduate School Illinois Institute of Technology UFT149; 
Michigan State ‘t Hooft rebuttal by Gareth Evans; National Insitute of Technology Tiruchirappalli India 
(on edu) UFT54; Ohio State UFT166; Science Learning Center University of California Los Angeles 
UFT25; University of California San Diego ‘t Hooft rebuttal by Gareth Evans; Department of Physics 
Complutensian University Madrid UFT42; University of Poitiers UFT208; Italian National Institute for 
Nuclear Physics (INFN) Naples UFT145; University of Milan UFT18; Eduardo Mondlane University 
Mozambique UFT136; Technical University of Lisbon UFT145; National University of Singapore 
UFT175; Christ’s College Cambridge UFT148; North Yorkshire Schools UFT201, intensive interest all 
sectors from individual computers.
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Flaws found in faster-than-light neutrino     measurement  

February 23, 2012 

OK thanks again! “Nature” is as culpable as any, and after the refutation of both CERN and EGR is no 
longer a scientific journal.

In a message dated 23/02/2012 19:14:14 GMT Standard Time, rajpalkl@physicsphotons.org writes:

Your friend or colleague rajpalkl@physicsphotons.org thought this article from Nature 
News would be of particular interest to you. Their message is below.

Nature News article: Flaws found in faster-than-light neutrino measurement

The address is: http://www.nature.com/news/flaws-found-in-faster-than-light-neutrino-
measurement-1.10099

Their message:

To view the latest science news, visit www.nature.com/news 

Flaw found in fast neutrino     story  

February 23, 2012 

Many thanks, Axel Westrenius notified us of this flaw early this morning GMT and I criticised CERN 
very strongly on my blog. I long long ago ceased to regard CERN as meaningful science, and time and 
again I have been proven right. Control of the media by expensive propaganda is always very 
unhealthy and can be dangerous. CERN is an arrogant contempt of Baconian science, and an arrogant 
contempt of society at a time when new energy research is absolutely vital to the future of all 
humankind.

In a message dated 23/02/2012 19:09:10 GMT Standard Time, rajpalkl@physicsphotons.org writes:

K L Rajpal saw this story on the BBC News website and thought you
should see it.

** Flaw found in fast neutrino story **
Researchers who reported the surprising find of faster-than-light neutrinos in 2011 find two 
potential sources of error in their experiment.
< http://www.bbc.co.uk/go/em/fr/-/news/science-environment-17139635 >

** BBC Daily E-mail **
Choose the news and sport headlines you want – when you want them, all
in one daily e-mail
< http://www.bbc.co.uk/email >

** Disclaimer **
The BBC is not responsible for the content of this e-mail, and anything written in this e-
mail does not necessarily reflect the BBC’s views or opinions. Please note that neither the 
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e-mail address nor name of the sender have been verified.

If you do not wish to receive such e-mails in the future or want to know more about the 
BBC’s Email a Friend service, please read our frequently asked questions. 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/help/4162471.stm

Educating with     ECE  

February 23, 2012 

I think that AIAS is a kind of living legend by now, so all the ideas with APPS about education with 
ECE are positive, and I encourage individual initiative in all case.

Illegal Vehicle Activity on     Gelliwastad  

February 23, 2012 

I observed a land rover G390 JCY on the ecology about a week ago, empty and parked near the top 
triangulation stone. The council measures of three way markers are laughably ineffective, the council 
gives the police no effective support at all, and wastes tax payers’ money in futile tactics which result in 
no arrests. Also there was the usual biker activity and the usual trespassing by horses during the past 
week. The ecology is so badly churned into mud that it is essentially impassable to walkers, tax payers. 
The police asked me to report once a week. In conversations with other people, for example with Mr. 
Davies, a horse rider who has worked with your environment department and against criminals for 
years, it has come to my attention that many people have tried to get rid of these bikers for years and 
many have observed the heavy damage denied recently by a Mr Marshall in a counter factual manner. 
This damage was caused by an illegal farm tractor. Pylon maintenance vehicles have devastated the 
landscape entirely. All this is in contravention of the environmental by laws. It is obvious that the only 
effective remedy is that being taken by many other councils, for example Margam: gates and fencing, 
with heavy duty military barbed wire. If criminals run into this wire it is at their own risk, they are 
criminals. If these criminals attack people it is a serious offence. I was also informed by Mr Davies that 
the ludicrous Beaufort plan for log cabins under MA007 is a mask for further wind turbine 
development. The council is fully aware that there is 95% opposition in this area to wind turbines, and 
is fully aware that MA007 is illegal under Section 38 of the Commonlands Act. So all the MA plans are 
vehemently opposeed here in Mawr, and as candidate for County Councillor I represent the views of 
the majority. The councillors no longer have the confidence of the electorate. The historic villages of 
Mawr are being ruined by overdevelopment, for which the council is to blame. This is contrary to the 
Welsh Language Act of 2010, and severely endangers the Welsh language in Mawr in contravention to 
Welsh Government policy. Emergency measures are needed in Mawr to save what is left of the 
language. NO further housing development is wanted, full stop. The council was also to blame for 
housing the multiple murderer Dai Morris in this village, for failing to deal with arson and a reign of 
petty crime instigated by Morris. Accordingly, Mawr should NOT be governed by Swansea. I am also 
employed directly by the Sovereign, Queen Elizabeth II, as a Pensioner of the Civil List, and was raised 
to Armiger on merit in 2008, Burke’s Peergae and Gentry on merit in 2011, decended from the Princes.  
The police stations in Clydach and Morriston are closed to the public, and biker crime is out of control. 
Specialist Welsh units of the army should be used to restore control using military tactics and crowd 
control methods. A petition was circulated against any further development some time ago by Mr 
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Wynford Cook, supported by a large number of signatures. In the face of this we see the entirely 
unwanted MA notices. This is anti democratic, causing deep resentment against all aspects of the 
council, a council remote completely from Mawr, and one which cares or knows nothing about its 
traditions, nor those of Wales itself. None of your councillors is elected by a majority of the electoral 
register, there is no real democracy.

Evans of Glyn Eithrym,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us
Candidate for Mawr 2012 May elections

CERN howls in the neutrino     wilderness  

February 23, 2012 

Thanks to Axel Westrenius for this note. I have been gravely concerned for some time at the ridiculous 
pseudoscience at CERN, and the tremendous waste of money at a time when fuel rationing is being 
planned and most economies in Europe are bankrupt. CERN is reminiscent strongly of Orwell’s 
Ministry of Truth and it has many severe critics. It puts out rubbish all over the media, and looks for 
theories long ago obsolete. It ignores logical refutation in an unethical and unprofessional manner. A 
selection of refutations of its U(1) sector symmetry is available on the Omnia Opera of this site from 
1992 onwards, referring to many other refutations by many distinguished scientists over many years of 
the U(1) sector symmetry of the Higgs boson theory. This means that there is no Higgs boson, its 
theory is incorrect in many ways, and there are so many adjustable parameters that any data can be 
laundered to fit preconceived ideas. All this makes a complete mockery out of science and I have 
pointed this out repeatedly, notably to the British Government as a Civil List scientist employed by the 
British Head of State directly. Britain may well be forced by cut backs and lack of fuel to pull out of 
CERN, and not before time. Britain’s AAA credit rating is currently under pressure as is well known, 
and that means unprecedented economic problems. Political life in Briain has become very corrupt. In 
great contrast, AIAS has just helped to produce the world’s first space energy device where energy is 
transferred into electric power with total energy conserved.

In a message dated 23/02/2012 01:52:26 GMT Standard Time, writes:

http://news.sciencemag.org/scienceinsider/2012/02/breaking-news-error-undoes-faster.html 

Daily Report     22/2/12  

February 23, 2012 

There were 2,634 hits from 546 distinct visits, 28.1% spiders. Technical University of Vienna 
biography; Catholic University Leuven UFT142; University of New Brunswick UFT175 – 177 and 
proofs; University of Toronto errors in Einstein; google, yandex MSN, sweeps; Technical University of 
Berlin UFT142; Technical University of Chemnitz Edyn3; Baylor University UFT19; Eastern Oregon 
University general; Houston University UFT1; School of Engineering Autonomous University of 
Madrid UFT131 (Spanish); University of Poitiers general; Banaras Hindu University IJTP1960; RVR 
and JC College of Engineering India UFT169; Pohang University of Science and Technology Korea 
UFT9; University College Roosevelt Academy Middelburg Netherlands UFT159; University of Torun 
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Poland UFT174; Uppsala University Sweden UFT121, 173, 207; Joseph Stefan Institute Slovenia 
UFT29; Academica Sinica Taiwan UFT120; Students at University College of Wales Aberystwyth 
Etherington Report; Oxford University UFT56; University of South Africa 2D-ECE-FEM-1. Intense 
interest all sectors from individual computers worldwide.

Recognition of ECE     Theory  

February 22, 2012 

The ECE theory now has worldwide recognition, and has had for some years. As described in my last 
five essays, collated by Dave Burleigh as number 65 in the publications section of www.aias.us, I was 
given trouble by a tiny minority of bigots who happened to hold transient influence. These have 
disappeared into total obscurity. They have still not been properly brought to justice, and probably 
never will, and I have not received any monetary compensation for obvious breach of several human 
rights. That reflects very badly on the bigots and the system that allows them to be social parasites. It is 
up to the profession and universities to institute reforms. Both the ECE theory and the feedback data 
bank are rigorously objective, i.e. all anthropomorphic influence is removed as far as is humanly 
possible. This means that any ad hominem attacks are immediately rejected by the entire scientific 
profession. They still occur now and again, rarely and in a furtive, pathetic, kind of way, but have no 
effect at all on the progress of science. I ignore them unless asked to defend a colleague who is being 
subjected to pejury and defamation. The psychology of these people is that of Organ Morgan in Under 
Milk Wood, forever out of tune and hidden under the opium pipes.

Description of the Civil List     Pension  

February 22, 2012 

I am now included in Wikipedia through its description of the Civil List Pension, which was brought 
into law by an Act of Parliament of 23rd Dec, 1837 upon the accession of Victoria. It is awarded to 
those who have gained the gratitude of the sovereign and country for services to the arts, science and 
literature. It is awarded at the discretion of the Sovereign. I was nominated by the Royal Society and 
recommended by the Prime Minister as are all Civil List Pensioners. I was appointed by Act of 
Parliament of 2005. In 2008 I was raised to Armiger and in 2011 included in Burke’s Peerage and 
Gentry. Since 2005 there has been a tremendous amount of international interest in my work. This is 
also an honour for the entire AIAS and associated colleagues, and for all co authors and co workers and 
all our work down the years. The AIAS is now among the leading institutes of physics in the world and 
is run from Craig Cefn Parc in Mawr. I was born here and I am a fluent Welsh speaker and work best 
here. I think that I am the only person from Wales on the Civil List at present, and the only physicist. A 
copy of the List may be obtained from the House of Commons Library, where it is kept in confidence. 
It is both an appointment and a high honour akin to Order of Merit, and nominations are rarely 
successful. I express my gratitude to the Royal Society, the Royal Society of Chemistry, the former 
Prime Minister Tony Blair, and my distinguished international referees and supporters. An account of 
the Civil List is contained in Kerry Pendergast’s excllent biography, “The Life of Myron Evans” (CISP, 
www.cisp-publishing.com, 2011). I have researched the history of the Civil List and scientific 
predecessors are very distinguished. They include Newton (in an early form of it, a sinecure), Herschel, 
Brown, Ivory, Dalton, Faraday, Joule, Adams, Fairfax-Somerville, Hamilton, and Heaviside. In 
literature predecessors include the poets and novelist Byron, Wordsworth, Tennyson, de la Mare, James 
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Joyce, Hugh MacDiarmaid, W. S. Graham and Vernon Watkins, mentor of Dylan Thomas and editor of 
his letters. This distinction is awarded purely on merit and after close scrutiny. My wife and I attended 
a Garden Party in Buckingham Palace in 2010 at the invitation of my distant Tudor cousin the Queen. I 
think I am the only graduate of the University of Wales to have been a Civil List Pensioner.

Orbit of the     Moon  

February 22, 2012 

This has many irregularities in it, and is an example of what I mean in UFT208. It is also well worth 
studying the internet carefully and extensively with google to see that there are many experimentally 
based criticisms of the “precision tests” of EGR. For example the Marmet group. The late Paul Marmet 
was Order of Canada and had his funding removed for these criticisms, even though the work for which 
he was funded was completely different. I heard him lecture at Vigier One which I co organized in 
1995 in Toronto. Vigier was awarded an honorary degree there and I attended the ceremony. At that 
conference UNCC was denounced publicly by Vigier in the strongest terms, a very rare thing to happen 
at a conference. Those “precision tests” tests could never have been meaningful in view of UFT 202 
and the forthcoming special issue six. A lot of people whould call them one big fraud, but I hold back 
from going that far, I would say wishful thinking. Anyone who throws personal abuse now is 
immediately dismissed by the entire readership. So let them rave on.

FOR POSTING :     UFT208  

February 22, 2012 

This is UFT 208 on the first applications of the new equation of orbital relativity to whirlpool galaxies 
and planetary orbits in the solar sysetm, predicting tiny perturbatons in the precessing ellipse. I have 
pencilled in section 4 for co author Horst Eckardt’s numerical and graphical analysis.

a208thpaper.pdf

AIAS     APP  

February 22, 2012 

This sounds like the best idea since Dafydd APP Gwilym. I assume that the www.aias.us adn other 
ECE sites can be made into an APP for ipods and mobile phones.

In a message dated 22/02/2012 10:43:07 GMT Standard Time

Yes, these notes are very important in detailing the various advances. This is as complete a 
record as any that exists in the anals of science. A unique historical record developed using 
modern tehniques. It might be useful to develop an AIAS app (or apps) in the future so that 
papers, details of devices etc can be downloaded and studied more easily in a structured 
way on mobile devices? 
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Analysis of the Referral Report on     www.aias.us  

February 22, 2012 

This analysis is best found by bringing up www.aias.us on the fast and efficient google chrome, then 
UFT papers, then TotalCitationsSince12-06.pdf at the head of the UFT paper section. I carried out this 
analysis some time ago, and listed all the UFT papers then available in order of referral citation. The 
referral report itself runs to maybe a thousand or more printed pages since 12th December 2006 and is 
posted in entirety in a following blog message. I find that google chrome is by far the best method of 
bring it up. AOL fails completely to bring it up and it is well known that AOL is a terrible carrier that 
fails in many ways. In my opinion this referral report is a much more accurate way of measuring 
impact than journal citation. In the case of ECE the standard model journals tried to block it very 
cynically, and failed utterly, making themselves irrelevant. As a result their citation system was made 
meaningless because it can only cite papers. They deliberately blocked the papers so deliberately 
blocked the citations. In a most cynical and dishonest way, some bigots than say that there are no 
citations. What has any of that do do with science and who is fooled by any of it? At the time of the 
referral analysis there were 178 UFT papers available, now there are 207, and the number of referrals 
has increased maybe 40% for each paper since that time.

Plans for Writing up     UFT208  

February 22, 2012 

I plans to write my sections to include the second equation of the constrained Minkowski method in 
note 208(1), eq. (21), the development of the equation of motion (8) of note 208(2), examples using the 
Archimedes and hyperbolic spirals, and the orbital modulation equation (12) of note 208(12). All the 
notes will be posted as usual with the finished paper. The referring URL feedback posted below on this 
blog shows that all the notes are also studied intensively, well over a thousand accompanying notes in 
total.

Preparing the Omnia Opera for     Publication  

February 22, 2012 

To Ray Delaforce:
This is an immense help for which I am most grateful. If they can be prepared camera ready each 
volume can be published on demand, so there is no risk to the publisher, who could use camera ready 
copy. The diagrams in the original papers could be digitized into electronic format. My step daughter 
Mrs Kristina Marchi is an excellent artist and graphic designer, and could prepare graphics for each 
volume, cover and inside the books. My step daughter Alina is an excellent photographer, and she took 
the much admired photograph on the cover of Kerry’s biography and she could prepare photographs for 
the cover and inside the books. Everyone here in Swansea likes Kerry’s biography and photograph very 
much. I think we could combine science and art in this project. I estimate it will take about twenty five 
books at about five hundred pages each, produced over some years. Judging by the huge, almost 
incredible, volume of feedback interest in the files further down this www.aias.us blog, the books will 
sell well. All my Omnia Opera papers are well studied worldwide all the time. Producing the books on 
demand means that the publisher does not have to purchase a lot of copies, so the publisher is not at 
risk financially. We could negotiate royalties, and the artists can have half my royalties.
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In a message dated 22/02/2012 08:35:42 GMT Standard Time :

Profs Evans,

Yesterday, I downloaded TeX Live 2011 for Windows and was playing with it today to get 
some familiarity.

Pretty impressive capabilities for free software!

I can see now that I’ll be able to do some productive work in a relatively short time.

If Alex (Hill) and Victor don’t mind, I’d like to assist toward the effort of getting your 
Omnia Opera published.

I’m sure both Alex and Victor have their hands full now with the essays, current UFT 
papers, pending books, etc.

If I begin now to take Omina Opera papers that are scanned images and type them into .tex 
source files this should reduce future effort, which should them only consist of re-
formatting for appearance.

I’m using your OO605B as a ‘guinea pig’ for my training. This scanned paper comes in at a 
‘whooping’ 1700KB for a mere 7 pages of typewritten text (with handwritten equations).

I do have a few .tex files that were attached to group e-mails in the past (a couple of 
Stephen Crothers’ papers from last year), but can Alex give me a few tips on how he likes 
things done (i.e. formatting or send a couple UFT .tex files)

Ray Delaforce

 

In Defence of the     Artist  

February 22, 2012 

John Ruskin (1819 – 1900) wrote this famous work in defence of the artist William Turner, now 
considered the finest artist in British history. I saw many original Turners at Royal Holloway College. 
Ruskin was an essayist and saw the genius in Turner’s work when others described it as “soot and 
whitewash”. I vividly remember being taught this by Charlie Lines at O level art history Pontardawe 
Grammar School. In science things are much easier, as soon as a theory is refuted by Pontardawe 
Grammar School O level algebra (UFT202), however much incised in marble, that theory is refuted, 
there can be no value judgement or personal animosity in rational mathematics and science. Any 
argument against clear algebra becomes opium irrational and is ridiculed. The very kind of thing that 
was thrown at Turner is turned on his detractors. So Victor Riecansky plays the role of John Ruskin in 
the forthcoming:

M. W. Evans, Ed., “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity (CISP, www.cisp-

http://www.cisp-publishing.com/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/22/in-defence-of-the-artist/


publishing.com, Spring 2012, softback and e book, ISBN numbers on later postings of this blog, about 
twenty pounds stirling).

208(12): The Orbital Modulations of the New General     Relativity  

February 22, 2012 

Orbital modulations are a new prediction of the ECE general relativity based on the contsrained 
Minkowski metric, which produces a new equation of motion of relativity. The orbital modulations are 
very tiny, but are present theoretically, and are given by eq. (12), which I finally decided to be the 
clearest equation and the one which I will use in UFT208. Co author Horst Eckardt could perhaps 
graph them with computer algebra starting from the precessing elliptical orbit. This is the first 
approximation, because the exact result means starting with the exact orbit. An iterative code could be 
built up for this problem but I will write up UFT208 at this stage. Horst can add a numerical section as 
usual. I think that a google search will show that planetary orbits are not perfect precessing ellipses, 
there are observed modulations present which can be picked up by re analysing satellite data. In other 
words the orbit of a planet such as the earth wobbles a bit by a tiny amount. These satellites were sent 
up originally to “verify” the old Einstein theory, but that was a futile task as the rational or logical 
world of science now knows. So it is much healthier to use these data for new science, not old dogma.

a208thpapernotes12.pdf

Sir John Morgan Y Marchog     Tew  

February 22, 2012 

Many thanks again!

In a message dated 22/02/2012 01:48:13 GMT Standard Timewrites:

Added to MWE page today

Dave

Sent: Saturday, February 11, 2012 3:12 AM
Subject: FOR POSTING: Ancestors at Bosworth: Sir John Morgan Y Marchog 
Tew

This is my relation to Sir John Morgan Y Marchog Tew ( <1460 – 1492) who 
was descended as shown from my ancestor Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell (b. 977) 
ancestor of Henry VII Tudor as shown, and ancestor of Oliver Cromwell as 
shown. Sir John Morgan was at Bosworth Field (1485) and was a Knight of the 
Holy Sepulchre. The main element of my coat of arms, the golden lion rampant, 
was awarded to me on merit by the College of Arms in 2008 from the Arms of 
one of the greatest of the Princes, Rhys ap Grufudd Deheubarth (born 1132). So 
I have discovered sixteen ancestors to date who were at Bosworth, which was a 
turning point in British history. The Tudor Dynasty was probably the greatest in 
the history of Britain, reaching a cultural peak in the Elizabethan age. These are 
also the ancestors of the powerful Morgan Awbrey Family, which included John 
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Aubrey F.R.S. who knew figures like Newton, Halley and Hooke.

Daily Report     21/2/12  

February 22, 2012 

Federal University of Paraiba Brazil UFT71; google, yandex, MSN sweeps; University of Cyprus 
UFT4; Physics Mazaryk University Obsolete concepts of the standard model; University of Kiel 
UFT29; University of Leipzig general; University of California Berkeley UFT2; Mississippi University 
UFT109; Science University of Valencia UFT157 (Spanish); University of Poitiers general; 
Department of Physics Aristotle University Thessalonika general; U. S. Airforce Materiel Command 
UFT41; U. S. Naval War College UFT145; National Autonomous University of Mexico Felker4 
(Spanish); Department of Physics Moscow State University CV, OO63, 67, 72, 89, 113, 371, 760; 
University of Kiev Historical Source Documents 27; University of Durham UFT35; Department of 
Physics Leicester University UFT80; University of Manchester UFT132; Manchester Metropolitan 
University UFT175; Merton College Oxford metric manifolds; University of Reading UFT4; 
University of Wales Trinity St. David Invitation to Buckingham Palace, CV, New Autobiography, 
Poetry. Inetnse interest all sectors from individual computers.

Essay     Numbering  

February 21, 2012 

The honour is mine! Your recordings are already world famous as the feedback shows. There is no 
essay 67 because Dave Burleigh arranged them as on the site. The five essays in defence of Kerry 
Pendergast are going to be collated eventually as number 65. There are three of them there so far. As 
you can see from the referring URL report every single essay you recorded as been heard, and so has 
all the poetry.

In a message dated 21/02/2012 13:41:20 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dear Myron,

In collating, and reformatting essays 51-69 to my preferred “script” style of a new 
separation line per sentence; 2 new lines per paragraph, I cannot find essay 67. This may be 
an oversight, or 67 could be reserved for something you have in mind. Could you confirm 
one way or the other? The missing essay could easily be my own oversight.

I must borrow some recording equipment for this catch-up operation and will begin 
recording shortly (I have a friend with suitable means but as usual, must “pick the moment” 
to expedite!)

I am, as ever but more so here, looking forward to narrating this work with its most 
satisfying and clear irrefutability. I am, again and as usual, narrating crucial, scientific 
history – for which I am very honoured.

Best regards,

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/21/essay-numbering/
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Robert

Morgan Family     History  

February 21, 2012 

There is a lot of information about them in the opening prolegomenon of the autobiography, and I don’t 
think I could have included much more without unbalancing the book. However, if you would like to 
prepare a short history we could post it on the www.aias.us site, and if there is ever a second edition it 
can be included in co authorship with you.

In a message dated 21/02/2012 11:20:28 GMT Standard Time, writes:

This is not relevant to your work at the moment, but I thought that I would mention that, 
regarding the autobiography, if it is ever to be updated it needs some revision to the section 
on the Morgan family. I do not think that they have been allocated sufficient information 
regarding their history and your relationship to them.

Stuart Davies

208(11): General Solution of the New Orbital     Equation  

February 21, 2012 

This is eq. (7). and in eq. (15) is expressed as a precessing elliptical orbit with very small periodic 
corrections or modulations in the orbit. By careful re-examinaton of satellite data these modulations 
may become observable. They can be modelled and graphed with computer algebra. These orbital 
modulations are a prediction of ECE theory in the format of the constrained Minkowski metric.

a208thpapernotes11.pdf

FOR POSTING: Essay 69, fifth and final part of the     review.  

February 21, 2012 

This is the fifth and final part of the review of Kerry’s excellent and generous biography.

ESSAY 69.pdf

FOR POSTING: Essay 68, Fourth PArt of the review of Kerry’s     Book  

February 21, 2012 

This book is excellently written and is by the Hauksbee Medallist of the Royal Society, Kerry 
Pendergast. It was published in Spring 2011 by Cambridge International Science Publishing (CISP, 
www.cisp-publishing.com). Here I give the fourth part of a review and synopsis of it. Unfortunately the 
internet allows uncontrolled attempts at rewriting history, and this is what really happened.
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ESSAY 68.pdf

Referring URL’s Report Posted on     Blog  

February 21, 2012 

In the following message on this intensely read and influential blog I have posted the referring URL’s 
report for www.aias.us since December 2006. It was kindly prepared by AIAS Fellow Michael Jackson 
in Lubbock, Texas. It shows a huge volume of interest worldwide in our work at AIAS, and is 
conclusive proof of the fact that the material is studied in depth, because as time goes by the number of 
referrals increases for every single item on www.aias.us. The lifetime of the www.aias.us site is about 
ten years (2002 – 2012) and the attached report is for December 2006 to present (February 2012), just 
over six years. This is the new way of measuring immediate and genuine impact, and replaces citations 
of journals which are restricted to a narrow sector of society, and to a narrow path of thought, the 
standard model of physics, much of it incorrect. Its main theory, general relativity, is trivially incorrect 
(UFT202) and forthcoming CISP book “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity” 
(www.cisp-publishing.com, 2012) described on this blog. As shown in UFT158 – UFT168, the standard 
particle theory has collapsed at a basic level. In the case of ECE theory, which is the new physics, the 
standard journals are irrelevant and obsolete. The referring URL report should be read alongside the 
attached overview, which shows that every university in the world studies ECE repeatedly and in depth. 
The overview and referring URL’s report will be posted on www.aias.us and updated every quarter. The 
entire university sector is falling behind the tide of interest in ECE from the broader intellectual sectors 
worldwide. In literature and music for example, the intellectual lead is often taken outside the 
university sector, a prime example being Dylan Thomas, who read his poetry on campuses all over the 
United States. He was never a part of any university in Wales. Mozart was not a faculty member in 
Vienna. Michael Faraday was never employed by a university. The university plays an important role of 
course, but it is not an exclusive ivory vessel of thought. I am very pleased with university interest, and 
very pleased with the fact that ECE courses have started.

overview.pdf

Referring URL’s     report  

February 21, 2012 

The attached referring URL’s report for www.aias.us since December 2006 was kindly prepared by 
Michael Jackson and is a sight to see, hundreds of pages of entries from December 2006, a huge 
volume of interest in the www.aias.us site.

ReferringURLs2012feb20.pdf

Daily Report     20/2/12  

February 21, 2012 

There were 17,054 files downloaded worldwide from 569 distinct visits during the day, 14.4% spiders. 
Physics Charles University Prague UFT116; University of Erlangen UFT166; Tuebingen University 
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Essay24; University of Colorado UFT41; University of Valenica Essays 34 and 39 (Spanish); 
University of Helsinki Finland UFT149; University of Bordeaux levitron; University of Poitiers ECE 
overview, Essays 60, 62 and 64, ECE courses in universities; National University of Ireland Maynooth 
UFT201; University of Tokyo general; Japanese High Energy Accelerator Research Organization 
(KEK) UFT18; Norwegian University of Life Sciences UFT102; Pontifical Catholic University of Peru 
UFT167 (Spanish); University of Engineering and Technology Lahore UFT156; Department of 
Mathematics King’s College London Proof2. Intensive interest all sectors from individual computers, 
over seventeen thousand files downloaded from www.aias.us during the day.

Election Manifesto : Threat of Wind Trubines in     MA007  

February 20, 2012 

I haev been infomed that MA007 is a secretive plan for wind turbines on Gelliwastad, log cabins are 
just a veil. This is completely unlawful under the Commonlands Act of 2006, Section 38. No further 
housing development of any kind is wanted in Mawr. Recently Mr Wynford Cook and colleagues 
delivered a petition with many signatures against further development. I signed that petition, adn will 
give all support to further petitions of the kind, including a petition for resignation of the incumbent. As 
candidate for County Councillor I would essentially prohibit any further development under the Welsh 
language act and press for removal of subsidies on wind turbines. I condemn Mawr Development 
unreservedly for wanting more biker criminals at a time when all other Councils are taking action 
against them. A change of County Councillor is an urgent necessity unless you want to see the historic 
villages of Mawr completely destroyed by ruthless developers and pseudorepresentatives, and the 
language destroyed completely. The electorate is vehemently against MA007 and many have turned to 
me as Armiger to represent them. I already represent a large percentage of Mawr. Attempts have been 
made to use the police to intimidate me into silence, and these attempts were condemned by the police.

Space Energy Makes Wind Turbines     Obsolete  

February 20, 2012 

This is excellent news, making wind turbines immediately obsolete. The simpler the theory the better, 
and the simulation code used on desktops to supercomputers should very quickly result in a wide array 
of space energy devices. At AIAS we should build one of our own and initiate our patenting plans in 
ECE Technologies Ltd. working with B(3) Productive Energy Institute and GET. The wind turbine 
industry is being seen as inceasingly corrupt and destructive, and there on false pretences, because 
there is no runaway global warming as we can all see. I am very glad that ECE was of help in all this. I 
was first asked to explain things by civilians working for the US Navy and ECE showed clearly that 
such devices do not violate any law of physics. Now they are here, another industrial revolution. 
Obviously they should go into production as quickly as humanly possible, and subsidies on wind 
turbines dropped immediately. All new wind turbine applications should be rejected outright.

bcc Welsh Government and Prime Minister’s Office.

In a message dated 20/02/2012 11:28:46 GMT Standard Time, writes:

All,

the conference I visited at the weekend gave uns full conficdence that products of space 
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energy conversion are coming to market soon or are already there as for example in Chile. 
Even from side of theory explanations are ecoming simpler, so I could explain the resonant 
homopolar generator in tems of classical e-m theory only which noone had suspected 
earlier. I think that also some solid state devices will be describable in this way when time-
varying device parameters are used. Franklin Amador sent over some theory for this. I think 
that a simulation is quite easy and I will give it some tries as soon as I have time. The 
solutions seem to be simpler than we thought and we should use these, according to 
Occam’s razor.
In summer there will be a conference in Berlin which will try to bring together people 
having ideas on solving the world energy problem in a sustainable way.

Horst

Request to Michael     Jackson  

February 20, 2012 

Would it be possible to transfer to pdf and the main www.aias.us site the referring URL’s report on 
www.aias.us/weblogs/log.html ? Then it would be archived worldwide at the National Library of 
Wales, British Library, the US Archives (Library of Congress) and the European archives in Paris and 
Amsterdam. It would be archived in Britain next quarter on www.webarchive.org.uk, and the other 
archives sweep the site continuously. I have begun to analyze it in the file www.totalcitationssince12-
06.pdf which was kindly prepared and posted by Dave Burleigh in the header of the UFT papers 
section of www.aias.us. This is an incredible sight to see, and well worth archiving for posterity.

Objective Measures of Interest in my     Work  

February 20, 2012 

Many thanks to Gareth Evans, who is the one who best knows the totality of my work. I am very happy 
with the worldwide recognition, so is 99.99% of Wales.

In a message dated 20/02/2012 09:42:20 GMT Standard Time,

Your output over 40 years is unique Myron and the sustained interest phenomenal. The 
direction of your work changed from experimental chemistry through various stages to 
theoretical physics. At the various stages your contributions have been ground breaking 
culminating in a complete rewrite of physics itself. The intetest is inevitable and speaks for 
itself. Dent / Fisher and other anonimous individuals do not understand what they are trying 
to attack – so are best ignored. They will not even be remembered over the course of time. 

The Completed Omnia     Opera  

February 20, 2012 

Many thanks indeed, this is greatly appreciated by the entire profession!
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In a message dated 20/02/2012 08:00:51 GMT Standard Time,  writes:

Prof. Evans,

I finished checking the Omnia Opera page and found a couple more items for Dave to 
check:

OO326 PDF has corrupt content. (Both IE and Firefox has problem reading it.)

OO339b Table entry has no paper title

OO396 Hyperlink goes to “Our Site Has Changed” web page.

OO432a Hyperlink goes to “Our Site Has Changed” web page.

Ray

 

208(10): Orbits from the New     Relativity  

February 20, 2012 

This note shows that the orbit in the solar system is in general a precessing ellipse with perturbations, 
or slight wobbles in the orbit which cannot be explained by Newton or Einstein (the latter has failed 
completely of course). The new orbital equation (1) is derived from the Evans identity of geometry. It is 
a simple equation that produces a lot of new results, and can be applied to any orbit in cosmology.

a208thpapernotes10.pdf

Objective Measures of Interest in my     Work  

February 20, 2012 

There has been sustained interest in my work for forty one years (1971 – 2012). It can be measured in 
many ways, and is well known to the profession, perhaps not so well known to the general public. For 
the last decade it has been possible to measure the interest scientifically using what is known as 
feedback software to websites. This method is much more detailed, much faster and more accurate than 
science citation. The latter only works if other people decide to write papers. It is well known that the 
standard protagonists tried to censor ECE and failed totally. They landed up wth their main theory 
being refuted by school level algebra (UFT202). For those with access the interest in every one of my 
approximately thousand papers, reviews and books can be measured accurately with 
www.aias.us/weblogs/log.html , referring URL’s report. For example Ray Delaforce may like to make 
an in depth study of the interest in the Omnia Opera section. He has very kindly offered to inprove the 
quality of some of the scans. Every single OO paper is studied intensively, so to me as a scholar this is 
very pleasing. Any artist would be pleased at this. I also know that this interest will still be there for the 
indefinite future, even more pleasing. This referring URL feedback is hundreds of pages long, showing 
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a huge volume of accumulated interest since December 2006. Every single item on www.aias.us is read 
intensively, not only my work, but that of the AIAS colleagues. Again, some characters here in Wales 
may not like this, but again, that is anthropomorphic. I have no qualifications in pyschology, but one 
deos not need those to see why this kind of envy exists.

Daily Report Sunday     19/2/12  

February 20, 2012 

There were 2,575 hits from 499 visits, 10.4% spiders. General Electric general visit; California State 
University Monterey Bay UFT25; Physics and Astronomy Johns Hopkins University UFT41; 
University of Illinois Urbana Champaign general; US Governmnent National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration extensive visit; Free University of Amsterdam Physica Scripta rebuttal; Pakistan 
Education and Research Network UFT169, extensive interest all sectors. Each distinct visit may 
indicate many studies. I suggest that staff members of governments, major universities and 
corporations, organizations and so on study the attached overview in depth. It is a unique eight year 
study. The in depth interest in ECE is obvious from the sheer volume of the attached file, but also from 
the number of repeat visits. It is seen that there have been repeat visits from every one of the leading 
universities in the world. This means that ECE is the leading theory of physics. It is named Einstein 
Cartan Evans in modesty to disinguish it from the well known Einstein Cartan theory. My co author 
Jean Pierre Vigier was invited by Albert Einstein to become his assistant. Although others and I have 
refuted Einstein’s theory I have the greatest of respect for his work. Finally it is possible to see 
objectively that ECE is permanent by extrapolating the eight year feedback. The latter is in itself a 
unique study. All aspects of the ECE theory have been tested rigorously many times – it is this testing 
that led to the collapse of the Einstein theory, because the latter was tested in ways that were hitherto 
unknown, and the Einstein theory was found to be incorrect by simple algebra. All this is seen by the 
profession as obvious and major progress. There may be some characters who take exception but that is 
anthropomorphic, not scientific. So I just repeat the objective truth, which is science.

overview.pdf

Criticism and the     Police  

February 19, 2012 

Criticism of each note for each UFT paper is carried out by Dr. Horst Eckardt and sometimes Dr. Doug 
Lindstrom. Each note and each paper is checked by computer algebra. Cyberstalking is not “criticism”, 
it is an offence in law defined as a disturbing harassment. Then the police are involved because 
cybertalking is a felony, a serious criminal offence. The stalker “Fisher” alias “Arthur Dent” has failed 
to make a single scientific comment, he has just written down one long childish expletive that he 
wishes were true. He has been asked to stop many times, and has been asked by the police to stop. 
There have been many incidents of cyberstalking, and is my policy to uphold the law in each case. So 
must everyone. This is all entirely obvious. By his sheer disgusting malice and stupidity, a person like 
Dent / Fisher is immediately discarded by the profession. He would never be allowed to make 
comments like that in a scientific conference or a lecture, so he sprays the expletive like a vandal on the 
nearest electronic wall. A person who delivers abuse in anonymity is not worth anyone’s time. I am 
writing up a series of autobiographical essays to record history as it really happened. I have decided to 
reveal all the sordid corruption and bigotry because enough time has passed to put it all in a historical 
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context. It is up to government and the profession to make sweeping reforms.

The Mindless Ad Hominem     Method  

February 19, 2012 

I notice that of late, the mindless ad hominem method has been tried out in order to try to change 
history. This is the “to the person” attack which takes place irrespectve of the law or any awkward fact 
of history. From our unique and highly accurate feedback methods at AIAS it is bound to fail, and 
increasingly I just block such attacks electronically and immediately without reply,while at tehsaem 
time carefully reciting the facts of history as in the latest essays. The feedback shows that interest in 
ECE is permanent – one simply extrapolates the plateau of the eight year data. The intermediary (the 
censor of ideas) has been cut out, our ideas go straight to the scientists. The refutation in UFT202 is so 
simple that the standard model is completely outflanked. Adherents of wrong algebra are going to be 
ridiculed, because they are mindless and ad hominem (“to the person” in Latin). On a practical level we 
are getting ever closer to that desktop space energy device.

FOR POSTING : Essay 64 Final     Version  

February 19, 2012 

In this version some typos are ironed out for historical accuracy.

FOR POSTING: Essay 66, Part 3 of the Review of Kerry’s     book  

February 19, 2012 

This is part three, from 1983 to 1992. These are the accurate, witnessed, verifiable facts to offset any 
remaining shadow of doubt that “Fisher” alias “Arthur Dent” changes history very cynically. This again 
can be posted on Amazon. The pattern emerges of a struggle between my legendary dedication to work 
and an appalling professorial administration in the University of Wales. I gradually worked myself free 
of universities entirely and did my best work back here. These vile personal attacks are not going to 
work, feedback shows that ECE is here permanently. The attacks all come from Wales, which says 
volumes about a very tiny minority of bigots within Wales. I live in Wales because I choose to, but 
apart from that I am fully international and have been for forty years. In fact I won sixteen fellowships 
if one includes the two honorary fellowships in the Universities of London and Lancaster, awarded of 
course by academics. So we gradually see that “Fisher” or “Arthur Dent” or whatever, is pure drivel. 
We just roll out the real facts. One must never let anyone change history because tell a lie often enough 
it becomes the truth, the method of all totalitarianism. By 1992 my publications total was about 370. I 
notice that only those who are wholly unproductive complain about productivity.

Essay 66.pdf

FOR POSTING: Essay 65, Review of Kerry’s Book, 1978 –     1983  

February 19, 2012 
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This could also be posted on Amazon to counter the lies by “Fisher”.

Essay 65.pdf

FOR POSTING: Essay 64 final     version  

February 19, 2012 

This is the final version with some minor typo’s fixed.

Essay 64.pdf

FOR POSTING: Essay 64, review of Kerry’s book, part     1.  

February 19, 2012 

This is a review of the excellent and pleasant biography by The Royal Society Hauksbee Medallist 
Kerry Pendergast, “The Life of Myron Evans” (CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com). All the facts from 
1974 onwards were witnessed at first hand by Gareth Evans. It may be an idea to post this also on 
Amazon to counter the attempted rewriting of history by stalker friend “Fisher”, alias “Arthur Dent”, a 
most disgusting piece of gross misinformation. These are the actual facts, verifiable by many 
contemporaries. By the time I was 28 I had already achieved more than most academics do in a 
lifetime. Now that we have refuted general relativity there may be people who will try to distort history, 
resort to the personal attack. They will never succeed.

Essay 64.pdf

Daily Report Saturday     18/2/12  

February 19, 2012 

There were 2,387 hits from 446 visits, 28.5% spiders. University of Sydney Ulrich; National University 
of Colombia UFT166 (Spanish); google; yandex; California Institute of Technology UFT41; Cornell 
UFT176; University of California Merced numerical solutions; US Department of Agriculture UFT140 
(Spanish); Astor Services Johnson Magnets; Newman Utilities UFT94; Pakistan Institute of 
Engineering and Applied Sciences UFT140; Imperial College London proof 2; Manchester 
Metropolitan University Advantages of ECE; University of Oxford Essay 48; intense interest all sectors 
individual computers.

Closing the “Fisher”     Case  

February 18, 2012 

In closing this case I conclude that these are wildly pejorative comments which bring Amazon into 
severe international disrepute. They are made without a shred of evidence and in anonymity, the 
hallmark of a stalker who is unable to argue scientifically even on the most elementary level, and who 
reeks with cowardice, lies and malice. There is no single scientific comment in the whole episode, 
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which is a kind of common assault. Amazon comes in for international censure for allowing such 
comments to be made and for wildly inflating the wholesale price of the book in question. In my 
considered opinion “Fisher” and “Arthur Dent” are pseudonyms used by the same person. The law 
applies to the internet as well as the street.

Prof. M. W. Evans
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Complaint against Clifford     Jones  

February 18, 2012 

To Ombudsman Wales

I reply to you in English because you are unable to write to me in the Welsh language. You should not 
have been appointed to your office over the heads of Welsh speakers without personal knowledge of the 
language. So you agree that it was Clifford Jones who described me as mentally ill and dangerous? 
These are wildly pejorative lies which bring the Welsh Government into international disrepute. My 
complaints remain on the table and this matter will go to my Member of Parliament. You also admit 
that you are responsible for complaints against Clifford Jones yet you take no action and are cynically 
abdicating responsibility. You are therefore open to severe international criticism. On the other matter 
all my complaints were made with evidence, and you ignored that evidence. All my complaints remain 
on the table indefinitely. The person in question did try to use the police to indimidate me into silence, 
and the evidence for that was given to you. That is impropriety of the worst kind, yet you ignored that 
evidence. All these points will be brought up with my Member of Parliament. Your office has no 
international credibility.

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Intense Interest on     Blog  

February 18, 2012 

There is intense interest on the blog in the Einstein refutation and new essays of today. There is no 
answer to the refutation in UFT202.

Study of     “Fisher”  

February 18, 2012 

This is British English idiom, and this stalker is not a scientist. It is not the psychologist of the same 
name from the U.S. Any psychologist would have been struck off for this kind of stuff. There is no 
scientific statement in the posting, just value judgments made without proof. For example:
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1) “Abnormal psychology”. This is defamatory de facto.
2) The crude personal abuse and lying by a student at UNCC is repeated, and no account is taken of 
fact. I do not recall seeing Mr Fisher at UNCC.
3) He repeats the old lie about “Myron Evans University”, it was founded by another person who 
changed its name to “Maxwell Einstein University”, entirely his idea Mr Fisher.
4) He searches with desperation for something to throw at an outstanding D. Sc. degree, without of 
course, reading the Thesis. Principal Sir Goronwy Daniels thought me ready for a professorship, all I 
needed at the time was a tenured research fellowship. I do not recall Mr Fisher being present at the 
reception with Sir Goronwy and Lady Daniels, he would have been thrown out of the house.
5) I have taken successful legal action in the past, and I do uphold the law. Evidently, Mr Fisher does 
not like the law and does not like society.
6) He accuses Sir Arthur Turner-Thomas, historian to the Countess of Wessex, of being a liar. Your 
evidence Mr Fisher?
7) Standard physics is a shambles.
8) Hawking’s work is riddled with errors.
9) The feedback data consist of much more than hits, and are overwhelming evidence for the 
acceptance of ECE theory. What is the impact of Mr Fisher’s work? Spitting into the wind?
10) I do not recall Mr Fisher being present at the EDCL 33 years ago, or maybe he was there in ghostly 
format. Can he give us the names of those on the D. Sc. examination committee? I do not know myself 
and could not possibly have bribed them. So at this point I burst out laughing and will write no more of 
ghosts and madmen who know no real scientists.

Defamation by     Fisher  

February 18, 2012 

To Victor: The following can also be posted on Amazon if you wish, but I cannot find a trace of Fisher. 
It is daylight so he must have gone back to the vault.

“The defamation by Fisher seems to have been removed by Amazon, and is not visible via 
www.amazon.com when I look up “The Life of Myron Evans”. I cannot find any physicist called 
“David J. Fisher” on google and in all probability this is “Arthur Dent”. Wouldn’t he like to have my 
record and qualifications? The only point worth bothering with is the allusion to the standard citation 
system. This standard system deliberately blocked ECE and so was made entirely obsolete and 
irrelevant by the feedback data that show conclusively that ECE theory is the new physics and is here 
to stay. Quite simply put, everyone is reading my work. Hawking’s work is complete nonsense as 
shown in several conclusive refutations, notably UFT202 just discussed in new essays, so is the work 
of any Einsteinian relativist. “Fisher” is defamatory and wildly pejorative, not only of myself but also 
of the Royal Society. Kerry Pendergast is a Hauksbee Medallist of the Royal Society on merit, and fully 
deserves the award. So Mr Dent or Fisher or Count Dracula, differentiate the precessing ellipse. Let’s 
see what you can do in honest debate, or are you frightened of the light of reason? The book by Kerry 
is a very pleasant read, Kerry is a generous friend of mine. At Aberystwyth we discussed merit for the 
sake of merit. The Scientiae Doctor is a distinction higher than professor (wikipedia site), a distinction 
is a distinction, and Fisher’s comments strain mightily to deny distinction. I should therefore have been 
offered a professorship because of my D. Sc. degree. Sure enough I earned two professorships – at IBM 
and UNCC. Sir Goronwy Daniels’ views are on the www.aias.us site, they are very critical of the 
system and I remember that he was delighted at my D. Sc. degree, sent me a letter of congratulation 
and invited me to a reception. The D. Sc. was initiated in University College London in 1860 and was 
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intended as a distinction higher than professor. If one is higher than a professor then one is a professor. 
The book is

Kerry Pendergast, “The Life of Myron Evans” (CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com, Spring 2011).

well worth reading. A lot of it is history of science, not about me in particular. So this shows that Count 
Dracula did not read the book, no doubt his teeth were aching. I know what’s coming next, IBM is a 
dustbin and Sir Goronwy was a skinhead. Every appointment at the EDCL was made without 
competition, to people who have disappeared entirely into obscurity, their work making not the 
slightest impact. Ultimately friend “Fisher” has to deny the existence of the entire world of science, 
how dare that world read my work? Impact is measured by impact, not by censorship and raving 
diatribe.”

FOR POSTING: Essay 63 Final     version  

February 18, 2012 

This final version corrects some minor typo’s.

Essay 63.pdf

FOR POSTING: Essay 63, Refutations of Standard     Electrodynamics  

February 18, 2012 

This is essay 63 on the very many refutations of CERN’s U(1) sector. I think that they have about 
twenty adjustable parameters by now and ignore the entire internet.

Essay 63.pdf

Marquis WW in the World 30th Edition 2013: VIP 27507681 Myron Wyn     Evans  

February 18, 2012 

I am pleased to submit my 2013 entry at your kind invitation. It records some prestigious Fellowships 
and IBM Professorship in my early era that were missed out in previous editions, and three new 
publications and similar in 2012:

1) Autobiography Volume One, “O Wraidd Ei Ddoe” (CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com).
2) M. W. Evans Ed., “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian Relativity” (CISP, 2012).
3) The Completed Omnia Opera, (www.aias.us and www.webarchive.org.uk).

Other new developments include the fact that the www.aias.us site has started to be archived in the US 
at the US web archives in San Francisco, (supported by Library of Congress and NSF), and in the 
European web archives in Paris and Amsterdam. I updated the total number of my publications to about 
a thousand papers, reviews and books in all, and the fact that I have been an active researcher now for 
over forty years (1971 – 2012).

amarquiswhoswhointheworld30thed2013.pdf
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FOR POSTING : Essay 62 on the Consequences of the Collapse of     EGR  

February 18, 2012 

This is essay 62 with severe criticism of dogmatism.

ESSAY 62.pdf

FOR POSTING: Essay 61 On the Collapse of General     Relativity  

February 18, 2012 

This is essay 61 on the errors in Einstein’s 1915 theory of perihelion precession and the complete 
collapse of general relativity. The subject of natural philosophy is in a Michelson Morley type crisis. I 
mention that my friend, co author of four books and colleague Prof. Jean-Pierre Vigier had considerable 
respect for Prof. Albert Einstein, so do I, but I have to write the simple algebraic truth. Towards the end 
of his life Vigier published a paper or two on the Sagnac effect in which he too rejected general 
relativity, or seemed to do so. In any case the refutation in UFT202 is very easy to understand, so that 
can be taught in good schools. This essay will be followed by Essay 62 on the momentous 
consequences to physics of the end of general relativity of the Einstein type. Obviously he was a great 
scientist, but it is well known that he made major errors. All this suddenly became completely clear in 
UFT193 ff. and I mention the forthcoming book by CISP in the essay. This is

M. W. Evans, Ed., “Definitive Refutations of Einsteinian General Relativity” (CISP, www.cisp-
publishing.com, Spring 2012, softback and e book at about twenty pounds stirling, available from a 
wide range of all good bookshops and catalogues worldwide). Its ISBN numbers are given in later 
postings of this blog and on the CISP website.

ESSAY 61.pdf

Essay Broadcasts by Robert Cheshire and     myself  

February 18, 2012 

These have dominated the feedback for some time now, and the leading ones this month are:

1) My essay “On Light Deflection by Gravity” narrated by Robert Cheshire.
2) “Nobody is Perfect” an essay by Horst Eckardt broadcast by myself.
3) My Essay 49, “The Mythical Higgs Boson” narrated by Robert Cheshire
4) My Essay 43, “Collected Criticisms of Einsteinian General Relativity” narrated by Robert Cheshire
5) My Essay 48, “General Relativity with Metric and Connection” narrated by Robert Cheshire

All these are on pure physics, but there is overwhelming and permanent interest in all aspects of the 
www.aias.us site. I should think that the international archives have become interested for this reason, 
and have joined the archives at the National Library of Wales and British Library, 
www.webarchive.org.uk. The US archive in San Francisco is supported by The Library of Congress, 
the US National Science Foundation (NSF) and others. The European archives are situated in Paris and 
Amsterdam.
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Thanks to Gareth     Evans  

February 18, 2012 

They are up against simple algebra in the case of the Einstein refutation, the simple algebra means that 
the work of the twentieth century in genral relativity must be rejected. So the protagonists are in a 
position where their dogma will also be rejected. So it can be seen very clearly by anyone who can 
differentiate that they are intellectually dishonest.

In a message dated 17/02/2012 21:14:26 GMT Standard Time:

Agreed – you can’t lose and YOU HAVE WON because the physics is right. These people 
protest so much because they lose all credibility by continuing to nuture nonsense. This is 
what they will be remembered for.

Daily Report     17/2/12  

February 18, 2012 

There were 2,056 files downloaded from 436 distinct visits during the day, 17.7% spiders. McGill 
University general; google, yandex, MSN sweeps; Siemens Corporation Omnia Opera and general; 
Technical University Darmstadt general; University of Leipzig general; Caltech (California Institute of 
Technology) UFT31; Ngee-Ann Adelaide Education Centre (on edu) UFT26; Department of Physics 
University of Mississippi UFT20; Washington University St Louis Infinite Solenoid; University of 
Valencia UFT122 (Spanish); University of Lyon 1 2D-ECE; University of Poitiers general; Korea 
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology general; City of Warsaw Historical Source Document 
20; Sudents at Uppsala University UFT1, UFT41; Physics Queen’s University Belfast UFT4, intense 
interest all sectors from individual compuiters.

Top     Priority  

February 17, 2012 

For the survival of humankind the top priority is to find new sources of energy, a very obvious 
statement. My role as a Civil List Scientist nominated by the Royal Society is to provide theoretical 
support for this effort. I do all of this essentially voluntarily, my Pension is only four thousand pounds a 
year, but is a high honour, a State honour. The feedback shows that ECE has already “won the battle”, 
metaphorically, because it is here to stay, it will be with us as long as we survive. My friend and 
colleague Gareth Evans witnessed everything that happened at Aberystwyth, and the historical source 
documents describe all that incredibly sordid corruption in detail. I have a world record of Fellowships 
in open competition, fourteen in total. One Fellowship in open competition is enough for a lecturer for 
everyone else. My Scientiae Doctor is generally considered to be one of the best in history, and is a 
distinction higher than professorship (wiki site). I was not tenured in the UW because I deliberately 
exposed all the corruption, being so nauseated and enraged by it. I was told openly that I was too 
honest for my own good, and sadly enough that is all too typical of the tiny minority of the bigoted 
among my “fellow Welshmen”. In fact I am of distinguished ancient British descent from the Princes, 
and partly of distinguished Norman descent. These Fellowships were mainly due to my efforts to stay 
in the University of Wales as a Welsh speaker. Each one of them was won in straight competition, and 
purely on merit. It is like winning fourteen international 5,000 metre races openly and fairly, and I used 
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to be a 5,000 metre runner for about thirty years – to keep fit – I was not a natural athlete and had to 
work very hard in training. Each race was won by 50 metres but the gold medal was given to someone 
else. That happened fourteen times. In dark and sordid contrast, all appointments to tenure were made 
on a who you know basis with very few exceptions. That is why the EDCL collapsed, and now the 
colonized UW has collapsed. I shed no tears about that at all. In my case nearly every human right has 
been violated repeatedly, and continues to be violated, and the international condemnation of all this 
has been going for many years. The internet breaks through all that and makes everything international. 
The microscopic local bigots like “Arthur Dent” of Barry are in a tiny minority. In fact the worst bigots 
against the Welsh language are from inside Wales, as in Northern Ireland. Mercifully, we have been 
spared the horrors of Northern Ireland, whose wounds are now healing. In England or Scotland there is 
very little of it, and of course none in Ireland. The attempts to shut down the University of Wales were 
the result of colonizing bigotry, the People of Wales has not authorized their actions, which are 
unconstitutional. So the unconstitutional remnants at Aberystwyth, Bangor, Cardiff and Swansea give 
unconsitutional, worthless degrees for very high fees. Shut them down and the real Wales of decent and 
honest people, many of them Welsh speakers, is unaffected entirely. My exposure of corruption was 
due to my Welsh speaking Baptist upringing, I did not recognize false authority and pretence at 
scholarship, i.e. I would not be told what to think.

Thanks to Michael     Jackson  

February 17, 2012 

Thanks to AIAS Fellow Michael Jackson in Lubbock, Texas, site of Texas Tech University. These are 
eloquent comments – the new device by Horst Eckardt is indeed important, and a desktop device seems 
just around the corner. I have a lot of experience by now of dealing with stalkers, and they have no 
effect on me personally. My main aim is to expose their methods internationally and to work with the 
police in my own area of South Wales. They know who this man is, so they must arrest him, otherwise 
the police are going to come in for criticism. The refutation of EGR is so simple that it is beyond 
reasonable doubt as they say in legal circles. It is just simple algebra. My main concern is that fuel 
rationing is around the corner, so a device such as Horst’s is needed very urgently. He was very 
generous to make it available publicly. No petty stalker will divert the world from this necessity. Your 
point (13) below is particularly eloquent and sums it all up. “Don’t look now, I’m only dying” (with 
apologies to Bob Dylan).

cc Rt. Hon. Martin Caton M. P. Gower

In a message dated 17/02/2012 18:53:33 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dr Evans, (please pardon me butting in, but I felt these comments should be made)

After reading the letter from Arthur Dent, several things are obvious:

1) If the author hates the Evans blog so vehemently, why does he study it so intensely??? 
That is the best confirmation of a paid shill, disinfo agent.
2) The energy monopoly realizes what a threat ECE theory has become (the ECAT is out of 
the bag, etc).
3) The ECE threat to their monopoly is increasing everyday.
4) They are paying researchers to study your materials, in depth, for years on end.
5) They are unable to attack your discoveries, so they attack you personally.
6) The letter is pro quality, paid disinfo, composed for maximum emotional impact, and 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/17/thanks-to-michael-jackson/


focused on preventing ECE from going viral.
7) Whoever wrote the letter is a professor of psychology, at best, and has no business 
commenting on physics.
8) Whoever wrote the letter is a political expert, as “Ceausescu” is a mispelling, and has 
been virtually purged from the internet.
9) The letter is timed to divert attention away from your Einstein refutations, and away 
from Dr Eckhardt’s stunning, testable discoveries, such as the new Faraday Disk 
construction plans.
10) You are a courageous man posting this on your blog, as it may be distributed widely 
from there.
11) When you see the letter being used against you, it identifies other paid shills. 
(Unfortunately, now that your daily blog is a searchable pdf format, it has facilitated such 
shill attacks – I’m sorry for that!)
12) The physics debate will not be settled until a small, low cost, desktop free energy 
device is available to everyone, for testing and powering small loads.
13) Our lovely planet is dying, and people like Arthur Dent will pay a huge, perhaps 
eternal, personal price for the entropy they are helping to overtake our world.

Congratulations, Dr Evans, you have now reached the next stage in the pursuit of truth. 
“First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then you win”.

They are no longer laughing, but are now fighting. This is a good sign!

The more they attack and harass you (without showing the basis), the greater your 
credibility, and the more rapidly ECE theory will spread.

warmest regards,

M Jackson

Comment by Robert     Cheshire  

February 17, 2012 

Thanks to Robert for this incisive summary. Usually the best reply is to ask the man to look in a mirror. 
I am no psychologist but one does not need to be one to see that Robert is accurate and goes to the root 
of the matter.

In a message dated 17/02/2012 17:47:40 GMT Standard Time, writes:

This is not a review of a book but an inordinately aggressive review of another man.
The sheer length and vitriol of its diatribe is also a clue to obvious obsessional behaviour.
This person is furious and seems to think Myron Evans is the cause of all his ills.
He also has a superiority complex which does not allow for, or tolerate another point of 
view. Hence everything he writes negatively of Myrons work is assumed to be known by all 
and without question.
He makes the same mistake in writing personal attacks and thereby belies his isolation. No 
other point of view allowed. His review is a spleen venting that has less to do with the book 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/17/comment-by-robert-cheshire/


than a lengthy statement of his disarray and thereby says much, much more about the 
“reviewer” than the reviewed.

Robert Cheshire

Reply on     Amazon  

February 17, 2012 

Many thanks to Victor Riecansky for posting my reply on Amazon. I will make a formal complaint 
against “Fisher” to Amazon, and others are welcome to do so. “Fisher” and “Arthur Dent” use closely 
similar idioms of British English, so may well be the same stalker. “Arthur Dent ” knows nothing about 
physics or mathematics. This is clearly a case of cyberstalking because the stalker has been asked 
several times to stop and has ignored the request three or four times, was blocked, and then sent a letter 
concealing his handwriting and giving a false address. Two requests are enough in law. If these are 
ignored the case becomes aggravated harassment. “Arthur Dent” was talked to by Det. Constable 
Martin Thomas and after that stopped sending messages direct. He then started to harass my publisher, 
Victor Riecansky, and was again reported to the police several times. This will form the jist of my 
complaint to Amazon. A barrister has already found that this kind of diatribe is wild and pejorative, and 
I was awarded considerable damages, setting a clear precedent in law. All this need hardly be pointed 
out to real scientists, but this stalker will and must always be met by the same reply. This is most 
certainly a matter for the police, which must take action. As pointed out by Professor Emeritus Alwyn 
van der Merwe, these people reek with malice, and are the skinheads of physics.

cc Rt. Hon Martin Caton, M. P. Gower

Comment for     Amazon  

February 17, 2012 

To Victor and others: Anyone is welcome to use my comment below to post on Amazon. Gareth Evans 
and Kerry Pendergast may like to post comments too. They were also excluded for life from the UW by 
the same bigots. Judging by the sordid junk courses scandal who would want to join that club?

Tried to Post an Amazon     Comment  

February 17, 2012 

I tried to post a comment but Amazon refused it because I have no account with them. I asked whether 
Fisher was interested in buying any more of our books. I see that he can read a little.

Comment on Fisher of     Amazon  

February 17, 2012 

OK thanks,will try this. I posted my reply on my blog. Kerry may wish to reply too, and anyone else 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/17/comment-on-fisher-of-amazon-2/
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here. This Fisher reminds me strongly of John Cleese of “Monte Python’s Flying Circus”.

In a message dated 17/02/2012 14:38:38 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

In fact, you can reply directly on the Amazon website the link for this ‘review’ is on

http://www.amazon.co.uk/product-reviews/1907343407/ref=dp_db_cm_cr_acr_txt?
ie=UTF8&showViewpoints=1

and click on the Comment at the bottom

Victor

 

Address of “Arthur     Dent”  

February 17, 2012 

This is in all probability a false address, he was traced to Barry near Cardiff by Det. Inspector Martin 
Thomas. Penycae is the nearest village to Craig y Nos Castle which King Arthur must have noticed in 
my writings, so strangely enough, he can read. We could try to sell him a copy of my autobiography 
too.

Comment on Fisher of     Amazon  

February 17, 2012 

I have just been made aware of a wildly pejorative diatribe by a person called Fisher on Amazon. This 
person makes a series of unscientific and unprofessional comments aimed at my biography by Kerry 
Pendergast. The person’s qualifications are unknown, he has never met me, and has never read any of 
my work. If he did he would not understand it. These ravings contain not a single rational comment, the 
acid test of his bigotry is that everything associated with myself is subject to wild assault. Hundreds of 
referees, assessors and examiners are lambasted indiscriminately. Thanks to Victor Riecansky for 
bringing my attention to this. The biography by Kerry Pendergast is available from all the best 
booksellers and was published last year by Cambridge International Science Publishing (CISP, 
www.cisp-publishing.com) and is selling well. The first volume of my autobiography will be published 
this spring by CISP. Only a person of microscopic intellect and saturated with bile would attack a 
biography and demean merit in a manner reminiscent of Inspector Clouseau – not any more because I 
say so, so there. We are all told that anyone can be a professor in the United States, the last pleadings of 
colonialism. Anyone can be a Meldola Medallist, like Peter Atkins and myself, and so much for Great 
Britain too. Anyone who writes poetry in British Celtic is a poetaster, one does not have to understand a 
word of the language to know that. I came across this kind of bigotry many times in the colonized 
“University of Wales”, if it were fiction, no one would believe it. These are the same bigots who sold 
all those junk courses. Even this man, who does not qualify to be a fool, admits that the Scientiae 
Doctor is a high distinction, but in my case of course, it must have been misguided. The huge interest in 
ECE theory is discarded, the simple algebraic refutations of Einstein never read. There lies hooray 
harry.

http://www.cisp-publishing.com/
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208(9): Solar System Orbital Perturbations from the New     GR  

February 17, 2012 

The new equation of motion (2) predicts small non-Newtonian perturbations in a solar system orbit, or 
any orbit, as shown. Eq. (2) does not exist in Newtonian dyanmics, and Einsteinian dynamics are 
incorrect and meaningless. Therefore this is a prediction of the new general relativity based on the 
Minkowski metric constrained by the observed orbit, a simple method basically. The function F 
describing the perturbations in eq. (2) is best evaluated with computer algebra to eliminate human error. 
In this note I approximated it in the small epsilon limit. Eq. (1) is the orbit of the precessing ellipse, 
whose Newtonian limit is x = 1. So the new equation of motion is interpreted as a non-Newtonian. non-
Einsteinian, perturbation equation. It is known from astronomy that there are wobbles in various orbits 
which are difficult to interpret in received opinion. Recall that eq. (2) is derived from the Evans identity 
of differential geometry. Also, the integral in eq. (20), and its very complicated counterpart in the 
unapproximated theory, are best evaluated by computer alegbra. In general the wobbles in the orbit of a 
planet are going to be very complicated, and may have been observed by recent NASA and ESA 
satellites. The data from these satellites can be reinterpreted without the Einstein theory that they set 
out to “verify”. It is not possible to “verify” the incorrect Einsteinian algebra by any experiment at all. 
It took almost a hundred years to find the simplest and clearest way to show that the Einstein theory is 
incorrect. So the time and money spent on these satellites will not be wasted if the data are 
reinterpreted.

a208thpapernotes9.pdf

208(6): Whirlpool Galaxy Dynamics and the Spiral of     Archimedes  

February 17, 2012 

This is interesting parallel thinking. The angle theta plays the role of the refractive index. In the ECE 
dielectric model the theory is reduced to optics of this kind.

In a message dated 17/02/2012 08:22:58 GMT Standard Time, horsteck@aol.com writes:

BTW, this formula reminds me to the refraction law of linear media:

d omega / d n = omega / n

which seems to give a hint that spacetime is a linear medium in a certain sense.

Horst

208(6): Whirlpool Galaxy Dynamics and the Spiral of     Archimedes  

February 17, 2012 

OK thanks again! I am posting the erratum on the blog. The rest of the note is not affected.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/17/2086-whirlpool-galaxy-dynamics-and-the-spiral-of-archimedes-2/
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In a message dated 16/02/2012 15:18:29 GMT Standard Time, writes:

It seems that there is still a typo in eq.(15), it should read

d omega / d theta = – omega / theta

Horst

Time Dilatation Goes     Crazy  

February 17, 2012 

This hits the nail right on the head from GJE.

In a message dated 16/02/2012 19:52:36 GMT Standard Time:

Yes, and time has stood still!!

Best, Gareth

Thanks to Co     Authors  

February 17, 2012 

Many co authors played a role in the Omnia Opera, and many thanks and acknowledgments. It is all 
summed up by a character from 18 Westland Row, which used to be a part of Trinity College Dublin: “I 
dislike argument, argument is vulgar and often convincing,”

Cover for the     book  

February 17, 2012 

This is a prose poem in its own right from Robert Cheshire, worthy of James Joyce. I think that Albert 
looks as if he is about to be found out.

In a message dated 16/02/2012 18:56:19 GMT Standard Timewrites:

Congratulations to Victor! This is a very powerful and well collated set of imagery. My first 
reaction on opening the PDF was, “WOW!” I particularly like the slightly opaque, Dali-
esque timepieces! They well bespeak a distortion in concept as well as time! Albert looks 
suitably wan but the iconicly “mad” hair blends into the clocks and starblast in an 
historically majestic way. The title compliments the worn lines in his face and gives an 
enhanced image of a great man retired.
Perfect!

Best regards,

Robert

mailto:Time@hotmail.com
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FOR POSTING: DEFINITIVE REFUTATIONS OF THE EINSTEINIAN 
GENERAL     RELATIVITY  

February 17, 2012 

This is a synopsis for the CISP website (www.cisp-publishing.com) of the forthcoming book to be 
published by CISP, “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity”. The book is Special 
Issue Six of Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry (published six times a year) and its ISBN 
numbers for softback and e book editions are given later in this blog. Complete information about the 
book will be posted on the CISP website and the publications section of the www.aias.us webiste, and it 
will be available from a range of the best booksellers and catalogues: Amazon, Ingrams, W. H. Smith, 
Waterstones and so on, throughout the world.

DEFINITIVE REFUTATIONS OF THE EINSTEINIAN GENERAL RELATIVITY.pdf

Daily Report     16/2/12  

February 17, 2012 

There were 2,520 files downloaded from www.aias.us by 443 distinct visits, 24.7% spiders. This daily 
report is based on some recognizable public domain URL’s for universities, institutes, government 
departments, household name corporations, organizations and similar, and as can be seen is only a 
small fraction of the total daily interest. The purpose of this daily report is to show which documents 
are read by the distinct visits. Laval University UFT142; University of Qubec Trois Rivieres UFT 
papers and Special Relativity paper; ETH Zurich UFT4; Antioquia University Colombia Spacetime 
Devices (Spanish); General Electric Corporation general; google, yandex, MSN sweeps; Rowan 
University New Jersey UFT93; University of Idaho general; Univerisity of Pennsylvania UFT33; 
University of Poitiers general; Sogang University South Korea UFT23, UFT104; National Autonomous 
University of Mexico UFT131 (Spanish); US Archives San Francisco (supported by Library of 
Congress, US National Science Foundation and others) general; New Pakistan University UFT37; 
University of Central Lancashire Essay35; University of Kwa-Zulu and Natal South Africa general. 
Intense interest all sectors from individual computers.

The Completed Omnia     Opera  

February 16, 2012 

Many thanks indeed to Ray Delaforce and to all concerned! From feedback I see that every one of the 
OO papers gets studied a very great deal, so readers are able to access all of them  and they are well 
known by now. I looked at OO51 and it is fine, the other OO51 in the table (with the jumble of items 
mentioned by Ray) must be something else. Some of these papers go back forty years and it took six or 
seven years to collect them in all kinds of different ways. They were lost because of many exigencies 
and were painstakingly reassembled. Each one is original in thought. I am coming up to a thousand 
papers and books now, and there has been an unbroken evolution of thought over more than forty years. 
Due to the enthusiasm and dedication of this AIAS group, we can all reap the benefit of the collection, 
which will be archived worldwide for conservation. This is the essential MWE, the scholar and poet. 
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Gareth Evans may be pleased to look at some of the papers that were written in the seventies in our 
BBC Hall of Fame Group. The quality of some scans and copies can be improved of course, that 
though requires a friendly librarian, or access to a library. The cost of obtaining reprints has become 
prohibitive.

Einstein Refutation Special     Issue  

February 16, 2012 

Judging by the feedback there will be overwhelming acceptance among the younger generation, the 
refutations are so simple and are summarized in the frontispiece. I will describe this in my write up 
tomorrow. Among the dogmatists I guess it will be akin to Sacre du Printemps by Stravinsky, which 
caused a riot in the Paris Opera House. Now a classic.

In a message dated 16/02/2012 17:53:59 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

Thank you, I am really excited about this special issue, it will obviously be interesting to 
see how it is received

Victor

 

Cover of the Einstein Refutation     Book  

February 16, 2012 

This is the cover of the special issue 6 of Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry. It will 
contain many refutations of the Einsteinian general relativity. Its ISBN numbers softback and e book 
are given later in this blog.

9781907343520-artwork.pdf

Cover for the     book  

February 16, 2012 

This is an excellent design – I am forwarding it to the colleagues here for their comments. I see that 
Einstein is looking a bit puzzled!

9781907343520-artwork.pdf

208(8) : Orbital Linear Velocities of the Whirlpool     Galaxy  

February 16, 2012 

In this note the orbital linear velocity is worked out for the hyperbolic and Archimedes spiral. The well 
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known experimental result is eq. (7), first discovered by astronomers in the late fifties. It is seen that 
the equation of motion of the new general relativity gives eqs. (6) and (11) respectively for the 
Archimedes and hyperbolic spiral models of the whirlpool galaxy. These are plausible explanations of 
the famous result (7) which marked the complete end of the Einstein era no less than fifty years ago. 
This work can now be extended systematically for different kinds of spirals in order to find which 
model gives the nest explanation of the velocity curve eq. (7) of the attached note. As hown by Robert 
Cheshire the galaxy in geneal is a hugely complicated superimposition of all kinds of spirals. These 
notes are aimed to test the fundamental plausibility of the new equation of motion, and so far it works 
well. Recall that it is derived from the Evans identity of geometry.

a208thpapernotes8.pdf

208(6): Final     Version  

February 16, 2012 

This is the calculation of torsion and angular velocity for stars in a whirlpool galaxy arranged on an 
Archimedes spiral.

a208thpapernotes6.pdf

Daily Report     15/2/12  

February 16, 2012 

There were 2,264 files downloaded from 503 distinct visits, 18.9% spiders. Governor of the Province 
of Buenos Aires Felker3 (Spanish); Australian National University UFT142; Department of physics 
Federal University of Juiz de Fora Brazil dan8; Department of Engineering University of Manitoba 
ECE overview; University of Waterloo UFT10; google, MSN, baidu, yandex sweeps; Northrop 
Grumman UFT8; Fraunhofer Institute for Chemical Technology UFT162; University of Leipzig 
general; School of Business Colorado State University UFT166; California State University Long 
Beach UFT88; Oklahoma University Bruhn Refutation; Stanford University UFT126; Polytechnic 
University of Valencia UFT166 (Spanish); School of Science University of Valencia UFT137(Spanish), 
UFT134, UFT143, Proof2 (Spanish); Institute of Fundamental Electronics University of Paris Psud 
Felker13 (Spanish); University of Poitiers general; YUG Rusi Agro-Industrial Group of Companies 
ECE and Spacetime; Institute of Process Problems in Hydrocarbons, Siberian Branch of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences UFT10; Computing and Information Services University of Durham UFT25; 
University of Lancaster UFT88; Staff Information and Communications Technology University of 
Southampton UFT41; North West University South Africa UFT121. Intense interest all sectors from 
individual computers.

SELECTED FEEDBACK INTEREST IN ECE, February 1 -15

US Universities, Institutes and Similar 

Berkeley, Buffalo, Caltech, Carnegie Mellon, Colorado, Columbia, City Univ. 

New York, Case Western Reserve, Duke*, Fitchburg State, Harvard*, Illinois Purdue Indianapolis, 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/16/daily-report-15212/
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Lehigh, Maine, Colorado School of Mines*, Missouri Univ. Science and Technology, North 

Carolina A and T, North Carolina State, North Dakota*, Northwestern, New York University, 

Oklahoma Christian, Ohio State, Penn State, Rochester, St Peter’s College, Stanford, Texas A and 

M, Navarra Spain (on edu), Texas Tech, Central Florida, UCLA, Connecticut, UC Santa Barbara, 

Florida, Houston, Indiana Urbana Champaign, Louisiana Monroe, U Mass., Michigan, Missouri 

Kansas City, Minnesota, Chapel Hill, Utah*, Washington, Western New England, US Gov. BOP, 

US Navy NAVO, Naval Research Laboratory, Dupont, Ford, General Electric, Raytheon, US 

Archives* (Library of Congress, NSF, and others), Berkeley Library. 

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar. 

KF Graz, Vienna, Antwerp, German Bund (Government), Red Cross 

Freiburg, Free University Berlin, KFA Juelich, TU Chemnitz, TU Darmstadt, Bielefeld, Erlangen, 

Frankfurt*, Karlsruhe, Leipzig, Marburg, Saarland, Ulm, Aarhus Denmark, Danish Technical 

University, Tartu Estonia, Gov. Canaries, Autonomous Barcelona, Autonomous Madrid, 

Barcelona, Complutensian Madrid, Granada, Leon, Polytechnic Catalonia, Polytechnic Valencia, 

Valencia, European Government, Helsinki, Oulu Finland, Turun Finland, French Atomic Energy 

Commission, University of Paris Central, French National Particle Laboratory, French Mining 

Solutions (Noopsis), French National Synchrotron Laboratory, Bordeaux 1, Strasbourg, Poitiers, 

Democritus Thrace Greece, Aristotle Thessaloniki, Crete Technical, Nansen Institute Norway, 

University of Oslo, Budapest Technical and Economics, International Centre for Theoretical 

Physics Trieste, INFN, Bari, INFN Milan, Insubria, Padua, Royal Society, Government of Poland, 

Warsaw, Minho Portugal, Lisbon Technical, Cluj Napoca Romania, Corbina system Russia, 

yandex system Russia, Gov. Irkutsk, Uppsala Sweden, Keiv Ukraine, Odessa Ukraine, 

Aberystwyth, Corpus Christi Cambridge, central unix system Cambridge, Jesus College 

Cambridge, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Glamorgan, Heriot Watt, Lancaster, Brasenose College Oxford, 

Christchurch College Oxford, Queen’s Belfast, University College London, UMIST, Queen’s 

College London Independent School, Essex Schools, National Library of Wales, North Yorkshire 

Schools, 

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar. 

ITBA, UNC, UNSA Argentina, Australian National, Griffith, Sydney, Gov. British 

Columbia Canada, Brock, McGill*, Memorial Newfoundland, Perimeter, Quebec Trois Rivieres, 

Toronto, Victoria, Waterloo*, UDEA Colombia, UNRI Indonesia, Raman Research Institute India, 

Gfu, Nagoya, NIFS Tokushima Japan, UAM, UNAM Mexico, Auckland New Zealadn, AU, 



LHR-NU, New Pakistan, Chula Thailand, AIMS, UL, UWC, VUT South Africa. 

Stalker     Traced  

February 15, 2012 

To Stalking Helpline:

Further to recent correspondence the stalker’s e mail address was traced to Clifford L. Jones, who was 
traced as attached. He was also traced by Dr. Gari Owen, ex Ministry of Defence, and Mr Raymond 
Delaforce, a U.S. Citizen and distinguished engineer. This scandal goes to the heart of the Welsh 
Government, which is thereby brought into international disrepute. With friends like this, who needs a 
colonial administration? I will ask Mr Martin Caton, M.P. to bring this matter up in the House of 
Commons. I think that the Welsh Government will try to cover this up, business as usual. The Stalking 
Helpline may like to comment on this and advise on how to obtain justice. This is a very sordid and 
very dishonourable case and was brought to the attention of Stuart Davies by an informant who wishes 
his name to be withheld. The informant should reveal his identity in my opinion, or he is compounding 
unethical conduct. Mr Stuart Davies has acted honourably and correctly. So I call hereby on my blog 
for sweeping international condemnation of all those involved. The stalker distributed an e mail marked 
“strictly confidential” which described me as mentally ill and very dangerous. These lies have been 
described by learned counsel, a distinguished barrister, as wild and pejorative. The lies were originally 
submitted on Unicamp notepaper to an Employment Tribunal by Waldyr A. Rodrigues Jr., a Brazilian 
national with a long history of personal animosity against me. Clifford L. Jones is known to have 
served in the Employment Tribunal service, and is a J. P., so he must have seen the document by 
Rodrigues and leaked it, serious breach of ethics for which he must be dismissed. Jones is or was also a 
member of the Morriston Hospital administration, so his diagnosis at a distance is a very serious breach 
of ethics for which he must again be dismissed. A cover up will compound the unethical conduct and 
those who cover it up will be acting unethically and dishonourably. I can prove that I am not mentally 
ill, and can prove that I have no criminal record whatsoever. On the contrary, I am one of the very few 
from Wales who have ever been appointed to the Civil List, and this is a high honour and appointment 
by Crown and Parliament, based purely on merit. I am the only U.S. dual citizen ever to have been 
appointed to the Civil List. I think that the U.S. should look very carefully at what is going on in the 
Welsh Government. I am a fluent Welsh speaker and a bard and poet in both languages. I think that this 
episode is bigotry inside Wales against Welsh speakers, one of the saddest aspects of modern Europe.

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil list
www.aias.us

US Dual Citizen

County Council Candidate for Mawr

Hunting for Unpublished     Manuscripts  

February 15, 2012 

With reference to the unpublished Omnia Opera documents mid six hundreds, roughly 1998 to 2002, 
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some members of this group like Alwyn van der Merwe, Alex Labounsky and Gareth Evans may have 
been in receipt of them when I distributed them at that time. They signal the transition from B(3) to 
ECE theory as many ideas were tested out. If they or anyone else still have them please send them to 
me for posting on the OO. I will hunt around here to see if I can find them. This would make the Omnia 
Opera as complete as possible. I have a large number of historical source documents here still to scan. 
This will be done over the next couple of years for historians of science. I find that every single 
document on www.aias.us is studied repeatedly around the world over time. The longer they have been 
posted the more they are studied, a clear indicator of great interest, one of many.

Second New Paper by Horst     Eckardt  

February 15, 2012 

PotentialWaves.pdf

First New Paper by Horst     Eckardt  

February 15, 2012 

Homopolar.pdf

208(7): Comparison and Interpretation for Hyperbolic and Archimedes     Spirals  

February 15, 2012 

This is a comparison and interpretation of results so far, both types of spiral trajectory of stars are 
caused by a rapidly spinning core that dissipates its torsion and angular velocity to zero at the edges. 
This is easy to understand and comes from the new ECE based equation of motion of GR. The old 
Einstein GR is totally unable to explain whirlpool galaxies and is riddled with elementary errors. All 
this catalyses a deep crisis in physics. I am sure from feedback that the new generation has taken up 
ECE theory and has dealt with the crisis. The latter was caused by transient anthropomorphic factors, 
adherence to dogma, and not physics itself. Physics itself is nature, and nature is anything but 
dogmatic.

a208thpapernotes7.pdf

Blog Stats : Record     High  

February 15, 2012 

The interest in the internationally influential blog of www.aias.us is currently at a record high. Since 
January 2010 it has been read about 75,000 times, all self readings are exluded from the statistics by 
WordPress. Since December 2006 I have posted over twelve thousand messages on the blog, and it has 
its own index. The main site www.aias.us also has its own index. AIAS Fellow Michael Jackson has 
transferred the blog to pdf files on www.aias.us, which were archived last quarter. He has also 
interwoven the blog with feedback, and that will be archived next quarter. So all of this work will be 
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archived internationally for future generations of scientists. Archiving of the www.aias.us site now 
takes place routinely worldwide and spiders sweep the site routinely every day, notably for google, 
MSN, baidu and yandex. The spiders are used by these organizations to select the items of most 
interest. So ECE theory appears as a lead theory in every aspect of physics.

Two New Papers by Horst     Eckardt  

February 15, 2012 

These are very interesting papers, the first promises to be a new energy device that is so urgently 
needed in the present energy crisis. We can publish these in the journal and also in the publications 
section of www.aias.us. There is a cross link to www.upitec.org from the links section of www.aias.us.

Interpretations of Spiral Galaxies by Robert Cheshire for UFT198, Special     Issue  

February 15, 2012 

This is a brilliant analysis by Robert Cheshire for UFT198, which will be included in the forthcoming 
special issue 6 of

M. W. Evans, Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry, (CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com), 
which will be produced as a softback and e book whose ISBN numbers are given in following 
messages of this blog.

The analysis is of several spiral galaxies, objects which of course refute the Einsteinian general 
relativity entirely. This has been known for fifty years, so for this reason alone it is completely pointless 
trying to “experimentally verify” the same theory in the solar system. Apalling intellectual schisms 
such as this have caused the current major crisis in physics. Here Robert Cheshire uses graphics 
superimposed on photographs of various spiral galaxies from Hubble, and illustrates the Cheshire lines 
which he discovered, and are reported for the first time in this paper, UFT198 on www.aias.us. 
Attached is the pdf of UFT198, and its rtf file. The Robert Cheshire write up should be included as a 
section of the paper.

InterpretationsofPhotographsofSpiralGalaxies.doc

a198thpaper.pdf

Discussion by Robert     Cheshire  

February 15, 2012 

I think that this is an excellent discussion, the mathematics of the torsion and angular velocity are 
essentially in agreement with it. Robert Cheshire has spent months analysing the photographs in great 
detail, and discovered the Cheshire lines as attached. In the latest note I illustrated the mathematics 
with the spiral of Archimedes, but any spiral can be used except for the log spiral. The maths show that 
there is a rapidly spinning central core at which the angular velocity and torsion are both at a 
maximum. Both quantities dissipate to zero at the edges of the galaxy. The linear velocity of a star at 
the edges is essentially v = omega r, and is observed experimentally to be a constant. So omega goes to 
zero, r goes to infnity, v is observed to be constant. As far as I know, the velocity curve of the whirlpool 
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galaxy is such that v is never zero, so the galaxy is never static. Robert Cheshire describes the fact that 
any orbit is due to torsion. In the solar system the orbits are conic sections, i.e. hyperbola, parabola, 
ellipse, and the conic section is precessing. The hyperbola and the hyperbolic spiral are parameterized 
in the same way, so we see already that the new equation of motion of general relativity works well.

MoreonSpiralGalaxies.doc

Feedback Overview for www.aias.us, 1 – 14 Feb.,     2012  

February 15, 2012 

This is found at the end of the attached file as usual, showing interest from over three hundred 
universities, institutes and similar in the past two weeks, including the European, German, and Polish 
Governments. As usual this is only about 2% of the huge total interest. The complete details of the 
names of the institutes, and which documents they read, are given in the daily reports sent out early 
each morning. As usual there was interest in all aspects of the site, all UFT papers read, all essays heard 
and so on. This amounts to a continuous international readership that never stops, 24 / 7 / 365 and it can 
be seen from extrapolation of the feedback trend over about ten years of recording that it will continue 
indefinitely for many years ahead. So AIAS is the lead institute in the world of theoretical physics at 
present, i.e. it is consulted by essentially all other universities and institutes. The attached feedback is 
also unique and very detailed, going back nearly eight years daily. This has all been achieved by a 
small group of dedicated volunteers, the AIAS group, now world famous, led from Britain.

cc Fellows of the Royal Society, Royal Society of Chemistry, Prime Minister’s Office.

overview.pdf

Selected Feedback Interest in ECE

1 - 14 February

US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Berkeley, Buffalo, Caltech, Carnegie Mellon, Colorado, Columbia, City Univ.

New York, Case Western Reserve, Duke*, Fitchburg State, Harvard*, Illinois Purdue Indianapolis,

Lehigh, Maine, Colorado School of Mines*, Missouri Univ. Science and Technology, North

Carolina A and T, North Carolina State, North Dakota*, Northwestern, New York University,

Oklahoma Christian, Ohio State, Penn State, Rochester, St Peter’s College, Stanford, Texas A and

M, Navarra Spain (on edu), Texas Tech, Central Florida, UCLA, Connecticut, UC Santa Barbara,

Florida, Houston, Indiana Urbana Champaign, Louisiana Monroe, U Mass., Michigan, Missouri

Kansas City, Minnesota, Chapel Hill, Utah*, Washington, Western New England, US Gov. BOP,

US Navy NAVO, Naval Research Laboratory, Dupont, Ford, General Electric, Raytheon, US

Archives* (Library of Congress, NSF, and others), Berkeley Library.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.
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KF Graz, Vienna, Antwerp, German Bund (Government), Red Cross

Freiburg, Free University Berlin, KFA Juelich, TU Chemnitz, TU Darmstadt, Bielefeld, Erlangen,

Frankfurt*, Karlsruhe, Leipzig, Marburg, Saarland, Ulm, Aarhus Denmark, Danish Technical

University, Tartu Estonia, Gov. Canaries, Autonomous Barcelona, Autonomous Madrid,

Barcelona, Complutensian Madrid, Granada, Leon, Polytechnic Catalonia, Polytechnic Valencia,

Valencia, European Government, Helsinki, Oulu Finland, Turun Finland, French Atomic Energy

Commission, University of Paris Central, French National Particle Laboratory, French Mining

Solutions (Noopsis), French National Synchrotron Laboratory, Bordeaux 1, Strasbourg, Poitiers,

Democritus Thrace Greece, Aristotle Thessaloniki, Crete Technical, Nansen Institute Norway,

University of Oslo, Budapest Technical and Economics, International Centre for Theoretical

Physics Trieste, INFN, Bari, INFN Milan, Insubria, Padua, Royal Society, Government of Poland,

Warsaw, Minho Portugal, Lisbon Technical, Cluj Napoca Romania, Corbina system Russia,

yandex system Russia, Gov. Irkutsk, Uppsala Sweden, Keiv Ukraine, Odessa Ukraine,

Aberystwyth, Corpus Christi Cambridge, central unix system Cambridge, Jesus College

Cambridge, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Glamorgan, Heriot Watt, Lancaster, Brasenose College Oxford,

Christchurch College Oxford, Queen’s Belfast, University College London, UMIST, Queen’s

College London Independent School, Essex Schools, National Library of Wales, North Yorkshire

Schools,

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

ITBA, UNC, UNSA Argentina, Australian National, Griffith, Sydney, Gov. British

Columbia Canada, Brock, McGill*, Memorial Newfoundland, Perimeter, Quebec Trois Rivieres,

Toronto, Victoria, Waterloo*, UDEA Colombia, UNRI Indonesia, Raman Research Institute India,

Gfu, Nagoya, NIFS Tokushima Japan, UAM, UNAM Mexico, Auckland New Zealadn, AU,

LHR-NU, New Pakistan, Chula Thailand, AIMS, UL, UWC, VUT South Africa.

Daily Report     14/2/12  

February 15, 2012 

There were 2,666 hits from 539 distinct visits, 13.1% spiders. Salta National Observatory Argentina 
Felker3(Spanish); Karl Franzis University Graz Proof2; University of Antwerp UFT149; University of 
Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT201; Victoria University Canada general; CERN UFT84; google, MSN 
yandex sweeps; Red Cross Freiburg UFT207; Aarhus University Denmark Omnia Opera; Center for 
High Performance Simulation North Carolina State University Essay27; University of Navarra Spain 
(on edu) Felker5 (Spanish); University of California Los Angeles UFT88; University of Florida 
UFT126; University of Utah UFT88; University of California Santa Barbara UFT88; Western New 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/15/daily-report-14212/


England University refutation of Copenhagen; Polytechnic University of Valencia UFT166 (Spanish); 
University of Oulu Finland UFT41; French Mining Solutions (noopsis) CV, autobiography, UFT50, 
Essays 11, 41, 57; University of Poitiers general; Technical University of Crete Note2, code1; 
University of Insubria Italy UFT18; University of Padua UFT29; Department of Physics University of 
Uppsala Sweden UFT81; Department of Physics University of Chula Thailand UFT110; Llyfrgell 
Genedlaethol Cymru (National Library of Wales) Family History, Vaal University of Technology South 
Africa, University of the Western Cape South Africa. Intense interest all sectors from individual 
computers.

208(5) : Checking the Arc Length Along the Hyperbolic     Spiral  

February 14, 2012 

This is eq. (1), evaluated by co author Horst Eckardt using Maxima. The conclusions of note 208(3) are 
unaffected. The result (1) from Maxima is diferent, however, from the result I found from a standard 
integral site called “SOS” and used in note 208(3). I prefer the Maxima result because it has been 
checked by many scientists over many years. Doug Lindstrom could use Mathematica or Maple to 
evaluate the integral (1). All three code packages should agree of course, and so should NAG, IBM 
ESSL, IBM MOTECC and so on. For such a simple curve (5) the arc length is a very complicated 
expression. The arc length is simply the length along the spiral. The main point of note 208(3) is to 
check the new equation of motion of general relativity obtained from the method of UFT207, and this 
equation made perfect sense for cases where the hyperbolic spiral is used. This spiral is theta = r0 / r 
and is analytically very simple. The equation of motion was checked analytically in another way in note 
208(4).

a208thpapernotes5.pdf

208(4): Checking and Development of the Equation of     Motion  

February 14, 2012 

The development in this note gives eq. (8), and the solution is found to be eq. (12), the same result as in 
previous notes for UFT208.

a208thpapernotes4.pdf

Daily Report     13/2/12  

February 14, 2012 

There were 2,305 hits from 506 distinct visits, 23.9% spiders. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres 
general; Intel Corporation levitron; google, MSN, yandex sweeps; University of Leipzig Omnia Opera; 
General Engineering University of Colorado UFT80; Duke University UFT85; Colorado School of 
Mines Note2; Texas Tech University Lubbock UFT80; University of California Santa Cruz UFT110; 
University of Houston UFT4; University of Lousiana at Monroe UFT41; University of New Mexico 
UFT81; Department of physics University of Washington UFT137; University of Tartu Estonia 
levitron; University of Leon Spain UFT166; French Mining Solutions (Noopsis) Essays 11, 41, 57; 
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University of Poitiers general; University of Riau Indonesia UFT153; National Autonomous University 
of Mexico Felker3 (Spanish); Government of Irkutsk ECE Article Russian, poetry and genealogy, 
Robert Cheshire triple orbit animation, UFT2 – UFT10; Science at University of Glamorgan 
Differences between ECE and standard model, overview, O level section; University of Lancaster 
UFT88; Institute of Electronics, Communications and Information Technology Queen’s University 
Belfast UFT169. Intense interest all sectors. Most read UFT papers to date in February are: 25, 94, 4, 
13, 43, 206, 37, 150-B, 140, 88, 12, 54, 41, 140, 166, 159(Spanish), 46, 205, 2, 44, 21, 8, 143, 168, …

208(3): Testing the New Equation of     Motion  

February 13, 2012 

This note evaluates the arc length along the hyperbolic spiral to show the meaning of arc length, and 
considers two cases. 1) A particle m attracted to a particle M alon a hyperbolic spiral orbit; 2) A star of 
mass m emitted from a central region of mass M of a whirlpool galaxy. The new equation of motion is 
eq. (17) and the torsion that accompanies the equation of motion is eq. (19). In both cases the equation 
of motion makes perfect sense In the first case the particle m spins faster and faster and its angular 
velocity approaches infinity before it collides with M. In the case of the whirlpool galaxy the star m is 
emitted with a very high angular velocity which gradually dissipates to nothing, and the star m moves 
along a straight line with constant linear velocity v as observed experimentally in the velocity curve of 
a whirlpool galaxy. So to answer the questions by Robert Cheshire the angular velocity of the star in a 
whirlpool galaxy behaves like this in a way that is easy to understand from a discus thrower in 
athletics. I think that Robert Cheshire’s animations are very instructive, and the result of months of 
observational work.

a208thpapernotes3.pdf

The Crisis in     Physics  

February 13, 2012 

It is clear from nearly eight years of feedback (attached) that a large section of the physics profession 
has broken away from the usual scene in order to follow thw AIAS group of intellectuals on 
www.aias.us and related sites often mentioned on this blog. Therefore the subject faces an intellectual 
crisis in that the profession no longer believes in it. In following postings of this blog, details of the 
forthcoming special issue six of the Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry are given, it will 
be published in softback and e book formats and the ISBN numbers for library and individual orders 
are also given in later postings of this blog. I respectfully refer readers to the index, from which any of 
the twelve thousand blog messages since 2006 can be extracted using keywords as usual. It is usually 
easiest to search for books by ISBN numbers via google. There is also a www.aias.us site index which 
has been used 1,260,965 times since December 2006 as the main referring URL from one of our 
feedback sites. Standard model dogma still abounds, but it is not believed in any longer, either in 
private, or openly discarded in public. The reason is that the two main sectors of the standard unified 
field theory (if such even exists) have been refuted completely in so many ways: the gravitational and 
electromagnetic sectors. ECE theory is based directly on well known geometry, so any claim to refute 
Cartan’s geometry has been dismissed outright by the profession. Cartan’s geometry can be developed 
mathematically of course, but it cannot be refuted without refuting geometry itself, e.g. refuting for 
example the Pythagoras Theorem in a plane. The Copenhagen School of quantum mechanics is refuted 
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thoroughly in the much studied UFT175 ff. Dogmatic lectures to learned societies, and dogmatic Nobel 
Prizes, are immediately discarded by 80% of the profession at least. All this has been brought about by 
the immense contemporary power of the internet, anyone can use google to teach themselves, and 
useless dogma cannot stand up to the world’s scrutiny. It is also seen that leading schools in Britain 
have begun to study www.aias.us , from prep to sixth form. This is where the future of physics lies.

overview.pdf

Books of     Poetry  

February 13, 2012 

These have all been narrated excellently by Robert Cheshire on www.aias.us, and most of the Welsh 
language ones read out by myself. They should be narrated in the ancient bardic manner. Yeats used 
this once or twice (youtube). One sonnet describes the Pumlumon episode and another the an Tron 
mountaineering trip. I also went mountaineering on Cader Idris, Wyddfa, and Carnedd Dafydd and 
Carnedd Llewelyn, with Christie O’Donovan Rossa and Gareth Kelly. Christie learned Welsh with 
complete fluency in six months and refused to talk to me in English. He was descended from Jeremiah 
O’Donovan Rossa. The only true University of Wales is as it was intended to be in 1893, all staff fluent 
in Welsh. This is the case at the National Eisteddfod, the largest cultural festival in Europe. AIAS has 
taken over the intellectual leadership in Wales in theroetical physics. My distant cousin HRH The 
Countess of Wessex (the former Sophie Rhys-Jones) is a staunch supporter of the Welsh language, and 
much of the Turner-Thomas site, Celtic Royal Genealogy, is in Welsh. As mentioned Henry Tudor 
probably knew the language from childhood. The first two universities in Wales were founded by my 
ancestor Owain IV (Owain Glyndwr). There is great support for the language in many countries. Any 
remnant bigotry against the language (this bigotry still exists) is a serious offence in law, it being the 
oldest extant language of Gerat Britain, and now an official language.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY.doc

asecondbookofpoetry.pdf

Cyfarchion     Gorau  

February 13, 2012 

Dr Graham Hall,
Coleg y Brifysgol Llandrillo,

Sut Hwyl Graham,

Da iawn i glywed wrtho ti! Cofiaf Mull ac Iona yn y saith degau yn dda iawn – ac yn dod yn ol i Oban 
fel pysgodyn! Nid wyf erioed wedi bod yn San Francisco, and gweithiais yn IBM yn Kingston, Efrog 
Newdd, a Cornell yn Ithaca, Efrog Newydd. ‘R oedd llawer yn Ithaca yn cofio’r saith degau yn glir 
iawn. Es i lawr i UNCC yng Ngogledd Carolina, ac i draw i Minneapolis St. Paul, ond byth i 
Galifornia. Yn 1976 es i draw i Ysgol Holderness, Hampshire Newydd. Gwelais hefyd Pennsylvania a 
Delaware. Mae’r ffordd i lawr Heol 13 (Route 13) o Ithaca i Gwm Hudson yn hardd arbenning, dros yr 
afonydd Delaware a Susquehanna. hefyd es i Syracuse, Rochester a Buffalo. Mae Campus Cornell yn 
hardd iawn, mae’r tymeredd dros cant yn yr haf a llawer o eira yn y gaeaf. Ar www.aias.us mae lluniae 
o Taughannock ger Ithaca.
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Yn ol ar y Graig yma yn 2001 dechreuais weithio gyda gyfeillion yr AIAS, a mae’r gwaith wedi 
sefydlu ei hunan dros y byd eang. Dysgais gynghanedd, a mae Dafydd ap Gwilym yn yr achau (gweler 
yn ymgaeedig). Y Tywysog Tewdwr Mawr Deau Cymru oedd un o gyndadau Dafydd ap Gwilym a 
fine. Mae dy waith di yn bwysig ac yn ddiddorol iawn, ac yr wyt wedi dysgu’r Gymraeg yn 
ardderchog. Dyma beth yw fy narlun inne o Brifysgol Cymru. Ffoniaf y Gymdeithas Frenhinol heddiw 
i glywed wrtho nw beth yw’r trefniadau am ddarlithiau gyhoeddus. Croeso wrth gwrs i ti ddod!

Pob Hwyl

Myron

This is a letter to my old friend, the geologist and mathematician Dr. Graham Hall, recalling the 
seventies, when he was a convinced hippie enveloped in purple haze. The attached sonnet recalls 
mountaineering trips to Pumlumon, where Graham and I were caught in a blizzard and barely made it 
off the mountain , and an Tron (Y Trwyn, the nose) in Glen Coe. Google translate can be used to 
translate this for anyone interested. Google still makes a pig’s breakfast of Welsh but it is 
understandable. This correspondence is what the University of Wales should be, not a junk course 
merchant. Graham learned Welsh to a high standard, setting an example to everyone. I tend to use my 
muck turtle dialect, but in my poetry I use the classical Welsh (attached). I will phone the Royal 
Society to see if they will allow a lecture on the refutation of the Einstein theory. For them that would 
be a big step to take and they may be scared to take it at present. For us now at AIAS it is routine, and 
common knowledge throughout the world.

In a message dated 12/02/2012 13:49:16 GMT Standard Time,writes:

Helo Myron,

Mwynheais ddarllen cofnod yn eich blog! Roedd yn ddifyr i gofio’r
saithdegau yn Aberystwyth. Cawson ni hwyl, yn enwedig y daith i’r Alban
a dros y môr i’r ynysoedd. Llawr wedi digwydd erbyn hyn!

Ces i gyfle i ymweld â San Francisco am y tro cyntaf y llynedd pan
roeddwn i’n cymryd rhan mewn cynhadledd. Gwnes i ddianc am ddiwrnod o’r
cyfarfodydd i gerdded o gwmpas y ddinas – i weld y Bont, Haight Ashbury,
ac i deithio ar stryd-gar. Mae San Francisco yn dal i deimlo yn
gyfforddus, wedi ymlacio, er gwaethaf llai o hippies o gwmpas. Mae’n
siom i weld pobl ddigartref yn Sgwâr yr Undeb yn cardota, ond mae pethau
cynddrwg yn Llundain ac unrhyw ddinas fawr arall, dwi’n siŵr, oherwydd y
sefyllfa ariannol dros y byd.

Eleni, dw i wedi newydd ddod yn ôl o’r Unol Daleithiau unwaith eto – y
tro yma i wneud cyflwyniad yng nghynhadledd Cymdeithas Meteoroleg
Americanaidd yn New Orleans (
http://ams.confex.com/ams/92Annual/webprogram/Paper200227.html ).
Mwynheais i’r ddinas yn fawr iawn, yn enwedig gerddoriaeth jazz yn y
Chwarter Ffrangeg. Aethoch chi yno pan roeddech chi’n dysgu yn America?
Mae’n anhygoel pa mor dda mae’r ddinas wedi gorchfygu’r effaith y
llifogydd ar ôl Corwynt Catrina.

Canolbwynt y gynhadledd oedd trafod cyflymder newydd hinsawdd, sydd wedi
cynyddu dros y hugain mlynedd diweddaf heb unrhyw amheuaeth. Dydy’r peth

http://ams.confex.com/ams/92Annual/webprogram/Paper200227.html


pwysig ddim tymereddau o gwmpas y byd, ond cyfanswm egni yn yr awyrgylch
- sydd yn achosi ansefydlogrwydd mewn patrymau’r tywydd. Mae hwn yn
hollol wir yng ngogledd Cymru, ble cawson ni’r llif mwyaf am dri chan
mlynedd ar yr Afon Mawddach yn 2001
(http://www.grahamhall.org/mawddach/papers/paper3.pdf) .

Welais i eich bod chi’n trefnu darlithio i’r Gymdeithas Frenhinol -
ardderchog! Mae eich pwnc chi tŷ hwnt i fy maes arbenigaeth fy hun, ond
byddwn i’n hoffi mynychu. Pe byddai’r trefniadau yn mynd ymlaen, wnewch
chi anfon manylion y cyfarfod?

Cofion,

Graham

*******************************************************************
Mae’r e-bost yma ac unrhyw ffeiliau a drosglwyddir oddi fewn iddo yn gyfrinachol, a 
bwriedir ef ar gyfer yr unigolyn neu’r endidau mae wedi ei gyfeirio ato’n unig. Os ydych 
wedi derbyn yr e-bost yma trwy gamgymeriad hysbyswch y rheolwr system os gwelwch yn 
dda.

Mae’r troednodyn yma hefyd yn cadarnhau bod y neges e-bost yma wedi cael ei wirio gan 
MIMEsweeper am unrhyw feirysau cyfrifiadurol oedd yn bodoli.
www.mimesweeper.com
*******************************************************************
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use 
of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in 
error please notify the system manager.

This footnote also confirms that this email message has been swept by MIMEsweeper for 
the presence of computer viruses.

www.mimesweeper.com
*******************************************************************

Daily Report Sunday     12/2/12  

February 13, 2012 

There were 1,864 hits from 398 distinct visits, 14.2% spiders. Bergdorf Group; sweeps frpm botje, 
google and yandex; State University of New York at Buffalo UFT10; University of Central Florida 
UFT41; Democritus University of Thrace Greece UFT43; Brasenose College Oxford UFT166; 
University of Limpopo South Africa UFT158 and UFT159; intense interest all sectors.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/13/daily-report-sunday-12212/
http://www.grahamhall.org/mawddach/papers/paper3.pdf


208(2): Development of the First Equation of     Motion  

February 12, 2012 

In this note the equation of motion of UFT207 is developed with total derivatives throughout and 
applied to a hyperbolic spiral trajectory of a mass m spiralling into a mass M at the pole. In this case 
the equation of motion has the analytical solution (21), which makes perfect sense because teh angular 
veloci bcoems larger and larger as the mass m spins faster and faster and finally collides with M. For 
the stable precessing elliptical orbit the solution has to be found by using eqs. (11) and (25) using 
numerical methods.

a208thpapernotes2.pdf

208(1): The Second Set of Equations of the New     Relativity  

February 12, 2012 

This note begins the development of the second set of equations. The torsion element is given by eq. 
(21), and the curvature elements and identities can now be evaluated by computer. So any orbit can be 
characterized by this set of equations, in addition to the first set of equations developed in UFT207. 
The identities will give a second equation of motion. Both equations of motion can be developed by 
computer.

a208thpapernotes1.pdf

Criticisms of     CERN  

February 12, 2012 

For those interested the criticisms of the CERN claim that neutrinos travel faster than light are found 
simply by using google keywords. ECE theory would easily be able to account for such claims if they 
are not artifact. However as usual in physics now there is a protracted argument about whether or not 
they are artifact. With fuel rationing around the corner, this kind of expensive argument is totally 
irrelevant to society. What is certain however is that the U(1) sector symmetry of the particle theory 
used at CERN is completely obsolete. In the Omnia Opera of www.aias.us from about 1992 onwards, 
and in the UFT series the U(1) sector is repeatedly and completely refuted, not only by the AIAS group 
but by many others referenced in those papers and books. The Higgs boson is a completely 
meaningless concept. UFT158 ff. to UFT166 completely refute the fundamentals of particle and Raman 
scattering and absorption theory. Einsteinian general relativity has been refuted completely in many 
ways. Physics journals controlled by the standard model faction report the standard model only, or 
slight and immediately controversial exceptions to what they think is physics. Exciting new journals 
such as J. Foundations Chemistry and Physics give the actual truth about physics (www.cisp-
publishing.com). There is a lot of vested interest in standard physics, making it difficult for scientists to 
break away from it without losing their jobs or funding. So standard physics has become next to 
meaningless as an objective natural philosophy. ECE physics is much simpler, rigorously objective, and 
powerful.

http://www.cisp-publishing.com/
http://www.cisp-publishing.com/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/12/criticisms-of-cern-2/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/a208thpapernotes1.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/12/2081-the-second-set-of-equations-of-the-new-relativity/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/a208thpapernotes2.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/12/2082-development-of-the-first-equation-of-motion/


Daily Report Saturday     11/2/12  

February 12, 2012 

There were 1,777 hits from 393 distinct visits 24% spiders. University of Sydney UFT41; google 
sweep, yandex sweep; Northwestern University UFT84; Texas Agricultural and Mechanical (A and M) 
University System UFT25; University of Massachussets awards won by Aberystwyth group and 
general; French Mining (Noopsis) UFT202; Independent Schools Council Queen’s College 
Westminster London (preparatory to sixth form independent school) UFT111, UFT148, awards won by 
Aberystwyth group. Intense interest all sectors from individual computers.

The Post Subsidy Era for Wind     Turbines  

February 11, 2012 

By googling “derelict wind turbines” one can easily get the whole story. Politicians cannot cover up the 
internet. In the post subsidy era in prime windland in California thousands of turbines have been 
abandoned because they are grossly, utterly, uneconomical. The global warming hysteria has abated as 
it was bound to do, it was based on mediaeval fantasy and not science. The fact that the pride of 
physics, general relativity, has just collapsed in a heap shows that very few scholars indeed take the 
time to study science. Again the people must look after themselves, ensure a supply of good clean 
burning anthracite from private coal mines, otherwise you are going to be frozen and stranded by green 
propaganda. The cut up University of Wales is a metophiral wind turbine fiasco, derelict academics 
hanging on to grants and huge fees, no more junk courses to sell, no more windy outbursts about how 
excellent they all are.

Election Platform: Fuel Rationing and Derelict Wind     Turbines  

February 11, 2012 

Anyone who can use google can see that fuel rationing will be brought in before long, and can also see 
that the US landscape for example is littered with tens of thousands of derelict wind turbines of an 
incredible ugliness. I think that these factors will stop the proliferation of cars whose owners do 
nothing to conserve fuel and might lead the politicians to drop subsidies on wind turbines. In Mawr, the 
most beautiful area of all Gower is to be destroyed completely by turbines, whch are likely to become 
derelict rusting wrecks. The era of pointless air travel is also about to end. I myself work very 
efficiently from home, using the internet, I run a small second hand car which does not guzzle fuel. My 
work day starts at about 5.00 am and I find that working in the early morning is best. I have also done a 
great deal essentially on my own to try to bring crime under control and have always been opposed by 
Swansea County Council. If coal and gas fired power stations are closed, it would mean a catastrophe. I 
see that motorists became very angry when fuel rationing was tried out recently. However anyone 
knows that if one tries to drive at 70 mph on a motorway, or at any speed limit, one is passed with a 
constant stream of cars and lorries breaking the speed limit. So rationing will bring all this gross 
irresponsibility to an end – the hard way. Buses should take people to work in car-crammed Swansea, 
and the rail system should be rebuilt. I advise listening to what politicians do not say, and observing 
what they do not do.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/11/election-platform-fuel-rationing-and-derelict-wind-turbines/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/11/the-post-subsidy-era-for-wind-turbines/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/12/daily-report-saturday-11212/


Henry VII and the     Language  

February 11, 2012 

By googling “Guto’r Glyn” fifth site it is seen that the bard entertained Henry Tudor at Raglan Castle in 
1462, when Henry VII was five years old (he lived from 28th Jan. 1457 to 21st April 1509). Guto’r 
Glyn lived from 1412 to 1493. There is a cywydd by Guto’r Glyn on this site giving a genealogy, that 
of Harri Ddu ap Gruffudd Euas (Ewyas Lacy in Hereford County).

“Hwn, rho Duw, yw Harri deg,
Iawnfab Gruffudd, waywrudd io^r,
Io^r Bactwn, wyneb Ector,
W^yr Henri, ynni annerch,
Orwyr Sio^n, aerwy ar serch,
Ieirll yw hyn o’r lle henyw,
Yng Nglan Aur angel ynn yw.”

So Harri Ddu was the son of Gruffudd, son of Henry, son of John (Ioan or Sio^n). This means that 
Henry Tudor must have known the Welsh language from an early age. Guto’r Glyn is a good bard. This 
was the family of Blanche Parry who funded the translation into the language of the Bible by Henry 
Morgan and other Elizabethan scholars. That remains a great work of prose to this day. This shows that 
the language was spoken in Hereford County in the fifteenth century, and before that up to the Severn, 
and before that all over Britain. A language is not kept alive by infinitely remote government, 
bureaucratic documents and road signs, but by a living community. So the living community must be 
protected at all costs and only the ordinary people themselves can do this.

Catherine de Valois of     France  

February 11, 2012 

This is a very nice story, thanks to Stuart Davies! For complete list of all those present on the Tudor 
side google “ballad Bosworth” and third site www.tudorplace.com.ar. The latest research shows that the 
battle did not take place where it was supposed to have been. Rhys Fawr ap Maredudd Foelas is by 
legend the standard bearer. Rhys ap Thomas is supposed to have raised 2,000 men. As is well known, 
Stanley prevaricated until the last possible moment, and Northumberland refused to do anything. 
Norfolk was killed by an arrow, and his son Thomas Howard Duke of Norfolk became a Minister for 
Henry VIII. The spirit of Bosworth is what is needed now to keep the language and culture alive.

In a message dated 11/02/2012 12:04:04 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Regarding Catherine de Valois who was firstly of course the wife of Henry V, the story I 
most like about her is from Samuel Pepys who, seeing her mummified body in its open 
coffin in Westminster Abbey, kissed her so he could say that he had indeed kissed a queen.

She was a character in her own right. There are also doubts as to whether she and Owen 
Tudor were ever married. She certainly had a lot of children by him.

Stuart Davies
Subject: For Posting: Ancestors at The Battle of Bosworth: Sir David Owen

I have recently researched Sir David Owen (d > 20th Feb., 1528 / 1529), who was present 

http://www.tudorplace.com.ar/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/11/catherine-de-valois-of-france/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/11/henry-vii-and-the-language/


at the battle, and who was a son of Owain Tudor (1397 – 1461) who married Queen 
Catherine de Valois of France. He was the brother of Edmund Tudor Earl of Richmond 
(born 1430, father of Henry VII Tudor) and Siasper (Jasper) Tudor Earl of Pembroke, Duke 
of Bedford (born 1431). Siasper was the main general of Henry VII Tudor at Bosworth. I 
found that Sir David Owen was present at the battle from a contemporary ballad on the net. 
Acknowledgments as usual to the Royal Celtic genealogy site of Sir Arthur Turner-Thomas, 
historian to HRH Countess of Wessex, my distant cousin. The Tudor line married into the 
line of Rhys ap Gruffudd Prince of Deheubarth, which married into the line of my ancestor 
Bleddyn ap Maenarch Prince of Brycheiniog. Sir Arthur traced the line of the Countess of 
Wessex to Bleddyn ap Maenarch. So the group from Wales who defeated Richard III were 
almost all related in one way or another. They has Breton, French and Lancastrian support 
from the powerful Stanley Family, related to them by marriage to Margaret Beaufort, 
mother Henry VII. They also had the support of John de la Vere, Earl of Oxford.

FOR POSTING: Ancestors at Bosworth, John ap     Thomas  

February 11, 2012 

He was the younger brother of Sir Rhys ap Thomas of Maenordeilo, and my relation to Rhys is shown 
in the attached. So there were at least seventeen of my ancestors at the Battle of Bosworth as follows.

1) Henry VII Tudor, King of England.
2) Jasper Tudor, Duke of Bedford.
3) Sir Rhys ap Thomas, K. G. of Manordeilo (1449 – 1525)
4) John ap Thomas.
5) Sir John Wogan of Wyston (d. 1557)
6) Sir Edmund Carew.
7) Gwilym ap Gruffudd ap Robin (d. >1500)
8) Morris Lloyd Llansteffan (1430 – >1522)
9) Sir Walter Herbert (1450 – 1507).
10) Richard ap Hywel of Mostyn (d. 1540).
11) Thomas Havard Caerleon.
12) Sir David Owen.
13) Sir Charles Somerset.
14) Sir John Morgan.
15) Thomas Lord Stanley.
16) Sir William Stanley.
17) Sir John Savage of Clifton.

These are all proven by documentary support apart from Thomas Havard, but he is overwhelmingly 
likely to be my ancestor, there is only one Havard Family in Wales. They were almost certainly all 
related to Henry VII and formed the central part of his army.

afamilylinerelationtoSirRhysapThomas.pdf

Others Present at     Bosworth  

February 11, 2012 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/11/others-present-at-bosworth/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/afamilylinerelationtosirrhysapthomas.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/11/for-posting-ancestors-at-bosworth-john-ap-thomas/


I have researched two others who do not appear to be my ancestors. The first was Rhys Fawr ap 
Maredudd Foelas, who was the standard bearer of Henry VII Tudor, with the dragon rouge rampant, 
(Welsh Dragon), said to have taken originally from a Roman Legion nearly two thousand years ago. 
The second is John ap Maredudd. Henry Tudor write to him on about 8th August 1485 and he is 
mentioned in the ballad as being present at Bosworth. The ballad turns out to be accurate. On his way 
to Aberystwyth and Machynlleth Henry Tudor is said to have stopped at a cottage once owned by Dr 
Gareth J. Evans. The Turner-Thomas site is as authentic as possible, excellently researched, and all my 
own entries are authentic, i.e. backed by documents. There are many legends about Henry Tudor not 
backed by documents, but probably with a ring of truth about them.

FOR POSTING: Ancestors at Bosworth: Sir John Morgan Y Marchog     Tew  

February 11, 2012 

This is my relation to Sir John Morgan Y Marchog Tew ( <1460 – 1492) who was descended as shown 
from my ancestor Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell (b. 977) ancestor of Henry VII Tudor as shown, and 
ancestor of Oliver Cromwell as shown. Sir John Morgan was at Bosworth Field (1485) and was a 
Knight of the Holy Sepulchre. The main element of my coat of arms, the golden lion rampant, was 
awarded to me on merit by the College of Arms in 2008 from the Arms of one of the greatest of the 
Princes, Rhys ap Gruffudd Deheubarth (born 1132). So I have discovered seventeen ancestors to date 
who were at Bosworth, which was a turning point in British history. The Tudor Dynasty was probably 
the greatest in the history of Britain, reaching a cultural peak in the Elizabethan age. These are also the 
ancestors of the powerful Morgan Awbrey Family, which included John Aubrey F.R.S. who knew 
figures like Newton, Halley and Hooke.

afamilylinerelationtosirjohnmorgan.pdf

For Posting: Ancestors at The Battle of Bosworth: Sir David     Owen  

February 11, 2012 

I have recently researched Sir David Owen (d > 20th Feb., 1528 / 1529), who was present at the battle, 
and who was a son of Owain Tudor (1397 – 1461) who married Queen Catherine de Valois of France. 
He was the brother of Edmund Tudor Earl of Richmond (born 1430, father of Henry VII Tudor) and 
Siasper (Jasper) Tudor Earl of Pembroke, Duke of Bedford (born 1431). Siasper was the main general 
of Henry VII Tudor at Bosworth. I found that Sir David Owen was present at the battle from a 
contemporary ballad on the net. Acknowledgments as usual to the Royal Celtic genealogy site of Sir 
Arthur Turner-Thomas, historian to HRH Countess of Wessex, my distant cousin. The Tudor line 
married into the line of Rhys ap Gruffudd Prince of Deheubarth, which married into the line of my 
ancestor Bleddyn ap Maenarch Prince of Brycheiniog. Sir Arthur traced the line of the Countess of 
Wessex to Bleddyn ap Maenarch. So the group from Wales who defeated Richard III were almost all 
related in one way or another. They has Breton, French and Lancastrian support from the powerful 
Stanley Family, related to them by marriage to Margaret Beaufort, mother Henry VII. They also had the 
support of John de la Vere, Earl of Oxford.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/11/for-posting-ancestors-at-the-battle-of-bosworth-sir-david-owen/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/afamilylinerelationtosirjohnmorgan.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/11/for-posting-ancestors-at-bosworth-sir-john-morgan-y-marchog-tew/


Interest in Blog Doubled within a     Month  

February 11, 2012 

The interest in this blog has doubled within a month due mainly to our world renowned scientific work 
at AIAS in general relativity and many other areas, but also due to the popularity of my election 
campaign here for County Councillor for Mawr. This scientific work is of course led from Mawr. My 
campaign is getting off the ground, and whenever I mention my candidature people are very pleased at 
the prospect of long overdue sweeping changes, and to find that someone will listen to their views. 
Please use the index to find my campaign manifesto and platform on this blog. A number of people 
have already agreed to campaign on my behalf, in particular all those who wish to end housing over-
development in Mawr, destruction of ancient commonland rights, crowded and blocked roads, 
unrestricted biker crime, uncontrolled horse traffic fouling and blocking the roads, potholes, flooding, 
speeding cars, poor lighting, and the destruction of the Welsh language by undemocratic development. 
By this I mean that objections are over-ruled or not listened to, a direct threat to democracy and the 
Welsh language. I campaign for the reestablishment of Welsh language schools in Mawr and much 
more support for the language and the heroic efforts of those who try to keep it alive. The horrendous 
wind turbine destruction of the beautiful and unique Mynydd Bettws has started, I fought this for years 
and an eight to one majority against was ignored. A 95% majority was ignored in the Mynydd y Gwair 
turbine assault on Mawr. So I have advocated fighting these developments with class actions in court, 
injunctions and so forth, a permanent general strike against all turbine companies and a Land Act to 
remove Beaufort’s anti democratic rule. Wind turbines are useless and the coal mining industry should 
be restarted in Mawr using modern technology. There has been no new industry of any significance 
created in Mawr for half a century, tourism is not wanted by Welsh speakers because it destroys the 
language. Tourism is not a viable, self sustaining economy, it depends on outside wealth, not wealth 
created in Mawr itself as in the coal mining era. My entire family were coal miners for generations, 
were all fluent Welsh speakers and highly cultured. Under the Welsh Language Act special protection 
must be given to the langugae in Mawr. This is also the policy of the European government. In the case 
of Mawr this means a complete end to all needless housing development, preservation and 
conservation. What is needed is real industry. Finally the chapels must be protected by CADW, listed 
and put in trust so theat they are never turned into houses. Urgent action is needed all across Mawr.

Daily Report     10/2/12  

February 11, 2012 

There were 2,424 files downloaded from 443 distinct visits, 17.2% spiders. University of Waterloo 
general; yandex sweep; Technical University Darmstadt general; Berkeley UFT126; Duke UFT41; 
Notre Dame UFT88; Stanford UFT126; Utah UFT88; University of Valencia Essay14, 41, UFT139 
(Spanish); Department of Mathematics University of Bordeaux 1 Numerical Article 3; University of 
Poitiers general; Japanese National Institute for Fusion Science Reduction to Maxwell; Government of 
the Canary Islands Essay12 (Spanish); University of Lancaster UFT57; Electrical Engineering 
University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology (UMIST) UFT107; Essex Schools 
UFT58; Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru general. Intense interest all sectors from individual computers.

Constitution of the University of     Wales  

February 10, 2012 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/10/constitution-of-the-university-of-wales/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/11/daily-report-10212/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/11/interest-in-blog-doubled-within-a-month/


The Constitution is the Victorian Charter of 1893, which states that there shall be a University in and 
for Wales. Its Supreme Authority shall be the People of Wales in perpetuity, and it is modelled directly 
on the U.S. Constitution. The latter cannot be dissolved except by the People, and the University cannot 
be dissolved except by the People. So it has not been dissolved and I call on all readers to uphold the 
Constitution. To do otherwise is unlawful, the remnants at Bangor, Cardiff, Aberystwyth and Swansea 
cannot be recognized internationally. Similarly, in the tragic civil war in Ireland, Eamonn de Valera 
took the view that the 1916 Constitution could not be dissolved except by the People, while Michael 
Collins and Arthur Griffith were the leaders of the Irish Free State, for which the electorate voted 
overhwelmingly. However de Valera eventually made Ireland into a Republic. The whole tragic history 
of Ireland in the twentieth century could have been avoided by a much more sensitive and diplomatic 
approach.

Plans for     UFT208  

February 10, 2012 

There is another complete set of equations of the new general relativity obtainable by rearranging the 
constraint in UFT207. So the development of that is planned for UFT208. A lot of new mathematics 
sprang out of the woodwork in UFT207, all coming from my first year undergraduate textbooks in 
maths. I have heard from J. Cleese, permanent under secretary at the Department of Dogmatic 
Concrete, Ministry of Truth, that I am a blithering bonheaded Norse derived muck turtle, a long fanged 
Beowulf, totally insane and highly dangerous, code words for “distinguished colleague”. Einstein was a 
double agent who deliberately put errors in his algebra. We should all make allowances for the fact that 
he could never be wrong in any way at all and whatsoever.

Freaking Out     Man  

February 10, 2012 

This reminds me of how Dr. Graham Hall used to talk back in the seventies: this is weird hick LSD 
man, grassed out man, freaking out man, a real mind blower man, except that Graham did not use the 
word “blower”. This is a joke of course, I mean the New Scientist article.

In a message dated 10/02/2012 10:30:41 GMT Standard Time writes:

Dear Steve and Myron,

I thought this might interest you.

Kind regards.
Axel

http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21328500.300-i-want-to-take-the-first-picture-of-a-
black-hole.html

https://www.as.arizona.edu/people/faculty/marrone.html

https://www.as.arizona.edu/people/faculty/marrone.html
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21328500.300-i-want-to-take-the-first-picture-of-a-black-hole.html
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21328500.300-i-want-to-take-the-first-picture-of-a-black-hole.html
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/10/freaking-out-man/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/10/plans-for-uft208/


Cover

February 10, 2012 

I think a cartoon of Einstein smoking his pipe, a lot of smoke rings, and saying: “I’m forever blowing 
bubbles”. I think that the designer always produces an excellent result. There is a photograph extant of 
Einstein wearing no socks at his naturalization ceremony as US citizen.

In a message dated 10/02/2012 11:47:54 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

My graohip designer will prepare a cover for this book, is there something you would like 
to see on the cover, i.e. graphic image, an equation?

Victor

From: EMyrone@aol.com [mailto:EMyrone@aol.com]
Sent: 10 February 2012 11:32
Subject: FOR POSTING : UFT207

This is UFT207, in reference (2) the special issue is cited in full, with ISBN numbers. I 
think that the best title for the special issue is “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian 
General Relativity”.

DEFINITIVE REFUTATIONS OF THE EINSTEINIAN 
GENERAL     RELATIVITY  

February 10, 2012 

I propose this as the most descriptive title, because the refutations are so simple and algebraically 
irrefutable. I think that this special issue is going to be very popular.

In a message dated 10/02/2012 11:42:03 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

Dear Prof Evans

I am afraid I have lost your email in which you sent me the title of the special issue, could 
you please resend it, thank you. Also, Horst supplied final files for his sections only 
yesterday so we have to inforporate then in the main files, but this should not be a problem . 
There is also something missing from Robert’s Cheshire section, but Horst will kindly 
chase it up.

Kind regards

Victor

Victor Riecansky

Publisher

Cambridge International Science Publishing

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/10/definitive-refutations-of-the-einsteinian-general-relativity/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/10/definitive-refutations-of-the-einsteinian-general-relativity/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/10/cover/


www.cisp-publishing.com

ver@cisp-publishing.com

FOR POSTING :     UFT207  

February 10, 2012 

This is UFT207, in reference (2) the special issue is cited in full, with ISBN numbers. I think that the 
best title for the special issue is “Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General Relativity”.

a207thpaper.pdf

“Refereeing” of the Einstein     Theory  

February 10, 2012 

This never took place of course, this conclusion is clear from the slides in the following postings, 
refuting the theory very easily and simply. None of Einstein’s papers from 1905 to 1915 were formally 
refereed. The only form of refereeing that took place was that of Schwarzschild on Decemeber 22nd. 
1915, who found that Einstein’s work was erroneous, and who was ignored. Part of the reason for the 
Elsevier boycott must be dissatisfaction at what it Elsevier or any giant publisher call refereeing and 
editing. The net allows the simple truth to be brought to the general public, which should be deeply 
concerned about what passes for physics in standard model circles. I have pointed this out by letter to 
the present Prime Minister, David Cameron, who just sent my letter (without reading it) to a Ministry 
which sent it to CERN. I was told by CERN, via a bureaucrat, to be excited about pseudoscience, as if 
the Civil List scientist knew no science. So CERN essentially funds itself. In about ten years, fuel 
rationing might become necessary, so perhaps the billions spent by CERN might have to be redirected 
towards organizing rationing. This is reminiscent of the decadent phase of the early Roman Empire in 
the first century A.D., (Tiberius, Caligula and Nero), when it disintegrated into factional warfare, and 
finally collapsed in the fifth century A.D. Long before that the Empire had become near anarchy.

Offer of Lecture to the Royal     Society  

February 10, 2012 

As the only chemical and theoretical physicist on the Civil List at present I have offered to give a 
lecture to the Royal Society on the refutations of the Einstein theory (see next posting of this blog). The 
slides of the lecture are given there, handwritten as in a lecture, and the lecture will be the frontispiece 
of the important new book by CISP entirely refuting the theory. Douglas Lindstrom is kindly preparing 
the slides in power point. Horst Eckardt and I have forged a new relativity, and as usual all this work is 
being followed all over the world. The Royal Society nominated me for my Civil List Pension, and I 
was recommended to the Head of State, Queen Elizabeth II, by the then Prime Minister Tony Blair in 
2004. I was appointed in 2005 by Act of Parliament and Royal Assent. Albert Einstein was awarded the 
Copley Medal of the Royal Society. Of course I know Einstein’s work well, my co author of four books 
of “The Enigmatic Photon” series, the great theoretical physicist Jean-Pierre Vigier, was invited by 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/10/offer-of-lecture-to-the-royal-society/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/10/refereeing-of-the-einstein-theory/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/a207thpaper.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/02/10/for-posting-uft207/


Einstein to work with him at Princeton. Vigier was refused a visa and so John Wheeler was appointed. 
Both Vigier and Wheeler were supporters of B(3) theory, the precursor of ECE theory. I do not think 
that any academy can afford to ignore the huge tide of professional interest in ECE theory.

LARES Satellite Tests Incorrect Elementary     Mathematics  

February 10, 2012 

This is an example of standard model propaganda at work. It is easy to refute the Einstein theory as in 
the attached slides which will appear as the frontispiece of a new book to be published shortly by 
Cambridge International Science Publishing (www.cisp-publishing.com). It is a low priced softback 
and e book edition of M. W. Evans, Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry, Special Issue Six 
on clear and unequivocal refutations of Einsteinian general relativity. The details for ordering are on 
www.cisp-publishing.com and are follows:

Softback ISBN 978-1-907343-08-7 at about 18 – 20 pounds stirling.
E Book ISBN 978-1-907343-52-0

These books will be available from an extensive selection of all good bookshops throughout the world, 
and will be advertized in all good catalogues. In view of these clear and simple refutations the LARES 
claims are entirely meaningless and such projects should not be funded. All claims to have verified an 
obviously incorrect theory harm physics very much, and such claims are known all over the world of 
science to be false. We can see this very clearly from our unique feedback analysis, showing that staff 
and students from every relevant university in the world have accepted our view by implication. 
Otherwise they would not have been reading our work all over the world every day for eight years. 
These new books will be published to the high standards of CISP, and I recommend them strongly to 
every concerned scientist and member of the general public, to universities, institutes, schools, 
government departments, military facilities, corporations big and small, organizations and individuals, 
i.e. all those who follow the ECE sites and will do so for the next hundred years.

Prof. M .W. Evans
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

In a message dated 09/02/2012 19:47:30 GMT Standard Time writes:

Your friend thought you should see this article on newscientist.com today.

LARES ‘mirror ball’ sat will test Einstein’s theory
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn21450

Some articles may require a login, available free to all subscribers to New Scientist 
magazine.

You can subscribe at http://www.newscientist.com/subscribe.

Their message:
You might find this of some interest. Regards,

NewScientist.com is the world’s leading online science and technology news service, with a 
global network of award-winning journalists. Visit www.newscientist.com now for 

http://www.newscientist.com/subscribe.
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constantly updated and authoritative reporting that’s both fast and fascinating.

arefutationofegrslide1.pdf

arefutationofegrslide2.pdf

arefutationofegrslide3.pdf

arefutationofegrslide4.pdf

arefutationofegrslide5.pdf

arefutationofegrslide6.pdf

arefutationofegrslide7.pdf

arefutationofegrslide8.pdf

arefutationofegrslide9.pdf

Daily Report     9/2/12  

February 10, 2012 

There were 2,249 hits from 433 distinct visits, 26.5% spiders. Memorial University of Newfoundland 
UFT110; Government of Quebec UFT94; extensive google and yandex sweeps; Department of 
Mathematics University of Marburg UFT142; Mathematical Sciences University of the Saarland Top 
ten papers; Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis UFT38; Oklahoma Christian University 
Advantages of ECE over the standard model; Pennsylvania State University Office of Rural Health 
UFT114; Autonomous University of Barcelona UFT157 (Spanish); Department of Fundamental 
Physics of the University of Barcelona UFT88; University of Granada UFT142; University of Valencia 
Felker2 (Spanish); University of Helsinki UFT29; Mairie (Mayoral Offices) Marseilles general; Sense 
Mining Solutions France (Noopsis) UFT202; University of Poitiers general; Department of 
Photogrammetry and Geographic Information of the Hungarian Government Numerical Note 2; US 
Naval Research Laboratory UFT55; Department of Mathematics Auckland University New Zealand 
UFT33; Institute of Science and Technology Techncial University of Lisbon UFT20; Students 
University College of Wales Aberystwyth Etherington Report; Engineering and Physical Sciences 
Heriot Watt University UFT41; University College London Essay 11. Intense interest all sectors from 
individual computers.

The Boycott of     Elsevier  

February 9, 2012 

The other comments I have about this author boycott is that the editors of Elsevier seem not to read the 
papers submitted, and the referees’ reports are frequently just one liners, sometimes containing abuse 
using anonymity as cover. The standard of typesetting deteriorated into something unbelievably bad. 
Elsevier has a stable of many horses with three legs. The journal impact index is around one on 
average. The impact of the ECE sites is orders of magnitude higher and measured in much greater 
detail with much mopre accuracy. The fact that the Einstein theory is so easily proven to be wrong 
means red faces for many purportedly good journals that continued to publish EGR for a century: The 
Physical Review, Nature, Proceedings of the Royal Society – the whole lot. I have offered to lecture to 
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the Royal Society, but this is not very necessary because it has already nominated me successfully for 
the Civil List. The AIAS system is so efficient that I need not move from Craig Cefn Parc here.

Referring URL     Table  

February 9, 2012 

After extensive research I prepared this table in about 2010 when there were 178 papers ready. Dave 
Burleigh typeset the table in ordered columns and posted it. This table is found by clicking on the file 
totalcitationssince12-6.pdf at the head of the list of UFT papers. The number of referrals averages of 
the order of magnitude a thousand per UFT paper with many thousands more for the papers by the 
AIAS colleagues. By now that table’s number of citations should be increased by about 40% per item 
and ther are now 206 UFT papers. The archives all over the world have recognized this new citations 
system and the AIAS work is as “official” as any other work by any other institute. By several 
measures AIAS is the leading institute of theoretical physics worldwide in terms of impact. It is a small 
institute whose members work voluntarily without any infra structure costs.

Assessment of Overall Impact of The AIAS / ECE     Sites  

February 9, 2012 

For senior staff with access the impact can be assessed in many ways, and every indicator leads to the 
same conclusion, that the work of AIAS has had an unprecedented impact on the natural sciences, 
making traditional indicators of impact such as journal citation irrelevant and obsolete. This impact will 
continue indefinitely, I use the figure of a hundred years as a kind of metaphor. This is always a 
characteristic of best quality thought, it lasts indefinitely and becomes part of culture and history. For 
example the impact of the 760 Omnia Opera items can be measured using 
www.aias.us/weblogs/log.html, referring URL report, documents/mwe/omnia-opera. The 760 or so 
items are referred to on average about 200 times, i.e. 152,000 times in about four years. The impact 
using this same measure of the UFT papers is much greater. The order of magnitude average for the 
206 UFT papers to date is a thousand, so they have been referred to 205,000 times already in eight 
years. The same pattern is true for everything on the www.aias.us site. Files downloaded from the sites 
(hits) run into order of magnitude tens of millions in about eight years. For www.aias.us alone the total 
is over a million hits every year. This total is augmented by the other sites: www.atomicprecision.com, 
www.et3m.net and www.upitec.org. Now these sites have been recognized internationally as 
outstanding science by the national archives sites. In Britain this is www.webarchive.org.uk. Archival 
organziations have also begun to record ECE work in the US, Russian Federation and Europe. So all 
our work has been recognized “officially”. The attached overview file is an abstract of only about 2% 
of the total interest, yet it runs to nearly two hundred pages. It abstracts identifiable URL’s of 
universities, institutes, government departments, major corporations, military facilities and 
organizations. It is seen that there is interest from all universities of relevance in the world. In addition 
daily reports are posted on this blog showing which documents are read by which identifiable institutes. 
These daily reports abstract only about 1 or 2% of the daily interest. All this is therefore a brilliant new 
phenomenon in science, and this accurate measure is possible due to the hard work over years of 
voluntary effort by AIAS Fellows. The blog has also been archived and interwoven into the feedback 
files. Particular thanks to Dave Burleigh, Horst Eckardt. Michael Jackson, Alex Hill, Robert Cheshire 
and Simon Clifford. Also archived are very popular essay broadcasts.

http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.et3m.net/
http://www.atomicprecision.com/
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overview.pdf

Daily Report     8/2/12  

February 9, 2012 

There were 1,965 files downloaded (hits) from 439 distinct visits, 25.8% spiders. Australian National 
University UFT119; Government British Columbia Canada Round Trip to Jupiter; Perimeter Institute 
Canada Proof2; extensive google and yandex sweeps; Department of physics Bielefeld University 
metric manifolds; Columbia University UFT41; Faculty of Arts and Sciences Harvard UFT114; Lehigh 
University Advantages of ECE over the standard model; Colorado School of Mines UFT51; Missouri 
University of Science and Technology UFT107; Notre Dame University UFT88; University of the 
Basque Country UFT150(Spanish); University of Poitiers general; Department of Engineering Gifu 
University Japan UFT6; US Archives sweep; Home Air University Pakistan UFT23; National 
University of Computer and Emerging Sciences Pakistan UFT153; New Pakistan University Errors in 
the Einstein Theory; Technical University of Cluj-Napoca Romania UFT81; Department of Medical 
Biochemistry and Biophysics Karolinska Institute Sweden UFT39; School of Engineering University 
of Wales Cardiff HSD31; Edinburgh University UFT4; Lancaster University UFT137, Proof5. Intense 
interest individual computers.

FOR POSTING: Lack of Meritocracy in the UW     Remnants  

February 8, 2012 

One of the reasons why I cannot advise anyone to go to these remnants at Aberystwyth, Bangor, Cardiff 
and Swansea is their obvious lack of meritocracy, and their lack of relevance and respect for the real 
Wales. They have also attempted to undermine the carefully constructed University constitution, a 
direct assault on Wales itself. Instead I advise following the AIAS group on its sites www.aias.us, 
www.atomicprecision.com, www.upitec.org, www.et3m.net , www.webarchive.org.uk, the National 
Library of Wales, British Library, US, Russian and European web archives. They are open source and 
AIAS is a world leader set up in Wales by a fluent Welsh speaker, yours truly. The Clifford Jones case 
indicates corruption throughout the Welsh Government and is a mindless insult, not to me so much, but 
to you, the People of Wales. That comes as a surprise to no one. This is what the electorate really 
thinks. My case is probably the most acute piece of prejudice within the old UW, which was always 
negative to Welsh speakers. This prejudice becomes evident simply by listing the number of open 
competitions I have won. The old UW system depended on tenure, and my recent research shows that 
tenure was arbitrarily awarded, excluding merit. I am pursuing this now with the Information 
Commissioner. The list includes the following, and this record cans everyone in the remnants out of 
sight with the greatest of respect to honourable exceptions to the rule of prejudice and nepotism. The 
remnants cannot be recognized internationally, they are unconstitutional.

1) Mathews Prize 1969.
2) Dr Samuel Williams Studentship 1971.
3) French Government Scholarship 1972.
3) British Government Science Research Council Fellowship 1974.
4) Imperial Chemical Industries European Fellowship 1974.
5) National Research Council of Canada Fellowship 1974 to go to work with the Nobel Laureate 
Herzberg in Ottawa.
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6) Junior Research Fellowship of Wolfson College Oxford 1975.
7) Ramsay Memorial Fellow of University College London 1976.

At this point I should certainly have been promoted senior lecturer or reader and given tenure at 
Aberystwyth, having already won five of the most prestigious fellowships in Britain and abroad. 
Usually one is enough for lectureship. Most were appointed to tenure on a who you know basis. That is 
an obvious denial of merit that has gone on all my life and is and has been condemned repeatedly by 
international opinion. This conclusion is implied very clearly by the overwhelming international 
interest in the AIAS work.

8) Lecturer University College of Wales Swansea 1977, although corruptly offered, making me feel 
very angry to this day, so I resigned after being pressurized into accepting it due to inexperience. No 
one would pressurize me now into doing something on behalf of unethical people.
9) Scientiae Doctor of the University of Wales January 1978, the youngest in modern history in Britain, 
Ireland and the Commonwealth, a distinction already higher than full professor with tenure. This 
should certainly have been followed by promotion to full professor. That it was not and never has been 
is a denial of merit needing international condemnation.
10) British Government Science and Engineering Council Advanced Fellowship 1978, ranked number 
one in Britain. This should certainly have been turned into tenure, but by this time  I found myself 
fighting entrenched corruption with hard work and pure merit.
11) Harrison Memorial Prize 1978, ranked best in Britain, open competition
12) Meldola Medal 1979, ranked best in Britain, open competition.
13) European Coordinator 1980, US National Science Foundation Advisor.

At this point my career was deliberately destroyed by Aberystwyth in an act of illegality and 
horrendous bigotry.

13) Two University of Wales Fellowships 1983, independently assessed, both in open subject 
competition. 14) University of Wales Pilcher Senior Fellowship 1985 in open competition.
15) Humboldt Fellowship 1985 in open European competition.
16) British IBM Fellowship 1985 in open competition.
17) Leverhulme Trust Fellowships 1985 and 1991 both in open competition.
18) Visiting Academic of Trinity College Dublin 1986, part of the Oxford / Cambridge system of 
colleges.
19) Forced to emigrate in 1986, having been offered an IBM Professorship in the States.
20) Visiting Fellowship at Cornell Theory Center 1988.
21) Guest and Fellow in the University of Zurich 1990.
21) Senior Visiting Fellow Pennsylvania State University 1990.
17) Full professorship at University of North Carolina Charlotte in open competition 1992.
18) Visiting Academic York University Toronto 1995.
19) Visiting Academic Indian Statistical Institute 1995.
20) AIAS Director 1998.
21) Civil List Pensioner 2005, British high honour akin to Order of Merit (O.M.) and an appointment 
by Crown and Parliament, recommended by the Royal Society and the Prime Minister.
22) Raised to Armiger 2008.
23) Burke’s Peerage and Gentry 2011.
24) Thirty editions of “Marquis Who’s Who” in America, World, Science and Engineering.
25) The ECE sites are among the most influential in the world of science and will be for a century as 
can be seen from extrapolating feedback data.

Set against this is a long and dismal record of mindless prejudice by the remnant institutions. 
Additionally I am a bard and poet and fluent Welsh speaker. So all of this indicates intense prejudice 



and deserves outright international condemnation. Welsh speakers in Wales must certainly look after 
themselves, and this they will do.

Glyn Eithrym

207(9): Orbital Equation of Motion from the Identity     Equations  

February 8, 2012 

This is the new equation of motion (17), which is also a field equation for all orbits. So as expected, the 
identity equations give an equation of motion, which from eq. (14) is also a kind of conservation 
equation. Therefore a new and self consistent theory of general realtivity has been developed. It has 
been tested rigorously for mathematical correctness and self consistency over the past two or three 
weeks in discussions, so I will now proceed to write up UFT207 in co authorship with Dr. Horst 
Eckardt. An ephemeris, or map of the universe, can now be produced analysing all orbits in terms of 
one torsion element and two curvature elements. This is a new general law of cosmology, opening up a 
new field of research.

a207thpapernotes9.pdf

Final constrained metric     results  

February 8, 2012 

Many thanks again to co author Dr Horst Eckardt. These results look right, and are very interesting. 
They all contain time dependencies so the identities are equations of motion. There is only one 
antisymmetric torsion element per orbit, and a few curvature elements. There are two equations of 
motion coming from two identity equations, and these results are general, they apply to any orbit of 
astronomy or any rotational motion. They are a new kind of dynamics in the sense that Lagrange and 
later Hamilton developed new dynamics. Hamilton and I have one thing in common, we were or are 
both on the Civil List and were or are not Fellows of the Royal Society. We also worked at Trinity 
College Dublin, part of the OxBridge system.

In a message dated 08/02/2012 00:23:23 GMT Standard Time, writes:

These are the results for general f, and a precessing ellipse in mixed
r-theta coordinates and pure r coordinates.
The results for the latter two should be identical when the theta
coordinate is replaced by the r coordinate for example.

Horst

The Boycott of Elsevier by     Scientists  

February 8, 2012 

As the Omnia Opera shows I have published a lot with Elsevier in various journals. In the early years it 
was a good publishing house, but I did have the negative experience of Elsevier refusing to give me 
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papers for the Omnia Opera after it had given copyright permission. That was very frustrating. Then 
Horst Eckardt kindly collected them. Also Elsevier’s SciTopics has been withdrawn. Initially, Mr. 
Strauss of Elsevier invited a SciTopics entry from me which was eventually transferred to www.aias.us. 
I have had more negative dealings with Springer, which took over Kluwer. The notorious and openly 
libelous and nutty editorial by ‘t Hooft was published by Springer. I think that Cambridge International 
Science Publishing (www.cisp-publishing.com) is by far better than either of these giants, its 
typesetters also work for Cambridge University Press, and are much more accurate than Elsevier. CISP 
is faster, more efficient, and gives many more complimentary copies. It also resists weirdo’s trying to 
attack the publisher. Lately I had a very negative experience with a Physica editor called de Giorgi, 
who threw up all over the electronics at ETH Zurich about the demise of Einstein’s theory. He was a 
typical Elsevier editor of late, not reading anything and not knowing what he is publishing. A boycott 
of bad publishing companies and ultra expensive pseudouniversities is perfectly possible these days 
because learning can take place on the internet without the interference of any bad administration 
appointed in smoke filled saloons, or in the case of Aberystwyth, under the pier or in the kitchen of the 
Chinese restauarant. I refer to it always as University College of Wales Aberystwyth and advise 
everyone else to do the same. The general public can use its facilities free and ignore the rest of it, 
never paying it any fees.

In a message dated 07/02/2012 20:59:20 GMT Standard Time,  writes:

http://the-scientist.com/2012/02/07/occupy-elsevier/

Daily Report     7/2/12  

February 8, 2012 

There were 2,385 hits from 484 distinct visits during the day, 20.4% spiders. McGill University Canada 
UFT128 and UFT148; Fitchburg State University family history and general; students at North 
Carolina Agricultural and Technical University equation flowcharts; University of Missouri Kansas 
City ECE and spacetime; University of Minnesota Twin Cities Essay44; University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill UFT4; French Atomic and Alternative Energy Comission Spacetime Devices; University of 
Poitiers general; Department of physics Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Greece Foundations of 
Physics leaflet, UFT63 and general; Raman Research Institute India general; National Autonomous 
University of Mexico Felker 4 (Spanish); students University College of Wales Aberystwyth 
Etherington Report; Unix Central system University of Cambridge 2D ECE FEM 1; University of 
Lancaster UFT137 and graduation photographs, eq. flowcharts; Christchurch College Oxford UFT25, 
intense interest all sectors.

Details of the     Boycott  

February 7, 2012 

I would advise concerned graduates of the University of Wales to reorganize the University over the 
internet and to ignore its attempted dissolution by the Ministry of Thought in invisible street. The AIAS 
for example can be the effective department of physics of the true University of Wales. The latter 
cannot be dissolved without a referendum of the People of Wales, and the Ministry of Thought, 
wherever it is, knows that the People will never dissolve the People’s University. That would be 
tantamount to dissolving the People itself. The isolated remnants at Aberystwyth, Bangor, Cardiff and 
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Swansea were formed unconstitutionally, and as such should not be recognized internationally. They 
are irrelevant to Wales, they hold merit in contempt and appoint themselves, sell junk courses to 
penguins in Antarctica. Their degrees are unconstitutional. No Welsh is heard on those Campi, while 
Welsh is the only language of the Eisteddfod at which the true University was founded. There can no 
longer be any confidence in the self proclaimed Welsh Government after the Clifford Jones affair, in 
which a direct employee of the Head of State was attacked in a secret memorandum by a member of 
that Government. There is no confidence in government in Wales at any level, this is common 
knowledge. Most politicians are unknown to the people, they exist on leaflets dropped insolently 
through doors once every four years – but the language will survive inside decent families who put 
their houses in trust for Welsh speaking descendants and never sell those houses to jackal developers. 
The weird radical ideas of forced quota being imposed on Wales are not the traditional family values 
and most people want the traditional family life to survive and thrive. This can be done where 
government can’t get at you – inside the extended family. This is how hoplessely remote the 
government has become.

Severe Condemnation of Higher Education by Dr. Gari     Owen  

February 7, 2012 

As can be seen , Dr Gari Owen condemns the University outright and the Home Office will press for 
severe penalties. As Candidate for Mawr I call for international condemnation and boycott of Bangor, 
Aberystwyth, Swansea and Cardiff. The incredibly sordid case of Clifford Jones goes right to the heart 
of the Welsh government, which so far has done nothing. The police have done nothing, despite the 
evidence. In fact nearly all the police stations in the Swansea valley have been closed to the public. It is 
clear that government in Wales would be by a small clique of unelected people which would always try 
to undermine the due process of government by the People, and which would always try to undermine 
merit.

In a message dated 22/10/2011 16:27:29 GMT Standard Time, writes:

The Home Office will press for severe penalties against the University of Wales for this 
totally irresponsible action. I had not realised the scale of this operation. The brand has 
been completely corrupted by these events.

http://www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/story.asp?storycode=417693
David Warner, vice-chancellor of Swansea Metropolitan University, one of the institutions  
that will be merging with the University of Wales, said that the global network of 130 
partner colleges can continue their arrangements if they teach UK courses.
“Institutions abroad will take the same programme that we are teaching in Swansea,” he  
said, adding that the same changes will apply to institutions in the UK.
This will replace a much- criticised system under which organisations present their own  
courses for approval. A total of 70,000 students in 30 countries, including Uzbekistan,  
Mauritius and Indonesia, are taught degrees validated by the University of Wales.

Despite criticism of Wikipedia, I think that on this occasion it might go some way to useful 
historical summary of this mess:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_Wales
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and illustrates the concern that earlier graduates of Aberystwyth, Bangor, Cardiff, Swansea 
should not be tainted by this brand hijacking.

Gari Owen

Sir Charles Somerset 1st Earl of     Worcester  

February 7, 2012 

He was present at Bosworth Field and is my distant ancestral cousin through marriage to Elizabeth 
Herbert (born 1476). She was the daughter of William Herbert Earl of Pembroke, who was the son of 
William Herbert Earl of Pembroke, son of William ap Thomas who married Gwladus ferch Syr Dafydd 
Gam ap Llewelyn ap Hywel (said to have been knighted at Agincourt), a direct descendant of my 
ancestor Bleddyn ap Maenarch Prince of Brycheiniog. All these lines also apply of course to the entire 
Morgan Awbrey Family of Glyn Tawe, a very distinguished Family, at one time the most powerful in 
South Wales. They include John Awbrey, one of the first Fellows of the Royal Society, who probably 
knew figures like Newton, Halley and Hooke very well. Sir Charles Somerset is also the ancestor of the 
present Duke of Beaufort (my distant cousin), but I don’t think he would have behaved in such a way 
as to ruin his land with wind turbines or extract 270,000 pounds for fishing rights or put up log cabins 
on commonland. A mediaeval Prince or Earl could not badly alienate his own people and survive very 
long. The present Beaufort is alienated to the extent of 95% against.

My Ancestral Cousins at the Battle of Bosworth     (1485)  

February 7, 2012 

This is the famous battle that established the Tudor Dynasty. I have researched those present for a 
number of years. Many were my ancestral cousins and I give these first, numbers 1 to 14. Their 
genealogy is on the www.aias.us site. The Turner-Thomas site “Celtic Royal Genealogy” is 
outstanding. Acknowledgments to my cousins Stuart Davies and Dewi Morris.

1) Henry VII Tudor (Tewdwr or Tudur) King of England.
2) General Jasper Tudor, Duke of Bedford.
3) General Sir Rhys ap Thomas, Knight of the Garter (1449 – 1525).
4) Sir John Wogan (Gwgon) of Wiston (d 1557).
5) Sir Edmund Carew (Caer Rhiw).
6) Thomas Lord Stanley (by marriage to Margaret Beaufort).
7) Sir William Stanley.
8) Sir Walter Herbert (1450 – 1507).
9) Sir Charles Somerset of Chepstow.
10) Gwilym ap Gruffudd ap Robin, Sheriff of Caernarfon (d > 1500).
11) Morris Lloyd Llansteffan, Squire of Henry Tudor (1430 – > 1522).
12) Richard ap Hywel Mostyn (d. 1540).
13) Thomas Havard Caerleon, Gentleman.
14) Sir John Savage of Clifton.

Those present on the Tudor side included
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15) John de la Vere Earl of Oxford.
16) Sir David Owen of Cowdray.
17) John ap Maredudd Clenenney.
18) Sir John Morgan.
19) John Mortimer of Kyre Magna.
20) Richard Nanfran Tre Hywel.
21) William Norris.
22) Sir David Owen of Cowdray.
23) Philip ap Rhys.
24) Rhys Fawr ap Maredudd Foelas.
25) Rhydderch ap Rhys Cilbronnau.
26) John ap Thomas Marlais.

I have researched the first fourteen ancestral cousins, there may be others in the following list, 15 to 26. 
John de la Vere is not an ancestor, neither I think is William Norris, but the research is always 
fascinating. These were all Peers, Knights and Gentlemen with their own contingent of horse or foot. 
This list is on the net and appears in a contemporary ballad. In order to survive plots and attempted 
assassinations Henry Tudor spent a long time in Brittany. Nothing has changed, I have had to survive 
some enjoyable plots and attempted assassinations, all to no effect at all. Some of the stuff was scripted 
for the goon show with Spike Milligan, Peter Sellers and Harry Seacombe. The standard model is as 
Clouseau incanted to the grand piano with a mace stuck to his hand, “not any more”.

Revised Letter of     Invitation  

February 7, 2012 

This draft includes the revisions suggested by Stuart Davies and it revises the intent in accordance with 
the fact that the Castle has been taken off the market. It is submitted to the present committee for 
approval: namely Stuart Davies and Gareth Evans. Then we should send it to the owner Mr Gover for 
his views before proceeding finally to the invitations. I will continue to hunt around for sources of loan 
at a reasonable few points above the base rate of 0.5%. If any private lender is interested in loaning ast 
say 3.5 to 4% to renovate the castle please let me know. Banks are out of the question at 12%. No 
wonder there is a credit crunch. Legislation should be enacted to force down their rates.

INVITATION TO CRAIG Y NOS APPEALS COMMITTEE.pdf

Vehicle and Biker     Activity  

February 7, 2012 

The police requested me to report to them once a week. Two days ago a land rover G390 JCY was on 
Gelliwastad illegally, also witnessed by another walker whose name and address I know. I observed a 
biker again coming up from Mountain Road. I was able to observe that he had a white helmet, black 
jacket, about 150 cc scrambling bike, no number plate, white disk where the number plate usually is. 
This is the same one that drove past me in a common assault after I signalled him to stop. These are 
multiple offences. So as County Council candidate for Mawr, and as Armiger employed directly by 
Head of State, I once more request the Council to take effective measures against biker criminality. 
This is done very easily by putting up gates with cameras, and fences. This is part of my election 
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manifesto and I have considerable support in Mawr. So I demand that the views of the People be heard. 
The MA007 proposal for log cabins on commonland is illegal under Section 38 of the Commonland 
Act of 2006 and this is essentially the opinion of everyone I have talked to in Mawr. The latter should 
not be governed by Swansea, it has different traditions entirely. I also demand that Mountain Road be 
properly paved and lighted, and that residents be compensated by Beaufort for water running into their 
houses off the ruined bridle path on Gelliwastad. The fact that there is Council lighting on Mountain 
Road makes it a public road. This lighting has been there for seventy years. I demand closed circuit TV 
cameras as advised by the police, and other effective measures agianst bikers. Beaufort is responsible 
for the upkeep of the bridle path and for prevention of trespass that has turned the ecology into mud. 
Horses must by law stay on bridle paths, but trespass is habitual. Beaufort does nothing about this at 
all, and has done nothing for three hundred years. No motorized vehicles are allowed on Gelliwastad 
without special permission. I demand a traffic regulation order to make this trespass a criminal offence 
so that it may be dealt with by responsible authority.

Questions for Dr. Gari     Owen  

February 7, 2012 

What measures does the Home Office intend to take against the people who were responsible for 
selling junk courses and making unconstitutional attempts to dissolve the University? Can the Home 
Office take effective action against Clifford L. Jones and initiate an effective enquiry? The University 
of Wales can only be dissolved by the People of Wales in a referendum. Until then the quarter million 
or so graduates are fully entitled to refer to it as Prifysgol Cymru – University of Wales. Similarly there 
are University Colleges in Ireland such as UC Dublin and Cork, Galway and so on that cannot be 
closed without the approval of the People of Ireland. Similarly there is the State University of New 
York (SUNY) which cannot be closed with the approval of the People of New York. A few shady 
bureaucrats have no right to do what they did to the traditions of Wales. This is a direct threat to 
democracy, in parallel with the Clifford Jones affair.

Special Issue on the Einstein     Refutation  

February 7, 2012 

This is excellent news in all respects. I will ask Dave Burleigh to advertize the special issue in the 
publications section with the ISBN numbers and the webmasters of the three other ECE sites to do the 
same for all CISP publications. They are

2) Sean MacLachlan, www.atomicprecision.com and www.upitec.org.
3) Alex Hill www.et3m.net

The cross link is www.cisp-publishing.com.

Many thanks to all!

In a message dated 07/02/2012 10:33:33 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

Yes, we will produce the special issue as a book(softback) (in addition to the journal issue) 
and also ebook and the latter will be sent to all major ebook libraries and aggregators. We 
will price it at 18-20 GBP so everybody can afford to buy it (I will send a royalty proposal 
to you for this project shortly). Perhaps later this week you could arrange for the 
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information to be placed on the AIAS home page and also in the books section, with a link 
to the CISP. The ISBN number is 978-1-907343-08-7 (print) and 978-1-907343-52-0 (e-
book). I expect to send all the special issue articles to you and other authors this week so 
the second half of February is a realistic publishing date

Regards

Victor

Victor Riecansky

Publisher

Cambridge International Science Publishing

www.cisp-publishing.com

ver@cisp-publishing.com

Subject: Writing Up UFT207

I think that the new relativity is fully forged now, and it will be interesting to see the 
fnished computer output by co author Horst Eckardt. That can go into UFT205 as planned. 
The powerful result is obtained that any orbit can be described by its unique torsion 
element accompanied by a few curvature elements. By dimensional analysis the torsion can 
be related to torque. everyone has experienced torque, and that is a concept that is very easy 
to undertstand. At its best, physics is both simple and clear. At its worst it is CERN. The 
only constant of motion is the lagrangian mc squared / 2. In reality the old general relativity 
has been discarded completely, whatever its proponents may write. The refutations in 
UFT202 and in the book format Special Issue Six of J. Found. Phys. Chem. are so utterly 
simple that they cannot be challenged without making the whole subject a laughing stock. 
That must be avoided at all costs because natural philosophy (or physics) is a pinnacle of 
human thought. So I hope that the new and old physics can be taught in schools and 
universities. Similarly quantum and classical mechanics are taught. The very big difference 
is that the old general relativity is simply incorrect in many ways. The new genreal 
relativity is completely different and does not of course reduce to an incorrect theory. So far 
the new GR has been applied to orbits, but it can now be applied to electrodynamics and the 
effect of gravitation on electrodynamics. The dynamics of the new GR have been fully 
tested out in UFT206.

Writing Up     UFT207  

February 7, 2012 

I think that the new relativity is fully forged now, and it will be interesting to see the finished computer 
output by co author Horst Eckardt. That can go into UFT205 as planned. The powerful result is 
obtained that any orbit can be described by its unique torsion element accompanied by a few curvature 
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elements. By dimensional analysis the torsion can be related to torque. Everyone has experienced 
torque, and that is a concept that is very easy to understand. At its best, physics is both simple and clear. 
At its worst it is CERN. The only constant of motion is the lagrangian mc squared / 2. In reality the old 
general relativity has been discarded completely, whatever its proponents may write. The refutations in 
UFT202 and in the book format Special Issue Six of J. Found. Phys. Chem. are so utterly simple that 
they cannot be challenged without making the whole subject a laughing stock. That must be avoided at 
all costs because natural philosophy (or physics) is a pinnacle of human thought. So I hope that the new 
and old physics can be taught in schools and universities. Similarly quantum and classical mechanics 
are taught. The very big difference is that the old general relativity is simply incorrect in many ways. 
The new general relativity is completely different and does not of course reduce to an incorrect theory. 
So far the new GR has been applied to orbits, but it can now be applied to electrodynamics and the 
effect of gravitation on electrodynamics. The dynamics of the new GR have been fully tested out in 
UFT206.

207(8): The Complete Solution for the Orbital     Connection  

February 7, 2012 

This note gives the complete solution for the orbital connection and gives:

partial f / partial t = (1/2) omega df / dtheta

The connection, torsion and Riemann curvature elements can be found for any orbit because df / dtheta 
can be found from the orbit and omega can either be observed directly or found by the analysis of 
UFT206. The mean angular velocity of a planet is of course well known with great precision. So I can 
now proceed to write up UFT207 with co author Horst Eckardt, who has contributed to a rigorous 
discussion.

a207thpapernotes8.pdf

General Strike against     Turbines  

February 7, 2012 

As Candidate for County Councillor for Mawr I have fought wind turbines fiercely for fifteen years, as 
this blog shows. I call for a European general strike against wind turbines, a refusal to maintain and 
service them, and a refusal to move the parts needed to build them. They have bankrupted economies 
and are a direct threat to democracy adn geopolitical stability. I call for a Land Act in Britain to 
nationalize all land owned by aristocrats. The Beaufort Estate has proposed MA007, illegal log cabins 
on commonland, and both the Estate and the Swansea Councils have come in for vehement, angry and 
unanimous criticism from the electorate in Mawr. Note the silence of the Plaid Cymu, Labour and Tory 
candidates for Mawr, due to their support of wind turbines, and support for the complete destruction of 
the unique beauty of Mawr. The incumbent has failed to stop MA007, so people are turning to me as 
Armiger. They have had fully enough of electoral dictatorship and non government by bureaucracy. So 
I invite all my old and new friends in Mawr to canvass on my behalf by the traditional word of mouth.

In a message dated 07/02/2012 03:27:25 GMT Standard Time, save.the.eagles2@gmail.com writes:

Q: Is there a difference between a good wind farm and a bad wind farm?
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Mark: The onus is on governments to prove that there are “good wind farms” that help save 
on fossil fuel imports and on pollution. They haven’t even attempted to do it, and for good 
reason: nowhere on earth have wind farms been shown to cut down on either. See why in 
my second answer.

Full interview here: http://www.earthtimes.org/energy/should-we-embrace-wind-
power/1807/
6 Feb. 2012

Mark Duchamp +34 693 643 736
Executive Director, EPAW
www.epaw.org 
President, Save the Eagles International
www.savetheeaglesinternational.org
Chairman, World Council for Nature
www.wcfn.org

Extract from Marion and     Thornton  

February 7, 2012 

This is from J. B. Marion and S. T. Thornton, “Classical Dynamics of Particles and Systems” 
(Harcourt, New York, 1988, third edition). Problems 7.1 and 7.2 show that total derivatives are used in 
the theory of orbits on the Newtonian level. In Lagrangian and Hamiltonian dynamics the situation is 
different, partials are used in the Euler Lagrange equations. I remember all this very clearly from first 
and second year maths at Aberystwyth. In the new constrained Minkowski method both totals and 
partials enter into consideration, requiring the very careful consideration now being given to the 
problem by Horst Eckardt and myself. Note that theta is a function of t (eq. (7.25)) and r is a function 
of t (eq. (7.26). The method following eq. (7.23) is an interesting one. I used this as a course book at 
UNCC, I think it was at honors (final year undergraduate) level or masters level. The students found it 
very tough going indeed, which surprised me. However their assessments of my teaching were very 
good. The basic point is that in an orbit such as

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

both r and theta are functions of time. So this is a double implicit function problem of the type 
described by Wilkinson, needing very precise analysis at every stage. It is

f = f (r(t), theta(t))

with the cyclic permutations given in the last note. No grand old men of physics would ever bother to 
do the groundwork we are doing, so the subject is really on the edge of extinction. In great contrast, 
Hamilton for example was a professor at 23 and would go into everything in minute detail at Trinity 
College Dublin. Physics has become very elaborate, but its basics are wrong.

aextractfrommarionandthornton.pdf
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Spanish and Portuguese Speaking University     Interest  

February 7, 2012 

Thanks again! With the enhanced facilities given by google chrome I can identify with greater 
precision the universities that read the documents in Spanish, essentially all the universities of any note 
in the Spanish speaking world and some outside the Spanish speaking world. Also the Portuguese 
speaking world. There is always intense interest from all over Mexico, a very large country of course. 
The daily reports give all the details. Also, the broadcasts in Spanish are by now a premanent feature. 
Alex Hill can run for President soon.

Daily Report     6/2/12  

February 7, 2012 

There were 1,962 hits from 465 distinct visits, 22.5% spiders. Brock University Canada UFT116; 
University of Antioquia Colombia Felker 4 (Spanish); General Electric Corporation general; City 
University of New York UFT6; Harvard Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics UFT114; University of 
Maine UFT142; University of Illinois Urbana Champaign UFT114; University of Strasbourg UFT4; 
University of Poitiers general; Nansen Environmental and Remote Sensing Centre University of 
Bergen Norway UFT127; University of Lancaster proof1; Essex Public Schools Colchester UFT58. 
Intense interest from individual computers during the day.

Combined Effort for Craig y Nos     Castle  

February 6, 2012 

Simon mentioned that Mr Gover has invested millions in the castle and is naturally very fond of it. As 
you know Patti invested a huge amount of money in it. The official rate of inflation snce 1900 is about 
sixty times. I suggest that the committee could work with Mr Gover to establish aims of mutual 
interest. Both Mr Gover and ourselves are fond of the castle, (so are several members of AIAS), so he 
could hold the castle while the committee does financial work to put it back into its pristine condition. I 
did not actually see the Castle interior until I was over fifty, but I remember it in the fifties and sixties 
as a large building opposite the very dramatic Craig y Nos. My late father told me to run up that (in his 
inimicable brand of humour). I would imagine a coach and two horses coming out of the Castle gate. I 
would be very curious about the upper storey as in Pip in “Great Expectations” seeing Miss Haversham 
for the first time, covered with cobwebs and immovable for many years. I mentioned that Dr Rowan 
Williams, His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury, is a fluent Welsh speaker from Ystradgynlais. I am 
a Welsh speaking Baptist but can’t swim. So I don’t think that we would be wasting our time, it would 
be quite an experience.

In a message dated 06/02/2012 15:38:05 GMT Standard Time,  writes:

This is somewhat surprising news, but I assume reflects the lack of interest/difficulty 
overall of the property market.

Has he indicated why this has occurred? Is it worth asking him as to the likelihood of it 
being re-advertised at some time in the near future, or whether it would be available for sale 
via private negotiation [though this
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latter option always exists in reality]?

I think we need some indication from him or we could be wasting our time forming a 
committee that is then going to sit in abeyance for a number of years. We also could do 
with putting a marker down with him as to being given advance notice if it is to be re-
advertised at some time.

Do you think that there is any merit in asking in any case for a tour of those parts from 
which we were previously excluded?

Stuart Davies
Subject: Castle off the Market

I just heard from Simon Edwards that the castle has been taken off the market, but I think 
we should go ahead with the committee in readiness for when it come back on the market. 
The present owner has spent millions on it. I will phone around today to see how bankers 
etc. react to a multi million pound unsecured loan in an era of economic disaster caused by 
bankers and wind turbines, so if I am never heard from again all will know what has 
happened. So we will now switch AIAS HQ Aberystywth Science Park, as planned, with a 
European HQ in Munich. This science park is not part of the University. The AIAS is a 
world leader without any HQ at all, but with one it would be even better.

Hunting around for     loans  

February 6, 2012 

It looks as if the only possibility is to find a private lender to loan fify million at 4% over twenty five 
years. I have had a little IM discussion with a company called largemortgageloans.com about this. I 
suggest that colleagues look for a private lender – banks are out of the question, they would go for 12% 
at least on an unsecured business loan, and no bond will return that amount. This is why this kind of 
plan is not used, banks are very ruthless and greedy at 11.5% above base rate of 0.5%. So if we are 
really serious about buying the Castle we must look for a private lender at a little above base rate. Fifty 
million is a realistic working capital for such a big venture. On the other hand Unit 11 at the Cefn Llan 
science park is very economical and ultra modern. Working capital would be useful for salaries for 
AIAS . At present AIAS is a very rare and unique once in a century happening, in that a lot of 
enlightened and able people work together without infra structure costs of any kind. We have 
revolutionized the world of physics. Distinguished committee members must all pull their weight and 
influence for any chance of success, i.e. to find Bill Gates and ask for some pocket money.

207(7): Further     Comments  

February 6, 2012 

These are further comments from discussion with Horst this morning. The theory is rigorously self 
consistent however one tests it. The key point (a) is that the dimensions of the indixes rho, mu and nu 
of the compatibility equation (3) must be the same, because they refer to the same mathematical space 
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of dimensionality two as in the metric matrix (1), a 2 x 2 matrix. To confirm this recall that the old 
method of relating a metric to a connection depended on a cyclic permutation of three compatibility 
equations, so rho, mu and nu have to have the same dimensionality for that cyclic permutation to make 
sense. This dimensionality argument leads to eq. (27) as the only possibility, the same conclusion as 
note 207(6). In point (c) it is shown that the total and partial time derivatives of f are not zero, and I 
give examples to illustrate this point. Point (b) deals with astronomy. Astronomers have devised varous 
methods of extracting data from orbits, but on closer inspection it is found that this is never 
straightforward, because everything depends on everything else. The code by Horst is formally correct 
for any f. If one is not one hundred percent precise, the identity equations will not make sense. They 
must be interpreted precisely in the way indicated in note 207(6), as time evolution equations. Even on 
the Newtonian level the computation of the velocity of an orbit is highly non trivial, (see Marion and 
Thornton). These questions were first addressed by Johannes Kepler, Imperial Mathematicus at Prague, 
using an immensely laborious analysis of Mars.

a207thpapernotes7.pdf

Castle off the     Market  

February 6, 2012 

I just heard from Simon Edwards that the castle has been taken off the market, but I think we should go 
ahead with the committee in readiness for when it come back on the market. The present owner has 
spent millions on it. I will phone around today to see how bankers etc. react to a multi million pound 
unsecured loan in an era of economic disaster caused by bankers and wind turbines, so if I am never 
heard from again all will know what has happened. So we will now switch AIAS HQ Aberystywth 
Science Park, as planned, with a European HQ in Munich. This science park is not part of the 
University. The AIAS is a world leader without any HQ at all, but with one it would be even better.

207(6): Summary of     Results  

February 6, 2012 

I went through the entire problem again from the beginning and my conlcusions are as attached. I 
conclude from a close logical analysis that only one connection needs to be considered, and that is 
defined by eq. (15) via the chain rule of differentiation. The code by Horst is formally correct in terms 
of f, but only one connection, one torsion, and a few curvature elements need to be considered. The 
connection is however defined in terms of time derivatives as in eq. (15), so is not straightforward to 
evaluate. There are three chain rules eqs. (17) to (19). The orbital identities are therefore field equations 
involving time evolution. The chain rule enters into the problem because of eq. (5), f is a function of r 
and theta, r is a function of time t, and theta is a function of time t. So it is a double function of a 
function problem. The reason is that in orbits, r and theta depend on time. It is possible to proceed by 
modelling equation (15), but this is a non trivial problem. I went through the metric definition with 
close logical analysis as in eq, (2) onwards. The relevant metric is the 2 x 2 eq. (31) as in the original 
UFT205. This metric reduces the number of dimensions and defines a non-Minkowski spacetime, 
introducing torsion and curvature, transforming special into general relativity.

a207thpapernotes6.pdf
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Craig-y-nos     Invitation  

February 6, 2012 

Agreed with these changes. Dr Gareth Evans is welcome to make some changes and add input, then I 
will redraft the letter. The hotel structure and revenue would remain intact under a new catering 
company, upgrading if possible to four star because the accommodation would be elegant neo gothic 
and Edwardian, lavishly furnished as in Patti’s time with cuisine to match. Obviously that needs a lot of 
money, which she earned easily. I can try to telephone around the opera world. The AIAS is the Alpha 
Institute for Advanced Studies, set up under the aegis of the Newlands Family Trust. It is probably the 
most influential institute in the world – we know this from the feedback. We plan to set up a home for 
AIAS in the castle: offices, a spacetime energy research laboratory, and broadcasting and film making 
unit. I encourage members of the committee once they accept to telephone around to test the waters: 
operatic world, and so on. I doubt whether Swansea will give up the Patti Pavilion, in my opinion it is 
much easier to reconstruct it from architectural drawings and made once more into a winter garden. The 
four star hotel guests would enjoy all the facilities provided they are not tone deaf. The theatre would 
once more be in pristine condition, lit by the original lights in modern guise. Adelina Patti was a 
maestra, a belle canto soprano with a light voice with perfect control. She was regarded by her 
contemporaries as the greatest, and primo don’s and prima donna’s are not known for modesty. There is 
a recording of her extant on the net. She was 63 when she made that at the Castle in 1905 so the voice 
is way past its best, some high notes are diplomatically avoided and passages not so good. However, in 
her time, she was the greatest. The voice is not nearly as powerful as someone like Callas, but it is the 
nineteenth century belle canto style. Her teaching goes back to Mozart. Of Italian / Sicilian parents, 
botn in Madrid, French citizen, Order of Merit of several countries.

In a message dated 05/02/2012 15:29:53 GMT Standard Time:

I have altered and added to it somewhat. It needs some further discussion.

The High Constable position is related to the local Hundred. I have no real pretension to 
knowing too much about Madame Patti and that is why I have altered the reference to 
myself in order to be more specific. It raises the question that it is essential that we get 
somebody from the theatrical world to give that expertise, as we have previously discussed.

Stuart Davies

Mawr 2008     Election  

February 6, 2012 

In 2008 in Mawr there was a low turn out of 48.64%. The incumbent obtained 450 votes, Plaid Cymru 
156, Labour 65 and Tory 56. So the incumbent obtained 61.90% of the turnout and only 30.11% of the 
electoral register (i.e. 0.619 multiplied by 0.4864), less than a third of those eligible voted for him. 
Obviously this system is not democracy. The vote was split and only half the electoral register voted. 
This pattern is the same in every ward of Swansea City and County Councils, so no Councillor is ever 
elected by a majority of the electoral register. As candidate I stand for direct government by the People 
using the electronic referendum, so that would be real democracy. There would be no representatives, 
the civil service to carry out the wishes of the People and day to day running of the infra structure and 
so on. The People would vote electronically on all issues of importance, compulsory voting. On 
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wikipedia Mawr is represented as the area with the greatest proportion of Welsh speakers in Swansea 
City and County, and they should take emergency measures themselves to put all their houses in trust to 
prevent them being sold and press for Welsh language schools within Mawr, or school their children in 
Welsh themselves. They should not rely on Swansea County Council for anything. Selling the houses 
or even putting them on the market leads to an influx of monoglot speakers and to the destruction of the 
language. I can advise on how to put a house in trust.

In a message dated 05/02/2012 14:56:26 GMT Standard Time, writes:

What was the result last time in terms of candidates and votes received?

Stuart Davies

From: EMyrone
Sent: Sunday, February 05, 2012 7:06 AM
Subject: Campaign Manifesto Posted

I have posted my campaign manifesto in the next message on this blog. Early polling shows 
I have a lot of support and everyone I have talked to wants sweeping changes. I have a lot 
of support as Independent standing for the Welsh language, traditional family values and 
law and order in Mawr. I descend in two known lines from an Old Welsh speaking Family 
of Mawr and RhyndwyClydach, the Hopkin Family, going back to Tudor times and earlier. 
I have no doubt that my many old and new friends here will campaign on my behalf by e 
mail, and word of mouth, the way that things get done in Mawr, smoke signals across the 
brwyn (heather). I am starting my campaign early so that all can read my views on my blog. 
I have already been asked to lead the essentially unanimous opposition to present 
development policies as the only Armiger in Mawr and surrounding areas. My coat of arms 
is based on the golden lion of the great Tywysog (Prince) Rhys ap Gruffudd Deheubarth, 
my ancestral cousin. I am probably the most influential theoretical physicist in the world at 
present, this is known accurately by computer feedback, and I lead the eminent and highly 
respected AIAS international group.

Daily Report Sunday     5/2/12  

February 6, 2012 

There were 3,132 files dowmloaded from 453 distinct visits during the day, 23% spiders. On a Sunday 
almost all are from individual or private computers. General Electric Corporation general; University of 
California Los Angeles Proof2; African Institute for Mathematical Sciences Cape Town. The latest 
papers UFT205 and UFT206 already well read, together with UFT202.

Running for County     Councillor  

February 5, 2012 

Scientific colleagues internationally may think that this is a waste of time, being already an Armiger (a 
Gentleman granted arms by the College of Arms and in law of arms, effectively same rank as Knight or 
Baron) but someone has to listen the People around here. Many of them already asked me to represent 
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them. I will certainly listen very carefully to them and if elected do my best for them. Any Prince 
would have done the same, notably my ancestor Hywel Dda, (Hywel the Good), the great lawmaker.

Craig y Nos Castle     Committee  

February 5, 2012 

I agree with my friend and colleague of nearly forty years by now, Dr Gareth J. Evans, who was also 
given a very rough time at Aberystwyth, despite winning two prestigious fellowships in open 
competition. The who you know system set it again and jobs were given to those of lesser merit. This is 
why I finally decided to call for international censure and boycott of the unconstitutional remnants of 
the University of Wales at Aberystwyth, Bangor, Cardiff and Swansea. They will never recover from 
selling hundreds of junk courses and no one of integrity in the true and real Wales wants to be 
associated with them any longer. We have all had enough of anonymous assassins and smoke filled 
rooms. This corruption has nearly destroyed Wales itself. The Craig y Nos Castle Committee will do its 
level best to raise the finance by loan and international appeal. Once Stuart Davies adds his comments 
we can send out the invitation letters. Dr Gareth Evans has also agreed to serve on the committee.

In a message dated 05/02/2012 12:51:09 GMT Standard Time, writes:

We’ll find a way somehow to raise this money. Human nature is a mystery and, as you say, 
science is about objective fact. Scientists who cannot accept the facts, when they are so 
clearly delineated, have no place in a community of scholars searching for new facts.

Best, Gareth

207(5): Proof of the Third and Fourth Evans Orbital     Identities  

February 5, 2012 

This note completes the rigorous checking of the new relativity by proving the third and fourth Evans 
orbital identities. It has been proven in notes for UFT207 that all four orbital identities are always true, 
and that the code by co author Horst Eckardt is working in all detail. This checking also shows that the 
Evans identity is always true within the definitions of Cartan’s geometry. I am now ready to write up 
UFT207 in co authorship with Dr Horst Eckart. It is possible now to go on to write a new ephemeris of 
cosmology where all orbits are mapped in terms of torsion and curvature elements. This book would be 
new map of the universe, not in terms of the failed Einstein and dark matter theories, but in terms of a 
rigorously tested and correct and new relativity. This is a monumental achievement by the universally 
respected AIAS group. There are four Evans orbital identities for any planar orbit. The identities relate 
covariant derivatives of torsion with curvature, and were first used in

M. W. Evans, S. Crothers, H. Eckardt and K. Pendergast, “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation” 
(CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com) Spring 2011.

each astronomically observed orbit is characterized by four torsion elements and a number of curvature 
elements.

a207thpapernotes5.pdf
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William Butler Yeats “Among School     Children”  

February 5, 2012 

This is the first stanza of the famous poem:

“I walk through the long schoolroom questioning;
A kind old nun in a white hood replies;
The children learn to cipher and to sing,
To study reading-books and histories,
To cut and sew, be neat in everything
In the best modern way – the children’s eyes
In momentary wonder stare upon
A sixty-year-old smiling public man.”

I remember reading a book of essays on Yeats in the guest room of Trinity College Dublin. He was a 
leader of the Irish literary revival and Nobel Laureate in literature, Senator of the Irish Free State and 
prominent in the Abbey Theatre Dublin. The point is that children accept truth for what it is.

Why the Learned are Afraid to Tell the     Truth  

February 5, 2012 

As can be seen in the next posting anyone can see that the Einstein theory of general relativity is totally 
wrong, in particular school children. The learned are afraid to tell the truth about Einsteinian general 
relativity (EGR), they prefer to call school children mad. The reason is the same as that in any 
mediaeval court, such as that of my ancestral cousin Henry VIII, who could be a little cutting on 
occasions. There were one or two who told the truth, such as Sir Thomas More and Bishop Fisher, but 
the rest preferred to keep silent. Physics is the new religion so any heretic risks being made into a 
candle. In other words human nature never changes. It is as mad as ever. Fortunately the simple little 
equation of the precessing ellipse keeps us all sane.

Refutation of Einstein for School Pupils and the General     Public  

February 5, 2012 

The refutation of the theory is most easily done by simple differentiation. Differentiate the following 
equation:

r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta))

to give dr / dtheta. Third or fourth formers should be able to do this by hand if the educational system is 
as good as in the sixties. Otherwise use a computer or hand calculator to do it for you. The answer is:

dr / dtheta = (x epsilon / alpha) r squared sin (x theta)

This is the equation of an ellipse that precesses, or slowly goes around. Planets in the solar system have 
been observed for a couple of thousand years and their orbits are like this. Einstein claimed in 
November 1915 to have produced such an orbit through his theory of general relativity. His claim is 
equation (28) of UFT202 on www.aias.us. Just click on the paper and it comes up via google on your 
ipods or laptops. You can see that Einstein’s claim is completely wrong. Next you can start asking the 
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teacher why a theory that is completely wrong has lasted nearly a hundred years. You can also ask him / 
her to buy a new book that will be published shortly, that book shows that Einstein was wrong in many 
ways. It is

M. W. Evans, Editor, Special Issue Six of Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry, published 
by Cambridge International Science Publishing (CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com, )

This book gets complicated but the simple procedure outlined above is enough to refute the theory, 
which means proving that the theory is wrong. If you really want to put the teacher in a tight spot you 
can then ask why a theory that has been completely wrong for a century has been “proven” with 
precision by experiment. This is an ironic or sarcastic question because no completely wrong theory 
can ever be proven to be right by an experiment. There must have been some weird things going on in 
physics. It is up to you, the next generation, to put these things right. Either that or take up another 
subject at university.

Campaign Manifesto     Posted  

February 5, 2012 

I have posted my campaign manifesto in the next message on this blog. Early polling shows I have a lot 
of support and everyone I have talked to wants sweeping changes. I have a lot of support as 
Independent standing for the Welsh language, traditional family values and law and order in Mawr. I 
descend in two known lines from an Old Welsh speaking Family of Mawr and RhyndwyClydach, the 
Hopkin Family, going back to Tudor times and earlier. I have no doubt that my many old and new 
friends here will campaign on my behalf by e mail, and word of mouth, the way that things get done in 
Mawr, smoke signals across the brwyn (heather). I am starting my campaign early so that all can read 
my views on my blog. I have already been asked to lead the essentially unanimous opposition to 
present development policies as the only Armiger in Mawr and surrounding areas. My coat of arms is 
based on the golden lion of the great Tywysog (Prince) Rhys ap Gruffudd Deheubarth, my ancestral 
cousin. I am probably the most influential theoretical physicist in the world at present, this is known 
accurately by computer feedback, and I lead the eminent and highly respected AIAS international 
group.

County Council Campaign Manifesto in Mawr, Myron Evans     Independent  

February 5, 2012 

It is clear that I have a lot of support among people who have known me all their lives here in my 
native Mawr, and many people are ready to campaign on my behalf. The main points of my campaign 
are as follows.

1) Opposition to wind turbines and all illegal development on commonland, removal of Mawr from the 
ultra remote and non governing Swansea County Council. Pressure on the Beaufort Estate to repair the 
damage and pay compensation and so on. Establishing Mountain Road Craig Cefn Parc as a public 
road.
2) Re establishment of Welsh language schools and libraries, support for traditional family values.
3) Listing and protection of the historical chapels, putting them in trust, preventing them from being 
sold, encouragement of the traditions of the Welsh speaking chapels.
4) Establishment of law and order by putting up gates, fencing and heavy duty barbed wire to stop 
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biker criminals, use of helicopters and road blocks, closed circuit TV cameras, a mobile volunteer 
defence force against bikers and so on. Horses to keep on bridle paths, otherwise the stables will be 
cautioned by the police repeatedly for trespass and environmental damage in contravention of by laws. 
Introduction of a traffic regulation order to make horse trespass on common land a criminal offence.
5) Prevention of MA007 and similar plans in accordance with the wishes of the people who have 
already asked me to represent them. These plans have outraged people and are heavily opposed and I 
would vote to reject them all.
6) More autonomy for Mawr to protect the Welsh language.
7) I would not allow any planning application for development without my very careful consideration. I 
would apply a Welsh language test to any application in accordance with the Welsh Language Acts.
8) Establishment of car parks, and introduction of double yellow lines to take cars off the very crowded 
roads, imposition of strict speed limits to stop speeding cars, use of speed cameras.
9) Establishment of active police presence in Mawr. At present both Clydach and Morriston police 
stations have closed to the public.

My old friends here will campaign and lobby on my behalf throughout Mawr, so that every house is 
reached well ahead of the election in May. Nearly everyone I have talked to so far wants a sweeping 
change, especially the original people of Mawr who see the area being ruined by overdevelopment. I 
descend in many generations from the Hopkin Family of RhyndwyClydach and on my father’s side 
from Bleddyn ap Maenarch, Prince of Brycheiniog. I think that there is no democracy within the 
electoral dictatorship of Swansea County Council, so I will do my best to ensure that Mawr is taken out 
of the Council. It should be a semi autonomous self governing area beause it has entirely different 
traditions from Swansea.

Myron Evans

Independent Candidate for Mawr on the County Council.
Evans of Glyn Eithrym, Gentleman, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Daily Report Saturday     4/2/12  

February 5, 2012 

There were 2,167 hits from 401 distinct visit, 31.8% spiders. University of Waterloo general; Free 
University of Berlin UFT104; Case Western Reserve University UFT139; Ohio State University 
UFT25; University of Oslo UFT166; US archives daily sweep; yandex and google sweeps; Berkeley 
Public Library UFT1, UFT5; Technical University of Lisbon Cosmo7; University of Lancaster 
UFT137; intense activity individual computers as usual, particularly in UFT94, “Spin Connection 
Resonance in the Bedini Machine” followed by UFT13, 37 and 206. Interest in all essay broadcasts.

Crisis in Theoretical     Physics  

February 4, 2012 

I see that the interest in this blog has doubled in the past month from an already high level. For the 
general reader there is a deep crisis in theoretical physics at present with the fall of Einstein’s general 
relativity. Horst Eckardt and I have forged the beginnings of a new relativity. I am probing academies 
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such as the Royal Society to see if they will recognize the end of that era. This is traditional, but not 
really very necessary because as readers can see the AIAS group is consulted all the time by the best 
universities and we can extrapolate the feedback to show that this interest will go on maybe for a 
century. The trivial malice towards myself among a very tiny minority of bigots have made those bigots 
the laughing stock of civilization, and permanently so. A great People is not defined by petty malice 
and faceless bureaucrats, it is defined by its best traditions, and I urge an all out attempt among the

People itself to save its own language and return to its traditional family life, traditional values, 
traditional ways with which no government can interfere. This return to sanity is happening 
spontaneously, the government is being ignored because it is a self serving clique. The experiment of 
government in Wales has already failed, all government ultimately fails, but the People goes on for 
ever. We must not be divided in Wales, those who cannot speak the language must be helped in every 
way by those who can. Conversely the rights of Welsh speakers must be respected. We must reject 
those who reject, deny and suppress merit and seek to replace it by a cultureless desert based on false 
quota, false measures of equality. The People must face down those who seek to destroy it while 
masquerading as protectors.

cc Welsh “government”.

Some comments on the Cliff Jones     episode  

February 4, 2012 

The Welsh government has just blown its international credibility. In fact it has little to do with the 
reality of life in Wales, near extinction of the language, high crime rate, high unemployment, a huge 
load of inert bureaucracy chosen by abstract imported ideas of quota and not merit, and in the 
incredibly sordid Cliff Jones episode is indulging in a Watergate wall of silence. It is like a class of 
school children caught writing on the wall by the teacher. There is writing on the wall, an energy crisis. 
Government by the descendants of the Princes looks much healthier, there being electoral dictatorship 
that achieves little or nothing. I experienced the same kind of thing at Aberystwyth, where there was no 
job assessment by merit at all. All this is described in the historical source documents section. The 
nominal supreme authority, the People, was never consulted in the unconstitutional attempt to “close” 
the University of Wales, and appointments were made arbitrarily by mafia bosses such as Howard 
Purnell, who often corrupted the advertizing process as in my case. I owe nothing to that system and 
still refuse to be tainted by its corruption. Every university advertizes itself as excellent, but the truth is 
that Aberystwyth, Bangor, Swansea and Cardiff are internationally way down the list of world 
rankings. I wonder who was on that list by Cliff Jones. If any reader knows please send me his e mail. 
That would help democracy a lot. I have dental trouble in full moons, but otherwise I am a hard 
working scientist. In the words of James Joyce, the secretive non-government is an old sow that eats its 
piglets. Rhodri Morgan’s e mail address at the Assembly is still there, despite the fact that he vanished a 
couple of years ago, and he still has not made a statement on selling junk courses. I cannot imagine an 
Owain Glyndwr like this. Who are they kidding apart from themselves? It is individal merit that keeps 
decent society alive.

207(3): Proof of the the second identity     equation.  

February 4, 2012 
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This is a proof of the second identity equation.

a207thpapernotes3.pdf

207(4): Proof of the First Orbital Evans     Identity  

February 4, 2012 

This is the proof of the first orbital identity for all orbits. So the method has been rigorously tested for 
self consistency and the metric for all orbits is eq. (20).

a207thpapernotes4.pdf

Invitation Letter to Craig y Nos Castle Appeals     Committee  

February 4, 2012 

To Stuart Davies:

This is a draft of an invitation letter to the Craig y Nos appeals committee, please free free to add your 
comments in the editable rtf file.

INVITATION TO CRAIG Y NOS APPEALS COMMITTEE.pdf

Tracing Clifford L.     Jones  

February 4, 2012 

To Dr Gari Owen, formerly Ministry of Defence in London and British Embassy Washington D. C.

He was traced by Stuart Davies, Ray Delaforce and yourself and I followed this up with a google 
search. I traced him to Health Commission Wales. The best method is to use google keywords “Health 
Inspectorate Wales Clifford L. Jones” then fifth site, Health Commission Wales. This is a pdf file of 78 
pages. Go to Appendix three to find his CV. He was a member of the Independent Expert Panel. His e 
mail address is as you traced with Ray: coal.miner. I asked him who he was three times using this e 
mail address and he refused insolently to answer, thus obstructing the course of justice as a J. P. (Justice 
of the Peace). With justice like this who needs Gaius Caligula? He used exactly the same false 
accusations as Waldyr A. Rodrigues. These false acusations were dismissed in distinguished barrister’s 
opinion as wild and pejorative, and I was awarded compensation by my insurance company. Clifford L. 
Jones then repeated the same wild and pejorative comments to an unknown number of recipients. Of 
course I was not consulted. Genuine medical opinon is that I suffer from no psychiatric disorder. 
Clifford L. Jones’s CV lists him as a lay member of the Employment Tribunal organization. He must 
theerfore have known of the submission of the letter to the employment tribunal by Waldyr A. 
Rodrigues (a Brazilian national who has never met me but has been carrying out a protracted e mail 
campaign against me for many years) and leaked these disgusting lies to many people. I see that a tory 
Minister resigned yesterday for obstructing justice in a precisely parallel manner. There is enough 
evidence to dismiss CLifford L. Jones from all his posts and to prosecute him. Who knows what has 
been going on in the corridors of bigotry and diagnosis at a distance. How many innocent people have 
been branded in this way? His CV gives him as a former coal miner and manager at Tower Colliery, 
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which closed recently, and so much for its management. This episode goes right to the heart of Welsh 
Government. The 78 page review was commissioned by Edwina Hart, who must now start an enquiry. I 
regard this episode as an insult to Crown and Parliament, and the entire Board of Health Commission 
Wales is brought into disrepute. They are the people who are supposed to ensure ethics, but in this case 
all the ethics of the medical and law professions have been breached, in that an innocent person has 
been misdiagnosed deliberately and branded very maliciously by a J.P. This person happens to be 
among the best known scientists in the world, by far the best known from Wales. Treat your sceintists 
like this and you land up with an intellectual desert or coal tip. You can see that complaints against 
Health Commission Wales must be directed to the Welsh Government. I am doing this again now. If 
there is no response, severe international condemnation of the Welsh Government is called for, notably 
from the United States and by Crown and Parliament in Britain. This matter will now be brought to the 
attention of my M. P., Martin Caton, who will be asked to table a question in the House of Commons 
and a demand for an enquiry by the Home Office. I have already protested to the U.S. Embassy as a 
U.S. citizen. I suggest that Stuart Davies ask his M. P. to do the same. It is known that a person with a 
distinct Welsh accent twice telephoned my publisher Victor Riecansky and then put down the receiver 
in a very strange way. This malicious and silent bureaucrat has nothing to do with the real Wales of 
decent people and real coal miners such as those of my own family for generations. It is an appalling 
thought that such a person should be part of the administration of Morriston Hospital. I wonder if that 
has a ward for political prisoners.

Glyn Eithrym
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

County Council Candidate for Mawr
cc Welsh Government

constrained metric     calculations  

February 4, 2012 

Fully agreed, this is a self consistent scheme with the correct SI units throughout. The unit vector 
definition of the metric has been introduced so the SI units of the metric are right, and the metric is a 3 
x 3 matrix because the r squared dtheta squared term still exist and has to be included, even though 
there is a constraint present due to the orbit. This is major progress and congratulations to Horst 
Eckardt. These results can be written up in his section of UFT205. The Royal Society looked at the site 
yesterday. In a sense these academies are slow moving, remote and are far behind us in progress. In my 
opinion whether or not they invite anyone is anthropomorphic, and so they make themselves irrelevant 
to science if they do not recognize new science. This is a radical statement but has a lot of truth about 
it. I have almost finished testing the meaning of the identity, and again that is self consistent. Any self 
consistent and mathematically correct theory is a valid theory which in Baconian science must be tested 
with experimental data. In this case we are starting with the data and rationalizing it, so the method is 
automatically Baconian. As in any sector of society there is a tremendous amount of ignorance among 
supposedly learned people. The computer however removes any doubt as to correctness of calculation, 
so that concepts can be thought about deeply as in this discussion over the past few weeks.

In a message dated 03/02/2012 22:09:57 GMT Standard Time,writes:

The program should work now. I could simplify the output so that not so
many parentheses of functions appear. The definition of the dependencies
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is very delicate but it should be accurate now.

output-f is for the general function f(t,r,theta).

output-ell-r-theta is for the precessing ellipse. This was the form of
eq.(10) of note 207(1) with mixed r and theta coordinates. There are
terms with r dot. The latter can be calculated from eq.(9).

output-ell-r is the ellipse with pure r-dependent f (eq. 15). The theta
dependence of r was defined, otherwise there is only one pair of spin
connections.

Please check that the f’s were defined correctly in all cases (see
matrix of the metric).

Horst

Daily Report     3/2/12  

February 4, 2012 

 There were 1,958 files downloaded from 404 distinct visits, 22.2% spiders.  National University of 
Cordoba Argentina UFT25; Technical University of Vienna general;    University of Quebec Trois 
Rivieres UFT193, UFT200 – UFT204; Ford Corporation Essay24 (Spanish); General Electric 
Corporation general; University of Leipzig general; California Institute of Technology UFT88; School 
of Computer Science Carnegie Mellon University UFT115; Duke University UFT116; Department of 
Physics New York University UFT41; Engineering University of Michigan Proof1; The European 
Commission UFT25; University of Paris Central CNRS Department of Structure, Properties and 
Simulation of Solids UFT33; University of Poitiers general; U.S. Federal Bureau of Prisons general; 
International Centre for Theoretical Physics Trieste UFT4; Royal Society general; North Yorkshire 
Learning Net UFT201; intense interest all sectors individual computers.

Parallels with the Case of Dic     Penderyn  

February 3, 2012 

I also picked up his CV through tracing back from the information given by Ray Delaforce and 
yourself. There was a Clifford L. Jones there who was a former coal miner (sic) and manager at Tower 
Colliery, he is OBE, JP, a member of the Council at the so called “Swansea University”, and member of 
Morriston Hospital, I traced him through coal.miner. I will give the precise method tomorrow. The 
precedent for not recognizing the so called “closure” of the University of Wales is Eamonn de Valera in 
Ireland , who refused to recognize the establishment of the Irish Free State after the Republic was 
declared in 1916. Only the Irish People can dissolve the Republic. Only the People of Wales can 
dissolve the University. That episode led to Civil War between Eamonn de Valera and Michael Collins. 
In seeing the film about Michael Collins, The Big Fella, I was shocked to see that Lloyd-George had 
initiated the black and tan brutality in Ireland. The whole of the Irish question should have been 
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handled with much greater tact and diplomacy.

In a message dated 03/02/2012 18:11:41 GMT Standard Time:

According to public domain information he is an independent member of Wellbeing 
through Work. He is not part of Health Inspectorate Wales.

http://www.wellbeingthroughwork.org/

http://www.remploy.co.uk/_assets/downloads/docs/wellbeing-board-membership.doc.

Gari Owen

Parallels with the Case of Dic     Penderyn  

February 3, 2012 

The false accusations of people like Clifford L. Jones and Waldyr A. Rodrigues have close parallels 
with the case of Dic Penderyn, a Welsh hero, who was judicially murdered without evidence for 
standing up for workers’ rights. The judicial murder took place on Saturday August 13th 1831 in 
Merthyr Tydfil when he was 23. He left a wife and unborn child and immediately became a hero 
throughout Wales. This execution occurred without evidence and despite a petition with 11,000 
signatures asking Lord Melbourne for clemency and despite the jury being persuaded to the contrary. 
He was a fluent Welsh speaker and his last words were “Arglwydd, Arglwydd, dyma gamwedd” – 
“Lord, Lord this is an injustice.” So I call for international condemnation of the Welsh Government for 
its failure so far to dismiss Clifford L. Jones, part of the Health Inspectorate Wales. I call for 
international condemnation of higher education in Wales for selling junk courses and its 
unconstitutional dissolution of the University, and an international staff and student boycott of the so 
called Universities of Aberystwyth, Bangor, Swansea and Cardiff, whose charters are unconstitutional. 
The supreme authority in the University of Wales is the People of Wales, which has never voted for its 
dissolution. The University of Wales still exists, and as its senior Scientiae Doctor I call on readers to 
use the ECE sites for intellectual guidance. I call for all graduates of the University to condemn and not 
to recognize its unconstitutional dissolution.

cc Welsh Government

Final Version of Note     207(1)  

February 3, 2012 

This note shows that the partial derivative of g sub 11 with respect to theta is non-zero, so the 
connection gamma sup 1 sub (2 1) exists in general from the metric (1). The torsion element is twice 
the connection. So for metric (1) there are two torsion elements which can be used to map any orbit of 
any kind.

a207thpapernotes1.pdf
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Committee for Craig y Nos     Castle  

February 3, 2012 

In my opinion this should be formed as quickly as possible and the whole committee should seek a loan 
for working capital. That would be more efficient than if I tried to do it personally. I suggest that the 
High Sheriff of Powys and the Archbishop of Canterbury, (Dr Rowan Williams of Ystradgynlais), or 
their representatives, be asked to join the committee with representatives of the Old Families of Glyn 
Tawe: Morgan Aubrey, Watkins and Powell, and a representative of the local chapels. Stuart Davies and 
I should meet at the Castle at any mutually convenient time to discuss this. Time slips by very quickly 
and I think that it is important to form the committee so the appeal and finance raising can start. I can 
write something up about the Castle and Stuart Davies could look this over and correct it for any 
historical mistakes.

Raising Finance to buy and run Craig y Nos     Castle  

February 3, 2012 

I am an able businessman in my own right, I have had to be because of the many personal attacks down 
the years by a very tiny minority of so called “Welshmen”, mindless and bitter attacks that have denied 
me basic human rights for many years, such as the right to earn a living. Why do people behave like 
this? I don’t know and don’t care. There is no doubt that these attacks have repeatedly outraged the real 
People of Wales. It is these trivial people who tried to ruin the ideals of the University of Wales. These 
ideals always survive however in the individual intellect, with which no assassin can interfere. As we 
all know these cowardly, gossipy attacks out of the blue still go on, one of them was uncovered by my 
Morgan Aubrey cousin Stuart Davies. Both of us are of royal descent as proven rigorously by some of 
the best professional genealogists. We are just as much of royal descent as our mutual cousin Queen 
Elizabeth herself, who is also very interested in genealogy. She descends in several lines from Tewdwr 
Mawr, the Tudor ancestor, and from the Normans, Angevins and Plantagenets. These things still mean a 
lot to many people, not only in Britain, but all over the world. So I will look for means of raising 
working capital to invest. These are very difficult financial times brought about by bankers, but interest 
rates are currently very low for an unsecured loan. I would like to ask AIAS colleagues with experience 
in industry to help look into the raising of working capital by just testing the waters. I will phone 
around to see what are the chances of a substantial loan. Given this I can easily raise a yearly income. I 
also have impeccable “working class credentials”, an inverted snobbery. I was a real labourer in the real 
fields when seven years old. What really matters is merit, and attempts at undermining merit by quota 
appointments, or who you know, must be denied. The only thing that counts in science is objective 
truth, nothing else.

Royal Society Chicheley Hall International     Centre  

February 3, 2012 

This is a Georgian Mansion situated in Buckinghamshire and also hosts conferences. So the proposed 
public lecture could be accompanied by a workshop or conference. I have organized many workshops 
and conferences in the past, and was scientific coordinator for all Europe for EMLG, advisor to NSF. 
The work we are doing now at AIAS is every bit as good or better in quality than that work. These 
formal lectures and meetings are much less efficient than the internet, but they allow scientists to 
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discuss matters in depth. At such a workshop, the journal and books can be displayed and so forth. By 
years of hard work, integrity and courage, the AIAS group has made itself into world leaders. It is not 
the only group in physics of course, but it is among the best in the world. Otherwise why would all the 
leading universities (literally) be consulting us every day? A conference or workshop is the logical 
outcome of such interest.

Written to the Royal     Society  

February 3, 2012 

I have written to the Royal Society to suggest a public lecture at its international centre in Chicheley 
Hall on the definitive refutation of Einstein’s general relativity and towards a new relativity. I pointed 
out that I was nominated by the RS in 2004 for a Civil List Pension, appointed in 2005 and raised to 
Armiger in 2008, Burke’s Peerage and Gentry 2011. These are State recognitions for science. Apart 
from all that the refutation of the theory is very easy to see, and is an advance of historic importance 
recognized by the entire profession. We see this very clearly from our feedback records. The latter are 
of key importance. Anyone is welcome at a public lecture. To me, Ystradgynlais Public Library or 
Llangiwg are as important as the Royal Society, I am prepared to lecture anywhere on these scientific 
findings that any school pupil can understand.

Preparation of New     Ephemeris  

February 3, 2012 

Agreed, plenty of time should be taken, as always, and the development of ideas is so rapid now that 
time needs to be taken to order the advances into reviews for the journal and for textbooks. A problem 
such as the torsion field of planets can be considered over the coming months. There is never any hurry 
in science.

In a message dated 03/02/2012 08:32:21 GMT Standard Time, writes:

I think some questions have still to be answered before presenting this in book form. For 
example the inverse procedure of what we did so far: define a global torsion field and 
derive the constrained metric (i.e. the orbits) from it. This would be equivalent to set up 
maps of “dark matter”.
Another question is: Since torsion in the solar system is unique and we have several 
planets, all planetary orbits should produce the same torsion field. This has to be proven.

Horst

Lecture to Royal Society or Royal Institution in     London  

February 3, 2012 

I will mention this possibility by e mail to the Royal Society or Royal Institution as Civil List 
Pensioner. I can easily give a lecture myself and those of AIAS who can attend would be welcome in a 
public lecture. The scientists of the AIAS have made historic advances which are already being 
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recognized worldwide every day by all the best universities, as in my daily reports on this blog. I think 
that the opinion of the profession has already been recognized in turn by the Royal Society in 
nominating me successfully for a Civil List Pension. Not all nominations of this type are successful by 
any means. After all the AIAS work is led from Britain. I have been giving lectures such as this since I 
was a graduate student and opened a Gordon Conference at Holderness School New Hampshire when I 
was a post doc. Similarly in the Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies. I would encourage AIAS staff to 
give lectures using the power point slides being prepared by Doug Lindstrom. The lecture title might be 
something like

Definitive Refutation of Einstein’s General Relativity and Towards a New Relativity

New Ephemeris of Cosmology Based on Cartan     Geometry  

February 3, 2012 

This will be a very nice book I think, and nicely illustrated by Horst Eckardt and Robert Cheshire. I 
will go over the latest calculations for UFT207 today as a final check.

Daily Report     2/2/12  

February 3, 2012 

There were 2,186 hits from 574 distinct visits, 13.4% spiders. Technical Institute of Buenos Aires 
Felker13; National University of Cordoba Argentina UFT177 (Spanish); Perimeter Institute Canada 
UFT137; Department of Physics University of Toronto UFT88; yandex sweep Russia; Technical 
University of Chemnitz Mikrobit July Issue; University of Karlsruhe Edyn3 on new energy devices; 
Department of Physics University of Ulm UFT165; Department of Physics Danish Technical 
University UFT8; Faculty of Arts and Sciences Harvard University UFT178; St Peter’s Jesuit College 
New Jersey UFT175; University of Connecticut UFT149; Spanish Ministry of Social Security and 
Employment Felker3; French National Synchrotron Facility Civil List Pension announcement; 
University of Poitiers general; Italian Institute for Nuclear Research (INFN) Milan Proof2, UFT102; 
Tokushima University Japan ECE Article; City of Yatsushiro Japan FT75; US Naval Oceanographic 
Office (NAVO) UFT195; US archives daily sweep (supported by Library of Congress, National 
Science Foundation and others); New Pakistan University UFT39; Corpus Christi College Cambridge 
UFT88, intense interest all sectors from individual computers.

The Next Stage in     UFT207  

February 2, 2012 

Thi swill be to check again that all is well with the identity equations and then proceed to the equations 
of any orbit, notably the whirlpool galaxy. So a map of the universe can be drawn up in a new 
ephemeris in terms of torsions and curvatures.
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Questions for Kerry     Pendergast  

February 2, 2012 

I have a couple of questions, one about the Royal Society and the other about my decision to stand for 
County Councillor. Are you interested in giving a lecture to the Royal Society on the refutation of the 
Einstein theory, using the slides that Douglas Lindstrom is kindly preparing. As Hauksbee Medallist I 
think you would give an excellent lecture, and we can all attend. After all I was nominated for the Civil 
List Pension by the Royal Society, helped by the Royal Society of Chemistry, a process kindly initiated 
by Rt. Hon. Mr Martin Caton, M. P. Gower, and I have not given a lecture yet. As you know I was 
appointed on the recognition of the then Prime Minister, Rt. Hon. Mr Tony Blair. I could deliver the 
lecture myself but I think you would do a better job with your teaching skills. I can be there to field 
questions. The other question is that I assume that Candidates are allowed to criticise County 
Councillors openly without being falsely accused of harassment and so on. It is getting to be that kind 
of society and I have had to deal with such a false accusation already. This may sound like a stupid 
question but I have reasons for asking it. I still remember the trip to the Aneurin Bevan Memorial at the 
invitation of the Council and yourself and remember Michael Foot giving a speech at Aberystwyth as 
Leader of the Opposition. He never hesitated to criticise anyone, neither did Aneurin Bevan. Looking at 
google I see that Councillors are criticised by name all the time on the net, and Councillors are asked to 
resign all the time, on the net. To me this is perfectly acceptable politics, mild compared with science. 
The Clifford L. Jones case is atrocious, it is that kind of society. However our scientific achievements 
are above all that and will stand the test of time.

cc Welsh Government

Status of General     Relativity  

February 2, 2012 

Many thanks to Prof. Tolga Yarman whose work has also shown that the Einstein theory is incorrect. 
Prof. Tolga Yarman has been working in this field for many years. I also met Prof. Yilmaz at Vigier One 
in Toronto in 1995. Vigier himself rejected general relativity in his last articles. The review article by 
Prof. Tolga Yarman and colleagues is due to appear in the journal, and in my view it is a very 
interesting article. Many other review articles are scheduled to appear by the colleagues here. There is 
plenty of time to prepare them and no space restriction.

In a message dated 02/02/2012 08:24:03 GMT Standard Time :

Dear Myron:

I would like to congratulate you not only for your striking achievements, but also noble 
honesty and deep respect you have so very kindly shown to other scientists, such as my 
colleagues and myself, who happened to have followed a different path than yours, in your 
aim…

All the best…

Cordially yours…

Tolga Yarman, Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Nuclear Science &
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Engineering, 1972,
Professor, Okan University, Istanbul, Turkey

02.02.2012 09:30, EMyrone yazmış:

The Einstein theory has collapsed as is well known by now, and this will be 
described in issue six of M. W. Evans, Ed., J. Found. Phys. Chem, www.cisp-
publishing. Issue five is scheduled to be published shortly. In UFT205 and 
UFT206 Horst Eckardt and I appear to have forged a new general relativity 
which analyses all orbits self consistently in terms of torsion, curvature and an 
equation of motion which has been tested rigorously for self consistency. It is 
easy to prove that the Einsteintheory is incorrect simply by differentiating the 
equation of an ellipse and comparing the result with the orbital equation of the 
Einstein theory. The results are not the same at all. It is not a matter of being 
approxiamtely differnet, they aer completely different. This may be deeply 
shocking to non specialists, and may raise some hackles, but it is the 
mathematical truth. The special issue will provide several refutations of the 
theory. Scholars and specialists will have known for a long time that the 
Einstein theory is incorrect, it has become a kind of media hype, which is the 
only reason why it has survived so long. I wish to congratulate my colleagues at 
AIAS for this remarkable achievement, made in difficult circumstances. The 
AIAS group has made itself into a world leader, and it is made up entirely of 
part timers and volunteers. This begs some hard questions about the state of 
physics administration. Our earlier refutations of EGR start in UFT122, but are 
more difficult to understand, needing a knowledge of differential forms and 
tensors. The latest refutations are very easy to understand, and all refutations 
will be collected in the frontispiece of the special issue, which will be published 
in book format and a hundred copies sent to the top hundred physics 
departments in the world.

Status of General     Relativity  

February 2, 2012 

The Einstein theory has collapsed as is well known by now, and this will be described in issue six of M. 
W. Evans, Ed., J. Found. Phys. Chem, www.cisp-publishing. Issue five is scheduled to be published 
shortly. In UFT205 and UFT206 Horst Eckardt and I appear to have forged a new general relativity 
which analyses all orbits self consistently in terms of torsion, curvature and an equation of motion 
which has been tested rigorously for self consistency. It is easy to prove that the Einstein theory is 
incorrect simply by differentiating the equation of an ellipse and comparing the result with the orbital 
equation of the Einstein theory. The results are not the same at all. It is not a matter of being 
approximately different, they are completely different. This may be deeply shocking to non specialists, 
and may raise some hackles, but it is the mathematical truth. The special issue will provide several 
refutations of the theory. Scholars and specialists will have known for a long time that the Einstein 
theory is incorrect, it has become a kind of media hype, which is the only reason why it has survived so 
long. I wish to congratulate my colleagues at AIAS for this remarkable achievement, made in difficult 
circumstances. The AIAS group has made itself into a world leader, and it is made up entirely of part 
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timers and volunteers. This begs some hard questions about the state of physics administration. Our 
earlier refutations of EGR start in UFT122, but are more difficult to understand, needing a knowledge 
of differential forms and tensors. The latest refutations are very easy to understand, and all refutations 
will be collected in the frontispiece of the special issue, which will be published in book format and a 
hundred copies sent to the top hundred physics departments in the world.

Daily Report     1/2/12  

February 2, 2012 

In 20 hours of 1st Feb. 2012 there were 1,921 hits from 377 distinct visits, 30.1% spiders. Griffith 
University Australia UFT158; National Observatory of Brazil Educational Note 1 (Spanish); University 
of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT206; University of Waterloo Essay 48; German Bund UFT117; Red 
Cross Freiburg UFT206; University of Erlangen Overview of ECE Theory; Theoretical Physics 
University of Frankfurt My CV; Informatics Leipzig University Omnia Opera; Department of Physics 
and Astronomy Michigan State University overview; Department of Physics and Astronomy University 
of Rochester UFT85; Autonomous University of Madrid UFT41; French National Particle Physics 
Laboratory UFT146; University of Poitiers general; Italian National Nuclear Physics Institute (INFN) 
Bari UFT61; University of Nagoya UFT18; Department of Astronomy National Autonomous 
University of Mexico Felker3 (Spanish); US Archives daily sweep (supported by Library of Congress 
and National Science Foundation); Polish Ministry of Finance infinite solenoid, history of NMR, 
overview of ECE theory, UFT113, UFT182, UFT200, extensive visit; University of Minho Portugal 
UFT107. Intense feedback activity all sectors from individual computers.

Danger of     Arson  

February 1, 2012 

Today the weather was cold and dry on Gelliwastad, the police asked me to give the weekly reports and 
this is the first. There is serious danger of arson at present from arsonists coordinated with bikers, this 
is because the grass is dry and burns very easily. Over the past eight years or so I have walked the 
mounatin every day and have seen many major fires. They occur about this time of year.

Mawr     Coalition  

February 1, 2012 

Darren Price,
PLaid Cymru
Gower,

I am standing for County Councillor for Mawr Community I would like to suggest a Mawr Coalition 
made up of Plaid Cymru, Labour and myself as an independent so as not to split the opposition. As 
described on my blog on www.aias.us there are major problems of law and order in Mawr that have not 
been addressed for many years, the Welsh language is on the edge of extinction due to heavy 
overdevelopment. From straw polls I have a lot of support which I would transfer to the coalition 
candidate. I have been active in helping to combat biker criminality and would like to draw the 
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attention of both of you to the reports on my blog. I would liek to draw your attention to the case of 
Clifford L. Jones, who was caught libelling me as describe on the blog, and would like to urge effective 
action against him. This is a deeply disturbing case and I will write to Mr Caton about it in the House 
of Commons. I am also appalled by the revelations of corruption inside the University of Wales.

Myron Evans

Professor M. W. Evans, Armiger,
H. M. Civil List,
www.aias.us

Complaint to US Embassy in     London  

February 1, 2012 

As a US dual citizen I would like to make a formal complaint about the conduct of the person Clifford 
L. Jones, who was identitifed by three witnesses as having committed vicious libel against me. He is 
part of the Health Inspectorate of the Welsh Government, and accordingly I would like to ask if the US 
can pressure the Welsh Government into effective action against Jones, namely his dismissal. This is a 
very grave matter that the Ombudsman in Wales tried to fob off on trivial grounds. Jones described me 
untruthfully and very maliciously as mentally ill and very dangerous, and advised people not to have 
anything to do with me. He brings into severe disrepute the various organizations with which he is 
associated as Justice of the Peace, Member of the Council of the so called Swansea University, member 
of Morriston Hospital. To deliberately misdiagnose and brand an innocent US citizen is gravely 
unethical, an insult to the United Sates itself, and an insult to Crown and Parliament in Britain. The 
attached medical opinion shows that I am not mentally ill at all. So this e mail was full of nearly insane 
malice based on hearsay that in barrister’s opionion is wild and pejorative. I obtained conmpensation in 
proceedings for that vicious hearsay, only to find it repeated in secret within Welsh Government circles. 
Jones’s e mail address is coal.miner and his name was traced by two witnesses, Mr Ray Delaforce, a 
US citizen, and by Dr Gari Owen, formerly of the Ministry of Defence in London and British Embassy 
in Washington. I was notified of the existence of this vicious libel by Mr Stuart Davies. So far the 
Welsh Government has tried non-response tactics. This vicious libel was taken from exactly the same 
wording in a letter from Brazilian national Waldyr A. Rodrigues, who has a very long history of malice 
against me. For details please see my blog on www.aias.us. This is latent totalitarianism for which the 
Welsh Government should come under severe international censure. I am employed directly by Queen 
Elizabeth as a Civil List Pensioner and was naturalized at Cornell University in 2000. I am probably 
Wales’s most distinguished living scientist, so why should I be subjected to this calumny from persons 
of total obscurity who repeat vicious, damaging lies? With government like that, who needs the gulags?

Myron Evans,

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

adoctorsletter.pdf
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Checks on Metric Compatibility and Equations of     Motion  

February 1, 2012 

These are checks on the metric compatibility condition and Evans identity, aand all items are correct.

a207thpapernotes2.pdf

Bishop’s Transcripts: LDS Availability of Ystradgynlais parish     records  

February 1, 2012 

Many thanks, geratly appreciated as usual. When the autobiography volume one is published I will 
donate a copy to Ystradgynlais Library. It would be of great interest to find any documents that 
mention my great great great great great grandmother Elizabeth Portrey of Ynys Cedwyn Hall, who 
married Morgan ap Thomas y Garth (1735 – 1805) on 17th January 1763.

In a message dated 31/01/2012 19:49:07 GMT Standard Time writes:

I have heard at last from the Swansea Temple. They have received the microfilm. They 
have it for three months which seems a bit excessive for my perusal, but I cannot complain. 
It is only open Tuesday and Wednesday mornings for micro-film reading so I shall try and 
go there next week. Apart from Elizabeth Portrey, I also want to see whether any other 
Portrey names were added to the records over and above the original incomplete parish 
records. I will let you know how I get on.

Unfortunately the microfilm machines do not have photocopying attachments, so I have 
been advised by them to take my digital camera.

Stuart Davies

Feedback for www.aias.us for January     2012  

February 1, 2012 

This is reported at the end of the attached eight year overview file. For January 2012 there were 93,176 
files downloaded (hits) from 15,501 distinct visits, 51,581 page views, 7.715 gigabytes downloaded, 
2,315 documents read from 96 countries led by USA, Australia, Germany, Mexico, Ukraine, France, 
Britain, ….. All UFT papers studied, all essay broadcasts heard, all books and documents by colleagues 
read.

overview.pdf

Daily Report     31/1/12  

February 1, 2012 

There were 2,129 hits from 492 distinct visits during the day, 23% spiders. McMaster Canada UFT9; 
ETH Zurich UFT18; University of Leipzig Omnia Opera; Department of Physics Danish Technical 
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University UFT8; Columbia University UFT25; Department of Mathematics Case Western Reserve 
University UFT88; Missouri University of Science and Technology UFT85; Ohio State University 
UFT114; Purdue University UFT142; Rutgers State University of New Jersey UFT33; University of 
California Santa Barbara UFT123; University of California Santa Cruz UFT169; Department of 
Chemistry University of Pennsylvania UFT9; Department of Physics University of Vermont UFT43; 
IFP Energies Nouvelles (New Energy) France Rueil Errors in Einstein, overview of ECE theory, 
Essay35; IFP Solaize Essays 32-41, my CV; University of Poitiers UFT206, The Role of ECE Courses 
at Universities, essay60; Department of physics University College Cork Essay24; San Louis Potosi 
University Mexico Essay27(Spanish); US Archives San Francisco (Library of Congress, NSF and 
others) daily sweep; European Trade Union Confederation general; Pontifical Catholic University of 
Peru Felker7 (Spanish); AGH University of Science and Technology Krakow UFT67; Ministry of 
Finance Government of Poland overview of ECE theory, UFT132, UFT181, UFT184. Intense interest 
all sectors from individual computers.

Campaign Platform : Our Work at     AIAS  

January 31, 2012 

I have been AIAS Director since 1998 and have built it up into a kind of think tank that is consulted by 
all the best universities in the world. I have built up a unique feedback record by computer and it is 
summarized in the overview file, filtered statistics file and daily reports found on the www.aias.us site 
and this powerful and influential blog. The impact of our voluntary work at AIAS is astonishing, I 
never thought that it would be possible in theoretical physics to attract tens of millions of hits from 
literally all the best universities in the world. The feedback shows that AIAS is the leading institute of 
theroetical physics in the world in terms of impact. I work in the same room as my grandfather, Twm 
Elim Jones, who composed hymns here in red notebooks in do re mi notation and four part harmony. 
He was Prif Ddiacon (Head Deacon) of Elim, brass band conductor, choirmaster, and tutor for the 
Eisteddfod, lay preacher and Head Deacon, and descended from a nine hundred year old Cambrian 
Norman Family, the well known Havard Family. In the next room he had a harmonium with foot pedals 
and many brass band instruments. I am fortunate indeed in having a very fine research group which is 
fully international. My work has been fully international for forty years. My main interest is in forging 
a unified field theory, and I have been successful in this, but an important interest is finding a new 
source of energy. I devised the equations for this and as a result patent offices started to take patent 
applications in the subject. Before that it was regarded as hocus pocus. I am employed directly by my 
distant Tudor cousin Queen Elizabeth as a Pensioner of the Civil List, appointed by an Act of 
Parliament in 2005. I have been included in Burke’s Peerage and Gentry since 2011, having been raised 
to Armiger in 2008. My rank is Gentleman, essentially co equal in modern times with Knight or life 
Baron. I am a US dual citizen naturalized at Cornell in 2000. I hesitated for a long time to run for 
County Councillor, but to my great surprise I am popular, judging by straw polls, and would like to 
work with the Plaid Cymru and Labour candidates to form a Mawr Coalition against the incumbent. If I 
gather enough support I would step down in favour of the Mawr Coalition candidate, probably the 
Plaid candidate who was second last election. These tactics are to build support and in order not to split 
the vote. The election system is not democractic, in that it is not proportional, so the same old tired 
faces stay there for years on a minority of those eligible to vote. When I returned here after a long 
absence I was terribly shocked by the deterioration in law and order and went through the reign of 
terror of Swansea Council import Dai Morris, car arson, car theft, petty theft, none of which the 
infinitely distant Council controlled until it was too late, as we all know. When I was brought up here 
there was one policeman, Watt Jones, who never made an arrest. Everyone knew each other, almost all 
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spoke Welsh, all doors were left open. When there was a mining accident the whole village shared in 
the bereavment. These were the real coal miners, golden hearted labourers made of stone and iron, who 
regarded the younger mechanised coal miners as a bit soft. They were cultured and very polite, and 
would never go behind your back. You were told everything to your face and they regarded merit very 
highly. I was told by my family never to go down the mine, that meant certain death in one way or 
another. The Baptist manner is to criticise openly but fairly, if necessary hard and fair. I was brought up 
as a Welsh speaking Baptist, a high point of civilization in Wales, brilliant oratory and singing known 
throughout the world. My cousin Roy Havard could play the Bach Tocata and Fugue on the organ of 
Elim, my cousin Janice Havard is a concert pianist. I am descended from the Cambrian Norman 
Morgan Aubrey Family on my father’s side, and they go back to the Princes and Normans. In the direct 
line (father to son) I descend from four generations of farm labourers, back to Edward Evans Llanigon 
Powys, where the Hywel Harris Methodist Revival started in Wales, in secrecy in an ysgubor (barn). I 
myself was a farm labourer at Pant y Bedw from the age of about seven, and enjoyed the work. All this 
is described in my autobiography, volume one, to be published in the Spring by Cambridge 
International Science Publishing (www.cisp-publishing.com). I am the most unlikely politician that 
ever was, but someone has to do something.

Advice on Back     Up  

January 31, 2012 

As often done before I asvise all AIAS Fellows and any reader to download and back up www.aias.us if 
they have not already done so. There are plenty of back up systems available at very reasonable cost at 
Computer World or via the net. The two very weak points of computer systems are 1) hard disk failure; 
2) virus failure. Anyone can download the site and I strongly urge all the AIAS Fellows to do so for the 
sake of safety. I do not like the way in which worldwide society is going, looks more and more like a 
totalitarian regime, and that includes physics. EGR has obviously had its day, yet we see all those big 
names refusing to differentiate the equation of a precessing ellipse. I do not like the creeps who go 
around running down honest scientists, threatening and abusing using cowardly anonymity, threatening 
their careers, jobs and families. The ECE theory will be here for a century to come, and all the threats 
in the world will not stop it now.

bcc Welsh Government

Feedback Activity for www.aias.us January to     date  

January 31, 2012 

To date (31/1/12) there have been 91, 596 hits from 15,009 distinct visits, 50,364 page views, 7.60 
gigabytes downloaded, 2,315 documents read from 96 countries led by USA, Australia, Germany, 
Ukraine, Mexico, France, Britain, …… The details are found at the end of the attached file as usual, 
showing intense interest.

overview.pdf
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Daily Report Monday     30/1/12  

January 31, 2012 

There were 2,259 hits from 475 distinct visits, 33.9% spiders. Catholic University Leuven UFT142; 
University of Waterloo UFT142; University of Chile UFT170 (Spanish); Rhine Westphalian University 
Aachen UFT110; Department of Astronomy University of Bonn UFT41; University of Hannover 
Omnia Opera (OO) 472 and 487; Mathematics University of Stuttgart UFT118; Department of 
Mathematics Case Western Reserve University UFT88; Lousiana State University UFT57; MIT 
UFT10; North Carolina State University UFT2; Rose Hulman Institute of Technology UFT156; 
University of California Davis Note2; University of California Santa Cruz Note2; Electrical and 
Chemical Engineering University of Minnesota Twin Cities UFT25 and Proof1; Polytechnic University 
of Madrid UFT166 (Spanish); French Government New Energy Department (IFP Energies Nouvelles) 
Essay35; University of Poitiers general; International Centre for Theoretical Physics Trieste UFT149; 
University of Rennes 1 UFT41; Ministry of Railways India UFT25; US Airforce Kirtland Base general; 
US Army Aviation and Missile Research Development and Engineering Center UFT202; Technical 
University Delft general; US Archives daily sweep, yandex and google daily sweeps. Intense feedback 
activity all sectors individual computers.

Interest in Blog Doubled in a     Week  

January 30, 2012 

The interest has doubled in a week, could be due to the collapse of Einsteinian general relativity.

SELECTED FEEDBACK INTEREST IN ECE, January 15- 30

Summary of January 2012 

For www.aias.us there were 93,176 hits, 15,501 visits, 51,581 pages downloaded, 7.715 gigabytes, 

from 96 counties led by US, Australia, Germany, Mexico, Ukraine, France, Britain, .... 

All UFT papers studied, led by 25, 19, 43, 17, 41, 203, 4, 205, 54, 140, 88, 76, 142, 140 (Spanish), 

166, 107, 204, 75, 8, 1, 18, 37, 116, 110, 118, .... 

All essay broadcasts heard, led by 3 (Light Deflection by Gravity), Nobody is Perfect, 5 (Criticisms 

of the University of Wales), 44, 25, 48, 41, 46, 43, 40, 42, 19, 34, 45, 37, 30, 35, 6, Universe of 

MWE Part 1, 38, 18, 8, 24, 49, 4, 12, 14, 29, 32, 9, 17, 16, 22, 23, 27, 33, 28, 10, 13, 21, 11, 15, 

20,26, 36, ..... 

All Article by colleagues read led by Felker 3 (Spanish), My Autobiography, Johns 

US Universities, Institutes and Similar 

Boston Architectural College, Boston University, Buffalo, Caltech*, 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/30/interest-in-blog-doubled-in-a-week/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/31/daily-report-monday-30112/


Claremont, Columbia, Case Western Reserve, Fairmont State, Florida Institute of Technology, 

Georgia Tech., ICCS Karachi (on edu), Indiana, Louisiana State, MIT*, Milwaukee School of 

Engineering, North Carolina State University, National Institute of Technology India (on edu), New 

York University, Ohio State, Pasadena, Princeton, Purdue*, Rowan Cabarrus Community College, 

Southern University and A and M, Syracuse, Texas A and M, UC Davis, UC Santa Barbara, UC 

Santa Cruz, UC San Diego, Univ Minnesota Twin Cities, UNC Chapel Hill, UNC Charlotte, 

Northern Iowa, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Utah, Texas, NASA Jet Propulsion Technology, 

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, 24th US Airforce Network Operations Centre Lackland 

Base, US Airforce Kirtland, US Army AMRDEC, US Navy NMCI, Lockheed Martin, Northrop 

Grumman, US Archives San Francisco (supported by NSF, Library of Congress and others), 

Champaign Schools, Sacramento Library, Grace Elementary School District, Upper Merion School 

District Pennsylvania. 

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar 

Free Univ. Brussels, Catholic Univ. Leuven, Ghent, CERN, EPF Lausanne, 

ETH Zurich, German Synchrotron Facility, Red Cross Freiburg, KFA Juelich, RWTH Aachen, 

Siemens*, TU Chemnitz, TU Darmstadt, Bonn, Hannover*, Karlsruhe, Leipzig, Stuttgart, 

Autonomous Barcelona, Complutensian Madrid, Malaga, Hernandez de Elche, National Spanish 

Distance Education University, Madrid Polytechnic, Zaragoza, Valladolid, Spanish Xunta 

(Parliament), HUT Finland, JYU Finland, IFPEN France, French National Particle Laboratory, 

INSA Toulouse, Pierre et Marie Curie, Polytechnique de France, Poitiers, Rennes 1, HCMR 

Greece, NTUA Greece, OSSKI Hungary, PTR Ireland, Technion Israel, ICTP Trieste, INFN Padua, 

Turin Polytechnic, RP Engineering Italy, Florence, Siena, KTU Latvia, CSS Latvia, University of 

the Hague, TU Delft, TU Eindhoven, UIO Norway, AGH Poland, Lodz, Monho Portugal, CEC 

Romania, UBBCLUJ Romania, UICCLUJ Romania, MSU Russia, RIKT Russia, yandex Russia, 

KACST Saudi Arabia, Laser Physics KTH Stockholm, Kiev*, Bristol*, Churchill College 

Cambridge, Applied maths and physics Cambridge, St John’s College Cambridge, Newnham 

College Cambridge, Durham* Greenwich, Imperial*, Lancaster, Manchester*, Nottingham, Physics 

Oxford*, Wadham College Oxford, Rutherford Appleton, St Andrews, Swansea, Isle of Wight 

Council. 

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar 

UNL Argentina, Sydney Australia, FAJ Brazil, UERJ, UFPR, UFSC Brazil, 

McGill Canada, MUN Canada*, Perimeter Institute, Alberta, Calgary, Laval, Montreal, Quebec 



Trois Rivieres, Toronto, Waterloo*, Univ. Chile, UCN, UFRO Chile, Engineering Univ. Colombia, 

Espol Ecuador, RCLIL, RRCAT, IMSC, RRI India, IMS Japan, Titech, Fukui, Tokyo, ITESM 

Mexico, New Pakistan, Old Pakistan, Quest Pakistan, KACST Saudi Arabia, Chula Thailand, 

NCTU, Academica Sinica*, Taipei Taiwan, Limpopo South Africa, UFCTC South Africa. 

Top 100 downloaded files for January 2012, sorted by hits

Top 100 of 2315 Total URLs

# Hits KBytes URL

1 27405 29.24
% 69656 0.92

% Images

2 14669 15.65
% 163588 2.16

% /

3 2658 2.84% 1407 0.02
% /favicon.ico

4 2441 2.60% 4345 0.06
% /css/aias.css

5 1883 2.01% 1156 0.02
% /robots.txt

6 1377 1.47% 767 0.01
% /images//favicon.ico

7 321 0.34% 119468 1.58
% /documents/spanish/Capitulo_3.pdf

8 312 0.33% 25833 0.34
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay3-OnLightDeflectionbyGravity-rc.mp3

9 266 0.28% 167766 2.22
% /documents/uft/a25thpaper.pdf

10 240 0.26% 15745 0.21
% /documents/LectureMaterials/NobodyIsPerfect.mp3

11 229 0.24% 50278 0.66
% /documents/uft/a19thpaper.pdf

12 217 0.23% 94435 1.25
% /documents/mwe/NewAutobiography.pdf

13 189 0.20% 57448 0.76
% /documents/otherPapers/Johnson-Magnets.pdf

14 186 0.20% 4502 0.06
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay44.mp3

15 186 0.20% 4143 0.05
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay5-ReformofTheUniversityofWales-rc.mp3

16 180 0.19% 43861 0.58
% /documents/uft/a43rdpaper.pdf

17 169 0.18% 15538 0.21
% /documents/miscellaneous/Levitron.pdf

18 159 0.17% 25231 0.33
% Logs

19 147 0.16% 2861 0.04
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay25-FallacyIndeterminancyQM.mp3

20 146 0.16% 3089 0.04
% /Filtered_statistics/logs.html

21 145 0.15% 3158 0.04
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay48.mp3

22 145 0.15% 3013 0.04
% /documents/mwe/historical/ProfMyronWynEvansCurriculumVitae.pdf
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23 144 0.15% 2789 0.04
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay41-rc.mp3

24 144 0.15% 2785 0.04
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay46.mp3

25 137 0.15% 2465 0.03
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay43-rc.mp3

26 135 0.14% 2397 0.03
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay40-TheAntisymmetryLaws-rc.mp3

27 120 0.13% 1816 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay42-rc.mp3

28 119 0.13% 1895 0.03
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay19-SomeAnalysisTheECEParadigmShift-rc.mp3

29 118 0.13% 1702 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay34-ToB(3)ornottoB(3)-rc.mp3

30 118 0.13% 1876 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay45.mp3

31 116 0.12% 21054 0.28
% /documents/uft/a41stpaper.pdf

32 115 0.12% 1696 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay37-TheRangeofKurata-B(3)Technologies-rc.mp3

33 114 0.12% 1649 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay30-AShortHistoryoftheB(3)Field-rc.mp3

34 113 0.12% 1501 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay38-ElectronandProtonResonanceInducedbyB(3)-rc.mp3

35 112 0.12% 19025 0.25
% /documents/spanish/Capitulo_2.pdf

36 112 0.12% 25363 0.34
% /documents/uft/a17thpaper.pdf

37 110 0.12% 1504 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay35-Kurata-B(3)Technology-rc.mp3

38 108 0.12% 54198 0.72
% /documents/miscellaneous/Spacetime-Dev.pdf

39 107 0.11% 14872 0.20
% /documents/uft/a205thpaper.pdf

40 105 0.11% 26472 0.35
% /documents/uft/a203rdpaper.pdf

41 105 0.11% 28715 0.38
% /documents/uft/a4thpaper.pdf

42 104 0.11% 1394 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay6-SummaryDescriptionofECEWebsites-rc.mp3

43 104 0.11% 48891 0.65
% /documents/uft/a54thpaper.pdf

44 103 0.11% 11056 0.15
% /documents/uft/Paper140.pdf

45 102 0.11% 1383 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay4-20thCenturyCosmoloy.mp3

46 102 0.11% 30830 0.41
% /documents/LectureMaterials/tuomev1rc1.mp3

47 93 0.10% 923 0.01
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay18.mp3

48 93 0.10% 967 0.01
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay8-ImplicationsFinitePhotonMass-rc.mp3

49 93 0.10% 4313 0.06
% /documents/otherPapers/GGltr1.pdf

50 93 0.10% 12976 0.17
% /documents/uft/paper88.pdf

51 92 0.10% 940 0.01
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay24-DerivationofPauliExclusionPrinciple-rc.mp3

52 92 0.10% 959 0.01
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay49.mp3

53 90 0.10% 807 0.01
% /administration/
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54 90 0.10% 1978 0.03
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay12-SelfInconsistenciesoftheTwentiethCenturyPhysics-rc.mp3

55 90 0.10% 19731 0.26
% /documents/uft/a76thpaper.pdf

56 86 0.09% 741 0.01
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay14-AttemptsatFindingThePhotonMass-rc.mp3

57 86 0.09% 7545 0.10
% /documents/uft/Paper142.pdf

58 84 0.09% 16021 0.21
% /documents/eceArticle/ECE-Article_EN.pdf

59 84 0.09% 28671 0.38
% /documents/miscellaneous/Dispositivos_a_base_de_energia_espacial.pdf

60 84 0.09% 9946 0.13
% /documents/spanish/Documento140.pdf

61 84 0.09% 98634 1.30
% /documents/uft/paper107.pdf

62 83 0.09% 765 0.01
% /documents/LectureMaterials/essay29-rc.mp3

63 83 0.09% 14395 0.19
% /documents/spanish/Capitulo_1.pdf

64 81 0.09% 13734 0.18
% /documents/uft/Paper166.pdf

65 80 0.09% 20941 0.28
% /documents/miscellaneous/SpaceEnergy.pdf

66 79 0.08% 1525 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/IntroductoryEssayPaper139.mp3

67 76 0.08% 12486 0.17
% /documents/DeviceDev/DvcprA.pdf

68 75 0.08% 18452 0.24
% /documents/spanish/Capitulo_4.pdf

69 71 0.08% 13545 0.18
% /documents/uft/a204thpaper.pdf

70 69 0.07% 29975 0.40
% /documents/uft/a8thpaper.pdf

71 68 0.07% 107 0.00
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay32-ScienceandPseudoscience-rc.mp3

72 68 0.07% 2788 0.04
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay9-TheCollapseofScatteringandAbsorptionTheory-rc.mp3

73 68 0.07% 6440 0.09
% /documents/uft/paper116.pdf

74 67 0.07% 12565 0.17
% /documents/miscellaneous/double2slit.pdf

75 67 0.07% 62340 0.82
% /documents/mwe/historical/aunccsaga4.pdf

76 67 0.07% 3562 0.05
% /documents/uft/a75thpaper.pdf

77 66 0.07% 111 0.00
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay-17-ExpensiveMythologyOf20thCentPhysics.mp3

78 66 0.07% 158 0.00
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay16.mp3

79 66 0.07% 337 0.00
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay22-TheGoldenYears-TheEmergenceofECETheory.mp3

80 66 0.07% 136 0.00
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay23-TheFermionEquation.mp3

81 66 0.07% 109 0.00
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay27-TheQuantumForceEquation.mp3

82 66 0.07% 87 0.00
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay33-IntoleranceinScience-rc.mp3

83 66 0.07% 104 0.00
% /documents/LectureMaterials/essay28-rc.mp3

84 66 0.07% 21292 0.28
% /documents/spanish/Capitulo_5.pdf
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85 65 0.07% 1195 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay10-TheCovariantMassRatio-rc.mp3

86 65 0.07% 353 0.00
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay13-The_Meaning_of_the_CovariantMass_Ratio.mp3

87 65 0.07% 278 0.00
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay21-GraduateStudies.mp3

88 65 0.07% 49 0.00
% /documents/LectureMaterials/NikolaWhoRobertCheshire withAlanRoy.mp3

89 65 0.07% 55582 0.74
% /documents/uft/a18thpaper.pdf

90 64 0.07% 1175 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay11-GeometryConservationLinearMomentum-rc.mp3

91 64 0.07% 142 0.00
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay15-General_Relativity_and_Particle_Scattering.mp3

92 64 0.07% 413 0.01
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay20-Methodology

93 64 0.07% 51 0.00
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay36-TheNaureoftheB(3)Field-rc.mp3

94 64 0.07% 9073 0.12
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Nobody's_Perfect-rc+mwe.mp3

95 64 0.07% 16554 0.22
% /documents/numerical/2D-ECE-FEM-1.pdf

96 64 0.07% 4444 0.06
% /documents/uft/a1stpaper.pdf

97 63 0.07% 1147 0.02
% /documents/LectureMaterials/Essay26-QuantumHamiltonEquations-rc.mp3

98 63 0.07% 9788 0.13
% /documents/uft/a37thpaper.pdf

99 61 0.07% 9861 0.13
% /documents/uft/Paper175.pdf

100 61 0.07% 5079 0.07
% /documents/uft/paper110.pdf

View All URLs

FOR POSTING:     UFT206  

January 30, 2012 

This is UFT206 introducing the orbital equation of the new general relativity.

a206thpaper.pdf

Policing the     Internet  

January 30, 2012 

This should be done by the police and security organizations, not by corporations. The laws on 
cyberstalking should be made much tougher, that is where prison sentences are needed. In my 
experience the police are apathetic and ineffective, at most they deliver a warning that is completely 
ignored. Freedom of the press is protected as a human rights under Section 10 of the Human Rights 
Convention. Reasonable opinion and criticism is protected under this law. The internet is saturated with 
all kinds of vicious libel, and that is where mandatory prison sentences are needed. There are also 
professional stalkers who saturate editors and so on with e mail to run down a colleague’s reputation. 
The universities are ineffective in disciplining such criminals, and so laws are needed to fine 
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universities which allow this to happen. The most severe punishments should be for government 
officials caught cyberstalking. That is very close to totalitarianism. Under these new laws a person such 
as the Nobel Prize winner Gerard ‘t Hooft would be heavily fined for the mindless ad hominem attacks 
that he posts on his website. I protested against this yesterday. Other known academic stalkers include 
Akhlesh Lakhtakia, Gerhard Bruhn and Waldyr Rodrigues. A black list of stalkers needs to be drawn 
up. Their academic administrations have been ineffective, but two of them have stopped. My protests 
against Waldyr Rodrigues were delivered to Campinas yesterday. He described me as mentally ill and 
very dangerous, vicious libel (i.e. libel with extreme malice). Under new laws these stalkers would be 
imprisoned, and not allowed to get away with it. I also have experience of company directors delivering 
streams of vicious abuse by internet, and new laws would close down these companies. Please see my 
blog on www.aisa.us for more details.

In a message dated 29/01/2012 23:45:22 GMT Standard Time, save.the.eagles2@gmail.com writes:

As received:

Dear friends,

A new global treaty could allow 
corporations to police 
everything that we do on the 
Internet. Last week 3 million of 
us successfully pushed back the 
US censorship bills — if we act 
now, we can get the EU 
Parliament to bury this new 
threat to all of us:
Last week, 3 million of us beat back America’s attack on our Internet! — but there is an 
even bigger threat out there, and our global movement for freedom online is perfectly 
poised to kill it for good.

ACTA — a global treaty — could allow corporations to censor the Internet. Negotiated 
in secret by a small number of rich countries and corporate powers, it would set up a 
shadowy new anti-counterfeiting body to allow private interests to police everything that 
we do online and impose massive penalties — even prison sentences — against people they 
say have harmed their business.

Europe is deciding right now whether to ratify ACTA

Daily Report Sunday     29/1/12  

January 30, 2012 

There were 2,450 hits from 435 distinct visits, 20.7% spiders. Memorial University Newfoundland 
Physica Scripta rebuttal; US Archives daily sweep; yandex and google daily sweeps; AGH Academy 
Krakow UFT67; Taipei City Educational Portal UFT119; St John’s College Cambridge UFT175; 
Science and Technology Facilities Council Essay48. Intense activity all sectors individual computers.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/30/daily-report-sunday-29112/
http://www.aisa.us/


Complaint about G. ‘t     Hooft  

January 29, 2012 

I wish to complain about the ethics of a posting by Dr. Gerard ‘t Hooft describing me as a bad scientist. 
I am appointed by Crown and Parliament as a Pensioner of the Civil List, so these personal attacks by ‘t 
Hooft are unprofessional and are to be regretted. They have nothing to do with fact, and ‘t Hooft has 
never met me. In my opinion ‘t Hooft’s work is based on a theory of general relativity which is easily 
shown to be nonsense, so in my opinion his work in general relativity is thoroughly obsolete and 
meaningless. For reasoned arguments please see the UFT papers on my site, these are studied intensely 
around the world. I further charge that Gerard ‘t Hooft published an editorial in which he personally 
tried to overturn the opinion of about forty referees and tried to change history. This was an editorial in 
“Foundations of Physics”. Such conduct is ludicrous, and I dismiss it outright. My work has made an 
unprecedented impact worldwide and so ‘t Hooft’s views have been ignored entirely by the profession. 
Accordingly his personal hostility bring the University of Utrecht into disrepute.

Prof. M. W. Evans, Gentleman of Glyn Eithrym,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

The Mentality of the     Cyberstalker  

January 29, 2012 

The mentality of the cyberstalker, as we have just witnessed, is similar to that of an enraged person 
caught in a traffic jam, societal norms that normally inhibit abuse are disregarded within the false sense 
of security that the internet provides. The cybserstalker delivers random nonsense and will abuse 
repeatedly, so the method I use is to accumulate evidence then block electronically. Evidence should 
consist of two or more items of e mail, which the police request as evidence. The stalker should be 
asked to stop sending e mail, and if the person ignores this request, it is harassment of some degree. If 
it continues it may become a verbal common assault, similar to road rage. The stalker would probably 
like to commit real assault as the result of some deep unhappiness or similar. The stalker is a person 
who appears out of the blue and makes a series of random, unreasoned accusations, often accompanied 
by crude gutter abuse and the nastiest kind of inuendo, ethnic abuse and so on. This has just been 
witnessed by many professional colleagues to whom the abuse was copied. A characteristic of the 
stalker is that the person refuses to reveal their identity, which means that they know they are 
committing a felony. The stalker may use pejury, which means belittling by ethnic means or similar, for 
example the familiar abuse against the Welsh language, or any minority language, random threats and 
so forth. It is best to copy the stalker by bcc to witnesses, so that the stalker cannot begin abusing 
others. Stalking by those in a position of governmental responsibility is a grave offence, and with this I 
agree with Stuart Davies. The overwhelming majority of English and Americans would never abuse the 
Welsh language, which at one time was their own language, but we still get the occasional relic. 
Minorities learn to contend with this, but it is a serious offence in law. When I was in the States I 
always met with politeness, intelligence, and respect for the Welsh language, because half the 
Signatories of the Declaration of Independence were of Welsh descent. Ethnic abuse is of course 
wholly unAmerican.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/29/the-mentality-of-the-cyberstalker/
http://www.aias.us/
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Notes for     UFT206  

January 29, 2012 

The notes for UFT206 contain some original concepts in the search for a new general relativity. Note 
206(3) contains a much needed review of basics, so often lacking in the literature; notes 206(5) and 
206(6) give a new equation of motion; Note 206(7) shows that the famous inverse square law of Hooke 
(attributed to Newton) is not unique; Note 206(8) gives the orbital equation for an unconstrained 
metric. Eq. (19) of note 206(9) gives a new definition of the metric that gives the same result as the 
general definition of note 206(10), and note 206(11) shows that Schwarzschild so called does not 
reduce to Newton. Several surprises and a lot of new physics. So I will proceed now to writing up 
UFT206.

Campaign     Platform  

January 29, 2012 

I already have strong support for my candidacy, being well known here in Craig Cefn Parc, and will 
now proceed to organize a vigorous campaign with the help of many old friends who want a change. It 
is well known that the village of Craig Cefn Parc is grossly overdeveloped, its narrow roads almost 
blocked by parked cars. If elected I will implement strong measures of law and order, to prevent 
criminals being imported into Mawr from Swansea. The most notorious example was the multiple 
murderer Dai Morris, who instigated a reign of terror in Mawr. The encumbent failed to do anything 
until it was too late and the four brutal murders committed. Mountain Road is not in fact a private road, 
the Council has duty to look after it in the same way as any public road. There are lamposts and 
lighting there which have been there for seventy years or more and refuse is collected from there, the 
Council has looked after them for seventy years, so this cannot be a private road. In winter it is 
ungritted and very dangerous. The remarks by a claimed “coal miner” Clifford L. Jones, have been 
ridiculed in Craig Cefn Parc, a village in which human scrifices occur whenever there is a full moon. 
We are all real coal miners on the Graig.

Complaint Against Waldyr     Rodrigues  

January 29, 2012 

Prof. Dr. Ronaldo Aloise Pilli,
Vice President for Research,
Campinas,
Brazil,

I wish to request the dismissal of one of your employees, Waldyr A. Rodrigues Jr., in that he has 
committed vicious libel against me to third parties. Vicious libel in the law of England and Wales is 
defined as libel in which malice aforethought is de facto. Rodrigues wrote a letter on Unicamp 
notepaper describing me to third parties as mentally ill and very dangerous. This letter is reproduced on 
my blog. The vicious libel was repeated by a person Clifford L. Jones who works for the  Health 
Inspectorate Wales, and I have asked that Clifford L. Jones be dismissed for vicious libel. Under 
Section 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights free speech and reasoned opinion are human 
rights. In my opinion the Einsteinian theory of general relativity is riddled with errors and is obsolete, 
so much of the work of Waldyr A. Rodrigues is riddled with errors, is obsolete and obscure to the point 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/29/complaint-against-waldyr-rodrigues-2/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/29/campaign-platform/
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of being useless. Irrespective of any argument of philosphy, he has committed vicious libel. I am 
entitled to request the British Government to make a formal diplomatic protest about Rodrigues to the 
Brazilian Ambassador in London. If Unicamp does not dismiss Waldyr Rodrigues I call for 
international condemnation of Unicamp.

Myron Evans

Prof. Myron Wyn Evans, Armiger, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List,
Burke’s Peerage and Gentry 2011,
www.aias.us

cc Rt. Hon. Martin Caton M. P.
Prime Minister’s Office
Welsh Government
Local Government Ombudsman for Wales

adoctorsletter.pdf

Proceeding to Write up     UFT206  

January 29, 2012 

I will proceed to write up UFT206, which will develop general relativity in terms of the constrained 
metric method tested rigorously in UFT205. This will be another paper in co authorship with Dr Horst 
Eckardt, who is currently developing useful code based on UFT205.

STOP PLAN TO LEGALIZE KILLING OF GOLDEN EAGLES BY 
WIND     FARMS  

January 29, 2012 

This is atrocious, and deserving of worldwide condemnation.

In a message dated 29/01/2012 01:40:37 GMT Standard Time, save.the.eagles@gmail.com writes:

How far are western politicians willing to go? Should we let them? Will the media look the 
other way?

Petition: stop plan to legalize killing of golden eagles by wind farms

Dear all,

The US government is proposing to grant a first-of-its-kind permit that would allow the 
developer of a central Oregon wind-power project to legally kill golden eagles. Let’s not 
allow the greed of big business to legalize the death of these magnificent national treasures.

Please help stop this monstrosity by signing the following petition to The United States 
House of Representatives, The United States Senate, and President Barack Obama, which 
says:

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/29/stop-plan-to-legalize-killing-of-golden-eagles-by-wind-farms/
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“Please do not grant a permit to the developer of a central Oregon wind-power project to 
legally kill golden eagles.”

Will you sign this petition? Click here:

http://signon.org/sign/stop-plan-to-allow-killing?source=s.em.mt&r_by=1942486

Will you pass it on?

Thank you for your concern.

Mark

Mark Duchamp
Chairman, World Council for Nature
www.wcfn.org
President, Save the Eagles International
www.savetheeaglesinternational.org
Executive Director, EPAW
www.epaw.org

Daily Report Saturday     28/1/12  

January 29, 2012 

There were 2,107 files downloaded (hits) from 394 distinct visits, 36.3% spiders. University of Alberta 
UFT166; University of Waterloo Proof5, UFT93; International Centre for Chemical and Biological 
Sciences University of Karachi India (on edu) Essay11; University of Texas UFT29; Island of Aruba 
near the Lesser Antilles Proof5; British Indian Ocean Territory History of Optical NMR; US Archives 
San Francisco extensive sweep; yandex archives Russia extensive sweep; google archives extensive 
sweep; Wadham College Oxford relabelling of indices. Intense feedback activity all sectors from 
individual computers.

Complaint against Clifford L. Jones of Healthcare     Inspectorate  

January 28, 2012 

Public Service Ombudsman,
and Complaints Unit Welsh Government

I wish to ask for the dismissal of Clifford L. Jones of Healthcare Inspectorate Wales for cyberstalking 
and vicious libel. He has sent an e mail to unknown parties describing me as mentally ill and very 
dangerous. I attach recent medical opinion that I suffer from no psychological disorder. I have no 
criminal record of any kind so his description is vicious libel, i.e. libel that is so malicious that malice 
aforethought need not be proven. This e mail maliciously advised recipients not to have anything to do 
with me, and is a type of cyberstalking, in that its ultimate aim is to harass me unlawfully. One of the 
recipients of this e mail informed the distinguished and highly respected engineer and historian Stuart 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/28/complaint-against-clifford-l-jones-of-healthcare-inspectorate/
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Davies  of its contents, and Stuart Davies is a witness. He provided me with Jones’s e mail address, 
which is coal.miner at virgin dot net. This e mail address allowed my colleagues to identify the stalker 
as Clifford L. Jones, O.B.E., J.P. The latter has breached medical ethics in that he has maliciously and 
unprofessionally attempted to denigrate my character with a false diagnosis. For such an offence a 
medical docor would be struck off. He has breached the ethics of government and the law for the same 
reason, for such an offence, a lawyer would be disbarred. I am consulting a solicitor as to an action for 
punitive damages aganst Healthcare Inspectorate Wales, and Clifford L. Jones and have asked the 
police to arrest him for cyberstalking. This is a huge scandal which will bring the Welsh Government 
into direpute if effective action is not taken. I am employed directly by Queen Elizabeth II as a 
Pensioner of the Civil List, a high honour and appointment by the Crown and Parliament, a token of the 
gratitude of the Nation (Great Britain) for over forty years of distinguished service to science, a high 
honour akin to Order of Merit. I have no criminal record, and no record of any psychiatric illness that 
could be construed as dangerous, otherwise I would not have been appointed a Civil List Pensioner by 
Act of Parliament of 2005, upon the recommendation of the Royal Society and the Prime Minister. 
These furtive and disgraceful allegations are the methods of a totalitarian regime and must be dealt with 
if the Welsh Government is to have any respect in the international arena in which I have worked all 
my life. For details I refer you to the blog of www.aias.us where this scandal is already being assessed 
internationally. I further charge Clifford L. Jones as having breached the ethics and confidentiality of 
the Employment Tribunal by taking these remarks directly from a letter by a Brazilian National, Waldyr 
Rodrigues, who has a protracted history of vicious libel towards me and who described me in exactly 
the same terms as being mentally ill and very dangerous. Recently I won compensation in an 
Employment Tribunal procedure after distinguished barrister’s opinion described these remarks as wild 
and pejorative. I then withdrew my case having won compensation and been accorded natural justice. 
Clifford L. Jones has repeated these wild and pejorative comments within government circles, and is in 
breach of the ethics of the law. He must be dismissed from his post as Justice of the Peace for false 
judgement such as that delivered in a totalitarian show trial. He must be dismissed from his position on 
the Council of University of Wales Swansea, and from his position at Morriston Hospital. Otherwise he 
will bring these organizations into severe and lasting disrepute. His calumny is equivalent to the 
methods used in the psychiatric wards of totalitarian regimes, where political prisoners are falsely 
alleged to be mentally ill and dangerous. Rodrigues is a Brazilian national, and Brazil, Argentina and 
Chile have a recent history of savage totalitarianism. I know this from my work for Amnesty 
International (responsible mainly for Argentina and Chile) as a volunteer trying to extract unfortunate 
victims from prison. Many thousands were murdered without trial. Wales is on the edge of becoming 
such a totalitarian state, so is not ready for independence if its internal procedures cannot right these 
wrongs swiftly. It is under the eyes of the international community via my infleuntial and widely read 
blog on www.aias.us.

Myron Evans

Prof. Myron Wyn Evans, Armiger and Gentleman of Glyn Eithrym, Scientiae Doctor,
Burke’s Peerage and Gentry 2011,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

cc Prime Minister’s Office and Welsh Government

adoctorsletter.pdf
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Enough     Evidence  

January 28, 2012 

Thank you very much, I think that there is enough evidence for an arrest because you are regarded very 
highly. I am not sure whether the informant will be allowed to withhold his identity under a sub poena. 
However your action is greatly appreciated by the international community of science and by decent 
society. If nothing is done about this, the entire Welsh Government will be brought into disrepute, and 
will not be regarded internationally as mature enough to govern, being unable to uphold the law. I will 
ask Mr Caton to bring up this matter in the Commons. It is already common knowledge in Craig Cefn 
Parc here, where Mr Jones is dismissed with total contempt. I will now proceed to make separate 
complaints to all the organizations with which Jones is associated.

bcc Prime Minister’s Office, Welsh Government

In a message dated 28/01/2012 16:39:36 GMT Standard Time,  writes:

I assured my informant that I would not divulge my source in order that he be protected 
from divulging information provided to him ‘in strictest confidence’. He has I believe 
deleted the email when I advised him as to how to seriously I viewed the issue of it.

Stuart Davies
Subject: Stalker Identified

Diolch yn fawr iawn i Gari Owen. Many thanks to Gari Owen, Ministry of Defence 
(retired). The person who circulated a strictly confidential e mail with vicious libel is Cliff 
Jones, an independent member of Healthcare Inspectorate Wales. Evidence for this may be 
given in court by the distinguished historian Stuart Davies. I was viciously libelled as 
“mentally ill” and “very dangerous” and recipients of the vicious libel were told not to have 
anything to do with me. All of this has been proven to be untrue. I request the police to 
arrest this person for cyberstalking and demand his immediate dismissal. Attached is a 
doctor’s letter stating that I suffer from no psychological disorder. Cliff Jones has never met 
me. His actions are grossly unethical and I request his immediate dismissal from Healthcare 
Inspectorate Wales, and his prosecution by the South Wales Police. This is a major scandal 
because this organization is connected with the Welsh Government itself. I will consult a 
solicitor with a view to opening a case for punitive damages against Healthcare 
Inspectorate Wales and request that the Local Government Ombudsman open an 
investigation of this local government organization. Health records are strictly confidential 
but I am making available the attached doctor’s letter. I am employed directly by Queen 
Elizabeth II as a Pensioner of the Civil List, appointed by an Act of Parliament of 2005 
with the Royal Assent. So this vicious libel is also contempt of Crown and Parliament. This 
appointment is a British high honour, rarely awarded. I demand that Healthcare 
Inspectorate Wales issue an apology to AIAS, my family and myself and that it cooperate 
with the police by giving the police a copy of this e mail. I was made aware of the exietnce 
of this vicious libel by Stuart Davies, who will, I am sure, provide the police with all the 
necessary information, notably the full name and address of the person who verbally 
informed Stuart Davies of the existence of this e mail. I suggest that congratulations are in 
order upon my high honour and appointment.

cc Right Hon. Martin Caton, M. P. Gower,
Right Hon. Edwina Hart, A. M. Gower

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/28/enough-evidence/


Local Government Ombudsman for Wales
Welsh Government

In a message dated 28/01/2012 09:18:00 GMT Standard Time, annwvyn76 writes:

This e-mail address can readily be traced to the participant list of this Swansea 
-based organisation:

http://www.wellbeingthroughwork.org/

www.remploy.co.uk/_assets/…/wellbeing-board-membership.docSimilar
You +1′d this publicly. Undo
File Format: Microsoft Word – Quick View
Healthcare Inspectorate Wales. Peter.Higson. Cliff Jones. Independent Member. 
Coal.miner……

Gari

Defamatory     email.  

January 28, 2012 

So on the “circulation named prior to him” , i.e. prior to your informant, there must appear some well 
known names, who are thereby compounding a felony unless they denounce Clifford L. Jones as a 
person who has repeated wild pejury. I assume that they are all expert psychologists and able to 
diagnose instantly at a distance, without seeing the patient at all. Is this the kind of government we have 
in Wales?

In a message dated 24/01/2012 11:08:02 GMT Standard Timewrites:

I have been advised verbally that coal.miner has been sending out an email marked 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL in which he describes you as very dangerous and advises 
people not to have anything to do with you.

He will not send me a copy because of the circulation named prior to him, so I suggest that 
you send an email to the above address and ask him whatever. You are mentally sick 
apparently.

It might well be your old friend.

Stuart Davies

206(11): Another Refutation of Einstein’s     GR  

January 28, 2012 

This is another refutation of Einstein’s general relativity, a note in which it is shown that the theory 
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reduces to Newton’s theory of orbits if and only if there is no orbit, a reduction to absurdity. In previous 
work it has been shown that the eqiation (1) does not produce a precessing ellipse, so the Einstein 
theory is in tatters and should be abandoned.

a206thpapernotes11.pdf

Case of Vicious     Libel  

January 28, 2012 

I have been subjected to vicious libel by a person called Cliff Jones (coal.miner) in which I was 
described as “mentally ill” and “very dangerous”. I have proven that these allegations are false (see 
blog of www.aias.us). The vicious libel was sent by e mail to an unknown number of recipients and I 
was informed of this by Stuart Davies, a respected historian. Can you advise whether I am entitled to 
punitive damages and whether the case can be taken on a contingency basis? I estimate that order of 
five million pounds would be appropriate, against organizations involved in the vicious libel, and 
against Cliff Jones. I am a Civil List Pensioner appointed by the Crown and Parliament for 
distinguished service to Britain in science, so this vicious libel is gross contempt of Crown and 
Parliament. I attach a doctor’s letter of about two years ago to give medical opinion that I am not 
mentally ill in any way, so there is a de facto case for punitive damages. I have no criminal record of 
any kind, so I am not “dangerous” de facto. If you are unable to do so, can you advise on a firm that 
will take the case on a contingency basis? Cliff Jones compounded the vicious libel by stating in a very 
malicious manner that people should have nothing to do with me. He has never met me and is not 
trained in psychology. He is in a position of responsibility so this level of damages is appropriate. In 
my opinion this conduct is also a criminal offence, because it is harassment by vicious libel of third 
parties, a form of cyberstalking designed ultimately to harass myself. He committed several breaches of 
ethics as described on my blog.

Professor Myron Wyn Evans, Gentleman of Glyn Eithrym
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

adoctorsletter.pdf

Proof of Standing for County     Councillor  

January 28, 2012 

This document proves that I intend to stand as county councillor against Ioan M. Richard. Support for 
the latter has essentially collapsed following MA008, which is opposed almost unanimously. I trust that 
I will not be arrested or described as insane.

aproofofstandingascountycouncillor.pdf

CE0 588 (2)     (4)  

January 28, 2012 

I assume that you have no knowledge of the Welsh language, so I extend to you a courtesy that is 
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undeserved, writing to you in English. When is the Council staff going to learn the Welsh language? I 
advise you that three of your Councillors including the Leader and Deputy Leader are currently under 
investigation by the local authority ombudsman, a complaint has just been lodged against Ioan M 
Richard and is being considered by the ombudsman. The expenditure of many thousands of pounds on 
a luxurious car is taking place when roads are insufficiently lighted, and all council services cut back. 
There is no need to advise me on the freedom of information act at a time when you are unable to 
control crime. In my opinion there is no need for representative government because the people can 
govern itself by electronic referendum, and in the Welsh language. No translators please, staff should 
be personally fluent in the language.

Evans of Glyn Eithrym
Candidate for County Councillor, MAwr.

In a message dated 27/01/2012 13:00:51 GMT Standard Time, Jo.Doek@swansea.gov.uk writes:

Please find the attached response to your FOI request,

Jo Doek
Senior Communications Officer
Media FOI Officer
Swansea Council
01792 636026
jo.doek@swansea.gov.uk

******************************************************************
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use 
of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this e-mail in 
error, please notify the administrator on the following address:
administrator@swansea.gov.uk

All communications sent to or from the Council may be subject to recording and/or 
monitoring in accordance with relevant legislation

Mae’r e-bost hwn ac unrhyw ffeiliau a drosglwyddir gydag ef yn gyfrinachol ac at 
ddefnydd yr unigolyn neu’r corff y cyfeiriwyd hwy atynt yn unig. Os ydych wedi derbyn yr 
e-bost hwn drwy gamgymeriad, dylech hysbysu’r gweinyddydd yn y cyfeiriad canlynol:
administrator@swansea.gov.uk

Bydd yr holl ohebiaeth a anfonir at y Cyngor neu ganddo yn destun cofnodi a/neu fonitro 
yn unol Ã’r ddeddfwriaeth berthnasol
*******************************************************************

University College Swansea brought into     Disrepute  

January 28, 2012 

Jones is a Member of the Council of University College Swansea, which is thereby brought into further 
disrepute by his actions. This scandal adds to a the major scandal within the University of Wales 
brought about by selling junk courses. The AIAS is among the foremost institutes of physics in the 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/28/university-college-swansea-brought-into-disrepute/


world. Jones also obstructed justice, in that I asked him his identity twice, and there was no reply.

Investigation of E Mail     Address  

January 28, 2012 

Many thanks to Ray Delaforce in the United States, who has traced Jones in another way.

In a message dated 28/01/2012 10:52:41 GMT Standard Time,  writes:

Prof. Evans,

I simply did a Google searches of “Coal.miner@virgin.net” (using the quotation marks) and 
came up with the following websites:

.

[DOC] Participant list

www.remploy.co.uk/_assets/…/wellbeing-board-membership.doc

File Format: Microsoft Word – Quick View
Healthcare Inspectorate Wales. Peter.Higson@wales.gsi.gov.uk. Cliff Jones. Independent 
Member. Coal.miner@virgin.net. Huw Thomas. Independent Member …

Peter Higson and “Healthcare Inspectorate” – Free people check …
www.yasni.co.uk/peter+higson/check…/Healthcare%20InspectorateHealthcare Inspectorate 
Wales. Peter.Higson@wales.gsi.gov.uk. Cliff Jones. Independent Member. 
Coal.miner@virgin.net. Huw Thomas. Independent Member . …

Peter Higson and “Wales” – Free people check – Yasni.co.uk
www.yasni.co.uk/peter+higson/check+people/WalesHealthcare Inspectorate Wales. 
Peter.Higson@wales.gsi.gov.uk. Cliff Jones. Independent Member. Coal.miner@virgin.net. 
Huw Thomas. Independent Member . …

For your convenience, I attached the Word document that downloads from the first link 
below.

Ray Delaforce
Subject: Investigation of E Mail Address

Investigation

Do you recognize the e mail address coal.miner as belonging to anyone you know, or if 
anyone has notified you of e mail circulation containing vicious libel about myself or 
AIAS? Vicious libel in law is libel that is so malicious that malice aforethought does not 
have to be proven. If so your cooperation with an investigation of this address will be 
appreciated. You may give information in confidence to the local police in your area. This e 
mail address seems to come from a person of standing, because it was marked “strictly 
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confidential” and circulated to recipients without my knowledge. A person unknown 
informed the distinguished historian Stuart Davies of its existence. In addition ot the tort of 
vicious libel, it is also a criminal offence – that of harassment of third parties with vicious 
libel, a form of cyberstalking. If someone has informed you verbally of the existence of this 
e mail, it is your duty to reveal the identity of that person to the police in order to counteract 
cyberstalking. This may be done in confidence. This kind of vicious libel has parallels in 
totalitarian regimes where denouncement was used to imprison and murder victims as 
“enemies of the People” and so on, for example Stalin’s regime. The physicist Andrei 
Sakharov was put into internal exile for his political views. Is this the kind of society that 
Britain will become? Up to you entirely. My wife’s family were denounced as enemies of 
the People, her grandmother was exiled with thirteen children to Siberia, ten of them died 
en route, and she buried them at each station. Cyberstalking and vicious libel is not so far 
removed from this. They were all entirely innocent.

cc Rt. Hon. Martin Caton

Rt Hon. Edwina Hart

Welsh Government

Confidential e mail was sent by Clifford L.     Jones  

January 28, 2012 

The e mail was sent by Clifford L. Jones, O. B. E., J. P., a member of the Employment Tribunal Service 
who must have had access to the attached letter from a Brazilian national called Waldyr A. Rodrigues 
when I brought a case to the Tribunals Service against Rodrigues’s company. Jones is a former coal 
miner and mine manager at Tower Colliery, who has been a Chairman at Morriston Hospital and a 
member of the Council of Swansea University. A barrister described the attached comments by 
Rodrigues and similar comments by his company as wild and pejorative, and my insurance company 
awarded me damages after consulting barrister’s opinion. Jones is a member of the standards 
committee at Merthyr Tydfil Borough Council. Jones has never met me, and has repeated vicious libel 
by Rodrigues, libel described by an independent barrister as wild and pejorative. Jones is connected 
with the Welsh Government itself. He is in contempt of Crown and Parliament, and has breached 
medical ethics and the ethics of government, together with the ethics of the law. I demand an enquiry 
by the Ombudsman and his arrest by the police for cyberstalking. Being a Justice of the Peace his 
conduct is doubly reprehensive because his comments were made in full knowledge of the fact that 
they have been found to be wild and pejorative in barrister’s opinion. He has sent this vicious libel to 
third parties, with deliberate malice aforethought, and this is a form of cyberstalking. Recently a person 
with a Welsh accent twice telephoned my publisher Victor Riecansky, who was also pressurised 
unethically by the same Waldyr Rodrigues. This is therefore a major scandal and is conduct reminiscent 
of totalitarianism. The same words “mentally ill” and “dangerous” were used by Rodrigues’s company 
in its reply to the Employment Tribunal, and Jones is a member of the Employment Tribunal Service. 
He has therefore obtained his vicious calumny from documents submitted to the Tribunal, of which he 
is a member. Therefore his immediate resignation is demanded becasue these are confidential 
documents.

bcc Prime Minister’s Office,

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/28/confidential-e-mail-was-sent-by-clifford-l-jones/


Welsh Government

alyingbyrodrigues.pdf

Stalker     Identified  

January 28, 2012 

Diolch yn fawr iawn i Gari Owen. Many thanks to Gari Owen, Ministry of Defence (retired). The 
person who circulated a strictly confidential e mail with vicious libel is Cliff Jones, an independent 
member of Healthcare Inspectorate Wales. Evidence for this may be given in court by the distinguished 
historian Stuart Davies. I was viciously libelled as “mentally ill” and “very dangerous” and recipients 
of the vicious libel were told not to have anything to do with me. All of this has been proven to be 
untrue. I request the police to arrest this person for cyberstalking and demand his immediate dismissal. 
Attached is a doctor’s letter stating that I suffer from no psychological disorder. Cliff Jones has never 
met me. His actions are grossly unethical and I request his immediate dismissal from Healthcare 
Inspectorate Wales, and his prosecution by the South Wales Police. This is a major scandal because this 
organization is connected with the Welsh Government itself. I will consult a solicitor with a view to 
opening a case for punitive damages against Healthcare Inspectorate Wales and request that the Local 
Government Ombudsman open an investigation of this local government organization. Health records 
are strictly confidential but I am making available the attached doctor’s letter. I am employed directly 
by Queen Elizabeth II as a Pensioner of the Civil List, appointed by an Act of Parliament of 2005 with 
the Royal Assent. So this vicious libel is also contempt of Crown and Parliament. This appointment is a 
British high honour, rarely awarded. I demand that Healthcare Inspectorate Wales issue an apology to 
AIAS, my family and myself and that it cooperate with the police by giving the police a copy of this e 
mail. I was made aware of the existence of this vicious libel by Stuart Davies, who will, I am sure, 
provide the police with all the necessary information, notably the full name and address of the person 
who verbally informed Stuart Davies of the existence of this e mail. I suggest that congratulations are 
in order upon my high honour and appointment.

cc Right Hon. Martin Caton, M. P. Gower,
Right Hon. Edwina Hart, A. M. Gower
Local Government Ombudsman for Wales
Welsh Government

In a message dated 28/01/2012 09:18:00 GMT Standard Time, annwvyn76@hotmail.com writes:

This e-mail address can readily be traced to the participant list of this Swansea -based 
organisation:

http://www.wellbeingthroughwork.org/

www.remploy.co.uk/_assets/…/wellbeing-board-membership.docSimilar
You +1′d this publicly. Undo
File Format: Microsoft Word – Quick View
Healthcare Inspectorate Wales. Peter.Higson@wales.gsi.gov.uk. Cliff Jones. Independent 
Member. Coal.miner……

Gari

http://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&q=cache:i4mgXBGsQ6QJ:www.remploy.co.uk/_assets/downloads/docs/wellbeing-board-membership.doc+%22coal.miner@virgin.net%22&hl=en&gl=uk&pid=bl&srcid=ADGEESieBaAl4K0EdMFiAKrVGZZQggMFx12MERJyLr3VtqUEByEkqfNVblhMG29XkYskdYUCm7TVzz7ixMwYV-mE0F0Ndd4O1y7s_BqgaX047UEMdM_QuHgGD5-hmIk7eHDQrKpjABzS&sig=AHIEtbT7lMMQkcY8zMP4PUMEcvG4H-fEZg
http://www.google.co.uk/search?sourceid=navclient&ie=UTF-8&rlz=1T4WZPA_enGB282GB287&q=%22coal.miner@virgin.net%22#
http://www.remploy.co.uk/_assets/.../wellbeing-board-membership.docSimilar
http://www.wellbeingthroughwork.org/
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adoctorsletter.pdf

ECE Technologies Ltd., Company     Accounts  

January 28, 2012 

As candidate for Mawr County Councillor I declare these company accounts. At present this is a 
dormant company, but a great deal of research is going on at AIAS on new energy devices of key 
importance to the future of humankind. These accounts are in the public domain.

M. W. Evans
Chairman, ECE Technologies Ltd.

In a message dated 28/01/2012 08:57:31 GMT Standard Time, webfiling@companieshouse.gov.uk 
writes:

This message has been generated in response to the company details submitted to 
Companies House WebFiling service.

Company Number: 06585586

Company Name: ECE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED

(AA02) Dormant Company Accounts (DCA) for the above company were accepted on 
28/01/2012.

The submission number is 018-703134

Please quote this number in any communications with Companies House.

All Webfiled documents are available to view/download for 10 days after the original 
submission, by selecting the ‘View data submitted’ option from the Main Menu. See 
WebFiling HELP for more information.

Note: reference to company may also include Limited Liability Partnership(s).

Thank you for using the Companies House WebFiling service.

Service Desk tel +44 (0)303 1234 500 or email enquiries

Note: This email was sent from a notification-only email address which cannot accept 
incoming email. Please do not reply directly to this message.

Investigation of E Mail     Address  

January 28, 2012 

Investigation
Do you recognize the e mail address coal.miner at virgin dot net as belonging to anyone you know, or if 
anyone has notified you of e mail circulation containing vicious libel about myself or AIAS? Vicious 
libel in law is libel that is so malicious that malice aforethought does not have to be proven. If so your 
cooperation with an investigation of this address will be appreciated. You may give information in 
confidence to the local police in your area. This e mail address seems to come from a person of 
standing, because it was marked “strictly confidential” and circulated to recipients without my 
knowledge. A person unknown informed the distinguished historian Stuart Davies of its existence. In 
addition to the tort of vicious libel, it is also a criminal offence – that of harassment of third parties with 
vicious libel, a form of cyberstalking. If someone has informed you verbally of the existence of this e 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/28/investigation-of-e-mail-address/
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mail, it is your duty to reveal the identity of that person to the police in order to counteract 
cyberstalking. This may be done in confidence. This kind of vicious libel has parallels in totalitarian 
regimes where denouncement was used to imprison and murder victims as “enemies of the People” and 
so on, for example Stalin’s regime. The physicist Andrei Sakharov was put into internal exile for his 
political views. Is this the kind of society that Britain will become? Up to you entirely. My wife’s 
family were denounced as enemies of the People, her grandmother was exiled with thirteen children to 
Siberia, ten of them died en route, and she buried them at each station. Cyberstalking and vicious libel 
is not so far removed from this. They were all entirely innocent.

cc Rt. Hon. Martin Caton
Rt Hon. Edwina Hart
Welsh Government

Spain freezes subsidies to wind, solar,     etc.  

January 28, 2012 

This is excellent news! The Netherlands has also frozen subsidies to off shore wind turbines. In Britain 
subsidies for wind turbines may soon be dropped so that many of the development vultures will go out 
of business. The vulture is not a protected species, neither is the aristocrat.

In a message dated 28/01/2012 01:30:17 GMT Standard Time, save.the.eagles2@gmail.com writes:

The news is here now:
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-01-27/spain-suspends-subsidies-for-new-
renewable-energy-plants.html

and in Spanish:
http://www.expansion.com/2012/01/27/economia/1327662502.html?
a=b12911b78042a9a3d86152ce991d2b65&t=1327712885

Mark

On Fri, Jan 27, 2012 at 9:20 PM, mark duchamp <save.the.eagles2> wrote:

http://www.renewablesbiz.com/article/12/01/behind-iberdrolas-portland-
layoffs-expiring-wind-energy-tax-credits-declining-demand-overloaded-grid-
cheap-
natural&utm_medium=eNL&utm_campaign=RB_DAILY2&utm_term=Origin
al-Member

and Yes! Today the Spanish Minister announced: no subsidies for new projects!

more on this later

Mark
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Daily Report     27/1/12  

January 28, 2012 

There were 2,269 files downloaded (hits) from 436 distinct visits, 32.2% spiders. Federal University of 
Parana Brazil UFT10; Memorial University of Newfoundland Phys Scripta rebuttal; Technical 
Information and Library University of Hannover UFT11, UFT20; Boston University Civil List Pension 
and Royal Decree; California Institute of Technology UFT126; Claremont Colleges UFT26; University 
of Indiana UFT142; Ohio State University UFT114; Physics Department University of California Santa 
Barbara UFT114; University of North Carolina Chapel Hill general; University Miguel Hernandez de 
Elche Spain UFT166 (Spanish); University of Poitiers general; National Frederic Joliot-Curie 
Radiobiology and Radiation Health Research Institute Budapest UFT116; Technion Israel UFT18; US 
Air Force Network Operations Center Lackland Base Texas UFT114; US Archives San Francisco daily 
sweep (supported by Library of Congress, National Science Foundation and others); Sacramento 
Library UFT41, UFT135; Grace School District Idaho Autobiography. Intense feedback activity all 
sectors from individual computers.

Libel de     Facto  

January 27, 2012 

To alias “coal.miner” ,

You are advised hereby that I have proven your statements to be, in law, vicious libel and libel de facto. 
Accordingly I am entitled to seek punitive damages. You are cautioned that anything you write may be 
used in evidence against you if you are charged with cyberstalking and that a warrant may be issed to 
order your vicious libel to third parties to be traced and to be used in evidence against you both in 
criminal and civil proceedings . The Chief Executive Officer of your internet carrier has agreed to 
cooperate with the police. What is your full name and address, age and occupation? I have asked you 
twice, and if you do not reply, your silence may be construed as obstruction of justice and contempt of 
Crown and Parliament, equivalent to contempt of court. You have lied maliciously to third parties about 
a Civil List Pensioner, who is employed directly by Queen Elizabeth II, and appointed by Act of 
Parliament

Prof. M. W. Evans
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Objections to Cefn Gwrhyd     Development  

January 27, 2012 

As a Candidate for County Councillor for Mawr I object strongly to the cynical manner in which this 
development is being pushed through for a third time, having been rejected twice. I support all the 
objections, and call for a moratorium on all development of all commonland throughout Wales. This 
development is wholly illegal under Section 38 of the Commonland Act of 2006 if it includes works on 
commonland. I urge native Welsh speakers and others never to put their property on the market, but to 
put it in trust for posterity within their own families. Judging by the tremendous damage caused to 
Mynydd Gelliwastad by criminal bikers and trespassing horse riders, access to the hauntingly beautiful 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/27/objections-to-cefn-gwrhyd-development/
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and historical Mynydd Gwrhyd should be sealed off as much as possible. I also object very strongly to 
proposed wind turbine development on Gwrhyd, and urge that Capel Gwhyd be put in trust and heavily 
protected.

Myron Evans

Prof. Myron Wyn Evans, Armiger of Glyn Eithrym,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

cc Welsh Government

In a message dated 27/01/2012 14:10:53 GMT Standard Time

FOR POSTING:     OO701  

January 27, 2012 

This should be put at the end of the Omnia Opera list because it is one of the UFT papers published in 
M. W. Evans, Acta Physica Polonica, 38, 2211 – 2220 (2007). The standard model editors formed a 
club by internet to try to block UFT papers and van der Merwe’s journal “Foundations of Physics” was 
attacked in an underhand way. It editorship was given to a nonentity, ‘t Hooft, whose entire work in 
general relativity is easily shown to be incorrect. To Sir Edmund Halley, Sir Isaac Newton, Robert 
Hooke, John Aubrey and their colleagues, who founded the Royal Society, such conduct would have 
been dismissed out of hand as entirely unworthy of the principles of natural philosophy enunicated by 
Sir Francis Bacon, Marquis St. Albans, in his Invisible College, and entirely unworthy of honour. 
Bacon was also plotted against by a Buckingham, in his case the Duke of Buckingham.

OO701.pdf

FOR POSTING:     OO432a  

January 27, 2012 

This is “Letter to Henrik Broberg” of about 1995 / 1996, sent to C. Roy Keys, the editor of “Apeiron”, 
discussing the plans for another Vigier Symposium. It describes the the fact that B(3) like entities had 
been considered by many fine scientists, including Biot and Savart, Dirac, Oppenheimer, Fock, 
Podolsky, Feynman, Dyson and Wheeler. I discussed B(3) with Wheeler in my last days at UNCC in 
late 1994, before flying back here. I remember that Wheeler sent a very long message by fax, about 
nine feet long, from Princeton. The B(3) concept was also accepted by Vigier, Costa de Beauregard, 
Kielich, Dvoeglazov, Lehnert, Horwitz et al, Barrett, and many others. This letter mentions a review by 
Dvoeglazov with reference to no less than a hundred and fifty papers accepting the longitudinal 
concept in electrodynamics. That completely refutes the U(1) sector symmetry still used at CERN, 
showing the meaninglessness of the theory used there. The CERN theory asserts, essentially, that space 
is two dimensional! This is the result of asserting zero photon mass that according to the standard 
model allows only transverse solutions and no longitudinal solutions. As discussed in my Omnia Opera 
this leads to all kinds of ludicrous results such as an unphysical little group of the Poincare group. The 
Higgs boson is based on these mad hatter concepts of the old physics and the Higgs boson is 
unphysical, i.e. does not exist. So billions are being spent on something that has been known not to 
exist for many years by all the best minds on physics, and the search involves so many adjustable 
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parameters that anything can be claimed to be the god particle. That makes a laughing stock out of 
physics. I was singled out for “criticism” (personal attack in reality) and forced to resign, but many 
others using the same ideas were not forced to resign. This letter to Henrik Broberg mentions that “The 
weird happenings at UNCC are incomprehensible and very dangerous to intellectual freedom…” . I 
described Buckingham’s behaviour as “abominable”. Obviously his views were at odds with many 
great scientists but he still tried to force them on the world. So much for merit. Science in that era 
degenerated into a series of underhand attacks and reply blocking. That is the origin of all the 
cyberstalking. This era showed how all the carefully constructed ethics of science were undermined.

OO432a.pdf

FOR POSTING:     OO443b  

January 27, 2012 

This is a paper which was not included in the list due to an oversight, it is by: A. E. Chubykalo, M. W. 
Evans and R. Smirnov-Rueda, Esc. Fiz Uaz., (1996) on theoretical support for the B(3) field from other 
groups.

OO443b.pdf

FOR POSTING: OO630     (Unpublished)  

January 27, 2012 

This is OO630 (unpublished, written about 2000 in Ithaca, New York). It is by the AIAS author group 
and is entitled “Derivation of the B(3) Field and Concomitant Vacuum Energy Density from the Sachs 
Theory of Electrodynamics”. As can be seen from the open letter to Buckingham my career was 
destroyed eleven times or so, necessitating many moves, some transatlantic, so belongings were lost 
and so on. Every time I won a Fellowship in open competition, I landed up having to move again. Even 
the most elementary support from the university system in Wales was lacking. The route cause was 
nepotism and the corrupt allocation of jobs in secret. I tried to preserve all manuscripts and will search 
for unpublished manuscripts here in my personal archives. The rebuilding of my Omnia Opera after 
such hostile, chaotic and self serving administration is a historic service to science. As one of the 
Queen’s Civil List scientists, I thank all concerned, especially the overseas colleagues.

OO630.pdf

Omnia Opera Essentially     Complete  

January 27, 2012 

It is very pleasing to see the Omnia Opera essentially complete and being studied continuously all over 
the world. So many thanks again to all concerned, a great volunteer effort on behalf of truly new 
science. There are only a few items missing and only one erratum as follows.

1) OO51, G. J. Evans, M. W. Evans and C. J. Reid, Adv. Mol. Rel. Int. Proc., 12(4), 301 -312 (1978).
2) OO96, M. W. Evans, P. Grigolini and M. Ferrario, Physica A, 108, 136 (1981), which was a 
typographical error in an old list, so this is an erratum.
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3) OO428, M. W. Evans, “Longitudinal Magnetic and Electric Fields in the Einstein / de Broglie 
Theory”, in “Waves and Particles in Light and Matter” ed. A. van der Merwe and A. Garuccio (Plenum, 
New York, 1994).
4) OO488, M. W. Evans, “B(3) Echoes”, ref. (472), page 285.
5) OO649, M. W. Evans, “Electrodynamics as a Non-Abelian Gauge Theory” in Frontier Perspectives”, 
2, 7 – 12 (1998).
6) OO651, M. W. Evans, “The Equations of Grand Unified Field Theory in terms of the Maurer Cartan 
Structure Equations”, Found. Phys. Lett., 17, 25 (2004).
7) OO660, M. W. Evans, “The Electromagnetic Sector of the Evans Field Theory”, Found. Phys. Lett., 
18, 259 (2005).

There are about eight hundred and fifty papers and books in all to date, and I will search around here 
for the unpublished manuscripts at the end of the list. The complete UFT series of 205 papers to date is 
in the course of publication in J. Foundations Phys. Chem., and we will be pleased to post the contents 
pdf’s when they arrive. There are about thirty reviews in the course of preparation for the journal. In 
comparison, the Omnia Opera of my Ph. D. supervisor, Mansel Davies, still a well known scientist, was 
about sixty papers and books. I published only one paper with him, (a paper which I wrote), because he 
recognized the quality of my work from the beginning and let me publish on my own. He was very 
capable, a Fellow of Peterhouse Cambridge, and had the very rare attribute of being a fair judge of 
young people. He wrote the biography of Peter Debye for the Royal Society of Chemistry, Faraday 
Division. On a personal level he was complicated, sometimes incomprehensible, but when it came to 
science he was objective, having been brought up as a Baptist, i.e. a Leveller who measured things only 
on merit and rejected false authority, intellectual or otherwise. A few people took offence at that and he 
was never elected F.R.S. or given any state honours. He was wholly unconcerned about that and was a 
Nobel Prize advisor for chemistry.

Historical Summary by     GJE  

January 27, 2012 

This is a good summary. UNCC caused me to lose my first wife, furniture, possessions, pension and 
salary. I suppose they expected me to grow cabbages, which is what a plot should be for.

In a message dated 27/01/2012 10:15:54 GMT Standard Time

 What is remarkable is that out of this ECE theory and AIAS have grown. You lost a lot personally 
during this period but somehow, with the help of family and friends, you survived and have prospered. 
You were always a great scientist – now you are one of the greatest scientists. You have torn much of 
Einstein’s contributions to shreds – along with all of those who so blindly followed him. The system 
will catch up – it has got to!

Best, Gareth

Lost the     Plot  

January 27, 2012 

Nice summary, “lost the plot”.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/27/lost-the-plot/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/27/historical-summary-by-gje/


In a message dated 27/01/2012 10:10:42 GMT Standard Time:

Buckingham underestimated you and lost the plot – like so many other contemporaries.

Best, Gareth

FOR POSTING: Criticism of A. D.     Buckingham  

January 27, 2012 

This is an open letter of May 20th 1995 heavily criticising A. D. Buckingham, listing incidents when 
Buckingham tried to stop my publication behind the scenes and so forth. Buckingham and Barron later 
developed a “complete symmetry” theory which was used to bombard the staff at UNCC. As far as I 
know no one else has taken up this theory, which is denied by the usual CPT symmetries used in 
physics. In the internet age, this behind the scenes behaviour developed into stalking and e mail 
harassment of editors and so on. So counter measures have been devised as we can all see from the 
latest stalker incident. So the academic world was less than entirely impeccable in that era. Only a tiny 
minoity would use the methods of Buckingham.

ahistoricalsourcedocumentscriticismofADBuckingham.pdf

FOR POSTING: Historical Source Document, Severe UNCC     Criticism  

January 27, 2012 

This is a letter to Dr Gareth Evans dated 15th March 1995 outlining severe international criticism of 
UNCC. In my personal archives here I have a large number of historical source documents which I will 
gradually transfer to www.aias.us and the various national archives. The overall historical lesson is one 
of systematic denial of merit and great harm to science and education through this denial. The obvious 
deterioration in societal values is due to such denial of merit. With the help of friends and associates I 
have fought back strongly against this collapse in society and my work is fortunately recognized and 
making an unprecedented impact. Others less fortunate must have had their careers and lives destroyed 
by this same denial of merit.

ahistoricalsourcedocumensevereuncccriticism.pdf

Election Platform: The Drive Towards the World’s First Space Energy     Device  

January 27, 2012 

I am a candidate for County Councillor for my native Mawr. I formed the AIAS (Alpha Institute for 
Advanced Studies) in 1998. The drive towards the world’s first space energy device is being led by the 
AIAS group, and by ECE theory, whose websites are www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com, 
www.et3m.net, www.upitec.org. We have been fortunate in obtaining the interest of Victor Riecansky, 
publisher of Cambridge International Science Publishing, CISP, (www.cisp-publishing.com). Our work 
is published in six issues a year by

M. W. Evans, J. Found. Phys. Chem., (CISP, from Jine 2011).
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and all details are given in the publication section of www.aias.us. Recently this site has been archived 
by the National Library of Wales and British Library on www.webarchive.org.uk , the U. S. Archives in 
San Francisco, supported by The Library of Congress and the US National Science Foundation, and 
also by the European archives in Paris and Amsterdam. I am the most senior Scientiae Doctor of the 
University of Wales, a distinction higher than professorship. I earned this rarely awarded degree and 
distinction when I was only 27, the youngest recipient of modern times in Britain, Ireland and the 
Commonwealth. As a Civil List Pensioner I am employed directly by Queen Elizabeth II, who is my 
distant Tudor cousin. Despite this grand sounding title anyone can talk to me in Welsh about their 
problems and concerns because they know me very well. The Civil List has contained some 
distinguished scientists such as Michael Faraday, and also the friend and advisor of Dylan Thomas, the 
poet Vernon Watkins. I am closer to my roots than any contemporary politician, many of whom never 
answer their e mail and are difficult to talk to, being so remote and self serving. I was raised to rank of 
Armiger in 2008 and given my own coat of arms in recognition of my work for science. This does not 
mean that you need a can opener to talk to me. Anyone can e mail me in Welsh any time, or even in 
English. I come from generations of coal miners and the Hopkin Family of Mawr and 
RhyndwyClydach, going back to 1628 and earlier. I am also a Havard, and my Havard grandfather was 
T. Elim Jones, Prif Ddiacon, Head Deacon, of Elim as many know. Volume one of my autobiography 
will be published in the Spring by Cambridge International Science Publishing. The AIAS is among the 
best institutes of theoretical physics in the world, and is run from my house where I was born in Mawr, 
being fully international by internet. I am deeply concerned about the state of the Welsh language in 
Mawr, as are many people, and by the lawlessness and overdevelopment. I have many distinctions and 
honours and I am among the best known scientists in the world. I have earned a world record number 
of Fellowships in tough open competition, so I am a meritocrat. Merit is undermined to such an extent 
in Wales that its university has been closed for corruption. Despite all my achievements, I have been 
denied salary for many years by that same corruption, so I am among the poorest of people in Mawr if 
you measure things by money. In Mawr we measure people by proven merit and honesty, the Leveller 
ideals. My father was a labourer and coal miner, Edward Ivor (Eddie) Evans who was descended from 
Tywysog Bleddyn ap Maenarch. Prince Bleddyn ap Maenarch of Brycheinog, who married Tywysoges 
(Princess) Elinor ferch Tewdwr Mawr (Tudor the Great), the ancestor of the Tudors. This has been 
proven very rigorously by distinguished genealogists (see the genealogy on www.aias.us). In Mawr, if 
you are a labourer or a prince, your worth must be proven by merit.

New Energy     Companies  

January 27, 2012 

There are new energy companies and departments springing up all over the world, and the main interest 
in the blog lately has been in the Nihon Quantum Wave Institute, renamed the B(3) Productive Energy 
Institute. There is of course a huge amount of interest in the AIAS work in new energy. Wind turbines 
have been a complete and obviously predictable disaster, and it will be a catastrophic mistake to close 
down coal fired power stations. That will leave Britain without any independent power, and is a kind of 
treason, but carried out by government itself. This kind of policy is due to very poor advice to 
government by pseudoscientists of “climate change”. That is the most stupid name ever given to a 
government department, climate changes by definition. In fact coal is needed more than ever, to 
produce new fuels in imaginative ways. How about “Department of the Sun Comes Up Every 
Morning”?
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Daily Report     27/1/12  

January 27, 2012 

There were 2,065 files downloaded from 455 distinct visits, 31.3% spiders. Catholic University Leuven 
UFT41; Memorial University Newfoundland and Labrador Phys Scripta rebuttal; University of Toronto 
UFT109; Catholic University of Norte Chile SU(2) electrodynamics (Spanish); Julio Garavito 
Engineering University Colombia Space Energy Devices (Spanish); Milwaukee School of Engineering 
general; University of Pennsylvania UFT99; IFP Energies Nouvelles France UFT200, essay30, 
essay36, essay37; Univ. Poitiers geneal; Hellenic Centre for Marine Research Double Slit paper; 
University of Fukui Japan UFT41; Raja Rammana Centre for Advanced Technology Johnson Magnets; 
U. S. Naval Marine Corps Internet Bremerton Johnson Motor; Laser Physics Department Royal 
Institute of Technology Stockholm UFT166; Academica Sinica UFT39; Department of Mathematics 
University of Bristol Educational Note 1; Imperial College London UFT99; intense feedback activity 
all sectors individual computers.

Intense Interest in     Blog  

January 26, 2012 

There is very intense interest in the blog this month caused partly by the fall of GR, partly by our new 
theories, and partly by my concern for the future of Mawr and the Welsh language. The electorate 
certainly want radical changes. Another part of my advice to Welsh speakers and other natives of Mawr 
is never sell your houses, because every house sold is a threat to the language. Put them in trust for 
other Welsh speakers of your own families as I have done so that the developers never get a hold of 
them. Also put all the chapels in trust so that they are never sold. If you have never voted before, do so 
next May. any want him to resign. If I am elected I will immediately implement my measures against 
vandalism. These are all described fully on this blog. I advise Welsh speakers to organize themselves 
into internet groups and meetings in the chapels and elsewhere and revive the culture, literature and 
language into what they once were in Mawr. Press for all the schools to teach in the Welsh language. I 
was born here in this house, and I am a bard and poet in both languages.

Extract from “September 1939″ by Wystan     Auden  

January 26, 2012 

This is a famous poem, which can be heard on youtube narrated by Dylan Thomas. As with all great 
poetry it is timeless, with its inevitable, ineluctable, powerful truth. It is a dismissal of hypocrisy and 
dictatorship (which can raise its ugly head in any country at any time, as we have just seen) and the 
well known lines are as follows

“Exiled Thucydides knew
All that a speech can say
About Democracy,
And what dictators do,
The elderly rubbish they talk
To an apathetic grave.”

Nothing could be truer about the electoral dictatorship that passes today for the Greek ideal of 
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democracy: rubbish being talked to an apathetic grave. The same is true about the dictatorship we have 
in physics, of all subjects. Wystan Auden was part of the radical movement at Oxford in the thirties, 
and was exiled to the United States as exiled Thucydides. Later he returned to Oxford to become 
Professor of Poetry but was entirely “out of it”, there being a new generation with radicalism of its own 
kind.

National Stalking     Helpline  

January 26, 2012 

Thanks you once more, the solution in this case would be for the police to phone a number given to 
them by the internet carrier, which has already stated that it will cooperate with the investigation. There 
is more than a suspicion that the stalker is a person of seniority so the punishment will be severe if he is 
identified. My entire family were coal miners, they would have regarded stalking askance, as being 
blacker than coal. I also intend to stand as candidate for County Councillor and this must have been an 
attempt at branding, in contravention of the Nolan rules – the kind of tactics used by Richard Nixon in 
Watergate.

Evans of Glyn Eithrym,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

In a message dated 26/01/2012 15:15:11 GMT Standard Time, advice@stalkinghelpline.org writes:

Hello,

The police can liase with Internet Service Providers (ISP) to obtain the information they 
hold about an individual user. To do this the police sometimes need to apply for a warrant 
for the information so they will require a certain amount of evidence first. It is also 
dependent on the ISP cooperating with the police request.

I am glad our information was helpful.

Kind regards,

National Stalking Helpline
0808 802 0300
www.stalkinghelpline.org
Please let us know what you think of the service by filling in this questionnaire
If you would like to join the National Stalking Helpline Victims Forum click here

This e-mail is intended for the person(s) to whom it is addressed and is confidential. This e-
mail must not be used, disseminated, forwarded, published, printed or copied by any  
persons (including intended recipients) without first getting our written permission.

This e-mail is meant for information purposes only and you should not rely on any advice it  
contains or take any action in reliance on it without first making your own assessment of it,  
if necessary with the aid of professional advice. Neither the National Stalking Helpline (or  
any of the charities which run it) will be responsible for any loss or damage you may suffer  

http://www.stalkinghelpline.org/home/forums/
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if you rely on any advice in this e-mail. The National Stalking Helpline will not be liable  
for any virus being passed on.

National Stalking     Helpline  

January 26, 2012 

Many thanks! I have used IP addresses many times to trace stalkers over the years, it is quite effective 
but not always accurate. The police according to your advice therefore will have special permission in 
law, or special equipment, to trace this stalker, who is suspected to be a person in authority, so this is a 
serious matter adn i tis of teh utmost importance that the stalker be caught and exposed to justice and 
public censure. This was a viciosu campaign of defamation aimed at a person employed directly by teh 
British Head of State. So it also becomes a matter of security under anti terrorist legislation. Stalking is 
psychological terrorism which badly disturbes innocent parties and those not able to cope with it. It is 
the antithesis of democracy and so is very dangerous, the very accusation aimed falsely at myself. The 
CEO of the internet carrier also advised police action. I am forwarding your message to the police as 
you can see. We discovered one stalker, Prof. Akhlesh Lakhtakia of Penn State, through feedback. 
Despite being a senior person, and very malicious, he was not punished, and this brings Penn State 
University into disrepute without any doubt. I urge University administrations to show greater severity 
and alacrity. Some stalkers such as an alias “Arthur Dent” we have encountered, can only be stopped 
by arrest. They are addicted to stalking adn grotesque malice and distortion, and they have gone behind 
my back in an attempt to put pressure on a publisher. This rebounded diametrically and is all too 
reminiscent of totalitarian methods. First they try to use the police to stifle opinion, second they brand a 
victim with false accusations about medical condition. Upon barrister’s opinion, I was compensated for 
one such assault.

Evans of Glyn Eithrym

In a message dated 26/01/2012 13:27:37 GMT Standard Time, advice@stalkinghelpline.org writes:

Dear Professor Evans,

In most circumstances it is not possible to trace the location of a person using just their 
internet address unless you are a legal professional, like a police officer or solicitor. 
However there is certain information that you can obtain through the users internet protocol 
(IP) address which may help you.

An IP address is given to every computer that logs onto the internet and is always four 
numbers between 0 and 255 separated by dots, for example 25.79.169.68. The IP address 
can usually be found in the header of the email that has been sent. The following website 
has instructions for how to find IP addresses on the most popular e-mail service providers 
http://www.ip-adress.com/faq/view_email_header/ It is possible to mask the genuine IP 
address with a ‘spoof’ one so this could be a problem.

If you can find the IP address then you can type it into an IP address search site like 
www.ip-details.com, however as a member of the public it is unlikely more information 
will be provided then the name of the Internet Service Provider and possibly the city the e-
mail was sent from. If the offender has used their employer’s internet to send e-mails then 
the employer address may be given. Further details are usually only given to police who are 
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making official enquiries. However if you find the name of the Internet Service Provider 
you could contact them to say that the person using the IP address is harassing you.

I hope this information is helpful, if it is please let us know, equally if you have any further 
questions please do not hesitate to ask.

Kind regards,

National Stalking Helpline

0808 802 0300

www.stalkinghelpline.org

Please let us know what you think of the service by filling in this questionnaire
If you would like to join the National Stalking Helpline Victims Forum click here

This e-mail is intended for the person(s) to whom it is addressed and is confidential. This e-
mail must not be used, disseminated, forwarded, published, printed or copied by any  
persons (including intended recipients) without first getting our written permission.

This e-mail is meant for information purposes only and you should not rely on any advice it  
contains or take any action in reliance on it without first making your own assessment of it,  
if necessary with the aid of professional advice. Neither the National Stalking Helpline (or  
any of the charities which run it) will be responsible for any loss or damage you may suffer  
if you rely on any advice in this e-mail. The National Stalking Helpline will not be liable  
for any virus being passed on.

End of     GR  

January 26, 2012 

Many thanks to Gareth Evans, whose own “Diplomatic Objection to ‘t Hooft” has attracted a lot of 
interest. It is now known that ‘t Hooft’s work is mostly rubbish, so he should look in the mirror before 
using pejury (i.e. trying to belittle his international colleagues in the profession with hick editorials). 
This kind of stuff always happens from generation to generation, and is always a waste of everyone’s 
time with empty arrogance. In the words of Lord Clark, “grand old men cease to do anything”, or in the 
words of W. H. Auden “the elderly rubbish they talk” (the great poem “September 1939″).

In a message dated 26/01/2012 10:21:27 GMT Standard Time 

This is an excellent commentary again Myron.

Best, Gareth
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206(9): Definition of the Metric Used in     UFT205  

January 26, 2012 

This is another cross check on the general relativity deeloped in UFT205. It is shown that the metric 
used there is equivalent to the definition (19), using the total derivative defined by eq. (17). By defining 
the metric in this way the theory is reduced to its simplest format in accordance with Ockham’s Razor. 
This is made possible by extra knowledge – an observed planar orbit or roational motion – which acts 
as a constraint as in UFT205. As in interesting discussions with co author Horst Eckardt yesterday, it is 
possible to develop a different interpretation, but one which is more complicated with four metric 
elements as opposed to one. Ockham’s Razor always applies to choose between two approaches. 
Nevertheless the computer algebra can be used to explore Horst’s approach too and it will be very 
interesting to see whither that leads. It will produce a complicated looking torsion and curvature, but 
with the computer, complexity of algebra is no problem. We have had to go to the very basics and have 
had to redefine the metric. This is allowed because the metric is a in any case a matter of definition. In 
other words there is more than one way of defining a metric.

a206thpapernotes9.pdf

Leaflet for Special     Issue  

January 26, 2012 

LEAFLET FOR SPECIAL ISSUE SIX.pdf

Tracing the     Stalker  

January 26, 2012 

Thank you very much, I am forwarding your helpful information to the South Wales Police.

In a message dated 26/01/2012 08:22:17 GMT Standard Time, Kenneth.Dugdale@virginmedia.co.uk 
writes:

Dear Prof Evans

I’ve discussed the content of your mail with a colleague in our Internet Security team.

We may be able to help, but there is a strict legal protocol Virgin Media must adhere to.
We are forbidden from releasing customer information to members of the public.

However, we have a Police Liaison Unit that deals with the police on a variety of matters.
That team may be able to assist the police, but an investigating police officer must contact 
them directly.

Their number is 0800 953 3333 option 2.

Please pass this number onto the police, who will know how, and under what 
circumstances, to contact them.
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Kind regards

Ken Dugdale| Chief Executive Office – Customer Complaints
Virgin Media, PO Box 238, Wythenshawe, Manchester, M22 0WJ
T 0800 052 1569 | F 0161 296 2725 | E kenneth.dugdale@virginmedia.co.uk

Tracing the     Stalker  

January 26, 2012 

Many thanks, it is not I who is unhappy, it is the stalker.

In a message dated 26/01/2012 07:44:11 GMT Standard Time, CEO.Office@virginmedia.co.uk writes:

Thank you for your email.

I’m really sorry you’re unhappy. Neil is currently unable to deal with your complaint 
personally; however, I’ve passed your email onto a member of his team, and they will be in 
touch soon to resolve this issue for you.

On behalf of Neil Berket

FOR POSTING: Leaflet for “Clear Refutations of Einstein’s General     Relativity”  

January 26, 2012 

This is the leaflet for the forthcoming book form of special issue six of J. Found. Phys. Chem. (CISP, 
www.cisp-publishing.com). The book promises to be a historical turning point in natural philosophy 
and describes the astonishing collapse of general relativity. It could never have been “verified” 
experimentally because its basic schoolboy algebra is wrong, and an inquest is need as to why these 
verifications were claimed. Information on the journal and other CISP publications is found in the 
publications section of www.aias.us . No arrests or cyberstalkers please.

Einstein Refutation Slides, Preliminary     Version  

January 26, 2012 

EinsteinRefutationSlides.pdf

Frontispiece for Special     Issue  

January 26, 2012 

I will shortly send over the leaflet script to Victor, here is the frontispiece, kindly being prepared by 
Douglas Lindstrom. This is very accurate with only a few typo’s:
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1) Slide 2, radial coordinate not radian coordinate.
2) Slide 2, www.aias.us
3) Slide 3, eq. (2) lower case r.
4) Slide 6, second heading, Gravitational Time Delay not Gravitational Theory.
5) Slide 7, notably not notable.
6) Slide 8, latter not later, inferred torsion.
7) Slide 9, eq. (2) first commutator [ missing both sides.
8) Slide 9, Eq. (3) and (6) [ missing.

Thanks again! This frontispiece summarizes the complete obsolescence of Einstein’s general relativity, 
which contains some unbelievable errors, rendering it useless as a theory. It could never have been 
verified experimentally. I recommend the book format of Issue 6 to every library, and one hundred 
complimentary copies will be sent out to the top one hundred university physics departments in the 
world. It is issue six of

M. W. Evans, Ed. J. Foundations Phys.Chem. (CISP from June 2011, six issue a year, www.cisp-
publishing.com).

In a message dated 25/01/2012 22:10:42 GMT Standard Time writes:

First go a slides. Couldn’t read last word on last page. Comments and corrections when you 
get a chance. When word version is correct I will put into power point form.
Thanks
Doug

On Wed, Jan 25, 2012 at 10:54 AM, <EMyrone> wrote:

Most grateful, there is a lot of this flu around, so take it easy for a while.

In a message dated 25/01/2012 17:13:46 GMT Standard Time, dwlindstrom 
writes:

Myron
I came down with some sort of flu so will be out of commission for 
a couple of days. Only got two slides typed. Will work on it as I 
can, but should be ready in a week or so.
Doug

On Tue, Jan 24, 2012 at 10:49 PM, <EMyrone> wrote:

Thanks again!

Daily Report     25/1/12  

January 26, 2012 

There were 2,407 files downloaded from www.aias.us from 426 distinct visit during the day, 35.1% 
spiders. Laval University Canada Essay36; ETH Zurich UFT88; Pasadena City College UFT34; 
Empedocles Department of Physics Purdue University refutation of Heisenberg; Complutensian 
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University Madrid UFT137 (Spanish); Helsinki University of Technology UFT9; University of Poitiers 
general; NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory UFT114; Raman Research Institute India UFT8; University 
of Siena UFT18; Sacramento Public Library UFT113, UFT126; Bristol University Rebuttal of Bruhn 
Physica Scripta; University of Durham UFT153; St Andrews University levitron; University of 
Limpopo South Africa UFT127. Intense feedback activity all sectors from individual computers.

Tracing the     Stalker  

January 25, 2012 

Chief Executive Officer Neil Berkett,
Virgin Media,

I wonder whether you could help me find this stalker (coal.miner) through your e mail records. I have 
reported him to the police and asked them to trace him with special equipment. I regard this 
cyberstalking offence with the utmost gravity because I am employed directly by Queen Elizabeth as a 
Pensioner of the Civil List, and it is gross defamation and contempt of Crown and Parliament. On the 
net I see that people have a lot of difficulty finding the way to complain to your company, and 
recommend that an e mail direct to you is the best route. It is suspected that the stalker is a senior 
person of some malice towards me personally, so your cooperation would be very important to the 
community. The person should be arrested in my opinion because he repeated hearsay already found to 
be wild and pejorative by a barrister in a separate case in which I was awarded compensation. He 
repeated it to many parties, without my knowledge, and in full knowledge of the fact that it is 
pejorative hearsay. If this is a person in a position of responsibility, the punishment must fit the 
seniority, and such crimes must never go unpunished. I have had to deal with cyberstalking for some 
time. Your company advertises a very tough stance on this crime, in which the victim is attacked 
furtively and repeatedly using aliases, inuendo and defamation not based on fact and fair societal 
criticism based solidly on fact or reasonable opinion. I have proven that I am not suffering from any 
psychiatric disorder, and I have proven that I have no criminal record whatsoever. So this stalker is a 
repulsive threat to decent society.

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans, Gent.,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Betws Stone     Row  

January 25, 2012 

Looks important, I reported all the sites recently to CADW, this is another good reason not to destroy 
heritage with wind turbines, which I have been opposing for fifteen years. The electorate in Mawr are 
grossly disillusioned with Swansea County Council, which failed to throw out the plan. I would see the 
whole of Mawr bring a class action against Beaufort, and to see Parliament pass a Land Act to get rid 
of his estates and those of all aristocrats. These turbines will destroy six or seven thousand years of 
undisturbed heritage, described a little in my autobiography. There is already a great deal of hideous 
damage in the Bettws area, which was betrayed by a distant County Council. There is always talk of 
envelopes left in obscure pubs on Fridays, i.e. the electorate automatically thinks of corruption and are 
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seething with anger. I opposed this Bettws development and was part of an eight to one majority 
against. This was overruled by a dictatorial Neath Port Talbot, which is even more remote than 
Swansea. Let us hope that when this madness is over, the ancient monuments will be preserved 
undamaged and these ugly monstrosities quickly dismantled if they are ever put up. The founding of 
Brecon Beacons National Park by our mutual ancestral cousin, Lord Tudor Watkins, was a great 
contribution. Representative government at all levels is very poor, so direct government by referendum 
is much preferable. There will be no more fiddling of expenses.

Publications

January 25, 2012 

Many thanks, this is very positive news! The information is as follows:

1) The Title is “O Wraidd ei Ddoe – From Yesterday’s Roots”

2) For the special issue title I suggest: “Some Clear Refutations of Einsteinian General Relativity” . I 
have prepared an editorial preface in the form of nine summaries (attached) which co author Douglas 
Lindstrom has kindly offered to set in editable doc for the special issue. I can also prepare a short 
overall summary if you think that this is suitable. These refutations are definitive and in my opinion, 
historical.

Thanks again!

MWE

In a message dated 25/01/2012 14:02:48 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

Dear Prof Evans

I wonder if you could let me have the following:

1. The title of your autobiography (I would like to register the book with the appropriate 
databases and announce it in our Forthcoming Titles section;

2. I think the cover for No. 6 of the journal should be overprinted with the text indicating 
that it is a special issue, could you think of this title, and also a short introductory text 
describing the issue? We would place this text it on the main page of the CISP website and 
this could be linked to the announcement on the AIAS website.

I finished my travels for the first 3-4 months of this year so everything will now go 
smoothly

Best wishes

Victor

Victor Riecansky

Publisher

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/25/publications/


Cambridge International Science Publishing

www.cisp-publishing.com

ver@cisp-publishing.com
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Tracing     Stalker  

January 25, 2012 

Stalking Helpline

Can you give any advice on how to trace the stalker coal.miner? Many thanks in anticipation.

Myron Evans

Prof. M. W. Evans,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

Support for My     Candidacy  

January 25, 2012 

I have made a quick poll of the likely support I will receive as candidate for County Councillor for 
Mawr. People are delighted that I am standing and badly want a change. I could help force a change in 
coalition with the Plaid Cymru and Labour candidates so as not to split the opposition. Many are 
diametrically opposed to the over development that has ruined the villages of Mawr, are appalled by the 
criminality, and want a revival of the Welsh language. I know this from years of talking to them. I 
intend to use this blog as my campaign platform and many of my views are already on this blog.

Daily Report     24/1/12  

January 25, 2012 
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There were 2,397 files downloaded (hits) from 453 distinct visits, 27.5% spiders. University of Sydney 
UFT197; Free University of Brussels Marquis entry; Department of Physics State University of Rio de 
Janeiro UFT18; Red Cross Freiburg UFT papers; Technical University of Darmstadt Omnia Opera; 
University of Leipzig general; Berkeley Educational Note 2; Courant Institute of Mathematical 
Sciences New York University UFT88; Southern University and A and M College Baton Rouge 
UFT156; University of California Santa Cruz UFT155; University of Malaga UFT143(Spanish); 
University of Poitiers general; Turin Polytechnic UFT25; University of Florence Crothers paper 
IJTP1962; Radboud University Netherlands general; Department of Physics and Applied Mathematics 
University of Cambridge Black Hole Catastrophe by Stephen Crothers; St John’s College Cambridge 
UFT88; Department of Physics University of Oxford general. Intense feedback activity all sectors from 
individual computers.

Going Down in     History  

January 24, 2012 

I think that all the AIAS will be remembered, not only yours truly. This is already clear from 
extrapolating the eight year feedback. Similarly all the Rutherford group for example are remembered, 
about eleven Nobel Laureates in the days when a Nobel Prize meant something. These include Soddy, 
Cockroft, Walton and others. Even if the entire group did nothing ever again, they will be remembered 
as pioneers, and remembered where it really matters, by their colleagues.

E mail List used by the Coal Miner     Stalker  

January 24, 2012 

Question for Stuart Davies
Do you happen to have an e mail header or e mail list of recipients for Mr “Coal Miner”? Of course no 
real coal miner would ever stoop as low as this. My e mail heading looks like something out of 
Clouseau or Salvador Dali, but this character could be traced by his e mail listing, then I am pretty sure 
he would be identified as fast as boiled asparagus in the words of Robert Graves, “I Claudius”. As you 
know I have some delightful acquaintances, each with a peculiar set of friends. Feedback software 
would trace his locality quite accurately if you have his IP number.

FS50421737 – University of WalesRef.     FS50421737  

January 24, 2012 

Thank you very much! Most helpful. I will proceed to give you all the information in due course.

In a message dated 24/01/2012 14:59:45 GMT Standard Time, casework@ico.gsi.gov.uk writes:

Dear Professor Evans

Thank you for your email of 14 January 2012 regarding your complaint against the 
University of Wales.I can confirm that your case has recently been allocated to me to 
investigate. I am currently going through your file and anticipate that I will be contacting 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/24/fs50421737-university-of-walesref-fs50421737/
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the University of Wales later this week for further information to assist with my 
investigation of your complaint. It is standard practice for us to allow the public authority 
20 working days from the date of our correspondence for a full response. It is possible 
therefore that I will not have received this until some time during the week commencing 21 
February 2012.

Your email of 14 January 2012 also asks if it is necessary for you to complete another 
complaint form to make a complaint against AberystwythUniversity. I can confirm that as 
with your complaint against the University of Wales, you will need to provide us with the 
necessary information for us to be satisfied that it is a valid complaint under section 50 of 
the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (‘the Act’). The key documents we will require for 
this include a copy of your original request, the public authority’s response, your request for 
an internal review (your response to the public authority) and the authority’s response to 
this. However, it is not essential that you complete another complaint form although it 
would be helpful if you did.

Please be aware that your request is being dealt with in our Wales regional office and our 
contact details are quoted below:

The Information Commissioner’s Office
2nd Floor, Churchill House
Churchill Way
Cardiff
CF10 2HH

Tel. 029 2067 8400

Regards
Catherine Dickenson
Senior Case Officer

Identity of “Coal     Miner”  

January 24, 2012 

Many thanks to Dr Gareth J. Evans! As is well known I am a Druid third class (the most dangerous 
variety). When there is a full moon I am licenced for human sacrifices under my personal oak tree, and 
due to Norse ancestry, howl like Beowulf too. There is not much call for human sacrifice these days!

In a message dated 24/01/2012 14:37:17 GMT Standard Time

If you’re mad there’s no hope for the rest of us. I wonder what this person, who presumably 
considers himself to be sane, has achieved in his life time? Your life is a unique one Myron 
and you have no need to respond to these people. You will be remembered – they will 
disappear into the dust (like most of us).

Best, Gareth

mailto:Time@hotmail.co.uk
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/24/identity-of-coal-miner/


Advice to Welsh Speakers in     Mawr  

January 24, 2012 

Anyone wishing to e mail to me in Welsh is welcome to do so. If I am elected County Councillor I will 
press for sweeping reforms, notably severe restrictions on development with high planning standards 
based on the ability to speak Welsh, the establishment of Welsh medium schools in Mawr, protection of 
the chapels, and implementation of the rights of Welsh speakers under the Welsh Language Act of 
2010, the right to live a full life in the old language. I advise forming groups by e mail to act as the 
Welsh medium schools and chapels used to do. Learn the language, practice it, and respect it. The 
present government by Swansea County Council is as we all know so remote as to endanger the 
language. My poetry in the Welsh language is found on www.aias.us, and as you may know, I am the 
grandson of T. Elim Jones, Head Deacon of Elim Baptist Chapel, a fluent Welsh speaker and a well 
known community leader in his time. I was born here in this house, at one time the house of my 
grandparents, Thomas Elim and Martha Jane Jones (nee Newlands). My aim is to have every child in 
Mawr speaking the old language, and taking pleasure in doing so, being educated in Mawr in the Welsh 
language as I was myself. For intellectual leadership in Mawr please see the www.aias.us site, with 
poetry and culture in both languages.

Proceeding with     UFT206  

January 24, 2012 

I intend to finish the notes for UFT206 tomorrow and write it up in co authorship with Dr Horst 
Eckardt. Then I will see if the method can be extended to electrostatics and electrodynamics, and the 
interaction of electrodynamics and gravitation.

Medical Opinion that I am not Mentally Ill in any     Way  

January 24, 2012 

I obtained this certificate from Clydach Health Centre about two years ago and so the accusation from 
an anonymous stalker is de facto libel. If this person holds a public office he must resign and be 
charged because of his malicious e mailing. He has falsely described me as “very dangerous” and so 
this is another instance of defamation. This is a clear case of cyberstalking in that the person uses 
anonymity and false accusation.

adoctorsletter.pdf

Desist from     Defamation  

January 24, 2012 

It has come to my attention that you have been circulating e mail defaming me as “mentally ill” and 
“very dangerous”. Accordingly I am reporting you to the police for cyberstalking and criminal libel, 
asking that they charge you. I have recent medical opinion from Clydach Health Centre which states 
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that I am not mentally ill, and I have no criminal record whatsoever. I request that the police use special 
equipment to trace you through your e mail address. Do not defame me, do not circulate the general 
public with defamation marked “strictly confidential”. What is your name and full postal address and 
what is your occupation?

Evans of Glyn Eithrym,
Prof. M. W. Evans, Armiger, D. Sc.,
H. M. Civil List,
www.aias.us

Defamatory e     mail  

January 24, 2012 

Many thanks for this e mail. This is clearly defamation, because I can provide medical evidence that I 
am not mentally ill. This e mail address can be traced by the police and the sender charged with 
harassment and cyberstalking. I will now e mail the harasser to ask him to reveal his identity and copy 
my request to the police. It is known that an “Arthur Dent” has harassed my publisher, Victor 
Riecansky.

cc South Wales Police

In a message dated 24/01/2012 11:08:02 GMT Standard Time:

I have been advised verbally that coal.miner has been sending out an email marked 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL in which he describes you as very dangerous and advises 
people not to have anything to do with you.

He will not send me a copy because of the circulation named prior to him, so I suggest that 
you send an email to the above address and ask him whatever. You are mentally sick 
apparently.

It might well be your old friend.

Stuart Davies

Definitions of Cyberstalking and     Harassment  

January 24, 2012 

The AIAS group, editors and myself have frequently been subjected to unprofessional and grossly 
unethical cyberstalking and harassment of a repulsive and disgusting variety. We dealt with it very 
effectively by e mail blocking and legitimate complaint with evidence, so it has essentially ceased and 
was always ineffective. AIAS is now the leading institute of physics in the world, measured by 
feedback activity and international acclaim for our work. Cyberstalking is a form of mental assault in 
which the perpetrator repeatedly, unwantedly, and disruptively breaks into the life world of the victim, 
with whom he has no relationship, and causes distress by cumulative effect. It is a form of harassment, 
which is defined as intentional behaviour that is found threatening or disturbing. An example is 
attempted tarring of a person’s reputation by unfactual means, or by inuendo, or by distortion of his 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/24/definitions-of-cyberstalking-and-harassment/
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work. A person in public life, such as a repesentative, is in the public domain, and open to legitimate 
criticism based on fact. Anyone who has listened to a House of Commons debate knows that it is 
vigorous, but any form of misconduct is dealt with by the Speaker. Public debate in the House of 
Commons, or by any means whatsoever, clearly and obviosuly, is neither cyberstalking nor harassment. 
To construe public debate as harassment is an offence in law, it is a false accusation. A County Council 
is a mechanism by which government occurs, and as such it must obviously allow constant 
communication, and must allow criticism in the public domain, being itself in the public domain. A 
County Councillor must be responsive, and must allow factual criticism. Any person who deliberately 
confuses public debate with harassment is being grossly malicious, and so is committing the offence of 
harassment and the tort of defamation if he transmits such malice to third parties. For example, if an M. 
P. criticises another M.P. the person criticised must not use the police to try to arrest the person doing 
the criticising. This is all very obvious, but the hard earned freedom we take for granted can be eroded 
by persons who attempt to act dictatorially. In the past I have been attacked maliciously by a stalker 
who tried to use the police to have me arrested for scientific and related opinion. Such a person came 
from a country with a history of savage totalitarianism. I know this as a former volunteer for Amnesty 
International, trying to get people out of prison. A person in Britain is not arrested for scientific 
opinion, or opinion concerning the performance of a County Councillor. If such arrests took place, then 
we would all be arrested.

Daily Report     23/1/12  

January 24, 2012 

There were 2,791 hits from 463 distinct visits, 40.2% spiders. Department of Physics State University 
of Rio de Janeiro UFT18; Federal University of Santa Catarina Brazil general; CERN infinite solenoid; 
California Institute of Technology UFT25; Florida Institute of Technology essay on implications of 
finite photon mass; Georgia Institute of Technology Essay11; MIT general; Autonomous University of 
Barcelona UFT149; University of Zaragoza UFT85; University of Poitiers Equation flowcharts; New 
University of Ireland Galway UFT25; The Institute of Mathematical Sciences Chennai India objections 
to ‘t Hooft; US Archives San Francisco daily sweep (supported by Library of Congress, NSF and 
others) spacetime devices; Department of Physics Minho University Portugal 2D-ECE-FEM-1. Intense 
feedback activity all sectors from individual computers.

206(8): Orbital Equation of the Unconstrained     Metric  

January 23, 2012 

This is eq. (8), but in this case the mass m breaks free from the orbit and travels in a straight line, so the 
result is the equation (18) of special relativity. The constraint causes an orbit, and reduces the number 
of degrees of freedom of the line element from three to two. The so named “Schwarzschild” metric 
gives the orbital equation (19), which is never compatible with the correct result (20) from the 
constrained Minkowski metric. This is yet another way of refuting Einsteinian general relativity.

a206thpapernotes8.pdf
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FOR POSTING: Refutation of EGR Slide     9  

January 23, 2012 

This is the final slide nine in a lecture consisting of nine slides posted in the O level section on the 
home page of www.aias.us. This lecture will reach a very large readership and that should finally put an 
end to the harmful dogma. Other lecturers and school teachers are welcome to use the slides in their 
lectures and lessons, with acknowledgment to www.aias.us. These slides can also be used as a 
frontispiece to the book form of special issue 6 of

M. W. Evans, Ed., Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry (CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com), 
six issues a year from June 2011.

The special issue is one on the complete and detailed refutation of Einsteinian general relativity. The 
various refutations of the experiments that claim “verification” can easily be found on google. No 
“verification” could ever have occurred, the theory is riddled with errors. There are so many refutations 
that by comparison a sieve looks unsinkable. EGR is the prime example of Langmuir’s “pathological 
science” (see google).

arefutationofegrslide9.pdf

Refutation of EGR Slide 8 : The Geometrical     Identity  

January 23, 2012 

This identity was inferred by Elie Cartan in the early nineteen twenties and the Evans identity which I 
discovered in the early papers of the UFT series circa 2004 is an example of the Cartan identity. They 
are both as fundamental as the Pythagoras Theorem, which may go back to the Babylonian 
philosophers and into the earliest times. It is given as eq. (1). Torsion was not known when Einstein 
inferred his incorrect field equation. The consequences of this are discussed in:

M. W. Evans, S. Crothers, H. Eckardt and K. Pendergast, “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation” 
(CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com), Spring 2011.

Einstein used the geometry (2), known as the first Bianchi identity in the obsolete literature. The 
Einstein field equation is a direct consequence of the second Bianchi identity, which was also derived 
when torsion was not known. Some scholars attribute these incorrect identities to Ricci in the early 
1900′s. UFT88 has been intensively studied at the best universities for some years and gives the correct 
second Bianchi identity in tensorial notation. In Cartan’s supremely elegant notation it is:

D ^ (R ^ q) := D ^ (D ^ T)

which follows from:

R ^ q := D ^ T

The incorrect second Bianchi identity is

D ^ R =? 0

and the incorrect Einstein field equation is based on D ^ R proportional to the Noether Theorem 
through k, the Einstein constant.

arefutationofegrslide8.pdf
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FOR POSTING : Refutation of EGR Slide     7  

January 23, 2012 

This slide goes to the root cause of the incorrectness of all of twentieth century relativity, the failure to 
account for torsion. ECE theory has put right almost all the errors and the AIAS scholars have 
systematically covered all the ground. The next slides will go into more details of the geometry.

arefutationofegrslide7.pdf

FOR POSTING: Refutation of EGR Slide     6  

January 23, 2012 

This slide emphasizes the diametric self inconsistencies in the theory of light bending and gravitational 
time delay (see UFT150B and UFT155). One quantity, dr / dtau, is at the same time zero and infinite, 
which would be complete nonsense were it not Einstein’s work. Also, the theory produces an infinite 
deflection, so cannot produce 4MG/ (c squared Rsub0) at the same time. The theory uses a photon mass 
m which is both zero and non-zero, and uses a metric function that does not produce the observed 
orbits of planets in the solar system. It is wrong (scientists) but at the same time right (dogmatists). This 
kind of shambles is not rational thought.

arefutationofegrslide6.pdf

Summary of the Omnia     Opera  

January 23, 2012 

“Yet nature is made better by no mean
But nature makes that mean: so, over that art
Which you say adds to nature, is an art
That nature makes”

William Shakespeare “A Winter’s Tale”. Shakespeare wrote this apparently after reading some of 
Bacon’s work. So this passage means that nature itself is the highest art, and physics, or natural 
philosophy, is nature. The human mind cannot improve on nature, being part of nature, it can try to 
describe nature. So the Omnia Opera is a description of nature, an exploration of nature. This 
exploration can take place without universities, grants, and all the rest of it. Powerful descriptions of 
nature are found in Dante’s Inferno, and the cywydd “Mai” by Dafydd ap Gwilym, translated in the 
attached from the work of Sir Thomas Parry, “Gwaith Dafydd ap Gwilym”, “The Work of Dafydd ap 
Gwilym”. It is impossible to translate Dafydd ap Gwilym, being the bard that came closest to nature.

a2006poetryfileone.pdf

Ancient history of     Britain  

January 23, 2012 

Many thanks, I am honoured by your interest. I am fortunate in having a group of good friends who 
have ordered and collected my Omnia Opera. Most people in Wales are deeply concerned with the state 
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of the language, and I think that much more should be done to ensure that everyone in Wales is able to 
speak the language fluently, whatever their origins or beliefs. It developed from the Brythonic Celtic, 
which split into several languages. This Community of Mawr is an example of how the language has 
been allowed almost to disappear by very poor government and by apathy, but this dismal tide can be 
reversed. The EEC has laws protecting the rights of indigeneous minorities in Europe. I am the most 
unlikely politician that ever was, but I am standing as a County Councillor in order to make my views 
known, and to draw attention to the plight of the language in Mawr, to try to make its schools Welsh 
speaking once more and so on. My main focus as ever is on science. In the electronic age the People 
can govern itself without politicians, in referenda, and the civil service and ministers restricted to terms 
of office of no greater than five years. This is the Leveller philosophy as you know.

In a message dated 22/01/2012 21:55:24 GMT Standard Timewrites:

Hello, Dr. Evans
I want to congratulate you on your immense scientific achievements that have brought us 
all to a higher level of understanding. I also admire your push energy efficient technologies 
and your stand at preserving your Welsh culture. I wanted to bring this book to your 
attention, it is Forgotten History of the Western People: From the Earliest Origins, by Mike 
Gascoigne. This book traces a lineage from ancient Britain to Noah of the great flood. 
Creation history may he interesting to someone at the frontiers of the science of creation.

All the best,

Daily Report Sunday     22/1/12  

January 23, 2012 

Federal University of Santa Catarina Brazil general; US archives general; Chia Tung National 
University Taiwan general; University of Greenwich UFT38, intensive feedback activity from 
individual computers.

Many thanks to Dave     Burleigh  

January 22, 2012 

Many thanks to Dave Burleigh for posting the Einstein refutation slides in the O level section which 
can be accessed on the home page of www.aias.us. These are very easy to understand and end the 
Einstein era in rational physics. These slides will be used as a frontispiece for Special Issue Six as on 
following messages.

FOR POSTING: Refutation of EGR Slide     5  

January 22, 2012 

In this slide the Einstein theory is shown to introduce unphysical singularities into the lagrangian by 
use of a null infinitesimal of proper time, which in turn means zero m, even though m is assumed to be 
non zero for any deflection of light to occur by gravitation between m, the photon mass, and M, the 
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mass of the sun. The third major blunder illustrated in this slide is that the wrong metric elements were 
used, they do not produce a precessing ellipse as shown in previous slides. So there is a large number 
of severe errors in the Einstein theory. Such a theory could never have been verified experimentally in a 
rational subject. The patient “Mr Physics” is in critical condition and major surgery is needed.

arefutationofegrslide5.pdf

Glyn y     Bedd  

January 22, 2012 

This is a great help! I will start an addition or addendum to the Family History. Facts like these are very 
important to the dignity and true and genuine memory of a great People. For the first time in my life I 
have found out something about my paternal grandfather William John Evans, that he was a tall 
and kind hearted man and had the great strength of a labourer from childhood. My father Edward Ivor, 
also a labourer from childhood, was also very strong, very intelligent with no formal education past the 
age of about eleven, and could lift one side of a van clean off the ground. No doubt William John Evans 
was saddened by the loss of his wife Gwenllian in September 1944. I can fully understand that. I have 
no doubt that William John Evans was a very intelligent man with little formal education, but could 
read and write. His father Edward Evans Cleirwy (or Clyro) could not read or write, and was a labourer 
from an age of about seven. His father Edward Evans Llanigon, was also a labourer from an early age. 
They all liked hard work. Our mutual cousin Stuart Davies, the historian and genealogist, found a 
photograph of our great grandparents on their fiftieth wedding anniversary: William John and Hannah 
Potter (nee Thomas), the parents of Gwenllian. Dai Hopkins and Blod could speak Welsh completely 
fluently, but Dyson could not, or a mixture. So the phrases are as follows:

1) Black and white pig: mochyn du a gwyn.
2) Bread and butter: bara menyn.
3) Piece of cake: tamaid o deisen (classical), tamed o dishen (dialect).
4) Please: os gwelwch yn dda (literally “if you see that is is well”).
5) Thank you: diolch.
6) Good night: nos da.
7) Good morning: bore da.
8) Happy new year: blwyddyn newydd dda.
9) Cup of tea: cwpanaid o de (classical), cwpaned o de (dialect).
10) Cheese: caws.

Many thanks! Diolch yn fawr

Myron

In a message dated 22/01/2012 09:47:30 GMT Standard Time writes:

Morning Myron

Thank you so much for your e-mail. I’m sorry I don’t have any photos of your Grandfather 
but I do remember him. I remember he seemed a very tall man, but I wasn’t very big. I do 
know he was extremely strong, he would carry milk churns on his shoulders down to the 
lane and I remember well Aunty Blod saying that they were full and very heavy.
He was always lovely to us children but I felt at the time that he was sad, it is odd that the 
memory of him like that stuck so clearly in my mind. Another thing that seemed strange at 
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the time was that he didn’t eat with us all in the kitchen.

Sorry I can’t be of much help to you. I will try and send pictures of my Dad and us on the 
farm and you will see how much like Uncle Fred he was.
We often talk about the Welsh side of our family and wondered how Dyson was I knew he 
had MS but didn’t know he had died or his son ,how sad. Also Raymond and Aunty Blod.

I do remember the Welsh speaking at the farm, I was taught a few words by Aunty Blod and 
still remember them, don’t ask me to spell them though!
Black and White pig, bread and butter, piece of cake, please, thank you goodnight, good 
morning, Happy New Year, cup of tea, cheese. It makes me smile thinking of those days.

Best Wishes
Linda

FOR POSTING : Refutation of EGR Slide     4  

January 22, 2012 

This is the refutation of the light deflection theory of Einstein using his own assumption of photon 
mass to give the result (1), based directly on the precessing conical section orbit, Eq. (2), of any mass 
m in the solar system without any theoretical assumption other than the existence of m. As explained in 
UFT150B, Einstein made several mistakes in his calculation to arrive at the meaningless result (4). The 
latter cannot have been verified experimentally because of the result in slide (1) in this series of slides, 
and for a number of other reasons. See and hear also the two essays based on UFT150B: Horst 
Eckardt’s “Nobody’s Perfect” and my essay 3, “On Light Deflection by Gravity”, narrated by Robert 
Cheshire. Alex Hill and myself. So there have been many meaningless claims in the literature to have 
verified EGR experimentally. These claims have been dismissed out of hand by thinking scientists 
because of systematic error in the measurements and outright laundering of noise to produce the right 
data. A number of very expensive experiments have failed: Gravity Probe B and the experiments to 
detect gravitational radiation according to EGR. Any further experiments like these must fail, because 
of these slides, and will waste millions in funding – an expensive ego trip.

arefutationofegrslide4.pdf

Summing up     EGR  

January 22, 2012 

I think that it is best summed by by the poet, essayist and editor Anthony Cronin in his long poem 
Section 7, “R. M. S. Titanic”:

“A tragedy is only one mistake
Or the last in a series, making all irretrievable.
The tragic accident is the one which leaves
The knowledge that a desired possibility has been finally destroyed
By neglect, foolishness or bad luck.”
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Anthony Cronin was born in 1925 at Enniscorthy in Ireland and educated at Trinity College Dublin. He 
was literary editor of “Time and Tide” in London. He wrote several columes of poetry and critical 
essays, for example “A Question of Modernity” published by Secker and Warburg. All those ghoulish 
films about Titanic are of no interest to a decent mind, but this long poem is one of the best of the 
twentieth century. R. M. S. is Royal Mail Steamship.

FOR POSTING: A Refutation of EGR Slide     3  

January 22, 2012 

This is a crystalline clear demonstration that Albert Einstein is hoplessly wrong, the metrical function 
needed for a precessing ellipse is eq. (1), while Einstein used eq. (2). The latter, conversely, does not 
produce a precessing ellipse, it produces a termendously complicated orbit. These results were first 
derived in UFT190, one of the papers of the special issue 6 in book form. The dogmatists are going to 
be howled out of classroom or lecture theatre. Anyone can make a mistake in trying very hard to 
produce new thought, but if a mistake is made, it must be admitted, otherwise there is no rational 
physics, and that would be a pity. .

arefutationofegrslide3.pdf

FOR POSTING: Refutation of EGR Slide     2  

January 22, 2012 

In this slide it is shown that the force law of the Einstein theory is completely incorrect, it does not 
produce a precessing ellipse. This was first shown in UFT193 on www.aias.us, which will be one of the 
papers of special issue 6 in book format. Again it is much better to teach this honestly rather than try to 
cover it up or make excuses for big names. Lecturers and teachers are again invited to typeset this slide 
and graph the equations. Following the methods of Horst Eckardt and myself the students and pupils 
will be able to use their mathematics packages and laptops or ipods to show that the force law (2) does 
not produce a precessing ellipse at all. Every good sixth form college would issue maths packages and 
laptops to the pupils, or they can just buy them for themselves if their parents are sufficiently well off. 
Eq. (2) produces a tremendously complicated orbit. Eq. (1) will produce a precessing ellipse, because it 
was derived directly from a precessing ellipse using the same lagrangian method as the dogmatists used 
to find eq. (2). These refutations are so obvious and easy to understand that they need not be hammered 
into the heads of the students or pupils, they will find out for themselves, the best way of learning. 
What has to be discussed is why such rubbish generates Nobel Prizes. By buying copies of my 
autobiography, to be published by CISP, and using it as a course book, the students and pupils will find 
out exactly the standard that would have been required of them in a grammar school of the sixties. Eq. 
(1) could certainly have been derived by a good grammar school pupil of the sixties, entirely without 
computers of course. In fact that is how I derived it, and it was checked using a computer by Horst 
Eckardt. Einstein could easily have derived it, but did not. The students and pupils may like to ask why 
he did not, a hypothetical but revealing rhetorical question. I much admire some aspects of Einstein’s 
work, but in this case he howled like a wolf and could not bring himself to reveal his own errors. Either 
that or I was the first to think of these things.

arefutationofegrslide2.pdf
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FOR POSTING: Refutation of EGR Slide     1  

January 22, 2012 

This is the first of a series of slides which refute Einsteinain general relativity in various easily 
understandable ways. This is the clearest and smplest. I invite university lecturers, school teachers and 
all interested to typeset this slide and graph equations (1) and (2) to produce more slides that show that 
the Einstein theory is incorrect. Equation (1) is the equation of the precessing ellipse, equation (2) is the 
Einstein theory that claims falsely to produce a precessing ellipse. The symbol =? in equation (2) 
indicates that the theory is obviously incorrect. It could not have been “verified” experimentally. So the 
students and pupils must be told candidly and honestly of this fraud, otherwise they will turn against 
physics itself, and turn against their teachers. That would be a great pity: physics, or nature, is not at 
fault, human nature is at fault. It is planned to reproduce thsese slides in a frontispiece of a new book – 
special issue 6 of

M. W. Evans, Ed., Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry, (Cambridge International Science 
Publishing, CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com, in preparation).

Anyone who tries to deny equations (1) and (2) will risk the wrath of the next generation of scientists.

arefutationofegrslide1.pdf

Addition to Equations     Charts  

January 22, 2012 

I will write out some additions to the equations charts to give the equations that refute the Einstein 
theory. I could write a special editorial for the book form of special issue six of J. Found. Phys. Chem. 
which would include these equations set in large type and emphasized on the inside cover or preface or 
similar. These equations would also be useful for slides for lectures and workshops and so on on 
refutations of the Einstein theory and on new relativity. To deny such equations would mean the end of 
rational physics, which would be a great pity, so to pre empt this it is very important to teach the new 
physics to the students. They are already taking the lead and learning it for themselves. At UNCC my 
first wife and I used to voluntarily set up equations in type for overhead projectors for my lectures, no 
more scribbling on the board with back turned to students. The latter liked my lectures and my student 
assessments are on this site. I did a lot of this work at home at my own expense, and this was one of the 
false accusations contrived by UNCC – working at home too much. UNCC is certainly the worst 
episode in the history of physics, and it was condemned internationally at the time, but none of the 
local Charlotte or North Carolina people were involved. It was a conspiracy instigated by some of my 
old personal enemies back here in Britain, in the language of the sixties “a bunch of weird hicks” with 
weird hick theories that no one else used then or now, theories now entirely forgotten in the 
overwhelming wave of acclaim for ECE theory and its precursor B(3) theory. Unfortunately the spirit 
of 1776 was lacking and UNCC buckled to pressure. Compared with this kind of scene, AIAS is 
infinitely preferable. The people responsible for UNCC were David Buckingham, the delightful 
Akhlesh Lakhtakia (working behind the scenes as usual), Silveiro Almeida the chair of physics (who 
fabricated charges so pathetic that they would be funny has they had not been so disgusting), Lyons the 
Dean, and a few faculty members. nearly all are now retired into deep obscurity. Cornell did not pay 
me anything, but used my work in a special NSF report that we found by accident. If Cornell has done 
the honourable thing, UNCC would never have happened, we were perfectly content at Ithaca. Cornell 
faculty, in line with the rest of the academic world, expressed shock and disgust at UNCC but they 
could have prevented it happening.
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Daily Report Saturday     21/1/12  

January 22, 2012 

There were 2,581 hits from 438 distinct visits, 39.2% spiders. University of Karlsruhe general; 
Coumbia University UFT33; Information Technology Purdue University UFT9; Central Information 
Service University of Malaga Essay36; Faculty of Technology Addis Ababa University Ethiopia 
Double slit experiment explained classically; University of Jyvaskyla Finland UFT140; National 
Technical University of Greece Journal editorial and leaflet and autobiography; US Archives San 
Francisco daily update (supported by Library of Congress, the National Science Foundation and 
others); Academica Sinica UFT33, UFT71. Intense activity all sectors from individual computers.

Further Severe Damage to     Gelliwastad  

January 21, 2012 

On my daily walk today around the whole perimeter of Gelliwastad there was no incident, but I 
observed further major ecological damage by the bikers who committed the serious crime yesterday, 
and also by horse hooves. Ordinary people are no longer able to walk on the ecology because of the 
mud and danger of being mown down by criminals. In fact EACH of these crimes is one of attempted 
murder, maybe thirty years in prison, many of them would normally mean life without remission. I trust 
that government recognises that there is no law and order in Mawr. The horses from well known local 
stables again committed extensive trespass, they have gouged out a large trench off the bridle path and 
totally destroyed a footpath with potholes caused by hooves. The Stables, Swansea County Council and 
the Beaufort Estate should in my opinion be prosecuted by the Crown Prosecution for environmental 
damage and compounding many felonies by chronic negligence. Beaufort has not done anything to 
look after Gelliwastad since his ancestors got a hold of it shadily under Charles II. It should in fact be 
Parliamentary land. At the same time he recently extracted 270,000 pounds in “fishing rights” from 
Swansea County Council, which remained silent over the Mynydd y Gwair fiasco, remained silent in 
the face of a 95% majority against, a majority which Beaufort ignored like the aristocrat he is. All this 
illustrates the need for a Land Act to bring Britain into the modern age. There is an urgent need for 
traffic regulation orders all over Britain to prohibit trespass on commonland by horses. They use the 
excuse of an ancient bridle path to commit multiple offences. Bridle paths were meant for led horses, 
not for a grand national made up of incompetent amateurs. Traffic regulation orders would make such 
trespass offences criminal offences as they should be. What right have these mindless hicks to destroy 
the environment that we all wish to enjoy?

bcc Welsh Government
Rt Hon Martin Caton
Rt Hon Edwina Hart
Chief Constable South Wales Police

Teaching of ECE     Theory  

January 21, 2012 
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I have made a few suggestions to organize the teaching of ECE theory, and these have been posted as 
Essay 61 as well as on this blog in a later posting. Learning of ECE takes place all the time and all over 
the world from www.aias.us. The role of universities needs to be questioned – are they really worth the 
huge fees? In Wales the answer is clearly in the negative, due to corruption and irrelevance to the needs 
of Wales. This has led to the closure of a major national university, but the people responsible have so 
far been allowed to retain their jobs with the exception of only one resignation. They fiddled the charter 
and went on in the same old way. Obviously public confidence in higher education in Wales has 
collapsed. The readers learn not only physics from www.aias.us, but also about the weaknesses of the 
physics system. All kinds of dubious methods were used to try to stop ECE theory in its early stages, 
the pathetic remnants of these lie like rusting tractors on the dust bowl landscape in google caches or 
similar. I think that every lecturer or teacher should point out the relevant equations from UFT202 or 
UFT190 ff in very large type and display it to the class to show that the Einsteinian general relativity 
does not produce a precessing ellipse, its most infamous claim. Every student and pupil should buy a 
copy of the special Issue Six in book format of

M. W. Evans, Ed., J. Foundations of Physics and Chemistry, (Cambridge International Science 
Publishing, www.cisp-publishing.com,)

The class should then be asked why Nobel Prizes have been given for this tangled mess, and why has it 
been covered up for a century. They should also be made aware of rigged papers which used to try to 
use journals in a kind of personal warfare aimed at yours truly. A good example is the B Cyclic 
Theorem. It is trivial to show that this is the cyclical relation between unit vectors, so is automatically 
Lorentz covariant. This cyclical relation actually constitutes part of the Lorentz group as the relation 
between rotation generators. So the journals “Physica Scripta” and “Foundations of Physics” rigged the 
publication of papers which showed that a frame of reference is wrong. News to the rest of us. These 
rigged papers have been rebutted in UFT185 and in many earlier rebuttals. The editor of “Foundations 
of Physics”, in a hick-weird editorial, tried to change history, pretending that ECE papers published in 
his journal did not exist after all because he said so. The referees were also rigged of course. If physics 
goes on like this there will be no physics students who are not bored and sceptical, perhaps none at all. 
The most obvious thing about rigged prizewinners is that they remain silent. So the students note the 
silence. They are grown up and not stupid about human nature, so any more false dogma will cause a 
reaction against physics itself, a reaction against learning. That is not desirable.

Volunteer Policing Force for     Mawr  

January 21, 2012 

In a Welsh speaking area such as Mawr, with its several hundred year old, peaceful, pious, hard 
working, Leveller and republican traditions, there should be semi autonomous volunteer units set up to 
protect the general public from bikers. These would be armed legally with tasers and authorized to use 
them as a last resort. My advice to Swansea Council has been taken up in areas such as County Durham 
and Gwent. In the former, gates and fencing are used, just as I suggest. In Newport the police have 
made several arrests, one criminal biker was imprisoned for six months, many bikes have been crushed. 
I advise much longer prison sentences, with hard labour in order that the bikers find out what it is like 
to work. The volunteers would guard approaches to the rare and severely endangered ecology of 
Gelliwastad in four hour duty spells, and be posted behind heavy gates with their own mobile patrols. 
Only walkers and licenced horses from licenced stables would be allowed through, and allowed only to 
use the bridle path. I urge the police to prosecute the person responsible for the assault on myself 
yesterday – this is obviously a serious offence akin to attempted murder, and it has happened more than 
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once, not only to me but to several people. Therefore the bikers habitually commit the most serious 
offences, there being overhwelming corroborative evidence. If this is allowed to continue it means a 
collapse of law and order. The police should be armoured, armed with tasers, fired from the ground or 
from military helicopters. The latter are being used already in North Wales. The tasers should be 
manufactured to ensure that they do no serious harm, but incapacitate, so a biker can be brought down, 
apprehended and arrested. These bikers use no number plates, have no insurance, and pay no road tax. 
They break speed limits, and endanger the lives of children and the elderly. In my opinion all off road 
motor bikes should be banned in Britain and all insurance companies should refuse to insure them. 
Horses also cause great and deliberate damage to the ecology and so must be rigorously controlled, 
taxed and licenced. The importation from Swansea of vandals, car thieves, arsonists and murderers 
such as Dai Morris has done huge damage to Mawr. I request that the Chief Constable of the South 
Wales Police pressure Swansea County Council and the Beaufort Estate continuously to seal off 
Gelliwastad and make sure that Beaufort repairs all the damage at his expense.

Prof. M .W. Evans, Armiger,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

bcc Welsh Government
Rt. Hon. Martin Caton, M. P. Gower
Rt. Hon Edwina Hart, A. M. Gower

Release: Spanish turnaround on renewable     energy?  

January 21, 2012 

I think that there is essentially no government in Europe that is not heavily in debt, so that level of debt 
with mean the abandonment of wind turbines. In areas such as California, there are thousands of rusty 
wind turbines, reminiscent of rusting tractors of the dust bowl. The chief sceintific advisor to the 
British Government has stated bluntly that turbines will never be viable. In Britain democracy itself is 
under threat from them, with lareg majority objections being overruled or ignored. I call for the end of 
turbine subsidies and the demolition of turbines on land in Britain. There is an urgent need for real 
sources of energy. Finally I call for a European wide and permanent general strike against wind 
turbines for erosion of democracy.

In a message dated 21/01/2012 00:55:10 GMT Standard Time, world.council.for.nature@gmail.com 
writes:

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 20th 2012

Spanish turnaround on renewable energy?
Minister ponders the need for more Wind Farms

The World Council for Nature (WCFN) supports the Spanish government’s no-nonsense 
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assessment of the energy situation in Spain. In two separate interviews on January 18th and 
19th, the Energy Minister of the new government declared that there may be no need in his 
country for more investment in renewable energy, at least for several years.

On Wednesday José Manuel Soria, Minister of Industry, Energy and Tourism, said on 
Spanish television “TVE Canal 24h” that Spain has as much as 100,000 MW of generating 
capacity, while its peak demand is less than half that figure. This is why his Ministry is 
wondering, he announced, if Spain must keep adding new capacity, especially in the 
subsidized renewable sector which is the most costly of all. (1)

The following day, on TV channel “Telecinco”, he repeated the same considerations, and 
insisted that Spain must remain competitive on the global market. Our electricity, he said, 
costs on average more than that of France, one of our principal competitors, and this is 
hurting our economy as production processes generally have important energy 
components. (2)

He also pointed out that, if Spain would stop now adding to its generating capacity in 
renewable energy, “it would take eight or ten years for the European average to reach our 
level”. (3)

Commenting on the story, a regional newspaper reminded its readers that Spain has an 
accumulated “tariff deficit” of 24 billion euros. This deficit is the difference between 
what electricity has cost to produce in recent years, and what has been charged to 
consumers. (4) “Subsidies to renewable energy have caused this gaping hole in the 
country’s finances”, adds Mark Duchamp, chairman of WCFN, “and this weighs on the 
sovereign debt”.

The World Council for Nature is supporting a platform, SALVAREXT, whose objective is 
to save “the European Serengeti”. This is the byname some conservationists gave to 
Extremadura, a region of Spain which shelters five species of eagles, three of vultures, 
two of storks, a critically important population of great bustards, 80,000 wintering cranes, 
iberian linces, etc.

“Spared from wind farms to date, this vital habitat is about to become a minefield for 
birds”, laments Duchamp. “As many as 97 wind farm projects are in the pipeline, totalling 
1,700 MW. Given the low winds prevailing in Extremadura, the average load factor would 
be 15% at best, i.e. 255 MW. This is less than 50% of what can produce reliably, on 
demand, a single gas-fired power plant. Is it worth destroying Europe’s most important 
bird sanctuary for so little electricity?” asks Mark. WCFN hopes that Energy Minister 
Soria will effectively stop subsidizing this crime against Biodiversity.

Contact:

Mark Duchamp +34 693 643 736
World Council for Nature
world.council.for.nature
www.wcfn.org

http://www.wcfn.org/


(1) – Europapress, 18 January 2012: http://www.europapress.es/economia/energia-
00341/noticia-economia-energia-soria-pregunta-si-debe-seguir-aumentando-instalacion-
renovables-prima-20120118194509.html

(2) – Europapress, 19 January 2012: http://www.europapress.es/economia/energia-
00341/noticia-economia-energia-soria-duda-necesidad-instalar-mas-potencia-electrica-
prima-20120119104638.html

(3) – Newspaper La Expansión, 19 January 2012: 
http://www.expansion.com/2012/01/19/empresas/energia/1326964046.html?
a=bf9d1bf77a2cf18c277eca6ea17b35ec&t=1327035615

(4) – Newspaper La Opinión de La Coruña, 20 January 2012: 
http://www.laopinioncoruna.es/economia/2012/01/20/gobierno-abre-puerta-frenar-nuevos-
parques-eolicos-caida-consumo/571674.html

Havard     Family  

January 21, 2012 

To Stuart Davies:
Many thanks for this information, the Havard Family is an example of a homogeneous Norman 
Cambrian family that has not moved much in a thousand years, Defynnog being ten miles or less from 
Brecon. Sir Walter Havard was the Norman Lord of Pont Gwilym, now inside modern Brecon. He was 
one of the Normans who defeated Rhys ap Tewdwr and Bleddyn ap Maenarch at the Battle of Brecon. I 
think that the courageous Rhys ap Tewdwr was betrayed by Iestyn ap Iorwerth. It is known that 
Bleddyn ap Maenarch used the Roman fort near Brecon as his fortification. Owain Glyndwr burned one 
or two Havard houses. The site of St. Cynog is five thousand five hundred years old, known from the 
living yew trees of that age planted there. A DNA analysis would certainly show Norse roots. Thomas 
Havard of Caerleon, Gentleman, was at the Battle of Bosworth on the Tudor side, so by that time the 
Havards were allies of the Tudors. I should try to make another attempt to access the parochial records 
of Defynnog. They founded the Havard Chapel of Brecon Cathedral as you know. The original Havard 
houses in Pont Gwilym were impressive by some accounts, with walkways to the church, now the 
Cathedral. It should not be too difficult to find a baptismal record for Morgan Havard, born 1808, either 
from Defynnog or Ystradfellte parish records. Then the name of his parents would be known. I am at a 
similar stage with my great great grandfather Edward Evans Llanigon, born about 1802 in Llanigon, 
Powys. My Havard cousins here are pious, cultured and musical, and those of my generation are Welsh 
speaking.

Daily Report     20/1/12  

January 21, 2012 

There were 2,329 hits from 451 distinct visits, 34.6% spiders. Red Cross Freiburg UFT205; KFA 
Juelich (Applied Mathematics Institute) UFT142. This Institute receives 6,615 visits a month for the 
whole institute (maybe a couple of hundred people), compared with twenty to twenty five thousand a 
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month for the ECE sites, so it appears to be a good institute; Siemens Company general; University of 
Leipzig general; Department of physics University of California Davis UFT149; University of North 
Carolina Chapel Hill School of Medicine UFT175; University of California San Diego general; 
National Institute for Applied Sciences Toulouse experimental refutation of Copenhagen; University of 
Poitiers general; Universitty of Rennes 1 UFT142; University of Tokyo ECE equations for electrical 
engineers; Technical University of Kauno Lithuania levitron; Quaid e Awam University of Engineering, 
Science and Technology Pakistan UFT150-B; Institute of Mechanics Lumonosov Moscow State 
University ECE Article; Newnham College Cambridge UFT88; Department of Mathematics University 
of Manchester UFT32, UNCC Saga 1, Historical Source Documents 27, International Condemnation of 
UNCC, Marquis Who’s Who, Poetry, Autobiography Sonnets, UFT196, UFT101, UFT200. Intense 
feedback activity all sectors from individual computers.

Havard family     tree  

January 20, 2012 

This autobiography volume one might help. My great great great grandfather Morgan Havard (1808 – 
1845) has been researched by my Havard cousin by marriage, Dewi Lewis, the well known editor, with 
an exemplary grasp of the Welsh language. Morgan Havard’s father was possibly John Havard of 
Defynnog, who must have been born about 1780 – 1785. Morgan Havard lived in Penderyn and 
worked in the atrocious conditions of Dowlais and Cyfarthfa of most evil memory. He died of typhus, 
and his son Thomas (Twm) was orphaned in the same year of 1845. The parochial records of St Cynog 
might provide a clue as to your ancestor, or chapel records. The Bishop William Thomas Havard was 
originally a nonconformist, and is probably our mutual relative, but exactly how is not known as yet. It 
is certain that the whole Havard family is descended from Sir Walter Havard, a Norman knight of the 
eleventh century. I asked a few Norwegians about the meaning of Havard, but they did not know, 
despite the fact that the name is still a first name in Norway, the rest of Scandinavia, the Faroes, and 
Iceland. There is an Icelandic Saga of Havard of Isfjiord, The Ice Fjiord, an area of Iceland as pointed 
out to me by Axel Westrenius, of Swedish descent. I figure out that it must be “Hoy Vardr” in Old 
Norse, “Of High Worth”. The Havards are certainly a well respected old family – Cambrian Norman. 
They also occur of course in Normandy. I was also greatly helped by the genealogists Stuart Davies and 
Sir Arthur Turner-Thomas. I am trying to find a link from Morgan Havard to a known descendant of Sir 
Walter Havard. All my work is freely available in the attached and in the genealogical charts on 
www.aias.us. I have made many efforts to find the Havard link and have recorded my efforts on one 
chart. What is needed is expert advice using the church and chapel records of Defynnog. There are 
many Havards in that area.

In a message dated 20/01/2012 19:38:17 GMT Standard Time:

Dear Dr Evans I came across your blog about William Thomas Havard so I wonder can you 
help?
I have been doing family research on and off for a number of years – having more success 
with some branches than others.
The one branch I seem to have hit a bit of a ceiling with is my late husband’s Havard line. 
He was convinced there was a link somewhere with the ‘rugby playing bishop’ William 
Thomas Havard, but I am having trouble making the connection.
The line I am fairly certain of ends with a David Havard born in Dyfynnog in 1833. His 
wife was Elizabeth. According to some living relatives he quarrelled with his farming 
family and moved to Merthyr to work at the Cyfartha Iron works. I’m just not certain of the 

mailto:Time@btinternet.com
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/20/havard-family-tree/


next line back or any siblings I could make the link with.
I would appreciate any insight you may have

newautobiography.pdf

Evidence Taken by Local     Police  

January 20, 2012 

I have given evidence to three local police officers tonight. I have no specific responsibility to chase 
bikers, but as Armiger I have clear social responsibility because no one else will take it. It was 
suggested that CCTV systems be put up along the routes that the bikers are known to use, and once 
more I will suggest this to the comfortable bureaucrats in their safe offices opposite Swansea Prison. If 
the Council starts to complain about costs again everyone here will throw up, in New York City 
parlance. I suggest that the Chief Constable put pressure on the Council and the Mayor. I was told that 
it is dangerous to stand in front of a vicious and insane biker, moving like a Pamplona bull, but the 
anger here is so intense that I want to draw international attention to the negligence of the Beaufort 
Estate and Swansea County Council, both of which endanger lives by abdication of duty. Once more, I 
will suggest this measure to the Council. It was agreed that my plan as Armiger of cordoning off the 
entire ecology is the only effective one. That would be combined with CCTV cameras of advanced 
design.

CV required for nomination for Liversidge     Award  

January 20, 2012 

Yes, here it is, I prepared this for the nominators. The first page is the page they need. They know me 
well anyway. Many thanks again! Gareth Evans must be away on business, but if he wishes to there is 
still time for him to nominate. This process is intended as an effort to get fair assessment for ECE 
theory and AIAS colleagues and as usual I believe that everything should be above board and out in the 
open. 

In a message dated 20/01/2012 20:00:21 GMT Standard Time

The committee needs a CV of at most one A4 page. Have you such a CV at hand? Then I 
will forward it.

Horst

ProfMyronWynEvansCurriculumVitae.pdf

Criticism of the Nobel Prize     Process  

January 20, 2012 

It has been shown in several simple ways that the Einsteinian general relativity is incorrect, for 
example its force law is incorrect, and it does not produce a precessing ellipse. Its claims to have 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/20/criticism-of-the-nobel-prize-process/
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produced a theory of light deflection are incorrect in several ways, its basic field equation is incorrect, 
and it uses an incorrect geometry. In physics, theories become obsolete, but in this case, the theory has 
been known to be incorrect for nearly a hundred years. It has been known for fifty years that it fails 
qualitatively outside the solar system, where is gives only a false mirage of success. There are many 
severe criticisms of the experimental claims to have verified a nonsense theory. So Nobel Prizes based 
on it have been falsely awarded. Does the Royal Swedish Academy have the integrity not to award 
further prizes in this area? As ECE courses develop in schools and univeisities, the students and pupils 
should be made fully aware of the fact that a theory can be promoted by propaganda, and that big prizes 
can be rigged. Drastic surgery is needed in physics.

Warning to General     Public  

January 20, 2012 

As in the following message on this blog I was assaulted by a biker today who drove right into me at 
high velocity when I gestured for him to stop. This is an assault with intent to cause grievous bodily 
harm. Incredibly, the Council allows these assaults to take place on the police, and this has been going 
on for years. I avoided injury, but this incident should warn the general public that Swansea County 
Council and the Beaufort Estate effectively compound these felonies by negligence. Any elderly person 
or child out for a walk on Gelliwastad is in danger, and the public should avoid these criminals but 
report them as soon as possible to the police, preferably by mobile telephone which they should carry 
with them.  So I think that the Home Office should step in with counter measures. I have suggested this 
many times. It is likely that a serious injury to the general public will result, and there is serious danger 
of further major arson. bcc Welsh Government

Assault by     Bikers  

January 20, 2012 

I was assaulted by a biker today illegally using the bridle path on Mynydd Gelliwastad. I reported this 
by emergency and a local police officer will come around to take evidence. There were two bikers, 
wearing dark clothes, white helmets, two narrow tracked motor bikes. I gestured for one of them to stop 
and he drove into me at high velocity, I avoided serious injury. This is what they do habitually to the 
police unit so there is plenty of corroborative evidence. This is an assault with intent to cause harm, a 
serious offence. They exited on Mountain Road without number plates and I heard them returning to 
Clydach, on the public road, without number plates. As they exited on Mountain Road from 
Gelliwastad I observed them at close range and one of them gestured in a hostile manner. So I request 
that the Council take effective action to stop these serious assaults before a member of the general 
public is seriously injured. There is serious danger of arson in dry weather, so the whole ecology should 
be cordoned off as I have suggested many times. I advise that the police unit be armed with tazers or 
plastic bullets. The general public is not allowed to defend itself. The Council does nothing to counter 
this crime. The police do their best but get no support from the Council. The bikers treat the law with 
complete contempt, so should be prosecuted to the full extent of the law and arrested for assault, 
especially as the criminals are well known to the police authorities.

logged on blog for an international readership

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/20/assault-by-bikers/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/20/warning-to-general-public/


Checking 206(7) : Proof that the Inverse Square Law of Gravitation is Not     Unique  

January 20, 2012 

Thanks again! I agree with the first point, in Eq. (20) there should be m squared in the denominator, but 
eq. (24) is OK because only the first part of eq. (12) was used (the part before the – r squared factor).

In a message dated 20/01/2012 14:42:48 GMT Standard Time, 

It seems that in eq.(20) a factor of 1/m^2 is missing. Is the rhs of (24) derived from (12)? 
then a summand -r^2 is missing.
Horst

FOR POSTING: The Completed Omnia     Opera  

January 20, 2012 

The task of collecting the Omnia Opera papers has now been completed, and many thanks and 
acknowledgments to all involved: Bill Hynes, retired senior librarian at the Hugh Owen Library, and 
students; and Horst Eckardt. Many thanks indeed to Dave Burleigh for posting over the years, and to all 
those who helped in the construction of the Omnia Opera. There are some unpublished manuscripts of 
the late nineties noted, and if I can find them here and I can scan and send them. If any reader finds a 
misplaced paper, or a hyperlink that does not work, please notify me using my e mail address. From the 
unique feedback study I can see that all of the Omnia Opera papers are studied, some many times. My 
Ph. D. Thesis is number six (first few pages), and my D. Sc. Thesis is number forty four (first few 
pages). The two Theses are in the National Library of Wales and Hugh Owen Library. The finished 
collection will be archived next quarter on www.webarchive.org.uk at the National Library of Wales in 
Aberystwyth, and the British Library in London. The US archives in San Francisco regularly archives 
www.aias.us, with daily sweeps. Similarly for the yandex system of the Russian Federation, and the 
European Archives in Paris and Amsterdam. In all modesty but objectively, all my papers always made 
a big impact, but before computer feedback analysis was possible, the impact was not known in its 
entirety. Now it is known to be unprecedented for a single scholar working with a small number of 
dedicated co-scholars. Compared with this, the fact that a few weird hicks at a shut down registry 
refused to find my D. Sc file is just that – weird. Such jobs should just be removed. I do not like saying 
that the tertiary education system in Wales is non existent, but I have to in order to initiate drastic 
reform.

bcc Welsh Government

FOR POSTING: Addendum To Omnia     Opera  

January 20, 2012 

Thanks again. This is a useful list of books and proceedings that I have edited or co authored, ad some 
IBM reports at IBM Kingston, New York State, in the late eighties. These reports duplicate published 
papers, and were IBM company policy. The complete books and so on are too big to be scanned, but 
this list indicates the full scope of my book editorial work in the past. I will have a look at google to see 
if I can find what has happened to M. W. Evans, P. Grigolini and M. Ferrario, Physica A, 108, 136 
(1981). I think it is in the Elsevier archives and recall having a look for it some time ago, and found it. 
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This is the only paper that is missing. I recall scanning my part of the book with Coffey and Grigolini 
published by Wiley in 1984, so there is no need for the student to scan the other parts. It is delightful to 
see all this work again. Many thanks again to all concerned.

OO-missing-articles.xls

FOR POSTING: Omnia opera, part     4  

January 20, 2012 

I am most grateful to Dr Horst Eckardt for collecting and scanning these Omnia Opera papers. This is 
most generous, and is an invaluable help to science history. I am forwarding them to the CEO of 
Annexa Inc., David Burleigh, for posting in the Omnia Opera section, a unique collection that is 
studied intensely worldwide, as we know from very detailed feedback analysis over almost eight years. 
The collection is now complete, and complements the UFT collection, the most intensely studied in the 
world of science at present.

206(7) : Proof that the Inverse Square Law of Gravitation is Not     Unique  

January 20, 2012 

It is easily shown as attached that an ellipse is not determined uniquely by Newton’s theory, reversing 
the dogma of three centuries. In historical fact the inverse square law attributed to Isaac Newton was 
inferred by Robert Hooke, and it was Johannes Kepler who inferred the elliptical orbit from the data of 
Tycho Brahe. In the constrained Minkowski theory any orbit can be analysed in terms of total energy E 
and total angular momentum L by eq. (22). However, it is quite wrong to claim that the ellipse can be 
predicted by Newton’s theory, because the theory is mathematically under-determined as shown in eq. 
(16). It tries to analyse the two constants of the ellipse, alpha and epsilon, in terms of three parameters, 
E sub N, L sub N and V(r). In the next note it will be shown using the constrained Minkowski metric 
that the claims of Einsteinian general relativity as incorrect. It is well known that in electrostatics, the 
force between two charges is observed experimentally to be an inverse square force to very high 
precision, but in gravitation it is not an inverse square force in general. A gravitational force between m 
and M is much to small to be observed in the laboratory, and so has never been observed, it has just 
been asserted from an orbit. As shown in the attached, it is not uniquely determined even for the ellipse. 
For the precessing ellipse it is a sum of inverse squared and cubed terms, as shown in UFT193 from a 
Lagrangian analysis. In UFT196 Section 3 it was shown that the Newtonian theory collapses 
completely when the ellipse is differentiated twice in cylindrical polar coordinates. The result is a pure 
attractive inverse square acceleration, which is not balanced by anything, so the mass m falls in to the 
mass M. The Newtonian orbit is unstable. So the inverse square force is not inferred from Newton at 
all, it is inferred by correctly differentiating twice the equation of an ellipse or any conic section, adn is 
true only for a static ellipse. For a precessing ellipse it is not true. UFT193 was the very first paper in 
which this fact was realized, and was followed up by UFT196.

a206thpapernotes7.pdf
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Daily Report     19/1/12  

January 20, 2012 

There were 2,555 hits from 463 distinct visits during the day, 36.6% spiders. National University of 
Litoral Santa Fe Argentina Felker3 (Spanish); McGill University Canada my home page; University of 
Montreal Foundations of Physics Leaflet; University of Waterloo Essay48; Lockheed Martin 
Corporation CEFE cover and general overview, UFT1, 11 and 76; yandex system sweeps in Russian 
Federation; Juelich Supercomputing Centre University of Juelich under the Helmholtz Organization 
UFT81; Princeton University UFT84; Rowan Cabarrus Community College North Carolina UNCC4 
Saga Part 4; Texas A and M UFT41; University of Northern Iowa UFT94; University of Utah general; 
University of Trieste UFT174; City of Dubna UFT110; Department of Agriculture University of 
Ankara UFT175; Electrical Engineering Imperial College London UFT132; Isle of Wight Local 
Government Association UFT118. Intense feedback activity all sectors from individual computers.

Intense Public Criticism of Higher Education in     Wales  

January 19, 2012 

The serious corruption inside the higher education sector is public knowledge, it has been all over the 
media. As the most senior Scientiae Doctor (D. Sc.) of the genuine University of Wales I condemn all 
concerned outright, and request their prosecution for fraud by the Home Office. Prison sentences are in 
order for such serious offences. As a Scientiae Doctor since 1978 I have held a distinction higher than a 
professor in the University of Wales, being the youngest D. Sc. of modern times of Britain, Ireland and 
the entire Commonwealth. The D. Sc. was initiated in 1860 in the University of London, and can be 
looked up on wikipedia no less. The corruption has spread to the former first minister Rhodri Morgan 
who has taken up the post of Chancellor in the so called “University of Swansea” and who has 
neglected to condemn it outright as I do now. In fact the People of Wales is the Supreme Authority in 
Wales, and in its only University, not Rhodri Morgan or any obscure politician who has no record of 
scholarship. There should be a referendum throughout Wales to reestablish a completely Welsh 
speaking University of Wales under the aegis of the National Eisteddfod and to declare its illegal 
closure null and void. I urge an international staff and student boycott of colleges which have illegally 
seceded from the federal University without any consultation of the People of Wales. As the senior D. 
Sc. of the legal and federal UW I urge all inside Wales to follow my intellectual lead via the ECE sites 
and to ignore imposter colleges. There is a very urgent need for all higher eduation staff to learn the 
Welsh language under the Welsh Language Act of 2010, or lose their jobs. My D. Sc. certificate is on 
this site. My title of Professor (earned in open competition in the States) is actually junior to my earlier 
title of Scientiae Doctor, and my title of professor is recorded on the Civil List in the Library of the 
House of Commons. Anyone can consult the Library by appointment. My exclusion by corruption 
makes me the cleanest academic in Wales. I take no money from the ordinary, long suffering People of 
Wales, which I hold in utmost respect, being descended from their Princes. It is a pleasure to be 
excluded from an odorous smoked filled fume cupboard. I do not know what my ancestral cousin 
Owain IV Glyndwr of Wales would have done to the present state of higher education, but I can guess.

bcc Welsh Government
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note     206(6)  

January 19, 2012 

OK thanks again! The factor m should be removed from the denominator of eqs. (18), (23), and eqs. 
(36) to (39). I am fixing these errata with this note on the blog. The second point below strengthens the 
scope of UFT206 yet further, a paper in which you are of course welcome as co author for the valuable 
checking and valuable insights as usual.

In a message dated 19/01/2012 12:24:31 GMT Standard Time

The formula (9) taken from note 5 has a superfluous factor m. This appears in several formulas of this 
note.

Concernig Newtonian limit of agular momentum (34), I do not believe that the condition

dr/dtheta << r

has to be used. The Newtonian angular momentum is

= m r^2 omega

in all cases for constant or not constant r (i. e. the angular part of v^2 may be present or 
not). What the limit describes is the special case of circle.

Horst

note     206(5)  

January 19, 2012 

Many thanks, meticulous checking as usual! I will put this correction directly on the blog with this 
note. Also I note that the extra factor m crept into eqs. (17), (19) and (21) and will be removed in the 
final paper.

In a message dated 19/01/2012 10:54:49 GMT Standard Time

In the note are some minor typos which partly cancel each other. In eq.(9) the “m” in the denominator 
is superfluous. As well there should not be an “m” in (14). In (17) a facator of 1/r^2 is missing for 
(dr/dtheta)^2. From (22) onwards the equations ar correct.

Horst

Proceeding with     UFT206  

January 19, 2012 

Some very interesting results are emerging already from the new relativity, I think that I have proven 
that the Newtonian ideas are not unique, i.e. that an elliptical orbit may be produced by any law of 
attraction. I will work on this now. If I verify this by cross checking then another major change in 
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thinking occurs. The very useful idea that has emerged recently is the one of differentiation the function 
of the ellipse, which gives an orbit dr / dtheta in terms of alpha (half right magnitude), epsilon 
(eccentricity) and theta (or r). This is a very simple idea, but produces a lot of information and insight. 
Notably, it proves the Einstein theory to be wildly wrong, and proves this in such a simple way that any 
school pupil can understand. An “establishment”, if such a thing exists, cannot stand against this 
simplicity, it, the establishment, would be subjected to paper darts and tomatoes.

The Role of ECE Courses at     Universities  

January 19, 2012 

As with any course the primary purpose is directed reading, backed up by course books and course 
material. The students are already learning the theory for themselves, so should ask for such courses to 
become available, backed up by the ECE books and websites. The latter are open source, so every 
lecturer and student can access them around the world. I would advise courses at freshman level 
upwards, the mathematics should be taught alongside the physics. The AIAS Fellows are planning 
textbooks. At third and fourth year undergraduate and graduate. As course books I advise:

1) S. P. Carroll, “Spacetime and Geometry: an Introduction to General Relativity” (Addison Wesley, 
New York, 2004), first three chapters only.
2) M. W. Evans, H. Eckardt and D. W. Lindstrom, “Generally Covariant Unified Field Theory” 
(Abramis Academic, Suffolk, Britain, 2005 to 2011), in seven volumes paperback.
3) M. W. Evans, S. Crothers, H. Eckardt and K. Pendergast, “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation” 
(Cambridge International Science Publishing, CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com, Cambridge, Britain, 
2011).
4) Special Issue Six in book format of M. W. Evans, Ed., Journal of Foundations of Physics and 
Chemistry, (CISP June 2011 onwards) refuting the EInsteinian general relativity, and library 
subscriptions to this journal.

For general interest courses on ECE at schools for example I advise the broadcasts by Robert Cheshire, 
Alex Hill and myself of the essays, and as general interest course books:

Kerry Pendergast, “The Life of Myron Evans” (CISP, 2011)

and my forthcoming autobiography volume one to be published in the Spring by CISP. Sample copies 
of the two books are planned to be distributed to all bookshops in Wales. My autobiography contains 
most of my poetry in Welsh and English. Despite being a poet in both languages I am not allowed to 
teach in Wales myself, who said the days of bigotry and prejudice are over? Instead I teach successfully 
all over the world.

For websites I advise:

www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com, www.upitec.org, www.et3m.net, www.webarchive.org.uk, 
and the Crothers and other websites critical of the old physics (the “standard model”). I think that 
school pupils and students should be taught candidly and honestly about the problems of establishment 
physics, its waste of money, rigged jobs and prizes, intolerance, corruption and censoriousness, so that 
a new generation of scientists will emerge with a more open minded approach. This education is very 
important, otherwise the students will react against physics as a subject, which would be a great pity.

http://www.webarchive.oreg.uk/
http://www.wt3m.net/
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Daily Report     18/1/12  

January 19, 2012 

There were 2,227 hits from 452 distinct visits, 18.2% spiders. University of Ghent UFT88; Univeristy 
of Calgary UFT115; Rhine Westphalian University Aachen UFT41; Education at a Distance University 
Spain UFT165(Spanish); University of Pierre and Marie Curie Paris UFT157; University of Poitiers 
general; US Army Research, Development and Engineering Command (AMRDEC) UFT41; US 
Archive San Francisco daily sweep; Imperial College London differences between ECE and the 
standard model; Students at University of Manchester UFT39; University of Nottingham UFT153. 
Intense activity all sectors from individual computers.

Knowledge of ECE     Theory  

January 18, 2012 

The AIAS group has an excellent knowledge of all aspects of ECE, both mathematical and intuitive, 
and by feedback the knowledge of it worldwide must also be very good after years of study. Among the 
general public there are gradations of interest, I would not expect the general public to know maths in 
any great depth. An intuitive scholar can get by without maths to a certain degree. The AIAS group is 
very dedicated, and its voluntary structure makes sure of this dedication. It works in the manner of a 
Paris salon in the eighteenth century for example, or a group of musicians in the Vienna of classical 
music, or a group of poets freely discussing each other’s work. It is therefore a group of good friends, 
something that no one can do without in life. It is very foolish to try to pick holes in geometry without 
any knowledge of geometry, especially one as elegant as Cartan’s differential geometry.

No Statement from Rhodri     Morgan  

January 18, 2012 

As far as I know Rhodri Morgan the ex first minister has made no statement denouncing the sickening 
corruption that “closed” the University of Wales, and is a Chancellor of a remnant (Swansea) which is 
isolated completely from the aspirations of Wales, especially those of Welsh speaking Wales. I notice 
that his e mail address at the Assembly is still live, (no bounces), but he retired a long time ago. 
Perhaps he was always retired. This is a vivid demonstration of the irrelevance of the Assembly to the 
real problems of Wales, especially again Welsh speaking Wales – its prolonged and deliberate failure to 
support the Eisteddfod adequately and to found a Welsh medium University. I recall that students at 
Aberystwyth once wanted the great republican poet R. S. Thomas to be their Chancellor, that would be 
a much better choice than a former, wholly unresponsive and aged, minor politician. Why should any 
contemporary politician be a Chancellor? A scholar should be a Chancellor and vice versa. I have no 
interest myself in becoming the Chancellor of a remnant, my own AIAS is doing fine. I do not 
recognize the closure of the real University of Wales, founded at the National Eisteddfod. A real leader 
like my ancestor Owain IV Glyndw^r of Wales would not sit idly by while the ship is shot out from 
under him. He founded the first real universities of the real Wales, and did so with great courage, so he 
is Wales’s foremost national leader even now. No other has ever matched his stature.

cc Welsh Government
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206(6): Second Self Consistent Derivation of the New Orbital     Equation  

January 18, 2012 

This is the second self consistent derivation, supplying a number of new cross checks. The new theory 
is based on constraining the Minkowski metric. The two methods of constraint of notes 206(5) and 
206(6) produce the same orbital equation, a multiple cross check. The relation of these ideas of general 
relativity in constrained four dimensional spacetime to Newton’s ideas in flat space and time is 
explained. Newton essentially synthesises the orbit using the idea of inverse square force of attraction, 
which in the new theory is replaced by the idea of constrained metric. The new theory is shown to be 
rigorously self consistent in several more ways, so is a great improvement over the Einstein theory. 
Newton knew from the work of Kepler that the orbit is an ellipse, and was shown by Robert Hooke that 
an ellipse is produced by what we now call an inverse square law of attraction. Newton himself did not 
infer this law, as described by my ancestor John Aubrey in “Brief Lives”, a literary classic and 
collection of short biographies now online in entirety.

a206thpapernotes6.pdf

Google Sites on “Unified Field     Theory”  

January 18, 2012 

ECE theory appears in the second major site if one googles keywords “unified field theory” from AOL. 
The www.atomicprecision.com site comes up because its title is “Unified Field Theory Revealed”. So 
google picks up the keywords “unified field theory”. The www.atomicprecision.com site is owned by 
Sean MacLachlan of Hewlett Packard in Boise, Idaho, and is one of the ECE sites. The first is the 
obsolete wikipedia site, controlled by the obsolete faction in physics still trying to impose obvious 
elementary errors on the general public. Even though every scientist knows that the wikipedia site is 
obsolete in physics, it does not change its content, some of it just crude personal abuse, some of it 
ancient propaganda. The genuine reference vehicle is “Marquis Who’s Who”, in which appear several 
AIAS Fellows. I cannot comment on wikipedia in areas other than physics, but it is likely to be 
thoroughly unreliable. It is just an organization that tries to force its views on people by misusing the 
internet. No real encyclopedia ever makes personal attacks on contemporaries.

Lorentz Covariance of the ECE     Theory  

January 18, 2012 

The Lorentz covariance of the theory follows immediately from the fact that Cartan’s geometry is 
generally covariant. So all aspects of the ECE theory are covariant, thought to be a basic requirement of 
relativity. The B Cyclic Theorem for example is generally covariant because it is a relation between 
elements that are each generally covariant – unit vectors. I have been scouring the net for any signs of 
incorrect pronouncements about Cartan geometry – after all, ECE theory is Cartan geometry used in 
new and original ways. I found only one, dated early 2010, which claims that ECE is not Lorentz 
covariant. This is a basic error that comes again from insufficient knowledge of mathematics. One of 
the UFT papers, UFT185, is devoted to the proof that the B Cyclic Theorem is generally covariant. 
UFT185 has already been accepted and read intensely, generating 92 referrals. Such behaviour is like a 
student listening to a lecture, and writing on the wall that the teacher is wrong.
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Parallels with the Poet Dylan     Thomas  

January 18, 2012 

Dylan Thomas (1914 – 1953) was born in the Uplands in Swansea and established himself as the 
leading poet of the twentieth century in the English language. He is now trumpeted and commercialized 
all over Swansea, but produced his work in an atmosphere of scepticism that produced isolation and 
poverty. The town and gown of Swansea never helped him at all. Even now few people who claim him 
as a son of Wales understand his work in any depth, or even read it at all. He was advised and helped 
by a predecessor from Wales on the Civil List, the poet and artist Vernon Watkins, who was elected 
poet laureate but died before he could take up the post. I consider myself to be a lot luckier than Dylan 
Thomas in that my work has always been accepted and recognized by essentially all objective 
scientists, and in that I can see this happening. I can measure the happening with precision. 
Nevertheless I wonder how many understand my work in depth, education in mathematics being short 
of the mark at present. I think that this is always the case in any era, very few people have the time to 
study in depth unless they make the time for themselves. It is sure though that early “critics” of ECE 
theory are looking a bit seasick, and have become very quiet. These were not really critics, but people 
with an axe to grind. It is the much vaunted theories of the old physics that have fallen by the wayside. 
With the advent of computer algebra it has become impossible to try to casually dismiss a theory by 
bias, or some obscure animosity, and impossible to defend a failed theory. The one thing that stands out 
about Dylan Thomas is that it has become impossible to dismiss him casually as people in Swansea 
were so fond of doing in his own lifetime. Even if his poetry is sometimes very difficult, it rings true to 
younger generations.

Some Recent Measures of Interest in ECE     Theory  

January 18, 2012 

In addition to the daily and half monthly reports, indicating intense worldwide interest, it is possible to 
gauge interest using referring URL’s and domains. This has been tabulated in a file found above the list 
of UFT papers. This interest is recorded since December 2006, and is astounding. The leading referring 
domain is www.aias.us itself, with 1,252,405 referals, indicating that the site is very well known. 
Second is google US with 51,884, then google in Britain with 10,610. There is very intense referral 
activity from many domains in the Russian Federation such as www.didaktica.ru, with 8,673 referrals. 
Kerry Pendergast’s biography is being sold by every major bookshop in the world, so the marketing by 
Victor Riecansky is very effective. The referrals to each item on www.aias.us increase with time, and 
every single item on the site has been read, some many thousands of times since December 2006. Some 
UFT papers are read more than others, but all are read repeatedly at every major university in the 
world, signalling obvious acceptance of the theory. It would be impossible for a theory to be more 
accepted by what is always known as the “establishment”. Therefore the ECE scholars are the foremost 
scholars in physics at present because the universities are following AIAS. So who is the 
“establishment”? Measures of funding used by governments should be based on accurate measures of 
feedback.
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Information Commissioner’s Office     FS50421737  

January 18, 2012 

It may be helpful to summarize this case to date. I made a simple request to the University of Wales 
registry in Cardiff for my D. Sc. file. I obtained untrue replies from various bureaucrats to the effect 
that it would take two weeks of searching by several of them to locate a simple file at an estimated cost 
of ten thousand pounds. This is complete nonsense. We were then told that this information was, after 
all, not available, which means that the registry is so incompetent that it cannot find its own files. We 
were then told that the case had gone to a person who was alleged to have adjudicated on the matter, 
but no minutes of any adjudication process were forthcoming. According to media reports the 
University of Wales has been shut down for selling hundreds of junk courses abroad. Before being shut 
down it frequently obstructed requests from investigators. I was told by Aberystwyth (under 
FS050421737) that no information was forthcoming on any academic appointments made at the 
Edward Davies Chemical Laboratories, and that information on appointments of Vice Chancellors are 
destroyed.

These replies are a gross insult to the human intellect.

Sweeping reforms of the higher education system in Wales are needed. My own institute (AIAS) is a 
world leading institute and my work is studied worldwide ever day. I am a fluent Welsh speaker and the 
senior Scientiae Doctor of the true Prifysgol Cymru (University of Wales), which was founded at the 
National Eisteddfod to cater for the needs of nonconformists. Unfactual claims made by anonymous 
bureaucrats are null and void, the People of Wales is Supreme Authority. What remains is a mockery of 
the People of Wales. All the information I requested is easily accessible and available, and I request that 
the Information Commissioner’s Office order these anonymous bureaucrats to produce the information. 
They are social parasites who are well paid to obstruct merit.

Prof. M. W. Evans
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

cc Welsh Government

In a message dated 21/12/2011 08:53:20 GMT Standard Time, casework@ico.gsi.gov.uk writes:

21st December 2011

Case Reference Number FS50421737

Dear Professor Evans

Your information request to the University of Wales

Thank you for your correspondence dated 12/12/11, 18/12/11, 19/12/11 & 20/12/11 in 
support of your complaint about the University of Wales‘ decision not to release the 
information you requested.

Your case has been allocated to one of our case resolution teams who will contact you as 
soon as possible to explain how your complaint will be progressed.

The Information Commissioner’s Office is an independent public body set up to promote 
public access to official information. We will rule on eligible complaints from people who 

http://www.aias.us/
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are unhappy with the way public authorities have handled requests for information under 
the Freedom of Information Act 2000.

If you need to contact us about any aspect of your complaint please contact our Freedom of 
Information Helpline on 0303 123 1113, being sure to quote the reference number at the top 
of this letter.

Yours sincerely,

Sent on behalf of

Faye Spencer and Pam Clements

Group Managers

Complaints Resolution

Information Commissioner’s Office

Would you like to provide anonymous feedback about your experience as an ICO 
customer?

We are committed to learning from the experiences of our customers. If you would like to 
provide some anonymous feedback about your experience as an ICO customer please click 
here. We use all feedback to help us continuously improve our service, focussing on the 
things that are most important to our customers. The survey contains three questions and 
we expect that it takes no more than one minute to complete. No personal data will be 
collected as part of completing this survey.

Service standards

Ourservice standards explain the level of service we aim to offer our customers.

Calls to our helpline – 0303 123 1113

We are committed to providing a helpful and knowledgeable service to those who contact 
us by telephone. In most cases your enquiry will be dealt with by the first person you speak 
to.

Where this is not possible we may need to transfer your call to someone better placed to 
help you. If we need to call you back we will aim to do this within one business day or at a 
time more convenient to you.

Written requests for advice

If you are writing to, or emailing, us for advice we aim to deal with your request within 30 
calendar days. In most cases you will hear from us more quickly than this.

http://www.snapsurveys.com/swh/surveylogin.asp?k=130071462557
http://www.snapsurveys.com/swh/surveylogin.asp?k=130071462557


Complaints under the legislation we regulate

How long it takes us to deal with a complaint will depend on how complex it is.

Acknowledgment – We aim to acknowledge all new complaints within three working days 
of receiving them.

Ineligible complaints – If we are unable to accept your complaint we aim to make you 
aware of this within 30 calendar days of receiving it. If your complaint is ineligible we will 
tell you why and what options, if any, are available to you.

Eligible complaints – If we are able to accept your complaint we will allocate it to a case 
officer for consideration at our earliest opportunity.

We are currently dealing with a very large number of complaints. Whilst our response times 
continue to improve, it is taking us longer to deal with some individual complaints than we 
would like.

In just over half the eligible complaints we receive we are able to provide an outcome one 
to three months after we receive the complaint.

The remaining complaints tend to be more complex and take longer to resolve. Most are 
completed three to six months from when we receive them, with a small proportion being 
resolved six to twelve months after we receive them.

You can read about our operational performance at 
http://www.ico.gov.uk/about_us/what_we_do/corporate_information/complaints_handling_
performance.aspx

Notification

If you contact us to apply for, change or renew a notification under the Data Protection Act 
you can expect us to process your request within seven calendar days of receiving it. Your 
request is valid from the date it arrives in our office.

Complaints about our service

All feedback about our service is valuable to us. If we have made a mistake your feedback 
helps us put things right and improve. If you appreciated what we did we are always keen 
to hear that too.

If you are unhappy with any aspect of the service we have provided, please see our case 
review and service complaints policy at 
http://www.ico.gov.uk/complaints/satisfied_with_our_service.aspx, or you can ask our 
Helpline to send you a copy on 0303 123 1113.

http://www.ico.gov.uk/complaints/satisfied_with_our_service.aspx,
http://www.ico.gov.uk/about_us/what_we_do/corporate_information/complaints_handling_performance.aspx
http://www.ico.gov.uk/about_us/what_we_do/corporate_information/complaints_handling_performance.aspx


Daily Report     17/1/12  

January 18, 2012 

During the day there were 3,097 hits from 494 distinct visits, 27.7% spiders. Perimeter Institute Canada 
UFT171; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT204, UFT205; German Synchrotron Facility 
UFT81; TU Chemnitz overview, proofs, advantages of ECE; Syracuse University UFT18; CNRS 
French National Institute for Nuclear and Particle Physics UFT10; University of Poitiers O level 
education, torsion maps of the universe; Institute for Molecular Science Japan UFT175; TU Eindhoven 
Essay32; University of Oslo UFT33; Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics 
University of Cambridge experimental refutation of Heisenberg’s principle; University of Durham 
UFT110; University of Lancaster UFT142; University of Wales Swansea Civil List appointment. 
Intense activity all sectors from individual computers. This report is a small fraction of the total, using 
identifiable public domain URL’s of universities and similar.

206(5): First Equation of Motion of the Constrained Minkowski     Metric  

January 17, 2012 

This is eq. (9) in general and reduces correctly to various limits as tested in this note. There are several 
equations of motion possible, and this is the first one. This theory is a completely new approach to the 
philosophy of relativity following the complete collapse of the Einstein theory. The clearest and most 
elegant result of this equation of motion is eq. (33), which is the classical result corrected by the 
Lorentz factor gamma. The velocity of the Lorentz factor is defined by eq. (27). Henrik Anton Lorentz 
was the first to propose the mathematics of special relativity in the eighteen nineties, following the 
pioneering work of my Civil List predecesor Oliver Heaviside and George Francis Fitzgerald. As 
shown for the first time in this note, their famous work can be extended easily to rotational and orbital 
motions in a plane, and also to rotational motions in three dimensions. Albert Einstein is the most 
famous relativist of all, but used the wrong geometry and went off in another direction circa 1905 to 
1915. Many scientists are beginning to realize that his work was never “verified” experimentally. It 
could not have been, because it is mathematically incorrect. It is easy to see this as in UFT202 because 
Einstein’s theory does not give a precessing ellipse. This may be shocking, but it is mathematically 
irrefutable.

a206thpapernotes5.pdf

206(4): Examples of Constraint Equations of     Motion  

January 17, 2012 

These are three equations of motion with the lagrangian (7). Horst Eckardt’s suggestion is eq. (6). The 
other two equations are eqs. (4) and (5).

a206thpapernotes4.pdf

To International     Scientists  

January 17, 2012 
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I have posted in the following message another severe criticism of the severe degradation of the local 
ecology of Gelliwastad by vicious vandals. In my opinion international condemnation is in order and 
should be directed at the Beaufort Estate and Swansea County Council. It is imperative that the 
Community of Mawr be governed by law and order.

Inspection This     Morning  

January 17, 2012 

I made an inspection of tracks and hoof marks on the unique ecology of Gelliwastad this morning and 
there is heavy new damage from both bikers and horses, adding to the recent damage made by a tractor 
which gouged out large sections of the ecology indiscriminately and viciously. This was almost 
certainly in coordination with local riding stables. There are many witnesses to this damage. Tractors 
are not allowed on the ecology, no motorized vehicle is allowed there except for police patrol vehicles, 
and sometimes, maintenance vehicles. Vehicles maintaining the pylons caused tremendous damage a 
few years ago, damage that was never repaired by Beaufort. The police patrols are familiar with the 
paths and could collect photographic evidence prior to prosecution of known biker felons. There is also 
overwhelming evidence of damage by horses trespassing on the common land off the bridle path. They 
do this with complete impunity and complete arrogance almost every day. The stables around the 
ecology are in the yellow pages and should be warned severely by the police. This morning for 
example there are fresh hoof tracks straying off the bridle path off 48 Mountain Road. The rider went 
straight past the way marker recently put up by the Council, taking no notice of it. The hoof tracks are 
there now, are very clear, and could be photographed. The police are being given an impractical task, 
the chances of catching bikers by patrol are very low, but they do leave clear tracks which can be used 
in overwhelming circumstantial evidence against them, evidence that should convince any judge and 
jury. Sometimes they gouge out deep trenches, which never mend, one can almost see the land bleed. 
The deep ruts on the bridle path are caused by years of biker damage, and by years of negligence by my 
distant cousin Beaufort, an irresponsible, grasping, absentee aristocrat who has been subjected to 
tremendous criticism over the Mynydd y Gwair turbine fiasco (see this blog on www.aias.us). The only 
way to protect the Gelliwastad ecology is to implement my simple and effective plan of putting up 
heavy duty gates, short sections of fencing, and longer sections of heavy duty barbed wire used by any 
farmer. The Council itself designates this ecology as rare and precious, and it is being degraded brutally 
every day. It is regularly devastated by arsonists, probably again from Craig Felen. Mud runs off the 
ruined bridle path into houses in Mountain Road, Craig Cefn Parc. Again, photographic evidence of 
this can be taken after any heavy rain and again, Beaufort should compensate the house owners for 
years of flooding and damage. Again it is Beaufort’s responsibility to repair and returf the entire length 
of the bridle path and it is his responsiblity to put up gates, fencing and barbed wire, at his cost. A 
traffic regulation order will make the horse trespass a criminal offence, and the stables may then be 
prosecuted to the full extent of the law.  At my instigation, parts of Mountain Road have, after a 
hundred years, been mended by the Council, which has therefore admitted that it is its responsibility to 
do so.  In winter it is a sheet of ice, refuse lorries will not use it, so it is a pungent sheet of ice. Lighting 
is being cut back, so it a pitch dark and pungent sheet of ice upon which old age pensioners try to walk. 
This is why Mawr should be transferred to another Council in Welsh speaking Wales.

Evans of Glyn Eithrym, Armiger, Scientiae Doctor,
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us

logged on my blog for an international readership
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General Relativity with the Constrained Minkowski     Metric  

January 17, 2012 

Timely and interesting! I think that these are the newest and most original concepts in  physics at 
present. In the third edition 1988 of Marion and Thornton, the chain rule for partial derivatives appears 
for example in eq. (1.109), page 35, and no doubt there are many good sites accessible by google. I do 
not think that it is realized generally that in an orbit, r and theta are functions of time. This is why the 
teaching of mathematics at school level is so important. In writing volume one of my autobiography I 
realized that by the time I left the Grammar School, or Gymnasium, most concepts were already 
learned, or as I realize now, half learned. The real learning came by later. I rely on a few good books in 
mathematics which I consult all the time.

In a message dated 17/01/2012 07:53:58 GMT Standard Time

Meanwhile I progressed in the programming of the constrained Minkowski metrik. I must 
take care that the partial derivatives are taken correctly because Maxima has no such 
method built in. I made a general scheme which allows up to six constraints for a diagonal 
Minkowski metrik. For cosmology we use only one constraint of course. I defined a 
constraint matrix and will describe this in detail for the paper.

Horst

General Relativity with the Constrained Minkowski     Metric  

January 17, 2012 

This idea seems to have taken off, the just posted UFT203 and UFT205 are already well read, followed 
by UFT204 on the explanation of perihelion precession with Newtonian dynamics. So I think that Issue 
Seven of the journal will be a timely follow up of issue 6 (a special issue in book format on the 
refutation of Einsteinian general relativity). I suggest as editor that issue seven be comprised of 
UFT196 to UFT205. One of the papers is scheduled to contain extensive graphics by co author Robert 
Cheshire. The latter paper UFT205 could be developed with extensive tables of torsion and curvature 
from the constrained Minkowski metric. For readers of this blog, the journal information is in the 
publications section of www.aias.us and it is

M. W. Evans, Ed., Journal of Foundations of Physics and Chemistry (Cambridge International Science 
Publishing, CISP, www.cisp-publishing.com) six issues a year from June 2011.

Institutional subscriptions are being taken, and there are special subscriptions for individuals. We will 
be pleased to display the contents pages of the first four issues on www.aias.us in pdf files from the 
publisher, Victor Riecansky.

Daily Report     16/1/12  

January 17, 2012 
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There were 3,130 hits from 562 distinct visits during the day, 48.7% spiders. University of Jaguariuna 
Brazil Omnia Opera; University of La Frontera Chile UFT146(Spanish); EMEA IBM Innovation 
Center La Gaude, near Nice workshop history, galaxies; University of Buffalo, awards to the 
Aberystwyth group; National Institute of Technology Tiruchirappalli India (on edu) UFT130; Spanish 
Ministry of Defence Felker12 (Spanish); Madrid Complutensian University introduction to complete 
works; Department of Physics University of Valladolid discussion with Crothers; Spanish Parliament 
Essay24 (Spanish); DNA Internet Finland UFT170, UFT174; Polytechnique de France UFT4; 
University of Poitiers general; University of Rennes 1 UFT33; National Treatment Purchase Fund 
Ireland “Nobody’s Perfect”; National Institute for Nuclear Physics Padua devices; Tokyo Institute of 
Technology experimental refutations of Heisenberg; University of The Hague Netherlands Equations 
flow charts; US Archive daily sweep; Technical University of Cluj Napoca Romania UFT81; King 
Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology Saudi Arabia My page; Physical Chemistry Department 
Royal Institute of Technology Stockholm general; Churchill College Cambridge UFT88. Intense 
activity all sectors from individual computers. Extensive readings of papers 203 to 205.

Criticisms of Swansea Council and Beaufort     Estate  

January 16, 2012 

I have once more severely criticised the Council and the Estate for gross negligence as in the following 
message and warned them most clearly of the likelihood of further major arson because of their 
negligence. I think that Mawr should be transferred into a Welsh speaking administrative area, and 
emergency measures started to save the Welsh language there as a spoken language. It has almost 
become extinct due to negligence in education. The primary schools in Mawr should once more be 
Welsh medium schools.

Bikers     reported  

January 16, 2012 

I have just reported two bikers on Gelliwastad to emergency. One has a red coloured bike – large width 
track with square indentations on tyres, I recognized this track as having been there many times before. 
It comes once more from Craig Felen and this repeatedly warned felon is known to the police. In my 
opinion he should now be arrested and charged, and detained without bail for hundreds of offences. I 
also observed many times horse riders trespassing habitually off the bridle path. Request once more a 
traffic regulation order because the Beaufort estate does nothing at all. Request repair of ruined bridle 
path and ruined ecology by Beaufort at his expense. I warn the Council most clearly about the 
imminent danger of arson as the ground dries up in the early spring. If there is arson the Council will be 
to blame, and resignations will be in order. The Council has already wasted tens of thousands of pounds 
by ineffective inactivity. The only effective remedy is my own, gates and fences at appropriate places at 
a comparably very low cost. The bikers and horses make a mockery of authority and are a serious 
nuisance to walkers on the foot paths. They totally ignore the three ineffective wayposts put up by the 
Council, as do the horses. Horses have no right to be anywhere other than bridle path. Request that all 
the local stables be warned by the police for habitual trespass and severe environmental damage, and 
told to keep on the bridle path. If necessary will escalate to Parliament and the Home Office and will 
now begin complaints to the local authority Ombudsman. This is not the fault of the police, it is due to 
negligence by the Council and by the Beaufort Estate. It is very easy to block off the ecology with 
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gates, fencing and barbed wire.

Prof. M. W. Evans,
www.aias.us
H. M. Civil List

Logged on blog to a large international readership

The Future of     Physics  

January 16, 2012 

From a lot of experience of research and fashions in physics I think that the old ideas will gradually 
fade away and be replaced by new ones, ECE being one prominent school of thought, there are many 
excellent young minds, and old minds too. I do not think that any student wishes to go into a subject 
riddled with errors and obscurites, so the change will be led by students and post doctorals. When it 
comes to prizes and all that, the same will happen. The students and post docs are not going to accept 
prizes awarded for mistakes or bought by billions. When it comes to F.R.S. there are major anomalies 
in the system, which relies on election after nomination by two nominators. It is safe now to nominate 
for ECE theory without being subjected to calumny. The most famous author in chemistry, my 
sometime colleague Peter Atkins at Oxford, is still not an F.R.S. I remember people who shall be 
nameless campaigning for years to get an F. R. S., using the facilities of long forgotten departments for 
the purpose. I was nominated by the RS for a Civil List pension, and that is usually acompanied by an 
F.R.S., it always has been in the past. I am rather shy of campaigning for things, I have no time left 
over to do that kind of thing. I think that merit is undermined in contemporary society in many ways, 
but real merit has a habit of lasting for a very long time. One cannot stop the march of ideas.

The Evans Identity as a Wave     Equation  

January 16, 2012 

The identity for two dimensional orbits is a kind of wave equation which is completely general. In my 
earliest years of research I dealt with the Langevin equation, which I extended using Mori continued 
fraction theory to give the first explanation of the far infra red and microwave relaxation processes, 
correcting and extending the Debye theory. The Langevin equation is related to the Smoluchowski 
equation and diffusion equation, which are related to the time dependent Schroedinger equation first 
suggested while Schroedinger was a student of Debye in Zurich. The ECE wave equation is a direct 
result of the tetrad postulate, and is a kind of “master wave equation” of unified physics. This new 
method relates the metric to the wave and field equations. So there should be a constrained Minkowski 
metric for electrodynamics as well as dynamics, and for one field interacting with another. Minkowski 
also worked at Zurich, in his case ETH. I worked on leave from Cornell on non linear optics and field 
applied computer simulation in the University of Zurich with Georges Wagniere and Stanislaw 
Wozniak, and lectured to the Ernst group at ETH on optical NMR just before the discovery of the B(3) 
field in the autum or fall of 1991, back at Cornell. That was taken up at Princeton by the Warren group, 
but RFR would be optimal to develop, using lower microwave frequencies. The B(3) field is basic to 
the new unified physics because it refutes the unphysical (i.e.purely mathematical) U(1) = O(2) sector 
of the old physics and is compatible with photon mass, which has just been inferred by Horst Eckardt 
and myself at ten power minus fifty seven kilograms. Photon mass refutes the whole of CERN, making 
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Ken Higgs redundant were he not retired already. The danger at CERN is that anything at all will be 
claimed to be the Higgs boson with choirs singing in the tunnels. That’s a huge problem for 
establishment physics, they are tied into sinking ships which they have to keep saying are unsinkable. 
King Knut, or Canute, got his wellingtons wet doing that. It is a little known fact that wellingtons were 
invented in Norway in the sixth century A.D. before the advent of skiing.

206(3): Check Sheet for New     Relativity  

January 16, 2012 

I am subjecting the theory to rigorous testing and cross checks, this note gives details from beginning to 
end. I think that all is well, the computer code written by Dr. Horst Eckardt is able to deal with function 
of a function analysis in diferential algebra. For convenience I give notes on the rules of differentiation 
from my undergraduate textbook: G. Stephenson, “Mathematical Methods for Science Students” 
(Longmans, 1968). In general the Evans identity (which is interchangeable with the Cartan identity 
through the Hodge dual in four dimensions) gives the two simultaneous differential equations (58) and 
(59), with an obvious symmetry. These are solved simultaneously to give eq. (60), which is an exact 
identity cross checked by the fact that it is also an exact identy of differential algebra which holds in 
general. This note emphasises the fact that the Evans identity uses partial differentiation. The angular 
velocity is a total derivative related to the partial derivative in eq. (61). The thing to make sure of is that 
the code correctly evaluates the identities by corectly evaluating the partial derivatives. This seems to 
be the case almost certainly. The general solution for f is a Fourier series, from which any orbit can be 
synthesised, because any function can be expanded in a Fourier series.

a206thpapernotes3.pdf

Special     Issue  

January 16, 2012 

Many thanks, this is an excellent suggestion and I will ask Dave Burleigh to mention it as prominently 
as we can on www.aias.us news and publications, alongside the journal announcement. It looks as if the 
world of science is switching over rapidly to ECE theory, and readers of this blog would benefit from 
subscriptions to

M. W. Evans, Ed., J. Foundations Physics and Chemistry (Cambridge International Science Publishing, 
www.cisp-publishing.com) published in six issues a year from June 2011.

We have enough material for five or six years ahead, papers and reviews by leading scholars. Libraries 
are beginning to take subscriptions, and there are half price subscriptions for individual scholars and 
students. It is also an excellent journal for course material.

In a message dated 16/01/2012 09:08:47 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

Dear Prof Evans

Nos. 5 and 6 (special issue) will be sent to you and other authors for correction this week. I 
would like to suggest that the special issue is also offered as a separate publication, with an 
ISBN number, for a small charge (15-20 GBP) and advertised on the home page of the 
AIAS. This would ensure that many hundreds and thousands of visitors to the website 

http://www.cisp-publishing.com/
http://www.aias.us/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/16/special-issue/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/a206thpapernotes3.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/16/2063-check-sheet-for-new-relativity/


would see this immediately and may purchase this special issue as a single copy. There 
would also be a link to the CISP website where this issue would also be advertised on the 
home page and in the appropriate sections and visitors could purchase this issue there.

Please let me know what you think

Kind regards

Victor

Victor Riecansky

Publisher

Cambridge International Science Publishing

www.cisp-publishing.com

ver@cisp-publishing.com

Activity Feedback for www.aias.us, 1 – 15     Jan.2012  

January 16, 2012 

There was intense interest in the site as usual from the higher educational sector and similar worldwide, 
recorded at the end of the attached overview file as usual. The site is now being archived by the 
European web archives in Paris and Amsterdam as well as the US archives in San Francisco and the 
British archives www.webarchive.org.uk from the National Library of Wales and British Library. From 
this very detailed and continuous eight year study (attached) it is seen that the ECE theory is 
permanent, because the interest grew rapidly to a very high level and has been sustained for about five 
years or more at that level. University courses have started on ECE theory as distinct from the obsolete 
theory known as “standard physics”. This feedback has been interwoven with the archived blog files he 
kindly provided by AIAS Fellow Michael Jackson, whose interweaving work will be archived at the 
British Library next quarter. In view of this obvious intellectual impact of ECE on new physics of 
www.aias.us and the other ECE sites, we have taken great care to archive it and to keep www.aias.us 
live under the Newlands Family Trust as well as the various national archives. The other ECE sites are 
www.atomicprecision.com, www.upitec.org and www.et3m.net. This is a new phenomenon in physics 
and the physical sciences, nothing quite like it has been seen before.

cc Prime Minister’s Office,
Welsh Government

overview.pdf

Daily Report     15/1/12  

January 16, 2012 

There were 3,925 files downloaded (hits) from 448 distinct visits, 68.7% spiders due mainly to the fact 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/16/daily-report-15112/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/overview2.pdf
http://www.et3m.net/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.atomicprecision.com/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/16/activity-feedback-for-www-aias-us-1-15-jan-2012/


that a spider was used to download the whole site in the unresolved domain (all papers, essays etc.). 
Student and Church Residences Bonn UFT41; tracker at University of North Carolina Charlotte UNCC 
Saga Part 2; Institute for Biocomputation and Physics of Complex Systems University of Zaragoza 
UFT85; Old Pakistan University UFT25. Intense feedback activity all sectors from individual 
computers.

SELECTED FEEDBACK INTEREST IN ECE , January 1 -15

US Universities, Institutes and Similar. 

Berkeley, Illinois, Indiana, Marshall, Colorado School of Mines, Missouri, MIT, 

Pittsburgh, Scripps, Southern Illinois, Stonybrook, SUNY Stonybrook, Texas A and M, 

Universities Corporation for Atmospheric Research, UC Davis, UC Riverside, UC Santa Cruz, 

Delaware, Florida, Ibadan (on edu), University of North Carolina Charlotte, New Mexico, 

Wesleyan, William and Mary, Western Washington, Brookhaven, NASA NDC, US Airforce 

AFNOC, US Army AFO, US Nave Marines Inernet, US Navy SPAWAR, IBM EMEA, Intel*, 

Microsoft, US Archives, City of Palo Alto, Fountain Fort Carson School District, Progress Place 

Organization, St Pauls Lutheran School Orange California, Worthington Libraries, State of 

Georgia, National Safety Technologies. 

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar. 

Vienna*, Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy, CERN, EPF Lausanne, Zurich 

University of the Arts, German Synchrotron Facility*, Red Cross Freiburg, FU Berlin, Technical 

University Schorndorf, Siemens, Student and Church Halls of Residence Bonn, TU Berlin, TU 

Darmstadt, Bielefeld, Hamburg, Hannover, Karlsruhe, Cologne*, Leipzig, Siegen, Niels Bohr 

Institute Copenhagen, IFAE Spain, Barcelona Autonomous, Madrid Autonomous, Madrid 

Complutensian, Zaragosa, Salamanca*, Valencia, TUT Finland, VTT Finland, CNRS Grenoble, 

Institute of Physics Grenoble, Paris Psud, Poitiers, Rennes 1. Tours, Aristotle University Greece, 

ATT School System Greece, Commissioner for Irish Lights, Hebrew University Jerusalem, Tela 

Aviv University, Weizmann Institute, INAF Lambrate, INFN Bari, SISSA Trieste, Milan, Padua, 

Stockholm University in Riga, Free University of Amsterdam, Tilburg, European Archive Paris and 

Amsterdam, Faculty of Physics Univ Warsaw, University of Mining and Metallurgy Krakow, 

Technical Univ Lisbon Portugal, Babes Bolya and Cluj Napoca Romania, Univ Novom Sadu 

Serbia, National Nuclear Research University Moscow, University of Dubna, yandex and corbina 

systems Russia, Royal Institute of Technology Stockholm, DEU Turkey, Meti Univ Turkey, UCW 

Aberystwyth, Brighton, Astronomy Cambridge, St Catherine’s College Cambridge, Churchill 



College Cambridge, Chemical Engineering Cambridge, Unix central system Cambridge, 

Engineering Cambridge, UW Cardiff*, City College Sunderland, Daresbury Laboratory, Durham*, 

King’s College London, Luton, Manchester, Newcastle upon Tyne, Queen’s Univ Belfast*, UW 

Swansea, University College London, York, British Library, Royal Society, Richard Rose 

Foundation. 

Rest of World : Universities, Institutes and Similar. 

Melbourne, IMPA Brazil, UFC Brazil, Federal Univ Rio, Gov British Columbia 

Canada, Dalhousie, McMaster, Pontifical Univ Valparaiso Chile, Univ Valle Colombia, ITB 

Indonesia, UNDIP Indonesia, RCIL Gov India, Tata Institute India, Kyoto, Nitech, Osakafu Japan, 

New Pakistan Univ, Old Pakistan Univ., UAF Pakistan, Chula Thailand, NCTU, NCU, NTU 

Taiwan. 

Proceeding with development of the equations of the     identity  

January 15, 2012 

As shown in UFT205 the equations given by the Evans identity for a constrained Minkowski metric 
provide a great deal of new information which I am proceeding to analyse now, applying another series 
of cross checks. So in the next note I will send some details of differentiation, total, partial and Leibniz 
rule and so on. The EGR fell apart because it was not properly checked, and the same can be said of 
particle and absorption theory.

Latest Papers and Postings     Popular  

January 15, 2012 

These are already well read on the site and blog, as the realization spreads throughout the world of 
science that the Einstein era is over, and as the severity of criticism of that obsolete theory increases 
sharply. Alex Hill has already translated the latest essays and papers into Spanish. So the latest Nobel 
Prizes on black holes etc. are meaningless, already obsolete, meaning that the physics Nobel Prize 
process is itself close to meaningless. The chemistry prize is sometimes quite well deserved.

Daily Report     14/1/12  

January 15, 2012 

There were 2,457 hits from 407 distinct visits, 32.8% spiders. Indiana University UFT38; DNA Internet 
Finland CV in Welsh language and Omnia Opera; Department of Physics Aristotle University of 
Thessaloniki UFT175; Stockholm School of Economics in Riga Latvia UFT41; St Catherine’s College 
Cambridge UFT137 and Definitive Proof 5; Unix Central System University of Cambridge UFT137 
and Definitive Proof 5. Intense feedback activity all sectors from individual computers.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/15/daily-report-14112/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/15/latest-papers-and-postings-popular/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/15/proceeding-with-development-of-the-equations-of-the-identity/


Severe Criticisms of the Alleged “Confirmation” of     EGR  

January 14, 2012 

The AIAS group has finally ended the mythology surrounding Einsteinian general relativity (EGR), 
using many internationally acclaimed theoretical arguments that are irrefutable, the simplest being in 
UFT202. If one uses keywords “Light deflection measurement criticism” on google many sites come 
up which show how the data which allege confirmation have been fabricated for many years. The 
measurement of light deflection for example was shown to deviate systematically from the claimed 
value of EGR in F. Schneidler, Astr. Nacht., 306, 77 – 80 (1985). There are anomalies near the solar 
limb, and light refraction near the solar corona can explain all the results without EGR being used at 
all. There is a site called “Machinations around Relativity” which sums up the systematic fabrication as 
follows:

“Today’s jubilation over alleged confirmation of general relativity is a mockery of the human mind.”

These suspicions about EGR are confirmed clearly in UFT202, where the theory is shown not to 
produce a precessing ellipse. Only ordinary algebra is used there. Gravitational radiation has not been 
found, arbitrary samples of noise have been selected to “confirm” preconceived ideas, Gravity Probe B 
failed catastrophically. Scientists who have criticised EGR have been subjected to systematic 
intimidation by job loss, abuse of privacy rights such as cyberstalking, and attempted censorship, 
editors have been harassed and subjected to attempted intimidation. However, UFT202 finishes EGR 
once and for ever. Otherwise you will fail your O levels or eleven plus. We used to describe such things 
as chemistry students as “cooking prac”. You drew a straight line, then added the data.

bcc Welsh Government
Prime Minister’s Office

PS: Daily Report     13/1/12  

January 14, 2012 

There were 2,574 hits from 426 distinct visits, 35% spiders.

Daily Report     13/1/12  

January 14, 2012 

EMEA IBM Innovation Center La Gaude general; Siemens Company special relativity; Centre for 
European Economic Research Mannheim (part of the Leibniz Organisation) general; Marshall 
University double slit experiment; The Scripps Research Institute my CV; Department of Physics State 
University of New York Stonybrook UFT1 and general; Autonomous University of Barcelona 
UFT146(Spanish); University of Salamanca Essay46 (Spanish); University of Poitiers general; Tata 
Institute of Fundamental Research India, School of Technology and Information Science general; 
National Institute of Nuclear Research (INFN) Bari Italy Proof 5; US Archives daily sweep; 
Department of physics Metu University Turkey Crothers’ reply to Sharples; Queen’s University Belfast 
UFT85; University of Wales Swansea general. Intense feedback activity all sectors from individual 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/14/daily-report-13112/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/14/ps-daily-report-13112/
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/14/severe-criticisms-of-the-alleged-confirmation-of-egr/


computers, UFT 203 – 205 well read.

FOR POSTING: Essay 60 on the Consistency of the New     Relativity  

January 13, 2012 

Pleasure!

In a message dated 13/01/2012 13:53:09 GMT Standard Time

Very nicely written as ever – and a beautiful result!

Best, Gareth

FOR POSTING: Essay 60 on the Consistency of the New     Relativity  

January 13, 2012 

This is essay 60 describing in plain language the technical paper UFT205 with its multiple tests of self 
consistency. The theory passed this severe “test to destruction”, so there is great confidence in the 
results of all the 205 UFT papers.

ESSAY 60.pdf

Autobiography

January 13, 2012 

A lot of credit is due to professional genealogists, in particular my cousin Stuart Davies of the Royal 
Celtic line and my late cousin Leonid Morgan, also my Havard cousin by marriage Dewi Lewis, and 
last but not least Sir Arthur Turner-Thomas, V. C., K. G. (Wales), G. C., who is the historian to my 
distant cousin, H. R. H. The Countess of Wessex. Also the work of my Evans cousin Chris Davies and 
his colleagues. I put together their work in one long line of sixty generations back to the fourth century 
and earlier, linking up with the work of Clement Bartrum on the early genealogies of ancient Britain. 
The Turner-Thomas site is a fantastic mine of information, and is called “Celtic Royal Genealogies”. 
Using the mathematics of power series one quickly finds that we are all related, especially in a small 
country like Wales, but also in the whole of Britain and so on. You have two parents, four grandparents, 
eight great grandparents and so on, so over thirty generations you have 2 power thirty = 1,073,741,824 
parents. Thirty generations goes back about a thousand years, at which time the entire population of 
Wales was perhaps order 10 power 4 people. That means a lot of inter marriage and all related. The 
same is true for any country or even a continent. This indeed took several years of work by several 
excellent professional genealogists who were kind enough to help me, so there is documentary 
evidence for each link in the line. I am sure that the autobiography will be very popular for this reason 
alone. Their work is very accurate.

In a message dated 13/01/2012 09:39:45 GMT Standard Time, ver@cisp-publishing.com writes:

I am totally amazed by the amount of information in the autobiography ! Really incredible, 
how did you collect this information, must have taken several years ?

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/13/autobiography-3/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/essay-60.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/13/for-posting-essay-60-on-the-consistency-of-the-new-relativity/
mailto:Time@hotmail.co.uk
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/13/for-posting-essay-60-on-the-consistency-of-the-new-relativity-2/


Regards

Victor

Victor Riecansky

Publisher

Cambridge International Science Publishing

www.cisp-publishing.com

ver@cisp-publishing.com

FOR POSTING: Essay 59, The New General     Relativity  

January 13, 2012 

This is the first of two new essays based on UFT205, where a beautiful self consistency was found 
between all aspects of the mathematics of ECE – Cartan’s geometry after all. Essay 60 will describe 
this consistency in plain words.

ESSAY 59.pdf

FOR POSTING: Essay 58 on the Fundamental Errors in the Einstein     Theory  

January 13, 2012 

This is essay 58, which aims to use plain language to say that the Einstein theory is plain wrong. It 
should be remembered next time you look at a black hole on TV. It would mean a power cut and 
nothing else. No honest scientist should accept a Nobel Prize, or any other prize, for something that is 
so plainly wrong.

ESSAY 58.pdf

ICO response – your emails of 26/10/11, 19/11/11 and 24/11/11[Ref.     FS5042…  

January 13, 2012 

Has the Commissioner arrived at a decision concerning FS50421737 and is there any need to fill out 
another form of complaint against Aberystwyth? I can easily fill out forms until the last syllable of 
recorded time. The nature of my complaint is very clear, appointments are not made in open 
competition, Welsh speakers such as myself are denied their human rights, the supreme authority in the 
University of Wales, the People of Wales, has been, and is, illegally ignored. So there is no legitimate 
system of higher education in Wales. It has been corrupted out of existence. To native Welsh speakers 
such as myself this is very clear. So as usual, the ordinary people must sustain and nurture the 
language.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/13/ico-response-your-emails-of-261011-191111-and-241111ref-fs5042/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/essay-58.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/13/for-posting-essay-58-on-the-fundamental-errors-in-the-einstein-theory/
http://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2012/01/essay-59.pdf
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/13/for-posting-essay-59-the-new-general-relativity/


Evans of Gyn Eithrym
H. M. Civil List
www.aiss.us

cc Welsh Government

In a message dated 28/11/2011 09:15:56 GMT Standard Time, casework@ico.gsi.gov.uk writes:

28th November 2011

Case Reference Number FS50421737

Dear Professor Evans

Information request to University of Wales

Thank you for your correspondence dated 26/10/11, 19/11/11 and 24/11/11.

In your correspondence of 26/10/11 you indicate that you intend to make complaints 
against the University of Wales, the University of Aberystwyth, Swansea Council and 
Neath Port Talbot Council. I would confirm that this case will deal solely with your 
requests for information to the University of Wales, allocated references 2011 033 & 035.

Your correspondence dated 19/11/11 and 24/11/11 is in support of your complaint against 
the University of Wales and I have taken it to be about the time taken for the University of 
Wales to carry out an internal review that you requested, via expressions of dissatisfaction 
at the responses received, on 18/10/11, 26/10/11, 07/11/11 and 10/11/11.

The right to complain to the Information Commissioner is given under section 50 of the 
Act. However, a complaint may be deemed ineligible under section 50, if for example:

• There is an undue delay before bringing a complaint to our attention, or; 
• You have not exhausted any complaints procedure which is provided by the public 

authority. 

Therefore, before accepting complaints, the Commissioner generally expects complainants 
to allow public authorities the opportunity to respond to their appeal for a review of the 
handling of or decision regarding their FOI request.

Although there is no statutory time set out in the Act within which public authorities must 
complete a review, the Commissioner has issued guidance on this matter (Good Practice 
Guidance 5). The Commissioner considers that a reasonable time for completing an internal 
review is 20 working days from the date of the request for review, and in no case should the 
total time taken exceed 40 working days.

I have written to the University of Wales to provide them with a copy of your request for 
internal review and recommend that they issue you with an internal review decision within 
20 working days from the date of receipt of our letter. I enclose a copy for your 
information.

http://www.aiss.us/


From my letter to the University of Wales you will see that significant or repeated 
unreasonable delays in dealing with internal reviews by public authorities are monitored 
and where appropriate further action may be taken.

This case has now been closed, however if you do not receive a response within 20 working 
days please contact us quoting the reference number on this letter.

If you remain dissatisfied after having exhausted the University of Wales’ internal review 
process and would like us to look into the matter, please contact us quoting the reference 
number on this letter and providing us with a copy of the internal review decision.

Please find attached a document describing how we deal with Freedom of Information 
complaints.

If we can be of any further assistance please contact our Helpline on 0303 123 1113, 
quoting your case reference number. You may also find some useful information on our 
website at www.ico.gov.uk.

Yours sincerely

Jim Dunn

Case Officer

Information Commissioner’s Office

Would you like to provide anonymous feedback about your experience as an ICO 
customer?

We are committed to learning from the experiences of our customers. If you would like to 
provide some anonymous feedback about your experience as an ICO customer please click 
here. We use all feedback to help us continuously improve our service, focussing on the 
things that are most important to our customers. The survey contains three questions and 
we expect that it takes no more than one minute to complete. No personal data will be 
collected as part of completing this survey.

Freedom of Information Act 2000 (“FOIA”) – how the ICO deals with FOIA 
complaints

A brief explanation of how the FOIA works

Release of information under FOIA is, effectively, a disclosure to the general public, not 
just to the person making a request. The fact that a person might need the information for 
their own particular purposes is not a relevant consideration; public authorities can only 
consider whether information being requested under FOIA should be released into the 
public domain.

The FOIA provides a public right of access to information held on record by public 

http://www.snapsurveys.com/swh/surveylogin.asp?k=130071462557
http://www.snapsurveys.com/swh/surveylogin.asp?k=130071462557
http://www.ico.gov.uk/


authorities, and it is important to note what this means. Essentially, anyone can request 
copies of information which a public authority already holds in a recorded form, but the 
FOIA does not require it to provide opinions or explanations, generate answers to 
questions, or create or obtain information it does not hold. A valid request is one which:-

· Is in writing

· Clearly describes the information requested

· Gives the applicant’s name (not a pseudonym) and an address for correspondence (an 
email address can usually be acceptable )

On receipt of a valid request, a public authority must respond in writing, within 20 working 
days of receiving the request, and should:-

· Either confirm or deny it holds the information

· If the information is held a public authority should either provide it or issue a valid refusal 
notice

· If information is exempt from disclosure the refusal notice should specify which 
exemptions in Part II of the FOIA apply, and explain why they apply

· There may be other reasons for refusal, for example if the request is deemed repeated or 
vexatious, or if it would cost too much to comply with

· The refusal notice should also give details of any appeal/internal review procedure the 
authority has for FOIA responses

The role of the ICO

Section 50 of the FOIA gives people the right to complain to the ICO if they believe a 
public authority has failed to comply with its obligations under the FOIA. The Access 
Rights Team will make an initial assessment of all complaints to establish whether they can 
be progressed. Where complaints can be progressed, we will send you an acknowledgment 
and case reference number. Your case will then be referred to a Complaints Resolution 
Team.

If we cannot resolve your complaint informally the Commissioner may issue a Decision 
Notice. However, where it is deemed that a complaint is not eligible for consideration, the 
Access Rights Team will explain why, advise the appropriate course of action, and close the 
case.

How to help ensure your case is progressed

To ensure your case is eligible for consideration you need to supply us with sufficient 
evidence. Before any complaint can be progressed you must provide us with copies of the 
following documents :-



· Your initial request to the public authority

· The public authority’s response or refusal (if the initial response is just an 
acknowledgement we shall require a copy of any full response received)

· Your request to the public authority for an internal review

· The public authority’s internal review result

If the complaint is about non-response to a request we only need a copy of the request and, 
if available, any evidence that it was received by the public authority.

We require complete and unedited copies of these documents including, where relevant, 
email headers showing sender, recipient and date details. It is the responsibility of the 
complainant to supply us with the documents referred to above. You should ensure, 
therefore, that you keep copies of relevant correspondence.

Why we might not progress your complaint

We may deem your complaint ineligible under Section 50 of the FOIA if-

• We have not been provided with sufficient information or documentation in support 
of a complaint, or the information you have provided is unclear 

• You have not yet asked the public authority for an internal review of its response 
• There has been an undue delay in bringing the complaint to us; we will not normally 

accept complaints if more than six months have elapsed from the date the 
authority’s internal review result was sent to you 

• We deem the complaint to be frivolous or vexatious 

We hope you find this information useful; if you need anything further please visit our 
website at www.ico.gov.uk or call our helpline on 0303 123 1113.

Metric Based     Relativity  

January 13, 2012 

This subject has been changed completely from one based on the Einstein field equation to one based 
on a constrained Minkowski metric. I notice that two articles are particularly helpful to readers: 
“Fundamental Errors in the Einstein Field Equation” and “Advantages of ECE over String Theory”. I 
think I will prepare two or three new essays on the rapid advances made in the past few months. In the 
wider arena the essay and broadcast on the reforms needed in the University of Wales is very popular. I 
refuse to recognize the fact that the UW has been “shut down” because its supreme authority by charter, 
The People of Wales, was never consulted at any stage. Government by anonymous bureaucrats who 
know nothing about Wales is a kind of despotism and colonialism which must be resisted continuously. 
So I continue to use the legitimate names such as University College of Wales Aberystwyth (the oldest 
college) and so on. It is particularly important to found a true University of Wales in which all staff and 
students first of all care for the language, and secondly are all fluent in it. Government by direct 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/13/metric-based-relativity/
http://www.ico.gov.uk/


electronic referendum would eliminate corruption from political life. This corruption all occurs at the 
level of representative, most of whom are never voted in by a majority. Voting should be compulsory.

Daily Report     12/1/12  

January 13, 2012 

There were 3,143 hits from 512 distinct visits 20.1% spiders. Department of Mathematics and Statistics 
University of Melbourne UFT128; EPF Lausanne UFT66; Free University Berlin ECE Theory of H 
Bonding; University of California Riverside Errors in the Einstein Field Equation; University of 
California Santa Cruz UFT149; University of Delaware Studies Program UFT29; Autonomous 
University of Barcelona UFT146 (Spanish); Department of Physics University of Salamanca UFT152; 
Grenoble Institute of Technology UFT papers general; University of Poitiers general; US 24th Airforce 
Operations Center Lackland Base Essay47 and UFT198; US Naval Marine Corps Internet Bremerton 
UFT papers and rebuttal of Hehl, UFT73; US Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center San Diego 
UFT41; Free University of Amsterdam UFT42; The US Internet Archive daily sweep (supporters 
include Library of Congress, National Science Foundation and Sloan Foundation); City of Palo Alto 
California: Johnson Magnets; Worthington Libraries: Errors in the Einstein Field Equation; University 
of Mining and Metallurgy Krakow Poland UFT67; Department of Physics University of Warsaw 
Poland UFT88; Dubna University Russia UFT175; Churchill College Cambridge UFT88; Particle 
Physics University of Wales Cardiff UFT38; Sunderland College “Advantages of ECE Over String 
Theory”; University of Manchester UFT149; University of York UFT41. Intense feedback activity all 
sectors from individual computers.

Selection of Photographs for     Autobiography  

January 12, 2012 

There is a large selection of photographs on my page on www.aias.us, I leave the selection of 
photographs by my step daughter Alina (now a well known photographer in her own right) entirely to 
her as part of her undergraduate degree. My own photographs cover almost half a century, some on 
www.aias.us are of Craig y Nos Castle. I intend to try to raise working capital to purchase and run it as 
a scientific and cultural centre, that’s a long shot, but who knows? A combined effort may do it. We can 
provide editable jpg files of photographs from the electronic era, pdf files otherwise. My mature style 
of photography is typified by the sequence of Taughannock State Park, New York State, on 
www.aias.us . My mature black and white style is collected here at home, but does not scan because of 
the deep contrast black and white.

University Courses Started in ECE     Theory  

January 12, 2012 

I know that at least one university course has started on ECE theory, and I encourage professors and 
school teachers worldwide to follow these initiatives. As can be seen from my daily reports the 
www.aias.us site is studied at all universities of any note. I encourage teachers to arrange the material 
for students, and to apply for research grants based on it. My aim is to cover as much of physics, 

http://www.aias.us/
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chemistry and engineering as possible. Dr Horst Eckardt and Douglas Lindstrom have greatly advanced 
the theory in several directions. I suggest that school teachers concentrate first on the broadcasts by 
Robert Cheshire, Alex Hill and myself. Spanish language courses are greatly helped by Alex Hill’s 
translations. I advise library subsciptions to

J. Foundations of Physics and Chemistry (Cambridge International Science Publishing, www.cisp-
publishing.com)

Issues five and six have been typeset and will soon be published. Issue six is a special issue refuting the 
Einstein theory of general relativity, which has been replaced by a new general relativity in the latest 
UFT papers. Many of the best schools also study ECE theory: public schools, grammar schools, 
gymnasia, sixth form colleges and so on. My daily reports contain only universities and similar 
institutions that I can identify in the public domain. This amounts to only about 2% of the daily total. It 
is clear that interest in ECE theory is permanent and will last for a century or more ahead. I am sure 
that AIAS Fellows will be prepared to act as adjunct professors or research professors if they are 
interested. I am employed directly by Queen Elizabeth II, the British Head of State in a job called 
“Civil List Pensioner”. This name originates in mediaeval times, and is a high honour and appointment. 
The word “pension” is Norman French in origin and means in effect a stipend from the Sovereign (also 
a Norman French word). It does not mean an old age pension or similar. By Act of 1837 it is awarded 
as a token of gratitude by the Nation (Great Britain). I am the first U.S. dual citizen to be appointed as a 
Civil List Pensioner. My predecessor in chemical physics was Michael Faraday. Other predecessors 
include John Dalton, Sir William Rowan Hamilton, James Joule, and Oliver Heaviside. In literature 
they include Byron, Wordsworth, Tennyson, James Joyce, and Vernon Watkins.

Daily Report     11/1/12  

January 12, 2012 

There were 2,518 hits from 529 distinct visits, 24.4% spiders. Student services Dalhousie University 
Canada; UFT176; physics Ceara Federal University Brazil UFT39; Zurich University of the Arts 
Edyn3; Pontifical Catholic University of Valparaiso Chile UFT175(Spanish); Informatics University of 
Leipzig general; Mathematics Berkeley UFT142; Aerospace Engineering University of Illinois Johnson 
magnets; Mathematics University of Pittsburgh UFT4; State University of New York Brookhaven 
general; High Energy Physics Institute University of Barcelona UFT8; Noopsis Mining France CV, 
autobiography, UFT11, 41, 57; University of Poitiers general; Turin Polytechnic 2D-ECE-FEM-1; 
University of Tilburg Netherlands general; Physical chemistry Royal Institute of Technology 
Stockholm UFT183, 184, 200, essay35; Chula University Thailand galaxies; University of Brighton 
UFT140; State of Georgia Insurance and Safety Fire Commissioner UFT41. Intense activity all sectors 
from individual computers.

206(2): Ratio of Torsion Elements for Various     Orbits  

January 11, 2012 

Interesting remarks by Franklin Amador, the constrained Minkowski method has a lot of mileage in it, 
it gives the field equations from the metric. The field equations come from the identities. I am always 
glad to be of use in the very urgent search for new energy. UFT205 was a “test to detruction” in 
engineering language, and the theory passed the test. So there are now new orbital equations and new 
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field equations, a new phase of ECE theory.

FOR POSTING: Torsion and The     Whirlpool  

January 11, 2012 

I think that this is a brilliant article by Roberrt Cheshire, based on original visual research of Hubble 
images. The article also describes in a clear way why the standard model is being rejected, it is full of 
vacuous nonsense, easily refuted once one sets one’s mind to it. I suggest that Robert could be co 
author in a monograph with many images like these, and earn royalty thereby. I can post the article on 
the blog, and I can ask Dave to post it in the publications section. It is indeed a great pity that so much 
money is wasted on bad science, and so little given to real talent. I heard today though that students in 
some universities are now being pointed in the direction of AIAS work.

RadialOrbitsofTheWhirlpoolGalaxy.doc

206(2): Ratio of Torsion Elements for Various     Orbits  

January 11, 2012 

All orbits can be described straightforwardly as a ratio of two torsion elements as shown in this note. 
One torsion element for the circular orbit is v / c times smaller than the other, and in the solar system 
this is always true for the planets, which have nearly circular orbits. For the elliptical orbit the ratio is 
proportional to 1 + epsilon cos theta. In general the ratio of torsion elements is given by eq. (2), which 
is true for all orbits and for all circular motions in a plane. Spacetime torsion is the cause of all orbits. 
In the old theory spacetime torsion was missing completely.

a206thpapernotes2.pdf

206(1): Orbital Angular and Areal     Velocities  

January 11, 2012 

This note shows that in general, the orbital angular and areal velocities are defined in terms of the ratio 
of the two torsion elements of any planar orbit. For the ellipse the areal velocity is constant by 
observation, which is Kepler’s second law (equal areas in equal times). More generally it is not 
constant. This illustrates the point that the Newton inverse square law is true only for the ellipse, and so 
there is no “universal gravitation”.

a206thpapernotes1.pdf

Applications of the Constrained Minkowski     Metric  

January 11, 2012 

The work in UFT205 (posted in one of the following messages of this diary) has proven that this 
method is rigorously correct and self consistent, so the metric can now be used as the metric of general 
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relativity. In addition the field equations of ECE have been proven once again to be rigorously correct 
in UFT205. So the constrained Minkowski metric can be developed in other areas such as precession, 
and interaction of gravitation and electromagnetism. So previous ECE papers on this subject can be 
updated in view of the rapid advances made in the past two or three years. The old metrics of the 
Einstein field equation must be discarded now if science is to progress. The entire philosophy of orbits 
has been changed in UFT205, in which computer algebra plays a central role. The orbit is shown to be 
a property of pure geometry. The procedure in UFT205 is to start with a given orbit, and to deduce the 
elements of torsion and curvature. In theory one could reverse the procedure, with sufficient insight one 
could start with the torsion and curvature and deduce the orbit. It is emphasized that the torsion and 
curvature are properties of spacetime itself. The old seventeenth century notion of force of attraction is 
not used and the Einsteinian theory is simply incorrect. The elliptical orbit for example is described 
geometrically by a half right magnitude alpha and eccentricity epsilon. By accident, the orbit happens 
to be describable by an inverse square law of attraction, wrongly attributed to Isaac Newton, in fact 
inferred by Robert Hooke. In the new method of UFT205 however, the alpha and epsilon define torsion 
and curvature elements. There are two relevant elements of torsion, related to two curvature elements 
by the Evans identity of differential geometry. Any orbit of astronomy can now be described by 
differential geometry, and this procedure can be developed into an ephemeris or tables of all orbits of 
any kind in terms of torsion and curvature. This “maps the universe” if you like. Computer algebra is 
very powerful, and the tables of the new ephemeris can also be graphed and illustrated by computer by 
Horst Eckardt and Robert Cheshire. UFT205 is the method that Einstein looked for in trying to produce 
general from special relativity. Science always progresses by building on the work of previous 
generations. If science is truly progressing, ideas are bound to become obsolete, that does not mean that 
the work of previous generations is to be discarded, without their work, we could not progress.

Daily Report     10/1/12  

January 11, 2012 

There were 3,799 hits from 704 distinct visits during the day, 16% spiders. Industry Liaison Office 
MacMaster University Canada UFT165; University of Siegen UFT28; Baylor College of Medicine 
Houston Texas Human Soul Jackson; US National Center for Atmospheric Research ECE Article; 
Engineering University of California Davis UFT126; University of Florida Medical Center Gainesville 
UFT41; University of New Mexico Gallup, Navajo, Zuni and Hopi Territories Special Relativity; 
Department of Computing Complutensian University Madrid autobiography; Department of Physics 
University of Salamanca UFT127; Tampere University of Technology Finland CV, UFT1, 49, 204; 
University of Poitiers general; Osakafu University Japan general; US Army Research Laboratory 
UFT58; US Navy Marine Corps Internet Bremerton Proofs, Table of Differences, Experimental 
advantages, advances; Download of a large percentage of OO and UFT papers by a computer in 
Newark New Jersey; US Archives general; Cable Television Torun Poland Crothers’ reply to Sharples; 
Novom Sadu University Serbia Black Hole Catastrophe by Crothers; Dokuz Eylul University Turkey 
Essay11; Department of Aerospace Engineering Metu University Turkey UFT41; CPC Corporation 
Taiwan UFT41; Students Net University College of Wales Aberystwyth Englynion; Chemical 
Engineering University of Cambridge, photograph section; University of Luton UFT88, 99; British 
Library general. Intense feedback activity all sectors from individual computers. There has been a lot of 
interest lately in UFT41 on general covariance in quantum electrodynamics.
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Craig y Nos Castle in Patti’s     time  

January 10, 2012 

This can be gauged from photographs on the web. Google “Craig y Nos Castle Patti”. It was very richly 
furnished and decorated. If possible it should be restored to this condition and the main stairs put back. 
There is a picture of the chef Adamo Adami on the web, who died at the age of 43 and left one of my 
Potter ancestors with three young children. We will see what we can do, but no promises as yet. There 
was a spectacular fireplace for example. Several of my Potter and Morgan family were staff there, and 
it was owned by my ancestor Morgan Morgan, High Constable of Brecon County, from 1876 to 1878.

Article by Olivia     Lennox  

January 10, 2012 

This is an article by freelance journalist Olivia Lennox on my work in science and poetry.

PoetryandScience.pdf

FOR POSTING :     UFT205  

January 10, 2012 

This is UFT205 on torsion and curvature elements of any orbit, giving a new general relativity. I have 
pencilled in the end of section 3 for tables of torsion and curvature by the computer algebra code of co 
author Horst Eckardt.

a205thpaper.pdf

Writing up     UFT205  

January 10, 2012 

I will proceed to writing up the important UFT205, in which multiple cross checks of the theory were 
carried out by computer by co author Horst Eckardt.

Release: Chris Huhne on the hot     seat  

January 10, 2012 

I think that punitive damages should also be sought against all wind turbine companies and 
governments for the reasons stated in the attached. If this has indeed happened to George Watson it is a 
grotesque and dangerous violation of human rights by the tory government in London. It will soon have 
no powers in Scotland because the latter will be independent. Punitive damages should be sought 
against all those that cause damage to environment, the damages can be sought by class action. 
Similarly, punitive damages can be sought against those who sold corrupt courses within the University 
of Wales, again by class action. If the people does not stand up for itself, it will be used as a doormat by 
those in power.
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In a message dated 10/01/2012 08:07:48 GMT Standard Time, save.the.eagles@gmail.com writes:

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Abuse of power against anti-windfarm movement

Chris Huhne on the hot seat
Legal Advisor to the European Platform Against Windfarms (EPAW), George Watson is 
being investigated by the UK government under special powers which are only to apply to 
criminal/terrorist activities, claims the Platform. A letter, reproduced below, has been sent 
to Chris Huhne, Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change, denouncing this 
improper use of the legislation, and announcing legal proceedings against the UK 
government. A formal complaint has been made to the Metropolitan Police.
According to EPAW, Mr Watson was also harassed by a police officer who visited his home 
in a Scottish rural area … on Christmas Eve!

Mark Duchamp, Executive Director of EPAW, declared that he was respectfully asking UK 
government Ministers if they intend to investigate and harass other members of the public 
who oppose the destruction of the British landscape, the killing of protected bird and bat 
species, and the deterioration of the health of wind farm neighbours. Mr Watson’s only 
crime, he said, was to have found legal flaws in the way the UK government’s energy 
policy is being applied.

EPAW claims that wind farms are ineffective, immensely expensive, and destroy jobs in the 
rest of the economy (1); that they are also seriously harming human health, resulting in 
home abandonment, or worse (2); and finally that they are killing protected wildlife into 
extinction (3). In the circumstances, concludes Duchamp, the 514 associations from 23 
countries represented by EPAW would like to know why their members deserve to be 
investigated and harassed by the authorities, using special powers reserved for criminals 
and terrorists.

George Watson’s letter is appended.

Contact:
Mark Duchamp
tel: + 34 693 643 736
save.the.eagles
www.epaw.org

References:

(1) – “EU governments did not do their homework on wind energy. It now appears that 
wind farms may have no benefits at all.”
http://www.epaw.org/media.php?lang=en&article=pr3

http://www.epaw.org/media.php?lang=en&article=pr3
http://www.epaw.org/


(2) – Harming human health: Explicit Cautionary Notice from the Waubra Foundation: 
http://www.epaw.org/documents/EXPLICIT%20CAUTIONARY%20NOTICE%2029-6-
11.pdf

- Home abandonment —> http://www.epaw.org/multimedia.php?lang=en&article=ns28

- In addition to noise, inaudible noise can make people seriously ill: The Infrasound 
Smoking Gun http://windfarmrealities.org/wfr-docs/gulden-mcpherson-111226.pdf

(3) – Wind farms causing the extinction of the Golden Eagle in the US:
http://savetheeaglesinternational.org/?page_id=755

- Causing the extinction of the Tasmanian Wedge-tailed Eagle: 
http://www.iberica2000.org/Es/Articulo.asp?Id=4382

REGISTERED LETTER AND FAX (pdf version attached) OK to publish, save for the 
author’s details at the end.

To: Chris Huhne MP
Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change
3 Whitehall Place
London
SW1A 2AW

3rd January 2012

Dear Mr Huhne:

Reference: Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA)

I contact you in relation to the above-mentioned legislation.

It was brought to my attention by another Government Department, quite by accident, that 
you authorised an investigation into my background/private life under the provisions of 
RIPA. I require you to provide me with the following information:

a) It should be noted that it would be negligent administration and an abuse of your 
position, if you did not have evidence that I was involved in criminal/terrorist activity 
before authorising such action. Taking this fact into consideration, I require details and 
copies of ALL instances where I was involved in criminal or terrorist activity. However, I 
freely admit I have been in constant touch with your office in relation to the idiotic policy 
of IWT’s* and the danger to Human Health;
*editor’s note: industrial wind turbines
b) I advise you that I require a ‘true copy’ of any warrant granted and details of the issuing 
court. In addition, I require a ‘true copy’ of ALL additional material presented to the court 
in order to attain any warrant;

c) I require details/copies of ALL documentary information that was attained by your office 
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through the illegal intrusion into my private life. In addition, I require written confirmation 
that the documentation provided is a full disclosure of information attained/held;

d) A ‘true copy’ of the authority signed by yourself for the illegal intrusion into my 
background/private life.

I advise you that I have instructed Senior Counsel to begin legal proceedings against the 
UK Government and you personally as an individual. I further advise you that as you have 
abused your position, this is actionable. A Petition will be lodged against the UK 
Government and yourself in the coming weeks, in which I will seek ‘Punitive Damages 
(Exemplary Damages) at the amount of £2.5 million (pounds sterling) on a 50/50 split 
between the UK Government and a personal liability by yourself. An apology is not 
sufficient in this case.

Yours sincerely

George Watson

Daily Report     9/1/12  

January 10, 2012 

There were 2,347 hits from 436 distinct visit during the day, 22.5% spiders. Government of British 
Columbia UFT118; Red Cross Freiburg UFT203 and UFT204; German Synchrotron Facility UFT81; 
Physics University of Bielefeld UFT48; School of Health Professions University of Missouri UFT41; 
Lincoln Laboratory MIT UFT6; Physics Wesleyan University UFT169; Library Western Washington 
University UFT31, UFT149; University of Poitiers general; Commissioners of Irish Lights UFT42; 
International School for Advanced Studies Trieste general; University of Milan UFT64; Astronomy 
University of Padua levitron; US Archive System San Francisco spider software general; Chiao Tung 
National University Taiwan UFT29; Taiwan National University UFT35, UFT48. Intense feedback 
activity all sectors from individual computers.

205(6): Torsion and Curvature of Orbits in the General Curvilinear     Coordi…  

January 9, 2012 

Fully agreed with this. This ECE work should by feedback impact be recognized by a Nobel Prize 
shared among AIAS. It just depends on whether they can bring themselves to be fair. All of that is less 
interesting to me than the work itself, but being human, it would be nice.

In a message dated 09/01/2012 12:50:31 GMT Standard Time

I will study the note in detail. At a first look it seems that the coefficients h_i have to be 
computed additionally to the current version of the computer program. The transformation 
equation of the coordinates (23) has to be given as input, and the names of the coordinate 
variables. The metric then can be computed form (10) in general form and is a derived 
quantity.
The program should be quite useful for introducing arbirary curvilinear coordinates and 
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save a lot of hand calculations.

Yesterday I re-activated the graphical output of the program. It should be possible now to 
plot arbitrary torsion and curvature elements.

I will send over a handwritten note where the missing quantities for the cylindrical 
geometry are derived.

Horst

Valhalla (Valholl) in Norse     Mythology  

January 9, 2012 

This means “hall of the slain” in Norse, the language of my remote ancestors on the Norman side 
(Havard, Hopkin, Aubrey and de Turbeville). I can think of a few standard modellers who would like 
living there, good bed and breakfast rates, and automatically air conditioned up in northern Norway, no 
light to distract you from your studies of ECE theory in mid winter, or come to think of it, all winter. I 
am not going to wait around for kudos from a system that I have just demolished like Clouseau’s grand 
piano: “Not any more”. It would take a superhuman effort of fair mindedness from well paid 
dogmatists. Discovery is its own reward, and that is where the Norse people excelled. They were were 
the first from Europe to discover the new world, Newfoundland. I do admit that they could be a little 
cutting on occasions, but so can any people, none are entirely innocent. However we have progressed a 
little from those days and we live in an era of the internet, a tremendous help to science if used 
responsibly.

205(6): Torsion and Curvature of Orbits in the General Curvilinear     Coordinates  

January 9, 2012 

This note describes the general curvilinear coordinate system, in which the constrained Minkowski 
metric is given by Eq. (45). The relevant partial derivative in the curvilinear coordinates is given by eq. 
(50), in which the scale factor appears in the denominator, giving the correct units. The torsion and 
curvature elements relevant to the Evans identities are given in cylindrical polar coordinates in eqs. 
(58) to (61). The curvilinear coordinates as expected provide the most general computer algebra code 
for expressing all orbits in terms of torsion and curvature. The Evans identity is always true in any 
mathematical space of any dimension and using any coordinate system, being an example using Hodge 
duals of the rigorous Cartan identity, which is always true in any space of any dimension using any 
coordinate system. This is a new philosophy of general relativity and a new cosmology in which all 
orbits are analysed self consistently as being due to the torsion and curvature of Cartan’s geometry. 
This is therefore a theory of general relativity that uses none of Einstein’s obsolete and incorrect ideas, 
or any of the obsolete ideas of the twentieth century cosmology.

a205thpapernotes6.pdf
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Daily Report Sunday     7/1/12  

January 9, 2012 

There were 2,107 hits from 413 distinct visits, 24.5% spiders. University of Karlsruhe ECE Popular 
Paper; University of Cologne metric manifolds; Diponegoro University Indonesia Definitive proofs; 
Nagoya Institute of Technology Japan UFT99; US Archives San Francisco general; University of 
Durham UFT35, UFT88, UFT102, UFT113. Intense activity all sectors.

Curvilinear     Coordinates  

January 8, 2012 

I think that the constrained Minkowski metric should be developed with the general curvilinear 
coordinates, described in “Vector Analysis Problem Solver” (Chief Editor E. J. Milewski, staff of the 
Research and Education Association, 505 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10018, 1987 revised printing) 
chapter 22. This is the most general description. I will proceed to this tomorrow. Code based on this 
approach should be able to handle any coordinate system such as Cartesian, cylindrical polar and 
spherical polar and so on.

Torsions and Curvatures of Some     Orbits  

January 8, 2012 

After extensive testing, these are very interesting results from the code written by Horst Eckardt using 
the constrained Minkowski method. The computer can produce results in a fraction of a second that 
would take months by hand. This method shows that the logarithmic spiral has no torsion and no 
curvature elements, they are all zero. All other spirals considered have non-zero torsion and curvature 
elements. The Evans identity produces many new equations of orbits. The Newtonian ellipse is 
understood in terms of torsion and curvature elements, without any need for the anthropomorphic idea 
of “force”. These are profound results well worth thinking about because they change the way in which 
natural philosophy and cosmology describe any orbit, and any rotational motion in dynamics. These are 
results of a new general relativity, ubi materia ibi geometria, all matter is geometry. It would be 
interesting to compute the torsions and curvatures for a precessing ellipse in which the precession 
constant x can be amplified for illustration, using any ellipticity and half right latitude. Finally this is 
good material for an illustrated textbook, because it is basically a simple method.
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205(5): Some Properties of the Hyperbolic     Spiral  

January 8, 2012 

This note gives some properties of the hyperbolic spiral and illustrates what can be done now by 
computer for any orbit. There are two non-zero torsions of the hyperbolic spiral, and the code can work 
out the non-vanishing curvatures. The two torsions vanish in the limit of infinite r. The geometry of the 
hyperbolic spiral is alone enough to explain the observed velocity curve, without dark matter, Einstein 
or Newton. This illustrates how the old physics constructed elaborate idols of Plato’s cave to explain 
simple things in as complicated a way as possible, the opposite of natural philosophy as it should be. 
We now know that the Evans identity (i.e. Cartan identity) always holds for any orbit and this gives 
complete confidence in the ECE theory over the past 204 papers.

a205thpapernotes5.pdf

Thanks in     Turn  

January 8, 2012 

Thanks in turn to Dr Gareth John Evans and the rest of the group! GJE is always generous natured and 
encouraging. This progress definitely could not have been made in isolation. Mathematics is a hard task 
master but sometimes results occur that are of great power because they are so self complete and 
independent of human nature. Don’t worry, we are already in the BBC Mid Wales Hall of Fame! I see 
that Valhalla means “hall wall”, and the writing has been on there for some time for the old physics. As 
the minister used to intone: “Mene, mene tekel upharsin”. This means that the referee (Ken Higgs) has 
just swallowed his whistle and the game goes on because they can’t find a new one.

In a message dated 07/01/2012 21:25:03 GMT Standard Time

Many thanks, Gareth, we will have to wait about 50 years until our names will be written to 
the walls of Walhalla (a hall of fame here in Germany).

Horst

Am 07.01.2012 21:53, schrieb Gareth Evans:

Well done both – your contributions are immense. These are astonishing 
achievements and not ones expected at the outset.Your names will go down in 
history.

Best, Gareth

Velocity in Cylindrical Polar     Coordinates  

January 8, 2012 

The total linear velocity in cylindrical polar coordinates was used in the important papers UFT190 ff. It 
is:

v bold = d(r e sub r bold) / dt
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where e sub r bold is the radial unit vector (unitless) and r the radial coordinate (metres). This is 
important because it was shown in Section 3 of UFT196 that the acceleration calculated from the 
ellipse in cylindrical polar coordinates does not contain a centrifugal part. This means that the Newton 
theory is deeply self inconsistent. All the calculations with velocity and acceleration are given there in 
cylindrical polar coordinates. They are by no means straightforward, which is why the problem with 
Newton was not discovered for three hundred years. Examination of basic concepts is a difficult task, 
so only a few scholars have done it down the centuries. AIAS is outstanding in that it addresses basic 
concepts without peer pressure to conform to dogma. The velocity squared is then

v squared = (dr/dt) squared + r squared (dtheta / dt) squared

which has the right S. I. units. This gives the kinetic energy m v squared / 2. The so called “centrifugal 
effective potential energy” is the second term, despite the fact that it is clearly the rotational kinetic 
energy. However, as shown in Section 3 of UFT196, it does not exist, the force calculated directly from 
the elliptical Newtonian orbit does not contain the centrifugal force. This is why I rejected Newton’s 
concept of force in favour of geometry (Keplerian and earlier philosophy). I would have failed my O 
levels at Pontardawe Grammar School if I had done that there. Now I can concentrate on the real truth.

In a message dated 07/01/2012 19:37:20 GMT Standard Time

PS: A similar problem occurs with the definition of velocity in polar cordinates. The radial 
component is in m/s but the angular component is in radiants/s. I guess that this is 
analoguous for the torsion and Riemann tensor elements.

Horst

Am 07.01.2012 15:35, schrieb EMyrone

I checked the comprehensive computer output by Horst Eckardt once more and 
I put the torsion elements into the right S.I. units in eqs. (1) and (2) of this note. 
There should be a 1 / c for T sup 1 sub 01 and a 1 / r for T sup 1 sub 12. This 
gives the right S. I. units of torsion – inverse metres. In the output they are in 
normalized or non SI units. Each torsion element is twice the relevant 
connection element. The output can be put in the right SI units by noting that 
the time derivative must contain a 1 / c wherever it occurs, and the angle 
derivative must contain a 1 / r wherever it occurs. I give the mathematical 
origin of the 1 / r in eq. (14), the definition of the divergence in cylindrical polar 
coordinates. The important result is that the torsion is non zero for the 
hyeprbolic spiral (the observed spiral of a whirlpool galaxy), but it is zero for 
the logarithmic spiral, which is not observed. So spacetime torsion produces a 
hyperbolic spiral as observed in astronomy, another major advantage of ECE 
theory. Eqs. (1) to (3) of this note are valid for all orbits of any kind and are in 
the right S. I. units.

Daily Report     7/1/12  

January 8, 2012 

There were 3,146 hits from 448 distinct visits during the day, 30.6% spiders. CERN DPS paper; 

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/08/daily-report-7112/


Colorado School of Mines UFT25; Princeton University: Double slit paper; Brookhaven National 
Laboratory Overview of ECE theory; US Archives general; Particle Physics University of Wales 
Cardiff general; University of Durham UFT54 and UFT109.

205(4): Rigorous Proof of the Evans Identity of All     Orbits  

January 7, 2012 

It is shown in this note that the identity evaluated by computer by Horst Eckardt yesterday is proven 
rigorously by the chain rule of differentiation. So all ECE concepts are rigorously correct and have 
been subjected to multiple cross checking. All orbits can be reduced to torsion and curvature, and 
indeed all rotational motion in a plane in dynamics. All the geometrical work of the ECE theory has 
been proven to be rigorously correct, and all the coding by Horst Eckardt has been proven to be 
rigorously correct. It is of course well known that the Cartan identity D ^ T := R ^ q is rigorously 
correct, and the Evans identity is a rigorously correct example of the Cartan identity. Conversely, in 
order for this multiple cross check to have worked, all previous concepts, mathematics and coding had 
to be correct. The field equations of ECE have been proven to be rigorously correct – they are derived 
from the Cartan and Evans identities. The Eisntein era is over in consequence because he based his 
field equation on the old “first Bianchi identity”, which is the incorrect R ^ q =? 0. The old “second 
Bianchi identity” was derived from the old “first Bianchi identity”.

a205thpapernotes4.pdf

205(3): Orbital Torsions for     Spirals  

January 7, 2012 

I checked the comprehensive computer output by Horst Eckardt once more and I put the torsion 
elements into the right S.I. units in eqs. (1) and (2) of this note. There should be a 1 / c for T sup 1 sub 
01 and a 1 / r for T sup 1 sub 12. This gives the right S. I. units of torsion – inverse metres. In the 
output they are in normalized or non SI units. Each torsion element is twice the relevant connection 
element. The output can be put in the right SI units by noting that the time derivative must contain a 1 / 
c wherever it occurs, and the angle derivative must contain a 1 / r wherever it occurs. I give the 
mathematical origin of the 1 / r in eq. (14), the definition of the divergence in cylindrical polar 
coordinates. The important result is that the torsion is non zero for the hyeprbolic spiral (the observed 
spiral of a whirlpool galaxy), but it is zero for the logarithmic spiral, which is not observed. So 
spacetime torsion produces a hyperbolic spiral as observed in astronomy, another major advantage of 
ECE theory. Eqs. (1) to (3) of this note are valid for all orbits of any kind and are in the right S. I. units.

a205thpapernotes3.pdf

Orbital Angular Velocity of the     Earth  

January 7, 2012 

I think that this should be very accurately known these days. A simple calculation is that the earth 
rotates 360 degress in a year (3.2 ten power seven seconds). This gives 2.0 ten power minus seven 
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radians per second for the angular velocity. This can be refined slightly but is a good estimate. 
Googling around will give a lot of information.

In a message dated 07/01/2012 12:42:50 GMT Standard Time

I agree, an experimental precise measurement of omega is required. My intent for raising 
this question was that we need some method for guessing or defining omega (or rdot) for a 
graphical representation of torsion. The classical equation in Marion and Thornton is eq. 
8.15 (probably 7.15 in your issue) but depends on the potential which has been abandoned 
in the new theory. I propose taking the angular momentum in non-relativistic 
approximation:

L = m r^2 omega

Together with the orbital equation then we should have all what we need.

Horst

Am 07.01.2012 12:51, schrieb EMyrone

I think that the astronomers still measure angular velocity through Kepler’s 
second law of 1609, equal areas in equal times. They must have supercomputers 
to do this with phenomenal accuracy in the solar system. Knowing this, dr / dt 
can be found from the chain rule:

dr / dt = (dr / dtheta)(dtheta / dt)

and in the solar system dr / dtheta is found from the observations of a precessing ellipse, the 
precession of the perihelion corrected by supercomputer for the gravitational effects of 
other objects, and other corrections. All the concepts that we have used are spectacularly 
correct, and congratulations on the computer algebra. These are all major advances in 
cosmology.

Correctness of the Code by Horst     Eckardt  

January 7, 2012 

Yes, congratulations to you for years of voluntary work! All the code has now been subjected to 
extensive and multiple cross checks, a process lasting several years and over a hundred scientific 
papers and books. For the open minded scientist there should be no problem in accepting ECE theory, 
all have done so in any case precisely because of the numerous computer checks.

Simulation of a Spiral Galaxy by Robert     Cheshire  

January 7, 2012 

I have just sent this for posting on www.aias.us – it is very impressive, and Robert has dedicated many 
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hundreds of hours to it. If we get the funding he would make an excellent director for scientific films. I 
have started to form a committee to purchase Craig y Nos Castle, where the films would be made. 
Unfortunately the blog does not accept simulation files but I have posted notices there indicating that 
the simulation has been sent for posting on the main site.

FOR POSTING: Simulation by Robert     Cheshire  

January 7, 2012 

This is imrpessive work by Robert Cheshire, who has put a great deal of time and effort into the project 
and who has discovered new features of a spiral galaxy by many hundreds of hours of careful analysis 
of photographs. Kerry Pendergast is of course welcome as co author in the planned new book.

Astronomical Measurements of the Angular     Velocity  

January 7, 2012 

I think that the astronomers still measure angular velocity through Kepler’s second law of 1609, equal 
areas in equal times. They must have supercomputers to do this with phenomenal accuracy in the solar 
system. Knowing this, dr / dt can be found from the chain rule:

dr / dt = (dr / dtheta)(dtheta / dt)

and in the solar system dr / dtheta is found from the observations of a precessing ellipse, the precession 
of the perihelion corrected by supercomputer for the gravitational effects of other objects, and other 
corrections. All the concepts that we have used are spectacularly correct, and congratulations on the 
computer algebra. These are all major advances in cosmology.

205(2): The Evans Identity of Any     Orbit  

January 7, 2012 

This note uses the computations just sent over by co author Dr Horst Eckardt to show that the Evans 
Identity is the exact identity (15) for any orbit. This is therefore a multiple cross check on concepts and 
algebra. Notably:

1) The Evans identity is correct, it is an example of Cartan’s identity D ^ T := R ^ q. Converesely, the 
second Bianchi identity used in the Einstein field equation is incorrect because it omits torsion T, and 
uses only curvature R.
2) The Christoffel connection is antisymmetric. The use of a symmetric connection in Einstein’s 
general relativity is incorrect.
3) The metric compatibility theorem is true with an antisymmetric connection.
4) The work done for “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation” is correct. This was published by 
Cambridge International Science Publishing (www.cisp-publishing.com) in Spring 2011 and is a 
pioneering book.
5) All metrics of the Einstein field equation are incorrect and obsolete. It is easy to show that the 
equation is incorrect, the clearest demonsration being in UFT202.
6) All orbits are due to Cartan’s geometry, specifically the torsion and curvature of spacetime.

http://www.cisp-publishing.com/
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7) General relativity can be developed with a constrained Minkowski metric. No other metric is needed 
for cosmology.

a205thpapernotes2.pdf

Book on     Orbits  

January 7, 2012 

To Dr Horst Eckardt

Great minds think alike! This output solves the whole problem. Victor Riecansky mentioned that 
monographs can be printed on demand so that the publisher no longer needs to buy large quantities. 
This output can go into UFT205. Victor can also print in colour, so graphics by Robert Cheshire and 
yourself coming out of this work will be very interesting. The energy problem is of course the most 
important challenge that humankind has faced in its history and is first priority for the engineers who 
follow ECE theory around the world every day. In order to meet the increasing threats of viruses and 
hacking I recommend multiple backing up as mentioned. ESET is among the best anti virus software 
and Rob kindly set it up for me here and all my machines, built by Robert Fell. I prefer the unit vector 
definition of metric you have used here, but the other (r squared) definition could also be used in the 
code. All orbits can therefore be translated into torsions and curvatures. A photograph of any object 
from Hubble for example can be published alongside its torsion and curvature maps. In historical 
analogy this would be something similar to mapping the first orbitals from quantum mechanics. With 
the demise of Einstein theory it is being realized that orbits cannot be predicted, but they can be 
observed with great precision and mapped in this new way.

output-general.pdf
output-r-theta.pdf
output-theta.pdf

Daily Report     6/1/12  

January 7, 2012 

There were 2,402 hits (files downloaded) from 445 distinct visits, 20.2% spiders: Belgian Institute for 
Space Aeronomy UFT11; University of Cologne Theoretical Physics UFT89; Texas A and M UFT149; 
University of Poitiers News and Updates; Government of India Ministry of Railway Essay45; Royal 
Society, Award of Civil List Pension and my C. V.; University of Newcastle upon Tyne Essay32; 
intense activity all sectors, meaning that essentially all material on www.aias.us was read or listened to 
during the day, as is always the case now. Someone at the Royal Society looked at the award of the 
Civil List Pension, for which I was nominated by the Royal Society.

The Supreme Authority of the     People  

January 6, 2012 

This idea originated in ancient times, and was called democracy. In Britain it crystallized in the 
Agreement of the People and the Putney Debates of 1647 between factions of the New Model Army 
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between my ancestral cousin Lt. Gen. Oliver Cromwell and Commissary Gen. Thomas Ireton on the 
one hand and the Levellers, Anabaptists and similar radical factions who wished to introduce the Greek 
idea of democracy, notably suffrage, a vote for all men excluding paupers and labourers. The Levellers 
are my philosophical ancestors, ancestors of the intellectual Baptists, Independents and so forth. This 
idea of the supremacy of the People evolved into the U. S. Declaration of Independence – all men are 
created equal – and a system of checks and balances on the power of the President. The idea evolved 
into all persons are created equal and universal sufrage and human rights laws. The idea was 
dangerously eroded by several Presidents, notably by Abraham Lincoln, of all presidents, who used the 
Army for his own direct purposes, and by generals such as Douglas MacArthur, who twice ignored 
direct orders from hus supreme commander, President Herbert Hoover, in his attack on the veterans 
camping in Washington during the great depression. Nixon attempted to erode it further, so did Clinton. 
These two are historical nonentities compared with Franklin Delano Roosevelt, by far the greatest U. S. 
President of the twentieth century, who sustained the constitution until he died of exhaustion in office. 
The same MacArthur was finally fired by Truman, and not before time. It is little known that Major 
Eisenhower also attacked the veterans under orders from MacArthur, but not Hoover. This idea of the 
People being Supreme Authority was used to found the true Prifysgol Cymru (University of Wales) at 
the Eisteddfod in 1893, and it is this idea that has been cynically assaulted to the point where collapse 
in the higher education system in Wales has occurred, and to the point where politicians of all kinds are 
held in great contempt in Wales by workers and intellectuals alike. Direct government by electronic 
referendum will cut out the corruption and will oblige the People to become responsible. The People 
would be Lord Protector. Until that happens the future of the Welsh language will be seriously 
endangered and will be in the hands of a few dedicated and honest individuals. The Information 
Commissioner played a leading role in exposing the terminal corruption inside the imposter 
“University of Wales”. This is not the People’s University at all, the Welsh Nation has been held in 
complete contempt. Until this corruption is removed by Lord Protector, The People, Wales will not be a 
mature Nation. Neither would any nation that allows its university and language to be destroyed, and 
allows its ex first minister to preside over a destroyed remnant. True scholarship thrives not on weeds 
and briars as Cromwell would have said.

205(1): Calculation of Riemann Torsion from     Orbit  

January 6, 2012 

This is the preliminary hand calculation of the Riemann torsion from the ellptical orbit. Co author 
Horst Eckardt checks the calculation by computer and produces the graphics, which are of key 
importance in reducing the equations to visual format. Using this method any orbit can be reduced to a 
map of Riemann torsion. The curvature can also be calculated by computer, it gets too complicated for 
a hand calculation. The antisymmetric connection has been used via eq. (19) of UFT188, deduced from 
metric compatibility with an antisymmetric connection, whose symmetry is given by the commutator. 
In the incorrect and obsolete Einstein theory the torsion was completely missing, yet it is the most 
important feature of all cosmology. Next I will do the hand calculation for spiral orbits. Any orbit dr / d 
theta can be used after being observed by astronomy. Kepler’s second law of 1609 is used to observe 
the angular velocity from the areal velocity. The second law is equal areas in equal times, and is true for 
any orbit. So an ephemeris consisting of maps of Riemann torsions can be produced for any orbit of 
any object. These maps can be constructed for any galaxy, including the ones given by Halton Arp in 
his book of peculiar galaxies. This method is an important advance in astronomy and cosmology and 
looks much healthier than dark matter and a failed Einsteinian theory.

http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2012/01/06/2051-calculation-of-riemann-torsion-from-orbit/
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Appointment of Rhodri Morgan as “Chancellor of Swansea     University”  

January 6, 2012 

This is another example of an appointment made in breach of charter of the University of Wales, whose 
Supreme Authority is the People of Wales, not a handful of individuals in a smoked filled room. Rhodri 
Morgan presides over a “university” in which no one speaks Welsh and which is internationally 
insiginificant. He was appointed without any form of open competition. His e mail address at the 
Assembly is still live, but any e mail sent there gets through to nothing because he retired two or three 
years ago. I do not think that anyone in Wales is satisfied with self servers. I am in favour of direct 
government by referendum, eliminating dud representatives entirely, the People governing itself. It will 
then be obliged to take responsibility. In my experience no A.M. ever answers e mail. I think that this is 
illegal. So appointments in Swansea are still made without open competition. In my experience they 
were made in a corrupt way (Howard Purnell etc.). Politicians go along with the cynical destruction of 
the real University of Wales and hold the People in contempt because they are allowed to get away with 
it. I wonder whether Rhodri Morgan will make a statement denouncing the corruption that is now out in 
the open, (the sale of junk courses), or go on being a meaningless figurehead. Politicans never answer 
questions like these.  As senior Scientiae Doctor of the real University of Wales, and its most 
productive and unpaid member, I do not recognize its “closure” and denounce the people who 
instigated the corruption. Unless this corruption is cleaned up, Wales will never be ready for 
independence. Better be an unpaid scholar like myself and make some impact on the world.

bcc Prime Minister’s Office,
Welsh Government
Information Commissioner

Daily Report     5/1/12  

January 6, 2012 

There were 7,282 hits from 1,601 distinct visits, 72.6% spiders. National Institute of Pure and Applied 
Mathematics Brazil Felker12 (Spanish); German Synchrotron Facility UFT41; GSI Helmholtz Centre 
for Heavy Ion Research Darmstadt “Basic Error in the Einstein Field Equation”; Centre for European 
Economic Research Mannheim general; Niels Bohr Institute Copenhagen UFT32 “Generally Covariant 
Heisenberg Equation”; Southern Illinois University Crothers paper 1; Autonomous University of 
Madrid Essay 42 (Spanish); University of Poitiers general; University of Rennes 1 UFT71; University 
of Tours UFT2; Weizmann Institute UFT7; Nagoya Institute of Technology Japan UFT99; University 
of Durham UFT146; The Richard Rose Federation Sixth Form College Carlisle: Etherington Report. 
Intense activity all sectors, a lot of interest to date in January in UFT19 in generally covariant 
electroweak theory, refuting the CERN theory in one of many ways on www.aias.us. There are many 
other refutations of CERN by many theoretical physicists.
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Calculation of     Torsion  

January 5, 2012 

I carried out the initial hand calculation of Riemann torsion for the elliptical orbit using the 
antisymmetric connection, the torsion is non zero and causes the orbit. I will send details tomorrow. 
This is a very natural description of any orbit, much more so than Riemann curvature, although the 
latter can also be calculated. As usual the computer algebra will check the correctness of the 
calculation, so discussion can concentrate on concepts. So all orbits are caused by spacetime torsion. 
The experimental advantages of ECE are actually listed on the site and the section is attached for 
convenience. There are many more advantages known now and should be added to this section. The 
mht format used here for AIAS colleagues unfortunately does not appear on the blog, but obviously 
these sections are all on the www.aias.us website.

Proceeding with Calculations for     UFT205  

January 5, 2012 

I am proceeding to calculate the Riemann torsion from the constrained Minkowski metric. As expected 
the constraint (the orbit) produces the torsion. Without the constraint there is no torsion and no orbit.

Back     Ups  

January 5, 2012 

AIAS Fellow Robert Fell and I backed up the contents of the main disks here, so they are now on two 
different computers. Every university of any note is following our work now, so it is important for 
AIAS Fellows to make all kinds of back ups, on to memory sticks and similar. David Burleigh has 
made two back ups and the computer at the British Library is probably well backed up regularly. That 
computer holds the archive of www.aias.us on www.webarchive.org.uk. I advise the owners of 
www.atomicprecision.com, www.et3m.net and www.upitec.org also to back up regularly if they are not 
doing so already. As illustrated recently the sites can be downloaded very easily with modern 
technology, which is exactly what is needed for urgently needed reforms of physics. As an example I 
attach some files I created last week from www.aias,us. They are small but contain a vast amount of 
information.

Pwyllgor Castell Craig y     Nos  

January 5, 2012 

Balch gennym gwahodd Bryn Terfel Jones i ymuno gyda Pwyllgor Castell Craig y Nos, i brynu’r 
Castell ac i sefydlu canolfan opera, celfyddyd a gwyddoniaeth yno. We are pleased to extend an 
invitation to Bryn Terfel Jones to join the Craig y Nos Castle Appeals Committee when it is convened. 
The Castle is on sale for 1.5 million pounds and our aim is to raise the capital to buy and run it as a 
centre for opera, the arts and science under the aegis of the Craig y Nos Castle Trust (Ymddiriedolaeth 
Castell Craig y Nos). Byddwn yn falch i weithio gyda’r Eisteddfod Genedlaethol. We would be glad to 
work with the National Eisteddfod.
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Athro Myron Wyn Evans, Bonheddwr Glyn Eithrym,
Rhestr Sifil
www.aias.us

Prof. M. W. Evans, Armiger of Glyn Eithrym,
Civil List
www.aias.us

Daily Report     4/1/12  

January 5, 2012 

There were 3,485 hits from 458 distinct visits, 15.1% spiders. University of Vienna UFT167; science 
University of Valencia Spain UFT144 (Spanish); Technical Research Centre of Finland UFT47; NDR 
Hubble NASA Mission UFT42, UFT124; St Steven and St Ladislaus Hospital Budapest UFT107; 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory of the British Government general; Queen’s University Belfast UFT4. 
Lead item is Robert Cheshire’s broadacast of Essay 46, “Refutation of General Relativity”, intense 
interest all sectors, especially in the broadcasts, by now a regular feature of the feedback.

Talk with Simon Clifford     Today  

January 4, 2012 

This was an interesting talk, I think we all realize fully how critical the fuel shortage is becoming, 
while CERN fiddles away. In order to pre empt the inevitable and completely cynical claims that a 
Higgs boson will be discovered “whatever happens”, I will make renewed and severe criticisms of the 
Higgs boson theory very visible. We should all make every effort to make energy devices available as 
soon as humanly possible. As often stated, the billions spent on CERN are being wasted at a critical 
time, it is estimated that severe shortages of fuel will begin to be felt in eight years’ time. Then 
rationing of fuel with have to be introduced unless new sources are found.

bcc Welsh Government

Complete Long Term Trend of Distinct     Visits  

January 4, 2012 

This is given in the attached files from May 2002, when there were 155 visits. In May 2004 there were 
3,749. In May 2006 there were 11,733. In May 2008 there were 11,271. In May 2010 there were 
23,870. In May 2011 there were 21,153, and last month in December 2011 there were 21,884. A 
distinct visit is a source which has been used to visit a website AT LEAST ONCE in a typical time 
frame, (usually a month). So one distinct visit may indicate many actual visits from a given website 
user. Since 2002 there has been an estimated total of order ten to fifteen million hits, and order two or 
three million distinct visits. The actual number of visits or readings therefore runs into many millions, 
indicating an unprecedented impact on modern physics, changing it completely and making standard 
physics entirely obsolete. Essentially all relevant universities in the world use the site all the time. This 
shows the key value of feedback, and shows the emergence of a new type of high quality, open source 
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education that is independent of and complements university education. It is clear that this interest will 
be mainained for many years, so the institutional support of the National Library of Wales, British 
Library and Newlands Family Trust is of key strategic importance and highly valued. I am pleased and 
proud of the performance of all staffs, and of all support personnel over the years.

Prof. M .W. Evans,
(Evans of Glyn Eithrym, Armiger),
H. M. Civil List
www.aias.us, www.atomicprecision.com, www.upitec.org, www.et3m.net, www.webarchive.org.uk

bcc Prime Minister’s Office and Welsh Government, Royal Society and Royal Society of Chemistry

MONTHLY.doc

Overview File up to the End of     2011  

January 4, 2012 

The final feedback activity figures are as follows:
November 2011: 113,652 hits, 20,604 visits, 54,466 page views, 6.27 Gbytes downloaded, 102 
countries.
December 2011: 137,755 hits, 21,884 visits, 74,239 page views, 14.79 Gbytes downloaded (new eight 
year record), 106 countries.
These figures are summarized as usual at the end of the attached overview file.

overview.pdf

Daily Report     3/1/12  

January 4, 2012 

There were 5,287 hits from 513 distinct visits, 9.1% spiders. Theoretical Physics University of Viennna 
UFT109; Institute of Physics Federal Univeristy of Rio de Janeiro UFT3; Valle University Colombia 
Omnia Opera 563; Microsoft Corporation general and my CV; Oriente University Cuba O Level 
Section, What on Earth is B(3)? by Simon Clifford; LAM Company Czechia UFT 113, 114, 115; TU 
Berlin UFT137; Mathematics University of Hannover UFT142, levitron, D. Sc. ceremony, CV; 
University of William and Mary UFT110; University of Poitiers UFT203; University of Tours UFT3, 
UFT14; Tel Aviv University Differences with standard model; Rural Wales, Family History; University 
of Agriculture Faisalabad Pakistan UFT116; physics National Central University Taiwan UFT91; 
Astronomy Cambridge University, general and Corthers’ papers; King’s College London UFT197; 
University College London general; UFT203 and UFT204 already well read.

My Studies of General     Relativity  

January 3, 2012 

Up to a few years ago I had not studied general relativity in any depth, and had accepted what I see 
now as empty and even facile dogma. So by now I have rejected all the main precepts: the Einstein 
field equation, the symmetric connection, and all metrics that are solutions of the Einstein field 
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equation. It has been found that the theory does not produce a precessing ellipse, (its most trumpeted 
feature) and its treatment of light deflection due to gravitation contains several serious errors. There are 
no black holes, and there was no big bang. Torsion cannot be neglected. The constants of motion E and 
L are not constants, and after all, Newton can predict a precessing ellipse. I should think that the entire 
world of honest physics agrees, bearing in mind that they study all my work all the time, literally. Why 
would they do this, I wonder, if they still had confidence in the old theory? The most pervasive and 
long lasting piece of dogma was the constancy of E and L. To get rid of this flu bug took a lot of 
thought for UFT203. Having cleared all the weeds the garden is ready for planting again. This progress 
has required years of careful study backed up by computer algebra and meticulous scrutiny by Horst 
Eckardt, Douglas Lindstrom and others. I do not think it would have been possible at a university, or 
what passes for a university in our times. I still think that Einstein’s contributions are outstanding, but 
he was one of many scientists. To progress thus far requires a good deal of self discipline and self 
criticism, and the likelihood of any error in the many refutations of the obsolete general relativity is 
vanishingly small. Society itself is being brought under the microscope, is it able to initiate the much 
needed reforms in physics? Establishment physicists themselves have not been able to do so in a 
hundred years. They go on awarding themselves kudos that no longer exists. The worst are full of 
certainty as Yeats put it.

bcc Welsh Government.

Corrigendum Note     203(9)  

January 3, 2012 

In Eqs. (19) and (22), square root around outer bracket.

Criticisms of Higher Education in     Wales  

January 3, 2012 

My essay and its Robert Cheshire broadcast are very popular and there has been a complete collapse of 
public confidence in higher education in Wales, because of its secretive appointment procedures, its 
corruption now out in the open, and lack of any sympathy with the language. Aberystwyth is no longer 
recognized as a college that serves the needs of Wales. The latest Vice Chancellor is once more a 
monoglot with no knowledge of Welsh, arbitrarily imported. Using the Freedom of Information Act I 
did manage to find that records of how a Vice Chancellor is appointed are destroyed! When I started at 
Aberystwyth in 1968, the Principal was the great scholar Sir Thomas Parry, who was of course fluent in 
Welsh. His scholarship of my ancestral cousin Dafydd ap Gwilym was and is famous. His sucessor Sir 
Goronwy Daniels started the Welsh medium channels, after that there has been a string of dismal 
nonentities. The latest one “knows a bit of Gaelic”. This has to change. I advocate strong counter 
measures by the Welsh Government, mainly the establishment of a Welsh medium University under the 
direct control of the Eisteddfod and Gorsedd. I advocate a freeze on funding for the remnants of the 
deliberately cut up University of Wales until all staff members are trained in Welsh. Those who refuse 
cannot be allowed to continue. A real Prifysgol Cymru is urgently needed, free of all corruption and 
prejudice against Welsh speakers such as myself. I advocate a Home Office enquiry into selling junk 
courses, and those found culpable must not be allowed to continue under the guise of a new charter.
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FOR POSTING: UFT204, Newtonian Calculation of Perihelion     Precession  

January 3, 2012 

This is a straightforward Newtonian calculation of perihelion precession, removing the need for 
Einstein theory in this context. The Eisntein theory is riddled with errors, as is well known by now, and 
the Newton theory contains a well known mixture of concepts. The dogma asserts that it is not possible 
to calculate perihelion precession with a Newtonian theory, but here it is.

a204thpaper.pdf

Stanza from “Sorry” by R. S.     Thomas  

January 3, 2012 

R. S. Thomas (1913 – 2000) is considered to be one of the finest lyrical voices of the twentieth century 
in the English language. I corresponded with him once or twice, and one of his letters is on 
www.aias.us. He was Rector of Manafon and Vicar of Aberdaron, a republican nationalist like myself 
and duly obliged to retire early by his Bishop. As a Welsh speaking Baptist by upringing I fail to see 
how a priest can retire. This stanza is the apology to the people of twentieth century theoretical physics.

“It was not the bone buckled;
You gave me enough food
To renew myself.
It was the mind’s weight
Kept me bent, as I grew tall.”

This was offered to a society that RST regarded to be in large part a total nonsense, a self destructive 
virus of anything that was valuable in Wales. This is what I call “development”. To resist it do not sell 
your houses and language, put them in Trust for those who appreciate them.

bcc Welsh Government

204(1): Further Refutations of the Einstein Theory of General     Relativity  

January 3, 2012 

These are further refutations which are very easy to see. The Einstein theory leads to eq. (13), which is 
a self contradiction because v in general relativity is required to be arbitrary, it is the velocity of one 
frame with respect to another. Yet the Einstein theory requires that v be a function of the radial 
coordinate r as in eq. (13). The constants of motion E and L of the theory are obviously not constant. 
This is another example of endless repetition of dogma, or Langmuir’s “pathological science”. In 
UFT203 GR was developed with a Minkowski metric, making the line element relativity much simpler. 
In that paper E and L were not assumed to be constant. There are so many easy to see refutations of the 
Einstein theory by now on www.aias.us that it has been reduced to total nonsense. So to award a Nobel 
Prize for this theory is pure politics in smoke filled dungeons or fume cupboards to a chemist like 
myself. We all know that this is what the Nobel Prize has become in peace and literature, and now it 
has become this in parts of physics, the dogmatic parts that are so hyped up by the media. This is why 
R. S. Thomas would have refused a Literature Prize – he was nominated a few times apparently, but 
that should have been confidential. In fact the nominations were hyped all over the media, media which 
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never read a poem by R. S. Thomas.

bc Welsh Government

a204thpapernotes1.pdf

Corrigenda     UFT203  

January 3, 2012 

1) In eq. (48), r sqaured for r in denominator.
2) In Table 1, minus signs for derivatives of hyperbolic spiral and lituus.

Daily Report     2/1/12  

January 3, 2012 

Theer were 5,140 hits from 450 distinct visits duting the day, 10.5% spiders. University of Ibadan 
Nigeria UFT17; Poitiers University general; Italian National Institute for Astrophysics Lambrate 
UFT88; Kaunas County Public Library Lithuania levitron and engineering model; New Pakistan 
University Essay15; National Chiao Tung University Taiwan Essay3; Engineering Department 
Cambridge University Johnson Magnets, intense activity all sectors from individual computers.

Plans for     UFT204  

January 2, 2012 

These are to write up the Newtonian theory of precessing elliptical orbits. This is thought to be 
impossible in the dogma. Then for UFT205 there are plans to calculate the tetrads, torsion and 
curvature of the constrained Minkowski metric of UFT203.

FOR POSTING:     UFT203  

January 2, 2012 

This is UFT203 on the development of general relativity in a Minkowski metric with varying v, a 
radically new approach to general relativity and cosmology, a theory which is able to rationalize all 
orbits within the same framework.

a203rdpaper.pdf

203(11): Summary of Paper on a New Approach to General     Relativity  

January 2, 2012 

This is a summary of the completely new approach to general relativity in which v in the Lorentz 
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transform is allowed to become arbitrary. This means that the Minkowski metric may be used in 
general relativity. The only constant of motion is the hamiltonian defined as half the rest energy. The 
energy E and angular rmomentum L are no longer constant as in the classical dynamics. In fact this is a 
well known philosophy of general relativity. This new theory does not pretend to predict orbits, it 
analyses them and describes them using the Minkowski metric. This is a great turning point in natural 
philosophy because it is now known to essentially all scientists that the Einstein theory is incorrect and 
did not succeed in predicting orbits at all. That was a severe mirage.

a203rdpapernotes11.pdf

Daily Report Sunday     1/1/12  

January 2, 2012 

For twenty hours of recording there were 3679 hits from 349 visits, 12.6% spiders. On the first day of 
the month the first four hours are not recorded. Padang Institute of Technology Indonesia 2D-ECE-
FEM by Douglas Lindstrom; Hebrew University Jerusalem ECE Theory of H Bonding; National 
Nuclear Research University Moscow general. Intense activity all sectors on individual computers.

Basic Ideas of     UFT203  

January 1, 2012 

The advances made in the 203rd paper are that: 1) any orbit is defined by the Minkowski metric; 2) the 
generalization of special relativity follows in the obvious way, by allowing v to be arbitrary and not 
constant as in special relativity, provided v is less than or equal to c, and by using the Minkowski 
metric. So I will write one or two more notes and then write up the paper with Horst Eckardt as co 
author. There is no need even for a constraint. Notes for papers usually iterate to a clear conclusion, and 
then the paper is written up in as simple a way as possible. All the notes are posted with the paper. 
There are well over a thousand notes and all are studied regularly, this can be seen again from 
feedback.

203(10): Simultaneous Solution of the Two Orbital     Equations  

January 1, 2012 

This procedure gives the equation (8), whcih can be reexpressed as (24). In all these equations, the total 
kinetic energy is constant, which means that the potential energy is subsumed into the geometry – the 
usual philosophy of general relativity, the constant total energy becomes the constant kinetic energy, 
there being no potential energy. The lagrangian and hamiltonian are the same, again because there is no 
potential energy. So every orbit, or any rotational planar motion, is characterized by its constant kinetic 
lagrangian. The two possible definitions of the lagrangian are related in eq. (18). This work is 
motivated by the need to produce a relativity theory of all cosmology in the wake of the collapse of the 
Einstein theory. I feel that anyone who ignores a paper such as UFT202 is not a scientist because the 
refutation of Einstein’s theory in that paper is so simple, it is simple algebra.

a203rdpapernotes10.pdf
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203(9) : Law of     Orbits  

January 1, 2012 

The law of any orbit is defined in eq. (31), which follows from the fact that the orbit is a constraint on 
the Minkowski metric, defined as being the metric for constant v. The orbit is equivalent to frame 
movement, and this is a concept of general relativity. The static frame of special relativity (Minkowski 
frame) is transformed into a moving frame by the orbit, so the orbit is the moving frame itself. As in 
UFT199, the movement can be worked out in terms of connections. Some examples are given for 
various orbits: precessing ellipse, logarithmic, hyperbolic and Archimedean spirals. This analysis gives 
a natural and elegant explanation of the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy, without the use of dark 
matter. The Einstein theory cannot explain the velocity curve, neither can the Newton theory. The two 
orbital equations are (1) and (31), and are equivalent. The concepts are tested in several ways for self 
consistency. This is an analysis of general relativity, using the concept of constant kinetic lagrangian 
(kinetic energy with no concept of potential energy being used). The orbit is the movement of 
spacetime itself. In note 203(8) these concepts were tested in the Newtonian limit, giving a completely 
self consistent result.

a203rdpapernotes9.pdf

Your 2011 year in blogging     drmyronevans.wordpress.com  

January 1, 2012 

This is the blog report, Adelina Patti could not have done better.

In a message dated 01/01/2012 00:07:06 GMT Standard Time, donotreply@wordpress.com writes:

Your Annual Report from WordPress.com

Your 2011 in blogging
Our stats helper monkeys have been busy putting together a personalized report detailing how 
your blog did in 2011! Here’s a sneak peek:
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View your full report online

Trouble clicking? Copy and paste this URL into your browser:
http://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2011/annual-report/

Don’t want annual reports? You can unsubscribe by clicking 
here.

Daily and End of Year Report 31/12/11 for     www.aias.us  

January 1, 2012 

Yesterday there were 4,015 hits from 377 visits, 28.1% spiders: University of Arizona UFT41; 
University of Tel Aviv general; ONS Eindhoven general; Unix central system University of Cambridge 
UFT99. For December 2011 there were 96,513 hits, a record 14.18 gigabytes downloaded, 15,334 
distinct visits, 2,372 documents read from 106 countries. For 2011 there were 1,136,882 hits. The blog 
was read 41,027 times in 2011 compared with 26,991 times in 2010. In 2011 detailed feedback analysis 
showed that every one of the 202 unified field theory papers to date are read repeatedly every day in all 
universities of any significance worldwide including essentially all the top hundred universities 
worldwide with physics, astronomy, chemistry and engineering departments. Similarly for the essay 
broadcasts, articles by the colleagues and other material on the site. This means that ECE is the new 
theory of unified physics. Congratulations and a happy new year to all staffs, and happy new year to all 
readers. Attached is the overview of nearly eight years of daily monitoring of feedback from 
universities, institutes, corporations, government departments, military facilities, and similar. The 
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attached is about 2% only of the unprecedented interest in the theory. There is a complete collapse of 
confidence in the well funded but entirely obsolete standard model of physics.

Evans of Glyn Eithrym,
H. M. Civil List,
bcc Buckingham Palace Staff, Prime Minister’s Office and Welsh Government
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